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Preface

The scientist has a lot of experience with ignorance and doubt and uncertainty . . .
[Richard Feynman, American physicist.], [10, 11, 12, 13, 14]

[. . .]
“Child,” said the Queen, “what do you want to do when you grow up?”
“I want to understand,” said Michael, almost without thinking.
“You want to understand?”
“Yes, your Majesty.”
“What do you want to understand?”
“Everything,” said Michael desperately. “I want to understand about people, I want to under-
stand about machines . . . I – I want to know everything there is to know.”
The Queen patted his head. “You want too much child. You want far too much.”

[Edmund Cooper, The Overman Culture, 1971, 1974.], [15, 16, 17]
[. . .]

1.1 Intent

The intention of this book is to try to explain about science in legal processes and
about law in the application of science – all developed from fundamental concepts;
and to try to present this in a simple and understandable way. When, for some read-
ers, more detail than wanted is offered, notation is also given about skimming or
skipping, while still receiving some of the concepts. The science discussed centres
around analytical chemistry; in the context of the legal systems historically derived
from, and still related to, the Common Law of England – of Canada, USA, [18] UK
and the Commonwealth. It is hoped that the various aspects of science and law ex-
plained in this book’s several chapters can come together to equip the reader with a
good essential understanding of what forensic chemistry is about.

1.2 Wherefrom; why; audience

Throughout my practice of criminal law defence, I have taken particular interest in
forensic science, as a chemist; and chemistry prompted my involvement in work-
place health and safety law (part of labour law) as my first area of interest.

In past years, I have tried to explain forensic chemistry in various written for-
mats; sometimes more successfully than at other times. Various scientific issues
and explanations have appeared incidental to legal issues, in written court pleadings;
or as my own notes. This book is to try to give a comprehensive general treatment of

https://doi.org/10.1515/9783110718812-203
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forensic chemistry’s fundamental concepts;1 with examples; and with many endnotes
to help document what is presented and for further information that some readers
might want [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25].2,3

In retrospect, this book is a kind of a law practice notebook [26]4,5 of forensics
that, at various times I contemplated, and sometimes used – some-fewer times with
some success – before the courts, including plea bargains that might not have oth-
erwise happened. But even when not successful as before the courts, in whatever
way, some presentations were successful in that they helped me better understand
the science and the law; and maybe helped the judge understand it too – notwith-
standing an adverse ruling. Such understanding is especially true for the very es-
sentials of forensic science, that do not obviously show up in court presentations.
And, importantly, inadequacies in past presenting might be prevented from hap-
pening again.

Hopefully, this book would be useful to lawyers, students and judges for when
the law involves science. And to scientists, engineers, health practitioners and stu-
dents, for when they would be concerned with legal matters. Also, importantly, it is
hoped that this book would be of interest to citizens who should be the ultimate
critics and overseers of public policy and governance.

2.1 An explain book

This book is designed to explain6 concepts of both science and law by way of pre-
senting theory, with reference to simple examples [27, 28].7 Hopefully, readers would
gain an appreciation of what forensic chemistry is about, along with important un-
derlying concepts, and a knowledge of where to look for more details and how to
understand them. Explanations of concepts of forensic methods are dealt with in
Chapter 6.8

1 Forensic analytical chemistry; chemistry more generally. Otherwise than forensic – useful for un-
derstanding; & perhaps a few digressions. Preface 2.4.
2 The endnotes are intended for data of direct and relevant interest; also included are some of pe-
ripheral and allegorical interest. The footnotes are intended only for data of direct and relevant in-
terest; usually for cross-referencing of topics within this book.
3 Endnotes and footnotes. Preface 1.2, Preface 2.1, Preface 3.1.
4 As a kind of law practice notebook. Author’s biases. Preface 1.2, Chapter 6.
5 Author’s biases. Preface 1.2, 4.1, 4.3, Chapters 1, 4, 10 & 11.
6 An explain book. Not encyclopaedic. References. Preface 2, Preface 3.1, Chapter 6.
7 Endnotes and footnotes. Preface 1.2, Preface 2.1, Preface 3.1.
8 Concept. Scientific methods. Preface 2.1, Chapter 6.

X Preface
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I have tried to develop explanations carefully from essential concepts. I hope
this would be especially helpful to readers with limited science or law backgrounds;
what may be important to them may seem tedious and trite to the more experienced,
who may want to skip through some of it. But, the more experienced might also see
it as an important introductory formalism.

Readers with limited science backgrounds might safely only skim, for bare con-
cept, if not skip over, the more detailed scientific explanations, without too much
loss of meaning of the main theme text.

Also, explanations developed from essential concepts risk including too much te-
dious detail for the sake of comprehensiveness. Some readers may also want to skim
or skip through some of this and go on to more directly related forensic matters.9

2.2 Gedankenexperiment

Some of the examples used to help explain theory are cited from real sources, and
also sometimes from fictional literature [29].10,11 But, many other examples are as
Gedankenexperiment [30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35] – thought experiments.12 As used in
this book, [36] these are fictitious examples concocted to illustrate the concepts that
are attempted to be explained.

Thought experiments are for things and movements imagined as real – that
could be real – but a description of how they logically must work is sufficient to
consider the concepts. Thought descriptions are convenient; practical construction
would be difficult and expensive – some so much so as to be effectively impossible
in practice, or actually impossible; but are important in principle.

That parts of a Gedankenexperiment may be improbable – or beyond – perhaps
over-concocted – should not detract from its usefulness as a tool of explanation –
convenient for both author and reader. Gedankenexperiment also allows for conve-
nient alternate variations for further explanation.

Gedankenexperiment is a concept borrowed from physics. Some famous exam-
ples (details beyond the scope of this book):
– The clock in the box [37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44] of Niels Bohr and Albert

Einstein
– The cat that is/is not alive in another box, [45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54,

55, 56]13 of Erwin Schrödinger

9 Too much scientific technical detail here? Preface 2.1.
10 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
11 Fictional literature. Christie. Poe. Preface 2.2, Chapters 5 & 8.
12 Fictional literature. Ethylene glycol. CAS 107-21-1. Preface 2.2, Chapters 4 & 7.
13 Schrödinger’s cat. Preface 2.2, Chapter 4.

2.2 Gedankenexperiment XI
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– A Jeans cube [57, 58, 59, 60]
– The stone dropped from a moving railway carriage, measured with two clocks in

different places of observation, of Albert Einstein [61, 62]

2.3 Ink analysis

In this book, ink analysis, for examination of suspected forged documents, is used for
main examples,14 – chosen over the more recently popularly modern DNA [63, 64]15

analysis and proteomics, [65, 66] which would unnecessarily complicate the presenta-
tion of essential forensic principles with more complex chemistry.

However, document examination – of ink and otherwise – has a popularity of
its own – with interesting historical stories – for famous fakes such as:
– Howard Hughes “Mormon will” [67, 68]
– Hitler diary [69]
– JFK-Marilyn Monroe papers [70, 71]
– Letter forgeries of Lee Israel [72, 73, 74, 75]

Perhaps the most famous document examinations involved the
– bordereau and petit bleu, [76] and the letters forged by Colonel Hubert Henry,

[77] offered as evidence against Captain Alfred Dreyfus – the Dreyfus Affair of
the Third Republic of France [78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85].16,17

. . . J’accuse les trois experts en écritures, les sieurs Belhomme, Varinard et Couard, d’avoir fait
des rapports mensongers et frauduleux, à moins qu’un examen médical ne les déclare atteints
d’une maladie de la vue et du jugement. . . .

[Émile Zola, “J’ACCUSE . . . !” Paris, L’Aurore, 13 January 1898] [86, 87, 88]

And, there are other famous documents of disputed or unresolved origins, such as:
– the Vinland Map [89, 90]
– from the Woodstock typewriter of the Alger Hiss trial [91, 92, 93] and
– assuming it is a kind of document – the Shroud of Turin [94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99,

100, 101, 102]18 – perhaps the most difficult and controversial forensic problem
imaginable (analysis not attempted here)

14 Variations of Ink analytical chemistry – as examples – Gedankenexperiment – continue through-
out this book. Preface 2.3 & 2.2.
15 DNA. Importance in forensic science. Electrophoresis. Preface 2.3, Chapter 6.
16 Captain Alfred Dreyfus. bordereau, petit bleu. Colonel Hubert Henry. Preface 2.3, Chapter 1.
17 Ethics. Lawyers. Experts. Etc. Preface 2.3, Chapters 1, 5, 8.
18 Shroud of Turin. Carbon-14. Preface 2, Chapters 3, 7.

XII Preface
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2.4 View of science

This book is my construct of view for forensic science;19 others may view it differ-
ently and validly in their own ways. I concentrate on what I think most important,
and hopefully know about well-enough to be able to explain to others, for overall
understanding. Topics of lesser importance, in this context, but relevant, are ex-
plained in less detail or by reference to other literature, or are simply mentioned
with references.

Although discussions and examples in this book are essentially directed toward
forensic science concepts – with specialization in analytical chemistry – many of
those concepts and practices are shared more generally, so that chemistry and other
science concepts are sometimes referred to – with implications towards forensic an-
alytical chemistry [103].20,21,22

3.1 Not encyclopaedic

This book is intended neither as an encyclopaedic23 reference nor as a handbook for
specific methods; nor for hands-on directions for lab work. The explanations and
examples presented here are intended to explain concept – hopefully helpful in un-
derstanding any forensic issue – and hopefully to give an understanding of foren-
sics in general overall concept. However, many literature citations,24 and examples
are included.

3.2 SI and CAS [104]

Writing about science can be difficult-enough without the added confusion of his-
torical units and naming systems. From at least the time of the French revolution,
there have been organized efforts for standardized international scientific descrip-
tors – the origin of the metric system.25

19 Author’s biases. Preface 1.2, Preface 2, Preface 4.1, Preface 4.3, Chapters 10 & 11.
20 Forensic analytical chemistry; chemistry more generally. Otherwise than forensic – useful for
understanding; & perhaps a few digressions. Preface 2.4.
21 Forensic science. Preface 2, Chapters 1, 2, 5.
22 Analytical chemistry. Expanded definition –more detail, and example. Preface 2, Chapter 1, 2, 5.
23 An explain book. Not encyclopaedic. References. Preface 2, Preface 3.1, Chapter 6.
24 Endnotes and footnotes. Preface 1.2, Preface 2.1, Preface 3.1.
25 SI CAS Preface 3.2, Chapters 3 & 4.

3.2 SI and CAS XIII
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The editorial convention adopted for this book is to use Le Système Interna-
tional.[104] SI definitions and conventions should be assumed. Generally, this is the
modern internationally used metric system [105, 106, 107]. This is generally consis-
tent with the CanadaWeights and Measures Act [108, 109].

Further, chemical substances are described as according to the terminology and
systems of the Chemical Abstracts Service of the American Chemical Society, along
with molecular structural diagrams; or at least with reference to CAS. Again, gener-
ally, this is the modern internationally used system [110].26

However, other historical systems persist, and sometimes remain more conve-
nient, perhaps because everyone is so used to them; these others must, however be
relatable to SI and CAS [111].

4.1 Bias

Within the context of my hopeful intention to present reasonable discussions, this
book necessarily reflects my biases [112]27,28:
– As a chemist, from before becoming a lawyer, I look for and raise scientific is-

sues in my client’s cases. I think this is quite reasonable, although Crown coun-
sel whom I encounter, and judges before whom I appear, often do not seem to
concur – sometimes it seems to get on their nerves. Few judges,29 Crown counsel
or other defence lawyers, in my experience, show enthusiasm in trying to under-
stand the world according to the concepts of physical science. Nor do they seem
enthusiastic about understanding science as important beyond the legal issues
before them – as an important aspect of human culture and civilization. Nor,
sadly, does there appear the joy in understanding science as was apparent for
Isaac Asimov and George Gamow and their readers [113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118].30

– My law practice is to advocate as defence counsel.31 This at least raises what
lawyers call a “reasonable apprehension of bias,” because that is the environ-
ment I work in. This does not mean to say that the work of prosecutors and law
enforcement investigators is any less valid or, valuable. I have tried to give a bal-
anced overview; readers should scrutinize and criticize this book on that basis.

26 Chemical names as used in this book. Preface 3.2, Chapter 4.
27 Author’s biases. Preface 1.2, Preface 2, Preface 4.1, Preface 4.3, Chapters 10 & 11.
28 re criticism of Health Canada, Judges, et al. Preface 4.1, 4.3, Chapters 10 & 11.
29 Daubert. Judicial unfamiliarity with science Preface 4.1, Chapters 1 & 10.
30 Asimov. Gamow. Preface 4, Chapter 9.
31 Advocacy. Preface 4.1, Chapters 1 & 8.

XIV Preface
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– Topics dealt with in this book are mostly in the context of analytical chemistry
for criminal law and workplace health and safety law.

– Clear, transparent and formal reporting32 of the science invoked in legal process
are of paramount importance, as is the quality assurance process.33 To obfuscate
is wrong [119].

– Forensic scientists should always strive to do good science, be prepared to ac-
cept when they fall short and always continue to try to do better [120].

– In view of the danger of quod volimus credimus libenter, [121] a forensic scien-
tist’s work in a specific case should, in concept, be separated from the narrative
being theorized for the related human story. This separation would be more dif-
ficult for the scientist involved in investigation, rather than for the later evalua-
tion of results. As best as practicable, the scientist should be blind34 to the
related human story – to relieve a reasonable apprehension of bias. For exam-
ple, [122] the forensic analytical chemist, who happens to hold war-on-drugs
warrior opinions should not know that the analysis is for prosecution of a well-
known drug dealer who deserves to go to jail; nor should the forensic analytical
chemist, who happens to hold anti-war-on-drugs opinions, know that the analy-
sis is for the victim of an unfair police sting, who has no criminal record at all.

– In a free and democratic society, [123, 124] fairly operated good process – in good
faith – should be expected, with the state as fully accountable to its citizens. Ac-
countability means transparency of process, so that the citizenry can scrutinize
it. The workings of government should be clearly visible. Not only should foren-
sic scientists try to do good science, but also be publicly35 accountable. Effec-
tively, the public accountability is a fundamental part of doing good science
[125].

– Judges are bound by precedent authority; scientists must not be.36 Although reli-
ance by scientists on previously published works is necessary, and high regard
for previous scientists’ work is appropriate, and other scientists deserve defer-
ence, every science declaration is always, in some way, provisional, and should
never be absolved or excused from explanation.

32 Lab documentation. Preface 4.1, Chapter 5.
33 Government enquiries: Preface 4, Chapters 8 & 9.

– Grange re Susan Nelles, 1984;
– Griffiths, re Gemma Ramlal, Health Canada, 2001;
– Goudge re Dr. Smith, Hospital for Sick Children, 2008;
– Lang re “Motherisk,” Dr. Koren Hospital for Sick Children, 2015;
– Gillese re Ontario Long-Term Care Homes murders, 2019.

34 Justitia. Blind. Preface 4.1, Chapters 5 & 8.
35 Public. Preface 4, Chapters 5 & 8.
36 Advocacy. Preface 4, Chapters 1 & 8.

4.1 Bias XV
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– Science is explainable [126]37 – its conclusions are to be accepted, in whole or
part, or not, with explanations, given in good faith [127], based on factual (ex-
perimental) observations and measurements. Scientific explanations must make
rational sense – supportable with mathematical expression; and scientists must
address reasonable questions, rather than rely solely on authority. The opinion
of a purported scientist who relies on authority at the expense of explanation
should be avoided [128]. Science is nullius in verba [129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134,
135, 136].38 Ipse dixit [137, 138, 139, 140, 141] is not good enough [142]. Unex-
plained science is bad science,39 for that reason alone. This is necessarily a
public process because explanations must be available to potential critics, who
inconveniently and embarrassingly might sometimes turn out to be correct [143,
144].

– Sometimes satisfactory explanations remain elusive; the science is not advanced
well enough.

– That justice is so often so elusive is no reason to stop striving. This is for good
citizenship.

I hope readers would see these biases as consistent with the usually accepted ideas
of science, justice, and democratic government that I try to express in the first nine
chapters of this book.

4.2 Accuracy attempted

While I strive for accuracy, I cannot guarantee it [145, 146, 147, 148, 149].40 I present
what I write as reasonably reliable, based on, hopefully, sensible explanation and
interpretation of searchable reference material. Readers should have a duty to criti-
cize this book on that basis.

37 Explanation. Preface 4.1, Chapter 10.
38 Nullius in verba. Preface 4.1, Chapters 2, 5, 8.
39 Science – good, bad and junk. Preface 4, Chapters 1, 2, 5, 8, 10, 11.
40 Disclaimers, etc. Error . . ., Not legal advice . . . Commercial products, . . . Preface 2, 4.1, Chap-
ters 1, 5, 6, 9.

XVI Preface
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4.3 Additional bias

However, I have additional biases, from my litigation, over the years41,42,43,44

– concerning the quality of science done by a Canadian federal government agency,
[150] in relation to the war on drugs of abuse and recreation, and how federal
criminal prosecution uses legislation to interfere with how the science is done
and interpreted.45 And concerning a serious quality assurance failure not ade-
quately addressed by the Griffiths Report, 2001.46

– And, concerning science and determining, within Canadian law, impaired
driving.47,48,49,50

Because these biases would be rather more controversial, the remaining two chap-
ters, as essays, are set off at the end this book and labelled as “biased opinion –
polemic.”51,52 Readers are invited to criticize on that basis.
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41 Legislative process – policy making. Preface 4.3, Chapters 1, 10, 11.
42 Author’s biases. Preface 1.2, Preface 2, Preface 4.1, Preface 4.3, Chapters 10 & 11.
43 re criticism of Health Canada, Judges, et al. Preface 4.1, 4.3, Chapters 10 & 11.
44 Proper scientific report. CD&S Act. Health Canada. Preface 4.3, Chapters 5, 8, 9, 10, 11.
45 Health Canada. DAS. Ethics . Preface 4.3, Chapters 5 & 10.
46 Fraud. Griffiths Report, 2001. QA failure. Gemma Ramlal, 2001. Annie Doukhan, 2012. Preface
4.3, Chapters 8, 9, 10.
47 DRE. Scientific measurement. Preface 4.3, Chapter 11.
48 Drug-impaired driving. A court pleading. DRE Preface 4.3, Chapter 11, Chapter 11 Appendix.
49 Chart – legislation. Preface 4.3, Chapter 11.
50 Legislative process – policy making. Preface 4.2, Chapters 1, 10, 11.
51 Polemic. Health Canada. Preface 4, Chapters 9 & 10.
52 Some science controversary remains. Preface 4, Chapters 1, 2, 10, 11.
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doubt/
11 Timothy Ferris, Astronomical Notebook/“Minds and Matter”, The New Yorker, 15 May 1995,

pages 46→50, at pages 46 and 47.
12 Introductory quotes, etc. Preface.
13 The brief introductory quotes, from easily searchable, if not well-known sources, used through-

out this book are to try to connect some this book’s concepts – in an attempted literary sort of
way – within a broader culture. Although the connections may be somewhat tenuous, allegori-
cal and perhaps sometimes ironic, quirky, fanciful, attempted humorous, or out of context, they
would illustrate that some of this book’s concepts also have some meaning elsewhere. All this
without the quotes necessarily having fully logical meanings; and that other writings and inter-
pretations of those quoted might be problematic otherwise. Generally, the quotes begin each
chapter or appendix, but also may be found within chapter components.

Other quotes may be found within chapter components as actual parts of the chapter’s nar-
rative.

Quotes may be as published texts, photos, artwork, cartoons, illustrations, drawings.
14 Quotes appearing in this book from elsewhere have been considered in terms of copyright

status:

– Some, while still under copyright, are here with permission of the copyright holder.
– Some would not – or no longer – be covered by copyright restrictions and now be in the

public domain. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public_domain

– Some, while still under copyright are as fair dealing (Canada, UK, . . . ) or fair use (USA) ex-
ceptions – with sometimes-difficult-to-determine criteria that allow brief quotation for educa-
tion, criticism, review, etc. purpose – when relevant to concepts being presented or argued
within this book. With this book published as a textbook it has an educational character.
Also, this book including comment on public policy issues, dealt with in established literature
– including newspapers, and public government & judicial documents – has a critical and
review character. It should also be noted that public policy comment has US First Amend-
ment, and similar, if lesser elsewhere, freedom of expression protection. In regard to fair
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dealing and fair use, the explicit statement of source, and brevity of the quote, are important.
Also important is an expectation of minimal competition to the copyright holder’ own sales
efforts.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fair_dealing_in_Canadian_copyright_law
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Copyright_Act_of_1976
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fair_use

– That some brief text quotations would appear to have several respectable sources would
suggest that copyright might not strictly apply.

– Quotation, briefly, of case law – court judgments – is a common practice for academic legal
writing and is considered here as fair dealing and fair use. And similar for legislation, and for
government reports. Important for these considerations is relevance to a legal or public policy
issue, and brevity of the quote.

– Quotation, briefly, from academic journal articles, academic texts, and published standards
is also considered here as fair dealing and fair use, depending on the context. Important for
this is relevance to a legal or public policy issue, and brevity of the quote.

– Quotation, briefly, of index lists from other publications, for purpose of discussion of con-
cept, is considered here as fair dealing and fair use. Important for this is relevance to legal
or public policy issues, and brevity of the quote.

– Quotation, briefly, from published news and magazine items is also considered here as fair
dealing and fair use, depending on the context. Important for this is relevance to a legal or
public policy issue, and brevity of the quote.

– Artwork is in a special category – all appearing here are with permission.
– (Some text quotes and artwork that the author would like to have copied do not appear in

this book (although some literature references are given) because of license expense, or be-
cause the actual copyright holder could not be adequately identified, or contact data were
too obscure.) (For example, in Chapter 6, identifying the present copyright holder of the Leo
O’Mealia drawings of Sherlock Holmes, Bell Syndicate (?), Boston Globe, 1930, was too
difficult.)

– Molecular structural diagrams and technical drawings in this book are by the author, and
are therefore without other copyright.

– Copying in this book from Wikimedia Commons is as according to its terms, although iden-
tifying the author can be puzzling. https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Main_Page

15 Edmond Cooper, The Overman Culture, Coronet Books, Hodder Paperbacks Ltd., London, SCI-
ENCE FICTION; 1971, 1974; ISBN 0 340 17,860 4; at pages 40 and 41.

16 For use of this quote here: Permission granted by the Edmund Cooper Trust.
17 Edmund Cooper Trust copyright acknowledgement. Preface.
18 Common Law of England. USA. Maryland. Preface 1.1, Chapter 1.
19 The endnotes are intended for data of direct and relevant interest; also included are some of

peripheral and allegorical interest. The footnotes are intended only for data of direct and rele-
vant interest; and are usually for cross-referencing of topics within this book.

20 Caution alert: Readers may find this endnote group kind-of tedious, and maybe avoidable:
21 There are very many literature citations, other references, and commentary found in the end-

notes. These are intended to be helpful for further explanation and study; or fodder for criti-
cism. But, the uninterrupted reading of the main text of this book is intended to make sense
on its own, notwithstanding these endnotes.

22 The intention is that the explanations within this book’s main text can be read for essential
meaning. Readers can defer the many included endnotes – of literature references, commen-
taries, cross-references, etc. – until later – or much later, or read them hardly at all. Some
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readers may find some of the endnotes helpful for further reference or explanation; or less
so; or not helpful. And, some readers may find some of the endnotes too tedious or obscure
to bother with (perhaps like this very endnote group).

23 Literature citations are intended, variously, to refer to

– comprehensive reference works;
– supporting reference works (sometimes introduced with “See:” or “See for example:”);
– specific examples.

Scientific and other literatures are referred to; and sometimes news reports, etc. about the sci-
ence. Cited references do not reflect an exhaustive literature search – rather they are typically
one or a few references from prominent sources as a lead-in to the topic, with other references
cited therein.

24 Cross-references within this book may appear as among chapter footnotes & endnotes –
mostly as footnotes.

25 Citations appearing in endnotes and footnotes are to documents with published and search-
able data. Internet locations or links are often provided; and sometimes only Internet links.
But Internet links can go stale (do not work anymore) faster than the more traditional print
references; readers might then try to use data from the link for a search de novo.

26 As a kind of author’s notebook this book would include two kinds of biases:

– Some scientific methods – of lesser general application – and with less direct involvement
with forensics or analytical chemistry – are presented (perhaps somewhat self-indulgently)
because they arose from the author’s law practice; or were otherwise of interest.

– Some topics, considered of lesser importance for this book, are presented, only very briefly,
for mention, with references to other sources. This brevity may also reflect the bias of the
author’s limited knowledge of these topics.

27 Sometimes, but not often, commercial products etc., might be mentioned; if so:
28 Disclaimers, etc. Error . . ., Not legal advice . . . Commercial products, . . ..

Preface 2, 4.1, Chapters 1, 5, 6, 9.
29 When literary fiction is quoted, or referred, as example, it should be taken in that context; not

as for actual modern advice. See the actual forensic science literature cited nearby.
30 George Gamow, Thirty Years that Shook Physics/The Story of Quantum Theory, Anchor Books,

Doubleday and Company, Inc., Garden City, New York, 1966; pages 13, 14, 15.
31 Gedankenexperiment. Gamow, page 13. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thought_experiment
32 https://books.google.ca/books?id=BqNIFVBmLIEC&pg=PA13&lpg=PA13&dq=jeans+cube+phys

ics&source=bl&ots=mjDZEWqOdI&sig=ACfU3U2dyPCC_UJtUpRK0C0vi9TeYkO-sw&hl=en&sa=
X&ved=2ahUKEwi2s___1qboAhWTX80KHbh6B4YQ6AEwEnoECAoQAQ#v=onepage&q=jeans%
20cube%20physics&f=false

33 Ursula K. Le Guin, “Schrödinger’s Cat,” The Compass Rose, Short Stories, BANTAM PAPER-
BACK, Toronto, . . ., 1983; ISBN 0-553-23512-5; from Universe 5, 1974.

34 Gedankenexperiment. Le Guin, page 46.
35 https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/gedankenexperiment

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thought_experiment
36 – with the meaning of Gedankenexperiment, and grammatical use, perhaps stretched a bit here.
37 See John Gribbin, In Search of Schrödinger’s Cat/Quantum physics and reality, Bantam Books,

New York City, 10036; 1984; ISBN 978-0-553-34253-6.
38 Gribbin, pages 178→181.
39 George Gamow, Thirty Years that Shook Physics/The Story of Quantum Theory, Anchor Books,

Doubleday and Company, Inc., Garden City, New York, 1966; page 115, Fig. 25. “Fig. 25. Bohr’s
ideal experiment which disproved Einstein’s statement that the relation ΔE Δt ≥ h is wrong.”
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Illustrations by George Gamow. The Science Study Series edition: 1966. Copyright 1966 Educa-
tional Services Incorporated.

http://calteches.library.caltech.edu/2459/
https://www.pdfdrive.com/thirty-years-that-shook-physics-the-story-of-quantum-theory-

d187158637.html
40 https://penguinrandomhouseeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780553342536
41 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Einstein%27s_thought_experiments

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Einstein%27s_thought_experiments#/media/File:Einstein’
s_light_box.svg

42 Gribbin, page 179.
43 Prokaryotic Caspase Homolog, “Einstein’s light box,” 2018; “. . . licensed under the Creative

Commons Attribution-Share Alike 4.0 International license.”
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/e3/Einstein%27s_light_box.svg

44 File:Einstein’s light box.svg From Wikimedia Commons, the free media repository:
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Einstein%27s_light_box.svg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Einstein%27s_thought_experiments#/media/File:Einstein’

s_light_box.svg
45 Gribbin, pages 203→208.
46 Ursula K. Le Guin, “Schrödinger’s Cat,” The Compass Rose, Short Stories, Bantam Paperback,

Toronto, . . ., 1983; ISBN 0-553-23512-5; from Universe 5, 1974.
47 Gedankenexperiment. Le Guin, page 46.
48 https://penguinrandomhouseeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780553342536
49 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schr%C3%B6dinger%27s_cat

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schr%C3%B6dinger%27s_cat#/media/File:Schrodingers_cat.
svg

50 Gribbin, cover.
51 Schrödinger’s cat. Preface 2, Chapter 4.
52 See John Gribbin, In Search of Schrödinger’s Cat/Quantum physics and reality, Bantam Books,

New York City, 10036; 1984; ISBN 978-0-553-34253-6; pages 203→208.
53 File:Schrodingers cat.svg From Wikimedia Commons, the free media repository Author: Dhat-

field
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Schrodingers_cat.svg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schr%C3%B6dinger%27s_cat

54 See also: https://www.scoopnest.com/user/tomgauld/588342512726757379-39the-further-adven
tures-of-schrdinger39s-cat39-a-cartoon-i-did-for-this-week39s-newscientist

55 https://www.tomgauld.com/ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tom_Gauld
56 https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Schrodingers_cat.svg
57 George Gamow, Thirty Years that Shook Physics/The Story of Quantum Theory, Anchor Books,

Doubleday and Company, Inc., Garden City, New York, 1966.
58 Gamow, pages 13, 14, 15.
59 Sir James Jeans https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Jeans https://www.britannica.com/biogra

phy/James-Jeans
http://applet-magic.com/rayleighjeans.htm https://chem.libretexts.org/Textbook_Maps/

Physical_and_Theoretical_Chemistry_Textbook_Maps/Supplemental_Modules_(Physica-
l_and_Theoretical_Chemistry)/Quantum_Mechanics/02._Fundamental_Concepts_of_Quan-
tum_Mechanics/Deriving_the_Rayleigh-Jeans_Radiation_Law

60 Jeans cube – Gamow, page 13.
61 See: Albert Einstein, Relativity/The Special and General Theory [in German 1916]/Translated . . .

[English, 1920]; Penguin Books, New York City, 10014; 2006; ISBN 0-014-30982-2. [written, 1916,
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for an audience “. . . interested in the theory, . . . but . . . not conversant the mathematical ap-
paratus of theoretical physics . . .”]

62 Einstein, pages 13→14.
63 DNA. Importance in forensic science. Electrophoresis. Preface 2.3, Chapter 6.
64 The intention is not to diminish the importance of DNA forensic science – it is very important.

Rather, for this book, ink chemistry is thought to be a better example because of its simplicity. This
also somewhat reflects an author’s bias because of greater knowledge about ink chemistry.

65 Sam Knight, “Hidden Traces/How historical manuscripts are giving up their secrets,” The New
Yorker, Annals of Science, 26 November 2018, pages 38→45.

66 “Annals of Science November 26, 2018 Issue/Do Proteins Hold the Key to the Past?/New methods
are allowing a group of scientists to re-examine the world’s libraries and archives, in search of the
hidden lives of authors./By Sam Knight/November 19, 2018.”

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2018/11/26/do-proteins-hold-the-key-to-the-past
67 Katharine Q. Seelye, “Melvin Dummar, 74. Dies; Claimed Howard Hughes Left Him Millions,” The

New York Times, Obituaries, 13 December 2018, page B14.
68 “Melvin and Howard,” 1980; Jonathan Demme, Director; with Jason Robards, Paul LeMat, Mary

Steenburgen; two Oscars. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_American_films_of_1980#M%
E2%80%93P

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Melvin_and_Howard https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Melvin_
Dummar

69 Robert Harris, Selling Hitler/the story of the Hitler diaries, Faber and Faber, London, 1986; ISBN
0-571-14726-7.

70 See:
– David Samuels, “DEPT. OF DISPUTATION/FAKES/Who forged the J.F.K.-Marilyn Monroe

papers?”, The New Yorker, 03 November 1997, pages 62→75.
– Benjamin Weiser, “Charges of Forgery and Betrayal/Friendship and Trust Lie at Heart of

Case Challenging Validity of Kennedy Papers,” The New York Times, Monday, 12 April
1999, pages B1 and B4.

71 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_F._Kennedy_document_hoax
https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-1997-sep-26-mn-36463-story.html

72 Kathryn Hughes, “Fakes and fortunes: has the time come to forgive literary forger Lee Israel?, ”
The Guardian, [2019]. https://www.theguardian.com/books/2019/jan/14/fakes-and-fortunes-
has-the-time-come-to-forgive-literary-forger-lee-israel-

73 Lee Israel, Can You Ever Forgive Me?: Memoirs of a Literary Forger,
Simon and Schuster; Reprint, 2015; ISBN-10: 9781416588689; ISBN-13: 978-1416588689
https://www.amazon.ca/Can-You-Ever-Forgive-Me/dp/141658868X

74 Richard Brody, The New Yorker, AT THE MOVIES, [Can You Ever Forgive Me?], 22 October 2018,
page 16.

75 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lee_Israel https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Can_You_Ever_For
give_Me%3F

76 Petit bleu of the French Post Office, used for the Paris pneumatic tube.
77 Shirer, page 40, et seq.
78 See: William L. Shirer, The Collapse of the Third Republic/An Inquiry into the Fall of France in

1940, POCKET BOOK EDITION, Simon and Schuster of Canada, Ltd., Richmond Hill, Ontario;
1969, 1971; Standard Book Number 72-91306; Book One/3 “The Dreyfus Affair/1894-1906,” page
26, et seq.

79 https://www.affairedreyfus.com/2014/02/book.html
https://www.amazon.ca/Dreyfus-Politics-Emotion-Scandal-Century/dp/0312572980
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80 See: Robert Harris, AN OFFICER AND A SPY, [an historical novel: “Author’s Note/. . . the true
story of the Dreyfus affair, perhaps the greatest miscarriage of justice and political scandal in
history, which in the 1890s came to obsess France and the ultimately the entire world . . .” – as
a narrative of Colonel Georges Piquart], HUTCHINSON, Random House, London, SW1V 2SA;
ISBN 978-0-09-194456-8; 2013.

81 “. . . I accuse the three handwriting experts . . .” Robert Harris, quoting Émile Zola, “J’ACCUSE
. . . !” Paris, L’Aurore, 13 January 1898; page 372, et seq.; at page 374.

82 “. . . I accuse the three handwriting experts, Messrs. Belhomme, Varinard and Couard, of sub-
mitting reports that were deceitful and fraudulent, unless a medical examination finds them to
be suffering from a condition that impairs their eyesight and judgement. . . . ” https://www.
marxists.org/archive/zola/1898/jaccuse.htm

83 http://www.pitbook.com/textes/pdf/jaccuse.pdf https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J%27Accuse%
E2%80%A6! https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%89mile_Zola

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dreyfus_affair https://www.marxists.org/archive/zola/1898/
jaccuse.htm

84 It should be noted that the Dreyfus Affair had a prolonged and profound impact on the Third Re-
public, and indirectly far-reaching influence on the foundation of the state of Israel. And, prompted
what may be the most famous editorial of all-time.

85 Dreyfus. Zola. J’accuse Preface 2, Chapter 8.
86 “. . . J’accuse les trois experts en écritures, les sieurs Belhomme, Varinard et Couard, d’avoir fait

des rapports mensongers et frauduleux, à moins qu’un examen médical ne les déclare atteints
d’une maladie de la vue et du jugement . . .,” Émile Zola, “J’ACCUSE . . . !” Paris, L’Aurore, 13
January 1898.

87 “. . . I accuse the three handwriting experts . . .” Robert Harris, quoting Émile Zola, “J’ACCUSE
. . .!” Paris, L’Aurore, 13 January 1898; at page 374.

88 https://www.amazon.ca/AFFAIRE-DREYFUS-L-%C3%89MILE-ZOLA/dp/2760616371
89 See C&EN, 12 August 2002, page 35; and ibid., letters, 21 October 2002, page 8.
90 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vinland_map

https://news.yale.edu/2018/02/28/yale-putting-high-tech-tests-its-controversial-vinland-
map

91 See: “The Old Woodstock Typewriter,” as Chapter 19, page 355 et seq., in John Chabot Smith,
Alger Hiss/The True Story, Penguin Books, 1977.

92 http://algerhiss.com/history/the-hiss-case-the-1940s/the-typewriter/the-serial-number-1978/
http://algerhiss.com/history/the-hiss-case-the-1940s/the-typewriter/forgery-by-typewriter/
https://www.nytimes.com/2008/09/12/nyregion/12tytell.html?mtrref=www.bing.

com&gwh=76E5432166D43FD18A67DB48764B0388&gwt=pay
93 Woodstock typewriter. Alger Hiss. Preface 2.3, Chapter 2.
94 See:
95 – Brian H. Kaye, Science and the Detective/Selected Reading in Forensic Science, VCH Verlagsge-

sellschaft mbH, Weinheim, Germany, 1995, pages 306 and 307, and references cited therein.
– Mary Virginia Orna, ed., Archaeological Chemistry/Organic, Inorganic Biochemical Analysis, ACS

Symposium Series 625, American Chemical Society, Washington, D.C., 1996:
– Alan D. Adler,“Updating Recent Studies on the Shroud of Turin,” as Chapter 17;
– D.A. Kouznetsov, A.A. Ivanov and P.R. Veletsky, “A Re-evaluation of the Radiocarbon Date

of the Shroud of Turin Based on Biofractination of Carbon Isotopes and a Fire-Simulating
Model,” as Chapter 18;

– A.J.T. Jull, D.J. Donahue and P.E. Damon, “Factors That Affect the Apparent Radiocarbon
Age of Textiles,” as Chapter 19; and

– references cited therein.
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– David Va Biema, with Andrea Dorfman, Greg Burke and Martin Penner, “SCIENCE AND THE

SHROUD/The relic was declared a fake a decade ago, but millions are expected to venerate it,
inspired by those who say there is truth to back their faith,” TIME, Canadian edition, RELIGION,
20 April 1998, VOL. 151, NO.15, cover, page 1 and pages 37→44.

96 – Ian Wilson, The BLOOD and the SHROUD/New Evidence That the World’s Most Sacred Relic Is
Real, The Free Press, Simon and Schuster, New York City, 10020; 1998; ISBN 0-684-85359-8.

https://www.loot.co.za/product/ian-wilson-the-blood-and-the-shroud/kbmb-476-g610
https://www.loot.co.za/product/ian-wilson-the-blood-and-the-shroud/kbmb-476-g610

97 Ian Wilson, The BLOOD and the SHROUD . . ., 1998, Part 4/Carbon Dating:/Right or Wrong,
page 179, et seq. At page 179: [AD 1260→ AD 1390 – or – AD 1?]

98 – Robert A. Rucker, “Summary of Shroud Research,” 10 June 2019.

http://www.shroudresearch.net/hproxy.php/One-Page-Summaries.pdf
99 Some Problematic Content: . . . Rucker, “Summary . . . ” [re neutron radiation].
100 Cited literature accuracy. Preface 2, Preface 4.3, Chapter 2.
101 – Adam Lusher, “628-year-old fake news: Scientists prove Turin Shroud not genuine (again)/

Forensic analysis of possible bloodstains suggest marks could only have been made by
someone adopting different poses, not dead Messiah lying still in tomb before the resurrec-
tion,” Independent, UK, 16 July 2018.

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/turin-shroud-latest-fake-forgery-scien
tific-blood-pattern-spatter-study-carbon-dating-debunked-a8450101.html

102 – Myra Adams “The Shroud of Turin, Authenticated Again,” NATIONAL REVIEW, 16 April, 2016.

https://www.nationalreview.com/2016/04/shroud-turin-jesus-christ-blood-relic-sudarium-
oviedo/
https://www.nationalreview.com/

103 – and sometimes there would be a kind-of digressing, but still hopefully helpful for under-
standing. And, sometimes – not too often – just digressing because it would lead to some-
thing interesting to some readers – that others can skip it over. (And, perhaps some of this
digressing would be also be a bit author-self-indulgent.)

104 The general convention as typically used, at first use, at various places in this book, is that a
substance would be identified by a common chemical name, followed by its symbols, CAS Reg-
istry number, with a structural diagram near-by. Thus, for example: “water H2O, . . . ” Subse-
quent use might simply use the common name or symbols.
http://physics.nist.gov/cuu/Units/introduction.html http://physics.nist.gov/cuu/Units/interna
tional.html

105 SI = Le Système International d’Unités Convention du Mètre, Paris, 1875.
106 See: Richard Saferstein, Criminalistics/An Introduction to Forensic Science, Seventh Edition,

Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, New Jersey, 07458; 2001; ISBN 0-13-013827-4.
107 Saferstein, Criminalistics . . ., 2001; page 87→89.See: J.A. Glenn, An Introduction to SI Units for

students of science and technology, Heinemann Educational Books Ltd; London W1X 8AH; 1969,
1970; ISBN: 0-435-68170-2.
https://www.gettextbooks.com/isbn/9780435681708/

108 See: J.A. Glenn, An Introduction to SI Units for students of science and technology, Heinemann
Educational Books Ltd; London W1X 8AH; 1969, 1970; ISBN: 0-435-68170-2.

https://www.gettextbooks.com/isbn/9780435681708/
109 Weights and Measures Act RSC 1985, c. W-6, as am. http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/W-

6/page-1.html
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110 See also: https://www.cbc.ca/archives/when-a-metric-mix-up-led-to-the-gimli-glider-emer
gency-1.4754039

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gimli_Glider
111 https://ulstandards.ul.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/ULMetricPolicyManual_Dec2014.pdf
112 At several places in this book, the author criticizes some Canadian legislative institutions and

government agencies, and judicial appreciations of science. Most particularly Health Canada.
Some explanation of context is appropriate. The criticisms are as citizen offerings, in good
faith, in a free and democratic society, for improvement. The valid necessity of a national
health agency to formulate and execute policies is not being challenged; and agency good
faith is assumed. But government is not above legitimate criticism, including of administrative
structure. Citizens are entitled (if not obligated) to opine about government error, and offer cor-
rection. And. Similarly for judicial knowledge of science.

113 See for example:
114 Isaac Asimov, Asimov on Chemistry, Anchor Books, Doubleday, Garden City, New York, 1975;

ISBN 0-385-04005-9; (Chapters originally appearing as an essays in The Magazine of Fantasy
and Science Fiction.)

115 Isaac Asimov, Asimov’s Guide to Halley’s Comet, A DELL TRADE PAPERBACK, New York City,
10017; 1985; ISBN 0-440-50434-1; pages 18→21.

116 Isaac Asimov, I. Asimov/A Memoir, Bantam Books, New York City 10036, 1994; ISBN 0-553-
56997-X.

117 See John Gribbin, In Search of the Big Bang/Quantum physics and cosmology, Bantam Books,
New York City, 10103; 1986; ISBN 0-553-34258-4.

118 Gribbin, . . . BANG . . . page vii.
119 Obfuscation. Preface 4, Chapter 10.
120 Science. Preface 4, Chapter 2.
121 Quod volimus credimus libenter ≈ believe what we want to believe.
122 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
123 To borrow a phrase from the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms (being Schedule B, Part I

of the Canada Act 1982, including the Constitution Act, 1982 (1982 c. 11 (United Kingdom)), s. 1.
124 Free and democratic society. Canadian constitution. Charter. Preface 4.3, Chapter 5.
125 Public process. Preface 4.3, Chapters 5, 8, 10.
126 That is, science that humans have understood so far is explainable – this does not mean to say

that there are not aspects of science that are yet to be understood. For purposes of this book,
every understanding of science that humans have declared so far must have an explanation
that an informed listener is entitled to.

127 See: Lee Smolin, The Trouble with Physics/The Rise of String Theory, the Fall of a Science, and
What Comes Next, Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston & New York City 10003; 2006;
ISBN-10: 0-618-91868-X; Chapter 17, “What Is Science?” at page 301.

128 Science and explanation. Preface 4.1, Chapter 1.
129 Canadian, US, and Commonwealth literature and law sometimes use concepts from earlier

times expressed in Latin; often concisely convenient, if not poetic. Other than English words
and phrases are used in this book as though their English meanings are known; and they are
easily known because they will be defined, or easily searched. Thus lawyers get to mis-use,
and mis-pronounce, Latin in general ignorance of that language.

130 Italics are used in this book to indicate a somehow special or unusual word usage – often as
coming from another language.

131 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Latin_phrases https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_
Latin_phrases_(full)

132 Latin. Preface 4.1.
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133 Nullius in verba ≈We do not take anybody’s word for it.
134 http://royalsociety.org/ “The Royal Society’s motto ‘Nullius in verba’ roughly translates as

‘take nobody’s word for it’. It is an expression of the determination of Fellows to withstand the
domination of authority and to verify all statements by an appeal to facts determined by
experiment.”

135 Edward Neville da Costa Andrade, Sir Isaac Newton/His Life and Work, Doubleday Anchor, Gar-
den City, New York; Science Studies Series, S42; reprinted from Macmillan Company, New
York, and W. Collins Sons and Co, Ltd., London, first published 1954; page 60.

136 See: Hannah Fry, “Experiments on Trial/Has the new era of experimentation remembered the
lessons of the old?” The New Yorker, BOOKS, 02 March 2020, pages 61→65, at page 62.

137 ipse dixit ≈ he himself said it – an assertion without proof.
138 http://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/Ipse+Dixit = “ . . . [Latin, He himself said it.] An

unsupported statement that rests solely on the authority of the individual who makes it . . . ”
139 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ipse_dixit = “ . . . Ipse dixit (Latin for “he himself said it”) is an

assertion without proof; or a dogmatic expression of opinion . . . The fallacy of defending a
proposition by baldly asserting that it is “just how it is” distorts the argument by opting out of
it entirely: the claimant declares an issue to be intrinsic, and not changeable . . . Cicero (106–
43 BC) . . . De Natura Deorum . . . ”

140 Pamela R. Metzger, “Cheating the Constitution,” Vanderbilt Law Review, 59 Vand. L. Rev. 475
(2006).

http://federalevidence.com/pdf/2008/01-Miscell/Metzger-59-Vand.-L.-Rev.-475-(2006).pdf
141 Pamela R. Metzger, Robert A. Ainsworth Professor in the Courts, Tulane University Law School,

New Orleans, Louisiana, 70118.
142 Canadian, US, and Commonwealth literature and law sometimes use concepts from earlier

times expressed in Latin. Often their use is concisely convenient, if not poetic. Other than En-
glish words and phrases are used in this book as though their English meanings are known.
And they are easily known because they will be defined. Thus, lawyers get to use, and mis-
pronounce, Latin in general ignorance of that language.

143 Semmelweis. Handwashing. Counting measurement. Preface 4.1, Chapters 3 & 8.
144 See, for example: David Epstein, “The DIY Scientist, the Olympian, and the Mutated Gene/

How a woman whose muscles disappeared discovered she shared a disease with a muscle-
bound Olympic medalist,” ProPublica and This American Life, January 2016; August 2020.

https://www.propublica.org/article/muscular-dystrophy-patient-olympic-medalist-same-
genetic-mutation

https://www.thisamericanlife.org/577/something-only-i-can-see
145 Disclaimers, etc. – this book – caveat emptor – caveat lector – caveat auditor:

– Although the author has taken care for accuracy, errors and misstatements happen. Timely
corrections would be appreciated. Readers should apply their own critical appraisals.

– Much of this book relies on other literature, but readers should be aware that, no matter
how carefully that literature is chosen, it too can be flawed, or misunderstood. Readers
should apply their own critical appraisals.

A few of the cited literature items may be of variant controversial opinion, but are relevant and
apparently written by their authors in good faith. Readers should apply their own critical ap-
praisals.
A few of the cited literature items may be included only because they are relevant, perhaps
only as a negative example; they would be noted as for example: “NOT RECOMMENDED
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HERE: Velikovsky,Worlds . . . ” Preface 4.3, Chapter 2.
A few may appear to contain correct analysis, but with problematic parts; they would be
noted as for example: “SOME PROBLEMATIC CONTENT: . . . Rucker, ‘Summary . . . ’ [re neu-
tron radiation].” Preface 4.3, Chapter 2.
Hopefully, all literature of fraudulent intent has been avoided.

– What is written in this book is considered correct and up-to-date according to its context.
Readers should apply their own critical appraisals.

– Opinions offered in this book are in a US First Amendment context.

– This book’s contents as information or opinion do not offer or provide legal advice, nor
should they be taken as, or considered as, legal advice; nor as any other formal profes-
sional advice. Legal advice should be obtained from professional, licensed counsel, explic-
itly engaged for that purpose, on a lawyer-client basis. In the reality of Canada’s everyday
world for the poor this can be hard to find, although there are public-service legal clinics
that can be helpful.

– Biblical quotes are intended in a cultural/literature rather than religious context.

Mention in this book of commercial products, services, lines, manufacturers, suppliers etc. are
by way of example only and do not imply approval, endorsement or evaluation, although the
products, etc., would appear as reliably reputable. Mention here is for reader convenience
only; readers should research and decide for themselves.

146 Caveat emptor = let the buyer beware.
= Caveat emptor, quia ignorare non debuit quod jus alienum emit = Let a purchaser beware,

for he ought not to be ignorant of the nature of the property which he is buying from another
party.

Caveat lector = let the reader beware.
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/caveat%20emptor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caveat_emptor https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caveat_emp

tor#Caveat_lector
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/caveat_lector
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/caveat https://www.investopedia.

com/terms/c/caveat.asp
147 Caveat auditor = . . . listener beware

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/c/caveat.asp https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caveat_
emptor

148 Cited literature accuracy. Preface 2, Preface 4.3, Chapter 2.
149 Disclaimers, etc. Error . . ., Not legal advice . . . Commercial products, . . . Preface 2, 4.3,

Chapters 1, 5, 6, 9.
150 Health Canada Preface 4.2, Chapter 10.
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Chapter 1
Science and law

“. . . criminal courts do not necessarily deal in truth, but they deal in evidence . . .” [1, 2]

“. . . I never for a second thought this could happen – that an innocent person could be found
guilty. It was an atrocity, that this could happen. . . .” [3]

[. . .]
[Colonel Picquart:] “But if we discover Esterhazy was the traitor . . .?”
[General Gonse:] “. . . the Dreyfus case is over. The court has pronounced its verdict and that is
the end of that.”

[. . .]
[Robert Harris, AN OFFICER AND A SPY, [an historical novel].] [4, 5]1

1.1 Forensic science

1.1.1 Truth

Scepticism is the first step towards truth.
[Denis Diderot, Pensées philosophiques. [1746.]] [6, 7, 8]

This book deals with the theory, observations, methodology, documentation and re-
porting – and culture – of the systematic search for truth2,3 about human stories [9], as
assisted by chemical science, as in relation to the law (and, sometimes, as apparently
versus the law). As a particular forensic investigation would progress, theories of what
happened would be developed, often starting with a site search,4 and continuing into a
scientific laboratory, and perhaps eventually concluding in a courtroom, or before an
administrative tribunal, or other official panel [10, 11, 12]. And then, perhaps occasion-
ally, become famous, to be argued about in later eras by historians [13].

Consider as a fictitious example5 that someone is accused of forging a signature,
on a document, using an eventually identifiable pen and ink.6 For legal purposes,
handwriting, ink and video surveillance of the writing, can all come into evidence.
But, a statement by the accused might not come into evidence if there were not a
legal caution about the right to silence and legal advice [14, 15].

1 Captain Alfred Dreyfus. bordereau, petit bleu. Colonel Hubert Henry. Preface 2.3, Chapter 1.
2 Forensic science. Preface 2, Chapters 1, 2, 5.
3 Legal/scientific truth. Chapters 1, 8, 11.
4 Site.What it is. Chapters 1, 2, 3, 5.
5 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
6 Variations of Ink analytical chemistry – as examples – Gedankenexperiment – continue throughout
this book. Preface 2.2 & 2.3.
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Legal systems often deal with such scenarios in a seeking of legal truth – for a
seeking of justice; scientific truth is sometimes sought as an aid – this is forensic
science. But, these two truths may not quite be the same. That the disciplines of sci-
ence and law may be called upon in addressing the same kinds of situation has at-
tracted comment [16].

To continue the example [17]: Even if a forensic chemist could confidently [18]
identify the ink on the document as having come from the pen found in possession of
the accused, such scientific truth might not be allowed as evidence in court. Perhaps
the judge would rule it inadmissible if the search was unlawful [19]. Or, perhaps the
prosecution would fail if a statement of admission was made after accusation, but be-
fore the right-to-remain-silent caution.

To further continue the example: Crown counsel [20], perhaps too sure with sci-
entific ink match evidence, fails to call corroborating handwriting and video identifi-
cation evidence; an acquittal might result because the judge might find a reasonable
doubt – the criminal law test. Or, alternatively, Crown counsel forgets to ask an eye-
witness to identify the accused in court. This legal truth of “not guilty”might seem in
contradiction with the scientific truth; but because of the policy intent of the criminal
law rules of engagement, it runs parallel with the scientific truth.

A variation of the example: [21] Suppose that the ink match is allowed in evi-
dence, but the accused testifies that signing was on behalf of a sometimes quite for-
getful (now former) friend, with permission. And, suppose the judge accepts this as
allowing for a reasonable doubt for the alleged criminal intention – mens rea [22] –
and acquits on that basis. In this variation, the scientific and legal truths are not even
in apparent contradiction because the science has not dealt with that part of the
human story where themoral focuswould be found.

1.1.2 Forensic science

Forensic7,8 is a Latin [23] derivation related to ancient Roman public, governmental,
legal, etc. processes in the forum [24] = market place [25, 26, 27] – now associated with
court-related and legal processes. Forensic science is the science application thereto.

Forensics, as used in this book [28], can include all science that is within the law:
– Legislation [29]
– Enforcement
– Scientific determination
– Determination of fact, law and legal concepts by courts and tribunals

7 Forensic science. Preface 2, Chapters 1, 2, 5.
8 Analytical chemistry. Expanded definition –more detail, & example. Preface 2, Chapters 1, 2, 3, 5, 8.
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For example [30] – a sequence of forensic science activities:
– Public discussion, politicking, editorializing and lobbying about an ink or art

supply,9 for school use – thought by some to contain toxic components –
thought by others to be harmless or reasonably manageable [31]

– Parliamentary committee hearings – with witnesses and advocates, and paid
lobbyists.

– Parliament debating and enacting legislation [32] to restrict that ink or art supply,
when for school use; and imposing labelling requirements; or not

– A government inspector investigating a particular school; a routine inspection;
or from a citizen complaint

– A scientist working to identify the ink or art supply found at that school by the
inspector – to determine what is in it; and intended for evidence; forensic report
to be issued:

– environmental measurements at the school
– analytical chemical medical measurements of the students, et al.; with informed

consent
– A government legal counsel determining to prosecute, or not, according to the

legislation
– A trade union leader, representing the art teachers, determining to proceed, or not,

with a workplace health and safety grievance, under the collective agreement
– And similarly for the housekeeping workers – of a different union and collective

agreement
– Court and labour tribunal hearings (with legal counsel from all sides) and judg-

ments on the matters – if it goes that far
– Students refusing to go to class out of concern about possibly toxic materials;

debates at student council meetings
– A student parents group seeking a court injunction
– A workers compensation claim, years later, of a housekeeping worker
– A standards agency publishing an engineering or public health standard
– Reference to US CFR for engineering or public health requirements [33]

This book is mostly concerned with the scientist’s item- or site-specific part of
the forensic process –mostly as analytical chemistry.

The term criminalistics [34, 35, 36] is often appropriately used because of the
frequency of forensic science in criminal law, but is avoided in this book because of
the author’s approach10 that science as applied to law includes rather more than
only the criminal law and its enforcement. And, sometimes an investigation does

9 Art supply. Forbes art pigment collection. Chapters 1, 2, 3.
10 Author’s biases. Preface 1.2, Preface 2, Preface 4.1, Preface 4.2, Chapters 10 & 11.
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not initially reveal whether or not an occurrence was a crime – as in the 1996 TWA
Flight 800 tragedy [37, 38] – and which government agency is the most appropriate
to lead the investigation – the US National Transportation Safety Board or the Fed-
eral Bureau of Investigation.

Forensics draws from very many fields – an open-ended list of science and
other pursuits – thus forensic: engineering, medicine, accounting, art, optometry,
[39] knot tying, [40] font, [41, 42, 43, 44] musicology, [45] literature criticism, etc. Just
about any human skill or interest can have forensic applications and can become a
forensic science, perhaps to the surprise of the practitioner – for example, a litera-
ture professor asked to help identify a writer by language usage characteristics [46].
This book deals with only a narrow range of forensic science possibilities – those
that mostly involve analytical chemistry.

1.2 Who decides

In the search for legal truth, it is the judge [47, 48] who, according the applicable
rules and procedures, would eventually determine where the moral focus is, in the
various versions of the story placed before the court. In doing so, a scientific truth
might be found as not as sufficiently part of the moral focus, so that for legal pur-
poses, the validity of the scientific evidence and arguments would not be found as
sufficiently relevant.

However, if the judge is persuaded that a scientific truth would be part of themoral
focus, then whether or not the scientific evidence and arguments are correct must be
dealt with. This is often obvious and assumed for non-novel [49, 50, 51, 52, 53]11 –
well-known and accepted – concepts. For example: That fingerprints, competently
observed and evaluated are a super-excellent personal identifier.12 But, otherwise,
what of opposing sides’ expert testimonies should be accepted as the scientific
truth is still the job of the judge. That it would appear that some Canadian judges
are not comfortable with an appreciation of at least high school level science and
mathematics suggests that their gatekeeping might be problematic.13,14,15

Thus, the judge is the determiner of both the legal truth and the scientific truth –
the gatekeeper for the scientific thought that is allowed into the legal process.

11 Manarin, Forensic Evidence . . ., 2019. Chapters 1, 2, 3.
12 Fingerprint probability. Chapters 1 & 4.

Fingerprint visualization. Fluorescence & phosphorescence. Chapters 6 & 9.
Fingerprint when. Chapters 7 & 8.

13 Science gate-keeping. Chapter 1.
14 Author’s biases. Preface 1.2, 4.1, 4.3, Chapters 10 & 11.
15 re criticism of Health Canada, Judges, et al. Preface 4.1, 4.3, Chapters 10 & 11.
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But, what if the legal truth is determined incorrectly because the scientific “truth”
was wrong?

Wrongly decided cases can be reconsidered in an appeal court system. How-
ever, since that system is mainly concerned with correcting errors of law (such as
for jurisdiction and procedure), rather than errors of fact, a wrongly determined (by
a trial court [54]) scientific truth may simply stay wrong within the legal system.
The theory behind this is that all sides had their chance to bring out the truth of
facts to the trial court, and as long as the proper legal procedure was followed, the
appeal courts would be reluctant to interfere.

This means that an opposing side which fails in challenging wrong science, for
whatever reason, may be stuck with it, if the court accepts it. Often, this would indi-
cate failure in challenging the credentials of a biased or wrongly directed expert, or
of an incompetent or fraud. But sometimes, it can be a failure of the legislation that
imposed the defective science on the litigation process. And sometimes, a failure of
the court or tribunal.

1.3 Justice and failed justice

[. . .]
[Dr.] Calgary.[:] . . . “But there is such a thing as justice . . .”
“I’ve always understood,” said Clegg. “that an English trial was as fair a thing as can be.”
“The finest system in the world can make a mistake,” said Calgary, “Justice is, after all, in the
hands of men . . . fallible.” [55]

[. . .]
[Agatha Christie, Ordeal by Innocence, 1958.] [56]

If a law case would be determined on a wrong determination of scientific truth –
is this still justice?16

Maybe yes. It might be justice in the sense that all had their fair chance [57] to
present their version, in a fair system of legal procedure. Unlike scientists, whose
declarations of scientific truth are always open to doubt and revision again and
again over the years, decades and centuries, and whose declarations might in-
clude that there are not enough data for there to be a decent decision, judges often
must decide and declare their view of legal truth relatively quickly, one way or an-
other, even sometimes in the absence of truly compelling evidence, so that all involved
can get on with the business of their lives. And, a judge is typically functus officio [58,
59, 60] after deciding a case. There is also the concept of res judicata = a thing ad-
judged; that a legal matter has already been decided – not to be considered

16 Ethics. Lawyers. Experts. Etc. Preface, Chapters 1, 5, 8.
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again [61, 62, 63]. In this sense, unless it is so very important-enough for a spe-
cial revisitation, regrets would be left to historians to argue about [64].

But, then again, maybe not. It might not be justice if the scientific truth as
accepted by the judge is too much at odds with generally accepted, and essentially
undisputed, views of the scientific community. For example, if the trial judge ac-
cepts as true the “junk science”17 [65] of an incompetent or fraudulent “expert,” and
if the appeal courts do not interfere, then justice may have failed.

This becomes most serious for criminal law, where there may be grave moral
implications. Canadian [66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82,
83, 84, 85], British [86, 87, 88] and US [89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95]18 histories are replete
with controversaries about serious injustices at law; for some of which there was ac-
tual innocence, for some procedural error, for some facts incorrect, and some remain-
ing as for controversial arguments with voluminous literature.

Some of these controversies and injustices may be because of innocent error by
scientists, lawyers, judges, police, parliamentarians, et al. But some because of slop-
piness or a culture of sloppiness; or because of failure to strive for proper procedure.
And some because of wilful wrongdoing. And some because of wilful wrongdoing
that includes bigotry – both specific and systemic – such as the Dreyfus Affair.19 And,
some in the context of long-standing regional bigotry – such as the trial at Scottsboro,
Jackson County, Alabama, 1931, et seq. [96, 97, 98].

These cases should clearly warn that scientists, prosecutors, judges and police, can
be wrong, if not oblivious to their limited abilities to determine physical reality [99],
and that flaws of the “justice” system itself may impede their abilities to do otherwise.
And defence lawyers can be unhelpful too. And Parliament, and the cabinet, can be at
fault too, with unwise – if not frankly ignorant – legislation [100]. In the more extreme
of criminal cases, a government that does not proactively try to address its legal sys-
tem’s faults at determining physical reality engages in a kind of political repression.

And, in cases where an agency of the state is actually engaged in wrongdoing,
the very moral legitimacy to govern may be drawn into question [101, 102, 103].

Such cases of failed justice can be difficult to correct; some may never be cor-
rected and remain a blotch.

In the more important cases of failed justice, the best place to seek remedy may
be in the context of a democratic society, which, curiously, shares with science, the
concepts of published peer scrutiny (that is, for a democratic society, open, public
processes where the peers are all citizens) of state affairs and officials, and for
which everything should always be open to question, criticism, correction, revision,
refinement or rejection.

17 Science – good, bad & junk. Preface 4, Chapters 1, 2, 5, 8, 10, 11.
18 Sacco, Vanzetti. Chapters 1 & 5.
19 Captain Alfred Dreyfus. bordereau, petit bleu. Colonel Hubert Henry. Preface 2.3, Chapter 1.
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Thus, when the judicial system, or the government, gets science wrong, and
persists in it, the best place for remedy over the longer term may be found in the
public processes of democracy – in the media, and in politics. Maybe remedy for
injustice would eventually be found; maybe not; and maybe too late anyhow. What
would remain might be only for historians to argue about [104].

1.4 Legal systems

1.4.1 Structure

Forensic chemical issues can arise in many legal contexts [105]. Some aspects of law
dealt with here are obviously related to forensic chemistry – as for criminal law.
Others are not quite so obvious – as for labour law. Canadian law is primarily re-
ferred to in this book, but to explain forensics, much is similar, if not the same, for
US, British and Commonwealth law.

A practical working definition of law, hopefully sufficient for this book: [106,
107] The rules of society – of official status – local, provincial and national – and
the methods and procedures of making, changing, interpreting and enforcing
those rules; such rules as for the organization and administration of overlapping
things and concepts for most everything that goes on in society.

Importantly, law, in this way, involves the peaceful settlement of disputes amongst
those involved in it – by negotiations, tribunals and courts. By this process, many are
not too happy with their results,20 but accept them, to go on otherwise with life, in a
more or less orderly community. This process is generally best seen as often containing
uncomfortable compromises; and not as for “scorched-earth,” “winner-take-all,”
“slash-and-burn,” “take no-prisoners,” “total war” victory; and perhaps should some-
times include some aspects of remorse and forgiveness [108]. The participants might
have to deal with one another otherwise, on another day. Perhaps sometimes their
lawyers have difficulty in persuading the participants – and themselves – to look to
the other side as adversaries rather than “total deadly enemies.” Curiously, criminal
law is often quite cordial in these regards; family law, sometimes, not so much so.

In modern times, all of this is usually within the structures of national states,
which may be federal or unitary, and which usually have treaty arrangements amongst
them. Generally, in Canada [109], the UK [110], the Commonwealth and the USA
[111, 112, 113], there is a common law system; in continental Europe and elsewhere,
a code law system.

Of particular interest for forensic chemistry are those aspects of legal systems for
the administration of industry, commerce, labour, natural resources, public health,

20 Not liking the results at law. Chapters 1 & 5.
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the environment and criminal law enforcement and judgment. This book is mostly
concerned with aspects of criminal law and labour law as they would appear in
courts and tribunals, and in the legislatures, governing cabinets and agencies that
would bring the laws into effect; and in enforcement.

1.4.2 Categories of law mainly considered here

There are many categories of law that can be arranged in different and overlapping
ways that can be confusing, if not contradictory. Of main concern, here, are those
categories where a prosecutor or other government legal counsel seeks to rely on
forensic evidence. For purposes here [114], this is mostly for criminal and regula-
tory/administrative law (mostly workplace health and safety). But other categories
of law can also seek to rely on forensics.

Criminal law, administrative law:

1.4.2.1 Criminal law
Criminal law in Canada is determined by the federal Parliament [115, 116], but is gen-
erally administered by provincial authorities [117]. Generally, in theoretical con-
cept, criminal law may be seen to derive from, and involve, considerations of
serious transgressions against society and its morals [118].

In criminal law, the litigants are the state and accused. By this theory, the state
is the aggrieved party in that it, in a sense, represents all of society who suffer
wrongs. The actual individual victims are witnesses with personal remedies largely
found in other forums, if found at all. The criminal law should not be seen as a vehi-
cle for personal vengeance, although this is often the way it is seen; at least the ven-
geance would moderated and state-administered. The criminal law does, sometimes,
however, offer some aspects of restitution, but that is not its essential intent.

The discussion above is on the historical theory of the victim only as witness in
criminal law. That role has, in recent years, and continuing, undergone changes in
the USA and Canada, in the sentencing phases after conviction [119].

In Canada, there is a presumption of criminal innocence, unless and until all
the elements of a crime, required to be proven by the state, beyond a reasonable
doubt – rather strictly considered,21,22 [120] without the help of the accused – are
proven in a procedurally correct court:

21 Criminal law proof. Regulatory/administrative law proof. Chapters 1, 10, 11.
22 Criminal law proof beyond a reasonable doubt, strictly considered. Chapters 1, 10, 11.
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– Actus reus [121] – the physical facts of what happened
– Mens rea [122, 123] – the mental element – a criminal intent
– Forbidden by federal statute law –mostly the Criminal Code [124]

Criminal law can involve forensic chemistry in several ways, with respect to:
– The unlawful possession and use of explosive substances under the Criminal

Code [125]
– The unlawful possession, use and trade, of various chemical substances pro-

scribed under the Food and Drugs Act [126] and under the Controlled Drugs &
Substances Act [127, 128]

– Toxicology, and its social and criminal implications [129]
– Analysis of evidence
– Law enforcement and legal representation

1.4.2.2 Workplace health and safety – regulatory
Canadian law has special provisions for what goes on in the workplace [130].23,24

Where there is a union or union-organizing activity, labour law regulates certain
relationships between workers, employers, unions and the state. Employment law
regulates in a non-union context – often for example, vacation pay, maximum hours,
bounced employer pay-cheques, statute-governed dismissals, maternity leave, etc. –
typically for less wealthy workers. Employment law can also involve the common law
of wrongful dismissal – typically for more wealthy workers. The two terms – labour law
and employment law – are sometimes used somewhat loosely and interchangeably.

Workplace health and safety law [131, 132, 133] may be regarded as an area of la-
bour law. Although, as early as 1788, An Act for the better regulation of chimney
sweepers, and their apprentices [134] regulated exposure to a workplace carcinogen,
in England [135], extensive chemical-specific regulation is relatively new. In Ontario,
for example, such regulation did not start until 1981, with lead Pb as a designated sub-
stance [136, 137], under the Occupational Health & Safety Act [138]. This Act was a
major component of a new era of Canada-wide legislation, adding new dimensions to
existing legislation that first appeared as the Ontario Factories’ Act [139, 140] 1884.
New was a shifting emphasis to include not only safety but also health, and for
worker/employer participatory functions to supplement, with controversary, the
older style theory of government enforcement. Along with new concepts and rules for
worker rights, the workplace health emphasis necessarily meant dealing with chronic
chemical toxicity; and participation meant that workers and employers were to be in-
volved in workplace evaluation and decision making; not without controversary.

23 Regularory law. Environmental & workplace health & safety. Chapters 1, 5, 9, 11.
24 Labour relations and employment rights. Chapters 1 & 5.
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Ontario’s present OH&S Act can deal with chemicals in several ways that might
result in forensic involvement, including:
– Allowing a Director at the Ministry of Labour to closely control biological, chemi-

cal or physical agents by issuing orders [141, 142]
– Allowing for assessment for hazardous materials [143]
– Allowing for regulations to require close control of designated substances [144], [145]
– Allowing for regulations [146], which in 1986 resulted in a control of exposure

regulation [147] setting “. . . Out specific legal limits on exposures to more than
600 different toxic agents” [148]

– Requiring safety data sheets to be available [149, 150]
– Allowing for regulations to adopt by reference codes or standards, and require

compliance thereto [151]
– The OH&S Act was amended in 1987 to provide for chemical right-to-know, as

Ontario’s part of the Canada-wide federal/provincial WHMIS scheme.25 This is
Canada’s hazard communication standard.

In Canada, workplace health and safety law can be investigated and enforced by
labour inspectors, who have rights to enter premises, issue orders and recommend
prosecutions by government legal counsel – Crown counsel. Regulatory prosecution
in court is similar to criminal law, but without the concept of mens rea; and is usu-
ally in the provincial legislative jurisdiction, although sometimes federal. As with
criminal law, the litigants are the state and the accused; the accused are frequently
corporations.

And, as with criminal law, the regulatory law standard of proof is as beyond a
reasonable doubt – perhaps, in practice, not quite as strictly considered [152].26

There are two alternative regulatory prosecutional possibilities, depending on
the nature of the alleged offence: [153]
– Strict liability offences – the defence of due diligence replaces mens rea.
– Absolute liability – neither mens rea nor due diligence are available for defence –

it only matters that the event happened [154].

1.4.3 Some other categories – for mention here

1.4.3.1 Civil litigation – tort – contract
Tort [155, 156] is the law whereby a person (either natural or corporate) claiming
injury to person, property or business, sues an allegedly offending other person for
damages and may seek various judicial orders.

25 Consumer protection. Hazard communication. WHMIS. Chapters 1 & 5.
26 Criminal law proof. Regulatory/administrative law proof. Chapters 1, 10, 11.
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Contracts [157] allow agreements to be made and enforced between persons.
Contract law is often related to sale of goods law [158].

Tort and contract law are distinct from criminal and regulatory law. For criminal
and regulatory, as indicated above, the litigants are the state and accused. For tort
and contract, any aggrieved individual – and their adversaries – with acceptable
standing before the court (which might – or not – include the state or its agencies),
can be litigants, and can have the opportunity for remedy – sometimes achieved,
but often not. This is called civil litigation. Such civil suits can involve chemicals
[159], and chemists and engineers; and chemical forensic issues may arise – some-
times in a hugely tragic context [160]. Typically – but not always – civil and criminal
lawyers don’t mix their practices.

Canadian, UK, Commonwealth and US tort and contract law is based on the sys-
tem of the Common Law of England – with some exceptions where it is code-based
(at least historically) – Scotland, Louisiana [161] and the Québec Civil Code [162].
The common law system is largely a tradition of judicial history – stare decisis [163].
The code system – of the rest of the world – is largely by legislation. Both systems
evolve with increasing similarities.

In this civil law, a judge may be called upon to decide, on a balance of proba-
bilities (for criminal and regulatory it is the beyond a reasonable doubt test), who
is liable for causing what damage to whom, to what extent and at what price. A
theoretical intention would appear to be to encourage responsible behaviour, so
that, for example, someone who is asked to supply a hazardous chemical to a
child will be very, very careful [164, 165]. But, by a counter-theory, court decisions
are sometimes seen as to not discourage innovation (risk taking). These civil suits
rarely involve workplace injuries in Canada because of workers compensation law
which bars most civil suits. Related to civil suits is insurance law – a commercial
device to spread risk, which can often effectively place insurance companies in
the role of enforcers of carefulness; and the insurer is often subrogated to act for
the insured litigant (who perhaps might be surprised as to the on-behalf litigation
positions).

1.4.3.2 Consumer protection
Consumer protection law27 is for the public as it buys or rents goods and serv-
ices, often for personal or family use. There are several branches. At the Cana-
dian provincial level, there is legislation to protect consumers in a commercial
sense, such as the Prince Edward Island Consumer Protection Act [166]. Also, at the

27 Consumer protection. Hazard communication. WHMIS. Chapters 1 & 5.
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provincial level are product liability law [167] and personal injury and property
damage law [168], as under tort law in the common law system, and under the Qué-
bec Civil Code [169].

Consumer protection law includes the Canadian federal Hazardous Products
Act [170] and regulations under it, for the health and safety of users of consumer
goods. Much of this is chemically related. This Act would be enforced by federal in-
spectors, and by prosecutions for which chemical forensic evidence might be called
for. This Act is also related to hazard communication law –WHMIS.

1.4.3.3 Sale of goods
Sale of goods law can also be related to consumer protection. Based on common
law concepts – it is legislated at the provincial level [171] – for example, the New
Brunswick Sale of Goods Act [172] – and governs the rights and duties of vendors and
purchasers of goods (but not of services). Sale of goods cases can sometimes involve
chemical toxicology, as in Ashington Piggeries Ltd. et al. v Christopher Hill Ltd. [173,
174, 175] where toxic animal feed was sold (See Fig. 1.1).

Or, an unintended chemical reaction, as in Vacwell Engineering v BDH Chemicals [180]–
Judge Rees (See Fig. 1.2):

[. . .]
. . . The claim arises out of an accident which happened on 26th April 1966 at Vacwell’s labo-
ratory premises . . . in the county of Surrey . . . when a Mr. Neale, who was in charge of
Vacwell’s applied physics department, was working side by side with a Russian physicist,
Mr. Strouzhinski . . .

A sketch . . . shows Mr. Neale working at a sink on the left and Mr. Strouzhinski working
at a sink on the right. The two sinks were made of a ceramic material and each was about 16
inches × 12 inches × 8 inches or 9 inches in depth. The operation in which the two men were
engaged at the relevant time was that of putting into the sinks glass ampoules containing a

Fig. 1.1: Dimethylnitrosamine CAS 62–75-9 [176, 177, 178, 179]28,29,30.

Fig. 1.2: B Br3 CAS 10 294–33-4 [181, 182, 183, 184, 185, 186, 187, 188].

28 N-Nitrosodimethylamine CAS 62-75-9. Chapter 1.
29 Consumer protection. Hazard communication. WHMIS. Chapters 1 & 5.
30 Molecular structure. Chapters 1, 3, 4, 6.
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chemical called boron tribromide. The sinks contained water . . . I find that there were in each
sink at the relevant moment of time certainly more than 40 ampoules and there may well have
been as many as 100 ampoules in each.

. . . As might be expected, Mr. Neale does not remember what happened immediately
after the explosion. He says that there was sudden white flash, . . . There can be no doubt that
a violent explosion had taken place as the two photographs exhibited demonstrate. A Mr.
Horner, who was an assistant divisional officer of the London Fire Brigade . . . saw that the
damage included part of the roof of the laboratory which had been blown off and that the par-
titioned walls were shattered and indented and there had been a violent explosion. As a result
Mr. Strouzhinski was killed and Mr. Neale was injured. Fortunately Mr. Neale’s injuries were
such that he was only detained in hospital for about a week and was kept at home for only two
weeks.

As a result of this accident, Vacwell claim damages from B.D.H., who were the suppliers
of the ampoules of boron tribromide, alleging that there are breaches of contract and of duty at
common law . . .. The damages claimed by Vacwell in the action include a claim for £74,689 in
respect of the damage to the laboratory premises caused directly by the explosion and, in addi-
tion, there is a claim for loss of profit in Vacwell’s business amounting, I was told at the Bar, to
some £300,000. The issues of fact and of law, therefore, have a considerable importance to the
parties to this action.

[. . .]

1.4.3.4 Food and drug
Food and drug law may be regarded as a specialized area of consumer protection
law and of health law, but as well, in Canada it can have aspects of criminal law to it.

US Food and drug law has its historical origins with the Chicago stockyards, the
presidency of Theodore Roosevelt [189], and The Jungle [190, 191, 192, 193, 194, 195].
The developing concepts likely carried into Canada. Curiously, Upton Sinclair‘s
novel would appear as intended for social, economic, civic corruption and labour
criticism, but it was widely seen as revealing extensive filth in US food production:
[196, 197, 198, 199, 200, 201, 202]

[. . .]
. . . a man could run his hand over these piles of meat and sweep off handfuls of the dried
dung of rats. These rats were nuisances, and the packers would put poisoned bread out for
them; they would die, and then rats, bread, and meat would go into the hoppers together. This
is no fairy story and no joke; the meat would be shoveled into carts, and the man who did the
shoveling would not trouble to lift out a rat even when he saw one – there were things that
went into the sausage in comparison with which a poisoned rat was a tidbit. There was no
place for the men to wash their hands before they ate their dinner, and so they made a practice
of washing them in the water that was to be ladled into the sausage. . . .

[. . .]

As with consumer protection law, food and drug law seeks the protection of the
public, and much of the other law categories above are also applicable. However,
there is Canadian federal legislation of particular interest: Food and Drugs Act [203]
and Controlled Drugs & Substances Act [204, 205]. These statutes and regulations
under them deal with food purity and additives, and with controlled, restricted and
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narcotic drugs. Forensic chemistry should have a high profile in such law because
of the substances being regulated or prohibited, as well as because of the analytical
chemistry involved in administration and enforcement. In addition, the regulation of
drugs often appears in the courts as part of Canada’s criminal law.31

At the provincial level, food and drug law can be related to public health law
[206] and to those aspects of health care law [207, 208, 209], which involve prescrib-
ing of medication and analytical chemistry procedures.

1.4.3.5 Environmental protection
Environmental protection law32 is frequently associated with both chemicals and
chemists in the media and in the public mind. Although there was nineteenth-century
industrial environmental legislation – for example the British Alkali Act, 1863 [210] –
modern Canadian regulation of chemicals to protect the environment dates from the
1970s. Presently, such legislation is the federal Canadian Environmental Protection
Act [211], and various provincial statutes such as the Saskatchewan Environmental As-
sessment Act [212] and Environmental Management and Protection Act [213]. Enforce-
ment of such legislation would require forensic involvement.

1.4.3.6 Hazard communication WHMIS
The Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System33,34 [214, 215, 216, 217,
218, 219] is Canada’s hazard communication standard. It is workplace chemical
right-to-know law. Recommended in a 1985 federal report [220], it is Canada-wide
federal/provincial-co-ordinated legislation that came into force on 31 October 1988.
Generally, WHMIS seeks to give workers a right-to-know by:
– labels
– safety data sheets35,36 [221, 222, 223, 224]37

– worker education

The legislative structure of WHMIS has its complexities. Generally, Canadian federal
legislation is used to set standards; and for trade secrets (which can legitimately be
valuable commercial property) to be withheld; and federal and provincial legisla-
tion for WHMIS application in the work place.

31 Drug law. Chapters 1 & 10.
32 Regularory law. Environmental & workplace health & safety. Chapters 1, 5, 9, 11.
33 Toxicology. Hazard communication. Chapters 1 & 11.
34 Consumer protection. Hazard communication. WHMIS. Chapters 1 & 5.
35 SDS. Chapter 1.
36 SDS = Safety Data Sheet. Previously called MSDS =Material Safety Data Sheet.
37 Disclaimers, etc. Error . . ., Not legal advice . . . Commercial products, . . . Preface 2, 4.1, Chap-
ters 1, 5, 6, 9.
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As allowed by the US Constitution [225], Article I, Section 8 – interstate commerce
clause – there is a US Federal Hazard Communication Standard [226, 227, 228].

§ 1910.1200 Hazard communication.
(a) Purpose.
(1) The purpose of this section is to ensure that the hazards of all chemicals produced or im-
ported are classified, and that information concerning the classified hazards is transmitted to
employers and employees. The requirements of this section are intended to be consistent with
the provisions of the United Nations Globally Harmonized System of Classification and Label-
ling of Chemicals (GHS), Revision 3. The transmittal of information is to be accomplished by
means of comprehensive hazard communication programs, which are to include container la-
beling and other forms of warning, safety data sheets and employee training.

(2) This occupational safety and health standard is intended to address comprehensively the
issue of classifying the potential hazards of chemicals, and communicating information con-
cerning hazards and appropriate protective measures to employees, and to preempt any legis-
lative or regulatory enactments of a state, or political subdivision of a state, pertaining to this
subject. Classifying the potential hazards of chemicals and communicating information con-
cerning hazards and appropriate protective measures to employees, may include, for example,
but is not limited to, provisions for: developing and maintaining a written hazard communica-
tion program for the workplace, including lists of hazardous chemicals present; labeling of
containers of chemicals in the workplace, as well as of containers of chemicals being shipped
to other workplaces; preparation and distribution of safety data sheets to employees and
downstream employers; and development and implementation of employee training programs
regarding hazards of chemicals and protective measures. Under section 18 of the Act, no state
or political subdivision of a state may adopt or enforce any requirement relating to the issue
addressed by this Federal standard, except pursuant to a Federally-approved state plan.

[. . .]

It should be noticed that hazard communication requirements do not necessarily
mean that a worker would be in actual jeopardy; but rather the theory would seem
to be that there is a reasonable concern, and the worker is entitled to be informed so
as to self-decide, often in consultation with union or other worker advocates. For
example, to continue the art forgery fictitious example [229] (in Chapter 3):38 Sup-
pose that the well-known, but long-dead, artist, whose possible work was being
scrutinized, was also historically thought to have suffered copper Cu, arsenic As
[230] and mercury Hg [231] poisoning related to the greens and reds of the painting.
Hazard communication would imply that the forensic analytical chemist should be
so informed, notwithstanding that there might not be an actual danger [232].

1.4.3.7 Workers’ compensation
Workers compensation law can be related to forensic chemistry because of com-
pensation for workplace injuries and diseases that are chemically caused.

38 Art forgery analysis. Chapters 1 & 3.
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After observing systems elsewhere, including the German system established by
Prince Otto von Bismarck [233, 234], Ontario Chief Justice Sir William Meredith [235],
in his 1912 and 1913 reports, recommended what was to become the Ontario workers
compensation system. It may be regarded as historic compromise between labour
and capital that resulted in 1914 Ontario legislation [236, 237], and which was fol-
lowed, and further developed over the years, in all provinces [238]. Workers [239] let
go of their right to sue their employers (it became barred by statute) in exchange for
compulsory no-fault insurance, financed by employers, and administered by a work-
ers compensation board (now in Ontario: Workplace Safety and Insurance Board). Al-
though often criticized from both sides, there is little serious effort by either side to
return to tort law for legal remedy of workplace accidents or injuries.

Workers compensation law is related to OH&S law in that workers look to the
WSIB for financial remedy for lost wages and for medical and rehabilitation costs
after there has been an OH&S failure.

Workers compensation can deal with chemically caused injuries and diseases:
– the same way as for other workers’ claims – WSIB determines if the injury or

disease arose out of work; and there may be an onus, or onus reversal, on the
worker to convince the WSIB of this;

– by a presumption that certain listed occupational diseases were caused by cer-
tain co-listed processes or chemicals [240].

WSIB evaluation of disease – which is often of a chronic nature – has been criticized
by labour’s side as inadequate.

1.4.3.8 Profession regulation
As with any profession, trade or calling, chemists and engineers are free to operate
commercially, subject to legal and licensing requirements [241].39 But, since many
chemically related enterprises are legally dealt with under other professional or trade
headings (such as teaching, clinical analysis, pharmacy, medicine, law), or are under a
corporate or government umbrella, chemists per se [242] are left somewhat unregulated.
Engineers can be regulated under the provincial designation of Professional Engineer
(P.Eng.) [243]. But, particularly as regards as to chemists, Canadian law is rather less
prominent.

A person may self-identify as chemist or engineer, either personally or within a
corporate structure, and as such may consult, invent, direct a corporation, write, teach,
sell, serve the state as a forensic scientist or testify as an expert witness, without the
supervision or sanction of a chemical professional body. But not completely so.

What may not be done is claim to be a Chartered Chemist (C.Chem.), [244] Profes-
sional Chemist or Professional Engineer (P.Eng.), [245] without fulfilling the conditions

39 Profession. Chapters 1 & 5.
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set out in various provincial legislation that go with these titles (or other legislatively
reserved titles).

In Québec, the Professional Chemists Act [246] restricts the “practice of professional
chemistry” to members of the Ordre des chimistes du Québec [247]. For engineers in
every province there are analogous legislated restrictions, for example, in the Ontario
Professional Engineers Act. [248] However, the Association of the Chemical Profession of
Ontario Act, 1984 [249] appears to mostly reserve the terms Chartered Chemist (C.Chem.)
and Professional Chemist.

These professional designations would appear to be less consequential than for
the health sciences professions: Medical Doctor MD, Registered Nurse RN, Pharma-
cist, etc. – for which there are also legislation-required licensures. And, likewise, for
various trades: electrician, plumber, and so on.

But, importantly, for many kinds of engineering work, a sign-off is required by
a P.Eng. for the process to be legally valid or allowed. And there can be consequen-
ces if something goes wrong [250, 251].

1.4.3.9 Education
Education law affects students, teachers and administrators, chemical education in-
cluded. There is provincial legislation for the organization and financing of schools [252],
colleges [253] and universities [254], and for labour relations with their faculties and
staff. And for licensing of teachers, pre-K–12. In addition, the Canadian provincial and
federal financing of research at universities and other institutions [255, 256] can involve
legal questions as to ownership, rights, duties and liabilities with respect to supplies,
equipment, salaries, grants and students; and with respect to intellectual property.

Another aspect of education law – and with it, insurance law – that can be re-
lated to forensic chemistry is: liability for student health and safety [257]. For ex-
ample, in James et al. v River East School Division No. 9, et al., [258, 259, 260, 261, 262,
263] there was facial scarring and serious eye injury of an 18-year-old student from
nitric acid [264, 265] (See Fig. 1.3).

spattering in a school chemistry lab experiment gone wrong, 22 September 1972.
From the MANITOBA QUEEN’S BENCH – Judge Deniset, 1975:

[. . .]
The facts in the present case . . . are that a Grade XII student was instructed to conduct a labora-
tory experiment which was dangerous. It was foreseeable that an accident could happen. One did.

After this accident, better instructions were issued.

Fig. 1.3: Nitric acid. CAS 7697-37-2 63.013 g/mol.
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Goggles were available. None were recommended on this occasion by the teacher . . . His
excuse that the students knew about the goggles and that none requested them, is not valid.
The Greater Winnipeg Minor Hockey Association does not recommend the use of helmets when
playing league games. You put on a helmet, or you don’t play.

Students must be told, when necessary “wear goggles.”
I find here a failure to instruct properly, a failure to caution and to supervise properly and

that an unfortunate and foreseeable accident occurred, and that it could have been avoided if
the defendants had not been negligent and if . . . [the teacher] had not omitted to do what he
should have done in the circumstances.

[. . .]

After due consideration of all these factors and the whole of the evidence regarding the injuries
sustained by this young girl, I allow as general damages the sum of $25,000.

Plaintiffs will have judgment for:
Special damages $ 5,921.65
General damages $25,000.00

$30,921.65
Plaintiffs will have their costs to be taxed.

Effective protective eyewear enforcement apparently did not quite reach the Toronto
District School Board, as late as 2001, as appeared in a website photograph, Sir
Robert L. Borden Business and Technical Institute. Students appeared as obvi-
ously doing chemistry lab without protective eyewear [266].

More recently, the (shouldn’t have been so) popular Rainbow Demonstration
was still being used in US schools as late as 2015. This involved a too-difficult-to-
control use of a flammable liquid in a classroom demonstration that involved an
open flame [267]. The important spectral principles, known from the nineteenth cen-
tury, can be safely shown otherwise [268, 269, 270, 271, 272, 273, 274].40

Lab safety [275, 276] extends to university labs, where there is now more wide-
spread careful attention, especially after an incident in California: Professor Patrick Har-
ran and UCLA were involved in serious and extensive litigation after the death, 2009, of
an employed researcher. There were issues of a pyrophoric organo-lithium reagent (See
Fig. 1.4), storage of a flammable liquid and worker oversight. This was most newswor-
thy because it involved issues of criminal responsibility [277, 278, 279, 280, 281, 282].

And, at Kingston, Ontario, 2018, there was criminal conviction of a Queens University
graduate student for intentionally poisoning a coworker using chemistry-lab-obtained
N-nitrosodimethylamine [289, 290, 291, 292] (See Fig. 1.5).

Fig. 1.4: t-Butyl lithium. CAS 594-19-4 tert-Butyl lithium.
CAS 594–19-4 [283, 284, 285, 286, 287, 288].

40 Bunsen, Kirchhoff. cover. Chapters 1 & 6.
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As news reported [293], there was effectively in-court mention of acute and
latent toxicology [294] and of LD50.

42 The in-court evaluation of these topics would
appear as problematic.43,44,45 However, more scientific interpretations would not
likely have much benefited the accused, because N-nitrosodimethylamine is undoubt-
edly toxic in some way or another, and the central criminal law issue was intent to
put the victim in harm’s way with what was believed to be an effective poison.

Also reported within this Ontario case, were similar incidents in China. No refer-
ence was made to a toxic apple occurrence attributed to Robert Oppenheimer, when
he was studying in England, ~1925 [295, 296, 297].

And, at Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, 2019, a Lehigh University chemistry student
was accused of poisoning a roommate with thallium [298].

1.4.3.10 Patent
Patents may be of interest to chemists and chemical engineers for commercial rights
for their inventions of devices, processes or molecules [299]. The constitutional basis in
the USA is found in Article I, Section 8: “The Congress shall have Power . . . To promote
the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and
Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries.” Canadian
Patent law is based on the federal Patent Act [300]. A patent is a kind of intellectual
property right that may be sold or licensed by its owner.46

While patents are declared in public documents, there is also a process of keep-
ing trade secrets [301, 302] – for what is not patentable, or for what the owner does
not want to patent for commercial or other reasons, such as when the patent process
is too expensive. Trade secrets may be of interest in trying to protect inventions,
processes and formulations – by simply not telling. (However, trade secret disclo-
sure may be required underWHMIS.)

Fig. 1.5: N-Nitrosodimethylamine CAS 62–75-9 CAS 62–75-9.41

41 N-Nitrosodimethylamine CAS 62-75-9. Chapter 1.
42 Toxicology. LD50. Chapter 1.
43 Toxicology. Hazard communication. Chapters 1 & 11.
44 Consumer protection. Hazard communication. WHMIS. Chapters 1 & 5.
45 SDS. Chapter 1.
46 Intellectual property. Chapters 1 & 5.
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Patent and trade secret law can overlap with employment law [303] when, as
often would happen, the chemist or engineer is not inventing independently, but as
an employee, so that the employer may be the patent or trade secret owner, perhaps
subject to the terms of a contract called a patent agreement.

Another kind of intellectual property that chemists and engineers can create is
copyright – articles, books and computer software that they might write are pro-
tectable under the Canada federal Copyright Act [304, 305].

Also related is trade mark law, based on the Canada federal Trade Marks Act,
[306] which deals with the legal reservation of various words and symbols for com-
mercial purposes.

1.4.3.11 International arms control
International arms control law becomes a chemical forensics issue for the policies
and practices for enforcement of the Chemical Weapons Convention [307]. This in-
ternational treaty, ratified by Canada [308], includes as a method to control chemical
weapons the international inspection of chemical industries to monitor certain chem-
icals and precursors [309].

1.5 The law of evidence

1.5.1 Evidence in court

There are many science-based facts that a Canadian court or tribunal would accept
as obvious – not questioned – for example: That Toronto weather includes temper-
atures both above and below 0 °C, so that sometimes there is solid ice on the
ground, and sometimes liquid water, sometimes both, sometimes none. And, for
court-accepted weather facts of a particular day, the judge can take judicial notice
[310] of an official weather report, or even a news report, offered by legal counsel of
one or another of the participants; or perhaps just look out the courtroom window.
But many other facts – essential to the litigation – must be proven to the court. This
involves the law of evidence [311]47 – and that is what is of concern here.

Generally, evidence into court can come by way of:
– Declarations referred to in legislation, for example: Notices under the Canada

Evidence Act [312]. And, for example, police-seized business records [313].
– Documents of some legal status, for example: a real property deed and mortgage.
– Testimony – viva voce [314, 315] – of witnesses, called by one side or another.

This is often how documents of legal status come before the court. And, usually
the only way that other documents, physical items and recollections come before

47 Evidence. Chapters 1 & 10.
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the court. Such a witness is allowed to testify only for what is directly personally
known and not heard from someone else – hearsay [316, 317] is not allowed. Nor
is opinion allowed – that is reserved for an expert.

– Sometimes the litigants can agree about what should be accepted as evidence.
This may be done by way of an agreed statement of facts.

– However, what the law is is not included as evidence. For example: That peace
officers – police – have Criminal Code and Highway Traffic Act rights to stop and
examine motor vehicles and drivers, within the legislated limits, as interpreted
in case law, is a matter of law, rather than evidential fact. Law is not for a wit-
ness to determine; it is for the judge after hearing from the lawyers. However,
sometimes what a witness would perceive of the law can be regarded as a fact
offered before the court, but that perception can be wrong.

It is important to realize that the evidence presented is not automatically accepted as
true or credible – determining that is the job of the judge, or tribunal panel – after
hearing arguments of legal counsel. That is what the court or tribunal process is for.

The law of evidence has its complexities and complications – that can prompt
much litigation – so that there are well-known and not-so-well-known – exceptions
to the generalities above. But the above descriptions are generally applicable for
purposes of this book. The exception of concern here is for experts, who may give
opinion evidence.

1.5.2 Forensic expert witnesses

This evidence exception is that a witness, qualified by the court as an expert, may give
opinion evidence, within the bounds of the expertise recognized by the court. [318, 319,
320, 321, 322]48,49,50,51

Qualification is a formal process that would occur just before the anticipated
expert testimony. Typically, the anticipated expert is sworn-in; the curriculum vitae
and other credentials are presented and legal counsel seeking the expertise asks
questions – direct examination – to try to persuade the judge to allow qualification.
Other counsel, who would have seen the CV, etc. beforehand, then cross-examine
[323] – perhaps to try to persuade the judge to not allow qualification.

If qualified by a decision of the judge, that witness would be allowed to give a sci-
entific or engineering opinion to the court – within the bounds of the qualification –

48 Expert. Chapters 1 & 9.
49 DRE. Expert witness. Chapters 10 & 11.
50 Science gate-keeping. Chapter 1.
51 Ethics. Lawyers. Experts. Etc. Preface, Chapters 1, 5, 8, 9.
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and that testimony would be the next step. If not qualified, evidence would not be
heard from that witness.

The now-qualified expert would then testify as to the science or engineering of
concern to the case being heard. That testimony has a special status.

Legal counsel who sought the expertise would ask questions to support the eventual
facts that would be argued. Opposing counsel would cross-examine – seeking flaws.

Opposing counsel may repeat the courtroom procedure by calling other expert
testimony to try to counter the previously called expert.

This process of countering experts might sometimes look somewhat chaotic, if
not ugly. And sometimes maybe it is. European courts are somewhat known to be
kinder to experts, who have somewhat different – more independent – and perhaps
more respected – functions there than in Canada, the USA and UK. Arguably, the
European system would allow for a more credible version of testimony.

Also, expert witnesses can be expensive, perhaps prohibitively so for criminal
accused who are poor.

The special status of the expert opinion evidence requires the judge to hear it as
presentation of fact. But the judge is not required to accept it as correct, and that is
why there may be a series of experts before the court, not agreeing with one another
on various points. Opposing legal counsel would argue that the judge should be
persuaded one way or another. The judge may reserve on ruling to a later time.

In practical terms, the judge may likely be persuaded, or not, largely based on
the credentials used to qualify the expert, rather than understanding explanations
of the actual science or engineering; and legal counsel would not be too likely to
argue about the actual explanations; because few of them (except for practitioners
of patent law) would have had too much science or engineering education. Like
most of us, they would do what they know, and avoid what they do not.

Thus, sadly, the evaluation of unfamiliar scientific opinion evidence, based on
a Judge’s understanding of essential explanations by the expert witness, would not
be too common in a Canadian court.52 Notwithstanding that this would require only
a high-school-level appreciation of science and mathematics [324, 325, 326].

Much of the science and engineering expert evidence heard by the courts is well-
known, not controversial, with little argument as to its validity. But some is not.53

Science that is “novel” [327, 328, 329] = new to the legal system, presents the most
difficult problems; judicial unfamiliarity with science does not help. [330, 331, 332,
333, 334, 335, 336, 337]54

The effective reliance on witness credentials rather than critical appraisal of sci-
ence and engineering content is often satisfactory, but it does introduce potential

52 re criticism of Health Canada, Judges, et al. Preface 4.1, 4.2, Chapters 1, 10, 11.
53 R v Bingley. Chapters 1, 11, Chapter 11 Appendix.
54 Daubert. Judicial unfamiliarity with science Preface 4.1, Chapters 1 & 10.
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problems when the science and engineering would be challenged – which does not
happen too often.

However, in terms of fundamental scientific concept, reliance on credentials
rather than explanation is a serious problem. [338] It is less than scientific. But that
is how it is often done in Canadian courts.55

Arguably, reliance on credentials rather than critically evaluated explanation
can lead to acceptance of opinions as correct, when they are not. Perhaps, some-
times tragically. This can be by honest error, but some “experts” may actually be
fraudulent, and some perhaps err because they misjudge their own knowledge
range. [339, 340, 341, 342] And sometimes, what had been widely accepted can
come into controversary as flawed process. [343, 344, 345] See also Chapter 8.56

The above description is for courtroom process. Similar scenarios would play
out when lawyers and administrators are involved with science and engineering for
tribunal hearings, administrative decision-making and legislative drafting. And also
for policy making.

1.6 Legislative process – policy making

Laws are like sausages. It’s better not to see them being made.
[Likely not a true quote, apocryphal, attributed to Prince Otto von Bismarck, Chancellor,

Deutsches Reich, 1871–1890.] [346, 347, 348]

Forensic science can come into the legislative process.57 Policy making leads to pro-
posals put before Parliament and the provincial legislatures, each in their respective
jurisdictions, that would result in statutes, and resulting regulations. For example,
the criminalization of possession and trade of certain molecules [349] or the outlaw-
ing of certain electric stun devices.

Mostly, Parliament seems to cope with the science satisfactorily; but sometimes
not. Sometimes Parliament’s getting it wrong can lead to bad science in an impor-
tant context; other times, merely to confusing results [350], that may not be too impor-
tant. Thus, some science policy seems to need improvement, even without considering
climate change issues.58,59

55 re criticism of Health Canada, Judges, et al. Preface 4.1, 4.3, Chapters 10 & 11.
56 Ethics. Lawyers. Experts. Etc. Preface, Chapters 1, 5, 8, 9.
57 Legislative process – policy making. Preface 4.2, Chapters 1, 10, 11.
58 Creationism. Climate change denial. Anti vaccine. Chapters 1, 2, 8.
59 Some science controversary remains. Chapters 1, 2, 10, 11.
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1.7 Advocacy

1.7.1 Lawyers

The role of lawyers – styled in Ontario as barrister & solicitor – sometimes called
counsel – is to advocate on behalf of their clients [351].60 There are some lawyerly
rules of engagement that might seem strange to the rest of society. In a particular
case, the lawyer would represent the client notwithstanding possible disapproval of
the client’s actions, and disagreement with the client’s views.

And, in the criminal law context, although there are actually some innocent ac-
cused, the lawyer would still represent the client, even notwithstanding that the cli-
ent may have privately revealed actual guilt [352], and even (hopefully rarely) having
also revealed an unremorseful meanness of character. The state must prove its
case beyond a reasonable doubt, without the help of the accused, who has a right
to legal counsel, with a presumption of innocence. Innocent until the judge would
say otherwise.

This is based on the theory that everyone has the right to robust representation
within the justice system, so that it can function fairly – in overall concept. Some
lawyers see this as a duty to society [353, 354, 355, 356]. To some extent, this is also
reflected in some lawyers doing pro bono work [357, 358, 359].

The system includes, within lawyer/client privilege, confidentiality, at the option
of the client. But it does not include frank misrepresentation by the lawyer to the court
or other counsel. The tensions and quandaries within this system are governed by the
lawyers’ licensing agency – the Law Society of Ontario (until recently styled as the Law
Society of Upper Canada): LSO (LSUC) rules of professional conduct [360, 361]. Other
jurisdictions have similar lawyers’ governing systems. Advocacy within these bounds –
within these rules of engagement – especially by criminal defence counsel – can at
times be particularly uncomfortable and problematic; but advocacy is an essential re-
quirement of the job. [362, 363, 364, 365, 366, 367, 368]61

1.7.2 Forensic scientists

In contrast to lawyers, forensic scientists, while professionally engaged on a case,
should not be advocates for anyone within the process, and as best as practicable,
should be blind to the intricacies of the goings and comings of the human story
being considered. The forensic scientist’s only advocacy should be to remain true to

60 Advocacy. Preface 4.1, Chapter 1, 8.
61 Ethics. Lawyers. Experts. Etc. Preface, Chapters 1, 5, 8, 9.
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trying to do and report good science honestly. Well, this is a theory, anyhow – the
scientist’s reality of employment may impose messy difficulties.62

1.7.3 Dual rôle

However, the forensic scientist can possibly have dual roles as for [369]:
– Doing the analytical chemistry or other science, and reporting the results to be

considered by a court or tribunal – as blind as practicable to other aspects, and
– Assisting investigators, including law enforcement, in developing the narrative

of the human story [370].

It may be that a single forensic scientist, or team, can fulfil both roles for a particular
investigation. But the inherent potential conflict [371, 372] might introduce a tension
that should lead to two separate scientists or teams being engaged. The problem here
may not be so much an actual conflict, but rather a reasonable apprehension of con-
flict. A practical problem may be added costs; and again, well, this is the theory, the
scientist’s reality of employment.63

All of this can be in addition to an academic research role which should not be
of concern here.

1.7.4 Who talks to whom

It should be noted that lawyers, forensic scientists, and others involved in a forensic
issue have separate roles that should be directed within each of their own frame-
works of operation, along a chain of authority and chronology.

Thus, for example, a defence lawyer would appropriately address issues with
Crown counsel, and not, at least initially, with the forensic scientist engaged by the
Crown. And, similarly for Crown counsel for a defence-engaged expert witness. And,
by this concept neither defence counsel nor Crown should independently approach
the judge.

Everyone should work within the context of their own roles; to deviate from this
formalism risks complications that may taint the whole process. For, example, a
nightmare scenario: [373] A defence lawyer starts a discussion directly with a Crown
forensic expert who inadvertently reveals privileged data; the lawyer would have
now achieved a conflict, and may now have become a witness; and so too the foren-
sic expert, as a witness of a different sort.

62 Ethics. Lawyers. Experts. Etc. Preface, Chapters 1, 5, 8, 9.
63 Ethics. Lawyers. Experts. Etc. Preface, Chapters 1, 5, 8, 9.
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1.8 US Qui tam

Qui tam [374]64 is a US anti-corruption federal legal process [375, 376, 377, 378, 379,
380] that derives from the Civil War era. Federal legislation [381] provides for fines for
anyone who does any business with the federal government fraudulently. The fines
can be large – perhaps several times the amount of the fraud. There is a whistle-
blower/bounty-hunter aspect, in that anyone who reports the fraud to the US Depart-
ment of Justice can be rewarded with a proportion of achieved fines. Again, this can be
large.

The whistle-blower/bounty-hunter might typically be someone with inside in-
formation – a disgruntled former – or soon-to-be-former – employee. Universities
can also be liable [382].

Perhaps the theory would be that the rewards should be so large, because after
blowing the whistle [383], the employee or student would be finished in that indus-
try or entire profession or job description. The huge reward would replace becoming
unemployable otherwise.

The bounty-hunter aspect is enhanced in that if the Justice Department does
not proceed in federal court, the whistle-blower can self-proceed – thereby acting
both for self and for the government [384].

Arguably, qui tam distorts the employer–employee relationship. Arguably, it
should – in the absence of other process routes for employer–employee tension –
for example, if there is no union collective bargaining or there is no effective gov-
ernment inspectorate. Critics have argued that the Act was in need of reform [385].

There are US law firms specializing in qui tam [386, 387] that would represent
would-be whistle-blower/bounty-hunters, likely on a contingency fee basis. Argu-
ably, this would further distort the employer–employee relationship.

There is apparently no qui tam equivalent in Canadian law [388]. Canadian gov-
ernment assurances to protect whistle-blowers would sound hollow in view of the
US qui tam process. However, since many Canadian businesses contract with the US
government, and Canadian universities do research financed by US government
grants or contracts, the US qui tam process would be open to aspiring Canadian
whistle-blowers/bounty-hunters proceeding in the US federal court, represented by
US law firms.

64 US Qui tam. Chapters 1, 8, 9.
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1.9 Toxicology

[. . .]
“. . . one of the cyanides. . . . acts pretty well instantaneously”

[Agatha Christie, And Then There Were None, 1939.]65

[. . .]

Forensics can be related to the toxicology of chemical substances, and to the toxicology
of physical processes. Often, the law attempts to define, regulate and limit toxic effects
on humans and our environment, sometimes with some success; sometimes following a
disaster, with controversary. Some fundamental concepts, briefly summarized:66,67,68

Chemical toxicology is described here as the study of harmful effects of chemi-
cal substances on biological systems – human, animal and plant. Although foren-
sics is often popularly associated with harm to humans, there can also be harm to
animals (wildlife; pets; and farm) and vegetation (wild; managed forests, wetlands,
etc.; farm; and garden and lawn).

1.9.1 Acute, chronic, latent

There are categories of toxicity that overlap – often in complicated ways:
– A chemical substance that does quickly noticed damage is said to be acutely

toxic. The damage can be injurious or lethal, or both. For example: the poisoned
whiskey of Agatha Christie’s 1939 mystery – quoted above. Or, for example: The
WWI chemical warfare gas chlorine Cl2.

69

– Chronic toxicity goes over time; sometimes not noticed until much later – some-
times years. For example: The workplace hazards of benzene to the human blood
system [389, 390, 391, 392].

– An acute toxic event can cause chronic results. For example: Many WWI veterans
who suffered a Cl2 attack had serious subsequent lifetime respiratory consequen-
ces. Or, for example: A traumatic injury with lifetime consequences [393, 394].

– Toxic results might not be perceived until after a long time. The mechanisms of
damage for such a chronic effect might be as from a succession of small harms
accumulated over time, or from a chemical presence that remains from a time
ago that does not appear to take effect until later. This may be called latent toxi-
cology. For example: Perhaps fibres of the workplace hazard asbestos [395, 396]

65 Agatha Christie. Acute toxicology. Hydrogen Cyanide H-C≡N CAS 74-90-8. Potassium cyanide
K+ CN- CAS 151–50-8. Chapters 1 & 3.
66 Pb Toxicology. Old-stock housing. Sample selection. Chapters 1, 2, 3.
67 Toxicology. Chapters 1, 3, 11.
68 Toxicology. Hazard communication. Chapters 1 & 11.
69 Fritz Haber. Cl2. Chapters 1 & 4.
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would remain microscopically embedded in workers’ body tissue, long before
active disease is noticed.

– Toxicology can also include alcohol and drugs of human abuse and addiction;
side effects of medically prescribed pharmaceuticals; and iatrogenic effects.

Explaining and quantifying the toxicity of various substances can be difficult, be-
cause many of the mechanisms would be complex and not be fully known, if even
slightly known. The actual biological significance of measurable data may remain
obscure, or if known, may still be problematic.

And, complications of attribution can arise, as for example, when an insurer would
co-attribute a worker’s asbestos-caused cancer with tobacco smoking [397]. Generally,
chronic and latent toxicity are the most difficult to assess. But so too, the acute; al-
though graphically presented dose-response data70 can be useful.

1.9.2 Evaluation: LD50

Toxicity evaluation of substances can be attempted with multiple short-term expo-
sures using experimental lab animals. More meaningful – but more complex and
expensive – would be larger population and longer-time animal studies, and large
population and long-time human epidemiological studies. Commonly encountered
is the LD50 test = the chemical dose to kill 50% of a population of lab animals within
a set number of days [398, 399, 400]. LD50 results have acute meaning, are at best
limited and problematic, and are especially easy to misinterpret;71 in addition to
being unkind to the rats, mice and rabbits.

LD50, and other data, are often stated on safety data sheets72,73,74 in respect to
hazard communication requirements.75

Explaining and quantifying toxicity must be distinguished from identifying and
measuring suspected toxins. The analytical chemistry is easier than the toxicology,
but there are still problems, as for example, as indicated in Chapter 3, regarding the
measurement of lead Pb in humans.76 Blood Pb measurement for a particular per-
son at a particular time may be easily and accurately done, but its toxicological
meaning may be very difficult to reliably interpret.

70 Dose / response. Chapters 1 & 8.
71 Toxicology. LD50. Chapter 1.
72 SDS. Chapter 1.
73 SDS = Safety Data Sheet. Previously called MSDS =Material Safety Data Sheet.
74 Disclaimers, etc. Error . . ., Not legal advice . . . Commercial products, . . . Preface 2. 4.1, Chapters
1, 5, 6, 9.
75 Toxicology. Hazard communication. Chapters 1 & 11.
76 Pb toxicology. Old-stock housing. Pb Sample selection. Chapters 1, 2, 3.
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1.9.3 Workplace health, exposure limits

Law as related to toxicology can be found in several areas: Workplace health and
safety, workers compensation, environmental, criminal, civil litigation. [401]77 An
aspect of this can be a prominent feature of workplace health regulation – the set-
ting of chemical exposure limits – such as:
– Ontario OH&S Act control of exposure regulation [402].
– Canada Labour Code [403] occupational health and safety regulation [404],

which references the Threshold Limit Values published by the American Confer-
ence of Governmental Industrial Hygienists [405, 406]. These TLVs are found
referenced in various other regulatory documents, in other jurisdictions, not-
withstanding that they are not intended by ACGIH for such use.

– Canada Criminal Code limit on ethanol concentration allowed in blood, when op-
erating a motor vehicle. [407]78

Chemical exposure limits are especially problematic because, in reality, they do not –
and in theory, arguably cannot – determine health effects with specific dividing lines.
There would be a health relationship – but not too precise – because the science is
not advanced well enough. And because, humans have differences, one from an-
other, so that distributions within populations must be considered. And, because
human exposures have so many different possibilities. And, because there should
be, carefully included, some assumed science and arbitrary definitions. And, even if
precision could be claimed by some scientists, universal agreement amongst others
would, for legitimate reasons, be hard to find.

The limits are, at best, advisory for actual health purposes. The limits may be
used for legal requirements, to trigger law enforcement and to trigger inspectorial
interest, but this should not be confused with health per se. But they frequently are.

To its credit, ACGIH has tried to explain such concepts in its TLV book, offering
its numbers as guides for professional occupational hygienists, and implying that
its TLVs are best not used for law enforcement. This apparently did not persuade
the Governor-in-Council for the Canada Labour Code regulations.

Exposure limits for law enforcement present another problem: measurement.
While, Criminal Code ethanol in blood measurements, and technicians who measure,
are defined in law that would effectively override scientific deficiency (if any), some
other measurements would be poorly defined, if at all. And be poorly attempted.

And, exposure limits declared to trigger legal consequences as at “any detect-
able level” are especially problematic – and arguably ignorant – because modern

77 N-Nitrosodimethylamine CAS 62-75-9. Chapter 1.
78 Toxicology. Driving impaired. Chapters 1 & 11.
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analytical chemistry can deliver measurements well below levels of toxicological
meaning.79

1.10 Hazards of found chemicals

Sometimes obviously suspicious, things or situations would appear to require deter-
minations about chemical substances in an urgent context80[408]. Law enforcement
and other public service and safety personnel must decide what to do quickly, with-
out the more careful chemical analysis that would follow later. These are situations
that are potentially dangerous beyond usual workplace and public health and safety
concerns – about drugs, toxins or explosives. Concerns would relate to:
– Facilities that make or store
– Sites of release or explosion
– Containment and isolation of the chemicals
– Isolation, care, and monitoring of people involved
– Restriction of other people
– Collection of evidence
– Public notices and statements

When these would be related to publicly known situations – such as a spill at a
commercial site – the forensic scientist may be called upon to serve as indicated
elsewhere in this book.

But when related to investigating and prosecuting criminal activity, it becomes
more difficult. For example: What to do with found chemicals at a clandestine drug-
or bomb-making lab, and how to interpret what is found for criminal prosecution;
what is to be the role of the forensic scientist? [409] And, how to distinguish un-
usual but innocent activity [410, 411] from the actual criminal?

For both defence and Crown counsel, this may present difficulties of interpreta-
tion in the criminal law process, starting at the bail hearing [412].

Notes

1 Introductory quotes, etc. Preface.
2 From a trial lawyer’s affidavit, used on appeal (by the appeal lawyer) – R. v. K., [1995] 24 OR (3d)

199B204, at 201, Ontario Court of Appeal, 5 June 1995. The affidavit recounted the trial lawyer’s
advice, and resulting instructions, in a case where the client originally plead guilty for some-
thing he denied doing – as part of a plea bargain.

79 Too sensitive. Toxicology. Chapters 1, 3, 8.
80 Pb toxicology. Pb Sample selection. Chapters 1, 2, 3.
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24 Merriam-Webster “. . . akin to Latin foris outside, fores door . . .” “. . . a large public place in
an ancient Roman city that was used as the center of business . . .”

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/forum.
25 Latin Forensic Terms

[. . .]
Many Latin terms are used in the field of forensic science because forensics developed along-
side the already established legal profession, which extensively uses phrases from the Latin
language. The word forensic, itself, comes from the Latin word forensis, meaning of the forum.
It originally applied to the marketplace areas within ancient Rome where many types of busi-
nesses and public affairs, such as governmental debates and actions by courts of law, were
conducted. Entering the English vocabulary in 1659, the modern meaning of forensic is now
limited to the areas of legal and criminal investigations.

[. . .]

https://www.encyclopedia.com/science/encyclopedias-almanacs-transcripts-and-maps/latin-foren
sic-terms.
26 See:

– Brian H. Kaye, Science and the Detective / Selected Reading in Forensic Science, VCH Ver-
lagsgesellschaft mbH, Weinheim, Germany, 1995, page 3, and references cited therein.

– The Oxford English Dictionary / Second Edition, Vol.VI, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1989,
page 55.

27 https://www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/forensic https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictio
nary/forensic

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/forum#learn-more.
28 With concepts and meanings perhaps somewhat expanded by the author.
29 In the Canadian system, Parliament (= Commons, Senate & Monarch (represented by the Gover-

nor General)) enact statutes. The Governor-in-council – effectively the cabinet – brings regula-
tions into effect. Both statutes and regulations (to specifically implement parts of the statutes)
are considered as legislation. The use of the term legislation should be considered here in this
context.

30 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.
31 ASTM. Crayola label. Chapters 1, 5, 9.
32 Followed by Royal Assent and proclamation; and enabling regulations.
33 16 US CFR § 1500.14 https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/16/1500.14

15 US Code § 1277. Labeling of art materials https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/15/
1277

Illinois Compiled Statutes 105 ILCS 135/) Toxic Art Supplies in Schools Act.
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/ilcs/ilcs3.asp?ActID=1022&ChapterID=17.

34 Richard Saferstein, Criminalistics / An Introduction to Forensic Science, Seventh Edition, Pren-
tice Hall, Upper Saddle River, New Jersey, 07458; 2001; ISBN 0-13-013827-4.

35 Saferstein, Criminalistics . . ., 2001; page 1, et seq.
36 Brian H. Kaye, Science and the Detective / Selected Reading in Forensic Science, VCH Verlagsge-

sellschaft mbH, Weinheim, Germany, 1995, page 3.
37 See: ASSOCIATED PRESS, “Investigators reconsider mechanical malfunction as cause of TWA [Flight

800] crash / Possibility gains credence as bomb theory is weakened,” Baltimore Sun, 24 September
1996, page 3A.

See also: Sam Roberts, “James Kallstrom, 78, Who Led F.B.I. Review Of T.W.A. Crash, Dies,” The
New York Times, OBITUARIES, 10 July 2021, page A20.
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38 https://www.ntsb.gov/investigations/AccidentReports/Reports/AAR0003.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TWA_Flight_800_conspiracy_theories
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TWA_Flight_800.

39 Kim Honey, Science Reporter, “Optometrist loves to get felons in his sights / University of Wa-
terloo professor [Graham Strong] has had a hand in building cases against killers, just by exam-
ining their eyeglasses,” The Globe and Mail, SCIENCE & RELIGION, 09 February 1999, page A11.

40 See Isabel Vincent, Crime Reporter, “Home-grown supersleuths in global demand / From knot
analysis to geographic profiling, Canadian police officers are pioneering investigative techni-
ques being used around the world. / Canada’s police methods go global,” The Globe and Mail,
29 December 1997, pages A1 and A6. Listed on page A6: “Related Web site / www.mountain-
inter.net/˜vatassel/default.htm.”.

41 Thomas Phinney / The Font Detective https://thefontdetective.com/.
42 AIH CBC, 16 January 2019. https://www.cbc.ca/radio/aih.
43 Aidan Macnab, “Font expert exposes phony trust documents,” Canadian Lawyer Magazine, 17

January 2019.
44 Font. Chapters 1 & 7.
45 https://www.amsmusicology.org/page/ForensicMusicology

https://www.theguardian.com/money/2015/jan/20/how-become-forensic-musicologist
https://www.cbc.ca/radio/thecurrent/the-current-for-aug-5-2019-1.5234526/inspiration-vs-

plagiarism-how-copyright-lawsuit-of-katy-perry-s-hit-dark-horse-puts-spotlight-on-music-theft-
1.5234532.

46 See Kaye, Science and the Detective . . ., 1995, pages 323–326, and references cited therein.
47 – sometimes assisted by a jury. Also, some law cases are determined by non-court tribunals;

these administrative law cases are heard by a panel of one or more quasi-judicial officials.
48 – but see: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jury_nullification

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jury_Nullification_(book)
http://www.thecourt.ca/r-v-krieger-jury-nullification-and-the-limits-of-descriptive-mens-rea/.

49 Brian Manarin, Forensic Evidence in Context: Cases, Materials and Commentaries; Carswell,
THOMSON REUTERS, Canada, 2017, June 2019; ISBN: 9780779880683

https://store.thomsonreuters.ca/en-ca/pdp/forensic-evidence-in-context-cases-materials-
and-commentaries/30835077

https://static.legalsolutions.thomsonreuters.com/product_files/relateddocs/220441_
2019288_111518.pdf

https://static.legalsolutions.thomsonreuters.com/product_files/relateddocs/220441_
2019288_101542.pdf.

50 Manarin, Forensic Evidence . . ., 2019; [novel scientific theory; Daubert], page 788, et seq.
51 Manarin, Forensic Evidence . . . 2019; KF 9674 F68 2017

http://library.lsuc.on.ca/vwebv/search?searchArg=Forensic+Evidence+in+Context%3A
+Cases%2C+Materials+and+Commentaries&searchCode=TKEY%5E&setLimit=1&recCount=
10&searchType=1&page.search.search.button=Search.

52 https://www.torontopubliclibrary.ca/detail.jsp?Entt=RDM3754081&R=3754081.
53 Manarin, Forensic Evidence . . ., 2019. https://books.google.ca/books?id=s-pbtAEACAAJ&

source=gbs_ViewAPI&redir_esc=y.
54 – as distinct from an appeal court. The trial court is the court of first instance; or analogously,

an administrative tribunal.
55 Agatha Christie, Ordeal by Innocence, 1958; WILLIAM MORROW, Harper Collins, 2018, New

York City, 10007; ISBN 978-0-06-288473-2; at pages 73 & 74.
https://www.loot.co.za/product/agatha-christie-ordeal-by-innocence-tv-tie-in/nckv-5541-g390.

56 Introductory quotes. Preface.
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57 But sometimes, when a fair chance has been denied to one of the parties – and it sometimes
happens – justice fails, and the Appellate Courts have been known to sometimes interfere.

58 MERRIAM-WEBSTER DICTIONARY https://www.merriam-webster.com/legal/functus%20officio
“. . . functus officio: of no further official authority or legal effect // the warrant . . . had been

returned and was functus officio – Cady v. Dombrowski, 413 U.S. 433 (1973) // once an arbitrator
makes an award she is functus officio – used especially of an officer who is no longer in office or of
an instrument that has fulfilled its purpose . . .”.

59 [By this concept, a Judge’s judgment & orders, after being issued, & the court adjourns, stand
on their own as valid enforceable documents, independent of the Judge, and the Judge does not
get to revisit them; and even the Judge’s explanatory commentary would seem inappropriate.].

60 Functus officio. Chapters 1 & 9.
61 https://www.britannica.com/topic/res-judicata

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Res_judicata#:~:text=Res%20judicata%20(RJ)%20or%20res,
doctrine%20meant%20to%20 bar%20(or.

62 See: Robert Harris, An Officer and a Spy [an historical novel: “Author’s Note / . . . the true story
of the Dreyfus affair, perhaps the greatest miscarriage of justice and political scandal in history,
which in the 1890s came to obsess France and the ultimately the entire world . . .” – as a narra-
tive of Colonel Georges Picquart], HUTCHINSON, Random House, London, SW1V 2SA; ISBN
978-0-09-194456-8; 2013.

63 At page 226.
64 – to be argued about by historians. Chapter 1.
65 For example, see “Junk science in courts challenged by C[hemical] M[anufacturers] A[ssocia-

tion],” government concentrates, Chemical & Engineering News, 16 December 1996, page 25.
66 Ontario Ministry of the Attorney General, Report of the Kaufman Commission on Proceedings In-

volving Guy Paul Morin, [1997], Executive Summary.
https://www.attorneygeneral.jus.gov.on.ca/english/about/pubs/morin/morin_esumm.html
https://www.ontario.ca/feedback/contact-us?id=98538&nid=97157#contactForm.

67 https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/morin-inquiry-revelations
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kaufman_Report
https://archive.macleans.ca/article/1997/10/13/dubious-science
http://netk.net.au/Canada/Morin5.asp.

68 Morin. Fibre evidence contamination. Chapters 1, 3, 8.
69 See:

– Sean Silcoff, “Probe begins into Morin’s wrongful conviction,” The Globe and Mail, 5
September 1996, page A8;

– “Justice for all,” a Globe and Mail editorial on the same topic, 6 June 1996, page A18.
– Kirk Makin, “Ontario awards Morin compensation / Unexpected move includes apology

for wrongful murder conviction and $1.25-million for family’s 12-year ordeal,” The Globe
and Mail, 25 January 1997, pages A1 & A10.

– Kirk Makin, Justice Reporter, Whitby, Ontario, “The lawyer who has ‘a cause for a client’
/ James Lockyer is famous for clearing the wrongfully convicted. He’s not so big on help-
ing the guilty. / ‘It is hard not to live, eat and sleep each case’.” The Globe and Mail,
COLUMN ONE, 12 May 1999, pages A1 and A12.

70 See Kirk Makin, Justice Reporter, Birmingham, “When a guilty finding raises a reasonable doubt /
Ottawa considers British case-review commission as possible model for reviewing inmates’ claims
of wrongful conviction,” The Globe and Mail, NATIONAL NEWS, 19 December 1998, page A15.

71 See Kirk Makin, Justice Reporter, “Conference hears case for legal reform / Morin’s wrongful
murder conviction should prompt more change, participants say,” The Globe and Mail, NATIONAL
NEWS, 13 November 1999, page A11.
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72 For example: Tu Thanh Ha, “Quebec court clears dead man of slaying / Ruling that overturns Mi-
chel Jetté’s 1988 conviction is a Canadian first,” The Globe and Mail, 22 October 1999, page A3.

73 See:
– “Atoning for the three Ms of the Canadian justice system / Canada should follow Britain’s lead

in setting up a criminal review system,” The Globe and Mail, Wednesday, November 24, 1999;
– “Tempering mercy with justice for David Milgaard / Why is it taking so long to reform the

system for exonerating the wrongfully convicted?,” The Globe and Mail, Tuesday, Novem-
ber 23, 1999;

– Timothy Appleby and David Roberts, “What delayed justice for 30 long years / The police
already had David Milgaard / Did another suspect just complicate matters?,” The Globe and
Mail, Tuesday, November 23, 1999. www.theglobeandmail.com

– Joyce Milgaard & Peter Edwards, A Mother’s Story: My Battle to Free David Milgaard, Dou-
bleday Canada, Toronto M5B 1Y3; 1999; ISBN 0-385-25807-0.

– https://books.google.ca/books/about/A_Mother_s_Story.html?id=AAW1PAAACAAJ&
source=kp_cover&redir_esc=y

– https://www.amazon.ca/s?k=9780385258074&i=stripbooks&linkCode=qs
74 See: Ronna Syed, Shanifa Nasser, “Toronto police identify killer in cold case of 9-year-old Chris-

tine Jessop / Sources say killer of 9-year-old Ontario girl in 1984 died by suicide in 2015,” CBC
News, 15 Oct. 2020.

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toronto/christine-jessop-news-conference-1.5763673
https://www.cbc.ca/radio/asithappens/as-it-happens-the-friday-edition-1.5765309.

75 See: Nate Hendley, The Boy on the Bicycle: A Forgotten Case of Wrongful Conviction in Toronto,
Five Rivers Chapmanry; 2018; ISBN-10: 1988274516; ISBN-13: 978-1988274515,

https://www.amazon.ca/Boy-Bicycle-Forgotten-Wrongful-Conviction/dp/1988274516
https://www.cbc.ca/radio/thecurrent/the-current-for-december-3-2018-1.4929818/arrested-

youth-should-not-be-interrogated-alone-says-man-wrongfully-convicted-of-murder-1.4929826
https://www.kobo.com/ca/en/ebook/the-boy-on-the-bicycle.

76 See also: CANADIAN PRESS, “Samples sought by Truscott may be lost,” The Globe and Mail, 03 October
1997, page A10: “. . . A review by Ontario’s largest crime laboratory suggests it has lost semen sam-
ples that might have helped a man prove he was wrongly convicted of murder 38 years ago. No one
at the Centre of Forensic Sciences is quite sure where the samples . . . are now, or whether they still
exist . . . . . . . Lawyers for Mr. Truscott, convicted of strangling 12-year-old Lynne Harper in 1959
and originally sentenced to death, asked the government for help in finding samples from the
crime scene that could be submitted to a DNA test. They hope such a test would prove he did not
kill the girl. Records at the centre suggest it once had semen samples found on the victim’s body
. . . and those records indicate that any samples would have been returned to the Crown. . . .” See
also Kirk Makin, “Many crime samples gone, coroner says / Case-by-case review, retesting called
impossible; even some work seen as enormous task,” The Globe and Mail, 04 October 1997, page
A6..

77 Harvey Cashore, Rachel Ward, Mark Kelley, “B.C. appoints special prosecutor to probe Crown
conduct in decade-old child murder,” case CBC News, Canada, FIFTH ESTATE, January 2020.

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/bc-special-prosecutor-autopsy-fifth-estate-1.5430387
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/cranbrook-babysitter-charged-with-mur

der-1.1123313.
78 – Margaret Wente, “Scandal of the Century,” The Globe and Mail, COMMENT/COUNTERPOINT, 06

January 2004, page A15. [re Klassen case.] http://www.religioustolerance.org/ra_reddeer.htm
– CBC, Feb. 2004, “Klassen family gets apology from Sask. justice minister.” https://www.cbc.ca/

news/canada/klassen-family-gets-apology-from-sask-justice-minister-1.469822.
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79 Peter Worthington and Kyle Bown, SCAPEGOAT / How the Army Betrayed Kyle Brown, Seal
Books, Toronto M5B 1Y3; 1997; ISBN 0-770-42755-3.

https://www.amazon.ca/Scapegoat-Peter-Worthington/dp/0770427553
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kyle_Brown_(Canadian_soldier)
https://nationalpost.com/news/canada/it-takes-everything-veteran-went-off-the-grid-after-

torturing-teen-in-somalia-left-him-with-ptsd.
80 Mefloquine CAS 53230-10-7.
81 = lariam =mefaquin.
82 C17H16F6N2O 378.312 g/mol (See Fig. 1.6).

83 http://www.cbc.ca/news/health/story/2012/04/10/malaria-drug-mefloquine.html
http://www.cbc.ca/gsa/?q=mefloquine.

84 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mefloquine Mefloquine CAS 53230-10-7
M.G., “some possible chemical & physical exposures in veterans’ health claims,” Toronto

Workers’ Health & Safety newsletter, 2012 07. Vol. 20 No.2, pages 1–4; “malaria prevention &
mefloquine,” at page 4.

2012 07. Vol.20 No.2 .doc
http://newsletter.workers-safety.ca.s3-website-us-east-1.amazonaws.com/#!/newsletters%

2F2012%2007%2F
http://workers-safety.ca/features/newsletters/ http://workers-safety.ca/index.html
http://newsletter.workers-safety.ca.s3-website-us-east-1.amazonaws.com/#!/newsletters%2F.

85 CBC radio Podcasts, Uncover, “Satanic Panic,” 2020. “In the 1980s, rumours swirled across
North America about Satanic cults torturing and terrorizing children. It led to mass hysteria –
yet there was no proof of the alleged crimes. So what happened? (Ben Shannon/CBC)”

https://www.cbc.ca/radio/uncover/season-6-satanic-panic-1.5437487.
86 See:

– Kirk Makin, Justice Reporter, Cardiff, “Exoneration comes 46 years too late / Mahmoud Mat-
tan was hanged in 1952 and cleared this year, small . . . [consolation] to his widow and
children,” The Globe and Mail, CRIMINOLOGY & SCIENCE, 18 December 1998, page A17.

– The Globe and Mail, CRIMINOLOGY & SCIENCE, 18 December 1998, page A17, “Man acquitted in
bombing case,” “A convicted IRA bomber who spent 12 years in British prisons was acquit-
ted yesterday in the face of fresh evidence . . . .”

– Kirk Makin, Justice Reporter, Birmingham, “When a guilty finding raises a reasonable
doubt / Ottawa considers British case-review commission as possible model for reviewing
inmates’ claims of wrongful conviction, “The Globe and Mail, NATIONAL NEWS, 19 December
1998, page A15.

Fig. 1.6:Mefloquine CAS 53,230–10-7.
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http://newsletter.workers-safety.ca.s3-website-us-east-1.amazonaws.com/%23%21/newsletters%2F2012%2007%2F
http://workers-safety.ca/features/newsletters/
http://workers-safety.ca/index.html
http://newsletter.workers-safety.ca.s3-website-us-east-1.amazonaws.com/%23%21/newsletters%2F
https://www.cbc.ca/radio/uncover/season-6-satanic-panic-1.5437487


87 In a non-scientific context, from Charles Dickens, Bleak House, Signet Classic, The New Ameri-
can Library, New York City, 1964 and 1980, “In Chancery,” Chapter I, page 18:

[. . .]
Never can there come fog too thick, never can there come mud and mire too deep, to assort
with the groping and floundering condition which this High Court of Chancery, the most pesti-
lent of hoary sinners, holds this day in the sight of heaven and earth.

[. . .]
88 https://www.laphamsquarterly.org/city/never-can-there-come-fog-too-thick.
89 See: Berlow, “The Wrong Man,” THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY, Volume 284 No.5, November 1999,

pages 66–91.
90 Michael Ratner, President, Center for Constitutional Rights, New York, 13 October 2002, “The

Jogger Convictions,” The New York Times / LETTERS, 15 October 2002, page A26.
91 See: Francis Russell, “Sacco Guilty, Vanzetti Innocent?.” American Heritage, June 1962, Vol-

ume13, Issue 4.
https://www.americanheritage.com/sacco-guilty-vanzetti-innocent.

92 Tim Prudente, “Judge exonerates three men in 1983 ‘Georgetown jacket’ school killing,” Balti-
more Sun, 25 November 2019.

https://www.baltimoresun.com/news/crime/bs-md-ci-cr-exonerations-in-georgetown-
jacket-killing-20191125-5ea5smhvpzenfpyqkismdgla74-story.html.

93 Tom Jackman, “Arrested as teens, three men exonerated after 36 years behind bars for wrong-
ful murder conviction / Baltimore prosecutor’s Conviction Integrity Unit finds men are inno-
cent in 1983 slaying of 14-year-old, shot in school hallway for his jacket,” The Washington
Post, True Crime, 25 November 2019.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/crime-law/2019/11/25/arrested-teens-three-men-are-ex
pected-be-exonerated-after-years-behind-bars-wrongful-murder-conviction/.

94 https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/28/us/conviction-integrity-unit-innocence.html.
95 Jacey Fortin & Allyson Waller, “[Mississippi] Death Row Conviction Dismissed Over Doubts in

Bite-Mark Evidence [>¼ century behind bars],” The New York Times, 15 January 2021, page A20.
96 Dan T. Carter, SCOTTSBORO: A Tragedy of the American South, REVISED EDITION,; LOUISIANA

STATE UNIVERSITY PRESS, Baton Rouge, 70803; 1969, 1979, 1982; ISBN 0-8071-0498-1
https://www.isbns.co.tt/isbn/9780807104989/.

97 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scottsboro_Boys.
98 See also: CBC Radio Tapestry, “Champion of the Damned: Bryan Stevenson’s fight to fix a bro-

ken justice system,” 2014.
https://www.cbc.ca/radio/tapestry/champion-of-the-damned-bryan-stevenson-s-fight-to-
fix-a-broken-justice-system-1.2902489.

99 See: Kirk Makin, Justice Reporter, “Conference hears case for legal reform / Morin’s wrongful
murder conviction should prompt more change, participants say,” The Globe and Mail, NA-

TIONAL NEWS, 13 November 1999, page A11.
100 Legislation: In the Canadian system, Parliament (= Commons, Senate & Monarch (represented

by the Governor General)) enact statutes. The Governor-in-council – effectively the cabinet –
brings regulations into effect. Both statutes and regulations (to specifically implement parts of
the statutes) are considered as legislation. The use of the term legislation should be consid-
ered here in this context.

101 For example: Tu Thanh Ha, “Quebec court clears dead man of slaying / Ruling that overturns Mi-
chel Jetté’s 1988 conviction is a Canadian first,” The Globe and Mail, 22 October 1999, page A3.

http://netk.net.au/Canada/Jette.asp.
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102 [. . .]
We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by
their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of
Happiness.–That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just
powers from the consent of the governed, –That whenever any Form of Government becomes de-
structive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new
Government, laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to
them shall seem most likely to effect their Safety and Happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that
Governments long established should not be changed for light and transient causes; and accord-
ingly all experience hath shewn, that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are suffer-
able, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But when a
long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same Object evinces a design to re-
duce them under absolute Despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such Government,
and to provide new Guards for their future security.–Such has been the patient sufferance of these
Colonies; and such is now the necessity which constrains them to alter their former Systems of Gov-
ernment. The history of the present King of Great Britain is a history of repeated injuries and usurpa-
tions, all having in direct object the establishment of an absolute Tyranny over these States. . . .

[. . .]
103 “In Congress, July 4, 1776 / The unanimous Declaration of the thirteen united States of America”

https://www.archives.gov/founding-docs/declaration-transcript
https://www.archives.gov/founding-docs/declaration
https://www.archives.gov/founding-docs/declaration
https://catalog.archives.gov/id/1419123.

104 to be argued about by historians. Chapters 1 & 8.
105 See: Gerald L. Gall, THE CANADIAN LEGAL SYSTEM / Second Edition, STUDENT EDITION,

Carswell, Toronto; 1983; ISBN 0-459-35810-3; page 18, et seq.
https://www.amazon.com/Canadian-Legal-System-Gerald-Gall/dp/0459553984.

106 Law, as used in this book: perhaps somewhat expanded, and perhaps by-way-of a kind-of po-
etic licence by the author.

107 See also: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Law.
108 See: Giacomo Puccini, LA FANCIULLA DEL WEST (THE GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST), 1910.

https://www.metopera.org/season/2018-19-season/la-fanciulla-del-west/
https://jhiblog.org/2018/12/17/variations-on-a-theme-by-puccini-theologizing-la-fanciulla-
del-west/

https://archive.org/stream/lafanciulladelwe00pucc/lafanciulladelwe00pucc_djvu.txt

Minnie:
Ciò vuol dire, ragazzi, che non v’è, al mondo, peccatore cui non s’apra una via di reden-
zione. Sappia ognuno di voi chiudere in se questa suprema verità d’amore.

Which is to say, boys, that there is no sinner in the world for whom a path to redemption
is not open. May each of you learn how to hold this supreme truth of love within you.

Apparently inspired from Biblical Psalms Chapter 51
https://www.biblestudytools.com/psalms/51.html
https://www.mechon-mamre.org/p/pt/pt2651.htm.

109 – but not Québec, at the provincial level.
110 – but not Scotland.
111 Common Law of England. USA. Maryland. Preface 1.1, Chapter 1.
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https://www.mechon-mamre.org/p/pt/pt2651.htm


112 See, for example:

CONSTITUTION OF MARYLAND

[. . .]
DECLARATION OF RIGHTS.

We, the People of the State of Maryland, grateful to Almighty God for our civil and reli-
gious liberty, and taking into our serious consideration the best means of establishing a
good Constitution in this State for the sure foundation and more permanent security
thereof, declare:

[. . .]
Art. 5. (a) (1) That the Inhabitants of Maryland are entitled to the Common Law of England,
and the trial by Jury, according to the course of that Law, and to the benefit of such of the
English statutes as existed on the Fourth day of July, seventeen hundred and seventy-
six; and which, by experience, have been found applicable to their local and other
circumstances, and have been introduced, used and practiced by the Courts of Law
or Equity; and also of all Acts of Assembly in force on the first day of June, eighteen
hundred and sixty-seven; except such as may have since expired, or may be incon-
sistent with the provisions of this Constitution; subject, nevertheless, to the revision
of, and amendment or repeal by, the Legislature of this State. And the Inhabitants of
Maryland are also entitled to all property derived to them from, or under the Charter
granted by His Majesty Charles the First to Caecilius Calvert, Baron of Baltimore.

[. . .]

https://msa.maryland.gov/msa/mdmanual/43const/html/00dec.html#:~:text=(1)%20That%
20the%20Inhabitants%20of,have%20been%20found%20applicable%20to

https://digitalcommons.law.umaryland.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=&httpsredir=
1&article=1025&context=mlh_pubs

https://museumbrawlsandartcrawls.wordpress.com/tag/charles-calvert/.
113 – but Louisiana has a code law basis.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Law_of_Louisiana.
114 here = in this book.
115 Constitution Act, 1982 (1982 c. 11 (United Kingdom)). https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/pdf/const_

e.pdf.
116 Constitution Act s.91 – [paragraph] 27.
117 Constitution Act s.92 – [paragraph] 14.
118 See: https://www.britannica.com/topic/criminal-law.
119 See: Jill Lepore, “AMERICAN CHRONICLES / SIRENS IN THE NIGHT / How the victims’-rights

revolution has remade American justice,” THE NEW YORKER, 21 May 2018, pages 48–55.
120 The Canadian criminal law test is proof, by the state, beyond a reasonable doubt – rather

strictly considered. Analogously, the same test applies to regulatory/administrative law, but
perhaps, in practice, not quite as strictly considered. The strictness of consideration is related
to the general theoretical proposition that crime accusations are as for serious moral transi-
tions of individual persons whose personal freedom may be in the balance. In contrast, regula-
tory/administrative law is as for methods of community improvement, encouraged by legal
penalties; important in its own right, but dealt with differently.

121 https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/actus_reus.
122 https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/mens_rea.
123 mens rea. Chapters 1 & 11.
124 Prohibition by criminal statute = Criminal Code, CD&S Act, etc.
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125 RSC 1985, c. C-46, as amended, s.79 et seq.
https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/c-46/page-12.html?wbdisable=true#:~:text=79%

20Every%20one%20who%20has,property%20by%20that%20explosive%20substance.
https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/c-46/page-1.html.

126 R.S.C. 1985, as amended, c. F-27. http://canada.justice.gc.ca/stable/EN/Laws/Chap/index.html.
127 The author, and likely no one else, sometimes refers to these as criminalized molecular offences.
128 R.S.C. 1985, c. N-1. http://canada.justice.gc.ca/stable/EN/Laws/Chap/index.html Insofar as this is

applied as criminal law, there is similar law in the USA – not everyone thinks it is such a good
idea – see: Wm. F. Buckley Jr., Ethan A. Nadelmann, Kurt Schmoke, Joseph D. McNamara, Robert
W. Sweet, Thomas Szasz and Steven B. Duke, “The War on Drugs is Lost,” National Review, 12
February 1996, pages 34–48 http://www.nationalreview.com/12feb96/drug.html www.nationalre
view.com; and A. Robert Kaufman, “Attack the profit, not the fact, of drugs,” OPINION/COMMENTARY,
The Baltimore Sun, 10 December 1996, page 21A. www.sunspot.net.

129 Neuro-toxicology of lead Pb. Chapters 1 & 3.
130 See: M.G., The Law of Occupational Health and Safety in Ontario, Second Edition, Butterworths,

Toronto . . ., 1994; page 2–1, et seq.
131 M.G., The Law of Occupational Health and Safety in Ontario, Second Edition, Butterworths, Tor-

onto . . ., 1994.
132 Workplace health & safery = occupational health & safery = OH&S.
133 Workplace health & safery = OH&S. Chapters 1 & 5.
134 A British statute: 28 George III c. 48, that implied a recognition of soot as an occupational car-

cinogen (scrotal cancer), and, among other things, imposed (apparently as an occupational
hygiene requirement) a weekly bath on the child apprentices who were sent up the chimneys.
See At the Centre, Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and Safety, October 1987.

135 See: M.G., “The Chimney Sweep’s Disease – Two Views in Late Eighteenth Century England,”
At the Centre, Vol. X, No. 4, pages 8–12, October 1987.

136 Now: O. Reg. 490/09: DESIGNATED SUBSTANCES https://www.ontario.ca/laws/regulation/090490.
137 See also: M.G., The Law of Occupational Health and Safety in Ontario, Butterworths, Toronto,

1994; Chapter 10.3.d, & Appendix II, pages II-9 and 10.
138 Now cited as RSO 1990c.O.1, as amended (proclaimed into force 01 October 1979 as SO 1978 c.83).

https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/90o01.
139 47 Victoria c. 39. This early Canadian statute derived from British statutes that started in 1802

as An Act for the Preservation of the Health and Morals of Apprentices and Others, employed in
Cotton and other Mills, and Cotton and other Factories (42 George III c. 73).

140 The Ontario Factories’ Act, 1884, 1884 47 Victoria c.39 Factories’ Act, Proclaimed into force 01
December 1886 – the first of the Factories’ Acts in Canada – inspired by the British Acts, and
the ancestor of the present Ontario Occupational Health & Safety Act.

141 Ontario OH&S Act RSO 1990, c.O.1, as amended.
https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/90o01#BK71.

142 s.33.
143 s.39.
144 s.70(2) #23, s.35.
145 See also M.G., The Law of Occupational Health and Safety in Ontario, Second Edition, Butter-

worths, Toronto, 1994, Chapter 10.3.d.
146 s.70(2)#21. See also M.G., Chapter 10.3.f.
147 – now RRO 1990, Reg.833 (previously O.Reg. 654/86, as amended).

https://www.ontario.ca/laws/regulation/900833.
148 – to quote the government’s advertising – see for example The Globe and Mail, 10 November

1986, page A10. www.theglobeandmail.com/.
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149 s.38.
150 SDS. Chapters 1 & 6.
151 s.70(2) #25, #26.
152 The Canadian criminal law test is proof, by the state, beyond a reasonable doubt – rather

strictly considered. Analogously, the same test applies to regulatory/administrative law, but
perhaps, in practice, not quite as strictly considered. The strictness of consideration is related
to the general proposition that crime accusations are as for serious moral transitions of individ-
ual persons whose personal freedom may be in the balance. In contrast, regulatory/administra-
tive law is as for methods of community improvement, encouraged by legal penalties; important
in its own right, but dealt with differently.

153 https://www.lawnow.org/whatever-happened-to-r-v-sault-ste-marie-the-due-diligence-defence/
https://scc-csc.lexum.com/scc-csc/scc-csc/en/item/2605/index.do
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/R_v_Sault_Ste-Marie_(City_of).

154 Absolute liability offence. Chapters 1 & 8.
155 See: Gerald L. Gall, THE CANADIAN LEGAL SYSTEM / Second Edition, STUDENT EDITION, Cars-

well, Toronto; 1983; ISBN 0-459-35810-3; page 18, et seq.
https://www.amazon.com/Canadian-Legal-System-Gerald-Gall/dp/0459553984.

156 John A. Yogis, Q.C., Canadian Law Dictionary, Barron’s Educational Series, Woodbury, New
York, 11797; 1983; ISBN 0-6120-2116-9; at page 212.

https://www.amazon.ca/Canadian-Dictionary-John-Yogis-Q-C/dp/0764125699.
157 John A. Yogis, Q.C., Canadian Law Dictionary, Barron’s Educational Series, Woodbury, New

York, 11797; 1983; ISBN 0-6120-2116-9; at page 50.
https://www.amazon.ca/Canadian-Dictionary-John-Yogis-Q-C/dp/0764125699.

158 Sale of goods. Chapter 1.
159 For example, in Smithson et al v Saskem Chemicals Ltd. ([1986] 34 CCLT 195).

https://digitalcommons.osgoode.yorku.ca/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=&httpsredir=1&arti
cle=1644&context=ohlj.

160 See: Wil Lepkowski, “BHOPAL LITIGATION: Indian Court to review settlement,” C&EN,, 10
July 1989, page 4; and Wil Lepkowski, “Bhopal controversy still active after five years.” C&EN,
04 December 1989, page 6.

161 Louisiana has a code law basis. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Law_of_Louisiana.
162 http://legisquebec.gouv.qc.ca/en/showdoc/cs/ccq-1991.
163 https://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/Stare+decisis

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Precedent.
164 See Yachuk and another v Oliver Blais Co. Ltd. ([1949] AC 386 – on appeal from the Supreme

Court of Canada to the Privy Council. In this case, liability was attributed to a gasoline station
owner, when, in the summer of 1940, two children ages 7 and 9 years were sold about 1 pint of
gasoline for 5¢ in Kirkland Lake, Ontario, and used it for play, with serious burn consequences
for the 9 year old.

165 This was the last case in Canadian history where appeal was to the Privy Council. Now the
Supreme Court of Canada is the highest level in the Canadian system. Privy Council appeal
possibility remains in a very few other countries.

166 SPEI 1974, c. C-19.
167 For example, in a US context see Maureen Rouhi, “Product liability could be the real issue

with taggants,” Chemical & Engineering News, 26 August 1996, page 38.
168 See: E. P. Belobaba, Products Liability and Personal Injury Compensation in Canada: Towards

Integration and Rationalization, 1983 (vol. 1); (Supply and Services Canada Cat. No. RG23-73/1-
1983E).

169 http://legisquebec.gouv.qc.ca/en/pdf/cs/CCQ-1991.pdf.
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170 R.S.C. 1985 c. H-3; as amended by S.C. 1987 c. 30, Part 1; and as further amended. http://can
ada.justice.gc.ca/stable/EN/Laws/Chap/index.html.

171 Canadian sale of goods law derives from English sale of goods law – see P.S. Atiyah, The Sale
of Goods, Fifth Edition, Pitman Publishing Ltd., London, 1975.

172 SNB c. S-1.
173 Ashington Piggeries Ltd. et al. v Christopher Hill Ltd. This is an English case, decided by the

House of Lords and reported in [1971] 1 All ER 847, that dealt with the toxicity of dimethylnitro-
samine to mink.

174 http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/journals/SydLawRw/1976/11.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ashington_Piggeries_Ltd_v_Christopher_Hill_Ltd.

175 https://www.commonchemistry.org/ChemicalDetail.aspx?ref=62-75-9
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/N-Nitrosodimethylamine.

176 N,N-Dimethylnitrous amide N-Nitrosodimethylamine
CAS 62-75-9 C2 H6 N2 O 74.83 g/mol.

177 Dalmeet Singh Chawla, “Graduate student gets prison sentence for poisoning / Zijie Wang gets
two 7-year terms to serve concurrently,” C&EN, 12 December 2018, VOLUME 96, ISSUE 49.

https://cen.acs.org/people/Graduate-student-prison-sentence-poisoning/96/i49?utm_
source=Newsletter&utm_medium=Newsletter&utm_campaign=CEN.

178 https://cen.acs.org/people/Graduate-student-prison-sentence-poisoning/96/i49
Raechel Huizinga and Iain Sherriff-Scott, “Victim testifies in poisoning case, sentencing

marked for December / ‘Like a scene from a horror movie,’ victim tells court,” The Journal
Queen’s University, 02 November 2018.

https://www.queensjournal.ca/story/2018-11-02/news/victim-testifies-in-poisoning-case-
sentencing-marked-for-december/.

179 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/N-Nitrosodimethylamine
https://www.sigmaaldrich.com/catalog/product/sigma/n7756?lang=en&region=US
https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/n-nitrosodimethylamine
https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/n-nitrosodimethylamine#datasheet=

lcss&section=Top
http://www.molbase.com/en/msds_62-75-9-moldata-144856.html.

180 Vacwell v BDH [1969] 3 All E.R. 1681 and [1970] 3 All E.R. 553. All England Law Reports
https://www.lexisnexis.co.uk/products/all-england-law-reports.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/All_England_Law_Reports.

181 Boron tribromide CAS 10294-33-4 B Br3 250.57 g/mol.
182 B Br3 CAS 10294–33-4. Chapters 1 & 4.
183 Vacwell v BDH [1969] 3 All E.R. 1681 and [1970] 3 All E.R. 553.
184 See also: M.G., The Law of Occupational Health and Safety in Ontario, Second Edition, Butter-

worths, Toronto and Vancouver, August 1994, ISBN 0-409-90414-7; Chapter 2.13.c, pages 2–28
and 2–29; Appendix II, pages II-6 and II.7.

185 M.G., The Law of OH&S . . ., 2nd Ed., Butterworths, . . . 1994, Chapter 2.13.c.
186 ΔH = ‒81 kcal/mol.

H.A. Skinner and N.B. Smith, “The heat of hydrolysis of boron tribromide,” Transactions of
the Faraday Society, Volume 51, 1955. https://pubs.rsc.org/-/content/articlelanding/1955/tf/
tf9555100019/unauth#!divAbstract.

187 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boron_tribromide
https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/Boron-tribromide
https://pubs.rsc.org/-/content/articlelanding/1955/tf/tf9555100019/unauth#!divAbstract
https://cameochemicals.noaa.gov/chemical/253
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/047084289X.rb244.pub2
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http://canada.justice.gc.ca/stable/EN/Laws/Chap/index.html
http://canada.justice.gc.ca/stable/EN/Laws/Chap/index.html
http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/journals/SydLawRw/1976/11.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ashington_Piggeries_Ltd_v_Christopher_Hill_Ltd
https://www.commonchemistry.org/ChemicalDetail.aspx?ref%3D62-75-9
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/N-Nitrosodimethylamine
https://cen.acs.org/people/Graduate-student-prison-sentence-poisoning/96/i49?utm_source%3DNewsletter%26utm_medium%3DNewsletter%26utm_campaign%3DCEN
https://cen.acs.org/people/Graduate-student-prison-sentence-poisoning/96/i49?utm_source%3DNewsletter%26utm_medium%3DNewsletter%26utm_campaign%3DCEN
https://www.queensjournal.ca/story/2018-11-02/news/victim-testifies-in-poisoning-case-sentencing-marked-for-december/
https://www.queensjournal.ca/story/2018-11-02/news/victim-testifies-in-poisoning-case-sentencing-marked-for-december/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/N-Nitrosodimethylamine
https://www.sigmaaldrich.com/catalog/product/sigma/n7756?lang%3Den%26region%3DUS
https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/n-nitrosodimethylamine
https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/n-nitrosodimethylamine%23datasheet%3Dlcss%26section%3DTop
https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/n-nitrosodimethylamine%23datasheet%3Dlcss%26section%3DTop
http://www.molbase.com/en/msds_62-75-9-moldata-144856.html
https://www.lexisnexis.co.uk/products/all-england-law-reports.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/All_England_Law_Reports
https://pubs.rsc.org/-/content/articlelanding/1955/tf/tf9555100019/unauth%23%21divAbstract
https://pubs.rsc.org/-/content/articlelanding/1955/tf/tf9555100019/unauth%23%21divAbstract
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boron_tribromide
https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/Boron-tribromide
https://pubs.rsc.org/-/content/articlelanding/1955/tf/tf9555100019/unauth%23%21divAbstract
https://cameochemicals.noaa.gov/chemical/253
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/047084289X.rb244.pub2


https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s12209-016-2638-6
https://nj.gov/health/eoh/rtkweb/documents/fs/qr/0244qr.pdf
https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/Boron-tribromide#section=Refractive-Index
https://www.chemicalbook.com/ChemicalProductProperty_EN_CB5852622.htm.

188 B Br3 CAS 10294-33-4. Chapters 1 & 4.
189 Ronald Gottesman, “Introduction,” pages xxiii, xxiv, xxv, to Upton Sinclair, The Jungle, PEN-

GUIN BOOKS; Viking Penguin Inc., New York City, 10010, 1985, 1987; ISBN 0-14-039031-6.
https://inventaire.io/entity/isbn:9780140390315.

190 Upton Sinclair, The Jungle, Doubleday, Jabber & Company, 1906.
191 https://www.amazon.ca/s?k=the+jungle+upton+sinclair&hvadid=75110445408153&hvbmt=

be&hvdev=c&hvqmt=e&tag=msncahydra-20&ref=pd_sl_9b4btlkrcc_e
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Jungle.

192 See also:
Sam Roberts, “Nick Kotz, 87, Who Won Pulitzer Prize for Exposing Hazards at Meat Plants,”

The New York Times, OBITUARY, 20 May 2020, page B10.
193 Jane Mayer, “BACK TO THE JUNGLE / Trump is helping a meat-processing titan leverage the

pandemic to strip workers of protections,,” The New Yorker, A Reporter at Large, 20 July 2020,
pages 28–39.

194 – Deborah Blum, The Poison Squad: One Chemist’s Single-Minded Crusade for Food Safety at
the Turn of the Twentieth Century, Penguin, 2018.

https://www.amazon.ca/Poison-Squad-Chemists-Single-Minded-Twentieth/dp/
1594205140

195 – Reviewed as BRIEFLY NOTED, THE NEW YORKER, 12 November 2018, page 87.
196 Upton Sinclair, The Jungle, PENGUIN BOOKS; Viking Penguin Inc., New York City, 10010,

1985, 1987; ISBN 0-14-039031-6. [Chapter 14] Page 163, 164. https://inventaire.io/entity/
isbn:9780140390315.

197 https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/The_Jungle https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/The_Jungle/Chap
ter_14 https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/.

198 https://strangerthansf.com/reviews/sinclair-jungle.html.
199 Prince Otto von Bismarck. Upton Sinclair, Jungle. Chapter 1.
200 https://www.pagebypagebooks.com/Upton_Sinclair/The_Jungle/Chapter_14_p1.html.
201 https://books.google.ca/books?id = D6LVT7Xmlm4C&pg = PA131&lpg = PA131&dq = it + was +

only +when + the +whole + ham+was + spoiled&source = bl&ots = -dIJWPygOU&sig =AC-
fU3U0Qr5RB8vXeGWUghmUJxvlJ7YavWg&hl = en&sa =X&ved = 2ahUKEwis_4vXjaPpAh-
WUPM0KHdYfChkQ6AEwDHoECAoQAQ#v = onepage&q = it%20was%20only%20when%20the%
20whole%20ham%20was%20spoiled&f = false.

202 Prince Otto von Bismarck. Upton Sinclair, Jungle. Chapter 1
203 R.S.C. 1985 c. F-27, as amended. http://canada.justice.gc.ca/stable/EN/Laws/Chap/index.html.
204 Controlled Drugs & Substances Act, previously Narcotic Control Act.
205 CD&S Act. Chapters 1 & 10.
206 For example, see the Ontario Health Protection and Promotion Act, RSO 1990 c.H.7, as amended.

www.gov.on.ca/MBS/english/publications/statregs/contents.html.
207 For example:
208 Ontario Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991 https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/91r18.
209 OntarioMedicine Act, 1991 https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/91m30.
210 26 and 27 Victoria c. 124. See also articles by Raymond Holland in Chemistry and Industry, 3

June 1985, pages 366–371; and by Jeffrey L. Sturchio and Arnold Thackroy in C&EN, 09 March
1987, pages 20–29.

211 S.C. 1988, c. 22. http://canada.justice.gc.ca/stable/EN/Laws/Chap/index.html.
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212 Statutes of Saskatchewan, c. E-10.1. http://legis.acjnet.org/.
213 SS, c. E-10.2.
214 https://www.ontario.ca/document/workplace-hazardous-materials-information-system-guide-

legislation.
215 M.G., The Law of Occupational Health and Safety in Ontario, Second Edition, Butterworths, Tor-

onto . . ., 1994.
216 Reg Ferguson, Ed.-in-Chief, WHMIS Compliance Manual, Carswell, Scarborough, Ontario, 1989

and 1996.
217 M.G., “WHMIS CAVEAT EMPTOR,” At the Centre, December 1990.
218 M.G., “REGULATION OF ONTARIO WORK PLACE CHEMICAL HAZARDS –WHAT THE LAW IS –

AND AN OPINION OF WHAT THE LAW OUGHT TO BE,” presented at the 73rd Canadian Chemi-
cal Conference, Halifax, Nova Scotia, July 1990.

219 M.G., “WHMIS – A CHARTED OVERVIEW,” Hazardous Materials Management Magazine, Sept./
Oct. 1989, pages 22 and 23.

220 The Final report of the Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System to the Deputy Minis-
ter of Labour Canada, April 1985, Ottawa, (Labour Canada Catalogue No. L-46-1568/85E).

221 SDS = Safety Data Sheet. Previously called MSDS =Material Safety Data Sheet.
222 See, for example:

https://chemicalsafety.com/sds-search/
https://chemicalsafety.com/sds1/sdsviewer.php?id = 30,057,180&name = Boron%20tribromide
https://sds.chemicalsafety.com/sds/pda/msds/getpdf.ashx?action =msdsdocument&auth =

200C200C200C200C2008207A200D2078200C200C200C200C200C200C200C200C200C2008&-
param1 = ZmRwLjFfMDgxNzUwMDNORQ= =&unique = 1,602,352,956&session = 450f445e8573dc
5f0ae16705b7026173&hostname = 99.230.131.168.

223 For example: NIK Test B http://sds.chemtel.net/webclients/safariland/finished_goods/NIK%
20Public%20Safety%20-%20Test%20B%20-%20Nitric%20Acid%20Reagent%20-%20General
%20Screening%20Drug%20Test.pdf.

224 “on reading an MSDS,” Vol.17 1 No.1, February 2009, pages 7–12.
2009 02. Vol.17,No.1 TWH&SLC newsletter.doc
http://s3.amazonaws.com/newsletter.workers-safety.ca/newsletters/2009%2002/2009%

2002.%20Vol.17,No.1%20TWH&SLC%20newsletter.doc
http://newsletter.workers-safety.ca.s3-website-us-east-1.amazonaws.com/#!/newsletters%

2F2009%2002%2F.
225 http://www.archives.gov/index.html http://www.archives.gov/exhibits/charters/constitution.html

https://www.archives.gov/founding-docs/constitution-transcript.
226 US DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, Occupational Safety and Health Administration

https://www.osha.gov/laws-regs/regulations/standardnumber/1910/1910.1200.
227 US § CFR 1910.1200

https://www.osha.gov/dsg/hazcom/ghoshacomparison.html.
228 29 CFR § 1910.1200 – Hazard communication.

https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/29/1910.1200.
229 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.
230 Historically: Emerald green = Paris green = copper-acetoarsenite + arsenic trioxide – toxic.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paris_green
http://www.webexhibits.org/pigments/indiv/overview/emerald.html.

231 Historically: Cinnabar = mercury sulfide – toxic
https://www.masterpigments.com/cinnabar-pigments/.

232 Forbes art pigment collection. Chapters 1, 2, 3.
233 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Otto_von_Bismarck#Social_legislation.
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234 Prince Otto von Bismarck. Upton Sinclair, Jungle. Chapter 1.
235 http://www.biographi.ca/en/bio/meredith_william_ralph_15E.html

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Ralph_Meredith
https://injuredworkersonline.org/104th-anniversary-of-meredith-report-what-would-the-

judge-think-today/
https://collections.ola.org/mon/26005/203796s.pdf
https://collections.ola.org/mon/25,005/203796.pdf.

236 Workmen’s Compensation Act (4 George V, c. 25), proposed by then Ontario Chief Justice Sir
William Meredith in his Report[s] on Laws Relating to the Liability of Employers (King’s Printer,
Toronto, 1912, 1913.).

237 M.G., The Law of Occupational Health and Safety in Ontario, Second Edition, Butterworths, Tor-
onto and Vancouver, August 1994, ISBN 0-409-90414-7; page 1–3.

238 There is also a federal version – linked-in to the provincial.
239 – for most workers.
240 https://www.ontario.ca/laws/regulation/980175

https://www.ontario.ca/laws/regulation/980175#BK13
https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/97w16.

241 Manarin, Forensic Evidence . . ., 2019; Chapter 6 [Professions & Occupations] page 451, et seq.
242 https://www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/per%20se.
243 https://www.peo.on.ca/.
244 https://www.cheminst.ca/magazine/article/chemists-need-professional-designation-for-the-

public-good/
https://www.acpo.on.ca/
https://www.acpo.on.ca/membership/chemists-ring/.

245 https://www.peo.on.ca/.
246 RSQ, c. c-15, s.1 and 16. www.gov.on.ca/MBS/english/publications/statregs/contents.html.
247 https://www.ocq.qc.ca/.
248 RSO 1990 c.P.28, s.12. www.gov.on.ca/MBS/english/publications/statregs/contents.html.
249 S.O. 1984, c. Pr 10, s.8 and 9. www.gov.on.ca/MBS/english/publications/statregs/contents.html.
250 See, for example: structural collapse – Algo Centre Mall, Elliot Lake, Ontario:.
251 http://peo.on.ca/index.php?ci_id = 2289&la_id = 1

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/sudbury/verdict-elliot-lake-mall-collapse-trial-1.3943318
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/sudbury/elliot-lake-roof-collapse-class-action-lawsuit-

ok-d-by-judge-1.2537034
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Algo_Centre_Mall.

252 – for example, the Alberta School Act, S.A. c.S-3.1.
253 – for example, the Ontario Colleges Collective Bargaining Act, R.S.O. 1990, c.C.15.

www.gov.on.ca/MBS/english/publications/statregs/contents.html.
254 – for example, the University of New Brunswick Act, S.N.B. 1984, c. 40. http://legis.acjnet.org/.
255 – as under the federal Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. N-21.

https://laws.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/N-21/page-1.html.
256 See also, K. Jankowski, “Money for Chemistry Let’s Play Chemical Monopoly,” in Canadian

Chemical News, April 1987, p. 7.
257 E.g., see M.-A. Amour, “Safety in the School Laboratory,” Canadian Chemical News, Sept. 1987,

pages 21|23. See also Claude E. Mays III, Hinsdale, Illinois, “Hazardous spill response,” letter
to the editor, Chemical & Engineering News, 13 May 1996, page 51.

258 James et al. v River East School Division No. 9 and Peniuk; MANITOBA QUEEN’S BENCH 1975 04 04.
1975 CanLII 1557 (MB QB) [1975] 5 WWR 135
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http://canlii.ca/t/gct40 https://www.canlii.org/en/mb/mbqb/doc/1975/1975canlii1557/1975can
lii1557.html.

259 Upheld on appeal; Manitoba Court of Appeal 1975 11 03.
64 DLR (3d) 338 [1976] 2 WWR 577
https://www.canlii.org/en/mb/mbca/doc/1975/1975canlii932/1975canlii932.html.

260 In a US context, see: Kate Shatzkin, “Ex-student hurt in lab sues [Johns] Hopkins [University]
seeking $60 million / Man had to quit career as scientist after explosion,” Baltimore Sun, 21
March 1996, pages 1B &14B.

261 See also: https://cen.acs.org/safety/lab-safety/Who-pays-when-a-graduate-student-gets-hurt-
in-a-British-or-French-lab/99/i16?utm_source = Newsletter&utm_medium = Newsletter&utm_-
campaign = CEN.

262
– [1998] 29CFR1910.1450 – s. 1910.1450 – Occupational exposure to hazardous chemicals in

laboratories.
[2000] 40CFR156.212 – s.156.212 – Personal protective equipment statements. http://www.
access.gpo.gov/nara/cfr/index.html

– Regulations for Industrial Establishments, RRO 1990, Reg.851, s.81. (Occupational Health
and Safety Act, RSO 1990, c.O.1, as amended). http://www.e-laws.gov.on.ca/tocRegs_E.
asp?lang = en http://192.75.156.68/DBLaws/Regs/English/900851_e.htm

– Canadian Standards Association CSA Standard CAN/CSA-Z94.3–92, Industrial Eye and Face
Protectors. http://www.csa-international.org/english/home/index.htm

– American National Standards Institute ANSI Standard Z87.1–1989, Practice for Occupa-
tional and Educational Eye and Face Protection.

263
– American Chemical Society. Kevin MacDermott, “NATIONAL CHEMISTRY WEEK / NCW ‘99:

GREAT CHEMISTRY,” Chemical & Engineering News, December 20, 1999, Volume 77, Number
51, pages 40–45. http://www.acs.org/ http://pubs.acs.org/cgi-bin/bottomframe.cgi?7751cont
http://pubs.acs.org/hotartcl/cenear/991,220/7751ncw.html

– Canada Occupational Safety and Health Regulations, SOR/86-304, Part XII, s.12.6 (Canada
Labour Code – Part II) http://laws.justice.gc.ca/en/L-2/SOR-86-304/29634.html

– Lab Safety Supply Inc., Janesville, Wisconsin, 53547–1368. www.labsafety.com http://www.lab
safety.com/store/dept.asp?dept_id = 623

264 Nitric acid CAS 7697-37-2 63.013 g/mol.
265 https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/Nitric-acid

https://www.britannica.com/science/nitric-acid
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitric_acid.

266 The photograph at http://schools.tdsb.on.ca/robertborden/11.html – June 2001 – Sir Robert L.
Borden Business and Technical Institute, Scarborough, Ontario M1E 1Z7. The website is no lon-
ger functioning and the school no longer exists.

What was apparently shown was a high school chemistry lab session– three at a lab
bench, two behind – apparently without any protective eyewear.

This website was searched, at the time the author had other litigation related to the Toronto
District School Board – that litigation had nothing to do with chemistry, but this photo came up
then incidentally. The school authorities apparently were not too concerned about the eyewear.

267
– The New York Times, 31 October 2015.
– Chemical & Engineering News, 09 November 2015.
– American Chemical Society, “Safety Alert – Stop Using the Rainbow Demonstration,” 2014.
https://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/chemical-safety/teach-and-learn/flame-test.html
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https://cen.acs.org/safety/lab-safety/Who-pays-when-a-graduate-student-gets-hurt-in-a-British-or-French-lab/99/i16?utm_source
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http://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/about/governance/committees/chemicalsafety/s
afety-alert-rainbow-demonstration.html

www.csb.gov/videos/after-the-rainbow.
268 See also: “Flash fire in science lab burns students / Mississauga . . .” Jesse McLean and Jennifer

Yang, Staff Reporters, “Flash fire in science lab burns students / Mississauga accident critically
injures teen in high school class /Teacher ‘saved us all,’” Toronto Star, 12 March 2010, pages A1
and A10.

269 http://www.thestar.com/news/gta/article/778,730–student-in-severe-condition-after-science-
class-blast?bn = 1.

270 [. . .]
Teacher . . . was showing the afternoon chemistry class at St. Marcellinus Secondary
School how different chemicals burn when a nearby Bunsen burner ignited the one-litre
beaker of methanol in her hand, students said.

She dropped the flask onto the work table, scattering flames onto students in the front row.
[. . .]

271 http://www.dpcdsb.org/MARCL/.
272 http://www.dpcdsb.org/NR/rdonlyres/DC7923DE-6E02-430F-8296-87422681460 F/58986/Letter_

to_Parents_Web2.doc.
273 [. . .]

St. Marcellinus Catholic Secondary School
730 Courtneypark Drive West
Mississauga, Ontario L5W 1L9

Phone: (905) 564–6614 Fax: (905) 564–3202

March 12, 2010

Dear Parents and Guardians:

On Wednesday afternoon, an accident occurred during a routine, teacher-led, Grade 11
Science experiment that, regrettably, resulted in injuries to five students. Four of the
students were treated at a local hospital and released, while the fifth student was
transferred to Sunnybrook Medical Centre where she is in critical but stable condition.

I commend the actions of the classroom teacher and other staff, whose response quickly
brought the situation under control and thank the members of Mississauga’s Emergency
Services for their very rapid response to our call for aid. As a school community, we continue
to pray for the full recovery of everyone who was affected and offer them every support we
are able.

We strive to ensure that St. Marcellinus is a safe, healthy, caring and inclusive place to
learn and work. As with all issues that take place within and outside of our school that
impact our community, I wanted to bring this matter to your attention.

If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Please continue to keep St. Marcellinus in your prayers and especially . . . and . . ..

Sincerely,

. . .

Principal
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274 http://newsletter.workers-safety.ca.s3-website-us-east-1.amazonaws.com/#!/newsletters%
2F2010%2003%2F.

275 Safety in Academic Chemistry Laboratories 8TH Edition Best Practices for First- and Second-
Year University Students, a Publication of the American Chemical Society Joint Board – Council
Committee on Chemical Safety, ACS, 2017, Washington, DC 20,036; ISBN 978-0-8412-3732-2

https://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/chemical-safety/teach-and-learn/university.html
https://www.store.acs.org/eweb/ACSTemplatePage.aspx?site = ACS_Store&WebCode =

storeItemDetail&parentKey = 9b2aeb6d-
https://www.store.acs.org/eweb/ACSTemplatePage.aspx?site = ACS_Store&WebCode =

storeHome.
276 Benjamin Plackett, “Lab Safety”/Seeking data to make labs safer/Researchers aim to supply

evidence to save lives, persevering through lack of recognition and funding, special to C&EN,
30 MARCH 2020, pages 26 and 27.

277 1,1-Dimethylethyl lithium = tert-butyl lithium
(CH3)3-C-Li 64.055 g/mol CAS 594-19-4

278 www.commonchemistry.org/ChemicalDetail.aspx?ref = 594-19-4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tert-Butyl lithium
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patrick_Harran
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sheri_Sangji_case.

279 Toronto Workers’ Health & Safety Legal Clinic newsletter 2013 10. Vol.21 No.5 Page 11.
280 Toronto Workers’ Health & Safety Legal Clinic newsletter 2013 06. Vol21 No2 1,1-dimethylethyl

Lithium.
281 Deal reached over California lab death. Michael Torrice and Jyllian Kemsley, “DEAL REACHED

OVER LAB DEATH / PROSECUTION: UCLA professor Patrick Harran to complete community
service, pay fine,” C&EN, 30 June 2014, page 4.

282 Toronto Workers’ Health & Safety Legal Clinic newsletter 2012 09. Vol20 No5.
283 1,1-dimethylethyl Lithium = tert-Butyl lithium

(CH3)3-C-Li 64.055 g/mol CAS 594-19-4.
284 https://www.commonchemistry.org/ChemicalDetail.aspx?ref = 594-19-4

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tert-Butyl lithium
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patrick_Harran
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sheri_Sangji_case.

285 Toronto Workers’ Health & Safety Legal Clinic newsletter 2013 10. Vol.21 No.5 Page 11.
286 Toronto Workers’ Health & Safety Legal Clinic newsletter 2013 06. Vol21 No2 1,1-dimethylethyl

Lithium.
287 Deal reached over California lab death. Michael Torrice and Jyllian Kemsley, “DEAL REACHED

OVER LAB DEATH / PROSECUTION: UCLA professor Patrick Harran to complete community
service, pay fine,” C&EN, 30 June 2014, page 4.

288 Toronto Workers’ Health & Safety Legal Clinic newsletter 2012 09. Vol. 20, No. 5.
289 N,N-Dimethylnitrous amide, N-nitrosodimethylamine

CAS 62-75-9 C2 H6 N2 O 74.083 g/mol.
290 Dalmeet Singh Chawla, “Graduate student gets prison sentence for poisoning / Zijie Wang

gets two 7-year terms to serve concurrently,” C&EN, 12 December 2018, VOLUME 96, ISSUE 49.
CHEMICAL & ENGINEERING NEWS, American Chemical Society, Washington, D.C.

https://cen.acs.org/people/Graduate-student-prison-sentence-poisoning/96/i49?utm_
source=Newsletter&utm_medium=Newsletter&utm_campaign=CEN

https://cen.acs.org/people/Graduate-student-prison-sentence-poisoning/96/i49
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291 Raechel Huizinga and Iain Sherriff-Scott, “Victim testifies in poisoning case, sentencing
marked for December / ‘Like a scene from a horror movie,’ victim tells court,” The Journal
Queen’s University, 02 November 2018.

https://www.queensjournal.ca/story/2018-11-02/news/victim-testifies-in-poisoning-
case-sentencing-marked-for-december/.

292 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/N-Nitrosodimethylamine
https://www.sigmaaldrich.com/catalog/product/sigma/n7756?lang=en&region=US
https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/n-nitrosodimethylamine
https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/n-nitrosodimethylamine#datasheet=

lcss&section=Top
https://cen.acs.org/people/Graduate-student-prison-sentence-poisoning/96/i49

293 Raechel Huizinga and Iain Sherriff-Scott; Amelia Rankine, illustrator; “Victim testifies in poi-
soning case, sentencing marked for December / ‘Like a scene from a horror movie,’ victim tells
court,” The Journal Queen’s University, 02 November 2018.

https://www.queensjournal.ca/story/2018-11-02/news/victim-testifies-in-poisoning-case-
sentencing-marked-for-december/.

294 – “. . . acute and latent . . .” – in the terminology of this book – not of the news article.
295 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J._Robert_Oppenheimer.
296 Hazards of found chemicals. Chapters 1 & 8.
297 See also: Gregg Herken, Brotherhood of the Bomb / the tangled lives and loyalties of Robert Op-

penheimer, Ernest Lawrence, and Edward Teller, Henry Holt and Company, New York City,
10,011; 2002; ISBN 0-8050-6588-1.

298 Dalmeet Singh Chawia, “[Lehigh University] Chemistry student to face trial for allegedly poi-
soning roommate with thallium,” C&EN, 18 February 2019.

299 In a US context see John T. Maynard and Howard M. Peters, Understanding Chemical Patents /
A Guide for the Inventor, Second Edition, American Chemical Society, Washington, D.C., 1991.

300 RSC 1985, c. P-4, as amended. http://canada.justice.gc.ca/FTP/EN/Laws/Chap/P/P-4.txt
http://canada.justice.gc.ca/stable/EN/Laws/Chap/index.html.

301 See: Charles Duhigg, “STOP THIEF,” The New Yorker, 22 October 2018; at page 57.
302 See also: https://cen.acs.org/materials/polymers/Chemist-convicted-of-stealing-BPA-free-can-

liner-trade-secrets-for-a-Chinese-firm/99/web/2021/04?utm_source = Newsletter&utm_me-
dium = Newsletter&utm_campaign = CEN.

303 See, for example: Peter Moon, “Scientist worn down by patent fight / Intellectual Property /
An invention that saved his employer millions has cost Joe Dableh hundreds of thousands and
his job,” The Globe and Mail, 13 August 1996, pages A1 and A6. www.theglobeandmail.com/.

304 R.S.C. 1985, c. C-42 as amended. http://canada.justice.gc.ca/stable/EN/Laws/Chap/index.html.
305 https://canada.justice.gc.ca/eng/terms-avis/index.html.
306 R.S.C. 1985, c. T-13 as amended. http://canada.justice.gc.ca/stable/EN/Laws/Chap/index.html.
307 See:

– Stephen Strauss, Science Reporter, “War chemicals not being made in Canada,” The Globe
and Mail, 19 April 1996, page A8 www.theglobeandmail.com/;

– R.G. Sutherland and J.P. Tracey, “The Chemical Weapons Convention: How Will it Affect
Canadian Industry?” Canadian Chemical News, May 1995, pages 17–20;

– “Protecting Confidentiality: A Critical Task Under the Chemical Weapons Convention,” Ca-
nadian Chemical News, June 1995, pages 18 and 19.

– Madeleine Jacobs, “A Necessary Treaty,” editor’s page, Chemical & Engineering News, 12 Au-
gust 1996, page 5;

– Lois Ember, “Chemical arms accord debate intensifies,” C&EN, 5 August 1996, pages 5 and 6;
– Madeleine Jacobs, “Light and Shadow,” editor’s page, C&EN, 29 January 1996, page 5;
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– Lois R. Ember, “Failure to Ratify Chemical Arms Pact Would Dampen U.S. Chemicals
Trade,” C&EN, 29 January 1996, pages 19–22;

– Lois R. Ember, “U.S. reveals size of chemical arms arsenal,” C&EN, 29 January 1996, page 9;
– Lois R. Ember, “Senate committee hears solutions to proliferation of weapons of terror,”

C&EN, 13 November 1995, pages 24 and 25. http://pubs.acs.org/cen/index.html
– M.G., “THE CANADIAN CHEMICAL WEAPONS CONVENTION IMPLEMENTATION ACT COMPARED TO OTHER

CHEMICAL DISCLOSURE LEGISLATION,” a paper presented at the National Meeting of the Ameri-
can Chemical Society, at a session of the Division of Chemistry and the Law, Spring 1997,
San Francisco. http://www.acs.org/ http://membership.acs.org/C/CHAL/

– https://www.opcw.org/chemical-weapons-convention
– https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chemical_Weapons_Convention

308 Chemical Weapons Convention Implementation Act, SC 1994–1995, 42-43-44 Elizabeth II, c.25;
Royal Assent 13 July 1995, to come into force on proclamation. The PROVISIONS OF CONVENTION is
the SCHEDULE to the Act. http://canada.justice.gc.ca/stable/EN/Laws/Chap/index.htmlhttp://
legis.acjnet.org/.

309 See also: M.G., THE CANADIAN CHEMICAL WEAPONS CONVENTION IMPLEMENTATION ACT
COMPARED TO OTHER CHEMICAL DISCLOSURE LEGISLATION, paper presented at National
Meeting of the American Chemical Society, at session of the Division of Chemistry and the
Law, Spring 1997, San Francisco.

310 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Judicial_notice.
311 Manarin, Forensic Evidence . . ., 2019; [evidence], page 193, et seq.
312 https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-c-5/latest/rsc-1985-c-c-5.html.
313 s.30.
314 Viva Voce = by voice. From Latin.
315 http://www.duhaime.org/LegalDictionary/V/VivaVoce.aspx.
316 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hearsay#England_and_Wales.
317 Nancy Shapiro and David Silver, Evidence 101 – A Primer on Evidence Law, Koskie Minsky LLP,

Toronto.
https://kmlaw.ca/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/NSDS_EVIDENCE101_A_PRIMERONEVI

DENCELAW_03jun141.pdf https://kmlaw.ca/.
318 Manarin, Forensic Evidence . . ., 2019; [expert], page 610, et seq.
319 Manarin, Forensic Evidence . . ., 2019; [novel scientific theory; Daubert], page 788, et seq.
320 Manarin, Forensic Evidence . . ., 2019; [Frye v USA; Daubert v Merrell; R v Mohan] page 600, et seq.
321 Nancy Shapiro and David Silver, Evidence 101 – A Primer on Evidence Law, Koskie Minsky LLP,

Toronto.
https://kmlaw.ca/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/NSDS_EVIDENCE101_A_PRIMERONEVI

DENCELAW_03jun141.pdf https://kmlaw.ca/.
322 See: Carl Meyer, “Science, Medicine and the U.S Common Law Courts,” as Chapter 1 in Carl

Meyer, ed., EXPERT WITNESSING / EXPLAINING AND UNDERSTANDING SCIENCE, CRC Press
LLC, Boca Raton, Florida, 33,431, 1999; ISBN 0-8493-1197-7. (Derived from a symposium of the
American Chemical Society, Division of Chemistry and the Law, ACS National Meeting, Las
Vegas Nevada, 1997.).

323 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cross-examination.
324 – even to understand relativity theory –.
325 See: Albert Einstein, Relativity / THE SPECIAL AND GENERAL THEORY [in German 1916] /

Translated . . . [English, 1920]; PENGUIN BOOKS, New York City, 10,014; 2006; ISBN 0-014-
30982-2. [written, 1916, for an audience “. . . interested in the theory, . . . but . . . not conver-
sant the mathematical apparatus of theoretical physics . . .”].

326 Einstein, page 7, et seq.
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327 Manarin, Forensic Evidence . . ., 2019; [novel scientific theory; Daubert], page 788, et seq.
328 Manarin, Forensic Evidence . . ., 2019; [Frye v USA; Daubert v Merrell; R v Mohan] page 600, et seq.
329 Manarin, Forensic Evidence . . ., 2019; [expert], page 610, et seq.
330 See: Carl Meyer, “Science, Medicine and the U.S Common Law Courts,” as Chapter 1 in Carl

Meyer, ed., EXPERT WITNESSING / EXPLAINING AND UNDERSTANDING SCIENCE, CRC Press
LLC, Boca Raton, Florida, 33,431, 1999; ISBN 0-8493-1197-7. (Derived from a symposium of the
American Chemical Society, Division of Chemistry and the Law, ACS National Meeting, Las
Vegas Nevada, 1997.) At page 29:

331 [. . .]
The Daubert and Joiner decisions reflect the fact that the oral, adversary setting of the U.S.
common law courts is not conducive for solving interdisciplinary problems, that litigators and
judges lack the facilities and the basic scientific training necessary to handle scientific issues
that arise in our contemporary society, and that scientists lack the basic training in social sci-
ences necessary to understand the importance of their participation in the legal process.

Neither Daubert nor any other legal rule can substitute for the lack of functional scientific liter-
acy of litigators who have avoided mathematics and science courses since junior high school,
but, nevertheless, take it upon themselves to litigate scientific issues. Basic scientific literacy
cannot be solved by courses on scientific issues that are currently in litigation. It requires at
least rudimentary scientific education for litigators and judges, and an equally basic education
in civics for scientists.

[. . .]
332 From: Carl Meyer, ed., EXPERT WITNESSING . . ., CRC Press – as cited in note above – copy-

right 1999. Reproduced by permission of Taylor & Francis Group.
333 T & F. copyright acknowledgement. Chapter 1.
334 William Daubert, et ux., etc., et al., Petitioners v Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 509 US 579

(1993) US Supreme Court. [replaced] Frye v US, 293 F. 1013 US Supreme Court (1923). US Fed-
eral Rules of Evidence, 1975.

335 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daubert_v._Merrell_Dow_Pharmaceuticals
https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/daubert_standard.

336 General Electric Co. v Joiner, 522 U.S. 136 (1997) US Supreme Court.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General_Electric_Co._v._Joiner
https://www.law.cornell.edu/supremecourt/text/522/136.

337 Meyer, 1999, page 1, notes 1 and 2.
338 Science and explanation. Preface 4.1, Chapter 1.
339 Dunning-Kruger Effect https://www.cbc.ca/radio/thesundayedition

https://www.cbc.ca/radio/thesundayedition/a-look-at-the-psychological-phenomenon-
that-makes-you-cocky-in-your-ignorance-and-how-we-all-have-it-1.5020911.

340 This American Life https://www.thisamericanlife.org/585/transcript.
341 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dunning%E2%80%93Kruger_effect.
342 See also: Canada Criminal Code s.657.3

[. . .]

PART XX
Procedure in Jury Trials and General Provisions (continued)

Evidence on Trial (continued)

Expert testimony

657.3 (1) In any proceedings, the evidence of a person as an expert may be given by means
of a report accompanied by the affidavit or solemn declaration of the person, setting out, in
particular, the qualifications of the person as an expert if
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(a) the court recognizes that person as an expert; and
(b) the party intending to produce the report in evidence has, before the proceeding, given
to the other party a copy of the affidavit or solemn declaration and the report and reason-
able notice of the intention to produce it in evidence.

Attendance for examination
(2) Notwithstanding subsection (1), the court may require the person who appears to have
signed an affidavit or solemn declaration referred to in that subsection to appear before it
for examination or cross-examination in respect of the issue of proof of any of the state-
ments contained in the affidavit or solemn declaration or report.

[. . .]
https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/c-46/page-160.html#docCont.

343 Emily Eakin, “Under Scrutiny, A Sanity Study Isn’t So Airtight / A book says a psychologist
[David Rosenhan] misled to make his landmark 1973 [On Being Sane In Insane Places] work
stand out.” The New York Times, [BOOK REVIEW of Susannah Cahalan, The Great Pretender],
18 November 2019, page C6.

344 https://www.grandcentralpublishing.com/titles/susannah-cahalan/the-great-pretender/
9,781,538,715,260/

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Rosenhan.
345 https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2013/02/sex-lies-and-separating-science-from-

ideology/273,169/
https://www.nytimes.com/2001/08/05/world/derek-freeman-who-challenged-margaret-

mead-on-samoa-dies-at-84.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Margaret_Mead
https://www.colorado.edu/asmagazine/2017/12/01/both-sides-misunderstand-margaret-

mead-prof-contends.
346 Likely a misquote, apocryphal, attributed to Prince Otto von Bismarck, Chancellor, German

Empire, 1871–1890.
347 https://quoteinvestigator.com/2010/07/08/laws-sausages/

https://www.nytimes.com/2010/12/05/weekinreview/05pear.html
https://professorbuzzkill.com/bismarck-laws-and-sausages/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Otto_von_Bismarck.

348 Prince Otto von Bismarck. Upton Sinclair, Jungle. Chapter 1.
349 Statutes. Regulations. Criminalized molecular offences. Chapters 1 & 10.
350 M.G., “electric stun devices & the workers who use them. / – is self-tasering by police to train

& demonstrate dangerous – acute, chronic, latent? – / – is it illegal in Ontario? – / – are TAS-
ERs a regulated medical device? –” Toronto Workers’ Health & Safety Legal Clinic newsletter,
Vol.17 No.1, February 2009, pages 3–6, at page 6.

2009 02. Vol.17,No.1 TWH&SLC newsletter.doc
http://s3.amazonaws.com/newsletter.workers-safety.ca/newsletters/2009%2002/2009%

2002.%20Vol.17,No.1%20TWH&SLC%20newsletter.doc
http://newsletter.workers-safety.ca.s3-website-us-east-1.amazonaws.com/#!/newsletters%

2F2009%2002%2F.
351 Manarin, Forensic Evidence . . ., 2019; [lawyers], page 74, et seq.
352 – but the lawyer must not have been an actual witness – an inherent serious conflict.
353 See – but in perhaps a different context:.
354 Francis X. Clines, “AN ISRAELI LAWYER DARES DEFEND AN ACCUSED NAZI,” The New York

Times, 02 March 1987, page 3A. https://www.nytimes.com/1987/03/02/world/an-israeli-law
yer-dares-defend-an-accused-nazi.html.
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355 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Demjanjuk.
356 https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/lawyer-braves-storm-of-abuse-over-ivan-the-ter

rible-case-1,486,946.html.
357 pro bono publico, Latin = for the public good. Freebie legal work.

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/pro%20bono
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/freebie.

358 A cynical counter view: From Charles Dickens, Bleak House, Signet Classic, The New American
Library, New York City, 1964 and 1980, “Attorney and Client,” Chapter XXXIX, page 555:.

359 [. . .]
The one great principle of the English law is to make business for itself. There is no other
principle distinctly, certainly, and consistently maintained through all its narrow turnings.
Viewed by this light it becomes a coherent scheme and not the monstrous maze the laity are
apt to think it. Let them but once clearly perceive that its grand principle is to make business
for itself at their expense, and surely they will cease to grumble.

[. . .]
360 https://www.lso.ca/about-lso/legislation-rules/rules-of-professional-conduct.
361 Manarin, Forensic Evidence . . ., 2019; [lawyers – rules of professional conduct], page 74, et seq.
362 – reflected also in fictional and cartoon literature:.
363 Beverley McLachlin, FULL DISCLOSURE / A THRILLER, Simon and Schuster Canada, Toronto

M5A 1J3, 2019; ISBN 978-15011-7279-3; at page 3. [Fictional Vancouver lawyer Jilly Truitt, when
first meeting her new client.]

https://www.simonandschuster.ca/books/Full-Disclosure/Beverley-McLachlin/
9781982116460

https://books.google.ca/books?id = ls9FDwAAQBAJ&dq = BeverleyMcLachlin.com.
364 [a novel by the former Chief Justice of Canada.].
365 Perry Mason, as quoted in Wikipedia. Erle Stanley Gardner, The Case of the Drowsy Mosquito,

1943 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perry_Mason.
366 Erle Stanley Gardner, The Case of the Drowsy Mosquito, William Morrow and Company, New

York City, 1943.
http://https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perry_Masonhttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Erle_Stan

ley_Gardner
https://en.wikipedia.org/https://wiki/Erle_Stanley_Gardner_bibliography
http://self.gutenberg.org/http://articles/eng/perry_mason.

367 https://openlibrary.org/books/OL24958393M/The_case_of_the_drowsy_mosquito
https://www.goodreads.com/https://book/show/1836227.The_Case_of_the_Drowsy_Mosquito
http://vbala99.blogspot.com/http://2014/09/quotes-from-erle-stanley-gardner.html.

368 Frank Cotham, THE NEW YORKER, 26 August 2019, page 66..
369 Dual rôle. Chapter 1.
370 Or, perhaps, less often, to assist lawyer advocates for the accused. And sometimes journalists

and political advocates.
371 See: John F. Kelly and Phillip K. Wearne, “Tainting evidence: inside the scandals at the FBI

crime Lab,” Free Press, New York, 1998. ISBN-10: 0743236416 ISBN-13: 978-0743236416
https://www.bookdepository.com/Tainting-Evidence-John-F-Kelly/9780743236416
https://www.amazon.ca/Tainting-Evidence-Inside-Scandals-Crime/dp/0743236416
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FBI_Laboratory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Bureau_of_Investigation.

372 David Burnham, “BUMBLERS IN THE BUREAU,” The Washington Post, 21 June, 1998
https://www.washingtonpost.com/archive/entertainment/books/1998/06/21/bumblers-in-

the-bureau/9b820865-d1f4-448 f-b906-384542fcb8c8/.
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373 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.
374 See: Anthony William Deller, of the New York Bar, in Deller’s Walker on Patents, SECOND EDITION,

THE LAWYERS CO-OPERATIVE PUBLISHING CO., Rochester, New York 14,603, 1973; Volume Eight, CHAPTER
XIX, §590, Pages 3 AND 4; describes the Latin derivation, citing several sources: qui tam pro domino
rege, quam pro se ipso, sequitur =who as well for our lord the king, as for himself, sues.

375 The description here is for US qui tam Federal False Claims Act; there are other whistle blower
processes, with similar aspects.

See also: https://www.mccaberabin.com/whistleblower-faq/what-does-qui-tam-mean/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qui_tam
qui tam pro domino rege quam pro se ipso in hac parte sequitur = who sues in this matter for

the king as well as for himself.
376 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qui_tam.
377 Annie Karni and Nicholas Fandos, “Second Person Blows Whistle, Legal Team Says/on Trump

and Ukrane/‘Firsthand knowledge’ for Impeachment,” The New York Times, 07 October 2019,
pages A1 and A14.

378 “Why whistleblowers need protection,” BBC Business Daily, October 2019.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/w3csy7k9.

379 David Lewis and Wim Vandekerckhove, editors, SELECTED PAPERS FROM THE INTERNA-
TIONAL WHISTLEBLOWING RESEARCH NETWORK CONFERENCE / OSLO, JUNE 2017.

https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/94a0/51bcc1ef155320faf4b63937aba20677d514.pdf.
380 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Whistleblower https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qui_tam.
381 US Federal False Claims Act 31 USC § 3729–3731

https://casetext.com/statute/united-states-code/title-31-money-and-finance/subtitle-iii-fi
nancial-management/chapter-37-claims/subchapter-iii-claims-against-the-united-states-gov
ernment/section-3729-false-claims.

382 – US v Regents of the University of California, 2001.
https://casetext.com/case/us-v-regents-of-the-university-of-california-2
– USA, Plaintiff-Appellee v UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA BOARD OF REGENTS, 2003
https://caselaw.findlaw.com/us-9th-circuit/1,136,605.htm.

383 – a metaphoric whistle.
384 See:

– Dan L. Burk, Seton Hall University School of Law, Newark, New Jersey, “‘Bounty Hunter’
Lawsuits for Research Misconduct under the Federal False Claims Act,” CHAL newsletter,
Fall 1995, pages 11–13, ACS Division of Chemistry and the Law, National Meeting, Chicago.

– Professor William E. Kovacic, George Mason University School of Law, Arlington, Virginia,
22201–4498, “Whistleblower Bounty Lawsuits as Monitoring Devices in Government Con-
tracting,” Draft: May 1994.

– William E. Kovacic, “The Civil False Claims Act as a Deterrent to Participation in Govern-
ment Procurement Markets,” Supreme Court Economic Review, Vol. 6, pages 201–239, 1998,
The University of Chicago Press. https://www.jstor.org/stable/1147106?seq = 1

– Lucette Lagnado, “Lawyer for Columbia Whistle-Blowers: ‘Part Therapist’,” The Wall Street
Journal, MARKETPLACE, 07 January 1999, pages A13 and A15.

385 Kovacic, 1998, cited above.
386 https://www.phillipsandcohen.com/whistleblower-practice-areas/qui-tam-false-claims/

https://www.bestlawyers.com/united-states/qui-tam-law.
387 https://www.phillipsandcohen.com/ https://www.phillipsandcohen.com/what-is-a-qui-tam-case/.
388 But see:

[. . .]
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OSC OFFICE OF THE WHISTLEBLOWER
ARE YOU A WHISTLEBLOWER?
Do you have knowledge of, or suspect, a possible violation of Ontario securities law that
could harm investors? You may be eligible for a financial award of up to $5 million.

[. . .]
https://www.osc.gov.on.ca/en/whistleblower.htm?utm_source = google&utm_medium =
cpc&utm_campaign = no

https://www.osc.gov.on.ca/en/about-whistleblower.htm.
389 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/8354177

https://www.emdmillipore.com/CA/en/product/msds/MDA_CHEM-101783?ReferrerURL
= https%3A%2 F%2 Fwww.google.ca%2 F&bd = 1

http://cepsa.ca/client/documents/benzene.pdf.
390 See also – re acute and chronic toxicology:.
391 Charles Duhigg, “ANNALS OF EPIDEMIOLOGY / THE PANDEMIC PROTOCOL / the EIS knows

what to tell the public in an outbreak,” THE NEW YORKER, 04 May 2020, page 19.
392 https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2020/05/04/seattles-leaders-let-scientists-take-the-

lead-new-yorks-did-not.
393 Trevor Greene, “Trevor Greene: ‘I am still alive. This is my thank-you letter.’ / ‘The right people

happened to be at exactly the right place at exactly the right times’,”Maclean’s, 29 April 2016.
https://www.macleans.ca/news/canada/trevor-greene-i-am-still-alive-this-is-my-thank-

you-letter/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trevor_Greene.

394 Bryan G Garber, Corneliu Rusu, Mark A Zamorski1, David Boulos, “Occupational outcomes fol-
lowing mild traumatic brain injury in Canadian military personnel deployed in support of the
mission in Afghanistan: a retrospective cohort study,” BMJ Journals, BMJ Open, Occupational
and environmental medicine / Research, Volume 6, Issue 5, May 2016. https://bmjopen.bmj.
com/content/6/5/e010780.

395 See: Michael A. Kamrin, TOXICOLOGY / – A Primer on Toxicology Principles and Applications /
•Indoor & Outdoor Air / •Drinking Water / •Food / •Workplace Environment, Lewis Publishers,
Inc., Chelsea, Michigan, 48118; 1988; ISBN 087371-133-5.

396 Kamrin, TOXICOLOGY . . ., Chapter 9, “The Case of Asbestos,” page 79, et seq.
397 Kamrin, TOXICOLOGY . . ., page 83, et seq.
398 Kamrin, TOXICOLOGY . . ., page 45, et seq.
399 Walter E. Harris, Low Dose Risk Assessment, Wuerz Publishing Ltd., Winnipeg,1997; ISBN 0-

920063-73-X; page vi.
400 Hazardous Products Act, SCHEDULE / INGREDIENT DISCLOSURE LIST, SOR/2015-17.

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/regu/sor-2015-17/latest/sor-2015-17.html
[. . .]

PART 1
Interpretation
Definitions
1 (1) The following definitions apply in these Regulations.

[. . .]
ATE means an acute toxicity estimate, and includes the LD50 and the LC50, and the acute tox-
icity point estimate determined in accordance with the table to section 8.1.7. (ETA)

CAS registry number means the identification number assigned to a chemical by the Chemical
Abstracts Service, a division of the American Chemical Society. (numéro d’enregistrement CAS)
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chemical name means a scientific designation of a material or substance that is made in ac-
cordance with the rules of nomenclature of either the Chemical Abstracts Service, a division of
the American Chemical Society, or the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry, or a
scientific designation of a material or substance that is internationally recognized and that
clearly identifies the material or substance. (dénomination chimique)

[. . .]

LC50 means the concentration of a mixture or substance in air that causes the death of
50.0% of a group of test animals. (CL50)

LD50 means the single dose of a mixture or substance that, when administered by a partic-
ular exposure route in an animal study, is expected to cause the death of 50.0% of a given
animal population. (DL50)

[. . .]

401 Ashington Piggeries Ltd. et al. v Christopher Hill Ltd. This is an English case, decided by the
House of Lords and reported in [1971] 1 All ER 847, that dealt with the toxicity of dimethylnitro-
samine to mink.

402 – now RRO 1990, Reg.833 (previously O.Reg. 654/86, as amended).
https://www.ontario.ca/laws/regulation/900,833.

403 Canada Labour Code, RSC, 1985, c. L-2. https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/L-2/.
404 Canada Occupational Health and Safety Regulations – SOR/86-304, Section 10.19.

https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/regulations/SOR-86-304/page-25.html?txthl = tlvs + tlv#s-
10.19.

405 2009 / TLVs® and BEIs® / Based on the Documentation of the Threshold Limit Values for
Chemical Substances and Physical Agents & Biological Exposure Indices; ACGIH®; Signature
Publications; ISBN: 978-1-882417-95-7; © 2009; 256 pages.

406 American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists, 1330 Kemper Meadow Drive,
Cincinnati, Ohio, 45240–4148; 513 742 2020.

https://www.acgih.org/
https://portal.acgih.org/s/store#/store/browse/cat/a0s4W00000g02f3QAA/tiles
https://portal.acgih.org/s/store#/store/browse/detail/a154W00000BOahrQAD.

407 Ethanol. CH3-CH2-OH CAS 64–17-5 Chapters 1, 4, 11.
408 Dual rôle. Chapter 1.
409 Donnell R. Christian, Forensic Investigation of Clandestine Laboratories, CRC Press, Boca Raton,

Florida, 33,431, . . . ; 2004; ISBN 0-8493-1227-2. www.crcpress.com
https://www.crcpress.com/Forensic-Investigation-of-Clandestine-Laboratories/Jr/p/book/

9780849312274.
410 Oliver Sacks, Uncle Tungsten: Memories of a Chemical Boyhood, Vintage, reprint 2002; ISBN-

10: 0375704043; ISBN-13: 978–0375704048.
https://www.amazon.com/Uncle-Tungsten-Memories-Chemical-Boyhood/dp/0375704043.

411 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uncle_Tungsten.
412 See for example:

– CBC, 05 February 2015. http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/nova-scotia/christopher-phillips-
accused-in-chemical-scare-to-stay-in-jail-1.2945901

– Global NEWS, 05 February 2015. http://globalnews.ca/news/1813427/crown-reviewing-
charges-against-man-accused-in-halifax-chemicals-case/

– Toronto Workers’ Health & Safety Clinic newsletter April 2010. Vol.18 No.2. pages 7–9.
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Chapter 2
Essential concepts of forensic science

[. . .] [1]
“Please, your Majesty,” said the Knave, “I didn’t write it, and they can’t prove I did: ther’s no
name signed at the end.”
“If you didn’t sign it,” said the King, “that only makes the matter worse. You must have meant
some mischief, or else you’d have signed your name like an honest man.”

[. . .]
“That proves his guilt, of course,” said the Queen: “so, off with . . . [his head]”

[Alice at a court of justice.] [2]
[. . .]

“. . . a forgery. . . . written in a different hand again – but they’re not sure . . . The heading is in
a different ink . . .”

[Agatha Christie,Murder at the Vicarage, 1930.] [3, 4]

2.1 Essential concepts and propositions

2.1.1 Essential concepts and propositions. Locard’s principle

As considered here [5]1, the essential propositions of forensic science:
– Physical matter and things made of physical matter can be unique in ways that

the forensic scientist tries to discover, categorize and measure; and also to deter-
mine or estimate the probability of occurrence. These efforts can help in trying
to identify things and processes, and to narrate a theory of the human story.
For example [6]: Part of a forgery story of a written document could be revealed
by way of the ink2 that would have a particular chemical composition – describ-
able as to what chemical substances are present and their proportions; and that
ink’s find probability – is it commonly used by writers, or rarely; and also the
paper, along with its physical structure.

– Every contact of such matter and things with other matter and things would
leave its mark – by exchanges – which the forensic scientist also tries to dis-
cover, categorize and measure; again, potentially helpful for the narrative.
To continue the ink example: If the document was in a coat pocket, it could
have on it traces of the lint from the garment’s fibres. And, traces from the paper
fibres could be left in the garment’s pocket. And, there might be technology
available to measure those exchanged traces; or maybe not (yet?). If the docu-
ment had fallen on the floor, it would have traces of the building’s dust, and

1 Author’s biases. Preface 1.2, 4.1, 4.3, Chapters 10 & 11.
2 Variations of Ink analytical chemistry – as examples – Gedankenexperiment – continue through-
out this book. Preface 2.3 & 2.2.
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maybe left there, traces from paper fibres, or lint acquired from the coat pocket.
Or, for another example [7]: In a two-car crash, each would then carry micro-
scopic, if not obviously visible, paint fragments of the other.

– Many of the possible energy interactions involving matter and things may leave
their mark, which the forensic scientist also tries to discover, categorize and
measure. The energy interaction may have involved changed temperature, pres-
sure, mechanical force, passage of electrical current, etc.; or collision with fun-
damental particles of physics or electromagnetic radiation.3

To further continue the ink example: If the document was exposed to a higher
temperature than at its creation, or to intense light [8], the ink and paper may
have been measurably changed. The intense light may have been exposure to
direct sunlight [9, 10, 11, 12]. Or, in the other example, if the cars’ velocities
could be estimated – perhaps from the skid marks4 – or perhaps from carried
electronic recording devices as part of a modern insurance package – the im-
pact of the crash on the humans in the cars might be estimated [13].

– The forensic findings would then be used, along with other source data, to help
to try to construct a theory of the related human story. That theory, even if ap-
pearing as obvious, would then be tested as against all indicators that investiga-
tors and scientists would be able to imagine, and perhaps theory alternatives
would be needed. But perhaps a firm conclusion would be elusive.
For example: [14] A confession of the forger who created the document, or a wit-
ness report, might be sought to confirm scientific indicators of fraud, but the
confession and witness report might be faulty [15, 16].

The above are adapted [17] from Locard’s Principle5,6 [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23] concerning
the mutual exchanges when any two objects come in contact. In the early part of the
twentieth century, Dr. Edmond Locard was director of a police scientific laboratory in
Lyons, France. Inspired [24, 25] by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s fictional Sherlock Holmes
[26, 27, 28], Locard was a most significant early forensic scientist [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34,
35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43]. (See Fig. 2.1)

2.1.2 Forensic chemistry defined

In the previous Chapter, forensic science was described as associated with court-re-
lated and legal processes.7 Forensic chemistry is defined here as those aspects of

3 EM. Photons. Chapters 2 & 4.
4 Tire skid. Chapters 2, 3, 6.
5 Edmond Locard. Sherlock Holmes. Cocaine. Chapters 2, 3, 4, 6.
6 Manarin, Forensic Evidence . . ., 2019. Chapters 1, 2, 3.
7 Forensic science. Preface 2, Chapters 1, 2, 3, 5.
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forensic science concerned with the qualitative and quantitative characterization of
physical matter, its changes, and of related chemical reactions, kinetics, electro-
magnetic radiation and thermodynamics, and comparisons with other matter, in-
cluding statistics of occurrence [44]. This largely involves analytical chemistry –
with which this book is mostly concerned.

2.1.3 Analytical chemistry

Analytical chemistry8,9 = that branch of chemical science involving the chemical
determination of substances, as to what they are (qualitative), how much (quantita-
tive), and the uncertainty (See Fig. 2.2) [49, 50]. This definition may be expanded
with some more detail so that analytical chemistry may be employed to chemically
determine substances as to what they – (See Tab. 2.1)

Fig. 2.1: Sherlock Holmes doing chemistry.
[Sherlock Holmes working hard over a chemical investigation.]

8 Analytical chemistry. Expanded definition –more detail, and example. Preface 2, Chapter 1, 2, 3, 5, 8.
9 Trace metals with Pb. Chapters 2, 4.
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For example (following through ①→⑦ with the above definition) [51]: Ink [52]
analysed as from writing on a paper [53] document might be determined to contain:11-
,12,13 [54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62]

Fig. 2.2: Analytical chemists in the wild west.
[cartoon by Dr. Nick Kim, Wellington, New Zealand.] [46, 47, 48, 49]

Tab. 2.1: Analytical chemistry expanded definition.

– ① are,
– ② were,
– ③might become; Qualitative.
– ④ or not;



– ⑤ and how much;
Quantitative.– ⑥ when;

– ⑦ along with statements of uncertainty.

10 Variations of Ink analytical chemistry – as examples – Gedankenexperiment – continue through-
out this book. Preface 2.2 & 2.3.
11 Most of the ink examples, throughout this book, are for ball point pen inks, but this example is
for fountain pen ink. Different chemistries.
12 Qualitative. Quantitative. Error. Chapters 2 & 8.
13 Analytical chemistry. Error. Chapters 2 & 8.
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– ① A ferric Fe+++ tannate – as an ionic oxidation product – as a solid – not water
soluble [63, 64],

– ② that used to be, as its previously not-yet-oxidized water-soluble ferrous Fe++

tannate complex [65, 66, 67, 68] in water solution, as would be found in an older
style fountain pen [69, 70],

– ③ and that might eventually chemically react with components of the paper,
and photochemically react with light;

– ④ that does not contain the non-ionized organic-soluble (not water soluble)
[71, 72] molecules of inks of modern ball point pens [73, 74];

– ⑤ with estimates of the density of the ink components found on the paper that
might indicate component concentration of the ink that was in the fountain pen
[75];

– ⑥maybe with estimates of when it was written [76];
– ⑦ but without being sure of what the ink actually is – amongst several possibilities.

Such analytical chemical findings – of this example [77] – would then hopefully be
useful in testing the theories of the human story being investigated. For the exam-
ple, continued so as to try to date the document: A time-ago estimate might be
made by finding a fountain pen ink (not ball point) that might be identified as com-
mercially available not before a certain date, and not too likely used after a later
date range. And the extent of the reaction with the paper might allow for another
time-ago estimate.14

2.1.4 Science and chemistry

Even if not explicitly invoked in a forensic investigation, the above concepts of fo-
rensic science and chemistry should be understood in a broader context. Science is
described here as the continuing pursuit of knowledge of the workings of the physi-
cal universe around us.

Observations and measurements are made. Then, theories are constructed to try
to explain – account for – those observations and measurements – and to be able to
make reliable predictions for the future and other circumstances. And, to explain re-
ports of the past. The simplest theories that work are sought [78] and unnecessary
components [79, 80, 81] are avoided. Scientific theories involve mathematical expres-
sion [82]. And, at least from the time of Principia, of Isaac Newton, encouraged by
Edmond Halley [83], more than three centuries ago, scientists publish and argue
about the explanations [84].

14 When. ink. Chapters 2 & 7.
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Some theories become well established and undoubted – as for classical ther-
modynamics. Some theories should be thoroughly doubted quickly [85, 86]. But all
theories are in some sense, tentative. For example, Newtonian physics might have
long been regarded as the final word to describe gravitation and the motion of masses
(such as the earth, moon and Newton’s apple [87]), but that changed with the late-
nineteenth and early-twentieth-century observations of the submicroscopically
small, and of the very, very fast. New theories were needed – and quantum me-
chanics and relativity emerged. Newtonian physics is still quite serviceable for
much of science, but not completely for atomic and nuclear structures, nor for
near the speed of light [88, 89, 90, 91].

Scientific theories should always be questioned and tested for new observations
and measurements [92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99].15 And, as already noted above, the-
ories, observations, measurements, and mathematical manipulations should be
reported and published so that they can be argued about again and again, not-
withstanding that legislators, judges and lawyers would be made uncomfortable.
This is also analogously true for the transparency of parliamentary democracy.

Fortunately and conveniently, the forensic science concepts of this book are
mostly settled. Mostly, but not entirely.16,17

2.1.5 Science – good, bad and junk

In the Preface [100] and in Chapters 10 and 11, reference is made to good and bad
science [101].18,19 Some further discussion is appropriate. The good faith process
[102], argued by Lee Smolin [103], of developing and refining theories, referred to
above, is the good science, and it can cope with the wrong as on the way towards
the correct [104]. In doing good science, the scientist tries to explain and takes care
with procedures and data; and is willing to argue when confronted with other opin-
ions. And, for good science, there would always be tests to try to falsify – that is, to
carry out experiments designed to reveal if the theory would be wrong [105, 106].

Bad science is to offer theory too remote from experimental observation – and
mathematical expression – and importantly, to fail to do the processes of good science:
explanations, care with the procedures and data, and efforts to falsify. Bad science
may come along with a non-scientific agenda – as for creationism. This is sometimes

15 Nullius in verba. Preface 4.1, Chapters 2 & 5.
16 Some science controversary remains. Preface 4, Chapters 1, 2, 10, 11.
17 Science. DRE. Chapters 2, 10, 11.
18 Science – good, bad and junk. Preface 4, Chapters 1, 2, 5, 8, 10, 11.
19 Transparency. Opaqueness. Chapters 2, 5, 10.
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called junk science [107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112]. As the former Governor General [113]
seemed to try to express a few years ago, amid controversy [114, 115], we are confronted
with ideas without scientific basis – astrology, for example [116, 117] – on which actual
and serious decisions would be made.

Bad science includes that wrong ideas, contrary to Darwin’s evolution theory,
are presented as true alternatives in public education. From the time before H.L.
Mencken, reporting in the The Baltimore Evening Sun, 1925, on Scopes, Dayton, Ten-
nessee [118, 119, 120, 121], this remains a serious problem.

A newer version of bad science against Darwin is creationism [122]. And, simi-
larly in other contexts, are climate change denial and anti-vaccine advocacy [123,
124, 125, 126].20

Also, occasionally, a non-scientific opinion is presented in an otherwise scientific
context. Sometimes, perhaps, this might be ok; other times, very problematic
[127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142].

2.2 Forensics – recent historical

Forensic science applications are of theories constructed, in-specific, to account for
data typically gleaned from a single recent, human-experienced, incident. That is, ex-
perimental work is essentially concerned with data from what is physically found,
rather than from repeatable experiments of general concept.

As a recent historical practice, forensic science application is, on a very much
smaller scale in analogy to other historical sciences – geology, astronomy and ar-
chaeology.21 Just as geologists look on and into the ground, astronomers at the
heavens [143], and archaeologists at what bygone people left behind (for example,
an ancient homestead or place of rituals) [144], for data to construct their theories of
what happened to form the earth and the universe, and about how bygone people
lived; so too do forensic scientists look at the remains of a human scene to help con-
struct a theory of what happened there, when, and by whom. But while geology,
astronomy and archaeology allow for general theories from repeated observations
of a seemingly infinite number of similar events, forensic science differs in that it is
typically evaluating a uniquely single event, offering perhaps only one chance to
collect evidence.

This is to be contrasted with sciences such as physics [145, 146] and chemistry,
wherefor experiments are designed, and the theory to be constructed, attempt to
explain how things will always continue to happen, everywhere and everywhen in
the universe, under certain conditions. These experiments can always be revisited

20 Creationism. Climate change denial. Anti vaccine. Chapters 1, 2, 8.
21 Archeology. Carbon-14. Chapters 2 & 7.
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by other scientists, elsewhere and elsewhen, completely re-doing them. In geol-
ogy, astronomy and archaeology, experimental re-visitation is redone in the sense
of taking another look at what natural and human history left behind. For forensic
science, such re-visitation may not be feasible because the observation method
may be destructive, and because such a small and unique part of the universe is
being observed.

Forensic science is perhaps most closely related to archaeology – with a similar
reliance on chemistry [147]. Perhaps, the differences are the age of the scene, who is
interested, and why. For forensic science, the scene is typically more recent and of
interest to contemporary parties who have some legal/personal/commercial/politi-
cal concerns. For archaeology, the scene is often ancient and of interest to histori-
ans for academic purposes. Overlap is certainly possible – for example, who is
actually buried in the grave attributed to President Abraham Lincoln’s assassin at
Green Mount Cemetery, Baltimore [148, 149], is both a criminal law forensic and an
archaeological historical question. And, sometimes forensic scientists might be as-
sisted by their archaeological colleagues [150] and vice versa.

2.3 The essential propositions expanded

The nature of the discovery, categorization and measurement, as considered above,
are considered in this book largely in the context of analytical chemistry. But, in a
broader context, the essential propositions may be expanded.

2.3.1 What it is

A first task of the essential proposition is often related to determining what it is that
is found at a search site22 – such as its physical description, chemical composition,
and history [151]. Typically, this relates to a physical item – for example: a written
document23 at a fraud scene, a spent ammunition shell [152] at a bank robbery, an
art forgery, or a chemical residue at an industrial explosion. Perhaps, the most mod-
ern example is the possibility to analyse for minute amounts of DNA or protein left
at a scene [153].

But also, what it is may involve an altered condition of something – for exam-
ple, corrosion of stone statuary [154] at a cathedral.

22 Site.What it is. Chapters 1, 2, 3, 5.
23 Variations of Ink analytical chemistry – as examples – Gedankenexperiment – continue through-
out this book. Preface 2.3 & 2.2.
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The search site24 or scene is typically geographical – for example: a room in a
building in a city or a brownfield.25 But not always – for example, it could be the
bodies of surviving war veterans that carry imbedded shrapnel [155].26

Or, more subtly, the site could be the bodies of people who suffer illness, with
the illness being the what it is – for example, veterans exposed to chemical war-
fare substances [156, 157, 158, 159, 160, 161, 162, 163, 164, 165, 166],27 explosion or
artillery-caused concussive injuries [167], workers compensation claimants with
work-related chronic soft tissue injury, respiratory tissue of workers with embed-
ded asbestos [168], or inner-city children suffering the neurotoxic effects of lead
poisoning from old-stock housing [169, 170, 171, 172, 173].28

What it ismay be natural, such as mud [174] from elsewhere transferred to the scene
on shoes, or such as a blood stain. But it also might be human-fabricated [175] with a
manufacture history, such as a spent ammunition shell or a discarded ballpoint pen.

What it is may have several aspects to it. For example, a found written item may
be of interest because of – its/the:
– text (original or quoted, and if quoted, from where);
– text’s plain language, allegorical [176] or coded [177] meanings; or its social [178] or

psychological [179] implications;
– official function (for example: a will, US Federal Reserve Note, Bank of Canada

legal tender note, or a movie ticket);
– quirks (for example, written in mirror image, in imitation of Leonardo Da Vinci) [180];
– language in relation to its geographic location;
– method of inscription (handwritten with pen, pencil, crayon, spray paint [181], in

the air, as revealed by video image, or by machine [182] or a transfer process);
– font [183, 184];
– the medium upon which it is written (paper, [185] walls, [186] tattoos on people, in a

computer memory, etc.); or
– ink chemistry.

2.3.1.1 Manufacture history
The manufacture history29 of what it is can be of special forensic interest because,
not only are human-fabricated items so common, they can also be rather well docu-
mented. The technical specifications, history, production statistics30 and perhaps,
reference samples manufactured to be the same, may be kept in the records of:

24 Site.What it is. Chapters 1, 2, 3, 5.
25 Sample selection. Brownfield. Chapters 2, 3, 5.
26 Shrapnel. Chapters 2, 5.
27 Fritz Haber, Cl2, Chapters 2, 4.
28 Pb toxicology. Pb Sample selection. Chapters 1, 2, 3.
29 Manufacture history. when. Chapters 2, 7.
30 Occurrence probability – ink example. Find expectation. Chapters 2, 4, 9.
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– The manufacturer (for example: for automotive body paint) [187].
– An industry or professional association (for example: SAE [188]).
– US FBI Standard Reference Files and Collections [189, 190, 191, 192].
– International Ink Library and Digital Ink Library [193], US Secret Service [194, 195,

196, 197, 198, 199].31

– Other organizations’ specialized libraries.
– Amuseum [200] (for example: cellulose nitrate artefacts at the Royal Ontario Mu-

seum [201], Toronto) [202].
– The Forbes art pigment collection [203, 204, 205, 206].32

– Clothing labels, with records of manufacturers or suppliers [207].
– Private collections, for example: [208, 209, 210, 211]

Although some of such records may be legitimately held confidential for commer-
cial or state secret purposes, they should typically be available to law enforcement
agencies, and might be subpoenaed to legal process by others. But, often records
are intentionally publicly available – such as:
– Patent documents (which are reported in the Chemical Abstracts) [212]
– Standard reference samples from US NIST [213]
– SDSs provided under US hazard communication requirements and WHMIS [214]
– Published engineering standards [215, 216]
– Published scientific and engineering literature
– US Code of Federal Regulations (as a specific example: the glass specifications

noted on window corners, with a permanent label (US 16 CFR § 1201.5) at an On-
tario courthouse) [217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222]

Although industrial entities are often reluctant to give out information for trade secret or
legal liability reasons – somemay take such pride in their product as to publish [223].

It is also possible that a forensic scientist could do original historical research –
for example, data for a history of commercial printing inks could be obtained by
analysis of samples from old books from a library [224].

Manufactured things can also include intentionally introduced chemical tags –
for example in inks [225], or in explosives [226].

2.3.1.2 Qualitative identification
The qualitative identification of the chemical component(s) of what it is involves
comparative and/or absolute identification. Comparative identification is to iden-
tify a single compound or a mixture as being the same as some other material, with-
out necessarily having to know what, or exactly what it is. For example: the forensic

31 Ink reference standards. US International Ink Library. ATF. Chapters 2, 3, 4, 9.
32 Art supply. Forbes art pigment collection. Chapters 1, 2, 3.
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chemist might have merely determined that the ink of a document is identical to
what came from a particular pen, or as on another document, or as from a reference
material, without saying anything about the complexities of the mixture of mole-
cules that constituted the ink, or the manufacturer’ s formulation.

The absolute identification of a chemical composition – such as for ink –
would necessarily require more detailed information. This might involve various
chemical and physical analyses to determine, from scratch, molecular structure; or
the several molecular structures of the compounds of a mixture. By this definition,
to absolutely identify a chemical substance is to observe and measure its fundamen-
tal properties, as would be expected from the theory of the molecular structure. It
might, alternatively, involve use of standard reference samples for an absolute de-
termination by comparative method, or further, alternatively, use both absolute and
comparative methods in a complementary/confirmatory way.

For more on chemical identification see Chapter 4.33

2.3.1.3 Chemical reactions in progress
It should also be noted that what it is might involve – and require – knowing more
than merely the name of a compound and its molecular structure, or even knowing the
several compounds of a mixture. The item found at the scene, in addition to having
material existence, might also change over time.34 Such changes would involve chemi-
cal reactions that have reached, or that are still proceeding towards a conclusion [227].

Such reactions in progress might involve not only the materials of the found
item; but also, there may be a loss or gain of material. Also, there might be reactions
with the environment of the find scene – such as the oxygen35 of the air, photons
from the sun, moisture, heat, forces of wind or water and biochemistry of bacterial
action. Investigating these reactions can be more challenging than mere molecular
determinations. Lab handling and storage might cause further and other reactions.
Such possibilities strongly suggest that the forensic chemist take special care in the
handling and storage of samples [228].

2.3.1.4 Energy phenomena
There is yet another investigatory area: Energy phenomena. These are energy inter-
actions with physical matter that can sometimes be used to determine what a phe-
nomenon was, and how much, for example:
– The application of force for physical breakage (e.g., a broken window) [229]
– Imprint (a tire in mud) [230, 231, 232, 233]

33 Absolute identification of molecules. Chapters 2, 3, 4, 6.
34 When. Chemical kinetics. Reactions in progress. Chapters 2, 4, 7.
35 CO2 CO. Chapters 2, 3, 6, 8.
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– Material transfer (a paint chip imbedded in a tree from a car that hit it)
– Transference of heat for an increase or decrease of temperature (a cold or hot

object that was placed on a surface)
– Electromagnetic (visible light of a particular wavelength); [234] and sub-atomic par-

ticulate (α [235] and n [236] tracks in a polymer film) radiation36 [237] and radioac-
tivity(carbon-14 used to date an ancient document [238])

– Electric charge (left with footprints in a carpet [239])
– Sound, vibration, pressure and shock wave phenomena through fluids (such as:

air or water) and solids (things of human construction [240], or seismic activity in
the earth [241])

– Voice identification and evaluation [242]
– Magnetic field cartographic orientation of an ancient oven [243, 244]
– Microwave radiation suspected for diplomats’ illness; and for police traffic radar

operators37

– Medical consequences of forces of acceleration and deceleration [245, 246]. For ex-
ample, on a rocket sled [247, 248] of Col. John Stapp. Sudden start and stop with
high velocity causes rapid acceleration and deceleration with great forces [249,
250, 251].

Much of the above are better dealt with by a physicist, medical researcher, or other
scientist, or an engineer, rather than a chemist.

2.3.1.5 Corollaries
– Whose it was [252]
– Where it has been before [253]
– Related items [254, 255, 256, 257, 258]

2.3.2 How much

For each qualitative determination that the forensic chemist might do, a quantitative
determination might also be called for. For example: mass (kg), absolute concentration
(mol/L), relative concentration (mol%), force (nt), kinetic energy (joules), temperature
(°C), wavelength (light colour; nm), radiation intensity, pressure (Pa), magnetic field
strength, cartographic orientation, etc.

36 Subatomic particles. Chapters 2, 4, 6.
37 Microwave. Chapters 2 & 6.
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2.3.3 Error

Sometimes forensic results can be quantified with great accuracy, but often not.38,39

Sometimes, the accuracy is so questionable that the resultant numbers should only
be regarded as estimates, and sometimes, the very bases for estimation are ques-
tionable. And, sometimes an error can be of a qualitative nature.

Such issues of error are of essential importance to forensic science. These are
dealt with in Chapter 8.40

2.3.4 When

Timing is a special kind of quantification not mentioned above, but implied by the
consideration of reactions in progress. Theoretically, all chemical reactions may be
characterized by their chemical kinetics – the times taken for various quantities or
concentrations of reactants, intermediates and final products to be depleted and
created. These times might be measurable from quantity or concentration measures
of chemical substances, and the forensic chemist might be able to help relate them
to the when of a human story. As with all measurements, error is also of concern –
see also Chapters 4, 7 and 8 [259].41

2.3.5 What happened

After considering, as above, what is found at a scene, how much, error possibilities,
and when, the forensic chemist may be called upon to help explain how this would
be related to the human story that left the scene behind.

This might be attempted by developing a chronological theory based on what is
found, along with other information. As the theory develops, it might point to fur-
ther examinations of what was initially found, further searches for other items to
examine, and theory revision [260].

When a scene is first viewed, a preliminary theory of human stories and scien-
tific explanation may often be implied; otherwise, the forensic scientist might not
have much of an idea of what to do. For example, in the forensic ink example, the
chemist would assume being called to examine ink on paper, and not an electronic
facsimile. The obvious theory would be that a human hand linearly applied ink

38 Qualitative. Quantitative. Error. Chapters 2 & 8.
39 Measurement. Error. Chapters 2, 3, 8.
40 Error. Chapters 2, 3, 7, 8.
41 When. Chapters 2, 4, 7.
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from a pen onto paper, and that it was not done by a machine all-at-once by photo
reproduction. But, the forensic chemist must bear in mind that the obvious theory
could possibly be wrong. This has implications on how to look for things at the
scene, and the care to be taken.42

Preliminary theory would thus be confirmed or replaced by a more firmly veri-
fied theory, or succession of theory refinements, which, hopefully, would eventu-
ally be able to uniquely and reliably account for the events and things of the human
story.
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. .
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. . . .
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Fig. 2.3a & b: A tannin.
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https://pubs.usgs.gov/wsp/1459d/report.pdf
https://pubs.usgs.gov/wsp/1459d/report.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/226105873_On_the_Tannic_Acid_Interaction_with_Metallic_Iron
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/226105873_On_the_Tannic_Acid_Interaction_with_Metallic_Iron
https://elementsunearthed.com/2014/05/08/making-iron-gall-ink/
https://travelingscriptorium.library.yale.edu/2013/03/21/iron-gall-ink/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hemoglobin
https://www.lookchem.com/Dictionary/Ferric-Tannate/
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https://irongallink.org/igi_indexedde.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iron_gall_ink
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http://www5.csudh.edu/oliver/che230/labmanual/iron.htm
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1186/s40494-018-0228-8

69 Older-style fountain pen https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fountain_pen_ink
70 Most of the ink examples, throughout this book, are for ball point pen inks, but this example –

is for fountain pen ink. Different chemistries.
71 Assumed for this Gedankenexperiment. That ball point pen inks are organically, rather than

water, soluble is a generality – there are very many formulations so that some such inks would
be water soluble.

72 Generally, in the study of chemistry, it is found that “like dissolves like” – so that organic mole-
cules (generally, composed mostly of carbon and hydrogen atoms) would dissolve in organic
solvents and not in aqueous (of water) solvents. And vice versa for non-organics. A more careful
description of the concept relates to the polarity of the molecules. For purposes here it is suffi-
cient to notice that the older style fountain pen inks would have somewhat different chemistries
than many modern ball point inks.

https://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/ed080p447
http://www.chemistry.wustl.edu/~edudev/LabTutorials/CourseTutorials/Tutorials/Vita

mins/molecularbasis.htm#:~:text=The%20solubility%20of%20organic%20molecules,more%
20soluble%20in%20nonpolar%20solvents.

73 https://travelingscriptorium.library.yale.edu/2013/03/21/iron-gall-ink/
ball point pen
https://sciencing.com/ballpoint-pen-ink-made-of-10036405.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ballpoint_pen
https://home.howstuffworks.com/pen4.htm
https://www.wired.com/2016/09/whats-inside-blue-ballpoint-pen-ink/
dating https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15568713

74 Most of the ink examples, throughout this book, are for ball point pen inks, but this example –
in is for fountain pen ink. Different chemistries.

75 dye https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pigment
76 When. Chapters 2, 4, 7.
77 Details of the analytical chemistry methods for such a determination of Fe and tannin related

inks are not described in this book. They may be different than analyses of ball point pen inks
that are described.

78 Occam’s razor. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Occam%27s_razor
79 Rube Goldberg machines. https://www.rubegoldberg.com/rube-the-artist/ https://en.wikipe

dia.org/wiki/Rube_Goldberg
Hilarie M. Sheets, “One Hand (and Spring and Funnel and Ramp) Washes the Other/Rube

Goldberg contraptions to pass a bar of soap compete,” The New York Times, 11 April 2020, page
C6.

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/08/arts/design/rube-goldberg-bar-of-soap-challenge.html
80 CBC Radio As It Happens, “The Rube Goldberg Exercise Bike will fan you and feed you a cookie

while you work out,” August 2020.
https://www.cbc.ca/radio/asithappens/the-rube-goldberg-exercise-bike-will-fan-you-and-

feed-you-a-cookie-while-you-work-out-1.5706434
81 For example, the concept of the ether (æther) has long been discarded as the medium of transmis-

sion for to explain electromagnetic radiation. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aether_(classi-
cal_ element)

82 See: Jerry Oltion, “Is Math Real?,” Science, Fantasy & Science Fiction. https://www.sfsite.com/
fsf/2020/jo2011.htm
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83 Sir Isaac Newton, Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica (Mathematical Principles of
Natural Philosophy), Royal Society, London, 1687. See Edward Neville da Costa Andrade, Sir
Isaac Newton/His Life and Work, DOUBLEDAY ANCHOR, Garden City, New York; SCIENCE
STUDIES SERIES, S42; reprinted from Macmillan Company, New York, and W. Collins Sons and
Co, Ltd., London, first published 1954; page 70, et seq.

84 See also: Joshua Rothman, “The Rules of the Game/How does science really work?” The New
Yorker, Books, pages 67–71 – A review of Michael Stevens, The Knowledge Machine: How Irra-
tionality Created Modern Science, Liveright; 2020.

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2020/10/05/how-does-science-really-work
https://www.amazon.com/Knowledge-Machine-Irrationality-Created-Science/dp/

1631491377
85 For example, the use of “Perkin’s Metallic Tractors” were found to be of no medical benefit.

See: Hannah Fry, “Experiments on Trial/Has the new era of experimentation remembered the
lessons of the old?” The New Yorker, Books, 02 March 2020, pages 61–65, at pages 61 and 62.

86 – and see below: Velikovsky,Worlds in Collision
87 – somewhat apocryphal ?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isaac_Newton#Apple_incident
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isaac_Newton
https://www.amazon.ca/Newtons-Apple-Other-Myths-Science/dp/0674967984
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/260789007_Newton’s_Apple_and_other_Myth-

s_about_Science
https://www.discovermagazine.com/planet-earth/the-scientific-method-is-a-myth

88 – relativity theory’s speed limit – and the time, space and mass consequences for approaching
it – has been the source of much science fiction – many, many stories about FTL (faster than
light) travel – See, for example:

89 Paul Anderson, 1970, Tau Zero; SF MASTERWORKS, 1988; Orion Publishing Group, London,
WG2H 9EA; ISBN 978-1-407-23913-2; pages 54, 55, 56;

τ0 = √ð1− ðv2=c2ÞÞ.

90 Richard T. Weidner and Robert L. Sells, ELEMENTARY MODERN PHYSICS, ALLYN & BACON,
INC., Boston, 1960, 1963; pages 62, 63, 64; time dilatation

T = T0 =√ð1− ðv =cÞ2Þ.

91 Time dilatation of relativity theory:

T = T0 =√ð1− ðv =cÞ2Þ

Chapter 2 & 7.
92 See:

Lee Smolin, The Trouble with Physics/The Rise of String Theory, the Fall of a Science, and
What Comes Next, Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston and New York City 10003; 2006; ISBN-
10: 0-618-91868-X; Chapter 17, “What Is Science,” page 289, et seq.

93 George Gamow, One Two Three . . . Infinity/Facts and Speculations of Science, Bantam Books,
New York City, 10016, April 1967; copyright 1947, 1961 by the author; page 142, et seq.

94 Richard P. Feynman, The Meaning of It All/Thoughts of a Citizen Scientist, Perseus Books Group,
Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02412; Basic Books, New York City, 10016-8810; ISBN-13: 978-0-465-
02394-3; ISBN-10: 0-465-02394-0; 1963, 1998; page 4, et seq.

95 Stephen W. Hawking, A Brief History of Time/From the Big Bang to Black Holes, Bantam Books,
New York City; 1988; ISBN 0-553-05340-X; page 10, et seq.
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96 Carl Meyer, “Distinguishing Good Science, Bad Science and Junk Science,” as Chapter 7 in Carl
Meyer, ed., Expert Witnessing/Explaining and Understanding Science, CRC Press LLC, Boca Raton,
Florida, 33431, 1999; ISBN 0-8493-1197-7. (Derived from a symposium of the American Chemical
Society, Division of Chemistry and the Law, ACS National Meeting, Las Vegas Nevada, 1997.)

97 Edward Neville da Costa Andrade, Sir Isaac Newton/His Life and Work, Doubleday Anchor, Gar-
den City, New York; Science Studies Series, S42; reprinted from Macmillan Company, New
York, and W. Collins Sons and Co, Ltd., London, first published 1954; page 60.

98 Nullius in verba ≈We don’t take anybody’s word for it.
99 http://royalsociety.org/ “The Royal Society’s motto ‘Nullius in verba’ roughly translates as ‘take no-

body’s word for it’. It is an expression of the determination of Fellows to withstand the domination
of authority and to verify all statements by an appeal to facts determined by experiment.”

100 Science. Preface 4, Chapter 2.
101 Manarin, Forensic Evidence . . ., 2019; [Junk science, . . . ], page 686, et seq.
102 Good faith explanation. Chapters 2 & 9.
103 Smolin, page 301, et seq.
104 See notes above.
105 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Falsifiability
106 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cargo_cult_science
107 Carl Meyer, “Distinguishing Good Science, Bad Science and Junk Science,” as Chapter 7 in Carl

Meyer, ed., Expert Witnessing/Explaining and Understanding Science, CRC Press LLC, Boca Raton,
Florida, 33431, 1999; ISBN 0-8493-1197-7. (Derived from a symposium of the American Chemical
Society, Division of Chemistry and the Law, ACS National Meeting, Las Vegas Nevada, 1997.)

108 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Junk_science
109 Cited literature accuracy. Preface 2, Preface 4.1, Chapter 2.
110 NOT RECOMMENDED HERE: Velikovsky,Worlds . . .
111 Immanuel Velikovsky, Worlds in Collision, ABACUS, London WC1X 8JL; 1974, 1972, 1950; ISBN

0 349 13573 8.
https://www.abebooks.com/servlet/BookDetailsPL?bi=20809915038&cm_mmc=ggl-_-com_

shopp_rare_ca-_-naa-_-naa&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIrpevwKed6AIV1Bx9Ch3yUwVzEAQYAyABEg
JEXfD_BwE

112 [Criticism of Velikovsky, Worlds . . . ]: Robert Schadewald, “If Continents Can Wander, Why not
Planets?,” ASIMOV’S SCIENCE FICTION MAGAZINE, 28 September 1981, Vol.5, No.10, pages 84–95.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Schadewald
https://www.asimovs.com/ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asimov%27s_Science_Fiction

113 Governor General. Chapters 2, 10, 11.
114 The controversy centred on Her Excellency’s making public statements unnecessarily contro-

versial to her role as representing the Queen as head of state, with mostly ceremonial func-
tions, but with residual constitutional powers.

115 https://www.nationalobserver.com/2017/11/06/opinion/science-v-religion-and-new-governor-
general-under-fire

https://www.nationalobserver.com/2017/11/04/news/payette-takes-climate-change-deni
ers-and-horoscopes-science-conference

https://torontosun.com/opinion/editorials/editorial-julie-payette-speech-oversteps-her-
role

https://www.cbc.ca/news/opinion/governor-general-speech-julie-payette-climate-change-
1.4384481

https://www.gg.ca/en https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Governor_General_of_Canada
116 Linda Solomon Wood, “Science v. religion and the new Governor General under fire,” CANA-

DA’S NATIONAL OBSERVER, Opinion, Energy, Politics, 06 November 2017.
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https://www.nationalobserver.com/2017/11/06/opinion/science-v-religion-and-new-gover
nor-general-under-fire

117 Callie Beusman, “Astrology Is Hard, Even if Itʼs Fake / Thereʼs an exam, and it involves math.
In fact, there are many exams,” “Astrology Tries to Leave the Realm of the Absurd,” The New
York Times, 17 Oct. 2018, page D4.

118 https://www.nationalobserver.com/2017/11/06/opinion/science-v-religion-and-new-governor-
general-under-fire

119 Stanley Kramer, Inherit the Wind, Spencer Tracy, Fredric March, Gene Kelly, Dick York, Donna
Anderson, Harry Morgan; United Artists, 1960.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inherit_the_Wind_(1960_film) https://www.filmsite.org/
inhe.html

120 H.L. Mencken, Baltimore, 1925.
https://archive.org/stream/CoverageOfTheScopesTrialByH.l.Mencken/ScopesTrial

Mencken.txt
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/H._L._Mencken
https://www.rlhymersjr.com/Online_Sermons/2007/070707PM_MenckenScopesTrial.html
https://www.prattlibrary.org/locations/mencken/ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enoch_

Pratt_Free_Library
121 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inherit_the_Wind_(1960_film)

https://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/1010555_inherit_the_wind
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scopes_Trial

122 John Rennie, “Evolution/15 Answers to Creationist Nonsense / Opponents of evolution want to
make a place for creationism by tearing down real science, but their arguments don’t hold up,”
Scientific American, 01 July 2002. https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/15-answers-to-
creationist/

123 For greater certainty, for the serious discussion of science, the author does not advocate: creation-
ism, climate change denial, anti-vaccine policy; nor Velikovsky’sWorlds in Collision. And does not
recommend their related advocacy literature other than to exemplify what science is not.

124 Nor: Lysenkoism https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trofim_Lysenko https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Lysenkoism

See also: Arthur Koestler, The Case of the Midwife Toad; ISBN-10: 1,939,438,454; ISBN-13:
978–1,939,438,454

https://www.amazon.ca/Case-Midwife-Toad-Arthur-Koestler/dp/1939438454
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Kammerer

125 See also: David Smith, Washington, “Coronavirus: medical experts denounce Trump’s theory
of ‘disinfectant injection’ / Doctors warn US president’s musings on disinfectant as a cure for
coronavirus could lead to death,” The Guardian, 24 April 2020. https://www.theguardian.com/
world/2020/apr/23/trump-coronavirus-treatment-disinfectant

126 See also:
– npr, PUBLIC HEALTH, “Vaccine Controversies Are As Social As They Are Medical,” 2014.

https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2014/09/30/351242264/vaccine-controversies-
are-as-social-as-they-are-medical

– Eula Biss, On Immunity / An Inoculation, Farrar Straus and Giroux.
https://www.npr.org/books/titles/347663952/on-immunity-an-inoculation

127 Preface 4.1, Chapter 2. Not Recommended Here.
128 Gordon R. Freeman, Chemistry Department, University of Alberta, Edmonton T6G 2G2, “Kinetics

of nonhomogeneous processes in human society: Unethical behaviour and societal chaos,” Cana-
dian Journal of Physics, 1990, Volume 68 (9), pages 794–798. https://doi.org/10.1139/p90-116

https://www.nrcresearchpress.com/doi/pdf/10.1139/p90-116 [“RETRACTED”]
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129 Canadian Journal of Physics advises: “In regard to the publication of this paper, readers are
urged to consult the editorials published in the June issue, volume 69 (1991), and the March/
April issue, volume 71 (1993) . . . ”

130 [ABSTRACT] “. . . Families in which both parents have jobs outside the home have relatively
low stability, and they do not provide adequate nurture for the children . . . a high probability
of developing into unethical or unmotivated adults . . . a relatively high tendency to use drugs
and to be sexually irresponsible. Policies are suggested that would reduce societal problems
and have large economic benefits.”

131 Stephen Strauss, Science Reporter, “Journal apologizes for article / Chemist had blamed work-
ing mothers for offspring’s moral weakness,” The Globe and Mail, Toronto, National News, 31
July 1991, page A7.

132 For greater certainty, the author does not endorse Dr. Freeman’s social policy views, expressed
in the Canadian Journal of Physics article cited above.

133 Preface 4.1, Chapter 2. Not Recommended Here
134 Tomas Hudlicky, “ ‘Organic synthesis – Where now?’ is thirty years old. A reflection on the

current state of affairs,” as Accepted Article, Angewandte Chemie, International Edition; later
published, 2020; then removed.

https://sites.krieger.jhu.edu/chemdna/files/2020/06/10.1002anie.202006717.pdf
135 https://sites.krieger.jhu.edu/chemdna/2020/06/11/join-us-for-a-diversity-talk/

https://sites.krieger.jhu.edu/chemdna/
136 https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/anie.202006717

[. . .]
THIS ARTICLE HAS BEEN WITHDRAWN

[. . .]
Angewandte Withdrawal
Withdrawal: T. Hudlicky, “ ‘Organic
synthesis –Where now?’ is thirty years
old. A reflection on the current state of
affair”. Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2020, DOI:
10.1002/anie.202006717
The above article, published online on 4 June 2020 in Wiley Online Library (wileyonlineli-
brary.com), has been withdrawn by agreement between the journal’s Editor in Chief and
Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim. The withdrawal has been agreed as the opin-
ions expressed in this essay do not reflect our values of fairness, trustworthiness and social
awareness. It is not only our responsibility to spread trusted knowledge, but to also stand
against discrimination, injustices and inequity. While diversity of opinion and thoughts can
spur change and debate, this essay had no place in our journal.

[. . .]

137 See also: Laura Howes, “Ethics/Essay criticizing efforts to increase diversity in organic synthe-
sis deleted after backlash from chemists / Publishing of a personal essay in Angewandte
Chemie points to deeper problems within the community, chemists say,” C&EN, 08 June 2020.

https://cen.acs.org/research-integrity/ethics/Essay-criticizing-efforts-increase-diversity-in-
organic-synthesis-deleted-after-backlash-from-chemists/98/web/2020/06?utm_source=News
letter&utm_medium=Newsletter&utm_campaign=CEN

https://mail.yahoo.com/b/folders/1/messages/AC501nR6ePWDXuJYtwRNkOouQ2w?showI
mages=true&offset=0&action=printMessage

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/hamilton/brock-hudlicky-1.5605791
https://brocku.ca/tomas-hudlicky/
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https://sites.krieger.jhu.edu/chemdna/files/2020/06/10.1002anie.202006717.pdf
https://sites.krieger.jhu.edu/chemdna/2020/06/11/join-us-for-a-diversity-talk/
https://sites.krieger.jhu.edu/chemdna/
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/anie.202006717
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https://www.chemistryworld.com/news/angewandte-essay-calling-diversity-in-chemistry-
harmful-decried-as-abhorrent-and-egregious/4011926.article

https://www.chemistryworld.com/news/angewandte-essay-calling-diversity-in-chemistry-
harmful-decried-as-abhorrent-and-egregious/4011926.article

https://www.chem.iastate.edu/news/angewandte-chemie
138 https://www.change.org/p/brock-university-fire-tomas-hudlicky [Petition; August 2020] “. . .

Fire Tomas Hudlicky . . .”
139 Laura Howes, “Ethics/Essay deleted after backlash / Personal essay published in Angewandte

Chemie points to deeper diversity problems within the community, chemists say,” C&EN, 15
June 2020, pages 4 and 5. CEN.ACS.ORG

140 Bibiana Campos Seijo, Editor in Chief, “We need to do better,” C&EN, Editorial, 15 June 2020,
page 3. CEN.ACS.ORG

141 Also: Jordan Peterson, COMMENT, “The activists are now stalking the hard scientists,” NA-
TIONAL POST, Toronto, 27 June 2020, pages A6 and A7.

https://nationalpost.com/opinion/jordan-peterson-the-activists-are-now-stalking-the-hard-
scientists

142 For greater certainty, the author does not endorse Dr. Hudlicky’s views on diversity and stu-
dent unconditional submission to professors, in the Angewandte Chemie article cited above.

143 – and at things from the heavens – such as reported life-suggesting evidence in a meteorite
from Mars – See Richard A. Kerr, NEWS/“Ancient Life on Mars?” Science, Vol.273, No.5277, 16
August 1996, pages 864–866.

144 See L.A. Barba, A. Ortiz, K.F. Link, L. López Luján and L. Lazos, “Chemical Analysis of Residues
in Floors and the Reconstruction of Ritual Activities at the Templo Mayor, Mexico,” Chapter 12, in
Mary Virginia Orna, ed., Archaeological Chemistry/Organic, Inorganic Biochemical Analysis, ACS
Symposium Series 625, American Chemical Society, Washington, D.C., 1996; pages 139–156.

145 Although it must be recognized that cosmology, in its fundamental concepts, is an important
part of physics.

146 Neglecting here multiverse speculations.
147 See:

– Pamela S. Zuer, “Archaeological Chemistry/Physical Science helps to unravel human his-
tory,” Chemical & Engineering News, SPECIAL REPORT, 21 February 1983, pages 26–44.

– Mary Virginia Orna, ed., Archaeological Chemistry/Organic, Inorganic Biochemical Analysis,
ACS Symposium Series 625, American Chemical Society, Washington, D.C., 1996.

148 See:
– Robert A. Erlandson, “Request to dig up the remains in Booth grave will get a hearing in

court,” Baltimore Sun, 15 November 1994, page 12B www.sunspot.net;
– “Cemetary chairman wants full hearing on Booth petition,” Baltimore Sun, 28 October 1994,

page 6B;
– “Who’s buried in Booth’s grave? Historians, family want to check,” Baltimore Sun, 25 Octo-

ber 1994, page 1A;
– Reuters, “New Scrutiny on John Wilkes Booth,” The New York Times, 25 October 1994, page

A16.
149 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Green_Mount_Cemetery

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UCuqTU6JtJE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZOPegyKaydI

150 See “Dig at Stanton site set to begin,” The Toronto Star, 14 July 1996, page A12: “An archaeological
team begins a forensic dig tomorrow at the site where Julie Stanton’s body was found. . . . ”

151 Although it may be trivially obvious, it should not overlooked that what it is, and other related
information, may be imprinted on it by way of code numbers, if not in plain language. For
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example, the labelling on the side of a consumer-purchased pen: “. . . PIGMA MICRON 03 /
Micro pigment ink for waterproof . . . 0.35 mm line width . . . CONFORMS TO ASTM-D4236 Item
No. XSDK03. SAKURA COLOR PRODUCTS CORP. JAPAN.”

See:
https://www.artistsemporium.net/product/00/084511306400/Sakura-Pigma-Micron-03-

Black-XSDK0349
https://www.astm.org/Standards/D4236.htm
https://www.astm.org/ABOUT/faqs.html https://www.astm.org/
ASTM International, West Conshohocken, Pennsylvania, 19428–2959.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_ASTM_International_standards
https://www.hamilton.edu/documents/Art%20Hazard%20Labeling%20Considerations.pdf
https://outlinesart.com/product-info/what-is-astm-d-4236/

152 See: re use of computer technology and mathematical algorithms to recognize microscopic pat-
terns: Tim Hornyak, “Forensic firm [Forensic Technology Inc., Montreal www.fti-ibis.com]
aims to be No.1 with a bullet/Police from New York to Pretoria use identification technology to
match spent ammunition with guns,” The Globe and Mail, 29 July 1999, page T4.

153 See:
– Roland A.H. van Oorschot and Maxwell K. Jones, “DNA fingerprints from fingerprints,” Na-

ture volume 387, page767 (1997) https://www.nature.com/articles/42838; reviewed in ASSO-

CIATED PRESS, “People shed DNA all over the place, researchers find / Australian scientists
trace genetic fingerprints,” Baltimore Sun, 19 June 1997, page 9A http://www.nature.com/
www.sunspot.net .

– Ian Findlay, Andrew Urquhart, et al., Nature, 389, 555 (1997) – and a news report on this –
“DNA forensic profiles from single cells,” science/technology concentrates, C&EN, 13 Octo-
ber 1997, page 17.

154 For example, see: Nigel J. Bunce, Environmental Chemistry, Wuerz Publishing Ltd., Winnipeg,
1991; cover and page iii.

155 Shrapnel = small pieces of metal that fly through the air when a bomb or similar weapon explo-
des and are intended to injure people. Cambridge Dictionary, 2019. https://dictionary.cam
bridge.org/dictionary/english/shrapnel

Original device invented, 1784, Lieutenant Henry Shrapnel, British Royal Artillery. Retired
as Lieutenant General, 1837. Some controversary with attribution – was it the invention of
French engineer Bernard Forest de Bélidor, 1760? https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_
Shrapnel

156 See Lois Ember, “Probe of troops’ exposure to chemical arms faulted,” Chemical & Engineering
News, 23 September 1996, pages 40 and 42. See also “Pentagon seeks independent study of
Gulf War illnesses,” C&EN, 7 October 1996, page 21. See also NEW YORK TIMES NEWS SERVICE, “U.
S. gulf war panel widens probe into chemical weapons / But Pentagon committee resists turn-
ing over inquiry to outsiders,” Baltimore Sun, 13 Nov. 1996, page 3A. www.sunspot.net

157 See Steven Lee Myers, “Chemical Damage Seen in Gulf War Veterans,” The New York Times,
National Report, 01 December 1999, page A15.

158 Poison gas warfare, etc.
159 Raffi Khatchadourian, “A Reporter at Large/Operation Delirium/Decades after a risky Cold

War experiment, a scientist lives with secrets,” The New Yorker, 17 December 2012, cover panel,
page 2, 46–64. www.newyorker.com

160 Daniel Charles, Master Mind/The Rise and Fall of Fritz Haber, the Nobel Laureate Who Launched
the Age of Chemical Warfare, Harper-Collins Publishers Inc., New York City, 10,022; 2005; ISBN 0-
06-056272-2.
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161 Edwin E. Slosson, M.S., Ph.D., Creative Chemistry/Descriptive of Recent Achievements in the
Chemical Industries, The Century Co., New York City, 1919.

162 http://openlibrary.org/books/OL7111329M/Creative_chemistry
https://archive.org/details/creativechemist02slosgoog/page/n329/mode/2up

163 Edgewood Arsenal was apparently the main production facility for US gas munitions during
WWI. See Chapter XII – Fighting with Fumes – Slosson at page 224:

[. . .]
. . . A gas plant was started at Edgewood, Maryland, in November, 1917. By March it was filling
shell and before the war put a stop to its activities in the fall it was producing 1,300,000
pounds of chlorin, 1,000,000 pounds of chlorpicrin, 1,300,000 pounds of phosgene and
700,000 pounds of mustard gas a month. . . .

[. . .]
at page 229:⋮

[. . .]
. . . Of the 925 cases requiring medical attention at the Edgewood Arsenal 674 were due to
mustard. During the month of August 3½ per cent. of the mustard plant force were sent to the
hospital each day on the average. But the record of the Edgewood Arsenal is a striking demon-
stration of what can be done in the prevention of industrial accidents by the exercise of scien-
tific prudence. In spite of the fact that from three to eleven thousand men were employed at
the plant for the year 1918 and turned out some twenty thousand tons of the most poisonous
gases known to man, there were only three fatalities and not a single case of blindness. . . .

[. . .]
Edgewood Arsenal was apparently America’s response to the work of Fritz Haber in
Germany.

164 Both Chiam Weitzman and Fritz Haber were chemists. While Weitzman did work beneficial for
the production of British explosives during WWI (arguably giving political leverage later for
the issuing of the Balfour Declaration), Haber developed gas warfare for Germany. Haber’s
wife Clara’s suicide, 1915, is said to be related to her dislike of her husband’s war work.

Haber’s earlier work, resulting in the Haber-Bosch process, arguably meant that the Kaiser
didn’t run out of ammunition during WWI. The Haber-Bosch process is still important and
used today for the production of fertilizers, dyes and explosives.

Haber was a friend of Albert Einstein at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institutes – now the Max
Planck Institutes. Although Haber, a Nobel laureate, was a famous and very patriotic German,
he died in sad exile from the Nazis in Switzerland, 1934. He was of Jewish origin. Had he lived
longer there was a possibility that he could have gone to British Palestine, at the suggestion of
Wetizman. Max Planck organized Haber’s memorial service in Germany.

165 Toronto Workers Health & Safety Legal Clinic newsletter 2013 02. Vol. 21 No.1
166 John Bryden, Deadly Allies / Canada’s Secret War –1937–1947, McClelland and Stewart, Inc.,

Toronto M5G 2E9; 1989; ISBN 0-7710-1724-3.
167 Ann C. McKeea and Meghan E. Robinsona, “Military-related traumatic brain injury and neuro-

degeneration,” 2014. HHS Author ManuscriptsPMC4255273
Alzheimer’s Dement. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2014 Dec 4.
Published in final edited form as: Alzheimer’s Dement. 2014 Jun; 10(3 0): S242–S253.

doi: 10.1016/j.jalz.2014.04.003
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4255273/

168 See: “Homeless exploited to strip asbestos / Soup kitchen recruits got no training or pay, [US fed-
eral] prosecutors charge,” [from Los Angeles Times], Baltimore Sun, 25 April 1998, pages 1A and
7A.
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169 See:
– Ernest F. Imhoff, “Poisoned in childhood / Poisoned by lead paint as a child,” Baltimore

Sun, 30 October 1996, pages 1B and 4B;
– Scott Shane, Sun Staff, “A child’s suffering puts lead on trial; Paint poisoning suit seeks

compensation for Baltimore family,” Baltimore Sun, Monday, 27 September 1999, FINAL Edi-
tion, TELEGRAPH Section, page 1A www.sunspot.net;

– Jane E. Brody, “Lead linked to delinquency / Childhood exposure to metal cited in study of
criminality,” New York Times Service, The Globe & Mail, 8 February 1996, page A12.

– Brian H. Kaye, Science and the Detective/Selected Reading in Forensic Science, VCH Verlags-
gesellschaft mbH, Weinheim, Germany; 1995; ISBN-3-527-29,252-7; Chapter 9.10, “Poison-
ous Plates and Sweet Wine,” pages 244–250, and references cited therein.

170 Brian H. Kaye, Science and the Detective / Selected Reading in Forensic Science, VCH Verlagsge-
sellschaft mbH, Weinheim, Germany; 1995; ISBN-3-527-29,252-7.

https://books.google.ca/books?id=kNyPkc2ADTsC&pg=PR4&lpg=PR4&dq=ISBN-3-527-
29252-7&source=bl&ots=w_ZILdlgpS&sig=ACfU3U2VXDlNAjHLYno36nd3SslrbBGSoA&hl=
en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwimg7SJ3o3pAhXic98KHbV3CMgQ6AEwAXoECA8QAQ#v=onepa
ge&q=ISBN-3-527-29252-7&f=false

https://books.google.ca/books?id=kNyPkc2ADTsC&pg=PR4&lpg=PR4&dq=ISBN-3-527-
29252-7&source=bl&ots=w_ZILdlgpS&sig=ACfU3U2VXDlNAjHLYno36nd3SslrbBGSoA&hl=
en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwimg7SJ3o3pAhXic98KHbV3CMgQ6AEwAXoECA8QAQ#v=onepa
ge&q=ISBN-3-527-29252-7&f=false

https://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/1996/an/an996210005n/unauth#!
divAbstract

171 pm.19 September 2000: http://www.sunspot.net/news/special/leadpaint/:
172 Funds near release to fight lead poison House panel reviewing revised state-city plan to

clean affected homes (Sep 14 2000)
Lead’s lethal passage: One family’s anguish Poisoned: One woman’s struggle to cope

with dangerous impulses and a lead-damaged brain stands as a warning to a city racked by
street violence and drug abuse. (Sep 10 2000)

Experts fault enforcement of city lead laws Dearth of inspectors, prosecutors limits ef-
fectiveness of rules; Poorest children poisoned (Sep 8 2000)

$50 million Pledged to fight lead poisoning; Glendening, O’Malley outline campaign to
protect city children; ‘A moral obligation’ (Sep 8 2000)

Links to lead paint poison sites on the Internet Where to go for more information about
Baltimore’s paint plague (Sep 8 2000)

City Council measure would require lead poisoning tests for children Proposal ex-
pected to pass; those under age 7 targeted (May 23 2000)

Studies suggest link between lead, violence Experiment on rats indicates exposure hin-
ders brain growth; Analysis tracks lead, crime (May 9 2000)

Landlords can be liable, appellate court rules Ignorance of hazards no excuse, judges
say (Apr 21 2000)

Beilenson urges bill requiring lead tests for 1-, 2-year-olds Similar state measure not as
far-reaching, says city health commissioner (Apr 13 2000)

Lead paint warning renewed Baltimore City’s top health official says threat is statewide
(Apr 12 2000)

Assembly wraps up in a flurry Anti-lead measure, health insurance bill, teacher raises
pass; Big surplus fuels spending; Legislation to halt racial profiling in traffic stops defeated
(Apr 11 2000)
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House OKs bill aimed at lead poison Tests would be required of city infants in first year
(Mar 28 2000)

Lead fight takes wide approach City, state, federal agencies coordinate anti-poisoning ef-
forts; A $3.1 million boost; Baltimore prosecutes landlords, seeks to raise awareness (Mar 23
2000)

Plan calls for stricter lead test standards All children up to age 2 would be examined
(Feb 29 2000)

$50 million pledged to fight lead poisoning Glendening, O’Malley outline campaign to
protect city children; ‘A moral obligation’ (Jan 29 2000)

Lawmakers back bill on lead paint Rosenberg, Hoffman support proposal to make law-
suits easier; Cleanup to be announced; Manufacturers would share damages based on Md.
sales (Jan 28 2000)

Governor promises city more money to fight lead Clergy, legislators say action against
poisonings is overdue (Jan 22 2000)

A lord of the slums takes an apprentice Links: A paper trail through a web of corpora-
tions reveals a lucrative merger of real estate and drugs. In poisoned surroundings, a mother
and son pray for deliverance. (Dec 19 1999)

173 Special report Jan 20 2000 Lead’s lethal legacy engulfs young lives Epidemic: With poison
in their blood, thousands of Baltimore’s children contribute to unsettled classrooms and vio-
lent neighborhoods. Simple fix: conscientious landlords

174 Richard Saferstein, Criminalistics/An Introduction to Forensic Science, Seventh Edition, Pren-
tice Hall, Upper Saddle River, New Jersey, 07458; 2001; ISBN 0-13-013827-4; pages 108→112.

175 That is, in an industrial factory or work shop.
176 – which is popular in fiction – for example., the nursery rhyme in Agatha Christie, And Then

There Were None, 1939, Berkley Books, New York City, 1991, Chapter II, Part VI, at pages 22
and 23.

177 For example, see Clifford Krauss, New York Times Service, “Police use graffiti to solve crimes /
Scrawls on walls have evolved from blobs and doodles into codes to mark off gang turf and ad-
vertisements for drugs and guns,” The Globe and Mail, 7 October 1996, page A11.

See also: Michelle Shephard, Education Reporter, #Greater Toronto, “ ‘Prime turf’ for gangs /
Police to principals about school danger: take off ‘blinders’ and face the problem,” The Toronto
Star, Sunday, 22 November 1998, page A5:

Kim Stezinar, a Toronto Police intelligence unit employee, described the more subtle gang
signs. “The gang graffiti is straight to the point. It’s not pretty like the colourful tagging you
see,” she said. She encouraged teachers to examine notebooks or backpacks for gang graffiti
and to take a close look at art projects make sure a gang sign is not hidden in a painting .

178 See: Daniel J. Kevles, “E Pluribus Unabomber,” The New Yorker, 14 August 1995, pages 2 and 4.
179 See: David Johnston, “Bomber Is Called Killer Who Is Not on a Political Mission/Investigators

start to blur their elaborate portrait of the Unibom suspect,” The New York Times, 6 November
1995, page B8.

180 https://www.mos.org/leonardo/activities/mirror-writing https://www.mos.org/leonardo/activ
ities/mirror-writing

181 See: Clifford Krauss, 1996, cited above.
182 Woodstock typewriter. Alger Hiss. Preface 2.3, Chapter 2.
183 Thomas Phinney/The Font Detective https://thefontdetective.com/
184 AIH CBC, 16 January 2019. https://www.cbc.ca/radio/aih
185 See Brian H. Kaye, “Paper, the Forger’s Nemesis?” as Chapter 10.2 in Science and the Detective/

Selected Reading in Forensic Science, VCH Verlagsgesellschaft mbH, Weinheim, Germany,
1995; pages 269–275.
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186 See: Clifford Krauss, 1996, cited above.
187 See John I. Thornton, in Richard Saferstein, ed., Forensic Science Handbook [Volume I], Pren-

tice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1982, Chapter 10, “Forensic Paint Examination.”
pages 545–547, and 555–560, and references cited therein.

188 Formerly the Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc. – now – The Engineering Society for Ad-
vancing Mobility Land Sea Air and Space7, 400 Commonwealth Drive, Warrendale, Pennsylva-
nia 15096–0001.

189 Maria Josefi, Writer-editor, US FBI Handbook of Forensic Science, February 1995; US Govern-
ment Printing Office, Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D,C., 20402-9328; ISBN 0-
16-045111-6.

https://archive.org/details/FBI_Handbook_of_Forensic_Science/mode/2up
https://ia800205.us.archive.org/11/items/FBI_Handbook_of_Forensic_Science/FBI_Hand

book_of_Forensic_Science.pdf
http://www.dianepublishing.net/product_p/0788103857.htm
⋮ [page ix]

[. . .]
Standard reference files and collections
The FBI Laboratory maintains these collections so that evidence may be compared to
the following standard files:

Adhesives
Ammunition
Checkwriter Standards
Duct Tape/Electrical Tape
Explosives and Related Items
General Rifling Characteristics
Hairs and Fibers
National Automotive Image File
National Automotive Paint File (Foreign and Domestic)
National Motor Vehicle Certificate of Title
National Motor Vehicle Altered Numbers File
National Vehicle Identification Numbers (VIN) File
Office Equipment Standards (typewriters, copiers, printers, etc.)
Reference Firearms Collection
Safe Insulation
Safety Paper Standards
Shoe Sole Design Standards
Tire Tread Design Standards
Watermark Standards

[. . .]
[page 47]

[. . .]
Ink Dating: Standard ink reference files necessary for possible association of a ques-
tioned ink with a manufacturer are not in the FBI Laboratory. However, the Secret Ser-
vice in Washington, D.C., does maintain a standard ink library.

FBI requests should be sent directly to the FBI Laboratory. Other agencies should
contact the Secret Service Laboratory directly.

Limitations on Dating.
A limited number of cases have been successfully matched to a standard ink not in

existence on the date the document was allegedly prepared. The laboratory cannot
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determine how long writing ink has been on a document.
[. . .]

190 US FBI Handbook of Forensic Science, 1984
https://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/Digitization/95271NCJRS.pdf

191 Kim Waggoner, Editor, US FBI Handbook of Forensic Science, 2011.
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/14611023-fbi-handbook-of-forensic-science

192 US FBI The Handbook of Forensic Services, 2019
http://www.fbi.gov/about-us/lab/handbook-of-forensic-services-pdf
https://www.fbi.gov/file-repository/handbook-of-forensic-services-pdf.pdf/view

193 (Derived from the standard ink library of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms (ATF),
US Treasury Department.)

194 International Ink Library and Digital Ink Library, US Secret Service, Forensic Services Divi-
sion.

https://www.nist.gov/oles/forensic-database-questioned-documents-table
https://www.secretservice.gov/press/releases/2018/09/secret-service-looks-science-crime-

solving-during-forensic-focus-week
https://www.secretservice.gov/press/releases/2019/06/secret-service-dedicates-forensic-

services-division-library-honor-former
195 Gerald M Laporte, Marlo D Arredondo, Tyra S McConnell, Joseph C Stephens, Joseph C Stephens,

Antonio A Cantu, Douglas K Shaffer “An Evaluation of Matching Unknown Writing Inks with the
United States International Ink Library,” June 2006, Journal of Forensic Sciences 51(3):689–92.

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/j.1556-4029.2006.00144.x
196 Cedric Neumann, Pierre Margot, “Considerations on the ASTM Standards 1789–04 and 1422–

05 on the Forensic Examination of Ink,” Sep 2010.
https://www.researchgate.net/journal/Journal-of-Forensic-Sciences-1556-4029

197 https://nowiknow.com/the-trail-ink-left-behind/
https://web.archive.org/web/20120827190722/http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/

news-by-industry/et-cetera/new-digital-ink-library-to-speed-up-document-investigation/arti
cleshow/6275878.cms?

https://www.popularmechanics.com/technology/news/a13875/secret-service-ink-foren
sics-library/

http://www.forensicsciencesimplified.org/docs/how.html
198 See Richard L. Brunelle and A.A. Cantu, in G. Davies, ed., Forensic Science, ACS Symposium

Series 13, American Chemical Society, Washington, D.C., 1975, Chapter 14, “Ink Analysis – A
Weapon Against Crime by Detection of Fraud,” particularly at page 137.

199 Ink reference standards. Chapters 2 & 9.
200 See: Stephen C. Stinson, “Chemists Learn To Preserve Historical Polymers While Probing

Their Nature,” Chemical & Engineering News, 9 September 1996, pages 34–37. This article re-
ports on a symposium of the Division of Polymer Chemistry, 25 August 1996, American Chemi-
cal Society National Meeting, Orlando, on polymers in museums – see Book of Abstracts, Part
II, POLY, papers 13–19 and 41–48.

201 Stinson, at pages 34, 35, 36; and ACS symposium, Julia Fenn, paper 18.
202 Polymers in museum. Chapters 2 & 4.
203 Forbes Collection, Straus Center for Conservation and Technical Studies, Harvard University.
204 R. Leopoldina Torres, “A Short History of a Pigment Collection (and Art Conservation in the

United States),” 02 October 2013.
https://www.harvardartmuseums.org/article/a-short-history-of-a-pigment-collection-and-

art-conservation-in-the-united-states
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https://www.harvardartmuseums.org/teaching-and-research/research-centers/straus-cen
ter-for-conservation-and-technical-studies

205 Simon Schama, “Onward and Upward with the Arts / Blue as Can Be / A color archive’s treas-
ures reveal a history of pigment,” The New Yorker, 03 September 2018, pages 28–32.

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2018/09/03/treasures-from-the-color-archive
206 Forbes art pigment collection. Chapters 1, 2, 3.
207 Crippen murder case. Hyoscine. CAS 51-34-3 Chapters 2 & 7.
208 For example: US 1909 Lincoln Wheat VDB Bronze Composite Penny.

VDB = Victor D. Brenner. https://www.usacoinbook.com/encyclopedia/coin-designers/vic
tor-d-brenner/

212 Diameter = 19 mm
3.11 g.
95% Cu 5% Sb and Zn
27 995 000 Minted, Philadelphia.
USA COIN BOOK [April 2020]
https://www.usacoinbook.com/coins/342/small-cents/lincoln-wheat-cent/1909-P/vdb/
https://www.usacoinbook.com/ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_copper_alloys

210 1909 Lincoln Wheat VDB Penny. Cu Sb Zn Chapters 2 & 3.
211 See also: Ernest W. Flick, Paint & Ink Formulations Database, William Andrew Publishing, Nor-

wich, USA; January 2005; ISBN10 0815515081; ISBN13 9,780,815,515,081.
https://www.bookdepository.com/Paint-Ink-Formulations-Database-Ernest-W-Flick/

9780815515081
212 See also, John T. Maynard and Howard M. Peters, Understanding Chemical Patents/A Guide for

the Inventor, Second Edition, American Chemical Society, Washington, D.C., 1991.
213 National Institute of Standards and Technology (formerly National Bureau of Standards), US

Department of Commerce, Gaithersburg, Maryland, 20,899-0001.
214 Hazard communication. WHMIS. Chapters 1 & 2.
215 Such as those of ASTM International, West Conshohocken, Pennsylvania, 19428–2959.

https://www.astm.org/ABOUT/faqs.html https://www.astm.org/
216 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ASTM_International

https://www.astm.org/Standard/standards-and-publications.html
217 Kitchener, Ontario. January 2014.

Oldcastle®

LAMINATED 35
16 CFR 1201-I,II
ANSI Z97.1–2009
SGCC 4526 HUAD

218 Oldcastle® LAMINATED 35
https://obe.com/ https://oldcastleproductguide.com/
https://oldcastleproductguide.com/products/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&product_cate

gory=Architectural+Glass&query=
219 16 CFR 1201-I,II http://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/16/part-1201
220 ANSI Z97.1-2009

“Safety Glazing Materials Used In Buildings – Safety Performance Specifications And
Methods Of Test (Includes Errata)”

http://webstore.ansi.org/RecordDetail.aspx?sku=ANSI+Z97.1-2009
221 SGCC 4526 HUAD.

Safety Glazing Certification Council, 205 West Main Street, PO Box 730, Sackets Harbor,
New York 13,685 www.sgcc.org
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222 See also: From inside a passenger waiting shelter GO Brampton, Ontario, 03 June 2019:
Ever Temp
SAFETY TEMPERED
VITRE TREMPE
16 CFR 1201–11
ANSI Z97.1–1984
CAN/CGSB-12.1-M

223 See: Joseph R. Boldt, Jr. and Paul Queneau (Technical Editor), The Winning of Nickel/Its Geol-
ogy, Mining, and Extractive Metallurgy, Longmans Canada Limited, Toronto, 1967.

224 Not without the librarian’s permission, of course.
225 See R.L. Brunelle, in R. Saferstein, ed., Forensic Science Handbook [Volume I], Prentice-Hall,

Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1982, Chapter 14, “Questioned Document Examination,”
page 716.

226 – both chemical and microparticle – called taggants – see:
– Maureen Rouhi, “Research council to study taggants,” Chemical & Engineering News, 09

September 1996, pages 10 and 11.

This has been a controversial issue in the USA – see also:
– Maureen Rouhi, “Product liability could be the real issue with taggants.” C&EN, 26 August

1996, page 38.
– C&EN, 5 August 1996, “Isotopic labels form basis of new chemical markers.”
– Linda Raber, “Clinton drops demand for explosives taggants,” C&EN, 5 Aug. 1996, page 7.
– Michael Kramer, “Without a Clue/Why Congress balks at a method for tracing bombs,”

Time, 12 Aug. 1996, page 21.
– Sara Mosle, Comment/“Without a Trace / A timely lesson from a forgotten East Texas trag-

edy.” The New Yorker, 15 May 1995, pages 7 and 8.
227 – That is, at chemical equilibrium; or for reactions where K → ∞, when the reactants are

spent.
228 For reactions in progress, time contamination is also possible. This might be dealt with by ac-

curate and precise time record keeping, and by cooling to try to stop the reaction – such as by
refrigeration, ice (melting point = 0 °C), “dry ice” (solid CO2 – sublimes at -78.5°C) or liquid
nitrogen (boiling point = -195.8°C). Since reaction rates slow with decreasing temperature, the
colder the better – except that too cold may be related to crystallization damage to complex
bio-molecules.

229 Richard Saferstein, Criminalistics/An Introduction to Forensic Science, Seventh Edition, Pren-
tice Hall, Upper Saddle River, New Jersey, 07458; 2001; ISBN 0-13-013827-4; pages 103–107

230 Richard Saferstein, Criminalistics/An Introduction to Forensic Science, Seventh Edition, Pren-
tice Hall, Upper Saddle River, New Jersey, 07458; 2001; ISBN 0-13-013827-4; pages 443–449

231 Brian H. Kaye, Science and the Detective/Selected Reading in Forensic Science, VCH Verlagsge-
sellschaft mbH, Weinheim; 1995; ISBN-3-527-29252-7; Chapter 3, “Footprints and other Ve-
stages,” pages 45–68.

232 William J. Bodziak, “Forensic Footwear Evidence,” in Stuart H. James and Jon J. Nordby, edi-
tors, Forensic Science/An Introduction to Scientific and Investigative Techniques, CRC Press,
Boca Raton, 2003; ISBN 0-8493-1246-9; Chapter 16, pages 297–311. www.crcpress.com

233 William J. Bodziak, “Forensic Tire Impression and Tire Track Evidence,” in Stuart H. James
and Jon J. Nordby, editors, Forensic Science/An Introduction to Scientific and Investigative Tech-
niques, CRC Press, Boca Raton, 2003; ISBN 0-8493-1246-9; Chapter 17, pages 313–326. www.
crcpress.com
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234 See also: Arthur C. Clarke, TALES OF TEN WORLDS, “LET THERE BE LIGHT,” DELL, New York
City, 1962, 1964; pages 98–105.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Let_There_Be_Light_(Clarke_short_story)
235 For example, see: Track Etch alpha-particle detectors – see H. Ward Alter and Robert L.

Fleishcer, “Passive Integrating Radon Monitor for Environmental Monitoring,” Health Physics,
40, pages 693–702, May 1981.

236 For example, see: S. Prête, A. Aroua, M. Boschung, M. Grecescu, J.-F. Valley and Ch. Wernli,
“The Fission Track Detector Revisited: Application to Individual Neutron Dosimetry,” Health
Physics, 71(2), pages 128–134, August 1996.

237 Neutron. Atomic Number. Chapters 2 & 4.
238 6C

14 → 7N
14 + −1β0 t1/2 = 5730 years.

239 See Brian H. Kaye, Science and the Detective/Selected Reading in Forensic Science, VCH Ver-
lagsgesellschaft mbH, Weinheim, Germany, 1995; pages 48–50, and references cited therein.

240 See:
– Stephen Strauss, “Heartbeat can reveal stowaways / Scientists have developed a device

that can find people hidden in wheeled vehicles by detecting vibrations caused by their
hearts,” The Globe and Mail, 12 September 1996, page A8.

– Carl Young and Robert Yohman, “Rapid, Noninvasive Contraband Detection by Acoustic Re-
sponse,” Journal of Forensic Sciences, 40(3), May 1995, pages 470–474.

241 – from earthquake or nuclear weapons tests – see Michael Heylin, “After 40 Years, Treaty To
Ban All Nuclear Weapons Tests May Be At Hand,” Chemical & Engineering News, 20 May 1996,
pages 10–18, at page 17.

242 See:
– Harry Hollien, Laura Geison and James W. Hicks, Jr., “Voice Stress Evaluators and Lie De-

tection,” Journal of Forensic Sciences, Vol.32, No.2, March 1987, pages 405–418;
– Frank Horvath, “Detecting Deception: The Promise and the Reality of Voice Stress Analy-

sis”; Ibid., Vol.27, No.2, April 1982, pages 340–351;
– J.W. Gocke and W.A. Oleniewski, “Voiceprint Identification in the Courtroom,” Ibid., Vol.18,

No.3, July 1973, pages 232–236;
– Jared J. Wolf, “Efficient Acoustic Parameters for Speaker Recognition,” The Journal of the

Acoustical Society of America, Vol.51, No.6 (Part 2), 1972, pages 2044–2056;
– Oscar Tosi, Herbert Oyer, William Lashbrook, Charles Pedrey, Julie Nicol and Ernest Nash,

“Experiment on Voice Identification”; Ibid, Vol.51, No.6(Part 2), 1972, pages 2030–2043;
– James J. Hennessy and Clarence H.A. Romig, “A Review of the Experiments Involving Voice-

print Identification”; Journal of Forensic Sciences, Vol.16, No.2, April 1971, pages 183–198;
– Mark Haggard Stephen Ambler and Mo Callow, “Pitch as a Voicing Cue”; The Journal of the

Acoustical Society of America, Vol.47, No.2(Part 2), 1970, pages 613–617;
– Richard H. Bolt, Franklin S. Cooper, Edward E. David, Jr., Peter D. Denes, James M. Pickett

and Kenneth N. Stevens, “Speaker Identification by Speech Spectrograms: A Scientists =
View of its Reliability for Legal Purposes,” The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America,
Vol.47, No.2(Part 2), 1970, pages 597–612; https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/5439660/

– Peter D. Bricker and Sandra Pruzansky, “Effects of Stimulus Content and Duration on
Talker Identification,” Ibid, Vol.40, No.6, 1966, pages 1441–1449;

– I. Pollack, J.M. Pickett and W.H. Sumby, “On the Identification of Speakers by Voice,” Ibid,
Vol.26, No.3, May 1954, pages 403–406;

– K.N. Stevens, E.C. Williams, J.R. Carbonell and Barbara Woods, “Speaker Authentication
and Identification: A Comparison of Spectrographic and Auditory Presentations of Speech
Material,” The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, Vol.44, No.6, 1968, pages 1596–
1607; https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/5705846/
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– Jim Krane, New York, “Voice recognition an inexact science, audio analysts say,” The Globe
and Mail, Toronto, 14 November 2002, page A4.

243 Rae Ellen Bichell, “Iron Age Potters Carefully Recorded Earth’s Magnetic Field – By Accident,”
NPR INTERNATIONAL, February 2017.

https://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2017/02/14/515032512/iron-age-potters-care
fully-recorded-earths-magnetic-field-by-accident

244 C. Manoharan, P. Sutharsan, R. Venkatachalapathy, S. Vasanthi, S. Dhanapandian and K. Veer-
amuthu, “Spectroscopic and rock magnetic studies on some ancient Indian pottery samples,”
pages 39–49, Egyptian Journal of Basic and Applied Sciences, Volume 2, 2015, Issue 1, 2019

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1016/j.ejbas.2014.11.001
245 Jeffrey T. Barth, Jason R. Freeman, Donna K. Broshek, and Robert N. Varney, “Acceleration-Decel-

eration Sport-Related Concussion: The Gravity of It All,” J Athl Train. 2001 Jul-Sep; 36(3): 253–256.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC155415/

246 https://www.americanjournalofsurgery.com/article/0002-9610(57)90,540–8/pdf
– J.P.Stapp, “Human exposures to linear deceleration. I. Preliminary survey of the aft-facing

seated position,” Air Force Technical Report No. 5915. June, 1949.
– J.P. Stapp, “Human exposures to linear deceleration. II. The forward facing position and

the development of a crash harness,” Air Force Technical Report No. 5915. December, 1951.
– J.P.Stapp, “Crash protection in air transports,” Aeronautical Engineering Rev. 1953; 12: 71.

247 See: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Stapp
248 https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Stapp_hits_the_brakes,_hard.gif
249 -d(mv)/dt = -m dv/dt = -m a = -F (boldface here indicates vectors.)
250 Robert Resnick and David Halliday, Physics, Part I, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York,

1966; page 191.
251 See also:

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Stapp_hits_the_brakes,_hard.gif
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Stapp
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Rocket_sled_track.jpg
https://airandspace.si.edu/stories/editorial/man-behind-high-speed-safety-standards
http://www.nmspacemuseum.org/halloffame/detail.php?id=46
https://www.nytimes.com/1999/11/16/us/john-paul-stapp-89-is-dead-the-fastest-man-on-

earth.html
https://www.af.mil/News/Article-Display/Article/555822/60-years-later-earning-the-title-

the-fastest-man-on-earth/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Murphy%27s_law

252 –which might be suggested from DNA analysis of deposited blood (see Matt Bai, “Cold Case Confi-
dential / Old murder cases are being re-opened – and solved,” Newsweek, 12 January 1998, page
70) or other bio-fluid, from fingerprints, or from code numbers or other inscriptions. Also of interest
might be who has been carrying what – for example, see A. Maureen Rouhi, “Detecting Illegal Sub-
stances / / Sampling Body Heat, Skin Flakes,” special report, C&EN, 29 September 1997, page 29.

253 For example: from soil or sand carried on a car’s underbody.
See:

– Raymond C. Murray, in Richard Saferstein, ed., Forensic Science Handbook [Volume I],
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1982, Chapter 13, “Forensic Examination
of Soil,” pages 653–671, and references cited therein.

– John McPhee, Annals of Crime/“The Gravel Page.” The New Yorker, 29 January 1996, pages
44–69.

– Tom Horton, Sun Staff, “Soil type vital to the life on it / Ground: Scientists have decided
that Sassafras-type soil, which is found in 18 of Maryland’s counties, should be the official
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https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1016/j.ejbas.2014.11.001
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC155415/
https://www.americanjournalofsurgery.com/article/0002-9610
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Stapp
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state dirt,” Baltimore Sun, 10 September 1999. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_U.S.
_state_soils

And, where it has not been might also be forensically indicated – for example, an item identified
as a pork product would suggest that it does not come from a kosher restaurant.

254 That is, paired or sets of items – for example, if a right-hand glove is found, it might be of
interest to look for the left; or, if several playing cards are found, to look for the rest of a game.

255 Or pyjama top and bottom.
256 Crippen murder case. Hyoscine. CAS 51-34-3. Chapters 2 & 7.
257 Or if a US 1909 Lincoln Wheat VDB Penny were found, other collectors’ coins might be looked

for.
258 1909 Lincoln Wheat VDB Penny. Cu Sb Zn Chapters 2 & 3.
259 When. Chapters 2, 3, 4, 7.
260 Theory revision might include that what was found was irrelevant to the story. It also might

allow that the initial theory was wrong, that nothing much of interest happened, or what did
happen was not human-caused (it was a natural occurrence or animal-caused – such as the
dog did it). It might also allow that an item was so contaminated by forensic or pre-forensic
handling, or the environment. that the information that might have been derived from it has
become hopelessly garbled or lost.
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Chapter 3
Analytical approach

[. . .]
[Dr. Armstrong] . . . sniffing now at the glass . . . very cautiously just touched the finger with
the tip of his tongue [1, 2].
“. . . one of the cyanides. No distinctive smell of Prussic Acid [Hydrogen Cyanide H-C≡N [3, 4]],
probably Potassium Cyanide [K+ CN– [5, 6]] . . .”

[Agatha Christie, And Then There Were None, 1939.] [7, 8, 9]1,2

[. . .]

[They go camping; set up their tent under the stars and retire for the night. Later Sherlock Holmes
awakens, and then wakes Dr. Watson and asks:
“Look up at the stars – what do you deduce?”
Dr. Watson: [philosophising at some length about the wonders of the universe, its immense size,
and of the possibility of life on a hypothetical planet going around a distant star; . . .]
Sherlock Holmes: “You’ve missed it – Somebody’s stolen our tent!”] [10, 11, 12, 13]

3.1 Analytical chemistry

As indicated in the previous chapter, the science of this book is mostly concerned
with analytical chemistry.3,4 Forensic chemistry was discussed in the context of what
was found at a site and the further forensic laboratory analyses that would follow to
help construct a scientific theory to be invoked for a human story. This chapter exam-
ines how to deal with the sequence and progress of those analyses.5

3.1.1 Measurement

But first – when considering analytical chemistry – some comment about measure-
ment:

Although some qualitative analytical chemical determinations may be satisfac-
tory for some people for some purposes, quantitative determinations – with numeri-
cal measurements – are often necessarily important.

1 Agatha Christie. Acute toxicology. Hydrogen Cyanide H-C≡N CAS 74-90-8. Potassium cyanide K+ CN‒

CAS 151–50-8. Chapters 1 & 3.
2 Agatha Christie – quotes Chapters 1, 2, 3, 7, 8.
3 Analytical chemistry. Expanded definition – more detail, and example. Preface 2, Chapter 1, 2
3, 5, 8.
4 Forensic science. Preface 2, Chapters 1, 2, 3, 5.
5 Analyses. Credibility. Chapters 3 & 5.

https://doi.org/10.1515/9783110718812-003
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Measurements may be of a single characteristic of a single item – for example, the
mass [14, 15, 16, 17] of something found at the site.6 Or, maybe a statistical determina-
tion composed of measurements of several – often many – of members of a group of
things – for example, workplace chemicals measured as concentration levels in blood
samples from workers. Further treatment of these concepts is considered in Chapter 8,7

with a discussion of error.
Most measurements are – or should be – in Le Système International [18, 19, 20]

and its definitions and conventions should be assumed. Likewise, descriptions of
chemical substances should be in terms used by the Chemical Abstracts Service, a
division of the American Chemical Society. However, if other persistent historical
systems are used, they must be relatable to SI and CAS.8,9

When measurements are reported, it is also important to include how the meas-
urements were made, with what instrumentation; the SI units; and, if appropriate,
comparison with published values [21, 22].

If numbers are logarithmic or exponential (which would not have SI or any other
units), base 10 or e must be specified.10 And, without error estimates, many measure-
ments are of limited value, some useless, and some worse than useless.11,12

3.1.2 What the measurement means

When making measurements and considering the resulting data, it may also be im-
portant to consider actual meaning beyond the numbers. This would involve ques-
tioning why the measurements were made, and assumptions of concept [23].

For example [24]: A high school student writes a university-education-intended
entry examination test. Typically, this would be a US-nationally-standardized, com-
puter-marked, multiple-choice test (such as SAT or ACT) apparently purporting to
determine some kind of fitness for success in a higher education institution. A result
in the 99th percentile would be good; 30th percentile, not so.

But what is the test actually measuring [25]: Aptitude? Intellectual ability, aside
from the subject matter? Knowledge of a body of subject matter? Speed in writing
tests? Gaming ability? Financial ability of parents to pay for preparation training
[26]? Experience in test-taking? Pre-trained ability to successfully write any test of
that format? Some occurrence of chance?

6 Site.What it is. Chapters 1, 2, 3, 5.
7 Measurement. Error. Chapters 2, 3, 8.
8 SI CAS. Preface 3.2, Chapters 3 & 4.
9 Chemical names as used in this book Preface 3.2. Chapters 3 & 4.
10 Napier. Log10 Loge. Chapters 3 & 6.
11 Measurement. Error. Chapters 2, 3, 7, 8.
12 Error. Chapters 2, 3, 7, 8.
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Likely not being measured: Appreciation, love and respect of the subject matter.
Resolve, in good faith, to try to better learn the subject matter in the future. Intellec-
tual joy. Moral commitment.

Maybe not being fully measured: Prediction of future success in further educa-
tion or eventual livelihood pursuit.

What the test result does provide is a ranking number for an administrator, or
machine, to decide with, when there are too many applicants and too few seats.
Perhaps the result would be little beyond a test result congratulatory – or regrets
notice – system. Perhaps there is really little of cultural or intellectual importance to
ranking students, anyhow [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32]. Perhaps a decision process inspired
by the biblical Gideon would have been good enough.13

(There, likely, are possible testing regimes that would actually be more useful
for considered evaluations, helpful for academic pursuits, but maybe not as for the
testing of this example.)

As another example, more directly related to forensic chemistry [33]: CO2 is
measured in a workplace atmosphere because that is the equipment available, for a
situation when something else – gas or particulate – would actually be important to
monitor.14

3.1.3 Counting measurement

Another kind of measurement: Things of the same kind, that are counted, as either
present or not. Similarly for events. For example: A population census [34]. And, a
count of disease-positive public health tests [35].

It should be noted that there can be errors in count or variations, if not confu-
sion in definition, and things and events can be missed, or misattributed.

Precise details of definition of what is being counted can be problematic [36].
As can the methodology of the counting, which can include the combining of counts
of different counters who might use differing definitions [37, 38] and methods; and
might include counts at different times. Care as to definition and method should be
taken when trying to combine counts of several sources [39].

3.1.4 Changed circumstances

Changes in circumstances can happen for counting measurements, and this may af-
fect the evaluations; and should be taken into consideration for error assessment.

13 Selection protocol. Gideon. Chapter 3.
14 CO2 CO. Chapters 2, 3, 6, 8.
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For example: During the time window of a census of a defined geographic area, some
people are born, others die, become too ill to participate, immigrate, emigrate, flee, or
avoid or lie to the census taker (perhaps fearing the immigration officer). During a
public health count, some people may be cured, others die, hide, or behave in inten-
tionally unhealthy ways; the testing methods and protocols may change.

3.2 The things of evidential interest

It may be that things thought to be of interest by various investigators at a site15 –
police, labour inspector, insurer – are brought to the forensic chemist. The investi-
gators should be expert-enough to properly choose the items, care for them and
document [40] what they do. Alternatively, they might consult with the forensic
chemist, or someone specially trained in forensic chemical investigation and collec-
tion. They should know to take proper care to protect the scene.

Many kinds of things of evidential interest are typically well known, with exten-
sive, established, explanatory and encyclopaedic literature [41, 42, 43, 44] – such as
for ink, bullet and shell casings, paint chips, seized drugs, explosion residue and
blood. These are things for which forensic science is advanced well enough that they
may often be considered as obvious and standard. And, it would seem that the avail-
ability of science procedure largely drives what is looked for, and how it is dealt with.
But, it must be remembered that as science advances, so do the lists of kinds of things
of forensic interest. For example, DNA and protein material, not visible to the human
eye, and not from blood, unthought-of of as evidence only a few decades ago, are
now important.

Any search activity has the potential to change the site, and to thereby cause
loss or destruction of evidence. Taking proper care to protect that evidential record,
therefore, includes ample photography to record overview of where everything was,
as well as for close-up detail and for what the human eye missed or could not see;
and to document the forensic investigative process as it might deconstruct and re-
construct the scene. The least intrusive methods are preferred, but some level of in-
trusion is unavoidable.

Forensic scene photography16 should include not only the photographs them-
selves, but also information about the camera, its location and setup (which might
include a labelled sketch or an overview photograph by another camera), and also
information about the recording media (which used to be photographic film, but is
now some version of digital electronic format). Also, as appropriate, a calibration
device to show length and angle should be placed at the scene to appear in the

15 Site.What it is. Chapters 1, 2, 3, 5.
16 Photography. f/d √2. Chapters 3 & 6.
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photographs, with a north-pointing arrow, a dated and encoded sign identifying the
investigating agency and its photographer and a true-colour chart – all of this might
be simply included in standard placards. Copies [45] of all the photographs should be
readily available as referenced in the final report (but multiple repeats may wisely be
avoided in the report).

What is chosen for forensic chemical analysis and how it is looked for would
depend on a succession of progressively refined theories of the chronology of what
happened, starting with a preliminary theory that may involve some reasonable
speculation.

For example [46], for a highway crash where there is a skid,17 the investigators
should naturally be interested in the road surface condition (wet?), the tire treads
(worn?), and ethanol-in-blood concentration, or drug, of the driver (impaired?). The
preliminary theory might turn out to be correct and sufficient: The crash resulted
from a drunken driver with bald tires on a wet road. But maybe not. To continue the
example alternatively: The driver was sober, the tires were new, the road was dry,
and the crash was because of an oil slick leaked on the road by a tanker truck, and
the forensic chemist would be able to help identify the manufacturer of the slick
substance by way of mixture profile analysis;18 the police officer having taken a
sample from the road surface for completeness of investigation, but not knowing its
significance at the time.

3.3 What forensic aspects to concentrate on

Once something has been chosen for forensic analysis, the succession of progres-
sively refined theories mentioned above now influences the choice of what the anal-
ysis should be. That is, what aspect of the item should the forensic chemist focus
attention on, what should be left for later, left to others (such as biologists, physi-
cists, electronic engineers), and what to be leave be.19 For example: For the forged
document investigation20 the forensic chemist would essentially be concerned with
the chemical composition/mixture profile of the ink on the paper and in the pen,
and on other documents written by the suspect. Otherwise, it is important to protect
the examined item to preserve evidence that should be considered by other investi-
gators [47] – for fingerprints, handwriting analysis, pollen or dust particles, bio-res-
idue, paper fibre [48], etc.

17 Tire skid. Chapters 2, 3, 6.
18 Mixture. Chapters 3, 4.
19 What to concentrate on. Chapters 2 & 3.
20 Variations of Ink analytical chemistry – as examples – Gedankenexperiment –continue through-
out this book. Preface 2.3 & 2.2.
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Thus, each investigation should be as carefully non-destructive as possible. For
example: A handwriting expert who actually touches a questioned document may in-
advertently put extraneous fingerprints on the paper, exuded bio-substances (later of
concern for DNA or protein analysis), or add microscopic dust to its surface, thereby
damaging those kinds of evidence.

An example of destructive investigation – not realized at the time – comes from
archaeology – the nineteenth-century excavations of the site that included ancient
Troy [49].

Another influence on the choice of analysis is the availability of lab facilities,
equipment and personnel. For example: A labour inspector might use carbon diox-
ide measurements at the site – a workplace, to determine air quality, knowing that
other factors should be taken into account, simply because CO2-measuring equip-
ment is all that is available. In such a situation, the inspector should clearly other
investigators about the limitations of the measurements21 including that the meas-
urements might not have relevant meaning.

3.4 Sample handling

As indicated above, there are possibilities that the item of interest could be con-
taminated by investigative process – the finding and subsequent handling and
processing [50, 51, 52]. There can also be contamination from the environment in
which it was found – increasingly over time and changing conditions – and from the
lab environment in which it is stored, awaiting analysis.

Therefore, it is important that there be formal protocols for the collection, trans-
port, storage and handling of forensic samples. Generally, this means they are brought
into contact only with chemically inert and clean tools and containers. Although inert-
ness and cleanliness are relative to the chemistry of the sample, tools and containers of
glass, stainless steel and high molar mass polymers are commonly satisfactory. This
also generally means that care be taken concerning ambient air, humidity, light and
temperature [53]; and time – that the analysis be performed without undue delay. This
also necessarily means clear and available documentation of all aspects of collection,
transport, storage and handling, including the formal protocols.

The analysis should be as non-destructive of the sample as possible, or at least
be minimally destructive, either in the sense that the analytical method is non-de-
structive per se (e.g., a spectrum of visible reflected light [54]22), or that if it is possibly
destructive, only the smallest portion of the total sample be used. Non-destructive

21 CO2 CO. Chapters 2, 3, 6, 8.
22 Colour. Reflection spectroscopy. Chapters 3 & 6.
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analysis leaves sample for further or other analyses; this is important for disputed fo-
rensic conclusions.

It is important to realize that proper preserving and handling for one kind of anal-
ysis may be destructive for another, so that one forensic scientist should be aware of
precautions needed for colleagues’ work. For example: As mentioned above, the pres-
ervation of fingerprint, dust or pollen evidence before handling a document for ink
analysis.

It is also important to appreciate that preservation of the sample may be impor-
tant for other kinds of analyses that might be thought of only in the future. For ex-
ample: Preservation of bio-samples stored from long ago, before DNA science had
been thought of [55].

Consideration should also anticipate that the scene may be difficult to preserve.
For example: Tire marks on a roadway23 – police cannot hold-up other traffic for too
long. Such anticipation should include much photography.24

The concern for non-contamination of sample has important legal significance [56,
57, 58]. Proper and careful handling and documentation, help protect the integrity and
validity of the evidence that the legal authorities would be concerned with and may
wish to argue about, and for which a judge may wish to hear argument [59].

There is another kind of evidential integrity and validity that legal authorities are
especially concerned about – the chain of custody25,26 [60] of an item for forensic anal-
ysis. A secure chain means that after the item is initially found, it is kept in the secure
custody of identified official personnel (for example: Locked in the personal-access-
only locker of a police officer – only one lock and key – with the key kept personally;
or otherwise by formally documented access protocol), and that transfer from one of-
ficial person to another be receipted (e.g., the police officer personally hands the item
to the forensic chemist, who signs for it for secure custody in the chemist’s personal-
access-only locker). Such a secure chain necessarily includes documentation – by no-
tations in both the police officer’s and the chemist’s notebooks, on the receipt, and/or
the item’s tag, label or container, or by formally documented access protocol. This
might also include the possibility of court testimony of the official persons.

A simple break in the chain (e.g., [61] the chemist left it out on the lab bench while
at lunch) might cast a slight doubt on the evidence, that in criminal law cases can lead
to dismissal of the charges. Defence lawyers would love this; the concept is so obvious
to the judge, and so easy to understand, unlike many other aspects of forensic evi-
dence. The judge need know nothing of science, or care, to reject the evidence.

23 Tire skid. Chapters 2, 3, 6.
24 Photography. f/d √2. Chapters 3 & 6.
25 Chain of custody. Chapters 3 & 5.
26 Manarin, Forensic Evidence, 2019. Chapters 1, 2, 3.
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3.5 Site and lab work

Once the forensic chemist has custody of the forensic item or sample of interest from
the site, the laboratory analytical sequence would start.27 This would be guided by
the lab’s core documents and standard operating procedures, in consideration of
published scientific literature.28

3.5.1 Initial observations

As mentioned above, initial observations of the forensic sample are often obvious,
and closely related to the preliminary theory and speculations. They may eventually
confirm the preliminary theory – but further observations might lead elsewhere.

To continue the fictitious concocted example above: [62] The forensic chemist,
having accepted custody of the suspected forged document contained in a clear
polymer envelope [63] might notice:
– a machine-cut sheet of white paper, of standard size;
– onto which has been pre-printed a form in English, with check boxes to be filled

in and a place for signature and dating;
– the pre-printed parts were mostly in Times New Roman font, with black printers’

ink, with a few words in red Gothic;
– the pre-printed form has an identifier date in small Arial Narrow print at the bot-

tom, along with other apparent coded indicators;
– the alleged forgery is near the bottom of the page, in a place for signature, in

Roman-looking script, quite unintelligible, in light blue ink that appears to be
handwritten with a ballpoint pen.

In another polymer envelope is:
– an ordinary-looking ballpoint pen that writes with light blue ink on white paper,

which appears to the unaided eye to be the same as the ink on the questioned
document;

– and that ink colour appears unusual – a lighter shade of blue – when compared
to most blue ball pen inks.

These initial observations suggest continuing with an initial theory: the alleged forgery
with light blue ball pen ink could have come from the accompanying pen. Obvious
contrary theory possibilities might be immediately considered. For example [64]: If the
date written on the document pre-dates ballpoint pens [65, 66] the initial theory would

27 Site.What it is. Chapters 1, 2, 3, 5.
28 Lab core documents. SOP, scientific literature. Chapters 3, 4, 5, 8.
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be challenged. And similarly, for example: If the ink writing obviously appears to have
come from a fountain pen or an artist’s device – with apparently different ink
chemistry.

3.5.2 Sample selection

The next steps proceed with trying to confirm/deny/test the initial theory. The very
next step would select and isolate that part of the sample to undergo chemical anal-
ysis. In a different context, selection protocols have, perhaps, biblical origin –how
does Gideon choose only 300 of his too many soldiers [67, 68]?29,30,31

Continuing the example [69]: According to the initial theory, the forensic interest
is in the light blue allegedly forged signature and the ink in, and from, the pen— and
for the time being, nothing else – other inks can be ignored.

If it is then assumed that all of the ink in the pen, and as a written on the paper,
is homogeneous (that is, all the same), then the chemist may simply choose any part
of the ink of the alleged forgery, to be compared with any sampling from the pen.
This may well be a good assumption for this example. But more generally, sample
selection can pose major problems, as for example for art forgery analysis32 or
brownfield33 survey, where homogeneity should not be assumed; or for quantita-
tive determination where grains of one substance are mixed in with those of another
(e.g., a large package of some cocaine in filler).

Where non-homogeneity is a possibility, sample selection, as a major problem,
must be dealt with, by methods of considering statistical randomness and formal se-
lection protocols – sampling plans may become important [70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76,
77, 78, 79, 80].34

Consider another fictitious example: [81] A painting is offered for sale as newly dis-
covered work by a well-known, but long-dead, artist. But, really [82], it is a high-quality
forgery, with modern materials that would have been unknown to that artist.35 A scep-
tical art appraiser, consulted by a potential buyer, is baffled by the authentic appear-
ance of style and colour. And indeed, by eye comparison to a colour chart and surface
reflection visible spectroscopy,36 of selected parts of the painting confirm that if it is a

29 Error. Sampling. Sampling plan. Chapters 3, 4, 8.
30 Sample selection. Chapters 3, 5, 9.
31 Selection protocol. Gideon. Chapter 3.
32 Art forgery analysis. Chapters 1 & 3.
33 Sample selection. Brownfield. Chapters 2, 3, 5.
34 Error. Sampling. Sampling plan. Chapters 3, 4, 8.
35 Art supply. Forbes art pigment collection. Chapters 1, 2, 3.
36 Colour. Reflection spectroscopy. Chapters 3 & 6.
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forgery, it is forensically smart – except perhaps for some of the yellow areas [83, 84,
85], further forensic work is indicated.

Continuing the example [86]: On the advice of a forensic chemist, micro samples
of the oil paint would be taken from the surface of the painting,37,38 grouped for colour
by eye with comparison to a colour chart or with reflection visible spectroscopy and
characterized by mass spectroscopy.39 These would then be compared to similar sam-
ples taken from authenticated genuine paintings of the well-known artist.40

But, this would be destructive testing, perhaps at its most frightening. Not only
would damage be done to the suspected forgery, but also to genuine works of art
that would be used as reference standards. And, even forgeries can be works of art.
Such a destructiveness in this testing proposal would likely be sufficient cause to
not do it; to try another method [87, 88, 89, 90, 91]. Destructiveness of testing meth-
ods was of concern for the scientific work done on the Shroud of Turin.41

Ideally, accepting temporarily, for the sake of argument, the concept of taking
micro samples, many should be taken at random and by a formal protocol [92]. For
example, a Cartesian grid [93] might be drawn on a photograph of the painting, and
surface samples taken from the painting at regular x and y intervals. And since oil
painting can involve several layers, there should also be z intervals (but z≪ x = y) [94].

Such selections would be assumed as random for the painting as a whole. But,
there may be areas of the painting that are of special interest. The by-eye or the sur-
face reflection visible spectroscopic results might suggest special attention for the
yellows, so that they might be considered by a separate random choice protocol
aside from the whole-painting x, y, z grid. What is described here would be ex-
pected to be a very difficult and time-consuming process.

However, there may be a further problem because a Cartesian grid might not ac-
tually be random for the painting as a whole. If the artist started the painting with a
to-be-eventually-painted-over-grid [95, 96, 97, 98, 99], then a bias might be intro-
duced. It might be better, but more difficult, to use another method for random site
selection [100].

As another example: [101] Soil [102, 103, 104] samples taken in a brownfield [105,
106] in a three-dimensional Cartesian grid, to obtain random samples of suspected,
previously left industrial or other wastes or pollutants, at various depths, at various
times [107]. For such environmental studies, the randomness of sampling for the re-
sulting data – the selection protocols – sampling plan [108, 109]42 – may be a most
important consideration. There are the same problems as with the art forgery example.

37 Alert: this would be destructive testing that likely should not be done – read on.
38 Destructive and non-destructive testing. Chapters 3, 5, 8.
39 Mass spectroscopy. GC MS. Chapters 3, 6.
40 Alert: this would be destructive testing that likely should not be done – read on.
41 Shroud of Turin. Carbon-14. Preface 2, Chapters 3 & 7.
42 Error. Sampling. Sampling plan. Chapters 3, 4, 8.
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In analogy to the artist’s grid, there could have been prior engineering and landscap-
ing plans involving a grid or actual selective land use [110, 111, 112]. And, the interpre-
tation would be more difficult, because unlike art work, a soil and debris field may be
slowly in motion, have continuing chemical and biological processes, have more
added to it, have been rained on, pooped on by geese, etc.

Selection protocols can be even more difficult for suspected polluted water courses
or bodies because of the fluidity, precipitation or settling of some substances as solids
or denser liquids [113, 114], freeze and thaw etc. – so that the bottom might become a
kind of underwater brown field.

Sometimes, it would be especially important for the randomness protocol to be
secret – at least temporarily. For example [115]: For a horse race with financial bene-
fits for winning ticket holders and horse owners. Which substances and horses
would be subject to pre-race doping testing?

3.5.3 Sample selection – Pb in humans

Sample selection is particularly problematic for measuring and evaluating toxins
in biological systems. For example: lead Pb, an anciently known and historically
widely-used metal [116, 117].43 Widely-used for: water municipal piping; sheathing
for insulated electrical cable; architectural, automotive and other paints; ammuni-
tion; electrical solder; jewellery; toys; for burial containers of human remains; etc.
Continuing legacies from these historical uses remain [118, 119, 120, 121].

Pb is known to be especially toxic to children [122, 123], whose sources may in-
clude architectural paint in old-stock housing, municipal water and toys. The ana-
lytical chemistry for Pb measurement is not too difficult. Pb concentration can be
measured as in the blood system, but the sample selection as to when it is measured
can be problematic, as is choosing which children would be measured, and from
which neighbourhoods [124, 125].

But even more problematic is the health significance of blood Pb [126].
Blood Pb measurements are only indirect indicators of health harm. The health

damage of concern for Pb in children is largely neurological. Pb exposure can vary
over time, as can storage in and exchanges between various tissues, such as in
bones. Neurological diagnosis can be difficult – including differentiation from other
causes and health issues.

Pb is measured in blood because that is where it can be practicably done – to
give readable numbers. Typically, other human body parts are not sampled (at least
initially). The conclusions drawn must be in the context of the complexities noted
above; such conclusion may be only unclear indicators [127].

43 Pb toxicology. Pb Sample selection. Chapters 1, 2, 3.
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3.5.4 Screening tests

With the selected sample part, the forensic chemist can now continue with further
lab work, the first of which may be screening tests. These are quick and economical
procedures – in terms of time, effort, resources, and cost – that can indicate a prob-
ably correct forensic answer or answer range, to confirm a speculation/suspicion of
chemical identity, but with limited reliability. And, importantly, a screening test
might allow the chemist to determine that the sample is not the speculated/sus-
pected substance. Screening tests can allow the forensic chemist to decide which
samples should be subjected to less economical but more reliable analysis.

For example, a forensic chemist asked to make a determination of an alleged her-
oin sample might use the Marquis test, Froehde’s reagent or Mecke’s test [128]. Such
tests are sometimes called colour or spot tests because a colour change for a micro
amount of sample – perhaps a drop (or few) of a solution on a spotting plate – might
occur when a drop (or few) of a particular reagent is added (such as Froehde’s reagent
for heroin: purple → olive green on standing [129]). Commercially prepared kits for
many of these tests are available; often used by law enforcement officers.44

As another example, a screening test could be by simple thin layer chromatog-
raphy (TLC) run on a small plate, such as might be done for an alleged cocaine [130,
131] sample, before mass spectroscopy or infrared spectroscopy would be done or,
perhaps, avoided.

For the document forgery example mentioned above [132], a screening test would
have already been done when the chemist initially observed the appearance to the
eye of the light blue ink. Had the pen produced a darker blue line, or a green line, on
the white paper (here a screening test), then the chemist could have quickly concluded
[133] that this pen was not used for the alleged lighter blue forgery. Further screening
tests might include examining the ink lines for obvious differences under ultraviolet
light, or perhaps photography with various light sources, filters and photo-receiving
media, and perhaps also by observing the ink drawn on white paper when subjected to
heat, strong light or oxygen.

3.5.5 Analytical/instrumental methods

If a screening test is reliable enough for negative results – for example [134]: if the
pen drew dark blue, or green – then more expensive analytical work can be avoided.
Otherwise, it must be undertaken.

44 Screening tests. Wet chemistry. Chapters 3, 4, 5, 6.
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In modern labs, this usually involves procedures with instrumentation (see in
Chapter 6)45,46 to reveal characteristics that are uniquely and theoretically linked to
molecular structure (see in Chapter 4).47 Several methods might be used, in sequence
or alternatively, for example: UV–visible spectroscopy, infrared spectroscopy,48 TLC,
mass spectroscopy and gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS).49,50

Such procedures usually start by isolating and preparing part of the found sam-
ple. For example: [135] After being photographed [136] (to best preserve the evidence),
there could be spectroscopic measurement of reflected light51 from a selected part of
the light blue ink. This would be non-destructive.

Procedures could continue by again isolating and preparing part of the found
sample for other kinds of analysis: The forensic chemist might scrape off [137, 138]52

with a clean sharp scalpel, a very small portion of the alleged forgery from the docu-
ment, being careful to avoid any other ink. Then take a similar scraping from an ap-
parently blank spot of the paper, as a control.

The two scrapings would then be put into a solvent – to dissolve [139] the ink –
known to be non-reactive to ball pen ink, and transparent to visible and ultra-violet
light – for example spectroscopic-grade cyclohexane: [140, 141, 142, 143, 144]53,54

After removing any paper fibres [145], the two sample parts would then be put
into two UV–visible spectral cells, which would then, in turn, be put into a UV–visi-
ble spectrophotometer – each run verses a pure cyclohexane blank [146].

A similar solvent extraction for UV–visible examination would also be done for
ink lines from the pen – drawn on a small clean glass surface [147]. Similarly taken
ink lines could be taken from another pen, as a comparison. All of the spectra would
be compared to each other, and, importantly, to available ink industry reference spec-
tra or standard samples.

These UV–visible spectra would have been run because of coincident convenience
with the solvent extraction. Generally, however, UV–visible spectra are mainly useful
as screening tests and not reliable for unambiguous identification of molecules.55 And

45 Screening test → instrumentation. Chapters 3 & 6.
46 Chemical identification. Chapters 3, 4, 6.
47 Molecular structure. Chapters 1, 3, 4, 6.
48 Genesis. light. EM radiation. Photon. UV. IR. Microwave. Chapters 3, 4, 6.
49 Spoiler alert: The instrumental methods would be too extensive for ink analysis. TLC alone
would be quite sufficient. Chapter 3.
50 Analytical/instrumental methods. Chapters 3 & 6.
51 Ink analysis. Reflection spectroscopy. Chapters 3 & 6.
52 Destructive and non-destructive testing. Chapters 3, 5, 8.
53 Too much scientific technical detail here? Preface 2.1.
54 Screening test → instrumentation. Chapters 3 & 6.
55 UV. Chapters 3 & 5.
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also, it is most likely that the inks are mixtures of different kinds of molecules, so that
the forensic chemist would also want to do chromatographic analysis, with perhaps
infrared spectral analyses or mass spectral analyses of the components of the chro-
matographically separated mixtures.

TLC [148] would be the method of choice for this analysis because of its sensitiv-
ity and economy. And because its use for ink analysis is well-published. TLC would
allow separation of the different molecular components of the mixture and their re-
moval for preparation for IR spectroscopy.

If it were found that the sample parts would be too small for TLC to be useful,
then gas-phase column chromatography56 might be tried; however, for GC, pre-
serving the separated components of the mixture for IR analysis may be more dif-
ficult [149]. Another alternative would be to use GC in conjunction with mass
spectroscopy [150]. GC-MS would be the best alternative for the most reliable de-
termination; however, the equipment is more complex. For both TLC and GC, the
ink samples from the UV–visible analysis can be used, still dissolved in the cyclo-
hexane [151].

The TLC-separated components, as scraped from the TLC plate, could each be pre-
pared for IR57 by being mixed with Nujol to form a mull, or made into a KBr pellet [152],
with the cyclohexane evaporated. Then, IR spectroscopy could be done.58

3.6 Forensic conclusions

The results of the lab work hopefully imply logical conclusions.59 For purposes of
this fictitious example [153], assume that the ink of the alleged forged signature
matches both the ink in the pen and the ink of an industry standard. Real-life foren-
sic conclusions could perhaps (and wishfully) be similar but, alternatively, might
indicate otherwise, or that other samples might be needed. In real life, there might
also some doubt in the conclusion.

56 GC. Chapters 3 & 6.
57 IR. Chapters 3 & 6.
58 Spoiler alert: The instrumental methods would be too extensive for ink analysis. TLC alone
would be quite sufficient. Chapter 3.
59 Variations of Ink analytical chemistry – as examples – Gedankenexperiment – continue through-
out this book. Preface 2.3 & 2.2.
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3.7 Analysis too extensive – too sensitive – or not enough?

3.7.1 Too extensitive?

In general, the question of how extensive an analytical chemistry investigation is
enough for a reliable conclusion is always on-going.60,61 However extensive it may
have been, an opposing lawyer with a desperate case and a willing fee-paying client
[154] may always want more. In the legal system, this decision, which is eventually
the job of the judge or a tribunal panel, may depend as much on judicial policy as
on science. It may also be influenced by how confused and impatient the judge or
tribunal panel might be for all this.

Several issues can arise:
– First is the question of what level of chemical complexity is sufficient for chemical

identification. As explained in Chapter 4,62 chemical substances can, in concept,
be uniquely defined – quite exactly – including subtle details. For example [155],
if there is a workplace regulation of o-xylene, and that molecule only, then the
analysis must be so specific as to reveal only o-xylene and neither the quite simi-
larm-xylene nor p-xylene.63 Analysis that can not distinguish between the three is
not sufficient. But, o-xylene-specific analysis need not go into still further details
such as for isotope differences.

If, however, the regulation would be for any xylene (o-, m-, p-), then the less
detailed designation would be ok.

– Second, even when a chemical substance with a very specific definition is being
looked for, the analytical method need not always be the most exacting, depend-
ing on the context in which that substance would be found. Again, for the xylene
example, if the analysis revealed xylenes – but not specific as to o-,m- or p- – and
an inspector found a bottle with an o-xylene label, and none other at the site, for
many purposes, this might be sufficient for a legal finding as specific to o-xylene.

To continue the above ink example [156]64 the chemical identities of the compo-
nents can remain unknown — and likely would actually be unknown, except in a
general way. The presence of identifiable TLC patterns would be sufficient, because
there would be a sufficiently comprehensively standard sample library for compari-
son. For this, the analytical chemistry to confirm or determine detailed molecular
structure is not needed for the forensic conclusion.

60 Analysis – how extensive? Chapters 3 & 6.
61 Forensic chemistry choices. Chapters 3 & 4.
62 Chemical substances described. Chapters 3 & 4.
63 Xylene. 106.17 g/mol. Chapters 3 & 4.
64 Variations of Ink analytical chemistry – as examples – Gedankenexperiment – continue through-
out this book. Preface 2.3 & 2.2.
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Arguably, the ink analysis described above65 is too extensive, and reliable con-
clusions could be drawn based on the TLC patterns alone,66 without resorting to the
more time-consuming and expensive spectroscopy [157]. This argument is supported
by the observation of Brunelle and Cantu [158, 159, 160] that all of the ~3,000 inks
then [161] in the ATF library67 are distinguishable by TLC [162, 163, 164].

For the example here, for those readers who are persuaded that the spectroscopy
can and should be avoided, or limited – restricted to only whole inks, this book at
least provides information about the theoretically more complete spectral analysis.

To further continue the ink example [165]: Based on the TLC alone, and in the
absence of any other evidence to contradict, the ink may now be identified as com-
ing from the seized pen or from another pen of identical manufacture. Is this an ab-
solute determination? No, but it provides a reasonable moral certainty; and it is not
worth [166] the extra time, trouble or expense to do IR of each chromatically revealed
component.

Would a complete spectral analysis provide an absolute determination? Yes, al-
most, but for this, some questions of uniqueness must be dealt with – in Chapter 4.68

Another example where the analytical method need not be the most exacting, de-
pending on the context in which the substance would be found, and for which there
would be a sufficiently comprehensively standard sample library for comparison, is
marihuana determination by the Duquénois-Levine [167, 168] test and TLC. Bailey
[169, 170] reported of using these methods, of limited specificity by themselves but in
comparison with a large roster of other possible substances. His argument for the suf-
ficiency of Duquénois-Levine and TLC is persuasive.

3.7.2 Too sensitive?69

Modern analytical chemistry can deliver results for very small samples and concentra-
tions. Perhaps, sometimes in the range of < 10-9 [171] moles [172, 173, 174, 175, 176, 177]
or moles/litre [178, 179, 180, 181, 182, 183]. And, future analytical chemistry should be
expected to get even better [184]. But, sometimes such small amounts – sometimes
called trace – are so small as to be below what would be of forensic significance. The
small amount may be from an already present background or otherwise of innocent
origin. It also may be that the background can be of larger amounts.

65 Ink analysis. Chapter 3.
66 See Spoiler alert, above: The instrumental methods would be too extensive for ink analysis. TLC
alone would be quite sufficient. Chapter 3.
67 Ink reference standards. US International Ink Library. ATF. Chapters 2, 3, 4, 9.
68 Absolute identification of molecules. Chapters 2, 3, 4, 6.
69 Too sensitive. Toxicology. Chapters 1, 3, 8.
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Examples:
– Poppy seeds found with usual foods can result in analytical chemistry reports for

failed drug tests. Amounts of forbidden chemical would be below those for actual
drug-abuse or health concerns. Injustice can happen, when test reports are used
for parole applications [185] and child custody decisions [186, 187, 188, 189, 190,
191].70

– A comment that some US paper money – now all as Federal Reserve Notes –
often bears some trace cocaine [192] – apparently turns out to have some validity
beyond a cinema scene [193]. However, while such forensic findings may be evi-
dence of actual criminal contact – for use or trafficking – it could also indicate
innocent trace presence from when other not-so-innocent Notes previously
passed through automatic counting machines used by banks. Arguably, even such
traces can be discovered by modern analytical chemistry. Cocaine found on Federal
Reserve Notes should be forensically evaluated with care [194, 195, 196].

– Exposure limits declared under the Canada Criminal Code for blood drug concentra-
tion, with consequences as at “Any detectible level,” [197] would appear to ignore
that modern analytical chemistry can deliver measurements well-below levels of
forensic or toxicological meaning.71 [198, 199, 200, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206,
207, 208]

– Consider a contrived, fictitious example [209]: A geological engineer speculatively
examines a site as a potential Silver Ag mine. Nothing to do with Uranium U or
Thorium Th. Returning to home office, the engineer is stopped at an interna-
tional border when a new improved supersensitive mass spectrometer reveals
shoe-borne U-235 – the weaponizable atomic component, but in quantity 10–15

moles – far, far, far below the critical mass. But an “any detectible level” zero-
tolerance policy leads to detention by law enforcement.

– But, sometimes very small amounts are not so small as to be below public health
and forensic significance: biological contaminants in blood [210, 211].

3.7.3 Summary

To summarize, generally: chemical analysis, for qualitative identification, notwith-
standing a very specific definition of what is being looked for, need not always be
the most specific or exacting, depending on the context in which that substance
would be found – including confirmation with other not completely specific tests.
But this must be done with thoughtful care and is not licence to avoid more careful
analysis needed otherwise.

70 Poppy. Too sensitive. Chapters 1, 3, 8.
71 Toxicology. Chapters 1, 3, 11.
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Similarly, lower detection limits should be reasonably related to actual forensics
or toxicology; Canada’s criminalization, in concept, of “any detectible level”would cause
a serious problem for scientists, though apparently not so much for law-makers.72

Notes
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https://www.thisamericanlife.org/734/the-campus-tour-has-been-cancelled
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/maternal-mortality/index.htm


https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/maternal-mortality/implementation.htm
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/maternal-mortality/evaluation.htm

39 CBC aih 04 September 2020, virus school count https://www.cbc.ca/radio/asithappens
40 – including in their own note books – see Karen Jakob, The Complete Guide to Police Writing, The

Carswell Company Limited, Toronto, 1984, “The Memorandum Book,” Chapter 8, pages 105→109.
41 See, for example:
42 – Richard Saferstein, Criminalistics / An Introduction to Forensic Science, Seventh Edition,

Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, New Jersey, 07458; 2001; ISBN 0-13-013827-4.
43 – Stuart H. James and Jon J. Nordby, editors, Forensic Science / An Introduction to Scientific

and Investigative Techniques, CRC Press, Boca Raton, 2003; ISBN 0-8493-1246-9. www.
crcpress.com

44 – Brian H. Kaye, Science and the Detective / Selected Reading in Forensic Science, VCH Ver-
lagsgesellschaft mbH, Weinheim, Germany; 1995; ISBN-3-527-29,252-7.

45 In modern terms copies of photographs would be as a computer-readable files. From when photo-
graphic film was used, this would include contact prints of the negative strips to verify that all
photographs have been accounted for by checking the manufacturer’s frame sequence numbers.

46 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.
47 See: The Centre of Forensic Sciences, Public Safety Division, Ministry of the Solicitor General,

Laboratory Aids for the Investigator, Fourth edition 1984, “Documents Section,” pages 69→75,
at page 70; Toronto M7A 2G8; Publications Ontario, $6.50.

48 Although there might also be chemical reaction – ink and fibre. More generally, paper analysis,
including microscopic observation, can be an important forensic pursuit – see Brian H. Kaye,
Science and the Detective / Selected Reading in Forensic Science, VCH Verlagsgesellschaft mbH,
Weinheim, Germany, 1995, “Paper, the Forger’s Nemesis?,” Chapter 10.2, pages 269→275.

49 https://www.thisamericanlife.org/689/transcript https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/849/ https://en.
wikipedia.org/wiki/Troy

50 Ontario Ministry of the Attorney General, Report of the Kaufman Commission on Proceedings In-
volving Guy Paul Morin, [1997], Executive Summary.

https://www.attorneygeneral.jus.gov.on.ca/english/about/pubs/morin/morin_esumm.
html

https://www.ontario.ca/feedback/contact-us?id=98538&nid=97157#contactForm
51 [page 6]

[. . .]
. . . The fibre evidence was contaminated within the Centre of Forensic Sciences. The timing
and precise origin of the contamination cannot now be determined. However, it remains possi-
ble that this contamination tainted Ms. Nyznyk’s earliest findings. No inferences can safely be
drawn from any alleged fibre similarities, given the existence of this in-house contamination.

[. . .]⋮

52 Morin. Fibre evidence contamination. Chapters 1, 3, 8.
53 – Especially for biological samples.
54 – Assuming no photochemical reactions.
55 See, for example: Michael Levenson, “DNA Profile Identifies Remains as Mother Who ‘Just

Packed Up Her Stuff and Left’ [~50 years ago],” The New York Times, 28 March 2021, page 23.
56 For example: fibres that were regarded as evidence in Moran – but might have been from the

clothing an investigator.
57 Morin. Fibre evidence contamination. Chapters 1, 3, 8.
58 As a corollary: non-contamination of the handling personnel by hazardous substances has im-

portant occupational health and safety significance, and they should insist on being informed
and protected. Chapters 1 & 3.
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59 See: “Standard Practice for Receiving, Documenting, Storing, and Retrieving Evidence in a Fo-
rensic Science Laboratory,” ASTM E 1492–92; included in John J. Lentini, “ASTM Standards for
Forensic Sciences,” Journal of Forensic Sciences, 40(1), January 1995, pages 146→149.

ASTM E1492 - 11(2017 https://www.astm.org/Standards/E1492.htm
60 Manarin, Forensic Evidence . . ., 2019; [ASSUMPTION OF INTEGRITY chain of evidence], page 7.
61 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.
62 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.
63 Polymer envelopes. Chapters 3, 5, 9.
64 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.
65 Possibly ~ 1941, Argentina; RAF, UK, during WWII; USA, after WWII.
66 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ballpoint_pen
67 Judges Chapter 7 םיטִפְוֹש https://www.mechon-mamre.org/p/pt/pt0707.htm

https://www.whatchristianswanttoknow.com/gideon-bible-story-summary-with-lesson/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gideon
https://www.bible.com/bible/114/JDG.7.NKJV

68 A Hebrew - English Bible According to the Masoretic Text and the JPS 1917 Edition
https://www.mechon-mamre.org/p/pt/pt0101.htm https://www.mechon-mamre.org/p/

pt/pt0.htm
69 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.
70 Sampling plan =How to choose and document what part of the item or place of interest is used

for measurement, when the entire item is not used, or the entire place is not sampled. This in-
volves statistical considerations. This helps determine what is actually being measured.

71 See:
72 – Lawrence H. Keith, Environmental Sampling and Analysis: A Practical Guide, Lewis Publishers,

CRC Press, Inc., Boca Raton, Florida, 33431; 1991; ISBN 0-87371-381-8.
73 – Neil T. Crosby and Indu Patel, General Principles of Good Sampling Practice, published for the

Laboratory of the Government Chemist by The Royal Society of Chemistry, Cambridge CB4
4WF, 1995. ISBN 0-85404-412-4. https://www.isbns.net/author/Indu_Patel

74 – Lawrence H. Keith, editor, Principles of Environmental Sampling, ACS Professional Reference
Book; Washington, D.C., 20036; 1988; fourth printing 1993; ISBN 0-8412-1437-9.

75 – Gavin D. Armstrong, Ohio Environmental Protection Agency, “Field Screening – Quick & Dirty Is
Rapidly Earning the Reputation of “Efficient & Cost Effective,” as Paper1, Proceedings / The Elev-
enth Annual Waste Testing & Quality Assurance Symposium, ACS & EPA, Washington, D.C., 23→28
July 1995.

76 – John Keenan Taylor, Quality Assurance of Chemical Measurements, LEWIS PUBLISHERS, INC.;
CRC Press, Inc., Boca Raton, Florida, 33431; 1987; ISBN 0-87371-097-5.

77 – Taylor, Quality Assurance . . ., Chapter 8, “Principles of Sampling,” page 55, et seq.
78 – Lawrence H. Keith, Environmental Sampling and Analysis: A Practical Guide, LEWIS PUBLISH-

ERS, INC.; CRC Press, Inc., Boca Raton, Florida, 33431; 1991; ISBN 0-87371-381-8.
79 – Keith, Environmental Sampling . . ., Chapter 1, “Planning and Sampling Protocols,” page 7, et seq.
80 – See also: ISO/IEC 17,25:2005 Clause 5.10.2 h
81 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.
82 – “really” only in the context of this Gedankenexperiment.
83 “Yellows” – as part of the concoction for this gedankenexperiment.
84 Yellow artists’ paints – historically, containing cadmium Cd

https://news.artnet.com/art-world/7-deadly-art-materials-to-watch-out-for-1081526
https://www.jacksonsart.com/blog/2014/05/07/cadmium-crisis/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cadmium_pigments
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https://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/art/features/cadmium-the-rare-
paint-pigment-faces-a-europe-wide-ban-and-artists-are-seeing-red-9756636.html

85 Forbes art pigment collection. Chapters 1, 2, 3.
86 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.
87 Niraj Chokshi, “How Art-Forgery Slueths Learned to Love the Bomb / The period of nuclear test-

ing gave at least a temporary boost to radiocarbon dating,” The New York Times, SCIENCE, 11
July 2019, page D4.

88 Sophie Haigney, “Time Robs ‘The Scream’ of Its Color / Experts study how notable paintings
lose pigment,” The New York Times, Arts, 19 February 2020, pages C1 and C2.

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/07/arts/design/the-scream-edvard-munch-science.
html

89 Art analysis. Colour change. Chapters 3 & 7.
90 Raman spectroscopy. Paint analysis. Chapters 3 & 6.
91 See also: Cibele Bugno Zamboni, Marcelo Miyada Redígolo, Vinicius Takami Miura, Isolda

Costa, Maria Luiza Emi Nagai, Pablo Antonio Vásquez Salvador, Dalton Giovanni Nogueira da
Silva, “Non‐destructive analysis in the study of historical photographs by pXRF and ATR‐FTIR
spectroscopies,” Journal of Forensic Sciences, TECHNICAL NOTE, February 2021.

https://doi.org/10.1111/1556-4029.14680
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/1556-4029.14680

92 That is, at random, using a formal protocol for a randomizing method – otherwise “random”
and “formal protocol” would be in contradiction.

93 Cartesian Grid. Chapter 3, 6, 8.
94 – very difficult to do – but remember this is a Gedankenexperiment.
95 – although regular to the grid, they would be random to the painting. If however, if it is sus-

pected that the artist might have used, or forger might have anticipated, random by x,y grid,
the x,y coordinates should be chosen by a formal random number generation process.

96 For example, Graham Sutherland’s studies for his portraits of Winston Churchill, Lord Beaver-
brook, et al., appear to have a grid pattern.

97 (The not-well-received Churchill portrait is famous because Lady Churchill had it destroyed, be-
fore Sir Winston’s death. According to Sutherland: an “act of vandalism”.)

98 https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/winston-churchill/11730850/Secret-of-Winston-Churchills-
unpopular-Sutherland-portrait-revealed.html

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sutherland%27s_Portrait_of_Winston_Churchill
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graham_Sutherland
https://www.pinterest.ca/car00672293/graham-sutherland-portraits/
http://beaverbrookartgallery.org/en/blog/sutherlands-studies-of-churchill-a-link-to-net

flix-and-british-history-righ/
http://beaverbrookartgallery.org/en/

99 (There is no provenance question of the Sutherland works, Beaverbrook Art Gallery, Frederic-
ton, New Brunswick E3B 1C4. The example here is only to show an artist’s use of a grid in a
study.)

http://beaverbrookartgallery.org/en/collection/spoliation-research/http://beaverbrookart
gallery.org/en/collection/spoliation-research/

100 See: Keith, Lewis, 1991, page 16, et seq.
101 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.
102 Soil ≈ a top layer of the earth’s surface – of various kinds – easily crumbled – generally de-

rived from weathering-in-place of previously-existing material, mixed with organic matter
near the surface. Generally, soil may be considered as what land, in its top layer, is composed
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of. In the context here potentially containing various pollutants, including dumpings from
elsewhere.

103 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soil
104 James Gilluly, A.C. Waters, A.O. Woodford, PRINCIPLES OF GEOLOGY / Second Edition, W.H.

Freeman and Company, San Francisco and London, 1959; page 43, et seq.
105 ≈ a polluted land area.
106 https://www.epa.gov/brownfields/overview-epas-brownfields-program

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brownfield_land
107 various times ≈ different eras – including recent – of human-directed development.
108 Virginia T. McLemore, Kathleen S. Smith, Carol C. Russell, editors, Sampling and Monitoring

for the Mine Life Cycle, Society for Mining, Metallurgy, and Exploration, 28 May 2014; [sam-
pling] page 63.

https://books.google.ca/books?id=S6ylAwAAQBAJ&pg=PA79&lpg=PA79&dq=All+an-
alytical+measurements+are+wrong:++it%27s+just+a+question+of+how+large+the+errors
+are,+and+whether+they+are+acceptable&source=bl&ots=CEaUXpIpA6&sig=ACfU3U1E-
lAgWh7C7M9UkyLtLXn3VMca76A&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwimw4KQsuPmA-
hUC7qwKHQQnAl0Q6AEwCnoECAgQAQ#v=onepage&q=All%20analytical%20measure-
ments%20are%20wrong%3A%20%20it’s%20just%20a%20question%20of%20how%
20large%20the%20errors%20are%2C%20and%20whether%20they%20are%
20acceptable&f=false.

109 [page 63.]
[. . .]

3.4.8 Sampling Theory and Errors

The final results of an analytical determination will never be any more reliable than the
reliability of the sampling. In fact, sampling is the most important step in an analysis.
Many modern analytical techniques have errors < 5%, whereas poor sampling can result
in errors ≥100%. If a sample was not properly collected or is not representative of the tar-
get population, then it doesn’t matter how much QA/QC is performed by the laboratory or
during other aspects of the investigation.

[. . .]
110 As an example, see a sampling pattern, reported 2003, used to examine horticulturally-used

land in New Zealand:
111 S.K. Gaw, N. Kim, A.L. Wilkins, “Contaminated horticultural land in the Auckland region: an

historic legacy,” Chemistry in New Zealand, 67(1), 55–59, 2003. At page 56: “Figure 1. ‘Z’ sam-
pling pattern used on cropping areas – each aggregate sample contained 10 soil cores [depth =
7.5 cm] collected from an area # one hectare [=10+4 m2].”

https://nzic.org.nz/chemistry-new-zealand-journal/
https://www.massey.ac.nz/massey/learning/departments/centres-research/roof-water-re

search-centre/researchers/researchers_home.cfm?stref = 819040
https://www.massey.ac.nz/massey/expertise/profile.cfm?stref = 819040
https://nzic.org.nz/app/uploads/2018/07/Vol-67-No-1-March-2003-min.pdf

112 See also:
– New Zealand Government, Ministry for the Environment, Contaminated Land Management

Guidelines No. 5 / Site Investigation and Analysis of Soils (Revised 2011), Ministry for the En-
vironment, Wellington, New Zealand, February 2004, Revised October 2011, ISBN: 978-0-
478-37260-1, ME number: 1073. www.mfe.govt.nz

– Land and Soil Monitoring: A guide for SoE and regional council reporting, Land Monitoring
Forum, New Zealand. 2009.
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113 For example: Mercury Hg pollution – Grassy Narrows, Ontario –Minamata disease.
114 https://www.ontario.ca/page/mercury-contamination-english-and-wabigoon-rivers-near-

grassy-narrows-wabaseemoong-independent-nations
https://www.cbc.ca/news2/interactives/children-of-the-poisoned-river-mercury-poison

ing-grassy-narrows-first-nation/
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/thunder-bay/grassy-narrows-youth-report-1.4931731
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ontario_Minamata_disease

115 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.
116 Lead Pb [Xe] 4f145d106s26p2

https://www.rsc.org/periodic-table/element/82/lead
https://www.ecowatch.com/coronavirus-plastic-use-2645882816.html
https://www.packagingnews.co.uk/features/history-of-the-world-in-52-packs-6-tooth

paste-tubes-03-09-2015
http://castboolits.gunloads.com/archive/index.php/t-11118.html
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0002817773620272

117 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Health_of_Vincent_van_Gogh
http://www.vggallery.com/visitors/summary.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vincent_van_Gogh
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theo_van_Gogh_(art_dealer)

118 See, for example: Toronto Workers’ Health & Safety Legal Clinic newsletter, “U of T Engineer-
ing Strategies & Practice course,” June 2013, Vol.21 No 2, pages 3 & 4.

119 http://s3.amazonaws.com/newsletter.workers-safety.ca/newsletters/2013%2006/2013%2006.
%20Vol.21%20%20%20%20No.2.pdf

http://newsletter.workers-safety.ca.s3-website-us-east-1.amazonaws.com/#!/newsletters
%2 F2013%2006%2F

http://newsletter.workers-safety.ca.s3-website-us-east-1.amazonaws.com/#!/newsletters/
120 “Lead Poisoning Poster Design,” Team 142: Edward Liu, Rami Nessim, Xu (Dennis) Wu, Maria

Haddad, Yufan (Faith) Jin
2013 04 18. Pb ESP Poster design.pptx
2013 04 18. Pb Disposal Presentation.pptx

121 Neuro-toxicology of lead Pb. Chapter 1.4.2.1. 3.5
122 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4961898/

https://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/csem/csem.asp?csem = 34&po = 7
https://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/lead-poisoning/diagnosis-treatment/

drc-20354723
123 Jim Haner, “Victims of Lead Unnoticed by Courts/Justice System Fails to Track Poisoning, De-

spite Its Crime Effects; ‘Not Even on the Radar’,” Baltimore Sun, 08 October 2000.
124 Erica L. Green, “A Legacy of Poisoned Water: ‘Damaged Kids’ Fill Flint’s Schools,” The New York

Times, 07 November 2019, pages A1, A14, A15.
125 Kathleen Gray and Julie Bosman, “[Criminal] Charges for 9 Officials [including a former gover-

nor] Give Flint [Michigan] Some Relief, but ‘Trust Is Gone’ / Pain and Anger Endure in the Water
Crisis,” The New York Times, 15 January 2021, pages A1, A18.

126 Ab Latif Wani, Anjum Ara, Jawed Ahmad Usmani, “Lead toxicity: a review,” Interdiscip Toxi-
col. 2015 Jun; 8(2): 55–64. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4961898/

127 See also: M.G., “Some possible chemical & physical exposures in veterans’ health claims,” Tor-
onto Workers’ Health & Safety newsletter, 2012 07. Vol.20 No.2, pages 1→4; “lead 82Pb

207,” at
page 3: and references cited therein.

2012, 07. Vol. 20, No. 2 .doc
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http://newsletter.workers-safety.ca.s3-website-us-east-1.amazonaws.com/#!/newsletters
%2F2012%2007%2F

128 See Jay A. Siegel, “Forensic Identification of Controlled Substances” as Chapter 3 in Richard
Saferstein, ed., Forensic Science Handbook Volume II, Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jer-
sey, 1988; page 100; and that Chapter’s appendices and references.

129 Siegel, Saferstein – see note above.
130 Siegel, Saferstein – page 95, for suggested TLC systems.
131 TLC. Chapters 3 & 6.
132 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.
133 – assuming here no fading or bleaching effects.
134 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.
135 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.
136 Such photography might also include photo-microscopy to record the mechanical tracks left

by the pen point; and photographs of the fluorescence images of fingerprints found on the
paper. Chapter 6.

137 The method described here is necessarily partially destructive of other aspects of the evidence.
A method recommended by Brunelle (page 713) uses the blunted point of a hypodermic needle
to punch out several small plugs of the paper bearing the ink writing; this method is also likely
more convenient; but care should be taken not to capture any ink on the other side of the
page.

138 R. L. Brunelle, in Richard Saferstein, ed., Forensic Science Handbook [Volume I], Prentice-
Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1982, Chapter 14, “Questioned Document Examina-
tion,” particularly at pages 680, 7096711, 712→717, and references cited therein.

139 It is important that the ink of the sample dissolve completely, to assure that its components
have not gone into solution selectively. See in note below.

140 Cyclohexane is chosen as the solvent because of its transparency in the UV–visible spectral
region, and because as an organic solvent, the inks (also organic) are likely to dissolve in it.
But cyclohexane is a non-polar organic, so that the solubility might not be too extensive. A
better solvent to capture the inks in solution would be pyridine (recommended by R. L. Bru-
nelle, in Richard Saferstein, ed., Forensic Science Handbook [Volume I], Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1982, Chapter 14, “Questioned Document Examination”; at page
713; but this polar organic solvent absorbs in the UV region. Pyridine UV absorption does not
necessarily prevent the observation of a UV spectrum with pyridine as the solvent, but it
makes it more difficult. The solvent absorption can be coped with by the match of the sample
and blank cells. The difficulty with such a procedure is that if the match is off, the spectrum
will be too; and keeping the match accurate becomes more difficult with increasing absor-
bance. A solvent/transparency compromise might be appropriate by using a pyridine/cyclo-
hexane mixture (UV visible. Chapter 6) (Brunelle. Chapter 5)

141 Cyclohexane. CAS 110-82-7 C6H12 84.162 g/mol
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyclohexane#:~:text=Cyclohexane%20is%20a%20cyclo-

alkane%20with,which%20it%20is%20sometimes%20used).
142 https://webbook.nist.gov/cgi/cbook.cgi?ID=C110827&Mask=400.
143 pyridine CAS 110-86-1 C5H5N 79.102 g/mol

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pyridine
144 https://webbook.nist.gov/cgi/cbook.cgi?ID = C110861&Mask = 400
145 Perhaps by simply letting them settle to the bottom of the flask and removing the liquid above

with a syringe.
146 See the above note re solvent choice.
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147 The use of a glass surface would allow for easy recovery of the ink, but also requires an as-
sumption that there is no reaction with paper fibre, or selective retention by the fibre. It is also
necessary that there be a waiting time to allow the ink’s solvent(s) to evaporate.

148 TLC. Chapters 3 & 6.
149 depending on whether or not the GC is set up for sample collection.
150 GC-MS. Chapters 3 & 6.
151 See note above.
152 See in Chapter 6.
153 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.
154 For this lawyer, it would be of practical value that the “willing-fee-paying client” should actu-

ally be a “willing-wealthy-fee-paying client who has paid up-front,” having committed in writ-
ing to understanding that the legal advice was that the case was desperate with a loser
defence; with no legal fee refunds.

155 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.
156 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.
157 – and arguably, not only do the UV-visible spectra only serve as screening tests, but they also

invite possible solubility problems – see notes above.
158 Richard L. Brunelle and A.A. Cantu; in Geoffrey Davies, ed., Forensic Science, ACS Symposium

Series 13, American Chemical Society, Washington, D.C., 1975, Chapter 14, “Ink Analysis – A
Weapon Against Crime by Detection of Fraud,” pages 134→141, and references cited therein;
page 136.

159 Richard L. Brunelle and Robert Reed, Forensic Examination of Ink and Paper, Hardcover (June
1984) Charles C Thomas Pub Ltd; ISBN: 0398049351 www.amazon.com $82.95 https://www.
amazon.com/Forensic-Examination-Paper-Richard-Brunelle/dp/0398049351/ref = sr_1_1?key-
words = 0398049351&qid = 1565568517&s = gateway&sr = 8-1.

160 Brunelle and Cantu. Chapters 3 & 4.
161 then in the ATF library – now the US International Ink Library – with the many more.
162 https://www.nist.gov/oles/forensic-database-questioned-documents-table

https://www.popularmechanics.com/technology/news/a13875/secret-service-ink-foren
sics-library/

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/j.1556–4029.2006.00144.x
https://www.thefreelibrary.com/Forensic+analysis+of+blue+ballpoint+pen+inks

+using+capillary . . . -a0137863479
163 Hal Harris, “Forensic Chemistry of Inks,” University of Missouri St. Louis, 2007. (Reference:

Michael Quigley and Hongyan Qi, J. Chem. Educ. 1991 68(7) 597 and JCE Editorial Staff, JCE
2000 77(2) 176A&B)

www.umsl.edu/ ~ chickosj/chem11/Labmat/ForensicChemistryOfInks.pdf
http://www.umsl.edu/chemistry/Faculty/hharris.html www.umsl.edu/ ~ chickosj/chem11/

Labmat/
www.umsl.edu/ ~ chickosj/chem11/ www.umsl.edu/ ~ chickosj/ www.umsl.edu/

164 Michael N. Quigley and Hongyan Qi, “A chemistry whodunit: Forensic examination of pen
inks,” J. Chem. Educ., 1991, 68 (7), p 596, DOI: 10.1021/ed068p596. https://pubs.acs.org/doi/
abs/10.1021/ed068p596

165 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.
166 – for now. Perhaps in the future, instrumentation would become available to do this economi-

cally – perhaps GC coupled with IR. See in Chapter 6; and see Brian C. Smith, Fundamentals of
FourierTransform Infrared Spectroscopy, CRC Press, Boca Raton, Florida, . . ., 1996, pages
167→172.
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167 J.A.Siegel, “Forensic Identification of Controlled Substances,” as Chapter 3 in R. Saferstein,
ed., Forensic Science Handbook Volume II, Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1988,
pages 87→92.

168 Duquénois-Levine, Siegel, Saferstein, page 124.
169 See also K. Bailey, “The value of the Duquénois Test for Cannabis – a Survey,” Journal of Fo-

rensic Sciences, 1979, 24(4), 817→841.
170 K. Bailey Chapters 3 & 4.
171 <10‒9 = less than 10–9 = less than .000000001
172 1 mole =mass /molar mass
173 See: Isaac Asimov, ASIMOV ON CHEM-ISTRY, Anchor Books, Doubleday, Garden City, New York,

1975; ISBN 0-385-04005-9; Chapter 6 “To Tell a Chemist,” page 89, et seq. (Originally appearing as
an essay in The Magazine of Fantasy and Science Fiction, May 1965.)

174 Avogadro number =No = 6 . 022 140 76 × 10+23 molecules/mol
175 1 mole = 6 . 022 140 76 × 10+23 particles.
176 https://www.britannica.com/science/Avogadros-number

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Avogadro_constant
177 Mole. Avogadro number. Chapters 3, 4, 7.
178 www.chem.agilent.com/

Agilent 5975 inert GC/MS System for
Pharmaceutical Applications
Data Sheet November 4, 2005

5989–3902EN
[. . .]

Installation checkout specifications
EI scan sensitivity 100:1 S/N for 1 pg OFN

scanning from 50–300 amu at
nominal m/z 272 ion

[. . .] [page 2.]
[EI = electron impact] [S/N = signal / noise.]
[1 picogram pg = 10–15 kg]

179 www.chem.agilent.com/
Agilent 5975
Series MSD Operation Manual June 2012 G3170-90036

[. . .]
OFN Octafluoronaphthalene (calibrant)

[. . .]⋮ [page 12]
[. . .]

To verify system performance
Materials needed
• 1 pg/μL. (0.001 ppm (OFN sample (5188–5348)

⋮ [. . .] [page 76]
[1 pg/μl. = 3.675 x 10–9 mol / litre]

180 https://www.agilent.com/store/en_US/LCat-SubCat2ECS_32500/GC-MS-Test-and-Perfor
mance-Samples

https://www.controlglobal.com/assets/Media/MediaManager/wp_071108_Shimadzu_
Sensitivity.pdf

https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/Octafluoronaphthalene
https://www.sigmaaldrich.com/catalog/product/aldrich/248061?lang = en&region =

CA&gclid = EAIaIQobChMI-MWI3oGd5gIVjoCfCh1JNgOuEAAYASAAEgJxt_D_BwE
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181 Octafluoronaphthalene OFN C10F8 CAS 313-72-4 272.09 g/mol.

182 Octafluoronaphthalene CAS 313-72-4.

1μ L= 1microlitre= 10− 6 L

1picogram ðpgÞ= 10− 12 g

10− 12g=272.09g=mol= 3.675× 10− 15mol

1pg=μL= 3.675× 10− 9mol=L

183 Octafluoronaphthalene CAS 313-72-4. Chapter 3.
184 Walter E. Harris, Low Dose Risk Assessment, Wuerz Publishing Ltd.,Winnipeg,1997; ISBN 0-

920063-73-X; page 9, et seq.
185 – even when poppy-seed-containing muffins were served at an approved half-way house – a

situation reported to legal counsel who consulted the author. Parole was lost.
186 https://www.drugfoundation.org.nz/matters-of-substance/november-2014/mythbusters-

poppy-seeds/
https://www.drugfoundation.org.nz/matters-of-substance/november-2014/mythbusters-

poppy-seeds/
https://www.usada.org/can-poppyseeds-cause-a-positive-drug-test/
http://time.com/5360817/poppy-seed-bagel-drug-test/
https://thetakeout.com/can-poppy-seeds-really-make-me-fail-a-drug-test-1832874359

187 https://www.merx.com/English/SUPPLIER_Menu.Asp?WCE=Show&TAB=1&PORTAL=MERX&-
State=7&id=262220&src=osr&FED_ONLY=0&ACTION=&rowcount=&lastpage=&MoreResult-
s=&PUBSORT=2&CLOSESORT=0&IS_SME=N&hcode=ZUhLtqPAteqrMO%2FHKG3xQA%3D%
3D

http://www.soft-tox.org/files/toxtalk/SOFT_ToxTalk_v12-3.pdf
https://journals.lww.com/drug-monitoring/Abstract/2003/12000/Impact_of_Lowering_

the_Screening_and_Confirmation.11.aspx
188 US Federal Register, Vol. 73, No. 228, 25 November 2008, Notices, page 71858, et seq.; Depart-

ment of Health and Human Services, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Adminis-
tration, Mandatory Guidelines for Federal Workplace Drug Testing Programs.

189 at page 71900:
[. . .]

[Section 13.4] (d) When an HHS-certified laboratory reports a positive result for opiates on the
primary (Bottle A) urine specimen, the MRO must determine that there is clinical evidence in
addition to the urine test result of illegal use of any opium, opiate, or opium derivative (e.g.,
morphine/codeine) listed in Schedule I or II of the Controlled Substances Act. However, this re-
quirement does not apply if the laboratory confirms the presence of 6-acetylmorphine (i.e., the
presence of this metabolite is proof of heroin use) or the morphine or codeine concentration is
equal to or greater than 15,000 ng/mL and the donor does not present a legitimate medical ex-
planation for the presence of morphine or codeine at or above this concentration. Consumption
of food products must not be considered a legitimate medical explanation for the donor having

Fig. 3.1: Octafluoronaphthalene CAS 313–72-4.
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morphine or codeine at or above this concentration.

[. . .]
190 A.D. Fraser, J. Zamecnik, J. Keravel, L. McGrath, J. Wells, “Experience with urine drug testing

by the Correctional Service of Canada,” Forensic Science International, Volume 121, Issues 1→2,
15 September 2001, Pages 16→22. https://doi.org/10.1016/S0379-0738(01)00447–9

191 See also: Jan Ransom, “Inmates Received Harsh Punishments Over False Positives for Drugs,”
The New York Times, 21 November 2019, page A22.

192 And faecal matter traces.
193 https://www.thrillist.com/entertainment/nation/legend-of-cocaine-island-netflix-review

https://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/the_legend_of_cocaine_island
https://www.gq.com/story/the-great-cocaine-treasure-hunt

194 Jonathan Oyler, William D. Darwin, and Edward J. Cone, Addiction Research Center, National In-
stitute on Drug Abuse, National Institutes of Health, Baltimore, Maryland 21 224, “Cocaine Con-
tamination of United States Paper Currency,” Journal of Analytical Toxicology, Vol. 20, July/
August 1996.

https://academic.oup.com/jat/article/20/4/213/838,490
195 http://www.cnn.com/2009/HEALTH/08/14/cocaine.traces.money/

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/this-is-exactly-how-often-cocaine-and-feces-show-
up-on-your-dollar-bills-2017-07-11

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contaminated_currency https://www.theguardian.com/
world/2009/aug/17/cocaine-dollar-bills-currency-us

https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/cocaine-on-money/
196 http://www.cnn.com/2009/HEALTH/08/14/cocaine.traces.money/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contaminated_currency
197 Blood Drug Concentration Regulations: SOR/2018-148

http://gazette.gc.ca/rp-pr/p2/2018/2018-07-11/html/sor-dors148-eng.html
[. . .]

Blood Alcohol Concentration and Blood Drug Concentration
Summary offence
1 For the purpose of paragraph 253(3)(b) of the Criminal Code, the prescribed blood drug con-
centration for tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) is 2 ng of THC per mL of blood.
Hybrid offence— drugs
2 For the purpose of paragraph 253(3)(a) of the Criminal Code, the prescribed blood drug concen-
tration for each drug set out in column 1 of the Table 3.1 to this section is set out in column 2.

Tab. 3.1: Blood Drug Concentration Regulations.

Item Column  Drug Column  Concentration

 Tetrahydrocannabinol (THC)  ng/mL of blood
 Lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD) Any detectable level
 Psilocybin Any detectable level
 Psilocin Any detectable level
 Phencyclidine (PCP) Any detectable level
 -Monoacetylmorphine Any detectable level
 Ketamine Any detectable level
 Cocaine Any detectable level
 Gamma hydroxybutyrate (GHB)  mg/L of blood
 Methamphetamine Any detectable level
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198 LSD CAS 50-37-3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lysergic_acid_diethylamide

Lysergic_acid_diethylamide LSD CAS 50-37-3 323.44 g/mol. C20 H25 N3 O
199 Methamphetamine CAS 537-46-2 149.233 g/mol.

200

C1010 × 12.011= 120.11
H1515× 1.008= 15.12
N 1 × 14.007= 14.01

Σ = 149.24g=mol.

201 Methamphetamine hydrochloride CAS 51-57-0 185.694 g/mol. mp = 171-175 °C.

202 ɣ-Hydroxybutyrate GHB C4H8O3 104.10 g/mol CAS 591-81-1

https://www.drugs.com/illicit/ghb.html https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gamma-Hydroxybuty
ric_acid

Fig. 3.2: CAS CAS 50–37-3.

Fig. 3.3a: CAS 537–46-2.

Fig. 3.3b: CAS CAS 51–57-0.

Fig. 3.4: GHB.
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203 See Daniel M. Perrine, The Chemistry of Mind-Altering Drugs / History, Pharmacology, and Cul-
tural Context, American Chemical Society, Washington, DC, 1996; ISBN 0-8412-3253-9.

204 Perrine, page 193, et seq. – at pages 194 and 196 4–28
205 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Methamphetamine
206 US National Institute of Standards and Technology, Chemical Science and Technology Labora-

tory http://webbook.nist.gov/cgi/cbook.cgi?ID = 537-46-2
207 http://www.cas.org/expertise/cascontent/registry/regsys.html
208 http://jpdb.nihs.go.jp/jp14e/14data/Part-I/Methamphetamine_Hydrochlori.pdf
209 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
210 André Picard, The Gift of Death / Confronting Canada’s Tainted Blood Tragedy, HarperCollins,

Toronto M5R 3L2, 1995; ISBN: 0-00-255415-1.
https://www.harpercollins.ca/9780006385752/the-gift-of-death/

211 Final report. Commission of Inquiry on the Blood System in Canada, 1997.
http://epe.lac-bac.gc.ca/100/200/301/hcan-scan/commission_blood_final_rep-e/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_Commission_of_Inquiry_on_the_Blood_System_in_

Canada
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Chapter 4
Uniqueness of matter

[. . .] [1]
“Now, if you’ll only attend, Kitty, and not talk so much, I’ll tell you all my ideas about Looking-
Glass House. First, there’s the room you can see through the glass – that’s just the same as our
drawing room, only the things go the other way. . . . Well then, the books are something like our
books, only the words go the wrong way . . .”
“How would you like to live in Looking-Glass House, Kitty? I wonder if they’d give you milk in
there? Perhaps Looking-Glass milk isn’t good to drink . . .”

[. . .]
[Alice & Kitty & molecular chirality] [2, 3, 4]1

רֹוא-יהִיְוַ;רֹואיהִי . . .
. . . “Let there be light.” And there was light.

[Genesis; electromagnetic waves, photons and spectroscopy.] [5, 6, 7]2

ANYONE WHO IS NOT SHOCKED BY QUANTUM THEORY HAS NOT UNDERSTOOD IT.
[Niels Bohr] [8, 9, 10, 11]

I don’t like it, and I’m sorry I ever had anything to do with it.
[Erwin Schrödinger] [12, 13, 14, 15]3

Nothing is real.
[John Lennon] [16, 17, 18, 19]

. . . Pepper spray is not a chemical irritant. It’s not chemical. . . . (See Fig. 4.1)
[US Attorney General William Barr, 2020.] [20, 21, 22].

Fig. 4.1: CAS 2444–46-4.

1 Alice’s Kitty’s Looking-Glass milk. Chirality. Chapter 4 intro. quote. Chapters 4 & 8.
2 Genesis. light. EM radiation. Photon. UV. IR. Microwave. Chapters 3, 4, 6.
3 Schrödinger’s cat. Preface 2, Chapter 4.

https://doi.org/10.1515/9783110718812-004
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4.1 Uniqueness of matter & chemical science

4.1.1 Questions about the uniqueness of matter

Questions in forensic science about the nature and uniqueness of matter essentially
ask how to describe and define what a substance is, and if one substance is the
same as another and what variations are allowed to still be considered same.4,5

Also, importantly, forensic science is called on to characterize a sample on the
basis of mixture proportions of its components.6

4.1.2 Chemical science

Chemical science is the study of the nature and identity of matter, [23] the reactions of
various kinds of matter with other kinds, interactions of energy with matter, related
electromagnetic radiation, thermal collisions and related energy and entropy changes.
That study, when taken to the fundamentals of modern physics, can lead to some very
strange concepts for those of us who persist in our everyday world (see the introduc-
tory quotes) [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43].7

Fortunately, for this book, it is sufficient to consider that matter is composed of a
hierarchy that starts with a few kinds (neglecting here, others of modern physics) of
very small (submicroscopic) particles [44, 45, 46, 47, 48]8 that are the “building
blocks” [49] for not quite-as-small things, which are, in turn, further larger “build-
ing blocks,” and so on, until there are items of human size experience. And further
on, to items of planetary and cosmic dimensions [50].

4.2 Atoms, molecules, . . .

4.2.1 Atoms, molecules, . . . – Hierarchy

Further, fortunately, for both the author and the reader, forensic chemistry is usu-
ally concerned only with some parts of this hierarchy:9

– Atoms,which are assemblies of very small particles, are the “building blocks” for –
– Molecules and crystal structures, which are assemblies of atoms

4 What a substance is. Mixture proportion of components. Chapter 4.
5 Chemical substances described. Chapter 3 & 4.
6 What a substance is.Mixture proportion of components. Chapter 4.
7 Schrödinger’s cat. Preface 2, Chapter 4.
8 Fundamental particles. Chapters 4 & 7.
9 Too much scientific technical detail here? Preface 2.1.
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– Large numbers of atoms andmolecules can, in bulk, be in various phases:10

– Gases – variable of shape and volume, and able to flow
– Liquids – variable of shape, but of definite volume, and able to flow
– Solids – of definite shape and volume, and generally not able to flow
– (Other phases, under various conditions of pressure and temperature that

need not be considered here)

Within these parts of the hierarchy, there are also various possibilities, so that
– Atoms can have variation of isotope, some radioactive, some not.11

– Molecules can have variation of isotope for the atoms within their structures;
and can have isomeric variations of structure that may be neglected for
some purposes, but not others.

– Solids are assemblies of molecules, atoms or ions, into groupings of definite
bulk volume and shape, and which can have different internal arrange-
ments (such as for different crystal structures) and linkages (hydrogen
bonding, and polymerization). Some atoms and smaller molecules can be
linked in long lines (and sometimes planes). These polymers, usually mostly
of carbon and hydrogen, can be very large, with molar masses (g/mol) in the
thousands. (In common language, many of these might be called plastics –
although in more precise scientific language, there is an important distinction
between thermoplastic polymers and thermoset polymers).12 There are many
naturally occurring biopolymers, but very many polymers of forensic interest
are synthetic, often petroleum-derived.

– Atoms and molecules can be in ionic form – having additional or fewer elec-
trons so that they carry an electrical charge. A molecule might also be called
radical, [51] if it temporarily has an extra electron that is part of a chemical
reaction mechanism [52].

– Solutions are volumes of liquids that contain atoms, molecules, ions, etc.
as solutes at various concentrations, in various solvents. For example,
common edible table salt [53, 54] =Na+Cl– is a solid ionic crystal matrix of
sodium Na+ and Cl–. Brine =Na+Cl– as soluble in water H2O, is an ionic solu-
tion. An example of an organic nonionic solution: o-xylene in n-heptane.13,14

(See Fig. 4.2a & Fig. 4.2b)
Solution concentrations are typically expressed as moles/litre or grams/

litre. Much of practical and experimental chemistry is performed and observed

10 Phases. Melting points. Chapters 4 & 6.
11 Isotope. Radioactive. Carbon-14. Chapters 4, 6, 7.
12 Polymers. Chapter 4.
13 Molecular structural drawings. Chapter 4.
14 Chemical names as used in this book. Preface 3.2, Chapters 3 & 4.
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as for solutes in solution – often quite dilute. One theoretical view of solutes, in
dilute solution, is to consider them analogical to gas particles in a vacuum (the
solvent assumed as a kind of nonexistent for this hypothetical purpose).

4.2.2 Energy relationships

The atoms, molecules and other assemblies of very small particles can interact
with electromagnetic radiation; EM is often considered as photons [56, 57, 58,
59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77]. This in-
volves energy relationships. EM absorption and emission is observable and measur-
able with spectroscopic equipment. Spectroscopy is of essential [78] importance in
every branch of chemistry – further described in Chapter 6.16,17 The EM continuum is
usually described according to approximate categories [79] (See Tab. 4.1):

Energy interactions can also involve thermal collisions and vibrations of atoms
and molecules. Thermodynamics is also of essential importance in every branch of
chemistry, and every chemical reaction, solvation, change and interaction can be

Fig. 4.2a: o-Xylene15.

Fig. 4.2b: n-Heptane [55].

Tab. 4.1: Electromagnetic spectral regions.

nm nm= 
− metre

– Gamma ray γ ~.
– X-ray ~.
– Ultraviolet = UV ~ → ~ Electronic
– Visible ~ → ~ Electronic
– Infrared = IR ~ → ~, Vibrational
– Microwave ~,, Rotational
– Radio ~,,,,

15 Xylene. 106.17 g/mol. Chapters 4 & 4.
16 Genesis. light. EM radiation. Photon. UV. IR. Microwave. Chapters 3, 4, 6.
17 EM. Photons. Chapters 2 & 4.
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thought of as of a thermodynamic process.18 However, although an important theoret-
ical underpinning, it is often not of immediate practical concern to forensic science
practice.

4.2.3 Periodic table

Although it may not too often be referred to for practical use in relation to much of
forensic science, mention of the Periodic Table of the Elements is appropriately neces-
sary.19 Each type of atom is called an element. All elements are to be found on the
modern periodic table [80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92]. (See Fig. 4.3)

This is “periodic” because its arrangement has recurring trends of properties that
can be simply shown. The present published version has 118 elements, the heaviest
of which, newly discovered, created in modern nuclear reactors, are unstable, with
very short lifetimes. Most elements are stable, or with longer lifetimes, naturally
found, and are the substances of most of chemistry.

Every aspect of the study of chemistry involves atoms – defined by their number
of protons = number of electrons = atomic number. The number of neutrons defines
the various isotopes of an atom [93].

The atoms of the periodic table may be theoretically explained by starting with
Hydrogen H, the simplest (top left on the table) – with only one proton, one electron
and no neutrons; atomic number = 1. All other elements are describable by adding

Fig. 4.3:Modern periodic table.

18 Energy. Thermodynamics. Entropy. “Time’s Arrow.” Chapters 4, 6, 7.
19 Too much scientific technical detail here? Preface 2.1.
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(going to the right, and down the rows), in theoretical concept, one by one, protons
with equal numbers of electrons. There are various numbers of neutrons. The three-
dimensional geometric probabilities of electronic structures, outside the proton-
and neutron-containing nucleus, are predictable (at least in approximation) from
quantum mechanical considerations, and can be used to try to account for the ta-
ble’s periodic arrangement. Much of modern understanding of chemistry is related
to this.

The periodic table is a most important accomplishment of science – and of
human civilization. It was substantially advanced with the nineteenth-century work
of Dimitri Mendeléev, [94, 95] well before the discovery of the neutron, the modern
concept of atomic number and quantum mechanics. Mendeléev, was able to predict
the existence of then yet to be discovered elements. Perhaps a modern – too whim-
sical – speculation is that the periodic table is so universal that humans and inter-
galactic aliens (if ever existent, if ever would meet) could recognize each other’s
periodic tables [96].

There is also a Chart of Nuclides that lists, with data, the known isotopes [97, 98,
99, 100].

4.3 Molecules, etc.

Although there must be no exclusion for other parts of the hierarchy, it is probably
safe to say that forensic chemists are largely concerned with identification of mole-
cules in their various forms, including ionic structures, and with mixtures of different
molecules and ions. It is therefore appropriate to consider the theoretical characteri-
zation of molecules in some more (but not too much) detail:

4.4 Molecular structure

A chemical substance with a molecular structure may be said to be uniquely defined
as a particular arrangement of its atoms and chemical bonds in three-dimensional
space [101, 102]20,21.

For a chemical compound, its component atoms are said to be connected by
chemical bonds of various lengths and strengths [103]. Such bonding may be re-
garded as the various sharings of electrons by atoms, with the atoms being held in
relative place ranges by physical forces. This can happen in several different ways
that are not of immediate concern for purposes here.

20 Too much scientific technical detail here? Preface 2.1.
21 Molecular structure. Chapters 1, 3, 4, 6.
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A chemical’s uniqueness is defined and described by its molecular struc-
tural drawing [104, 105]. A chemist tries to use this to explain the various proper-
ties of molecules.

A simple example:
Methane, [106] CAS Registry Number 74-82-8,22 is a central carbon atom C single

bonded to four hydrogen atoms H – with equiangular = 109½° bonds [107] – the tet-
rahedral bond angle [108]. The C-H single bond is a representation of a sharing of
an electron pair, C:H, between the two atoms [109]. A molecular model may be used
to artificially visualize methane (see Fig. 4.4) [110, 111].

For convenience, a chemist might reduce this three-dimensional representation (see
Fig. 4.5) to symbols on the two-dimensional plane of a printed page, usually simpli-
fied as shown in Fig. 4.6 [112, 113].

And, a still further simplification, as shown in Fig. 4.7, makes printing on the plane
of a page – as here – reasonably convenient.

Fig. 4.6:Methane two-dimensional drawing.

Fig. 4.4:Methane molecular model.

Fig. 4.5:Methane three-dimensional drawing.

22 SI CAS. Preface 3.2, Chapters 3 & 4.
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But it must be remembered that all these are short-hand drawings for three-di-
mensional assemblies. They are schematic representations, rather than actual pic-
tures of a “true” reality.23

Molecules are submicroscopically small. For example, the C-H single-bond shown
above (called a σ – sigma bond)

= 1.091 Ångström units [114, 115, 116, 117, 118]
= 0.00000001091 metres

And there are very many of them. For example, 16 g of methane = 1 mol, [119, 120,
121] contains

= 6.02214076 × 1023 molecules = Avogadro’s number molecules/mol [122, 123,
124, 125].

= 602,214,076,000,000,000,000,000.

For purposes here, the reader need not be too concerned about the intricacies of
molecular structures; rather, it would be sufficient to realize that there are molecu-
lar structures and that their even subtle differences result in unique CAS Registry
Numbers24 that appear on legal lists.

However, benzene [126, 127, 128] CAS 71-43-2, and benzenoid compounds (also
called phenyl) are so commonly found and important, that it is worthwhile to show
the symbols here. Benzene is considered as a hexagonal [129] planar ring of carbon
atoms with attached hydrogens (See Fig. 4.8):

The circular dotted line shown here inside and alongside the -C-C- single (σ – sigma)
[130] bonds represents another kind of chemical bonding (π – pi) [131, 132, 133]. Ben-
zene is often simply symbolized as in Fig. 4.9 [134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142].

Fig. 4.7: Methane two-dimensional drawing simplified.

Fig. 4.9: Benzene drawing simplified.

Fig. 4.8: Benzene.

23 Molecular structural drawings. Chapter 4.
24 SI CAS. Preface 3.2, Chapters 3 & 4.
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4.5 Subtle variations, etc.

4.5.1 Isomers, congeners, etc.

Arrangements of atoms into molecules can have infinite variations.25,26 Many with the
same or similar number of atoms have very similar properties. Some contain the same
number of the same atoms, but arranged differently – isomers. For example [143, 144,
145] (See Figs. 4.10, 4.11, 4.12.):

Others are related, so that they contain similar numbers of atoms with slightly dif-
ferent arrangements – congeners [149]. For example [150, 151] see Figs. 4.13, 4.14.

p-xylene

CAS 106-42-3 Fig. 4.12: p-Xylene [148]27.

o-xylene

CAS 95-47-6 Fig. 4.10: o-Xylene [146].

m-xylene

CAS 108-38-3 Fig. 4.11: m-Xylene [147].

25 Too much scientific technical detail here? Preface 2.1.
26 Identification of molecules. CD&&S Act. Chapters 4 & 10.
27 Xylene. 106.17 g/mol. Chapters 3 & 4.
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Another example is two allotropes of the element phosphorus. An allotrope
is something like an isomer or congener but refers to the arrangement of atoms,
all of the same element [161]. For example: white and red phosphorus have different
properties and very different toxicities. The less toxic red was eventually used in the
manufacture of matches – preventing the development of “phossy jaw” in workers.
General William Booth, founder of the Salvation Army, pioneered the use of red, rather
than white, in its factory. Matches made with white phosphorus were specifically taxed
in many countries to eliminate its use in favour of red [162, 163, 164, 165, 166, 167, 168,
169, 170, 171, 172, 173, 174, 175].

4.5.2 Chirality

Heroin CAS   561-27-3 369.4 g/mol. Fig. 4.13: Heroin [152, 153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158].

Oxycodone CAS   76-42-6 315.367 g/mol. Fig. 4.14: Oxycodone [159, 160].

Fig. 4.15: Alice and Tweedledum and Tweedledee.
[Alice and Tweedledum and Tweedledee] [176, 177, 178].
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For some molecules, there can also be subtle variation of molecular three-di-
mensional structure. The concept of chirality:28 The nonsuperimposable mirror
image of a molecule is a different molecule, albeit with a nearly identical reper-
toire of properties [179, 180, 181, 182, 183, 184, 185, 186, 187, 188, 189, 190, 191].
This is usually not of much concern for forensic analytical chemistry, but is an im-
portant concept when considering biological systems, including for pharmaceuticals
and drugs of abuse and recreation – and Alice’s Kitty’s Looking-Glass milk.

This difference, for those systems where biological chemical reactions depend
on chiral matching of reactants, can be profound. A working pharmaceutical or
drug might be inert, or otherwise toxic, in its chiral version(s). There is no mention
of this in the legislated lists of criminally forbidden molecules of the Controlled
Drugs & Substances Act; most Canadian judges would not notice.29

To explain chirality in more detail, consider the example of glyceraldehyde,
the smallest of the sugar molecules, which has the structure (represented for three
dimensions [192, 193]) [194] (See Fig. 4.16).

This three-dimensional arrangement in space defines this molecule uniquely [198],
and the Chemical Abstracts Service of the American Chemical Society uses for this
structure, the CAS Index Name: (R)-2,3,-dihydroxypropanl, and has assigned CAS Reg-
istry Number: 453-17-8. This molecule is commonly called D-glyceraldehyde and is
conveniently represented on a two-dimensional page (Fischer projection [199]) as in
Fig. 4.17.

CHO

H C OH

CH2-OH Fig. 4.16: Glyceraldehyde [195, 196, 197].

CHO
|

H-C-OH
|
CH2-OH Fig. 4.17: Fischer projection.

28 Alice’s Kitty’s Looking-Glass milk. Chirality. Chapters 4 & 8.
29 re criticism of Health Canada, Judges, et al. Preface 4.1, 4.3, Chapters 10 & 11.
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But, this molecule was chosen as the example here, because it is a classic [200]
of the two possibilities of chirality – shown on a two-dimensional page in a pseudo-
kind of way (See Fig. 4.18):

D-Glyceraldehyde is shown on the side of the mirror plane labelled D. The structure
shown on the other side of the mirror plane, labelled L, is called (S)-2,3-dihydroxy-
propanal or L-glyceraldehyde, CAS 497-09-6 [202]. The L-structure may be seen to
be different from the D by constructing three-dimensional models of both D- and L-
glyceraldehyde and trying to superimpose one on the other – it cannot be done –
similar to left and right hands [203] (See Fig. 4.19).

Because of the similarities of these two molecules, a racemic mixture (both D and L)
[207, 208]– (±)-2,3-dihydroxypropanal – would historically have often been used for
reasons of economy [209]. This has been assigned CAS 56-82-6.

The central carbon atom in these chiral versions is called an asymmetric carbon,
sometimes signified as C*:30 [210] (See Fig. 4.20)

CHO
|

H-C*-OH
|
CH2-OH Fig. 4.20: Asymmetric carbon.

mirror plane.
D L Fig. 4.18: D and L mirror plane [201].

Fig. 4.19: Left and right hands [204, 205, 206].

30 But beware about C* symbolism – it has quite different definition/meaning in two unrelated
contexts:

C* = an asymmetric carbon – indicating chirality.
C* = radioactivity of an atom – here carbon.
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The property to notice is that for the view from the asymmetric C* – looking in
the four tetrahedral directions – something different is seen in each direction.

4.5.3 Isotopes

There are other possibilities of subtle difference – such as for a molecule containing
variations of isotope [211].

All atoms of each element are the same – as to the number of protons p+ and
electrons e−. And the number of protons always = the number of electrons for a neu-
tral (not ionized) atom. But atoms may also have varying numbers of neutrons, n,
for what are called isotopes.

Molecules can contain atoms of isotopic variation. Because it is the electron config-
uration that determines chemical properties, the slight isotopic mass differences are
usually related to small, often imperceptible, effects.

Some – not all – isotopes are radioactive – such as carbon-14; so that for exam-
ple, a radioactive isomer of D-glyceraldehyde might be synthesized for specialized
research purposes [212, 213] (See Fig. 4.21):

– where C* here denotes carbon-14, a beta minus (β–) emitter [214]31, [215].32

4.5.4 Polymers

Another possibility of subtle difference is in polymers33 – molecules composed of
strings of repeats of smaller molecular units [216].

Ordinary-size monomer (monomer = ×1) molecules, dimer (= ×2), . . ., appear as
assembled into very large molecules – polymer (= ×n), and can have molecular

CHO
|

H-C-OH
|
C*H2-OH Fig. 4.21:With carbon-14.

31 Isotope. Radioactive. Carbon-14. Chapters 4 & 6.
32 but beware about C* symbolism – it has quite different definition/meaning in two unrelated
contexts:

C* = an asymmetric carbon – indicating chirality.
C* = radioactivity of an atom – here carbon.

33 Polymers. Chapter 4.
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masses in the thousands, and beyond (n can be very large). Polymers are character-
ized [217] not only by the molecular structure of their monomers and their linkages,
but also by the statistical spread of the large molecular masses, by inter-linkages
and interactions of these large molecules, and by additives (as chemically part of
the large molecules; or as other things mixed in, but not chemically combined).
These characteristics vary according to the formulations of production. Although
there are many polymeric natural products, it is synthetic polymers [218] that are
often of forensic interest. These include all commercially produced plastics and
thermosetting resins [219].

While there can be very great differences – both chemical and physical –
amongst polymers – within any particular polymer group, subtle differences would
always be expected. Often, this has to do with the length of the polymer chain, as
characterized by the statistics of their properties.

4.5.5 Hydration of the chemical substance

Some chemical substances combine with water H2O in a molecule-like arrangement,
so that there are two possibilities. For example: for hexavalent chromium – Sodium
dichromate [220, 221, 222] – shown here as anhydrous – without water molecules –
Na2Cr2O7 – 262 g/mol CAS 10588-01-9 (See Fig. 4.22):

But, it is usually as dihydrate – with water molecules Na2Cr2O7 · 2H2O – 298 g/mol
CAS 7789-12-0. The detailed structures of the hydration are often not well known.

4.5.6 Moisture content of the whole package: CH3-CH2-OH

Bulk amounts of some chemical substances also contain water [223, 224]. For many,
but not all, purposes this does not matter much. For example: When ethanol – grain
or drinking alcohol – CH3-CH2-OH in pure form – no water H2O – is exposed to the
moisture of the atmosphere it takes on ~5% water. It is said to be hygroscopic.
Thus, when a container of absolute ethanol ≈100% is unsealed, it would soon di-
minish to ~95% [225]. For beverages – largely, water, anyhow this does not matter,
but for ethanol to be used as a solvent in a spectral or chemical process, it might
matter much.

Fig. 4.22: Sodium dichromate.
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4.5.7 Halide ions that balance charge

Many chemical substances are commonly available in both an ionized and nonion-
ized [226] form – often this is for pharmaceutical purposes, and therefore, also for
drugs of recreation and abuse. See for example, cocaine, below, for some data
details.

The chemical difference is that the bridge nitrogen in the ionized form (shown
in Fig. 4.23b, with detail in box) has taken on an additional hydrogen atom to give a
positive charge at the nitrogen N+. This then is balanced by the presence of a chlo-
ride Cl−. As ionized, the melting point would increases substantially; vaporization,
even if possible without decomposition, would require still higher temperatures.

The cocaine –nonionized (shown in Fig. 4.23a) – with a lower melting point
would, therefore, be more easily vaporized for inhalation to go into the blood sys-
tem directly from the air/blood interface in the lungs [227]. The ionized form would
have a different mechanism of entry [228].

Fig. 4.23a: nonionized [229].

Fig. 4.23b: Ionized.
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4.5.8 Virus mutations

Medical identification of a virus may include mutations of slightly different chemi-
cal structure [230, 231] that may change some of its properties, but would, (hope-
fully) likely, still allow the same vaccine to be used.

4.5.9 Sampling plan

The importance of sampling processes for the analytical chemistry of forensic evi-
dence, described elsewhere in this book,34 apply as well, to the subtle variations,
etc., described in this chapter.

4.5.10 Forensic chemistry choices

Whether or not to consider such subtleties – as chirality, isomeric, isotopic, poly-
meric differences, hydration, moisture content or halide ions – as different enough
to attract forensic attention is a judgment call of the forensic chemist, in the context
of the investigation.35 This may also be influenced by anticipated concerns of the
judge and the opposing lawyers, even if those concerns would not make scientific
sense. In Canadian Controlled Drugs & Substance Act cases, judicial jurisdiction for
discretion in molecular decision making is effectively removed by s.51; many judges
would be oblivious of this.36,37

What is a subtle difference that may be ignored in one context may be impor-
tant in another. For example [232] an isotopic analysis for carbon-14 in glyceralde-
hyde would usually not [233, 234] be necessary; but if the forensic investigation
relates, as a fictitious example, to a theft from a research lab that had glyceralde-
hyde-carbon-14, then it might constitute the most important piece of evidence.

34 Error. Sampling. Sampling plan. Chapters 3, 4, 8.
35 Forensic chemistry choices. Chapters 3 & 4.
36 re criticism of Health Canada, Judges, et al. Preface 4.1, 4.3.
37 Identification of molecules. CD&&S Act. Chapters 4 & 10.
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4.6 Chemical names – CAS

The system, in concept, to uniquely define chemical substances by structure is de-
scribed above. But, there are millions known, [235, 236] some with more than one
name [237]. More are reported in world scientific literature daily. Systematic scientific
chemical naming, [238] therefore, becomes critically important in keeping track of
what is what. The Chemical Abstracts Service, a division of the American Chemical
Society, provides the basis of a system used worldwide [239, 240, 241, 242, 243].38,39

Although systemic chemical names do not originate with CAS, the worldwide use of its
Registry Numbers does.

Since 1907 [244], from Columbus, Ohio, the American Chemical Society has
been involved with the Chemical Abstracts [245]. It has contained written abstracts
and data of historic and recent chemical scientific articles in world chemical litera-
ture, and other sources.40 Until 2010, it was published regularly and frequently as
print on paper; data are now available continually by way of online systems [246].

A Registry Number is assigned sequentially as new substances enter the CAS system
– daily by the thousands. Started in 1965, the CAS Chemical Registry System, today, con-
tinues to assign unique identifier numbers to newly reported substances. These are the
CAS Registry Numbers; each new entry also would have a systematic chemical name.

Although there can be complications, the simple description above is mostly suf-
ficient for purposes here, to understand the listing of distinctly different chemicals in
legal lists. For example, from the (former) WHMIS INGREDIENT DISCLOSURE LIST
[247, 248, 249] (See Tab. 4.2 for extracts.):

Tab. 4.2: Ingredient Disclosure List – extracts.

Item Column I Column II

Ingredient

Chemical Identity CAS* Registry
Number

Concentration
(%-weight/weight)

[. . .]

. () Boric acid -- 

. () Boric anhydride -- 

. () Boron tribromide -- 

. () Boron trichloride -- 

38 SI CAS. Preface 3.2, Chapters 3 & 4.
39 Chemical names as used in this book. Preface 3.2, Chapters 3 & 4.
40 Scientific literature. Chapters 4 & 5.
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Even if another name is more popularly used – and the formal designations are
often not used in Canadian legal proceedings – it is important to realize that a partic-
ular chemical substance may be uniquely described by its systematic chemical name,
CAS Registry Number and its three-dimensional spatial structural diagram. From a sci-
entific perspective, these formal designations should appear at least somewhere in
the forensic documentation and report; otherwise detracts from credibility.

While the systematic name can tell a chemist about what the structural diagram
would look like, the CAS Registry Number contains within it no structural or other
chemical data, per se.

A CAS Registry Number [250] has the general form described in Fig. 4.24. [251]:
– ten digits or less, in three hyphenated parts. The last digit (on the right) is a check
digit computed by formula from the previous digits (to its left) that allows for a 90%
quick verification that [][] . . . -[][]-[] could really be in the CAS system. (A similar
process is used to verify Canadian Social Insurance Numbers – so that if you try to
make up a fake SIN, or get it wrong innocently, it would likely be noticed.)

To see how good a lead-in they are to scientific information, readers might sim-
ply try to enter any of the CAS Registry Numbers shown in this book as examples
into almost any online search engine.

Tab. 4.2 (continued)

Item Column I Column II

Ingredient

Chemical Identity CAS* Registry
Number

Concentration
(%-weight/weight)

. () Boron trifluoride -- 

. () Boron trifluoride diethyletherate -- 

. () Boron trifluoride dihydrate -- 

[. . .]

. () Bromoacetone -- 

. () Bromoacetyl bromide -- 

[. . .]

....- -
nine digits≤ + one check digit

Fig. 4.24: CAS numbering.
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Further and more detailed information may be found at [252]:
https://www.cas.org/support/documentation/chemical-substances/faqs#10
Most recent US, EU and Canadian legislation include CAS Registry Numbers;

some remaining Canadian legislation is not so updated [253].
Thus, the Controlled Drugs & Substances Act [254] still neither uses CAS Registry

Numbers nor molecular structural diagrams. For example, from its SCHEDULE I of
forbidden things:41

[. . .]
2. Coca (Erythroxylon), its prep-arations, derivatives, alkaloids and salts, including:
(1) Coca leaves
(2) Cocaine (benzoylmethylecgonine)
(3) Ecgonine (3BhydroxyB2Btropane carboxylic acid)

[. . .]

Also, Canadian courts adopt some “street” terminology; and most judges and law-
yers would likely be somewhat oblivious to the actual science of the criminally pro-
scribed molecules they are litigating.42

As further examples of CAS Registry Numbers and molecular structural diagrams,
a simple conversion reaction [255, 256, 257, 258, 259, 260, 261, 262, 263, 264, 265, 266,
267, 268, 269]43 [270, 271, 272] (See Fig. 4.25):

Fig. 4.25: Cocaine reaction CAS 50-36-2 [273, 274].

41 Alice’s Kitty’s Looking-Glass milk. Chirality. Chapters 4 & 8.
42 re criticism of Health Canada, Judges, et al. Preface 4.1, 4.3.
43 Edmond Locard. Sherlock Holmes. Cocaine. Chapters 2, 3, 4, 6.
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While all known chemicals should have systematic chemical names and CAS
Registry Numbers, and be describable by three-dimensional structural drawings, at
least one has a Limerick [275, 276, 277]:

A mosquito was heard to complain
That a chemist had poisoned his brain
The cause of his sorrow
Was paradichloro
Diphenyltrichloroethane.

Using this now as an example: several of the names are shown for this famous [278,
279] chemical pesticide commonly called DDT (See Fig. 4.26):

4.7 Identification of a molecule by its characteristics

Although, as indicated above, a molecule is defined by its structure, this is not of
practical value without methods to know what that structure is.

Since molecular structures are too small to be seen by the human eye, even with
powerful optical microscopes, these methods are related to expressions of physical
effects by large numbers of the molecule.

An absolute identification, as mentioned in Chapter 2,44 of a molecule may be
made by examining a sufficient number of characteristics to make a unique theory-
based determination.45 For organic molecules, a common method is infrared spec-
troscopy, where the appearance of absorption peaks at certain wave numbers is
uniquely associated with the masses of the atoms and the strengths and geometries
of their bonds; and the absence of any extraneous peaks. IR is described in more

CAS  50-29-3 DDT    p,p’-DDT
Dichloro-diphenyl trichloroethane

1,1,1-trichloro-2,2 bis(p-chlorophenyl)ethane

Fig. 4.26: DDT [280, 281, 282, 283, 284, 285, 286, 287].

44 Absolute identification of molecules. Chapters 2, 3, 4, 6.
45 Chemical identification. Chapters 3, 4, 6.
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detail in Chapter 6,46 along with a discussion of its limitations (for chirality, and in-
strumental sensitivity limits for very subtle differences).

Another theory-based molecular structural determination method is mass spec-
troscopy, often linked with gas chromatography. GC-MS is dealt with in Chapter 6.47

However, such theory-based methods are usually not directly used for forensic
determinations. Rather, an absolute identification is made using a standard refer-
ence sample [288] or reference literature.48 With such references, a forensic chemist
can let others do the theoretical determination of structure (often difficult, requiring
special efforts, resources and skills), while merely confirming an identification, by
comparison with the same method – an absolute determination by comparative
method. Again, IR is a common technique, as is GC-MS – see Chapter 6.49

References can also be used for comparison for other physical characteristics ex-
pressed by a molecule – such as chromatographic retention time or distance, UV-
visible spectroscopic absorption,50 melting point, solubility and refractive index –
see Chapter 6. But, these methods are more appropriate as screens51 than for abso-
lute determination [289, 290, 291].

4.8 Mixtures – mixture profile

Many, if not most, forensic samples are mixtures of molecules of different identities,
so that even after the forensic chemist has decided on the level of molecular sub-
tlety to be concerned with, there are then questions of what different molecules are
present and of the significance, if any, of their proportions.52,53,54

Identification of a forensic sample may depend on comparison of a mixture pro-
file of its components with other evidential samples and reference standards. For
example, a probability of finding trace metals in otherwise pure lead Pb, may help
identify a bullet [292].55

46 Molecular identification by IR. Chapters 4 & 6.
47 GC-MS. Chapters 4 & 6.
48 Lab core documents. SOP. Scientific literature. Chapters 3, 4, 5, 8.
49 GC-MS. Chapters 4 & 6.
50 UV. Chapters 3 & 6.
51 Screening tests. Wet chemistry. Chapters 3, 4, 5, 6.
52 What a substance is. Mixture proportion of components. Chapter 4.
53 Too much scientific technical detail here? Preface 2.1.
54 Mixture. Chapters 3 & 4.
55 Trace metals with Chapters 2 & 4.
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4.8.1 Mixture profile – glycol example

Consider, as a fictitious example [293]56, a forensic sample that would appear to con-
tain what was intended to have been a single substance: A police detective has seized
a bottle of methanol from the home of an arson suspect, and the forensic chemist is
asked to compare this methanol with some unconsumed methanol – thought to have
been intended as an accelerant – recovered from the fire scene. From the discussion
above, the reader would know that allmethanol is the same [294] (See Fig. 4.27):

– a liquid. All methanol molecules in the container would be identical. No chirality;
isotopic variations negligible.

What might be different, and what the forensic chemist would investigate here,
are other non-methanol substances – additives or impurities – that are in with the
methanol, for one reason or another. Since most commercially available methanol
likely has at least a little of other things in it, the forensic chemist would also look
for an identifiable pattern and then try to assess its uniqueness.

To continue the fictitious example [295]: The alleged arsonist acquired the methanol
from a bulk supplier whose source was very pure. But that bottle had been used previously
for an ethylene/ ±-propylene glycol mixture (20/80 by mol) for use as antifreeze (See Figs.
4.28a & 4.28b).

CAS 67-56-1 Fig. 4.27:Methanol.

±-Propylene glycol.  CAS 57-55-6 Fig. 4.28b: ±-Propylene glycol [297].

Ethylene glycol. CAS 107-21-1 Fig. 4.28a: Ethylene glycol [296]57.

56 Occurrence probability – ink example. Find expectation. Chapters 2, 4, 9.
57 Fictional literature. Ethylene glycol. CAS 107-21-1. Preface 2.2, Chapter 4, 7.
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That former antifreeze bottle had not been cleaned. An analysis of the contents
of that seized bottle now containing methanol showed (See Tab. 4.3):

These results appear consistent with the suspected history of the bottle.
Analysis of unconsumed fluid from the fire scene showed (See Tab. 4.4):

– which might be consistent with that mixture losing some of its methanol concen-
tration by evaporation.

The question the forensic chemist should now consider is the uniqueness of the
methanol/ethylene glycol/propylene glycol = 97/0.6/2.4 mixture, and the significance of

.6 2.4seized bottle = .9 3.6fire scene = 20 80original antifreeze
���

To answer this, the forensic chemist must do more than just analyse in the lab. Perhaps
with the help of the detective, they should try to determine the occurrence [298] of the
97/0.6/2.4 mixture in the bottle to other finds in the area [299] of the fire.

In one variation of this example, if it is found that the supplier routinely pro-
vided and used empty antifreeze bottles in which to sell other solvents, then the al-
leged arsonist’s bottle of impure methanol would hardly be expected to be unique,
and the forensic evidence would be of diminished prosecutorial value, particularly
if there is no other evidence. The alleged arsonist’s lawyer would like this.

But, in a contrary variation of the example, if the alleged arsonist already had
an emptied antifreeze bottle, to be presented to and filled by the supplier, then the
97/0.6/2.4 occurrence might be quite unique. And, if the detective were to also seize
a similar full bottle of antifreeze from the alleged arsonist’s home, that the forensic

Tab. 4.3:Methanol in seized bottle.

mol% =

Methanol 

Ethylene glycol .

±-Propylene glycol .

Tab. 4.4: Methanol unconsumed at fire scene.

mol% =

Methanol .

Ethylene glycol .

±-Propylene glycol .
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chemist determined was ethylene glycol/propylene glycol = 20/80, consistent with its
own label, the alleged arsonist’s lawyer [300] might wish to advise of the advan-
tages of plea bargaining.

In the above example, the occurrence of methanol/ethylene/propylene glycol =
97/0.6/2.4 might be called a mixture profile, and, as indicated above, its unique-
ness is a question of a probability of occurrence that must necessarily take the fo-
rensic chemist beyond the sample analysis at hand.

4.8.2 Occurrence probability – DNA; fingerprints

For example, in another context, for DNA [301] matching of human tissue, the fre-
quency of the forensic results in the human population of concern should be consid-
ered. Assuming here, no arguments on the accuracy of the analysis, perhaps <10–6

chance [302] of duplicate match would be considered good enough [303] for Crown
counsel to feel confident that, aside from other factors, a jury could convict, based on
corroborating evidence. And, for <10–9, corroborating evidence would not be needed.

Similar reasonable speculative estimates would apply for fingerprints – consistent
with no duplicate human fingerprints having ever been found [304, 305, 306]58,59.

4.8.3 Occurrence probability – ink example

In the ink example60 [307, 308], it may be necessary to consider the local popularity
of the pen ink colour found in possession of the accused. If it is assumed here that
the TLC patterns are a sufficient indicator to establish the identity of the ink [309],
then it might be appropriate to survey the population of ballpoint pens that the ac-
cused could have had access to. That survey might be considered as from a sam-
pling random grab [310] of pens from the regional population [311].

The ease or difficulty of doing such a survey may be related to the nature of the
regional ink industry (e.g., if there is only one pen and ink company that produces
only a dozen different inks), and the writing habits of the region’s citizenry (e.g., if a
large plurality use only dark blue ink). And, perhaps other factors, such as if the ink
colour of interest is found in pens sold by a street vendor just outside where the forg-
ery was alleged – very rare overall, but very common in the immediate neighbourhood

58 Occurrence probability – ink example. Find expectation. Chapters 2, 4, 9.
59 Fingerprint probability. Chapters 1 & 4. Fingerprint visualization. Fluorescence & phosphores-
cence. Chapters 6 & 9. Fingerprint when. Chapters 7 & 8.
60 Occurrence probability – ink example. Find expectation. Chapters 2, 4, 9.
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of interest. Or, if that kind of pen can only be purchased abroad, so that kind of ink is
found only in pens of a few recently returned travellers.

An alternative – and easier method – to estimate the local find expectation of
the pen ink colour found in possession of the accused could be to examine already
existing sales statistics.

To continue the ink example, for the alternative mentioned above, the regional
banking industry (anti-fraud division) provides data [312] (See Tab. 4.5):

, 315]Royal blue4Governor-General’s vice-regal blue3.1Bank examiner’s blue-
black1.1Citizens’ dark blue14Copy editor’s blue [a light blue ink]0.161Rose red3Au-
tumn red3.2Poets’ green1Orange0.1Traffic sign luminescent orange1.2Leaf green2Cen-
sor’s black5Σ = 37.8

The forensic chemist does TLC analysis for samples of all of these inks, exactly re-
peating the method and specifications used for the case evidence (See above, & in
Chapter 5 & references cited therein). There are, thus, 14 TLC patterns to compare,
one with another – the 12 from the data chart above plus one from the pen and one
from the questioned document. The TLC patterns may be considered as sufficient
identifiers of each ink type.

Tab. 4.5: Ink inventory.

Colours of the entire inventory of ballpoint
pen inks []

(Totals of pen sales for most recent
 years)× (–) =

[,
315]

Royal blue 

Governor-General’s vice-regal blue .

Bank examiner’s blue-black .

Citizens’ dark blue 

Copy editor’s blue [a light blue ink] . 

Rose red 

Autumn red .

Poets’ green 

Orange .

Traffic sign luminescent orange .

Leaf green 

Censor’s black 

Σ = .

61 Spoiler alert: the ink of interest in this Gedankenexperiment.
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Suppose the chemist finds that all of the dozen industry-provided samples are
different one from another, but that one of them – light blue – has a TLC pattern
identical to that of the case evidence. An approximate inference might then be that,
of a five-year local distribution of 37.8 million ballpoint pens, the light blue ink of
copy editor’s blue has a general find expectation of 0.1/37.8 ≈ 0.27% – that might
safely be called as <½%. But logically, this number would still have only an approx-
imate and tenuous relationship to an actual occurrence probability expectation for
the pen – and even within this Gedankenexperiment should be regarded with care.

Although the forensic chemist is entitled to conclude from this that light blue
ballpoint ink is indeed rare, determining the significance of this to the law case
would eventually be the job of the judge. The significance to the law case in this
fictitious concocted example [316] would be that the pen of concern is unlikely to be
in the possession of nearly everyone, so that the alleged forger is severely impli-
cated. (The defence lawyer might want to privately review, again, to the accused,
about the advantages of a plea bargain.)

As indicated in the Preface, fictitious examples as above are concocted [317] with
simplicity in mind, so as to try to more clearly explain concept – here occurrence fre-
quency. The oversimplification of this particular example must be emphasized. In
particular, the small, finite and totally known number of ink colours should not be
expected in real-life forensic work. More generally [318], such determinations could
be very difficult, and completely satisfactory conclusions may be elusive.

Also, the above example only deals with the presence aspect of amixture profile,
because TLC, by appearance alone, does not so easily give quantity measurements
(other than in a gross way). For ballpoint pen ink identification this is likely suffi-
cient.62 For a mixture profile with both presence and quantity measurements, GC
[319] would be an appropriate method – for example, to try to characterize retail-
purchased gasoline samples [320].

4.9 Reactions in progress

What is found at the forensic scene may include things that are chemically changing
in time – chemical reactions in progress [321].63,64 These problems in chemical ki-
netics are typically more challenging to the forensic chemist than merely identifying
molecular compounds and mixtures. Experimental reality may be that such analy-
ses may be very difficult to do, with little reference reported in chemical literature
about the detailed chemical kinetic mechanisms.

62 Ink reference standards. US International Ink Library. ATF. Chapters 2, 3, 4, 9.
63 When. Chemical kinetics. Reactions in progress. Chapters 2, 4, 7.
64 Chemical kinetics. Reactions in progress. Chapters 2, 4, 7.
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Notes

1 Introductory quotes, etc. Preface.
2 Alice to the black kitten in Lewis Carroll, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Look-

ing-Glass, Signet Classics, The New American Library, New York City, 1960 & 1962; from . . . Look-
ing-Glass . . ., “Looking-Glass House,” Chapter I, page 129. In modern biochemical terms, Kitty
should have some very real concerns about the chirality of the looking-glass milk’s components.

3 And at page 127:
4 https://www.alice-in-wonderland.net/wp-content/uploads/2book2.jpg

https://www.alice-in-wonderland.net/wp-content/uploads/2book3.jpg
https://www.alice-in-wonderland.net/wp-content/uploads/2book4.jpg
https://www.alice-in-wonderland.net/resources/pictures/tweedledum-tweedledee/
https://www.alice-in-wonderland.net/resources/pictures/through-the-looking-glass/
https://www.alice-in-wonderland.net/resources/faq/#copyright

5 Genesis Chapter 1 1→6 ׁ תישארֵּבְ .
6 A Hebrew–English Bible According to the Masoretic Text and the JPS 1917 Edition

https://www.mechon-mamre.org/p/pt/pt0101.htm https://www.mechon-mamre.org/p/pt/
pt0.htm

7 Also: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Let_there_be_light
8 John Gribbin, In Search of Schrödinger’s Cat/Quantum Physics and Reality, Bantam Books, New

York City, 10036; 1984; ISBN 978-0-553-34253-6.
9 John Gribbin, . . .CAT . . ., quoting Niels Bohr.
10 Gribbin, on back cover.
11 Several variations of this quote:

https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Niels_Bohr#:~:text=have%20understood%20it.-,Those%
20who%20are%20not%20shocked%20when%20they%20first%20come%20across,not%20un
derstood%20a%20single%20word.

12 John Gribbin, . . . CAT . . ., quoting Erwin Schrödinger.
13 John Gribbin, In Search of Schrödinger’s Cat / Quantum physics and reality, Bantam Books, New

York City, 10036; 1984; ISBN 978-0-553-34253-6.
14 Gribbin, . . . CAT . . ., on introductory page v.
15 Also: https://www.goodreads.com/quotes/393059-i-don-t-like-it-and-i-m-sorry-i-ever-had

https://www.quotetab.com/quote/by-erwin-schrodinger/i-dont-like-it-and-im-sorry-i-ever-
had-anything-to-do-with-it

https://medium.com/starts-with-a-bang/einstein-schr%C3%B6dinger-and-the-story-you-
never-heard-7588341288b9

16 John Gribbin, . . . CAT . . ., quoting John Lennon.
17 John Gribbin, In Search of Schrödinger’s Cat/Quantum Physics and Reality, Bantam Books, New

York City, 10036; 1984; ISBN 978-0-553-34253-6.
18 Gribbin, . . . CAT . . ., on introductory page v.
19 Also: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strawberry_Fields_Forever

https://www.amazon.com/Nothing-Real-UK-BEATLES/dp/B00EV9416K
20 Michael Tomasky, “Why Does Trump Lie? He has nothing but contempt for the institutions that

exist to keep presidents in check,” The New York Times, Opinion, 11 June 2020.
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/11/opinion/trump-lies.html

The lies and obfuscations pile up. No, it wasn’t tear gas used to clear Lafayette Park for Presi-
dent Trump’s Bible-waving photo-op last Monday night, Attorney General William Barr said on
CBS’s “Face the Nation” on Sunday. Rather it was “pepper balls,” he said. “Pepper spray is not

.
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a chemical irritant. It’s not chemical.” Wrong, according to The Washington Post; pepper balls
are very much a chemical irritant. The paper awarded the nation’s top law enforcement officer
four Pinocchios for his claim.

21 Michael Tomasky, “Why Does Trump Lie? He has nothing but contempt for institutions that
could expose him,” The New York Times, OP-ED, 12 June 2020, page A25.

22 Pelargonic acid vanillylamide PAVA
N-[(4-Hydroxy-3-methoxyphenyl)methyl]nonanamide
Pelargonyl vanillyl amide CAS 2444-46-4 293.407 g/mol
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pepper-spray_projectile https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Nonivamide
23 Of concern here is the scientific nature and identity of matter. Other natures and identities – of

serious and important concern in their own contexts – are not of concern here – For example:
That an item is kosher; manufactured in a union shop; not manufactured with child labour;
ethically mined. However, forensic science may help in the determination/verification of such
non-scientific natures and identities.

24 See John Gribbin, In Search of the Big Bang/Quantum Physics and Cosmology, Bantam Books,
New York City, 10103; 1986; ISBN 0-553-34258-4.

25 Gribbin, . . . BANG . . . page xiii, et seq.; page 214 et seq.
26 See Lincoln Barnett, The Universe and Dr. Einstein, BANTAM BOOKS, New York City, 10019; . . .

1948 . . . Revised . . . 1979 . . . ; ISBN 0-553-13060-9.
27 Barnett, . . . Universe . . ., page 23 et seq.
28 Newtonian – classical – physics has a kind of theoretical determinism to it, in that, in concept,

every particle in the universe would be either at rest or calculable as moving from somewhere
in time and space of the past to a predictable somewhere in the future. This is understandable
as a kind of imaginable physical mechanical working clockwork model – that is given mathe-
matical expression.

Not so much so for modern physics: quantum mechanics deals in hypothetical probabilities
of finding a particle anywhere in the universe, with a mathematical accounting that eludes a
unique clockwork model that in some versions does not even need particles. And, similar for
the mathematical expressions of general relativity, with its concepts of gravity-bending of
space-time.

In this context, for those of us who persist in our every-day world, contemplating what is
“real” can become disconcertingly confusing.

29 See: David Eliot Brody and Arnold R. Brody, The Science Class You Wish You Had . . . / The
Seven Greatest Scientific Discoveries in History and the People Who Made Them, A Perigee Book,
Berkley Publishing Group, New York City, 10016; 1997; ISBN 0-399-52313-8; Part Two. The Struc-
ture of the Atom, page 51, et seq.

30 Curiously, during the earlier years of the twentieth century, when quantum mechanics and
modern physics were developing, the occult was also popular. While some of the developing
concepts of modern physics might seem no less bazar than some of the occult, modern physics
has the advantage of being tested as against experimental observation, in the context of pub-
lished scientific enquiry and mathematical expression.

31 See: Canadian Prime Minister Mackenzie King’s crystal ball.
32 https://www.elinorflorence.com/blog/mackenzie-king/
33 Houdini Museum, Scranton, Pennsylvania.

http://houdini.org/MackenzieKingandSpiritualism.html http://houdini.org/index2.html
http://houdini.org/

34 https://www.bac-lac.gc.ca/eng/news/podcasts/Pages/mackenzie-king-against-his-will.aspx
35 http://houdini.org/MackenzieKingandSpiritualism.html
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36 https://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/obj/023017/f1/xx014595-vx.jpg
https://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/laurier-house/023017-3220-e.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crystal_ball
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ouija#Scientific_investigation

37 Ursula K. Le Guin, “Schrödinger’s Cat,” THE COMPASS ROSE, Short Stories, BANTAM PAPER-
BACK, Toronto, . . ., 1983; ISBN 0-553-23512-5; pages 41→49; from Universe 5, 1974.

38 Arthur Koestler, “The Perversity of Physics,” as Chapter 2 in THE ROOTS OF COINCIDENCE, Pan
Books, Picador, London SW10 9PG; 1974; ISBN 0-330-24167-2; pages 50→81.

39 CBC Radio, 2019, Ideas. “Finding meaning in the universe with astrophysicist/Hubert Reeves,
Part 1/The Origins of Us, Part 1 of a 2-part series.”

https://www.cbc.ca/radio/ideas/finding-meaning-in-the-universe-with-astrophysicist-hu
bert-reeves-part-1-1.5143324

40 CBC Radio, April 2019, Ideas, “‘Finding wonder in the face of existential dread’: Grandeur of
the universe gives comfort to physicist / ‘Nothing is permanent. / Nothing lasts over sufficiently
long timescales,’ Brian Greene says.” https://www.cbc.ca/radio/ideas
https://www.cbc.ca/radio/ideas/finding-wonder-in-the-face-of-existential-dread-grandeur-of-
the-universe-gives-comfort-to-physicist-1.5532008

41 See: CBC Radio Ideas, “The Relativity Revolution: Albert Einstein and the making of the modern
world / From the cosmos to cellphones, Einstein’s ideas have revolutionized how we live our
lives today,” December 2019.

https://www.cbc.ca/radio/ideas/the-relativity-revolution-albert-einstein-and-the-making-
of-the-modern-world-1.5382204

42 Ideas: Einstein and After https://visitstratford.ca/event-details?event=18999
43 Frederic Brown, “It Didn’t Happen,” in Transit of Earth, PLAYBOY SCIENCE FICTION, Playboy

Press, Chicago, 60611; 1971; at pages 95→110.
https://www.librarything.com/work/704545 https://www.librarything.com/author/brown

fredric
PlayboyMagazine, October 1963. https://www.librarything.com/work/5537527

44 A universe of protons p+, electrons e-, neutrons n and photons is sufficient to explain much of
chemistry, and many chemists, in practice, can be satisfied with only these. For this book this
is satisfactory. But some of chemistry and most of physics requires rather more. Modern particle
physics has a universe of many more kinds of fundamental particles, and there are substantial
attempts to relate them to theories of radiation & wave mechanics, space and time, and to unify
those theories.

45 Generally, the notation used here is that Roman or Greek letters symbolize a particle, or an as-
sembly of particles into an atom or an ion, and are written with a subscript and a superscript.
An additional + or – superscript is for the electrical charge. (Ions are atoms with too few or too
many electrons for the atom to be of neutral charge; there are positive and negative ions; for
example, Na+ Cl-.)

The subscript is the atomic number = the number of protons in an atom = the number of
electrons. This is largely related to chemical properties, which are determined by electronic
structure.

The superscript is the atomic mass number = a rounded number for the total of protons +
neutrons in an atom or ion.

For example for the isotope of an element called cobalt-60

27Co
60

Co = Cobalt.
[Ar]3d74s2 = electron configuration.
60 = atomic mass number
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58.93 = atomic mass (g/mol).
27 = atomic number.

This notation can be extended for fundamental particles themselves
proton (1p

1)+

electron (1e
0)−

neutron (0n
1)

electromagnetic radiation considered as photon (0γ0)
46 Submicroscopic particles: p+, electrons e– and neutrons n. Chapters 4 & 7.
47 Subtle variations, etc. Chapter 4.
48 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photon
49 “Building blocks” = fundamental component units ≠ literally blocks.
50 https://earthsky.org/space/what-is-the-electromagnetic-spectrum

https://imagine.gsfc.nasa.gov/science/toolbox/emspectrum1.html
https://www.britannica.com/science/electromagnetic-spectrum

51 here a scientific – not a political – term.
52 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radical_(chemistry)
53 Mark Kurlansky, Salt/A World History, Alfred A. Knopf Canada, Toronto, 2002; ISBN 0-676-

97268-3 www.randomhouse.ca
54 http://www.cbc.ca/player/Radio/Ideas/Full+Episodes/2010/ID/1472997791/

http://www.cbc.ca/player/Radio/Ideas/Full+Episodes/2010/ID/1472997792/
55 n-Heptane CAS 142-82-5 https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/Heptane
56 Protons p+, electrons e–, neutrons n, and photons hγ: See notes above.
57 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photon
58 (See Fig. 4.29)

“From Wikimedia Commons, the free media repository,” author = And1mu. 2016. “EM-Wave,” Ac-
cording to Commons terms; altered here. https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:EM-Wave.gif

59 Ey = electric field strength vector (See Fig. 4.30).
Hz = magnetic field strength vector.
x = geometric direction of propagation.
λ =wavelength
A = amplitude

Fig. 4.29: EM wave shown in three dimensions.

Fig. 4.30: xyz.
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60 And 1mu, “EM-Wave,”Wikimedia Commons, 2016. copyright acknowledgement. Chapter 4.
61 https://www.mathsisfun.com/algebra/trig-sin-cos-tan-graphs.html (See Fig. 4.31)

62 The fundamental physics of light can be puzzling and confusing. Light can be described as
wave or particle phenonium that can be explained alternatively – for different – but not contra-
dictory – experimental observations – called wave/particle duality – complementarity – Copen-
hagen. The wave theory regards light as represented by propagation in space with electric field
vectors Ey as a sine function, alternating at right angles as magnetic field vectors Hz – as pre-
sented by Maxwell. Often, only the electric is shown. The propagation in space is in the x direc-
tion – shown as geometric distance, or as time.

The wave version is experimentally observed with diffraction gratings.
The particle version is experimentally observed by assuming photons can impart momen-

tum to electrons – as presented by Einstein.
Engineers involved with microwave and radio wave, etc. phenomena tend to refer to wave

concepts – chemists and physicists involved with ultraviolet & visible light, infrared, etc. tend
to refer to both photons and waves.

Although necessarily important as underpinning theory, these quantum mechanical con-
cepts would not be of too much practical concern for applying forensic chemistry.

63 See also: Jack G. Calvert and James N. Pitts, Jr., Photochemistry, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New
York, 1966; page 4.

64 “Spectroscopy/Molecular energy levels”; Wikiversity; April 2020. https://en.wikiversity.org/
wiki/Wikiversity:Main_Page

https://en.wikiversity.org/wiki/Spectroscopy/Molecular_energy_levels
https://en.wikiversity.org/wiki/Spectroscopy/Rotational_spectroscopy
https://en.wikiversity.org/wiki/Wikiversity:Welcome

65 See John Gribbin, In Search of the Big Bang/Quantum Physics and Cosmology, BANTAM BOOKS,
New York City, 10103; 1986; ISBN 0-553-34258-4.

66 Gribbin, . . . BANG . . ., page 216, et seq.
67 John Gribbin, In Search of Schrödinger’s Cat / Quantum physics and reality, BANTAM BOOKS,

New York City, 10036; 1984; ISBN 978-0-553-34253-6.
68 John Gribbin, . . . CAT . . ., page 159, et seq. “The Copenhagen Interpretation”
69 Werner Heisenberg, Physics & Philosophy / The Revolution in Modern Science, Harper Perenial,

New York City, 10022, 1962, 2007; ISBN 978-0-06-120919-2.
70 Heisenberg, Physics & Philosohy . . ., page 18, et seq. “ . . . Copenhagen Interpretation . . . ”
71 “molecular structures” here =molecules, ions, atoms, their intermediary formations, etc.
72 EM spectrum. Magnitudes of things:

https://earthsky.org/space/what-is-the-electromagnetic-spectrum

λ= wavelength 

Fig. 4.31:Wave shown in two dimensions.
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https://imagine.gsfc.nasa.gov/science/toolbox/emspectrum1.html
https://www.britannica.com/science/electromagnetic-spectrum

73 See also: C.A. Parker, Photoluminescence of Solutions/With Applications to Photochemistry and
Analytical Chemistry, Elsevier, Amsterdam . . ., 1968; at page 3 – Table 1 – “APPROXIMATE
SIZES OF QUANTA.”

74 https://calculator-converter.com/nanometers-to-meters.htm
75 “Spectroscopy/Molecular energy levels”; Wikiversity; April 2020.

https://en.wikiversity.org/wiki/Wikiversity:Main_Page
https://en.wikiversity.org/wiki/Spectroscopy/Molecular_energy_levels

76 “Spectroscopy/Molecular energy levels”; Wikiversity; April 2020.
https://en.wikiversity.org/wiki/Wikiversity:Main_Page
https://en.wikiversity.org/wiki/Spectroscopy/Molecular_energy_levels
https://en.wikiversity.org/wiki/Spectroscopy/Rotational_spectroscopy
https://en.wikiversity.org/wiki/Wikiversity:Welcome

77 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microwave_spectroscopy
https://chem.libretexts.org/Bookshelves/Physical_and_Theoretical_Chemistry_Textbook_

Maps/Supplemental_Modules_(Physical_and_Theoretical_Chemistry)/Spectroscopy/Rota
tional_Spectroscopy/Microwave_Rotational_Spectroscopy

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/chemistry/microwave-spectroscopy
78 Arguably metaphorically, with biblical reference.
79 EM spectrum. Magnitudes of things:

https://earthsky.org/space/what-is-the-electromagnetic-spectrum
https://imagine.gsfc.nasa.gov/science/toolbox/emspectrum1.html
https://www.britannica.com/science/electromagnetic-spectrum

80 American Chemical Society – Periodic Table http://acswebcontent.acs.org/games/pt.html
www.acs.org/content/acs/en/education/whatischemistry/periodictable.html

81 https://www.store.acs.org/eweb/ACSTemplatePage.aspx?site=ACSACS_Store&WebCode=store
CatList&catKey=944d7d91-5947-42f3-aa4f-a5e0d897a8b3

82 http://www.rsc.org/periodic-table/
83 https://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/education/whatischemistry/periodictable.html
84 Periodic table. Chart of nuclides. Chapters 4 & 7.
85 CBC Radio, 11 Mar 2019, Paul Kennedy, Ideas / The Music of Matter: 150 years of the Periodic

Table
https://www.cbc.ca/radio/ideas
https://www.cbc.ca/radio/ideas/the-music-of-matter-150-years-of-the-periodic-table-1.

5051355
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dmitri_Mendeleev

86 See also: Siobhan Roberts, “Reconsidering the Periodic Table / The chart of elements has served
chemistry well for 150 years. But it’s not the only one,” The New York Times, 27 August 2019, page
D3.

87 See also: Karoliina Pulkkinen, “Values in the Development of Early Periodic Tables,” Published
online15 April 2020, pages 174→198. https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/00026980.
2020.1747325?src=recsys

88 American Chemical Society – Periodic Table
http://acswebcontent.acs.org/games/pt.html www.acs.org/content/acs/en/education/what

ischemistry/periodictable.html
http://www.rsc.org/periodic-table/

89 Brookhaven National Laboratory – Chart of Nuclides http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/chart/
90 Nuclides. Chapters 4 & 7.
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91 See also: Oliver Sacks, Uncle Tungsten: Memories of a Chemical Boyhood, Vintage, reprint 2002;
ISBN-10: 0375704043; ISBN-13: 978–0375704048.

https://www.amazon.com/Uncle-Tungsten-Memories-Chemical-Boyhood/dp/0375704043
92 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uncle_Tungsten
93 Neutron. Atomic Number. Chapters 2, 4, 7.
94 J.P. McEvoy and Oscar Zarate, →Introducing Quantum Theory / A Graphic Guide, Icon Books

Ltd.; 2013; ISBN 978-184046-850-2; re Dimitri Mendeléev – Periodic Table, page 100 et seq. (al-
though Mendeléev would not have known of neutrons, nor of the modern concept of atomic
number.)

95 Isaac Asimov, Asimov on Chemistry, Anchor Books, Doubleday, Garden City, New York, 1975;
ISBN 0-385-04005-9; pages 100 and 101.

96 See: https://www.ch.cam.ac.uk/news/would-alien-have-periodic-table-yes
https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-47008289

97 Brookhaven National Laboratory - Chart of Nuclides http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/chart/
98 Brookhaven National Laboratory – Chart of Nuclides http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/chart/
99 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon-14

1=1012 = 1=1010%

100 Nuclides. Chapters 4 & 7.
101 Text, etc. here is adapted from previous writing by the author.
102 M.G., “the regulation of named chemicals –What are CAS Numbers – why are they used?” Tor-

onto Workers’ Health & Safety Clinic newsletter, Vol. 16, No. 3, July 2008; pages 4→9.
103 This is an idealized generalization of chemical bonding. There are various other – sometimes

apparently competing – more refined and detailed theories. What is presented here – as sim-
plified – is thought by the author as sufficient for here. While some modern theoretical phys-
icists would be looking for an elegant one-big-theory to explain everything of the universe,
chemists – and other scientists and engineers – doing less-universal practical work, seem to
be able to cope with an overlapping patchwork of lesser theories. But, the physicists shouldn’t
be discouraged.

104 The molecular structural drawings here may vary somewhat from those found in CAS – in
terms of spacing, symbols, and the showing of Π–bonding – but should be clearly identifiable
as for the same molecule.

105 See other notes about CAS.
106 See William H. Brown, INTRODUCTION TO ORGANIC CHEMISTRY / SECOND EDITION, Willard

Grant Press, Boston, 1978; Chapter 1 “The Covalent Bond and the Geometry of Molecules,” 1.9
“The Tetrahedral Carbon Atom,” page 9, et seq.

107 Brown, at page 10 – sp3 hybridization.
108 The central atom thought of as at the centre of a regular tetrahedron – with bonds pointing

toward the four corners.
109 In the molecule of this example the bonds shown are single bonds – sharing a pair of electrons :

Other molecules might contain double bonds = sharing two pairs of electrons ::
And triple bonds≡ sharing three pairs of electrons :::

110 The Allyn and Bacon Molecular Model Set for Organic Chemistry, 1984.
111 see also: John. W. Lehman, Instruction Booklet for the Allyn and Bacon Molecular Model Set for

Organic Chemistry, Allyn and Bacon, Inc., Boston, 1984.
112 Where the dashed lines here represent the hydrogen as below the plane of the page, with the

carbon in the plane of the page.
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113 Where the solid lines here represent the hydrogen as above the plane of the page, with the
carbon in the plane of the page.

114 See Robert C. Weast, editor, CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 56th edition, CRC Press,
Cleveland, Ohio, 1975; “BOND LENGTHS BETWEEN CARBON AND OTHER ELEMENTS,” page F-
211.

115

1Ångstr̈om unit= 1 × 10− 8 metre.

1nm = 1 × 10− 9 metre.
116 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Angstrom
117 Anders Jonas Ångström

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anders_Jonas_%C3%85ngstr%C3%B6m
118 Isaac Asimov, Asimov’s Biographical Encyclopedia of Science and Technology / Second Revised

Edition, Doubleday and Company, Inc., Garden City, New York, 1982; ISBN 0-385-17771-2: An-
ders Jonas Ångström [585]; pages 385 and 386.

119
1mole = mass = molarmass

120 See: Isaac Asimov, ASIMOV ON CHEMISTRY, Anchor Books, Doubleday, Garden City, New
York, 1975; ISBN 0-385-04005-9; Chapter 6 “To Tell a Chemist,” page 89, et seq. (Originally
appearing as an essay in The Magazine of Fantasy and Science Fiction, May 1965.)

121 Mole. Avogadro’s number. Chapters 3, 4, 7.
122 https://www.britannica.com/science/Avogadros-number
123 Asimov, . . . On Chemistry, pages 11, 93, 96 – Avogadro’s number.
124 Avogadro’s number. Chapters 3, 4, 7.
125 https://www.mathway.com/popular-problems/Algebra/226346
126 See: William H. Brown, Introduction to Organic Chemistry, 2nd ed., Willard Grant Press, Boston,

1978, page 302 et seq.; Chapter 6 “Benzene and the Concept of Aromaticity,” 6.4 “The Structure
of Benzene – The Molecular Orbital Model,” page 142, et seq.

127 Benzene. CAS 71-43-2. Chapter 4.
128 Benzene. CAS 71-43-2 C6H6 78.11 g/mol

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benzene
https://emergency.cdc.gov/agent/benzenebenzene/basics/facts.asp#:~:text=Benzene%

20is%20a%20chemical%20that,float%20on%20top%20of%20water.
129 (An equilateral and equiangular hexagon – not exactly as drawn.)
130 Brown, at pages 142 and 143.
131 sp2 hybridization.
132 Benzene (C6H6) with sp2 hybridization and π bonding should not be confused with cyclohex-

ane C6 H12 with sp3 hybridization and σ bonding.
133 Cyclohexane. Chair and boat. CAS 110-82-7 C6H12. Chapters 4 & 6.
134 An alternative way often used to show benzene is as resonance structure, wherein the hexagonal

ring would show double bonds, with two possibilities; the electronic structure (See Fig. 4.32)
should actually considered as a kind-of averaging thereof, with no actual double bonds:

Fig. 4.32: Benzene resonance structure.
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135 See: “A general chemistry Libretexts Textmap organized around the textbook / Chemistry: The
Central Science / by Brown, LeMay, Busten, Murphy, and Woodward,” 2020, 2019.

https://chem.libretexts.org/Bookshelves/General_Chemistry/Map%3A_Chemistry_-_The_
Central_Science_(Brown_et_al.)

https://libretexts.org/
“8.6: Resonance Structures”
https://chem.libretexts.org/Bookshelves/General_Chemistry/Map%3A_Chemistry_-_The_

Central_Science_(Brown_et_al.)/08._Basic_Concepts_of_Chemical_Bonding/8.6%3A_Reso-
nance_Structures#: ~:text = Resonance%20structures%20are%20a%20set,fractional%20bonds
%20and%20fractional%20charges.

“8.4: Molecular Orbital Theory”
https://chem.libretexts.org/Bookshelves/General_Chemistry/Book%3A_Chemistry_(Open-

STAX)/08%3A_Advanced_Theories_of_Covalent_Bonding/8.4%3A_Molecular_Orbital_Theory
“Two Theories of Bonding . . . ”
https://chem.libretexts.org/Courses/University_of_California_Irvine/UCI%3A_General_

Chemistry_1A_(OpenChem)/041Two_Theories_of_Bonding%09_(OpenChem)
136 Naphthalene CAS 91-20-3 C10 H8 128.174 g/mol (See Figs. 4.33a & 4.33b.)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Naphthalene#:~:text=8-,.,fused%20pair%20of%20benzene
%20rings.

137 See also: An older view of describing molecular structure: R. B. Sandin & T. H. Evans, “The
Structure of Some Naphthalene, Hydrindene and Tetralin Derivatives,” Journal of the American
Chemical Society, Vol.61, 1939, pages 2916→2919; Department of Chemistry, University of Al-
berta (See Fig. 4.34).

https://pubs.acs.org/doi/pdf/10.1021/ja01265a097

138 JACS, 1939, at page 2916.

. . . There is much chemical evidence in favor of the idea that the double bonds of naph-
thalene are not free to migrate and that the Erlenmeyer formula (I) is

to be preferred. . . .
⋮

Fig. 4.33a: Naphthalene pi bonding structure.

Fig. 4.33b: naphthalene resonance structures.

Fig. 4.34: JACS, 1939.
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139 JACS, 1939, at page 2917.
. . . An examination of Table I definitely points to the Erlenmeyer formula for naphthalene

possessing a double bond common to both rings. . . .
140 Trying to interpret the molecular structures shown, JACS, 1939, into more modern terminol-

ogy:
I naphthalene
II indane
III tetralin
– all of which are better described as for π bonding, or represented with resonance struc-

tures understood to not be with actual double bonds at fixed locations.
141 Linus Pauling’s The Nature of the Chemical Bond, and the Structure of Molecules and Crys-

tals was published 1939. See also: https://www.britannica.com/biography/Linus-Pauling
http://scarc.library.oregonstate.edu/coll/pauling/bond/
https://historyofinformation.com/detail.php?id=3956
https://www.academia.edu/26073847/Pauling_L_The_nature_of_the_chemical_bond_Cor

nell_Univ_1960_
https://www.abebooks.com/first-edition/Nature-Chemical-Bond-DUST-JACKET-PAULING/

4881690120/bd
142 Naphthalene. Double bond? CAS 91-20-3. Chapters 4 & 8.
143 o- = ortho-, m- =meta-, p- = para-
144 Xylene. 106.17 g/mol. Chapters 3 & 4.
145 http://www.chemgapedia.de/vsengine/vlu/vsc/en/ch/12/oc/vlu_organik/aromaten/aro

maten/nomenklatur.vlu/Page/vsc/en/ch/12/oc/aromaten/aromaten/nomenklatur2/nomenkla
tur2.vscml.html

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arene_substitution_pattern
146 CAS 95-47-6 o-xylene 106.17 g/mol.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Xylene https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/O-Xylene
147 CAS 108-38-3m-xylene 106.17 g/mol.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Xylene https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/M-Xylene
148 CAS 106-42-3 p-xylene 106.17 g/mol.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Xylene https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/P-Xylene
149 https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/congener
150 Heroin. Bail. CAS 1502-95-0 CAS 561-27-3. Chapters 4 & 5.
151 Oxycodone. CAS 76-42-6. Chapter 4.
152 Daniel M. Perrine, The Chemistry of Mind-Altering Drugs / History, Pharmacology, and Cultural

Context, American Chemical Society, Washington, DC, 1996; ISBN 0-8412-3253-9; page 63, et
seq. – at page 63 2–29

153 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diamorphine
154 http://www.emcdda.europa.eu/publications/drug-profiles/heroin#chemistry
155 Perrine, Chapter 2.
156 heroin-hydrochloride CAS 1502-95-0 C21H23NO5 · HCl 405.87 g/mol.
157 Paige Williams, “A Deadly Mistake / Addicts who share a lethal dose of drugs are being prose-

cuted as killers,” The New Yorker, 10 February 2020, pages 28→39, at page 30.
158 Heroin. Bail. CAS 1502-95-0 CAS 561-27-3. Chapters 4 & 5.
159 https://chem.nlm.nih.gov/chemidplus/rn/76-42-6
160 Paige Williams, “A DEADLY MISTAKE / Addicts who share a lethal dose of drugs are being pros-

ecuted as killers,” The New Yorker, 10 February 2020, pages 28→39, at page 30.
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161 https://www.google.ca/search?source=hp&ei=9L3cXYbnNYK6sgX48KXoBA&q=allotropes+def
inition&oq=allotropes&gs_l=psy-ab.1.2.0l10.5485.5485.8803 . . . 0.0.0.81.81.1 . . . . . . 0 . . .
.2j1.gws-wiz.8pMcuXeviyM

162 white phosphorus P4 (tetrahedral) CAS 12185–10-3 – very toxic.
163 red phosphorus (P4)n (P amorphous, polymer) CAS 7723-14-0 – not very toxic.
164 M.G., The Law of Occupational Health and Safety in Ontario, Second Edition, Butterworths, Tor-

onto and Vancouver, August 1994, ISBN 0-409-90414-7; Chapter 2.7.b.
165 Herbert Ellern, in Kirk-Othmer Encyclopaedia of Chemical Technology, 3rd ed., vol.15, page 1, et

seq., Wiley-Interscience, New York, 1981.
166 White Phosphorous Match Act of 1912: An Act to Provide for a Tax upon White Phosphorus, and

for Other Purposes, Washington D.C., 09 April 1912; and REGULATIONS UNDER . . ., Washing-
ton D.C., 10 May 1913. http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/enews/enewsv9n12.html

http://archive.org/stream/regulationsconc00revegoog#page/n6/mode/2up
167 M.L. Myers & J.D. McGlothlin, “Matchmakers’ “phossy jaw” eradicated,” Am Ind Hyg Assoc J.,

1996 Apr;57(4):330–2. http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/8901233
168 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phosphorus#White_phosphorus_and_related_molecular_forms

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/White_phosphorus#References
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Red_phosphorus#Red_phosphorus
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/457568/phosphorus-P/280563/Properties-

and-reactions#ref146121
169 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Berne_Convention_%281906%29
170 General William Booth, Salvation Army http://www.britainunlimited.com/Biogs/Booth.htm

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Booth http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phossy_jaw
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/London_matchgirls_strike_of_1888 http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Salvation_Army

171 Robert C. Weast, editor, CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 56th edition, CRC Press,
Cleveland, Ohio, 1975; “The Elements,” page B-26 & B27.

172 L. Bretherick, editor, HAZARDS IN THE CHEMICAL LABORATORY, The Royal Society of Chem-
istry, London, 1981; ISBN 0 85186 419 8; page 442.

173 https://byjus.com/chemistry/red-phosphorus/
https://www.compoundchem.com/2014/11/20/matches/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Match

174 https://www.livescience.com/28932-phosphorus.html
175 https://www.livescience.com/28932-phosphorus.html
176 Introductory quotes. Preface.
177 Alice and Tweedledum and Tweedledee, Lewis Carroll, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland and

Through the Looking-Glass, Signet Classics, The New American Library, New York City, 1960 &
1962; from . . . Looking-Glass . . ., “Tweedledum and Tweedledee,” Chapter IV, page 157; &
cover.

178 https://www.alice-in-wonderland.net/resources/pictures/tweedledum-tweedledee/
https://www.alice-in-wonderland.net/resources/faq/#copyright

179 A significant difference is found in the molecules’optical rotary power, also called optical activ-
ity – see Howard A. Strobel, Chemical Instrumentation / A Systematic Approach to Instrumental
Analysis, Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Inc., Reading, Massachusetts & London, Eng-
land, 1960; Chapter 4–13, Optical rotation, pages 100→ 102; and Chapter 10, POLARIMETRY,
pages 252→264.

180 Another significant difference may be found in chemical catalysis in biological systems –
where the three dimensional shapes of enzymes acting on their substrates might be bioactive
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for only one of the chiral forms – so that – from the introductory quote for this chapter – “Per-
haps Looking-Glass milk isn’t good [for Alice’s Kitty] to drink . . . ”

181 To recognize fragrances is reasonably inferred from biological process:
182 See: John Lanchester, “Scents and Sensibility / What the nose knows,” The New Yorker, Books,

10 March 2008 Issue (See Fig. 4.35.). https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2008/03/10/
scents-and-sensibility

183 In his New Yorker article, John Lanchester notes, for example, that the different spearmint and
caraway smells come alternatively from the mirror images of otherwise-the same molecule.

184

185 Carvone https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carvone
https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/_-_-Carvone#section=Top

186 [Carvone] [Spearmint] CAS 6485-40-1 (R) L
http://www.commonchemistry.org/ChemicalDetail.aspx?ref=6485-40-1
https://www.sigmaaldrich.com/catalog/product/aldrich/124931?lang=en&region=CA

187 [Carvone] [Caraway] CAS 2244-16-8 (S) D
https://www.sigmaaldrich.com/catalog/product/aldrich/435759?lang=en&region=CA

188 [Carvone] [racemic mixture] CAS 99-49-0 (R/S) L D
http://www.commonchemistry.org/ChemicalDetail.aspx?ref=99-49-0

189 McMaster University - Chem2OB3 Lab Manual; “23dec99; jp.”
https://www.chemistry.mcmaster.ca/~chem2ob3/nhw_temp/old_old_labmanual/expt1/

2ob3-exp1b.html
190 http://www.chem.ucla.edu/~harding/tutorials/stereochem/id_mole_chiral.html

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chirality
191 https://www.acsh.org/news/2018/08/01/carvone-one-molecule-two-different-scents-and-fla

vors-13255
192 Where the dashed lines here represent the hydrogen as below the plane of the page, with the

carbon in the plane of the page.
193 Where the solid lines here represent the hydrogen as above the plane of the page, with the

carbon in the plane of the page.
194 See:

– William H. Brown, Introduction to Organic Chemistry, 2nd ed., Willard Grant Press, Boston,
1978, page 302 et seq.

– Isaac Asimov, Life and Energy, Avon [1962]/Discus, New York City, 1972; Chapter 18, “The
Workings of Enzymes,” at pages 251→254.

195 See: Brown, at page 302, 303.
196 (When an organic molecule such as this is considered, the naturally found atomic isotopes are

usually assumed – so that it is carbon-12, oxygen-16 and hydrogen-1.)
197

6C
12

8O
16

1H1
atomic number ½�atomicmass

198 Uniquely – but for chirality – read on.

asymmetric carbon 

Fig. 4.35: Spearmint caraway.
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199 For more detailed Fischer projection rules see: Brown, pages 202, 303.
200 Brown, page 303.
201 The mirror plane here is for a two-dimensional representation; a three dimensional model

must be consulted. In the two-dimensional short-hand drawing here both molecules are iden-
tical – no matter how the atoms are placed in the two dimensional drawings to give an illusion
of mirror reflection. Their chiral difference is revealed only by consultation with a three-di-
mensional model. See for example themethanemodel pictured above.

202 The older D L nomenclature, still often used, and used here, has been replaced by an R S no-
menclature. See Brown at pages 302, 303; and page 94, et seq.

203 https://chemistry.stackexchange.com/questions/66024/are-our-hands-really-chiral
https://i.stack.imgur.com/fol1k.png
https://www.chadsprep.com/chads-organic-chemistry-videos/stereoisomers/

204 From Wikimedia Commons, the free media repository,” author = Furfur. 2017. According to
Commons terms; altered here. https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Hand_drawing.png

205 The drawing here is altered for a person holding left & right hands in front of face – viewing
the palms.

206 Furfur, “Hand drawing,”Wikimedia Commons, 2017 copyright acknowledgement. Chapter 4.
207 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Racemic_mixture

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glyceraldehyde
http://www.chim.lu/ech0898.php
https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/L-glyceraldehyde
http://www.chemspider.com/Chemical-Structure.71347.html

208 See also: Brown, page 98.
209 In general, it is the D forms of sugars that are found in natural biological systems, and their

chirality is appropriate to the enzymes of metabolism (and similarly, the L forms of amino
acids are found in natural proteins). Syntheses by non-biological routes, that do not pay spe-
cial attention to chirality, result in racemic mixtures – DL. Special methods are used to synthe-
size L sugars (and D amino acids). Historically, the relative ease of producing these different
versions could be reflected in the pricing – for example, for glyceraldehyde (calculated for 5 g.
from 1993–1994 Janssen Chimica Catalog Handbook of Fine Chemicals, Janssen Pharmaceutica
N.V., Geel, Belgium; page 739): D US$ 329.50, L US$ 630., DL US$ 51.50.

210 Glyceraldehyde can also be drawn as shown in Fig. 4.36.

211 Submicroscopic particles: p+, electrons e–, neutrons n. Chapters 4 & 7.
212 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.
213 Although this is a fictitious example concocted for illustrative purposes here, it is possible that

this molecule could actually exist.
214

6C
14 ! 7N14 + − 1β0t1=2 = 5, 730 years:

215 The isotope of this example is radioactive; many isotopes are not.

Fig. 4.36: Glyceraldehyde.
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216 For example, paraformaldehyde:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paraformaldehyde
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polymerization
https://web.archive.org/web/20080415161207/http://msds.chem.ox.ac.uk/PA/paraformal

dehyde.html
217 See Lawrence E. Nielsen, Mechanical Properties of Polymers and Composites, Volume 1, Marcel

Dekker, Inc., New York, 1974; and I.M. Ward, Mechanical Properties of Solid Polymers, Wiley-
Interscience, London, . . ., 1971.

218 Polymers in museum. Chapters 2 & 4.
219 Both plastics (thermoplastics) and thermosetting resins are often simply referred to as “plastics”
220 Anhydrous – without water molecules Na2Cr2O7 262 g/mol CAS 10588–01-9

Dihydrate – with water molecules Na2Cr2O7 · 2H2O 298 g/mol CAS 7789–12-0
221 Na2Cr2O7 Glenn Hess, “CHEMICAL HAZARDS [Oregon] Jury awards $85 million to soldiers ex-

posed to hexavalent chromium in Iraq,” C&EN, 12 November 2012, page 8.
222 Toronto Workers Health &Safety Clinic newsletter, 2012 12, Vol. 20, No.6.
223 Ethanol. CH3-CH2-OH CAS 64-17-5 46.07 g/mol
224 Ethanol. CH3-CH2-OH CAS 64-17-5. Chapters 1, 4, 11.
225 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethanol#Absolute_alcohol

https://chemistry.stackexchange.com/questions/14392/ethanol-and-water-hygroscopic-
equilibrium-concentration

https://www.scienceforums.net/topic/40271-difference-between-pure-ethanol-and-95/
https://www.cs.mcgill.ca/~rwest/wikispeedia/wpcd/wp/e/Ethanol.htm

226 See: Isaac Asimov, ASIMOV ON CHEMISTRY, Anchor Books, Doubleday, Garden City, New
York, 1975; ISBN 0-385-04005-9; Chapter 6 “To Tell a Chemist,” page 89, et seq. (Originally
appearing as an essay in The Magazine of Fantasy and Science Fiction, May 1965.)

227 This is the author’s theory.
228 Cocaine. CAS 5321-4 CAS 50-36-2. Chapters 4, 6, 10.
229 := an unshared pair of electrons. See Brown, at pages 5, 8, 11 and 12
230 See, for example: James Glanz, “Tests Show Genetic Signature of Virus That May Have Infected

President Trump,” The New York Times, 01 November 2020, https://www.nytimes.com/2020/
11/01/science/trump-covid-19-genome.html

231 See also: Jonathan Corum & Carl Zimmer, “New Mutations, New Variants,” The New York
Times, Science Times, 16 February 2021, page D2.

232 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.
233 Hardly ever, if ever, in the author’s view. This example is over-concocted and over-fictional-

ized for illustrative purposes.
234 But see: G. Antony, L.W. White, B.R. Landau, “Metabolism of D- and L-glyceraldehyde in adi-

pose tissue: a stereochemical probe for glycerokinase activity,” J. Lipid. Res. 1969 Sep;10
(5):521–7.

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/5808825/

H H H H H H H H
| | | | | | | |

H-O-C- O- C- O- C- O- C- O- C- O- C-O- C- O- C- O- H
| | |  | | | | |
H H H H H H H H

Fig. 4.37: Paraformaldehyde.
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235 TWH&SLC newsletter, Vol.16 No.2 – at page 6.
http://workers-safety.ca/features/newsletters/ http://workers-safety.ca/index.html
http://newsletter.workers-safety.ca.s3-website-us-east-1.amazonaws.com/#!/newsletters%2F

236 See CAS Registry Handbook. According to the 1985 ACS Annual Report (C&EN, 21 April 1986, p.
44), the registry contained information on 7 454 721 substances and nearly 11.4 million names.

237 https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/00026980.2020.1718303
238 https://vdocuments.site/systematic-nomenclature-of-organic-chemistry-.html
239 Text, etc. here is adapted from previous writing by the author.
240 M.G., “the regulation of named chemicals – What are CAS Numbers – why are they used?”

Toronto Workers’ Health & Safety Clinic newsletter, Vol.16, No.3, July 2008; pages 4→7.
http://workers-safety.ca/features/newsletters/ http://workers-safety.ca/index.html
http://newsletter.workers-safety.ca.s3-website-us-east-1.amazonaws.com/#!/newsletters%2F
2008 07_Vol_16_No_3_TWH_SLC newsletter_.doc

241 What are CAS Numbers . . . This is an instalment in a continuing series on the regulation of
named chemicals, started in the April 2008 issue – Vol.16 No.2 – Toronto Workers’ Health &
Safety Clinic newsletter, with the then intention to provide critical appraisals in a collection
that might serve as reference material. The table of topics is found in that issue at page 6.

242 The general convention as typically used, at first use, at various places in this book, is that a
substance would be identified by a common chemical name, followed by its symbols, CAS
Registry number, with a structural diagram near-by. Thus, for example: “water H2O, . . .” Sub-
sequent use might simply use the common name or symbols.

243 See below.
244 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chemical_Abstracts_Service
245 http://www.cas.org/
246 Chemical Abstracts Service “CAS® / A DIVISION OF THE AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY”

http://www.cas.org/index.html
“CAS REGISTRYSM . . . CAS Registry Number® . . . ” http://www.cas.org/expertise/cascon

tent/registry/regsys.html
American Chemical Society http://portal.acs.org/portal/acs/corg/conten t

247 Hazardous Products Act, SCHEDULE / INGREDIENT DISCLOSURE LIST, SOR/88-64 (in force 22
Mar 2006. 10 Feb 2015) – now repealed and replaced by SOR/2015-17.

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/regu/sor-2015-17/latest/sor-2015-17.html
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/regu/sor-88-64/latest/sor-88-64.html#fn_1-

ID0EBAABAABA
248 Hazardous Products Act, SCHEDULE / INGREDIENT DISCLOSURE LIST, SOR/2015-17.

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/regu/sor-2015-17/latest/sor-2015-17.html

PART 1
[. . .]

Interpretation

Definitions

1 (1) The following definitions apply in these Regulations.
[. . .]

ATE means an acute toxicity estimate, and includes the LD50 and the LC50, and the acute
toxicity point estimate determined in accordance with the table to section 8.1.7. (ETA)
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CAS registry number means the identification number assigned to a chemical by the Chemi-
cal Abstracts Service, a division of the American Chemical Society. (numéro d’enregistrement CAS)

chemical name means a scientific designation of a material or substance that is made in
accordance with the rules of nomenclature of either the Chemical Abstracts Service, a division
of the American Chemical Society, or the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry,
or a scientific designation of a material or substance that is internationally recognized and that
clearly identifies the material or substance. (dénomination chimique)

[. . .]
LC50 means the concentration of a mixture or substance in air that causes the death of 50.0%
of a group of test animals. (CL50)

LD50 means the single dose of a mixture or substance that, when administered by a partic-
ular exposure route in an animal study, is expected to cause the death of 50.0% of a given ani-
mal population. (DL50)

[. . .]
249 B Br3 CAS 10294–33-4. Chapters 1 & 4.
250 It is entirely numeric – not alphameric.
251 http://www.cas.org/expertise/cascontent/registry/regsys.html
252 CAS Registry Number Verified Partner Program

A CAS Registry Number license is required anytime an organization will “publish” CAS
Registry Numbers to the public or use them to

[. . .]
https://www.cas.org/support/documentation/chemical-substances/cas-rn-verified-part

ner-program
https://www.cas.org/support/documentation/chemical-substances/faqs#10
https://www.cas.org/support/documentation/chemical-substances/faqs#13
https://www.cas.org/support/documentation/chemical-substances/faqs#10

253 TWH&SLC newsletter, Vol.16 No.2, April, 2008, at page 7.
http://workers-safety.ca/features/newsletters/ http://workers-safety.ca/index.html
http://newsletter.workers-safety.ca.s3-website-us-east-1.amazonaws.com/#!/newsletters%2F

254 Controlled Drugs and Substances Act – Statutes of Canada 1996 Chapter 19, Royal Assent 20 June
1996 – schedule I s.2(2). http://laws.justice.gc.ca/en/c-38.8/text.html http://laws.justice.gc.ca/en/

255 Daniel M. Perrine, The Chemistry of Mind-Altering Drugs / History, Pharmacology, and Cultural Con-
text; American Chemical Society, Washington, D.C.; 1996; ISBN 0-8412-3253-9; page 188, et seq.

http://www.inchem.org/ http://www.inchem.org/documents/pims/pharm/pim139e.htm
256 Yuji Nakahara and Akiko Ishigami, National Institute of Hygienic Sciences, Tokyo 158, Japan

“Inhalation Efficiency of Free-Base Cocaine by Pyrolysis of ‘Crack’ and Cocaine Hydrochlo-
ride,” Journal of Analytical Toxicology, Vol. 15, May/June 1991; at page 105:

Preparation of crack
[. . .]

To three 5-mL aliquots of 34-mg/mL cocaine hydrochloride aqueous solution were added 1.5,
3, and 4.5 g of sodium bicarbonate. The mixtures in beakers were warmed on a hot plate for
1 h to remove water and prepare three types of white masses of crack (cocaine-sodium bicar-
bonate 1:10, 1:20, and 1:30).

[. . .]
https://academic.oup.com/jat/article-abstract/15/3/105/757651?redirectedFrom=fulltex
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257 A chart of the proscribed substances of the CD&S Act Schedules (showing resonance struc-
tures): Steve Chapman, The Controlled Drugs and Substances Act / Schedules & Structures, Iso-
mer Design, Toronto M5B 2R3, 2005, 2011; ISBN 0-9697682-7-4. http://isomerdesign.com/
Home/index.php http://isomerdesign.com/Cdsa/

http://isomerdesign.com/Cdsa/backgrounder.php
258 http://www.inchem.org/ [50–36-2] [53–21-4] http://www.inchem.org/documents/pims/

pharm/pim139e.htm
259 Farid J. Muhtadi and Abdullah A. Al-Badr, “COCAINE HYDROCHLORIDE,” pages 151–231 in

Klaus Florey, ed., Analytical Profiles of Drug Substances / Volume 15 / Compiled under the
auspices of the Pharmaceutical Analysis and Control Section / Academy of Pharmaceutical
Sciences; Academic Press, 1986, New York.

260 Terry Mills III & J. Conrad Robertson, Instrumental Data for Drug Analysis / Second Edition /
Volume 1, Elsevier, New York, 1987; “Cocaine,” pages 524 and 525.

261 Ray H. Liu & Daniel E. Gadzala, Handbook of Drug Analysis / Applications in Forensic and Clini-
cal Laboratories, American Chemical Society, Washington, D.C., 1997; ISBN 0-8412-3448-5;
[several index entries].

262 Daniel M. Perrine, The Chemistry of Mind-Altering Drugs/History, Pharmacology, and Cultural
Context; American Chemical Society, Washington, D.C.; 1996; ISBN 0-8412-3253-9; page 188, et
seq.

263 http://isomerdesign.com/cdsa/FullDisplay/index.htm
http://isomerdesign.com/Cdsa/ http://isomerdesign.com/Cdsa/schedule.php?schedule=

I&section=2
264 CD&S Act SC 1996, c. 19. s.4 Schedule I, item 2.

http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/C-38.8/index.html
265 http://www.inchem.org/ [50–36-2] [53–21-4] http://www.inchem.org/documents/pims/

pharm/pim139e.htm
266 Michael Hardwick, The Complete Guide to SHERLOCK HOLMES, Weidenfeld and Nicolson,

London SW4 7TA, 1986; ISBN 0 297 78963 5.
267 Sherlock Holmes was a cocaine user – Hardwick, pages 39 and 80.
268 Hardwick, page 39: [THE SIGN OF THE FOUR]

[. . .]
[Watson:] ‘Which is it to-day,’ I asked, ‘morphine or cocaine?’
He raised his eyes languidly from the old black-letter volume which he had opened.
‘It is cocaine,’ he said, ‘a seven-percent solution. Would you care to try it?’

[. . .]
269 Hardwick, page 80: [The Yellow Face, Strand, 1893]

[. . .]
[Watson:] . . . Save for the occasional use of cocaine, he had no vices, and he only turned
to the drug as a protest against the monotony of existence when cases were scanty and the
papers uninteresting.

[. . .]
270 Michael Hardwick, The Complete Guide to SHERLOCK HOLMES, Weidenfeld and Nicolson,

London SW4 7TA, 1986; ISBN 0 297 78963 5.
271 Sherlock Holmes was a cocaine user – Hardwick, pages 39 & 80.
272 Cocaine. CAS 53-21-4 CAS 50-36-2. Chapters 4, 6, 10.
273 [molecular mass] g/mol. [mp =melting point] °C.
274 (An abundance of baking soda may cause additional carbon dioxide to be formed when the

cocaine is heated for smoking – giving a crackling sound – hence the name – see: Perrine, The
Chemistry of Mind-Altering Drugs . . . ; page 188. It might be theorized that the creation of the
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non-ionic form would allow lower temperature melting and vaporization, without decomposi-
tion, and thus greater and quicker absorption into the blood, in the lungs, of the user.)

275 According to http://www.cs.rice.edu/~ssiyer/minstrels/poems/801.html: – by Dr. D.D. Perrin,
late 1950s, Department of Medical Chemistry, John Curtin School of Medical Research, Austra-
lian National University, Canberra.

http://wonderingminstrels.blogspot.com/2001/06/mosquito-was-heard-to-complain-dr-d-
d.html

http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/CHEM/DDT-st.gif http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/tfacts35.html
http://wonderingminstrels.blogspot.com/2001/06/mosquito-was-heard-to-complain-dr-d-

d.html
276 https://www.reddit.com/r/chemistry/comments/2ot9dk/chemistry_limericks/
277 And ironically: Donal O’Regan “Chemicals secretly buried in County Limerick dug up and then

left ‘a field away’,” LIMERICK LEADER, 20 Jan 2019.
https://www.limerickleader.ie/news/home/358723/chemicals-secretly-buried-in-county-

limerickdug-up-and-then-left-a-field-away.html
https://www.limerickleader.ie/

278 See: Rachel Carson, Silent Spring, 1962, Fawcett Publications, Inc., Greenwich, Connecticut,
11th printing, April 1970.

279 See: Rudy M. Baum, Editor-in-chief, Chemical & Engineering News, From the Editor, “Rachel
Carson,” 04 June 2007, Vol.85, No.23, page 5. http://pubs.acs.org/cen/editor/85/8523editor.
html

– and cited therein: Naomi Lubick, “DDT’s Resurrection,” Environmental Science & Tech-
nology, 2007, 41, 6323. http://pubs.acs.org/subscribe/journals/esthag/41/i18/html/091507per
spective.html

280 Silent Spring ACS Matters, American Chemical Society Weekly Newsletter, 31 October 2012:
“50 Years Later, Landmark Status for Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring.”

281 www.acs.org/landmarks
282 Rachel Carson, Silent Spring, 1962, Fawcett Publications, Inc., Greenwich, Connecticut, 11th

printing, April 1970.
283 See also: Rudy M. Baum, Editor-in-chief, Chemical & Engineering News, FROM THE EDITOR,

“Rachel Carson,” 04 June 2007, Vol.85, No.23, page 5. http://pubs.acs.org/cen/editor/85/
8523editor.html

– and cited therein: Naomi Lubick, “DDT’s Resurrection,” Environmental Science & Tech-
nology, 2007, 41, 6323. http://pubs.acs.org/subscribe/journals/esthag/41/i18/html/091507per
spective.html

284 See also: Linda Wang, “LANDMARK FOR [Rachel Carson’s 1962 book] ‘SILENT SPRING’ / Influen-
tial book catalysed the modern ENVIRONMENTAL MOVEMENT,” C&EN, 26 Nov. 2012, page 38.

285 TWH&SLC newsletter, 2008 07. Vol.16, No.3, page 3.
http://newsletter.workers-safety.ca.s3-website-us-east-1.amazonaws.com/#!/newsletters%2F

286 2012 12. Vol. 20, No. 6
287 DDT CAS 50-29-3. Chapter 4.
288 These standards are produced and distributed by various organizations, such as:

– the US National Institute of Standards and Technology;
– the United States Pharmacopeial Convention, Inc.;
– the Sigma Chemical Company.

See also Byron Kratochvil and Alan Walton, “The Role of Reference Materials in Quality Assur-
ance for Chemical Measurement,” Canadian Chemical News, May 1995, pages 40642, and
references cited therein. See in Chapter 5.
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289 Although, arguably, an analysis with a sufficient number of screens can approach absolute de-
termination – see K. Bailey, “The value of the Duquénois Test for Cannabis – a Survey,” Journal
of Forensic Sciences, 1979, 24(4), 8176841. See also Brunelle and Cantu cited in Chapter 3.

290 K. Bailey. Chapters 3 & 4.
291 Brunelle & Cantu. Chapters 3 & 4.
292 See: Maria Josefi, Writer-editor, US FBI Handbook of Forensic Science, February 1995; US Gov-

ernment Printing Office, Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D,C., 20,402–9328; ISBN
0-16-045111-6; pages 57 & 58 Lead Analyses.

293 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.
294 Methanol. CAS 67-56-1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Methanol
295 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.
296 Ethylene glycol. CAS 107-21-1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethylene_glycol
297 ±-Propylene glycol. α-propylene glycol. CAS 57-55-6 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Propylene_

glycol
http://www.commonchemistry.org/ChemicalDetail.aspx?ref=57-55-6

298 Richard Saferstein, CRIMINALISTICS / An Introduction to Forensic Science, Seventh Edition,
Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, New Jersey, 07458; 2001; ISBN 0-13-013827-4; page 64.

299 That area might be definable simply in geographic terms (such as, a certain neighbourhood of
a municipal or rural region), but it might also be definable in social (the people the accused
associates with) or economic (where the accused shops) terms.

300 After looking, unsuccessfully, for search warrant flaws.
301 Deoxyribonucleic acid. For a survey of this topic see Mark A. Farley & James J. Harrington, eds.,

Forensic DNA Technology, Lewis Publishers, Inc., Chelsea, Michigan, 1991. See also C&EN 20 Nov.
1989, pp. 18–30; special report DNA Profiling. See also other DNA references cited in Section 6.13.

302 That is, one chance in a million = 1/10+6 = 1/1,000,000 = 1 × 10–6

303 – assuming here no quality assurance problems. See Chapters 5 & 8.
304 See:

– D.A. Stoney & J.I. Thornton, "A Critical Analysis of Quantitative Fingerprint Individuality
Models,"Journal of Forensic Sciences, Vol. 31, No. 4, Oct. 1986, pages 1187→1216.

https://doi.org/10.1520/JFS11901J.
https://www.astm.org/DIGITAL_LIBRARY/JOURNALS/FORENSIC/PAGES/JFS11901J.htm

305
– Joseph Polski, Ron Smith, Robert Garrett, et al., “The Report of the International Association

for Identification, Standardization II Committee,” Document No.: 233,980, 2011, Award Num-
ber: 2006-DN-BX-K249; a research report to US Department of Justice.

https://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/nij/grants/233980.pdf
https://www.academia.edu/30690748/On_the_Individuality_of_Fingerprints

306 – Richard Saferstein, CRIMINALISTICS / An Introduction to Forensic Science, Seventh Edition,
Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, New Jersey, 07458; 2001; ISBN 0-13-013827-4; “FINGER-
PRINTS,” Chapter 14, pages 395→420. At page 397 – Galton [< 64 × 10–9].

307 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.
308 Being followed through in this chapter.
309 A good assumption.
310 (Metaphorically)
311 Richard Saferstein, Criminalistics / An Introduction to Forensic Science, Seventh Edition, Pren-

tice Hall, Upper Saddle River, New Jersey, 07458; 2001; ISBN 0-13-013827-4; page 64.
312 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
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313 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.
314 Different ways of presenting large numbers in a table. The first shown (at left in Table 4.6.),

sometimes used by scientists, can be confusing to others.
315 1 million = 1,000,000 = 10+6 = one thousand thousand.

1 billion = 1,000,000,000 = 10+9 = one thousand million (short scale – now for both UK and
USA use).

1 billion = 1,000,000,000,000 = 10+12 = one million million (long scale – no longer for UK
use).

1 trillion = 1,000,000,000,000 = 10+12 = one million million (long scale).
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Billion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Long_and_short_scales#Current_usage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Names_of_large_numbers

316 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.
317 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.
318 See also:

– H.R. Lukens and D.E. Bryan, “The DS Method for Evidence Characterization,” Journal of
Forensic Sciences, Vol. 19, No. 4, October 1974, pages 855 → 864.

– Neil T. Crosby and Indu Patel, General Principles of Good Sampling Practice, published for
the Laboratory of the Government Chemist by the Royal Society of Chemistry, Cambridge
CB4 4WF, 1995;

– Lawrence H. Keith, Environmental Sampling and Analysis: A practical Guide, Lewis Pub-
lishers, CRC Press, Inc., Boca Raton, Florida, 1991.

– B. Budowle, A.M. Giusti, J.S. Waye, F.S. Baechtel, R.M. Fourney, Dwigth E. Adams, Law-
rence A. Presley, Harold A. Deadman, and K.L. Monson, “Fixed-Bin Analysis for Statistical
Evaluation of Continuous Distributions of Allelic Data for VNTR Loci, for Use in Forensic
Comparisons,” American Journal of Human Genetics, 48,, pages 841→855.

Tab. 4.6: Presenting number multiples.

(Totals of pen
sales for most
recent  years) ×
(–) =

(Totals of pen
sales for most
recent  years)
=

(Totals of pen
sales for most
recent  years)
=

(Totals of pen
sales for most
recent  years)
(millions) =

(Totals of pen
sales for most
recent  years)
=

  × () million  ,,

. . ×() .million . ,,

. . × () .million . ,,

  × ()  million  ,,

. . × () .million . ,

  × () million  ,,

. . × () .million . ,,

  × () million  ,,

. . × () .million . ,
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– Bruce Budowle and Alan M. Giusti, “Fixed Bin Frequency Distributions for the VNTR
Locus D5S110 in General United States Reference Databases,” Journal of Forensic Sciences,
Vol.40, No.2, March 1995, pages 236→238.

Major Nu En Huang and Bruce Budowle, “Fixed Bin Population Data for the VNTR Loci D1S7,
D2S44, D4S139, D5S110, and D17S79 in Chinese from Tiwan,” ibid., pages 287→290.

319 See Chapter 6.
320 Gasolines are mixtures of C4→C10 hydrocarbons (~boiling point range 40→180 °C), which may

include additives and impurities. A GC mixture profile of all observable components, or even of a
few selected component types, might be used to characterize each gasoline, or at least to distin-
guish one from another. Variations of ASTM D 5580-94 (1995 Annual Book of ASTM Standards
. . . Volume 05.03 . . ., pages 7446751) Standard Test Method for Determination of Benzene, Tolu-
ene, Ethylbenzene, p/m-Xylene, o-Xylene, C9 and Heavier Aromatics, and Total Aromatics in Fin-
ished Gasoline by Gas Chromatographymight be usable for such purpose.

321 When. Chapters 2, 4, 7.

Tab. 4.6 (continued)

(Totals of pen
sales for most
recent  years) ×
(–) =

(Totals of pen
sales for most
recent  years)
=

(Totals of pen
sales for most
recent  years)
=

(Totals of pen
sales for most
recent  years)
(millions) =

(Totals of pen
sales for most
recent  years)
=

. . × () .million . ,,

  × () million  ,,

  × () million  ,,

Σ = . Σ = . × () Σ = .million Σ = . Σ = ,,
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Chapter 5
Site and lab procedure, and documentation

[. . .]
“I see you’re admiring my little box,” the Knight said in a friendly tone. “It’s my own invention –
to keep clothes and sandwiches in. You see I carry it upside-down, so that the rain can’t get in.”
“But the things can get out,” Alice gently remarked. “Do you know the lid’s open?”
“I didn’t know it,” the Knight said, a shade of vexation passing over his face. “Then all the things
must have fallen out! And the box is no use without them.” . . .

[Alice and the White Knight.] [1, 2]
[. . .]

5.1 To try to assure credibility – lab practices, etc.

In Chapter 3, the forensic chemist’s lab work was referred to – as for the progress of
the analyses. But other considerations are needed for the credibility of the result.1

That credibility is important for everyone who would scrutinize the process, and
who might question the result, especially some of the law participants [3] who
might not like the results.2 These other considerations, which in a sense might seem
somewhat removed from the actual science, are important.

As indicated in the Preface, although this book is directed towards forensic
science3 – with specialization in analytical chemistry – much is shared with sci-
ence more generally, so that chemistry and other science concepts are sometimes
referred to – with implications towards forensic analytical chemistry.4,5

The other considerations:

5.2 Site, lab, and samples

5.2.1 Site examination

Parts of an investigation that would later merge into forensic chemistry laboratory
work would typically start at a site6 where an incident would have happened. This

1 Analyses. Credibility. Chapters 3 & 5.
2 Not liking the results at law. Chapters 1 & 5.
3 Forensic science. Preface 2, Chapters 1, 2, 3, 5.
4 Analytical chemistry. Expanded definition –more detail, and example. Preface 2, Chapter 1, 2, 3, 5, 8.
5 Forensic analytical chemistry; chemistry more generally. Otherwise than forensic – useful for under-
standing; and perhaps a few digressions. Preface 2.4.
6 Site.What it is. Chapters 1, 2, 3, 5.
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would be a known physical location – for example:7 The Wagon Lit compartment,
First Class Berth No. 2, Orient Express [4], where a stabbed dead traveller [5] was
discovered, and investigated by the famous Belgian detective [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] (See
Figs. 5.1a & 5.1b).

Fig. 5.1a: Famous Belgian detective [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17].
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Fig. 5.1b:Wagon Lit [18, 19, 20].

7 Fictional literature. Christie. Poe. Preface 2.2, Chapter 5 & 8.
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Or, for example [21]: An outside factory storage yard where there was an explo-
sion. Sometimes, the location may be unknown as to the extent – for example: A
chemical spill into the aquifer – ground water – how deep? – how wide-spread? –
migrating in which direction(s)? – how fast? And sometimes, the location may be un-
known – as for missing hazardous chemicals – known from inventory control where
they came from, that they are missing, but not where they went [22, 23, 24].

There could be other kinds of sites – for example, within the bodies of workers
harmed by exposure to hazardous chemicals; or shrapnel.8 Such exposures might
be contemporary or from long ago, and could be on-going.

Procedure for examining and collecting evidence for a site with a known loca-
tion and geometry – for example, the factory explosion – is perhaps easiest to visu-
alize and describe. There would be an apparent debris area or field to photograph
and measure, and from which, to collect items after documenting their locations
(with care taken to avoid changing or contaminating the area). The area might actu-
ally be a volume – for example, an enclosed space – an inside storage room –
wherein, the air might contain particulates or unusual gases and debris on walls,
floor and ceiling. The area or volume examination would also have a time scale.9

There is reference literature [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30] for site examination. Fictional
literature too: (See Fig, 5.2)10

Fig. 5.2: PURLOINED LETTER.
[Edgar Allan Poe, THE PURLOINED LETTER, 1845, 1910.] [31, 32, 33, 34]

8 Shrapnel. Chapters 2 & 5.
9 Time scale. Chapters 5 & 7.
10 Fictional literature. Christie. Poe. Preface 2.2, Chapters 5 & 8.
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Nil sapientiae odiosius acumine nimio.— Seneca [35, 36, 37]

[. . .]
“. . . we searched every where. . . . the entire building, room by room; devoting the nights of a
whole week to each . . . the furniture of each apartment. . . . opened every possible drawer;
and I presume you know that, to a properly trained police agent, such a thing as a secret
drawer is impossible. . . . After the cabinets we took the chairs. The cushions we probed with
the fine long needles you have seen me employ. From the tables we removed the tops.”

[. . .]
“Sometimes the top of a table, or other similarly arranged piece of furniture, is removed by the
person wishing to conceal an article; then the leg is excavated, the article deposited within the
cavity, and the top replaced. The bottoms and tops of bedposts are employed in the same
way.”

[. . .]
“. . . we examined the rungs of every chair in the hotel, and, indeed the jointings of every de-
scription of furniture, by the aid of a most powerful microscope. Had there been any traces of
recent disturbance we should not have failed to detect it instantly. A single grain of gimlet-
dust, for example, would have been as obvious as an apple. Any disorder in the glueing – any
unusual gaping in the joints – would have sufficed to insure detection.”

. . . looked to the mirrors, between the boards and the plates, and . . . the beds and the
bed-clothes, as well as the curtains and carpets. . . .

“. . . then we examined the house itself. We divided its entire surface into compartments,
which we numbered, so that none might be missed; then we scrutinized each individual square
inch throughout the premises, including the two houses immediately adjoining, with the mi-
croscope, as before.”

[. . .]
“All the grounds are paved with brick. They gave us comparatively little trouble. We examined
the moss between the bricks, and found it undisturbed.”

. . . papers, of course, and into the books of the library . . .
“ . . . we opened every package and parcel; we not only opened every book, but we turned

over every leaf in each volume, not contenting ourselves with a mere shake, according to the
fashion of some of our police officers. We also measured the thickness of every book-cover,
with the most accurate admeasurement, and applied to each the most jealous scrutiny of the
microscope. Had any of the bindings been recently meddled with, it would have been utterly
impossible that the fact should have escaped observation. Some five or six volumes, just from
the hands of the binder, we carefully probed, longitudinally, with the needles.”

[. . .]
. . . We removed every carpet, and examined the boards with the microscope. . . .

. . . And the paper on the walls . . .
[. . .]

. . . into the cellars . . .
[. . .]

“. . . what would you advise me to do?”
“To make a thorough re-search of the premises.”
“That is absolutely needless,” replied G – . “I am not more sure that I breathe than I am

that the letter is not at the Hotel.”
[. . .]

But, as in Poe’s famous story [38], something important really can be missed:
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[. . .] [39]
. . . Mr. [B] . . . hid the tapes in the ceiling above the bathroom in the house . . . where he and
Ms. [H] . . . were living, and police missed them during a 71-day search of the home [40].

[His lawyer] Mr. [M] . . . and Ms. [MacD] . . . acting on instructions received in a phone call
from Mr. [B] . . ., entered the house . . ., and left with the six tapes in a shoe box. . . . [41, 42]11

[. . .]

Although site examination is quite important, often with dedicated professionals,
the focus of this book is on the analytical chemistry of some of what is found [43].

If there would be an on-site analysis, it should usually be for screening tests12–
to go later for laboratory confirmation (positive or negative) [44]. For example [45],
on arrest, an accused’s seized bag of suspicious-looking substance might screen
test positive for heroin, only to be revealed later, as not heroin [46] – perhaps, po-
lice misapplied the test kit [47] (unfortunately for the accused, at the bail hearing,
only the screen results would have been available, but not yet the negative lab re-
sult, so that bail might be denied) [48].

Typically, a properly contained sample of something of apparent interest is
brought from the site to the forensic analytical chemist at a laboratory.

5.2.2 General lab set-up

Mostly, a forensic chemistry lab would be expected to look like any other chemistry
lab, with much of the same standard furnishings and equipment – such as bench tops,
water lines and sinks, oxygen and gas jets, electrical outlets, balances, glassware, fume
hoods, hazard warning signs, safety and first aid equipment, etc.; and various instru-
mentation.13 And, as with many labs, it may be the nature of the instrumentation that
determines the lay-out. Lay-out would also be determined by the volume and routine-
ness of the lab’s work. There is reference literature on chemistry lab procedures [49].

5.2.3 Integrity of sample and analysis process

An important feature of a forensic chemistry lab relates to security – for the tracking
of what and who goes and comes, and the barring of unauthorized what and who.
This would also include tracking within the lab. And, all of this should generate a
document trail.

11 Ethics. Lawyers. Experts. Etc. Preface 2.3, Chapters 1, 5, 8, 9.
12 Screening tests. Wet chemistry. Chapters 3, 4, 5, 6.
13 Forensic analytical chemistry; chemistry more generally. Otherwise than forensic – useful for
understanding; and perhaps a few digressions. Preface 2.4.
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This security is concerned with the integrity of the forensic sample and the anal-
ysis process – to make sure that it has not been interfered with, by accident or intent;
and to assure that sample handling and analytical method are appropriate, and do
not interfere with other aspects of the investigation. Part of this integrity is simply the
sample chain of custody;14 other parts are found in various documentation.

There would be documentation as provided for in the lab’s core documents, in-
cluding its standard operating procedures:

5.3 Documentation

The credibility, reliability and integrity of the lab’s eventual report depends not
only on doing good science,15 but also necessarily includes documenting what is
done and how.16,17

The document trail [50] that would result in the lab’s written report allows for an
important concept: Nullius in verba [51, 52, 53, 54].18 Scientific results must be explain-
able and reproducible by other scientists elsewhere – on the basis of reports, as sup-
ported by documentation. For forensic science, a scarce availability of the samples –
unpolluted –may make reproducing the work more difficult – perhaps, prohibitively.

Missing parts of the document trail should raise serious questions as to the
credibility of the reported results.19

5.3.1 Lab’s core documents and standard operating procedures

A forensic laboratory should have an array of documents related to control and
recording of what the lab is supposed to do, and does do.20 These core documents’
various titles might include: Operations Manual, Rules of Engagement, Directives,
Organizational Manual, Lab Procedural Manual [55], Standard Operating Proce-
dures; etc. [56, 57, 58, 59, 60]. These might function as kind of lab-like constitutional
and legislative documents – to borrow legal terms for analogy. For convenience, here,
the acronym, SOP = standard operating procedures – is sometimes used kind of gen-
erally for any of these, without more careful definition. This acronym, here, may refer

14 Chain of custody. Chapters 3 & 5.
15 Science – good, bad and junk. Preface 4, Chapters 1, 2, 8, 10, 11.
16 Forensic analytical chemistry; chemistry more generally. Otherwise than forensic – useful for
understanding; and perhaps a few digressions. Preface 2.4.
17 Lab documentation. Preface 4.1, Chapter 5.
18 Nullius in verba. Preface 4.1, Chapters 2 & 5.
19 Author’s biases. Preface 1.2, 4.1, 4.3, Chapters 10 & 11.
20 Core documents. SOPs. Chapters 5 & 9.
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to both the core documents array and to particular procedures, as the context would
require. (Readers are cautioned that this use here may be at variance with others’ use
elsewhere – here, its use includes a more general sense.)

As indicated above, there should be core documents or SOPs – or SOP-related
references – for
– security.

And, otherwise for almost every aspect of lab operation – such as:21

– Mission statement
– Chain of authority organizational chart within the lab;

– where that lab fits within its controlling agency, and
– where that agency fits within its larger administrative environment

– Memoranda of understanding [61, 62];
– or contracts with other agencies

– Various forensic analysis methods [63] that the lab does
– as to specific procedures that might be used within those analyses
– as to general lab procedures [64]

– Method validations22

– Handling procedures [65]
– Quality assurance – test samples, proficiency monitoring, peer review, etc.
– Accreditation and other credentials23

– Processing of reports of work done – production, distribution – public and
confidential

– Instrumentation list and library of manufacturer and supplier literature
– Instrument operation and maintenance
– Equipment, standard samples, reagents – purchases and rentals
– Sample acceptance, storage, retention and return

– environmental-friendly disposal
– Lab personnel, and public health and safety
– Budgetary directives and documents
– Employee loyalty declarations and security clearances
– Workers’ collective agreements
– SOP format
– Etc.

Some of these might effectively be set out in legislation – such as for measuring air-
borne concentrations under the Ontario Occupational Health & Safety Act [66]; and

21 Lab core documents. SOP, scientific literature. Chapters 3, 4, 5, 8.
22 Method validation. Chapters 5 & 8.
23 Accreditation. QA ISO. ANAB. Chapters 5, 8, 10, 11.
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for the measuring of ethanol in breath and blood for drivers of motor vehicles in the
Canada Criminal Code [67]24 [68]. Or, an SOP might effectively be set out in an engi-
neering-type standard [69].

SOPs might be required by agency or government policy for various specific rea-
sons – such as, simply for economy (the same reagents can be purchased in larger
lots at cheaper unit costs), or to forestall allegations of perceived unfairness (one
accused’s sample was analysed differently – with a different legal result).

Generally, the core documents and SOPs serve to contain the lab’s processes within
defined bounds with accessible instructions and useful record-keeping. The document
trail of what the forensic lab does, and is supposed to do, facilitates good lab work.

While many possible variations are expected in core document and SOP format,
content, and organization, and in procedure and performance, the concepts implied
by the above list should apply to all forensic labs. When making a critical appraisal
of a lab’s work, these concepts should be looked for. For example, if it would be
noticed that there is no mention of quality assurance documentation – by whatever
description – in whatever equivalent terminology – wherever in the lab’s systems –
the lab’s eventual report should be regarded as having seriously damaged credibil-
ity, for that reason alone, although Canadian courts might not notice.25

Likewise, significant deviation from what is prescribed in core documents and
SOPs, without considered and presented reasons, should be seen as damaging the
lab’s credibility and the value of its reports.

More about documentation – generally:

5.3.2 The scientific literature

Generally, the method, theory, and discussions about the scientific work done on
something of forensic interest will have been reported somewhere in the scientific liter-
ature – contained in various textbooks or periodicals, or other formal publications.26,27

Such reference is necessary for the documentation assembled for the science to eventu-
ally support the theory of the related human story. Sometimes reports in popular litera-
ture and news items can be included, especially for an overview. All literature should
be open to critical appraisal.

Thus, for the ink analysis example, [70] the forensic chemist might variously
cite [71]:28

24 Criminal Code ethanol in blood. SOP. Chapters 5 & 11.
25 re criticism of Health Canada, Judges, et al. Preface 4.1, 4.3, Chapters 10 & 11.
26 Lab core documents. SOP. Scientific literature. Chapters 3, 4, 5, 8.
27 Impairment and science literature. Chapters 5 & 11.
28 Variations of Ink analytical chemistry – as examples – Gedankenexperiment – continue throughout
this book. Preface 2.3 & 2.2.
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– Richard L. Brunelle and Robert Reed [72, 73]
– Richard L. Brunelle and Kenneth R. Crawford [74]
– R. L. Brunelle [75]29

– Richard L. Brunelle and A.A. Cantu [76]
– R.L. Kuranz [77]
– Joel Harris [78]
– Renna A. Merrill and Edward Bartick [79]
– Antonio A. Cantu [80]
– Antonio A. Cantu (US Senate Hastings Impeachment hearings) [81, 82, 83, 84,

85, 86]30

– Jane A. Lewis [87]
– Frank H. Norwitch and Howard Seiden [88, 89, 90]
– Paul L. Freese [91]
– Roger W Jones and John F McClelland [92]
– Mark Maremont [93]

If it happens that, in attending to a particular case, the forensic chemist makes a
significant modification of reported methods, develops an essentially new method,
or builds specialized equipment not otherwise available, then that would have to be
set out in detail in the final forensic report.31 And, if the new method or equipment
is significant enough, it should be published in the scientific literature [94, 95].

It should be emphasized that without reference to the chemical or other scien-
tific literature or a reporting of a new method, chemical forensic conclusions should
not be seen as worth much. Notwithstanding that such reference can be very brief
[96] and might look perfunctory or pro forma [97], it is still necessary [98]. This is
related to method validation.32

5.3.3 Tags and receipts

5.3.3.1 Tags and receipts – on paper
As mentioned in above,33 the chain of the forensic sample custody is important.
That such a chain is unbroken would be evidenced by a system of tags and receipts,
and notebook entries.

29 Destructive and non-destructive testing. Chapters 3, 5, 8.
30 US Senate Hastings Impeachment hearings, 1989. Chapters 5 & 9.
31 Forensic report. Chapters 5 & 9.
32 Method validation. Chapters 5, 8, 11.
33 Forensic sample chain of custody. Chapters 3 & 5.
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To continue the ink example [99], the actual physical acceptance by the forensic
chemist of the two clear polymer envelopes [100] would follow a procedure – perhaps:
– A police officer (badge [][][]) [101] enters the lab (after having presenting creden-

tials and signing in at the security desk).
– And hands the two envelopes to the forensic chemist (employee No. [][][]).
– The next entry box on the attached property tag is filled-in and they both initial it.
– The police officer leaves the lab (signing out at security) and makes police

notebook [102, 103] notations.
– The forensic chemist makes a lab notebook entry – see below – and secures the

samples in storage.

In this procedure, the tag would always travel with the item – and can also be pho-
tocopied for receipts. When (if) the chemist returns the item to the police, the next
box is filled in, and so on, for all such transfers.

5.3.3.2 Tags and receipts – electronic
As with the lab notebook, dealt with just below, the system of tags and receipts may
often include modern computer data-keeping and management. Similar concerns
and cautions are appropriate.

5.3.4 Lab notebook

5.3.4.1 Lab notebook – on paper
A lab notebook34,35,36,37 is a chemist’s on-going record of work done; it is the essen-
tial reference for the reports to be written, and it is where to look to try to solve
problems that might later arise, including from criticisms of the reports – even,
years later. According to H.M. Kanare [104, 105, 106], “[t]he guiding principle for
note keeping is to write with enough detail and clarity that another scientist could
pick up the notebook at some time in the future, repeat the work based on the writ-
ten descriptions, and make the same observations that were originally recorded.”

For disputed forensic conclusions, Kanare’s “another scientist” might not be so
hypothetical – and might be called by an opposing lawyer to try to persuade a
court, or public opinion, otherwise. And, historians and journalists might also be

34 Alert: See below.
Lab notebook. Electronic alternative. Chapter 5.

35 Forensic analytical chemistry; chemistry more generally. Otherwise than forensic – useful for
understanding; and perhaps a few digressions. Preface 2.4.
36 Lab core documents. SOP. Scientific literature. Chapters 3, 4, 5, 8.
37 Lab notebook. Chapters 5 & 9.
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looking at the data, years later; see for example for Bartolomeo Vanzetti, Boston,
1920; [107, 108, 109]38 and Steven Truscott, Ontario, 1959 [110, 111].

Generally, a lab notebook should have permanently bound and numbered pages,
and be of substantial construction. It should also have identification/title pages, which
include declarations of the lab’s policy concerning notebooks and a clear indication or
declaration of its importance as a valuable original document. While loose-leaf binders
of lab notes, various kinds of file folders and releasable binders, and computer storage
may sometimes be convenient or even appropriate, the older-style bound book has the
advantage that separate pages cannot get mixed-up or lost by simple accident, and in-
tentional tampering may be more difficult to cover up. And, even in situations where
unbound notes are used, the forensic chemist might still be well-advised to keep a
chronological registry of sample numbers, etc. in a bound diary calendar book, with
cross-references to the other paperwork – as a kind of mini-lab notebook.

The contents and style of lab notebook entries would vary, depending on the
work to be done, its repetitiveness, volume and routineness. Generally, the advice
of Kanare [112], is worthwhile to consider, even if some of it might seem too fussy.
If a forensic chemist is following a procedure from reference documents, such as a
procedures manual [113, 114] or an SOP, a proper reference to such a document
may be sufficient, provided it and the appropriate data, are clearly enough identi-
fied (for the “. . . other scientist”).

For large batches of routine forensic analyses, check-box and fill-in-the-blank
kinds of forms or work sheets may be used, and may even be computerized. But,
that convenience should not obscure from the forensic chemist, the problems of un-
bound notes indicated above; and although such forms might be contained within
the lab’s report, it should not be confused with that report itself.

An example, concocted fictionally for illustrative purposes here, [115] would
show – possibly – what such a form might include: [116, 117]39

– Descriptive title – for example:
LAB NOTES PROCESS SHEET FORMARIHUANA DETERMINATION [118, 119, 120, 121]

– Location of the lab
– Case process number for the lab [][][]; [122] for the Police [][][]
– Various tag numbers [][][] [][][] [][][] [][][] [][][]
– This PROCESS SHEET’s control number [][][]
– – page numbers [][]→ [][]
– Identification of where and when the sample for testing is from – for example:

Cst. [][][][], [][][][] Police, delivered, [][] [][][][] 20[][], [][]:[][] []m [123]
– Analysed using procedures of SOP [][][] (which might follow methods and con-

cepts presented by J.A. Siegel, [124] and by K. Bailey [125])

38 Sacco, Vanzetti. Chapters 1 & 5.
39 Report – Short Form. Chapters 5 & 9.
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– Date, times and location of the analysis
– Identification of the analyst – [][][][]; employee identification [][][]
– General appearance of the sample to be identified and/or photo:
– Mass = [][][].[][]g [126]
– Dimensions = [][][].[][]cm × [][][].[][]cm × [][][].[][]cm. Geometry: [][][][] [127]
– [][].[][]°C [][][].[][] % humidity
– Microscopy: plant material present? Cystolithic [128] hairs observed? Photo?

Drawing?
– Duquénois-Levine?
– TLC: Solvent = [][][][]? [129] Solvent mixture? Photo? Drawing?
– IR = infrared spectroscopy (usually not necessary for this kind of analysis – see

both Siegel and Bailey, cited above)?
– Conclusion: the analysed sample – ✓

☐ is ☐ is not marihuana – plant material.
☐ does ☐ does not contain THC.

– Lab Accreditation = [][][][] [130] Accrediting agency: [][][][]40

– ISO: [][][][]
– Analyst credentialed? [][][][]
– Lab’s exchequer or budgetary declaration?
– Interagency memorandum of understanding – legal citation?
– QA reports? Publicly available?
– Workplace health and safety; worker’s compensation?
– This PROCESS SHEET’s freedom of information status?41

– Confidentiality status? Until when?
– Legal declaration? Disclaimer?
– Relevant legislation citation: [][][][]
– Signed, dated and witnessed attestation? Anti-corruption declaration?
– Next administrative step?
– What to do with this form now? To whom does it go next? Does not go?
– Distribution?
– See notebook pages: [][][]→ [][][]

Another notebook-keeping practice would be to firmly attach experimental spectra,
photographs, print-outs, and so on to the pages of the bound book; but if there are
too many, this would be too cumbersome, and they should be archived elsewhere.
At least, identification numbers and location instructions for these items should be
recorded in the notebook. Leaving spectra and other data stored in operating or un-
secured computer memories is asking for trouble.

40 Accreditation. QA ISO. ANAB. Chapters 5, 8, 10, 11.
41 Freedom of info. legislation. Chapters 5, 8, 10.
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A lab notebook would contain the kinds of data listed in the above form, but in
the bound format mentioned above; the form might be attached within the note-
book; perhaps, pre-printed on its pages. But, the lab notebook would also contain
all of the other work that the analyst would do in chronological sequence and might
note other steps not included in the form. If a form is used, that would also be noted
in the notebook, if not attached within it.

Notwithstanding the above commentary, attaching other papers to lab note-
book pages is obviously impracticable when there are very many analyses – per-
haps many thousands, as for labs serving in the war on drugs. But the lab notebook
should still record adequate references to the documents of analysis within a logical
system of location codes; this would be practicable because the lab notebook would
still record the work of the individual scientists during their workdays.

5.3.4.2 Lab notebook – electronic
With the advent of modern computer42 data-keeping and management, much of the
commentary about lab notebooks above may be seen as becoming obsolete, if not al-
ready so. This is ok; especially for the very large numbers of analyses of large labs.
However, the forensic scientist must be aware that the precautions inherent in the
paper-based systems – readily available, reliable, tamper-resistant, easily readable,
showable to the jury, etc. – are not lost with electronic data keeping – or are not
brought into doubt – or are not unintentionally given over to the control of others not
so concerned with the intricacies and special responsibilities of forensic science, and
are not exposed to hackers. There is a kind of analogy with citizen voting – paper bal-
lots remain the best device against fraud, mix-up, hacking and error.

The forensic scientist, ultimately responsible for the reported conclusions, is also to
be held responsible for the integrity of the data keeping and processing. The advantage
of the lab notebook is/was that gaffs could quickly look obvious; the scientist is directly
responsible that the electronic record-keeping keeps to that standard. The forensic sci-
entist should be careful not to lose – to the programmer or controller of the computer
system, hackers [131, 132, 133], or biases within outside-sourced programmes [134] –
the tight control that a physical lab notebook would provide. If the forensic scientist
does not address this and is not completely confident of a computer equivalent of that
tight control remaining, then there would be serious credibility loss [135]. And, if there
were to be found a glitch, or hack into the computing process, or a bias within outside-
sourced programmes, even indirectly, such occurrence must appear in the notes and
report, and is relevant to be considered in any legal process.43

42 See above. Lab notebook. Electronic alternative. Chapter 5.
43 Glitch in computer process. Chapters 5 & 9.
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5.3.5 Reference documents

Many documents can be conveniently shortened – and made more manageable – by
referencing to other documents.44 Even very specialized forensic work will include
routine procedures, with routinely used chemicals and equipment. And, sometimes
an entire kind of forensic work will be routine. Document referencing is a common
practice in law, where, for example, the Occupational Safety and Health Regulation,
[136] under the Canada Labour Code [137], contains building standards provisions,
simply by referencing the National Building Code [138]. It is also a common engineer-
ing practice, where for example, specifications for certain equipment are sufficiently
described by reference [139] to CSA [140] standards. There are several kinds of refer-
ence documents, including:
– A lab’s self-developed core documents and SOPs, perhaps compiled in a manual.

For example: K Br pellet preparation for IR spectroscopy, [141] might simply be
noted in the lab notebook and later in the report as SOP No. [][][] [142]. This is
satisfactory as long as the SOP reference is clear, and the SOP, as at the time the
work was done, is readily available [143].

– Documentation for standard reference materials – for which, if used, the docu-
mentation that accompanies them is essential. These standards are produced
and distributed by various organizations, such as the U.S. National Institute of
Standards and Technology [144], the United States Pharmacopeial Convention,
Inc. [145], the American Petroleum Institute [146]. Often, commercially available
materials from reputable suppliers may serve as standards, for example, the
Sigma Chemical Company [147, 148]45 Reference standards might also be in-lab
produced.

– The scientific literature.46

– Standards published by various organizations – a frequent engineering practice.
These are published documents, with reference numbers, that address issues of def-
initions, engineering, compatibility, quality, health and safety, etc. For example –
American National Standards Institute; American Society for Testing and Materials;
[149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 154]47 International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) [155, 156].

44 Lab core documents. SOP, scientific literature. Chapters 3, 4, 5, 8.
45 Disclaimers, etc. Error . . ., Not legal advice . . . Commercial products, . . . Preface 2, 4.1.
46 Lab core documents. SOP. Scientific literature. Chapters 3, 4, 5, 8.
47 Disclaimers, etc. Error . . ., Not legal advice . . . Commercial products, . . . Preface 2, 4.1.
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5.3.6 Spectra and other instrumental print-outs

Very much of modern chemical analysis involves instrumentation and machine dis-
play and recording of data [157] – so that in the ink example, there might be IR spec-
tra. As already noted above, an instrument’s print-outs might be attached to the
appropriate notebook page, or clearly cross-referenced there. The same procedure
should be followed for photographs and drawings, or recorded in the electronic
data-keeping equivalent.

5.3.7 Report

The forensic report – the statement of findings and conclusions – and a most impor-
tant kind of document to be issued by the forensic lab – is dealt with as Chapter 9.48

5.3.8 Quality

Throughout this chapter, it would be assumed that the lab is well run – its samples
and equipment are handled in a careful and orderly way, with clean handling and
good housekeeping, with good document control, and with a conscious, serious
effort to produce a quality product: Reliably credible and clearly reported analyti-
cal chemistry results. All of this should be addressed by way of a quality assur-
ance programme – see in this chapter and in Chapter 8.49

5.3.9 Publication or other public access

There should be public accountability for forensics – of its reports and documents
that lead to the reports. This is consistent with the usual practice – in principle, at
least – of legal matters being open to public access [158] 50,51. The public nature of
court process is seen to be essential for a free and democratic society [159, 160]. De-
pending on circumstances, this sometimes leads to actual public knowledge or even
publication; notwithstanding that it would often seem that hardly anyone would be
interested. The mechanisms of becoming public include that courts are public fo-
rums [161], the proceedings of which are recorded for transcription for anyone who

48 Proper scientific report. CD&S Act. Health Canada. Preface 4.3, Chapters 5, 8, 9, 10, 11.
49 Accreditation. QA ISO. ANAB. Chapters 5, 8, 10, 11.
50 Public. Preface 4, Chapters 5 & 8.
51 But see “However . . . confidentialities . . .” below.
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pays the official court reporters’ fees [162]. Also, anyone who pays the photocopying
fees is normally entitled to copies of case documents.

Aside from court process, everyone has, with limitations, rights of access to gov-
ernment documents under the Canada federal Access to Information Act, [163] and
its various provincial counterparts [164]; this can be disappointing.52 The US federal
equivalent is the Freedom of Information Act [165].

Also, although the federal Auditor General Act [166], and its various provincial
counterparts [167], would not give individuals rights of access to information, [168]
published reports of these independent [169] agencies can be information sources.

However, within this public nature of the legal process, there can – and should – be
considerable confidentialities. There is a necessary tension between the public and the
confidential. This tension is further discussed below – in the more general context of
transparency and opaqueness of government and other institutional process – secrecy.

5.3.10 Record and sample retention

The importance of documentation and the document trail is frequently indicated in
this chapter. This is related to a concept that the documentation should have an inde-
pendence from its issuer; and be available for some considerable time for the scrutiny
of others, still independent of its issuer. This means that a forensic lab should have a
record retention policy that declares explicit protocols for listing what records exist,
for how long [170], and what their public/confidentiality status is [171].

There should also be protocols for records’ ultimate archival status or disposal.
And, if there is to be disposal, there should be protocols of method and documenta-
tion of execution.

Record retention should include data observed for the scientific measurements –
in raw forms and, as appropriate, at various stages of processing. Much of these
would not appear in the final report, but should be referenced in that report as ar-
chived and accessible.53

The kinds of records contemplated here would include not only those of the sci-
entific work, but also as related to lab administration and finance, and the tracking
of samples, chemicals, equipment, personnel and records.

In the author’s view, the record retention time should be as close to forever as
practicable, unless there is a specific reason for earlier disposal (e.g., a legal require-
ment to dispose – as distinct from a legal minimum retention time). Forestalling le-
gitimate critics’ scrutiny is not an acceptable reason. The reason for such long-term
retention is so that others – often adversarial others – would have sufficient

52 Freedom of info. legislation. Chapters 5, 8, 10.
53 Data archive. Chapters 5 & 9.
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opportunity to research, even decades later, for either specific legal or political pur-
pose, or for more general historical research [172]54 [173, 174].

In the author’s view, the long-term availability of forensic lab records for others’
scrutiny is important for forensic credibility [175] and is a responsibility of lab lead-
ership personnel discussed below.

The same concepts that apply for record retention should also apply to forensic
samples – for the same reasons, although keeping physical property in storage may
be difficult, perhaps prohibitively so.

5.3.11 Security

As mentioned above, security may be of special concern in a forensic lab. And,
while it may be part of everyone’s job, it may also be necessary that larger labs have
security-dedicated personnel who are to act by formal, documented protocols of
their own, and who are answerable directly to senior management. Such a security
regime should generate its own documentation.

5.4 Lab organization

5.4.1 Legal/budgetary

As with any other institution, a forensic chemistry lab has a legal and physical exis-
tence. It may be part of a personal- or corporate-owned business or institution, or it
may be operated by some level of government (a Ministry, board, or Crown corpora-
tion). It would have various ownership or lease rights to facilities, equipment, inven-
tory, client lists and intellectual property;55 and it would have financial accounting
and employees (perhaps with a trade union).

While most of these matters would not be of great concern in evaluating a lab’s
forensic work, there should at least be some documentary appearance to identify
them. Such identification can be important because it can carry the lab’s reputa-
tion – good or bad. If the reputation is good, then, for a private or corporate lab, its
trade name, marks and brand may become valuable intellectual property.

A lab’s legal existence is also related to contract and tort law – in the ability to
sue (e.g., to collect its analysis fees) and to be sued (for wrong results that caused
client damage, or correct results that damaged by being late). A lab’s legal existence
may also allow it [176] to be prosecuted by the Crown for regulatory infractions.

54 Sacco, Vanzetti. Chapters 1 & 5.
55 Intellectual property. Chapters 1 & 5.
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5.4.2 Organization and leadership responsibility

All forensic labs (even including – although perhaps to a lesser extent – a one- or a
few-person operation) should have a formal, documented organizational/manage-
ment structure – with a system of core documents described above. This would usu-
ally be influenced by the legal structure. There should be a clear chain of authority,
from operating personnel (chemists at the lab bench) to leadership personnel (a se-
nior supervisor or lab director; a Minister of the Crown and deputies) [177, 178] (See
Fig. 5.3).

In the author’s view, the responsibility that everyone in the lab bears for the produc-
tion of reliably credible analytical results bears more heavily on the leadership
personnel because they have control over the organizational functions, the pace
of work, employee payment practices [179] and policies. As leaders, they should
be identifiable and answerable for everything that happens on their watch. This is

Fig. 5.3: Lab core documents.
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important when something goes wrong – and proper answers are called for56 –
where the buck stops [180].

5.4.3 Personnel – scientific qualification

Although most anyone can be trained for specific forensic science tasks – and do
them well – the usual qualification57 for forensic science personnel would be a di-
ploma or degree in chemistry or related science, engineering or technology – that,
importantly, should include at least some exposure to humanities. These may be
within college and university programmes that are forensic-science-directed. Such
formal education should give the scientist an understanding, beyond mere technical
skills, that may be necessary when the unexpected appears, when a philosophical
overview would be needed; or if something goes wrong; for example, if a moral
quandary arises – to identify and address it. Participation in professional organiza-
tions [181] and professional designations [182]58 are also important.

With modern automated instrumentation, it is now possible, if not usual, for a
forensic worker to be able to produce more, quicker and better work than was possi-
ble in previous eras; but possibly with less understanding; or even with no under-
standing at all.59 [183, 184]

Care must be taken to avoid confusing uneducated presenting of results with an
actual understanding of scientific concept and meaning. Simple procedural and me-
chanical training for a modern automated scientific instrument is not sufficient,
and should not be confused with thoughtfully and professionally evaluated and ex-
plained evidence.

As an example, [185] in another context, consider a person who wants to write a
will – to leave a fortune to good and loyal friends, and not to family. Quite impres-
sive-looking forms might be purchased cheaply at stationary stores [186]; but this is
no proper substitute for professional legal advice from a licensed and insured es-
tates lawyer, who is responsible to navigate the sometimes subtle intricacies of a
law area, wherein people have been known to viciously feud. The Bold and Gothic

lettering of the store-bought form may eventually disappoint would-be heirs.
Perhaps, another analogy, from yet another context – In Disney’s Fantasia, 1940,

the sorcerer’s apprentice does not appear to have yet got an adequate knowledge of
the magic, needed when something goes wrong [187].

56 Author’s biases. Preface 1.2, 4.1, 4.3, Chapters 10 & 11.
57 Accreditation. QA ISO. ANAB. Chapters 5, 8, 10, 11.
58 Profession. Chapters 1 & 5.
59 Personnel – scientific qualification. Automated instrumentation. Chapters 5, 6, 8.
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5.5 Ethics

A hallmark of a professional is to be held to act within proper ethical and profes-
sional bounds, and this relates to the practice of forensic science. Aspects of ethical
issues are dealt with in Chapter 8.60

5.6 Quality assurance

Modern commercial, industrial and laboratory practices should have a strong
focus on producing quality products and services, and for assuring consumers of
that quality. This not only looks at the technology of the products and services,
but also the organizational functions to produce them. Various aspects of quality
assurance are dealt with in the context of how to try to limit and cope with error,
in Chapter 8.61

5.7 Other responsibilities

In a hopefully by-gone era, when the chemistry lab work was finished and reported,
so too were the remains of the experimental work, no longer of concern. Nor were
other aspects – both during the lab work and afterwards; no longer – hopefully – in
our modern era.

While these other aspects – of importance on their own – are not of direct con-
cern when considering forensic results, failures in these regards may enter into
legal proceedings with the issue of credibility. And, even if lab personnel credibility
survives exposure of such failures, it could lead to other legal activity and public
policy criticisms in the context of these aspects.

5.7.1 Environmental: waste management

In that, hopefully, by-gone era, the liquid waste might simply have been poured
down the drain, and the solid put out with the municipal trash.62 Such pollution,
environmental [188] and waste management [189] matters are now not only regu-
lated, but would now be properly seen as a lab responsibility – from the chemist at
the lab bench to the leadership in the management and executive offices.

60 Ethics. Lawyers. Experts. Etc. Preface 2.3, Chapters 1, 5, 8, 9.
61 Accreditation. QA ISO. ANAB. Chapters 5, 8, 10, 11.
62 Regularory law. Environmental and workplace health and safety. Chapters 1, 5, 9, 11.
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5.7.2 Workplace health and safety

Similarly, lab and other [190] forensic worker health and safety [191, 192], and work-
ers compensation, have become relevant concerns that must be addressed.

For example:63 Failure of chemistry lab ventilation, Nova Scotia, 2008, resulted in
a worker fatality – lung failure after exposure to trimethylsilyldiazomethane (TMSD)
(See Fig. 5.4).

The lab operator plead guilty – under provincial regulatory legislation – to a charge of
failing to provide proper workplace ventilation, resulting in a fine = [US $47,000] [195,
196, 197, 198, 199, 200, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213, 214].

5.7.3 Hazard communication: WHMIS

Related to worker health and safety and workers compensation, in Canada, theWork-
place Hazardous Materials Information System, has become relevant to concerns
that must be addressed in a chemistry lab. And, similarly in the USA for the Federal
Hazard Communication Standard.64

5.7.4 Labour relations and employment rights

And, similarly, labour relations and employment law have become relevant concerns
that may arise in a chemistry lab.65

5.7.5 Consumer protection

And, since commercially operated forensic labs produce a marketable product, con-
sumer protection issues may also arise.66 These labs should be held responsible, at

Fig. 5.4: TMSD CAS 18,107–18-1 114.22 g/mol [193, 194].

63 Forensic analytical chemistry; chemistry more generally. Otherwise than forensic – useful for
understanding; and perhaps a few digressions. Preface 2.4.
64 Consumer protection. Hazard communication. WHMIS. Chapters 1 & 5.
65 Labour relations and employment rights. Chapters 2 & 5.
66 Consumer protection. Hazard communication. WHMIS. Chapters 1 & 5.
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law, to not inflict their customers with defective product. This could be addressed by
both government-inspected regulatory law, and by way of civil litigation in tort or con-
tract. However, consumers might not be aware that the product would be defective.

5.8 Transparency and opaqueness of government and other
institutional process – secrecy

5.8.1 Confidential verses public

As indicated above, for publication or other public access to forensic reports and
other documents, there is a necessary tension between the public and the confiden-
tial. This extends into the more general context of transparency and opaqueness of
government and other institutional process.67,68

In Chapter 2,69 it is argued that science progresses with the developing and re-
fining of theories. In Preface 4, it is argued that this is a public process; so that pro-
posed explanations are available to potential critics.70 Also argued in Preface 4 is
that there should be an accountability to the citizenry – the workings of the govern-
ment should be clearly visible – transparency. Thus, the doing of science should be
a public process, from both scientific and democratic perspectives.

However, forensic science, intertwined as it is with legal, institutional and per-
sonal processes, must necessarily include significant confidentialities. At least for
some specific investigations, at least, temporarily. Transparency might only extend
to particular participants, and in a required sequence. For example, in a criminal
investigation, police would confide to Crown counsel; Crown, in-turn, to defence
counsel; in-turn to the court; et seq. And, that chronological order of confiding must
be maintained. The forensic lab would be part of all of this confiding.

But, these necessary confidentialities should not become an excuse for not explain-
ing the science to those entitled to argue about it, when their time would come to do
so. And, in due course, the confidentials should usually come into the public process.

In Chapter 10,71 it is opined that the Canadian government has been a pioneer
in opaqueness. In the absence of any national security or privacy issues, there has
been a failure of scientific disclosure and explanation – without justifiable reason.
In this, Parliament has enacted anti-science legislation that allows bad science, and

67 Public. Preface 4, Chapters 5 & 8.
68 Health Canada. DAS. Ethics. Preface 4.3, Chapters 5 & 10.
69 Transparency. Opaqueness. Chapters 2, 5, 10.
70 Public. Preface 4, Chapters 5 & 8.
71 Transparency. Opaqueness. Chapters 2, 5, 10.
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the government has invoked it to do bad science. It is bad science, at least for that
reason alone, that the scientific disclosure and explanation is missing.72

5.8.2 Temporary allowance

Confidentiality should temporarily apply for a specific forensic investigation that
would involve a court or tribunal process, until those involved can consult, as needed,
and so that the court or tribunal can decide.

Thus, there are some kinds of investigations for which temporary secrecy might
be necessary – for selection protocols,73 for sample taking. Examples:
– Doping testing for horse racing [215]. Which horses to be tested for what chemical,

and when, should not be known by anyone but the testing personnel (and prefer-
ably, not even them), so that those who might profit from racing industry invest-
ment and bets cannot interfere.

– Brownfield testing for environmental regulation. What tested for, where, when,
and how deep.74

– Workplace drug testing. What tested for, where, when, and what job categories,
at random, or for what reasons.

– Air purity testing at workplaces [216]. When and where.
– Food inspection, including storage temperature, at restaurants.
– Purity and process inspection at food processing plants.
– Purity and process inspection at pharmaceutical processing plants [217].
– Viscosity and evaporation characteristics testing for petroleum and other chem-

icals carried in highway and railway tankers [218].

Preferably, for all of these, what is tested for, where, when, in what ways, and
under what circumstances, should be known only to the testing personnel. And, as
far as practicable, not even to them – using selection protocols involving random-
ness that helps keep the tester blind.75

5.8.3 Manhattan Engineer District

. . . the fear that Hitler’s Germany would do it first. . . .
[Thomas Powers, HEISENBERG’S WAR . . ., 1993.] [219, 220]

72 re criticism of Health Canada, Judges, et al. Preface 4.1, 4.3, Chapters 10 & 11.
73 Sample selection. Chapters 3, 5, 9.
74 Sample selection. Brownfield. Chapters 2, 3, 5.
75 Justitia. Blind. Preface 4.1, Chapters 5 & 8.
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An historical example where scientific confidentiality from the public, and many others,
[221] was needed is found in the work of the Manhattan Engineer District [222].76

The U-235 critical mass for a workable atomic bomb would be a very real secret;
well-known, years after WWII, to be only a few kilograms [223, 224, 225, 226, 227,
228, 229, 230, 231, 232, 233].

But, in Albert Einstein’s famous letter to President Franklin Roosevelt, 1939
[234, 235, 236, 237, 238, 239], Einstein, Leo Szilard, Enrico Fermi and Jean Frédérick
Joliot-Currie, apparently thought it would be tonnes. Atomic research might pro-
vide for dangerous new weaponry, but Little Boy and Fat Man [240] in aircraft over
Japan (not then yet even thought of) would not be possible [241].

But later, Manhattan-related work would reveal the few kilograms fact.
Although Alsos [242] later discovered insufficient Third Reich atomic progress, what

Reich scientists knew, thought and intended, remains a puzzling controversy [243].
By one version, Werner Heisenberg, Otto Hann, Ernest von Weizsäcker, Paul

Harteck [244, 245], Kurt Diebner, et al., of the Third Reich’s atomic project, appar-
ently did not realize kilograms, rather than tonnes, until after Hiroshima [246, 247],
when they heard a news report when they were interned at Farm Hall, with the British
listening in [248]. They apparently thought that a deliverable atomic bomb would not
have been possible; that not enough U-235 could be separated from U-238 [249]; and
too heavy for any aircraft.

But, notwithstanding the controversy about what Reich scientists knew, thought
and intended, the Allied secrecy about the U-235 critical mass seems to have been
well justified (See Fig. 5.5).

Fig. 5.5:WWII poster [251].

76 92U
235 U-235 Einstein. FDR. Critical mass. Chapters 5 & 6.
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https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/ottawa/ottawa-mint-gold-theft-missing-1.4637799
25 See:
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26 Richard Saferstein, Criminalistics/An Introduction to Forensic Science, Seventh Edition, Prentice
Hall, Upper Saddle River, New Jersey, 07458; 2001; ISBN 0-13-013827-4; page 33, et seq.

27 Detective Peter Code, Toronto Police Service, “Forensic Crime Scene Investigation,” as Chap-
ter 3, in David Rose and Lisa Goos, DNA / A Practical Guide, Thomson Reuters Canada Limited /
Carswell, Toronto M1T 3V4; 2004, 2009; KF 9666.5 A6R67 2004; ISBN 978-0-7798-1685-9.

28 Marilyn T. Miller, “Crime Scene Investigation,” in Stuart H. James and Jon J. Nordby, editors,
Forensic Science/An Introduction to Scientific and Investigative Techniques, CRC Press, Boca
Raton, 2003; ISBN 0-8493-1246-9; Chapter 8, pages 115→135. www.crcpress.com

29 Maria Josefi, Writer-editor, US FBI Handbook of Forensic Science, February 1995; US Government
Printing Office, Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D.C., 20402-9328; ISBN 0-16-045111-6;
“The Crime Scene,” page 14; “Practical Suggestions Regarding Crime Scene Administration and
Management,” pages 15→19.
https://archive.org/details/FBI_Handbook_of_Forensic_Science/mode/2up
https://ia800205.us.archive.org/11/items/FBI_Handbook_of_Forensic_Science/FBI_Handbook_of_
Forensic_Science.pdf

30 Michael Karagiozis and Richard Sgaglio, Forensic Investigation Handbook: An Introduction to
the Collection, Preservation, Analysis and Presentation of Evidence; Charles C Thomas Publisher ·
Ltd., Springfield, Illinois, 62704-4730; 2005.

https://www.ccthomas.com/details.cfm?P_ISBN13=9780398075798
31 Edgar Allan Poe, “The Purloined Letter,” 1845, 1910.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Purloined_Letter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C._Auguste_Dupin#/media/File:The_Purloined_Letter.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C._Auguste_Dupin

32 The Works of Edgar Allan Poe by Edgar Allan Poe The Purloined Letter
https://etc.usf.edu/lit2go/147/th-works-of-edgar-allan-poe/5357/the-purloined-letter/
https://poestories.com/read/purloined
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33 Edgar Allan Poe, “The Purloined Letter,” 1845, 1910.
https://etc.usf.edu/lit2go/147/the-works-of-edgar-allan-poe/5357/the-purloined-letter/
[Paris, 33, Rue Dunôt, Faubourg St. Germain, after dark, autumn 18-, the story’s narrator re-

ports of a meeting with his friend, Le Chevalier C. Auguste Dupin (Poe’s fictional amateur detec-
tive), interrupted by Monsieur G–, the Prefect of the Parisian police].

34 https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Tales_(Poe)/The_Purloined_Letter
https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Tales_(Poe)
https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Author:Edgar_Allan_Poe https://www.eapoe.org/

35 Nil sapientiae odiosius acumine nimio. = Nothing is more hateful to the sense than too much
cunning.https://groups.google.com/forum/#!topic/alt.language.latin/eFyn9kttoo4

36 Nil sapientiae odiosius acumine nimio = Nothing is more hateful to wisdom than too much clev-
ernesshttps://www.proz.com/kudoz/latin-to-english/other/141379-nil-sapientiae.html

37 But likely not Seneca. Stavros Theodorakis, “The Motto in Edgar Allan Poe’s ‘The Purloined Letter’,
” 07 Aug 2010.https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.3200/ANQQ.22.1.25-27?journalCode=
vanq20
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38 – wherein there was an interference with the search process.
39 Henry Hess and Michael Grange, “Bernardo’s ex-lawyers charged / Two removed damning

tapes from house the day before Homolka struck plea bargain,” The Globe & Mail, 24 Janu-
ary 1997.

http://www.efc.ca/pages/media/globe.24jan97.html
40 Emphasis added here.
41 For which the lawyer got into big and protracted trouble, and about which the Law Society of

Ontario amended the professional rules of conduct. See the full Globe and Mail article, etc.
42 Mr. B . . . was eventually convicted of some of the most serious crimes in Ontario’s history. His

lawyer, Mr. M . . ., although unsuccessfully criminally prosecuted for his handling of the tapes,
was subsequently the centre of focus for very significant changes in the law of lawyers’ han-
dling physical evidence.

43 Although Poe’s story of The Purloined Letter did not involve analytical chemistry.
44 (But there was no outside lab work on the Orient Express. Hercule Poirot, Agatha Christie’s, Bel-

gian detective, did his own forensic science procedure – a thermal process – on-site – to reveal
an important clue; Harper Collins, 2011, at page 66.)

45 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
46 Heroin. Bail. CAS 1502-95-0, CAS 561-27-3. Chapters 4 & 5.
47 This Gedankenexperiment is inspired by an actual case from the author’s law practice – where it

appeared that police may have misapplied a commercially available test kit.
48 See also: Jan Ransom, “Inmates Received Harsh Punishments Over False Positives for Drugs,”

The New York Times, 21 November 2019, page A22.
49 Such as:

– Writing Team for the Chemical Technician Curriculum Project, Robert L. Pecsok, Kenneth
Chapman and Wade H. Ponder; eds., Chemical Technology Handbook / Guidebook for Industrial
Chemical Technologists and Technicians, American Chemical Society, Washington, D.C., 1975.

– Julian Tyson, Analysis / What Analytical Chemists Do, Royal Society of Chemistry Paper-
backs, 1994.

50 In the present era of electronic data processing, what used to be called a paper trail is now best
called a document trail; for purposes here, the concept is the same.

51 Nullius in verba ≈We do not take anybody’s word for it.
52 http://royalsociety.org/ “The Royal Society’s motto ‘Nullius in verba’ roughly translates as ‘take

nobody’s word for it’. It is an expression of the determination of Fellows to withstand the domi-
nation of authority and to verify all statements by an appeal to facts determined by experi-
ment.” https://royalsociety.org/search/?query=nullius

53 Edward Neville da Costa Andrade, Sir Isaac Newton/His Life and Work, Doubleday Anchor, Gar-
den City, New York; Science Studies Series, S42; reprinted from Macmillan Company, New York,
and W. Collins Sons and Co, Ltd., London, first published 1954; page 60.

54 The Latin motto of the Royal Society, London, freely translated by E.N. da C. Andrade in Sir
Isaac Newton, His Life and Work, Doubleday Anchor (reprinting a book first published 1954 by
Macmillan, New York; and Collins, London), Garden City, New York; page 60, as: we do not
take anybody’s word for it. And, at page 61, Sir Isaac is quoted as replying to an (incorrect)
report of astronomical observations contrary to Newtonian physics: “It may be so, there is no
arguing against facts and experiments.”

55 For example the US Food and Drug Administration’s “Laboratory Procedure Manual” http://
www.fda.gov/ora/science_ref/lpm/lpmtc_dec02.html, including Chapter 7 therein – “Ana-
lytical Manuals.”

56 For example:
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57 Guide to the Drugs Directorate Laboratory Activities Quality Assurance Program; Minister of Na-
tional Health and Welfare Canada, Minister of Supply and Services Canada; February 1991; Cat-
alogue No. H42-2/26-1990; ISBN 0-662-5750-5.

58 Canada Health Protection Branch, Regional Laboratory Quality Assurance Manual, Document
Number 038, 01 October 1997.

59 Health and Welfare Canada, Field Operations Directorate, Health Protection Branch, Laboratory
Quality Assurance Manual/For Use in Field Operations Directorate Laboratories, Ottawa, 1977.

60 Health Canada Guide. Chapters 5 & 9.
61 For example: “MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING Between the DEPARTMENT OF NATIONAL

HEALTH & WELFARE . . . as represented by the Minister . . . and the ROYAL CANDIAN
MOUNTED POLICE . . . as represented by the Solicitor General . . . CONCERNING THE PROVI-
SION OF AN ANALYSIS SERVICE OF SEIZED DRUGS AND DRUG PARAPHERNALIA,” Ottawa,
1984,1985.

62 RCMP mou. Chapters 5 & 10.
63 For example:

– analysis for organics in factory air,
– analysis for ethanol in blood,
– analysis for pharmaceuticals in race horses,
– DNA profiling of human fluids,
– analysis for narcotic drugs,
– ink identification,
– analysis for organics in the city water and sewage systems,
– forensic sample retention terms of reference,
– analysis for pesticides in market-vended vegetables,
– paint and pigment analysis.

64 For example:
– archival procedures for lab-generated documents,
– public access terms of reference for lab-generated documents,
– forensic sample retention terms of reference,
– procedures to run IR spectra,
– procedures to prepare K Br pellets for IR spectra,
– procedures to run visible–UV spectra,
– procedures to run TLC plates, including solvent mixes,
– in-lab photography,
– equipment maintenance.

65 Such as:
– “Standard Practice for Receiving, Documenting, Storing, and Retrieving Evidence in a Fo-

rensic Science Laboratory,” ASTM E 1492–92; included in John J. Lentini, “ASTM Standards
for Forensic Sciences,” Journal of Forensic Sciences, 40(1), January 1995, pages 146→149.
http://www.astm.org/

– “RECOMMENDED STANDARDS AND PROCEDURES OF THE CANADIAN SOCIETY OF FORENSIC SCIENCE AL-

COHOL TEST COMMITTEE,” Canadian Society of Forensic Science Journal, Vol.28, No.1, March
1995, pages 1→53

– https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/00085030.1995.10757469
66 O. Reg. 490/09: DESIGNATED SUBSTANCES, under Ontario Occupational Health and Safety

Act, RSO 1990, c. O.1 https://www.ontario.ca/laws/regulation/090490#BK7
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[. . .]
Measuring airborne concentrations
24. (1) An employer shall ensure that procedures for monitoring, sampling and determin-

ing airborne concentrations of a designated substance and worker exposure to air-
borne concentrations of a designated substance,
(a) comply with,

(i) a standard method for workplace air sampling and analysis or another method
recognized in industrial hygiene practice, and

(ii) the rules set out in Part I of Schedule 1; and
(b) are performed by, or under the direction of, a person who is qualified because

of knowledge, training and experience in industrial hygiene practice.
(2) If a direct-reading instrument is used to determine airborne concentrations of a des-

ignated substance, the employer shall ensure that the instrument is used, cali-
brated and maintained in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.

Posting of monitoring results
25. Whenever results become available under a control program that relate to the monitor-

ing of airborne concentrations of a designated substance and worker exposure to air-
borne concentrations of a designated substance, the employer shall,

(a) promptly post the results in a conspicuous place or places where they are most likely to
come to the attention of workers who would be affected by them and leave them posted for
no less than 14 days;

(b) provide a copy of the results to the joint health and safety committee; and
(c) keep the results for no less than five years.

[. . .]

SCHEDULE 1

PART I

AIRBORNE MEASUREMENT AND CALCULATION OF EXPOSURE
1. Airborne concentrations of a designated substance are expressed as,

(a) parts of the agent per million parts of air by volume (ppm);
(b) milligrams of the agent per cubic metre of air (mg/m3); or
(c) fibres per cubic centimetre of air (f/cc).

2. In determining exposure to airborne concentrations of the designated substance, no re-
gard shall be had to the wearing or use of respirators.

3. Air sampling of the airborne concentrations of the designated substance is not required
for the full period of a work day or a work week if the air sampling is representative of
airborne concentrations of the substance likely to be present during the full period.

4. The average concentrations of a designated substance to which a worker is exposed
shall be determined from analysis of air samples taken as being representative of the
exposure of the worker to the designated substance during work operations.

5. Subject to section 6 of this Schedule, the time-weighted average exposure to an airborne
designated substance in a work day or work week shall be calculated as follows:

1. The cumulative daily or weekly exposure shall be calculated using the following for-
mula:
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C1T1 +C2T2 + ... +CnTn

where,
C1 is the concentration found in an air sample, and
T1 is the total time in hours to which the worker is taken to be exposed to concentra-
tion C1 in a work day or a work week.

2. The time-weighted average exposure shall be calculated by dividing the cumulative
daily exposure by eight and the cumulative weekly exposure by 40 respectively.

6. A determination of time-weighted average exposure for extended work shifts may be cal-
culated using the methodology set out in the Guide for the Adjustment of Permissible
Exposure Values for Unusual Work Schedules (March 2015), published by Quebec’s In-
stitut de recherche Robert-Sauvé en santé et en sécurité du travail (IRSST), using the ap-
plicable TWA set out in Table 1 of this Regulation.

7. Short-term exposures to the designated substance in any 15-minute period are deter-
mined from a single sample or from a time-weighted average of sequential samples
taken during that period.

[. . .]
67 Where there is, in effect, an SOP by the listing of approved instruments – RSC 1985, c. C-46, as

am., s. 254, et seq. and regulations.
68 See also

– “Canadian Society of Forensic Science Alcohol Test Committee Recommended Operational
Procedures,” December 2018. https://www.csfs.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/2018-12-18-
Operational-Procedures.pdf

– K.L. Blake, T.C. Cherlet, A. Dion, P.M. Harding, Robert Langille, Teri Martin, D.J. Mayers,
V.M. Mendes, B.K. Wong, H. Pruden, T.C. Cherlet, “Canadian Society of Forensic Science Alco-
hol Test Committee Equipment Standards and Evaluation Procedures,” Journal of the Canadian
Society of Forensic Science, 47(4):200–213, October 2014 DOI: 10.1080/00085030.2014.959750

– https://www.researchgate.net/publication/280164034_Canadian_Society_of_Forensic_Sci
ence_Alcohol_Test_Committee_Equipment_Standards_and_Evaluation_Procedures

– “RECOMMENDED STANDARDS AND PROCEDURES OF THE CANADIAN SOCIETY OF FORENSIC SCIENCE AL-

COHOL TEST COMMITTEE,” Canadian Society of Forensic Science Journal, Vol.28, No.1, March
1995, pages 1→53.

69 See: John J. Lentini, “ASTM Standards for Forensic Sciences,” Journal of Forensic Sciences, 40(1),
January 1995, pages 146→149.

70 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
71 Most of the ink examples, throughout this book, are for ball point pen inks (rather than for foun-

tain pen ink as for one example in Chapter 2 – different chemistries).
72

– Richard L. Brunelle and Robert Reed, Forensic Examination of Ink and Paper, Hardcover
(June 1984) Charles C Thomas Pub Ltd; ISBN: 0398049351 www.amazon.com $82.95

– https://www.amazon.com/Forensic-Examination-Paper-Richard-Brunelle/dp/0398049351/
ref=sr_1_1?keywords=0398049351&qid=1565568517&s=gateway&sr=8-1

73
– Richard L. Brunelle, Robert W. Reed, Forensic Examination of Ink and Paper, Charles C

Thomas Publisher · Ltd., Springfield, Illinois, 62704-4730; 1984.
https://www.ccthomas.com/details.cfm?P_ISBN13=9780398060398
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74
– Richard L. Brunelle and Kenneth R. Crawford, Advances in the Forensic Analysis and Dating

of Writing Ink; Charles C Thomas Publisher · Ltd., Springfield, Illinois, 62704-4730; 2003.
https://www.ccthomas.com/details.cfm?P_ISBN13=9780398073473

75 R. L. Brunelle, in Richard Saferstein, ed., Forensic Science Handbook [Volume I], Prentice-Hall,
Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1982, Chapter 14, “Questioned Document Examination,” par-
ticularly at pages 680, 709→711, 712→717, and references cited therein.

76 Richard L. Brunelle and A.A. Cantu; in Geoffrey Davies, ed., Forensic Science, ACS Symposium
Series 13, American Chemical Society, Washington, D.C., 1975, Chapter 14, “Ink Analysis – A
Weapon Against Crime by Detection of Fraud,” pages 134→141, and references cited therein;
page 136.

77
– R.L. Kuranz, Journal of Forensic Sciences, Vol.19, No.4, Oct.1974, pages 852→ 854.

“Technique for the Separation of Ink Dyestuffs with Similar RF Values”
https://www.astm.org/DIGITAL_LIBRARY/JOURNALS/FORENSIC/PAGES/JFS10475J.htm

78
– Joel Harris, “A Preliminary Report on the Nondestructive Examination of Ballpoint Pen Ink

on Questioned Documents by FT-IR Spectroscopy,” Canadian Society of Forensic Science
Journal, Vol. 24, No. 1 (1991), pages 5→21, and references cited therein.
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/00085030.1991.10756979

79 “Analysis of Ballpoint Pen Inks by Diffuse Reflectance Infrared Spectrometry,” Journal of Foren-
sic Sciences, Vol.37, No.2, March 1992, pages 528→541.

80
– Cantu, A., “The Paper Mate® Ink on the Howard Hughes “Mormon Will”,” Journal of Foren-

sic Sciences, Vol. 31, No. 1, 1986, pp. 360→364, Jan. 1986, https://doi.org/10.1520/JFS11895J.
ISSN 0022–1198
https://www.astm.org/DIGITAL_LIBRARY/JOURNALS/FORENSIC/PAGES/JFS11895J.htm

81 Antonio A. Cantu, in REPORT OF THE [US] SENATE IMPEACHMENT TRIAL COMMITTEE . . .
AGAINST JUDGE ALCEE L. HASTINGS, “HEARINGS / SENATE IMPEACHMENT TRIAL COMMIT-
TEE . . . ” US Government Printing Office, Washington, DC, 1989; pages 691 and 693.

82 https://www.senate.gov/artandhistory/history/common/briefing/Impeachment_Hastings.htm
https://heinonline.org/HOL/LandingPage?handle=hein.cbhear/imptalhb0001&div=1&src=

home
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/GPO-CRECB-1989-pt18/pdf/GPO-CRECB-1989-pt18-4.

pdf
https://catalog.loc.gov/vwebv/search?searchCode=LCCN&searchArg=90600189&search

Type=1&permalink=y
83 Google books https://books.google.com

https://books.google.ca/books?id = LIXpNZmNSg8C&pg = PA688&lpg = PA688&dq = Anto-
nio + A. + Cantu +%E2%80%9CThe + Paper + Mate&source = bl&ots = qTAEoZ7MZ6&sig = AC-
fU3U2Rz0JCVWP1kyZRkq3XL4L09b6Iig&hl = en&sa = X&ved = 2ahUKEwiX9ZmsvbTnAh-
XYQs0KHVWmC0wQ6AEwC3oECAoQAQ#v = onepage&q = Antonio%20A.%20Cantu%20%E2%
80%9CThe%20Paper%20Mate&f = false

[. . .]

⋮ [page 691] [Curriculum Vitae – Antonio A. Cantu Page 8]
R.L. Brunelle and A.A. Cantu, “Ink Analysis – A Weapon Against Crime by Detection of Fraud,”

a chapter in the American Chemical Society Symposium Series No. 13., “Forensic Sci-
ence”, Geoffery Davis – Ed (1975).
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https://www.senate.gov/artandhistory/history/common/briefing/Impeachment_Hastings.htm
https://heinonline.org/HOL/LandingPage?handle%3Dhein.cbhear/imptalhb0001%26div%3D1%26src%3Dhome
https://heinonline.org/HOL/LandingPage?handle%3Dhein.cbhear/imptalhb0001%26div%3D1%26src%3Dhome
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/GPO-CRECB-1989-pt18/pdf/GPO-CRECB-1989-pt18-4.pdf
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/GPO-CRECB-1989-pt18/pdf/GPO-CRECB-1989-pt18-4.pdf
https://catalog.loc.gov/vwebv/search?searchCode%3DLCCN%26searchArg%3D90600189%26searchType%3D1%26permalink%3Dy
https://catalog.loc.gov/vwebv/search?searchCode%3DLCCN%26searchArg%3D90600189%26searchType%3D1%26permalink%3Dy
https://books.google.com
https://books.google.ca/books?id


Jerry D. Kelly and Antonio A. Cantu, “Proposed Methods for Comparative Evaluation for the
Establishment of a Standard System for Ink Identification,” Journal of the AOAC, 58 122
(1975).

D.A. Crown, R.L. Brunelle and A.A. Cantu, “Parameters of Ballpen Ink Examination,” J. For.
Sci. 21, 917 (1976).

R.L. Brunelle, J.F. Negri, A.A. Cantu and A.H. Lyter III, “Comparison of Typewriter Ribbon Inks
by Thin Layer Chromatography,” J. For. Sci. 22, 807 (1977).

Stepen Cain, A.A. Cantu, A.H. Lyter III, and R.L. Brunelle, “A Scientific Study of Pencil Lead
Components,” J. For. Sci. 23, 643 (1978).
Carl Sensi and A.A. Cantu, “Infrared Luminescence: Is it a Valid Method to Differentiate

Among Inks?,” J. For. Sci. 27, 196 (1982).
A.A. Cantu, “On the Relative Aging of Ink,” (in preparation).

[. . .]
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84 Google books (See Fig. 5.6) [. . .] [page 693]

Fig. 5.6: US Senate Hastings evidence forensic report.
[. . .]
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85 REPORT 2d Session, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 100–810 IMPEACHMENT OF JUDGE ALCEE
L. HASTINGS REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY TO ACCOMPANY H. Res. 499

https://judiciary.house.gov/uploadedfiles/report_hjc_report_on_impeachment_of_alcee_l.
_hastings.pdf

https://www.c-span.org/video/?8478-1/judge-hastings-impeachment-trial
86 Pierre Thomas, “FBI ROLE IN IMPEACHMENT PROBED,Washington Post, 26February 1997.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/archive/politics/1997/02/26/fbi-role-in-impeachment-
probed/16e98fab-4f65-4e88-9c3e-109ee47400a5/

87
– “Thin-Layer Chromatography of Writing Inks – Quality Control Considerations,” Journal of

Forensic Sciences, 41(5), September 1996, pages 874→877.
https://www.ncjrs.gov/App/Publications/abstract.aspx?ID = 165,765
https://doi.org/10.1520/JFS14015J. ISSN 0022–1198

88 Frank H. Norwitch and Howard Seiden, “Questioned Documents,” as Chapter 19, in Stuart
H. James and Jon J. Nordby, editors, Forensic Science / An Introduction to Scientific and Investi-
gative Techniques, CRC Press, Boca Raton; 2003; ISBN 0-8493-1246-9; pages 357→373.www.
crcpress.com

89 Norwitch and Seiden, “. . . Ink Examination,” pages 364→366.
90 Norwitch and Seiden, references cited therein, at page 373.
91

– Paul L. Freese, 1986. “Howard Hughes and Melvin Dummar: Forensic Science Fact Versus
Film Fiction.” Journal of Forensic Sciences 31 (January).

– Ink on the Howard Hughes ‘Morman Will’,” Journal of Forensic Sciences, Vol.31, No.1,
Jan. 1986, pages 360→364. https://law.jrank.org/pages/11317/Will-Howard-Hughes-
Mormon-Will.html

92 mass spectrometry, Roger W Jones and John F McClelland, Forensic science international 231
(1–3):73–81, September 2013

93
– Mark Maremont, Staff Reporter, “In Corporate Crimes, Paper Trail Often Leads to Ink Ana-

lysts’ Door / Mightier Than Broker’s Word, 2 Ballpoints Could Help Land Martha Stewart in
the Pen,” THE WALL STREET JOURNAL, updated 01 July 2003 12:01 am ET.
https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB105701075148372400

94 And perhaps the new equipment might be worth a patent of invention.
95 Patent. Chapters 1 & 5.
96 Perhaps as simply a literature citation.
97 https://www.lexico.com/definition/pro_forma
98 Although it is arguable that some common methods are well known enough amongst chemists

that only mentioning the name of the method is sufficient.
99 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
100 Polymer envelopes. Chapters 3, 5, 9.
101 In the symbolism here: [][][] = an identification number.
102 See: Karen Jakob, The Complete Guide to Police Writing, The Carswell Company Limited, Tor-

onto, 1984, “The Memorandum Book,” Chapter 8, pages 105–109.
103 See: Michael Souliere, “The ABCs of police note-taking,” BLUE LINE, 13 May 2015

https://www.blueline.ca/the_abcs_of_police_note-taking-3288/ https://www.blueline.ca/
104 Howard M. Kanare, Writing the Laboratory Notebook, American Chemical Society, Washing-

ton, D.C.; 1985; ISBN-0-8412-0933-2, ISBN-0-8412-0906-5; at page 1.
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105 https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED344734.pdf https://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/
ed066pA74.2https://www.amazon.ca/Writing-Laboratory-Notebook-Howard-Kanare/dp/
0841209332

106 See also:
– Kevin M. Cox, Ocala, Florida; and Lloyd Taylor, Lexington, Mass; two letters to the editor,

Chemical & Engineering News, 26 August 1996, page 4;
– and Dave English, Orange, California, letter to the editor, C&EN, 23 September 1996, page 12.
– Robert L. Pecsok, Kenneth Chapman and Wade H. Ponder; eds., Chemical Technology Hand-

book / Guidebook for Industrial Chemical Technologists and Technicians, American Chemical
Society, Washington, D.C., 1975, Chapter 10, “Laboratory Notebooks,” pages 81→87.

– Analogous to the chemist’s lab notebook, and of possible relevance in forensic cases, is the
investigator =s notebook – see Karen Jakob, The Complete Guide to Police Writing, The Carswell
Company Limited, Toronto, 1984, “The Memorandum Book,” Chapter 8, pages 105→109.

107 See Francis Russell, “Sacco Guilty, Vanzetti Innocent?” American Heritage, Vol. XIII, No.4,
June 1962, pages 4→9 and 107→111. In 1927, Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti, both anar-
chists, were executed for two murders near Boston in 1920; in his article, Mr. Russell reports
on his 1961 re-examination of the ballistic evidence.

108 Walter F. Rowe, “Firearms Identification,” as Chapter 8 in R. Saferstein, ed., Forensic Science
Handbook Volume II, Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey; 1988; ISBN 0-13-326877-2;
pages 414→416; and references cited therein.

109 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sacco_and_Vanzetti#Later_evidence_and_investigations
110 See: CANADIAN PRESS, “Samples sought by Truscott may be lost,” The Globe and Mail, 03 Octo-

ber 1997, page A10: “ . . . A review by Ontario=s largest crime laboratory suggests it has lost
semen samples that might have helped a man prove he was wrongly convicted of murder
38 years ago. No one at the Centre of Forensic Sciences is quite sure where the samples . . . are
now, or whether they still exist . . . . . . . Lawyers for Mr. Truscott, convicted of strangling 12-
year-old Lynne Harper in 1959 and originally sentenced to death, asked the government for
help in finding samples from the crime scene that could be submitted to a DNA test. They hope
such a test would prove he did not kill the girl.Records at the centre suggest it once had semen
samples found on the victim’s body . . . and those records indicate that any samples would
have been returned to the Crown. . . . ” See also Kirk Makin, “Many crime samples gone, coro-
ner says / Case-by-case review, retesting called impossible; even some work seen as enormous
task.” The Globe and Mail, 04 October 1997, page A6.

111 https://www.cbc.ca/news2/background/truscott/
https://www.thestar.com/news/canada/2007/08/28/court_acquits_truscott.html

112 See the above note – the whole book.
113 For example, see:

– US FDA Field Science – Laboratory Manual, [2021].

https://www.fda.gov/science-research/field-science-and-laboratories/field-science-laboratory-
manual

114
– AOAC International Official Methods of Analysis, 21st Edition (2019)

https://www.aoac.org/official-methods-of-analysis-21st-edition-2019/#: ~:text = Official%
20Methods%20of%20Analysis%20(OMA,comprising%20over%203%2 C000%20validated%
20methods.&text = Official%20Methods%20of%20Analysis%E2%84%A0,methods%20and
%20consensus%20standards%20available

https://www.aoac.org/
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115 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
116 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
117 Readers are cautioned that this is a creation of the author, for illustration purposes, that has

not been reality or lab-tested. Some of it might be regarded as too fanciful.
118 Tetrahydrocannabinol THC CAS 1972-08-3 314.469 g/mol. Δ9-THC. (See Fig. 5.7)

119 Tetrahydrocannabinol THC CAS 1972-08-3 Chapters 5 & 9.
120

– J.A. Siegel, “Forensic Identification of Controlled Substances,” as Chapter 3 in R. Saferstein,
ed., Forensic Science Handbook Volume II, Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1988,
pages 87→92.

– Duquénois-Levine, Siegel, Saferstein, page 124.
– K. Bailey, “The Value of the Duquénois Test for Cannabis – A Survey,” Journal of Forensic

Sciences, 1979, 24(4), pages 817–841. (Keith Bailey, M.A., D.Phil., Chief, Drug Identification
Division, Drug Research Laboratories, Health Protection Branch, Health & Welfare Canada,
Tunney’s Pasture, Ottawa K1A 0L2.)
http://www.astm.org/SUBSCRIPTION/DIGITAL_LIBRARY/JOURNALS/FORENSIC/PAGES/
JFS10911J.htm

– Daniel M. Perrine, The Chemistry of Mind-Altering Drugs / History, Pharmacology, and Cul-
tural Context; American Chemical Society, Washington, D.C.; 1996; ISBN 0-8412-3253-9;
page 347, et seq. – at page 347, 7–10.

121 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tetrahydrocannabinol http://www.commonchemistry.org/Chemi
calDetail.aspx?ref = 1972-08-3&terms = THC https://chem.nlm.nih.gov/chemidplus/rn/1972-08-
3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tetrahydrocannabinol

122 In the symbolism here: [][][] = an identification number.
123 In the symbolism here: [][] [][][][] 20[][], [][]:[][] []m. = a date: | day | month | year | time – am or

pm. |
124 J.A. Siegel, “Forensic Identification of Controlled Substances,” as Chapter 3 in R. Saferstein,

ed., Forensic Science Handbook Volume II, Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey; 1988;
ISBN 0-13-326877-2; pages 87→92; and references cited therein.

125 K. Bailey, “The value of the Duquénois Test for Cannabis – a Survey,” Journal of Forensic Sci-
ences, 1979, 24(4), 817→841; and references cited therein.

126 In the symbolism here: [][].[][] = an SI quantity.
127 In the symbolism here: [][][][] = a brief description of shape.
128 See:

– Gerald T.Mitosinka, John I.Thornton, Thomas L.Hayes, “The Examination of Cystolithic
Hairs ot Cannabis and other Plants by means of the Scanning Electron Microscope,” Journal
of the Forensic Science Society, Volume 12, Issue 3, July 1972, pages 521→529
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0015736872707173

– Justin J. McShane, “The Myth of Specific Identification of Marijuana in Criminal Court.
Part 3: What Is Microscopic Morphological Examination? Is It a “Good” Test?” [2012].

Fig. 5.7: CAS 1972–08-3.
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https://thetruthaboutforensicscience.com/the-myth-of-specific-identification-of-marijuana
-in-criminal-court-part-3-what-is-microscopic-morphological-examination-is-it-a-good-test/

129 In the symbolism here: [][][][] = chemical names of solvents and % proportions.
130 In the symbolism here: [][][] = an identification number.
131 “LifeLabs paid ransom to cyber attackers who may have compromised personal information of

15 million Canadians / Customer information could include name, address, email, login, pass-
words, date of birth, health card number and lab test results,” Financial Post, Toronto. M4W3L4;
18 Dec. 2019.

https://business.financialpost.com/technology/lifelabs-hack-may-have-compromised-personal
-info-of-15-mln-canadians-2

132 https://www.lifelabs.com/
133 LifeLabs. Chapters 5 & 9.
134 See, for example, in another context: CBC Radio, Ideas, “How algorithms create a ‘digital un-

derclass’ / Princeton sociologist Ruha Benjamin argues bias is encoded in new tech,” Septem-
ber 2019.https://www.cbc.ca/radio/ideas/how-algorithms-create-a-digital-underclass-1.
5269959https://www.cbc.ca/radio/ideas

135 Notes. Signature. electronic. Chapters 5 & 9.
136 SOR/86-304, as am., s.2.2(1). https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/regulations/SOR-86-304/page-

2.html

[. . .]

DIVISION I

Buildings Standards

2.2 (1) The design and construction of every building, the construction of which begins on
or after the day of the coming into force of this subsection, shall meet the requirements of
the National Building Code.
(2) Every building, the construction of which begins before the day of the coming into force
of this subsection, shall, if feasible, meet the requirements of the National Building Code.
(3) The renovation of any building or part of a building shall, if feasible, meet the require-
ments of the National Building Code.
(4) If it is not feasible for an employer to comply with the requirements of subsection (3),
the employer shall, before the proposed renovations start, notify the work place committee
or the health and safety representative.

[. . .]
137 Canada Labour Code RSC, 1985, c. L-2https://laws.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/L-2/
138 “. . . The National Building Code of Canada 2015 . . ., published by . . . [National Research

Council Canada] and developed by the Canadian Commission on Building and Fire Codes, sets
out technical provisions for the design and construction of new buildings. . . .”

https://nrc.canada.ca/index.php/en/certifications-evaluations-standards/codes-canada
/codes-canada-publications/national-building-code-canada-2015 https://nrc.canada.ca/index.
php/en/certifications-evaluations-standards/codes-canada/codes-canada-publications

139 O. Reg. 213/91: CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS, under Ontario Occupational Health and Safety Act,
RSO 1990, c. O.1 s.26.1
https://www.ontario.ca/laws/regulation/910213%20
https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/90o01
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[. . .]

(3) The components of any system listed in subsection (2) shall be designed by a profes-
sional engineer in accordance with good engineering practice, and shall meet the require-
ments of any of the following National Standards of Canada standards that are applicable:
1. CAN/CSA-Z259.1-05: Body Belts and Saddles for Work Positioning and Travel Restraint.
2. CAN/CSA-Z259.2.5-12: Fall Arresters and Vertical Lifelines.
3. CAN/CSA-Z259.2.2-98 (R2004): Self-Retracting Devices for Personal Fall-Arrest Systems.
4. CAN/CSA-Z259.2.3-99 (R2004): Descent Control Devices.
5. CAN/CSA-Z259.10-06: Full Body Harnesses.
6. CAN/CSA-Z259.11-05: Energy Absorbers and Lanyards.
7. CAN/CSA-Z259.12-01 (R2006): Connecting Components for Personal Fall Arrest Sys-

tems (PFAS).
8. CAN/CSA-Z259.14-01 (R2007): Fall Restrict Equipment for Wood Pole Climbing. O. Reg.

85/04, s. 5 (2); O. Reg. 443/09, s. 1; O. Reg. 345/15, s. 5 (2).
[. . .]

140 Canadian Standards Association CSA Group, Toronto M9W 1R3
https://www.csagroup.org/ http://www.companylisting.ca/Canadian_Standards_Associa

tion1/default.aspx
141 K Br. Nujol. IR. Chapters 5 & 6.
142 In the symbolism here: [][][] = an identification number.
143 That is available in the edition as it was at the date of the report – subsequent revisions are

not satisfactory for this purpose.
144 US National Institute of Standards and Technology (formerly National Bureau of Standards),

US Department of Commerce, Gaithersburg, Maryland, 20899-0001.
Standard Reference materials https://www.nist.gov/srm

145 United States Pharmacopeial Convention, Inc., 12601 Twinbrook Parkway, Rockville, Mary-
land, 20852-1790. US Pharmacopeia http://www.usp.org/ https://www.usp.org/reference-
standards

USP Reference Standards https://www.usp.org/reference-standards
146 API, Washington, DC 20001-5571.

API Standards https://www.api.org/products-and-services/standards/purchase
147 Sigma Chemical Company, St. Louis, Missouri, 63178.
148 See also Byron Kratochvil and Alan Walton, “The Role of Reference Materials in Quality Assur-

ance for Chemical Measurement,” Canadian Chemical News, May 1995, pages 40–42, and refer-
ences cited therein. See also Chapter 4.

149 ASTM, ASTM International, ASTM Headquarters, West Conshohocken, Pennsylvania, 19428-
2959.
http://www.astm.org/
https://www.astm.org/Standard/standards-and-publications.html
https://www.astm.org/ABOUT/OverviewsforWeb2014/chemical_overview_2016.pdf

150 American National Standards Institute, ANSI Headquarters, 11 W 42nd Street, New York City.
http://www.ansi.org/

151 For example: ASTM D4236 – 94(2016)e1 / ASTM D4236 / “Standard Practice for Labeling Art
Materials for Chronic Health Hazards”

https://www.astm.org/ https://www.astm.org/Standards/D4236.htm
152 For example: Crayola crayons, as art materials, are sold in retail packaging with notice of

ASTM conformity (as to labeling). “ . . . Conforms to . . . ASTM D 4236 . . . ALL CRAYOLA ART
MATERIALS ARE NONTOXIC . . . ”
http://www.crayola.ca/about-us/product-safety.aspx
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https://www.chemadvisor.com/Crayola/database/Crayola/msds/CRAY-024000400003.PDF
CRAYOLA LLC, Easton, Pennsylvania, 18044.
https://shop.crayola.com/color-and-draw/crayons/classic-crayons-24-count-5230243023.html
https://shop.crayola.com/color-and-draw/crayons https://www.crayola.com/

Crayola SDShttps://www.chemadvisor.com/Crayola/omms.pl https://www.chemadvisor.
com/Crayola/database/Crayola/msds/CRAY-024000400003.PDF https://canada.michaels.
com/en/crayola-boxed-crayons-8ct/10620492.html?cm_mmc=PLASearch-_-google-_-MICH
_Shopping_CA_N_CatchAll_N_N_N_N-_-Generic&KPID=go_cmp-6523310328_adg-
78089271573_ad-383778177991_pla-293946777986_dev-c_ext-_prd-10620492&gclid=EAIaI
QobChMI98a1o-2L7wIVi_DACh06QQW0EAQYAiABEgJyHfD_BwE https://www.greenamerica.
org/green-living/are-art-supplies-toxic

153 ACMI = The Art and Creative Materials Institute, Inc. https://acmiart.org/
154 ASTM. Crayola label. Chapters 1, 5, 9.
155 ISO Central Secretariat address: International Organization for Standardization (ISO), 1, rue de

Varembé, Case postale 56, CH-1211 Genève 20, Switzerland.
156 See Norm A. Hagan, Symposium/A Guide to Accessing Standards Information in Canada, SCC,

Ottawa, ISBN 0-920360-40-8.
157 Not too many years ago this involved rolls of chart paper and an ink pen (or other writing sys-

tem) that followed an electronic signal from a detector. Often problematic, because when, for
example, a chromatographic signal would appear the pen would suddenly move faster and not
work. And, when it did work, too many data-containing rolls of paper to unroll for reading,
and then to store. Modern computer-received and recorded data systems avoid much of this.

158 Public process. Preface 4.1, Chapters 5, 8, 10.
159 –to borrow a phrase from the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms (being Schedule B, Part

I of the Canada Act 1982, including the Constitution Act, 1982 (1982 c. 11 (United Kingdom)),
s. 1.

160 Free & democratic society. Canadian constitution. Charter. Preface 4.1, Chapter 5.
161 With some limitations – for example under the Young Offenders Act, RSC 1985, as am., c.Y-1,

s.38 and 39; and the Canada Criminal Code, RSC 1985, c.C-46, as am., s.542(2) and 276.3. See
also, Timothy Appleby, “[Hamilton] Spectator under fire for printing teen’s [criminal] record /
Story about fugitive stirs police complaint,” The Globe and Mail, NATIONAL NEWS, 13 Novem-
ber 1999, page A11.

162 Typically several $/page for transcription; less for subsequent copies thereof. Consequently,
lawyers might quietly compete with one another to not be first to ask.

163 RSC 1985c. A-1.
164 For example: the Ontario Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act, RSO 1990, c.F.31.
165 See, for example, on the Food and Drug Administration’s Internet site http://www.fda.gov/:

“FDA’s Electronic Freedom of Information Reading Room” http://www.fda.gov/foi/foia2.htm;
and “A Handbook for Requesting Information and Records from FDA,” http://www.fda.gov/
opacom/backgrounders/foiahand.html

166 RSC 1985c.A-17. http://legis.acjnet.org/
167 For example: the Ontario Audit Act, RSO 1990, c.A.35. https://www.gov.on.ca/MBS/english/

publications/statregs/contents.html
168 Although audit officials might exercise a discretion to investigate suggestions from the public.
169 They report directly to Parliament and the provincial Legislatures, rather than to the govern-

ments – for example: the federal Auditor . . . Act, s.3, 7 and 8; and the Ontario Audit Act, s.6
and 12.http://legis.acjnet.org/
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170 See, for example, by analogy:ONTARIO REGULATION 490/09, DESIGNATED SUBSTANCES, Oc-
cupational Health & Safety Act. https://www.ontario.ca/laws/regulation/R09490

– retention of exposure medical records – s.30 and 31. https://www.ontario.ca/laws/regu-
lation/090490#BK40

171 s.25, s.29(3)(b), (6), (7)
https://www.ontario.ca/laws/regulation/090490#BK28
https://www.ontario.ca/laws/regulation/090490#BK40

172 See, for example:
– Francis Russell, “Sacco Guilty, Vanzetti Innocent?.” American Heritage, June 1962, Vol-

ume13, Issue 4. https://www.americanheritage.com/sacco-guilty-vanzetti-innocent
173 See also:

– CANADIAN PRESS, “Samples sought by Truscott may be lost,” The Globe and Mail, 03 Octo-
ber 1997, page A10: “ . . . A review by Ontario’s largest crime laboratory suggests it has
lost semen samples that might have helped a man prove he was wrongly convicted of mur-
der 38 years ago. No one at the Centre of Forensic Sciences is quite sure where the samples
. . . are now, or whether they still exist . . . . . . . Lawyers for Mr. Truscott, convicted of
strangling 12-year-old Lynne Harper in 1959 and originally sentenced to death, asked the
government for help in finding samples from the crime scene that could be submitted to a
DNA test. They hope such a test would prove he did not kill the girl.Records at the centre
suggest it once had semen samples found on the victim’s body . . . and those records indi-
cate that any samples would have been returned to the Crown. . . . ”

– Kirk Makin, “Many crime samples gone, coroner says / Case-by-case review, retesting
called impossible; even some work seen as enormous task,” The Globe and Mail, 04 Octo-
ber 1997, page A6.

174 See:
– Robert A. Erlandson, “Request to dig up the remains in Booth grave will get a hearing in

court,” Baltimore Sun, 15 November 1994, page 12B https://www.sunspot.net; “Cemetery
chairman wants full hearing on Booth petition,” ibid., 28 October 1994, page 6B; “Who’s
buried in Booth’s grave? Historians, family want to check,” ibid., 25 October 1994, page 1A.

– Reuters, “New Scrutiny on John Wilkes Booth,” The New York Times, 25 October 1994,
page A16.

175 And wilful misdirection or tampering is very serious misconduct – e.g., see Paul Koring and
Jeff Sallot,“Top brass fostered secrecy, probe told / Papers renamed, colonel testifies / Access
law scorned by senior officials, inquiry told.” The Globe and Mail, 30 August 1996, pages A1
and A4: “OTTAWA – Colonel Geof Haswell, the only officer charged to date in connection with
document tampering, told the Somalia inquiry yesterday that the top brass and senior bureau-
crats at National Defence Headquarters were obsessed with managing and controlling the flow
of information. . . . The documents, sought by a C[anadian] B[roadcasting] C[orporation] re-
porter under the access law, were altered to make them conform to a previous batch that were
released to the journalist informally. . . . ”

See also: Luke Fisher, “Somalia sideshow / An inquiry fixes on documents, not lives lost,”
MacLeans, 02 September 1996, page 15.

176 As a corporate person – a corporate entity – as distinct from its shareholder owners, directors
and employees – who might also be prosecuted in their own natural person capacities. The
identity of the corporate person is sometimes hard to figure out – sometimes intentionally – it
may be either the lab itself as an incorporated entity, or another incorporated entity that the
lab is a part of.

177 http://www.sciencecartoonsplus.com/gallery/chemistry/galchem2g.php#
S. Harris Chemistry Cartoons
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178 Sidney Harris Chemistry Cartoon copyright acknowledgement. Chapter 5.
179 For example: That the chemist would be paid for piece work, or be salaried, may relate to qual-

ity issues when there a fast pace of work. An analogy from the mining industry: Underground
workers who would drill for and install bolts to control rock blast, when paid per installed bolt
(piece work) might be tempted to use shorter-than-required so as to be able to apparently do
more. A difficult to catch safety hazard.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rock_bolt
http://miningst.com/rock-bolting/material-for-installing-bolts/installation-and-procedures/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1674775517300239
https://www.e-mj.com/features/rockbolting-technology-keeps-mines-safe-and-secure/
https://www.contractortalk.com/threads/piece-work-good-or-bad.30889/

180 President Harry Truman – desk sign. https://www.trumanlibrary.gov/education/trivia/buck-
stops-here-sign

https://featherfoster.wordpress.com/2017/08/21/harry-truman-poker-and-the-buck-stops-
here/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buck_passing#%22The_buck_stops_here%22
181 Such as the American Chemical Society. https://www.acs.org
182 Such as C.Chem. or P.Eng.
183 See also: Ursula Franklin, 1989 CBC Massey Lecture # 4.

https://www.cbc.ca/radio/ideas/ursula-franklin-massey-lecture-4-1.5843927
184 CBC radio, ideas, Massey Lectures, “The humane world of Ursula Franklin, a scientist who

wanted us to question technology,” 1989 Massey Lectures, December 2020.
https://www.cbc.ca/radio/ideas/the-humane-world-of-ursula-franklin-a-scientist-who-

wanted-us-to-question-technology-1.5825485
185 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
186 https://seniors.lovetoknow.com/Will_Kits
187 https://disney.fandom.com/wiki/The_Sorcerer%27s_Apprentice

https://disney.fandom.com/wiki/Fantasia
188 For example: Environment Management Act, Statutes of British Columbia 2003 c.53. https://

www.canlii.org/en/bc/laws/stat/sbc-2003-c-53/latest/sbc-2003-c-53.html
189 See: ACS Task Force on Laboratory Waste Management, Laboratory Waste Management: A

Guidebook, American Chemical Society, Washington, D.C., 1996.
190 See: F.C.G. Souter, C. Van Netten, and R. Brands, “Morbidity in Policemen occupationally ex-

posed to fingerprint powders,” Int. J. Environ. Health Res., 1992, 2(2), pages 114→119 (ab-
stracted in CA Selects / Forensic Chemistry, ACS, CAS, Issue 7, 05 April 1993, page 6, 118:
108770 v, Columbus 43210-0012.

191 In a US context see:
– Jay A. Young,Warren K. Kingsley and George H. Wahl, Jr., Developing a Chemical Hygiene

Plan,American Chemical Society, Washington, D.C., 1990, and other ACS publications cited
therein;

– §29 CFR1910.1450, “Occupational exposure to hazardous chemicals in laboratories” (re-
printed from the Federal Register by Young, et al., Appendix D, pages 31–48)
http://www.access.gpo.gov/nara/cfr/cfr-retrieve.html#page1

– D.G. Schmidt, “TheRole of the Chemical Hygiene Officer,” presented at a symposium of the
ACS Division of Chemistry and the Law, ACS National Meeting, Orlando, 25 August 1996
(abstract published in the CHAL newsletter, Spring 1996, page 8; and in the Book of Ab-
stracts / Part I / . . ., CHAL, 006).
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192 See also:
– M.-A. Amour, “Safety in the School Laboratory” in Canadian Chemical News, Sept. 1987,

pages 21→23.
– A. Keith Furr, ed., CRC Handbook of Laboratory Safety, 3rd Edition, CRC Press, Boca Raton,

Florida, . . ., 1990.
193 trimethylsilyldiazomethane TMSD CAS 18107-18-1 114.22 g/mol
194 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trimethylsilyldiazomethane
195 Toronto Workers’ Health & Safety newsletter 2011 10. Vol.19 No.2
196 In Chemical & Engineering News, Washington, DC: “FIRM FINED FOR CHEMIST’S DEATH /

SAFETY: Sepracor Canada admits lack of lab ventilation in worker fatality case.” “DRUG-
MAKER SEPRACOR CANADA pleaded guilty in . . . court [in Nova Scotia] on May 2 to one
charge of failing to provide proper workplace ventilation . . . U.S.$47,000 fine . . . [Roland]
Daigle died on Oct. 8, 2008, from lung failure after exposure to trimethylsilyldiazomethane
. . . when lab fume hoods were not operating because of roof work. . . . ”

197 TMSD Jyllian Kemsley, “FIRM FINED FOR CHEMIST’S DEATH / SAFETY: Sepracor Canada ad-
mits lack of lab ventilation in worker fatality case,” C&EN, American Chemical Society, Wash-
ington, DC, 20036, 09 MAY 2011, page 15.

198 http://pubs.acs.org/cen/news/89/i19/8919notw8.html
199 C&EN refers to Clin. Toxicol., DOI: 10.1080/15563650903076924).
200 http://www.amherstdaily.com/Manufacturing/2008-10-21/article-384925/Family-says-NS-

pharmaceutical-worker-named-chemical-he-used-before-death/1
201 https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/nova-scotia/guilty-plea-in-n-s-drug-lab-death-1.1094083
202 http://www.chemicalbook.com/ChemicalProductProperty_EN_CB9432840.htm
203 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sepracor
204 http://www.canadaeast.com/front/article/666039
205 http://www.sepracorpharma.ca/
206 http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/nova-scotia/story/2010/09/15/ns-sepracor-daigle-court.html
207 http://www.dcnonl.com/article/id38708
208 http://www.google.com/hostednews/canadianpress/article/ALeqM5hHEXTssPJsQELKJ9-

FUBNFz09dygg?docId = 6731134
209 http://pubs.acs.org/cen/news/89/i19/8919notw8.html
210 http://www.osha.gov/pls/imis/establishment.inspection_detail?id = 311266522
211 http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/nova-scotia/story/2010/05/25/ns-lab-death-charges-windsor.

html
212 See also: “Mercury Poisoning Kills Lab Chemist,” SCIENCE, June 1997.

https://www.sciencemag.org/news/1997/06/mercury-poisoning-kills-lab-chemist#: ~:text
= In%20a%20tragic%20end%20to,She%20was%2048

213 Dimethylmercury (H3C-Hg-CH3) CAS 593-74-8 230.66 g/mol
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dimethylmercury#: ~:text = A%20highly%20volatile%2 C%20re-

active%2C%20flammable,easily%20absorbed%20through%20the%20skin.
214 See also: Neil Vigdor, “Missouri Man Gets 12 Years in Prison for Trying to Buy a Chemical

Weapon,” The New York Times, 08 April 2021, page A19.
215 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equine_drug_testing https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Doping_in_sport
216 O. Reg. 490/09: DESIGNATED SUBSTANCES, under Ontario Occupational Health and Safety

Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. O.1 https://www.ontario.ca/laws/regulation/090490
217 Sometimes by US authorities at Canadian facilities.
218 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lac-M%C3%A9gantic_rail_disaster
219 Thomas Powers, HEISENBERG’S WAR / The Secret History of the German Bomb, BACK BAY

BOOKS, Little, Brown and Company, Boston, . . ., 1993; ISBN 0-316-71623-5.
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https://www.isbns.co.tt/search/?isbn = Thomas +M + Powers&author = Thomas +
Powers&year = 1993 +- + 1997

https://www.isbns.co.tt/isbn/9780316716239/
220 Powers, Introduction page vii.
221 Including Missouri Senator and later Vice President Harry Truman.

https://www.atomicheritage.org/profile/harry-truman
222 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manhattan_Project

https://www.osti.gov/opennet/manhattan-project-history/Events/1945-present/med_45-46.htm
http://www.aasc.ucla.edu/cab/index.html

223 Powers, page 447.
224 Richard Rhodes, The Making of the Atomic Bomb/25th Anniversary Edition, Simon and Schuster

Paperbacks, New York City, 10020; 2012; ISBN 978-1-4516-7761-4; page 296, et seq.
https://www.amazon.ca/s/?ie = UTF8&keywords = richard + rhodes + atomic + bomb&tag =

msncahydra-20&index = aps&hvadid = 74698128720267&hvqmt = e&hvbmt = be&hvdev = c&ref =
pd_sl_4kvo7hwy08_e

225 Jim Baggott, Atomic/The First War of Physics/and the Secret History of the Atom Bomb:
1939–1949, Icon Books, LONDON, M7 9DP; 2009; ISBN 978-184831082-7; Chapter 3, page
57, et seq., at pages 60 and 61.

226 Michael Frayn, Copenhagen; presented in Toronto by David and Ed Mirvish https://www.mirv
ish.com The Winter Garden Theatre, 189 Yonge Street, January 2004; starring Michael Ball,
Martha Henry and Jim Mezon; directed by Diana Leblanc. January 2–22, 2004. National Arts
Centre/Neptune Theatre co-production. Reviewed by M.G. in American Chemical Society DIVI-
SION OF CHEMISTRY AND THE LAW newsletter, Vol. 20, No. 1, Spring 2004, pages 18 and 19.

http://acs.org/ http://chemistryandthelaw.org/ http://chemistryandthelaw.org/chal.newsletters
227 John Cornwell, Hitler’s Scientists / Science, War and the Devil’s Pact, Viking, New York City,

10014; 2003; ISBN 0-670-03075-9; page 222, et seq., re Paul Harteck pages 224 and 417.
228 Michael Frayn, Copenhagen, Anchor Books, New York, August 2000; ISBN 0-385-72079-3.

https://www.anchorbooks.com
229 Nicholas Dawidoff, The Catcher Was a Spy: The Mysterious Life of Mo Berg, Random House,

Pantheon Books, New York, 1994; ISBN 0-679-41566-1.
230 Werner Heisenberg, Physics & Philosophy / The Revolution in Modern Science, Harper Peren-

nial, New York, London, . . . / Harper Collins, 2007, New York City, 10022; 2007; ISBN 978-0-
06-120919-2.

231 Gitta Sereny, Albert Speer/His Battle with Truth, Vintage Books, New York City; 1995; ISBN 0-
679-76812-2; page 317, et seq.

232 Ruth Lewin Sime, Lise Meitner/A Life in Physics, University of California Press, 1996, 1997;
ISBN 0-520-20860-9; page 354, et seq.

233 William J. Broad, “An Atomic Spy / . . . at Los Alamos,” The New York Times, Science Times,
28 January 2020, pages D1 and D6.

234 2 August 1939.
235 “Albert Einstein’s Letter to President Franklin D. Roosevelt about the Atomic Bomb (1939)”; in

The US Constitution and Other Key American Writings, Word Cloud Press, San Diego, California,
92121; 2015; ISBN 978-1-62686-393-4 ISBN 978-1-62686-393-4; at pages 259 and 260.

236 Powers, pages 63 and 64.
237 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Einstein%E2%80%93Szil%C3%A1rd_letter
238 https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Albert_Einstein_to_Franklin_D._Roosevelt_-_August_2,_1939
239 https://www.atomicheritage.org/history/einstein-szilard-letter-1939

https://www.albuqhistsoc.org/source-documents/fdrs-response-einstein-letter/
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240 Little Boy – Hiroshima 6 August 1945 Uranium -235 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Little_Boy
Fat Man – Nagasaki 9 August 1945 Plutonium https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fat_Man

241 From the Einstein letter, 1939:

[. . .]
This new phenomenon would also lead to the construction of bombs, and it is conceiv-
able – though much less certain – that extremely powerful bombs of a new type may thus
be constructed. A single bomb of this type, carried by boat and exploded in a port, might
very well destroy the whole port together with some of the surrounding territory. However,
such bombs might very well prove to be too heavy for transportation by air.

[. . .]
242 Alsos = the US military project, closely following (both in time and geography) the Allied inva-

sion, to investigate Third Reich atomic progress. Powers, pages 369 and 370.
243 Powers and other writers discuss this considerable controversy.
244 John Cornwell, Hitler’s Scientists/Science, War and the Devil’s Pact, viking, New York City,

10014; 2003; ISBN 0-670-03075-9; page 222, et seq., re Paul Harteck pages 224 and 417.
245 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Harteck

https://www.rpi.edu/
http://archon.server.rpi.edu/archon/index.php?p = collections/findingaid&id = 47&q =

246 Little Boy – Hiroshima 6 August 1945 Uranium -235 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Little_Boy
Fat Man – Nagasaki 9 August 1945 Plutonium https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fat_Man

247 See also: John Hersey, Hiroshima, Vintage Books, New York, 1946. 1973, 1985. ISBN 0-679-
72103-7.

248 Powers, page 441, et seq.
249 Powers, page 445.
250 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loose_lips_sink_ships https://olive-drab.com/gallery/descrip-

tion_0140.php https://time.com/4591841/loose-lips-sink-ships-posters/
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Chapter 6
Analysis, instrumentation and methods

[. . .] [1]
…
A perfect and just weight shalt thou have; a perfect and just measure shalt thou have . . .2, 3, 4]

[Deuteronomy] [5]
[. . .]

6.1 Introduction

6.1.1 Fundamentals – essential concepts

As indicated in the Preface, this book is neither intended to be an encyclopaedic refer-
ence nor a handbook as to specific methods.1 However, as also indicated there, and
here in this chapter,2 important scientific methods are listed, along with some forensic
problems they might be applied to, together with literature references. Other methods
of forensic chemical relevance are also listed.

Fig. 6.1: (Measurement – Pompeii – see Fig. 6.1) [6, 7, 8, 9].

1 An explain book. Not encyclopaedic. References. Preface 2, Preface 3.1, Chapter 6.
2 Concept. Scientific methods. Preface 2.1, Chapter 6.

https://doi.org/10.1515/9783110718812-006
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But, yet, a few other scientific methods – of lesser general application – and
with less direct – perhaps minimal – relevant to forensic analytical chemistry are
also listed; these may be of interest to some readers.3 The methods are described
only in bare outline, or merely referred to with literature references – to lead to fur-
ther information, if the reader is interested. The remote relevance of some of these
would simply be that they involve electromagnetic radiation concepts, and EM is so
important otherwise for forensic analytical chemistry.

As indicated in Chapter 3,4 various methods can be used for chemical identification.
These could be for unique, theory-based molecular absolute identification – directly, fol-
lowed by confirmation by comparison to standard reference samples or reference litera-
ture. But, the theory-based molecular absolute identification is often not needed, and is
avoided – as for ink analysis.5 Sometimes, identification efficiency can be increased by
educated guess and screening tests – then, confirmed by more sophisticated methods.

In Chapter 46 was mentioned the importance of the energy relationships of
atoms and molecules with EM, and that this is observable and measurable with
spectroscopic equipment. This is dealt with in several Chapter Sections immediately
below. The concepts of EM spectroscopy are of fundamental importance for un-
derstanding forensic chemistry.7,8

Also of fundamental importance for understanding forensic chemistry are the
concepts of chromatography and mass spectroscopy. These are also dealt with im-
mediately below.

The fundamentals – in the Sections immediately below – the most imp-
ortant and commonly used methods – comprise the essential concepts at-
tempted to be explained in this chapter; they try to fulfil the intention of this
book. The remainder of this chapter, while hopefully interesting and useful, and
important in their own contexts, are not here the central focus.9,10

Modern analytical chemical methods mostly involve instrumentation11 – of-
ten with sophisticated built-in automation and computerized record keeping. But, in
understanding the processes, it is important to separate, in thought, the fundamental
principles of physics and chemistry from the automation. These fundamentals are
what are of concern here.

3 As a kind of law practice notebook. Author’s biases. Preface 1.2, Chapter 6.
4 Chemical identification. Chapter 3, 4, 6.
5 Variations of Ink analytical chemistry – as examples – Gedankenexperiment – continue through-
out this book. Preface 2.3 & 2.2.
6 Energy. Thermodynamics. Entropy. “Time’s Arrow.” Chapters 4, 6, 7.
7 Bunsen, Kirchhoff. cover. Chapters 1 & 6.
8 Genesis. light. EM radiation. Photon. UV. IR. Microwave. Chapters 3, 4 & 6.
9 An exception to this is DNA analysis – very important in modern forensic science – but not dealt
with extensively in this book.
10 DNA. Importance in forensic science. Electrophoresis. Preface 2.3, Chapter 6.
11 Screening test → instrumentation. Chapters 3 & 6.
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Screening tests – many of which are of an older style wet chemistry – are not
dealt with extensively here. They are, however, still often useful.12

Generally, the descriptions below flow from considering the analytical and in-
strumental chemical concepts, rather than from the forensic problem. The method
is introduced with a summary of its basis – theoretical physical and chemical prin-
ciples – in more detail for the most important and most commonly used – less so,
otherwise. First dealt with are the most important; then, others (alphabetically).

The list here is certainly not exhaustive – reflecting what the author is aware of
and considers most important, or is of some interest. Readers might consider this as
always to be continued.

6.2 Most important & commonly used methods

The most important and commonly used scientific methods are listed next below.
(Other methods follow further below.)

6.3 UV = Ultraviolet−visible spectroscopy

6.3.1 Theory

Atoms and molecules can interact with light13, 14 – that is, with electromagnetic radi-
ation – often considered as photons – so as to absorb in the ultraviolet (~200
→~400 nm) and visible (~400→~800 nm) wavelength regions of the spectrum – as
described in Chapter 4.15

For ultraviolet−visible spectroscopy, absorptions may be explained in terms of en-
ergy transitions, upward within the molecules from one electronic energy level to an-
other. This may be shown diagrammatically in an over-simplified [10] way (See Fig. 6.2):

Fig. 6.2: Energy levels.

12 Screening tests. Wet chemistry. Chapters 3, 4, 5, 6.
13 UV. Chapters 3 & 6.
14 Too much scientific technical detail here? Preface 2.1.
15 Genesis. light. EM radiation. Photon. UV. IR. Microwave. Chapters 3, 4, 6.
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– where the 0 or ground electronic level is where nearly all the molecules of the
light-absorbing substance are found at thermal equilibrium, at room temperature.
The absorption process may, for example, involve the transition of a molecule
from electronic energy level E0 → E1 [11].
Generally, the various energy levels are associated with a probability of where a

rapidly moving electron may be found in three-dimensional space, surrounding the
atomic nuclei. A particular geometry would be associated with an energy level.

Electronic transitions may be illustrated in the simplest way by considering
the hydrogen atom, and by the over-simplification of the Bohr model of the
atom [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]:

A negatively charged electron ⊝ orbits in one of several possible concentric
rings around a nucleus (containing one positively charged proton ⊕); not in-between
rings nor anywhere else unless freed entirely from the atom when that atom would be
ionized. That Newtonian physics does not work here was a major innovation of Niels
Bohr, 1913; it was a starting lead into the development of quantum mechanics in the
years following. Diagrammatically (See Fig. 6.3):

This is not to scale; including that the ring diameters would be thousands of times
the size of the nucleus.

Fig. 6.3: Bohr atom – electron in most inner ring.

Fig. 6.4: Bohr atom – electron in next higher ring.
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If the atom absorbs light of the correct energy magnitude, the electron jumps
from one orbit to another – for example here, from the first → the second orbit (See
Fig. 6.4):

No account is made for what might go on in-between during the transition. On
the Bohr model’s energy level diagram, this may be represented as [19] (See Fig. 6.5):

The energy of this transition can be related to the wavelength of the absorbed light
(See Tab. 6.1):

If the electron falls back down from the second → the first orbit, the atom emits
light of that same energy.16

Modern instrumentation often refers to υ or ῡ, rather than λ; both υ and ῡ are
conveniently directly proportional to the energies of transition, while λ is inversely
proportional.

Systems more complex than a simple one-proton and one-electron atom, such
as the organic molecules that forensic chemists are often called upon to identify,
also have electronic energy levels, although not so easily theorized as the Bohr
model, and are explained with more complex geometries. This involves values of ῡ,
and includes that the theoretical probability of transition is related to the strength
of absorption and the value of ε, defined below [26].

Tab. 6.1: E = hυ.

ΔE=hυ= hc=λ= hcῡ

where ΔE = E – E = Energy difference between levels [] (j.)
υ = Frequency of the absorbed light [] (/s)
λ = Wavelength [] (nm)
ῡ = Wavenumber = /λ (/cm)
h = . × 

‒ = Planck’s constant [, 25] (j. s)
c = . × 

 = speed of light in a vacuum [] (m/s)

Fig. 6.5: Bohr atom energy transition up-ward.

16 UV absorption, fluorescence and phosphorescence spectroscopy. Sections 6.3.1 & 6.19.
UV absorption spectroscopy is dealt with in Section 6.3.1. The related fluorescence and phospho-

rescence spectroscopy is dealt with in Section 6.19. Some of the cited literature references apply for
both Sections 6.3.1 & 6.19. Some of the Figs. are relevant to both Sections 6.3.1 & 6.19.
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The Bohr model works well enough for the hydrogen atom – one proton and one
electron – but not for experimental accountings and predictions of energy levels and
the wavelengths of larger atomic and molecular systems. Satisfactory experimental
correlations come from modern quantum mechanics, with the wave functions ψ of
the Schrödinger wave equation [27]. But, the Bohr model sufficiently informs of the
concepts of quantized energy levels, etc., without the more complex mathematics of
solving for ψ that is not needed for the forensics here.

When UV or visible light passes through an experimental sample in a transparent
(to UV) container – a quartz-walled three-dimensional rectangular cell [28] – as dissolved
in a liquid solvent – a liquid solution –measurements can be made [29] (See Fig. 6.6).

Some of the entering light having intensity I0 at wavelength λ is absorbed, so that
its intensity is diminished to I by the time it leaves.

I is measured, diagrammatically (top view) shown above, by a photoreception de-
vice [30] that transfers the photon signal into an electrical signal, which is measured
and recorded. Many measurements are made for multiple ranges of λ. Historically
(with Beckman instrumentation) [31], this was a laborious process (plotting of data
by hand, point by point, perhaps over several days), but now with automated in-
strumentation, it takes minutes or less.

I0 is measured as the entering light passes through an identical reference cell –
containing only the solvent – not absorbed, as shown below. This is observed at the
same time, for each λ, when I is measured. Again, it is now automated (See Figs. 6.7
& 6.8 & Tab. 6.2).

Typical inside dimensions = 1 x 1 x 4.4 cm3

Fig. 6.6: Spectral cell.

I0 I Fig. 6.7: Filled spectral cell I0 I.
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ε is related to the probability of an electronic transition – of theoretical impor-
tance for understanding the molecule – but usually not needed for forensic consid-
erations here.

A version of ε becomes the spectral y-axis. Thus, a spectral display may be as
for ε or A, and may be expressed as log10 or loge = ln. For qualitative examination,
the log base does not matter. But for quantitative, it does, when there is a compari-
son with literature-reported reference standards – and the forensic scientist would
need to check on this.

The spectral x-axis is as λ, ῡ, or υ (See Fig. 6.9).

With ε known, from literature reference or independent experiment, UV–visible
spectroscopy can be conveniently used to measure the concentration c, with reason-
able accuracy. These measurements are made at selected wavelengths, λ, at conve-
nient locations on the spectrum – usually, at the top of an absorption peak.

Real molecules present spectra that can include several electronic transitions
with different probabilities of transition that are related to different ε at various

Fig. 6.9: y = ε x = λ.

Tab. 6.2: T = e-A.

Then: T = I=I0 = e−A = e−εcl At each λ of measurement.
Where T = Transmittance

I = Incident light intensity
I = Light intensity after absorption
λ = Wavelength (nm)
e = Natural or Napierian log base = . [, 34, 35, 36]

and A = ε c l = Absorbance [, 38]
where ε = extinction coefficient = absorbtivity [] (L × cm/mol)

c = Concentration of molecule in the solvent. (mol/L)
l = Cell path length, usually =  cm (cm)

So that A = loge I/ I = (logeI – logeI) [ , 41, 42]
ε = (logeI – logeI) / c l = A/c l
c = (logeI – logeI) / ε l = A/ε l

I0 I0 Fig. 6.8: Blank spectral cell I0 I0.
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wavelengths. And within the electronic energy levels are vibrational energy levels,
related to modes of vibration of the various parts of the molecule (see IR spectros-
copy below). And within the vibrational energy levels are rotational energy lev-
els, related to modes of rotation of the molecule. Represented, oversimplified, in
Fig. 6.10 [42]:

UV spectra result from transitions upward, usually between the ground electronic
and vibrational level to various vibrational levels in the next higher electronic level.
Represented, oversimplified, in Fig. 6.11 [43]:

E

Fig. 6.10: Electronic vibrational rotational.

E

Fig. 6.11: Transitions for UV.
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A UV spectral example: ortho-fused benzocyclooctene [44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51,
52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57] (See Fig. 6.12).

For another UV spectral example: 1-phenylnaphthalene [58] (See Fig. 6.13.)

See: US NIST Standard Reference Data (SRD) [59, 60, 61]
See also: UV ATLAS of Organic Compounds, 1966, from which data for ε may be

obtained [62, 63].

6.3.2 To identify molecules – limited

Since the shape and magnitude of a spectrum results from the physical aspects of the
molecule that generated it, such a spectrum may be used to identify that molecule.

The theory behind this is that, since atoms can be characterized by their atomic
masses and since the energy-interaction-related geometric assembly of those atoms
into a molecule consequently produces a unique [64] energy level diagram, the re-
sultant spectrum would also be unique for that molecule, if the spectrum could be
examined in sufficient detail.
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Fig. 6.12: Ortho-fused benzocyclooctene UV spectrum.

Fig. 6.13: Phenylnaphthalene.
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But, for larger molecules, the UV–visible spectra typically do not show suffi-
cient detail to view vibrational structure for a unique determination. This is re-
lated to spectral broadening with increasing molecular mass, and that higher
molecular mass molecules are usually examined in solution, wherein there are solvent
effects.

What this means for forensic chemistry is that while UV–visible spectroscopy
might be useful to say that a substance is of a molecular category and is not of an-
other certain molecule, it can usually not be used alone for unambiguous identifica-
tion – either absolute or by comparison. For more unambiguous spectral identification,
readers should look to other methods – such as IR – see below.

6.3.3 Instrumentation

The UV–visible spectrum (such as shown above) for molecules may be recorded by
a spectrometer [65, 66]. In principle, in such an instrument, monochromatic [67]
light of various wavelengths, within the range of wavelengths of the UV–visible
spectrum, is directed through a sample of that substance. The part of the instrument
that allows wavelength choice is called a monochromator.

Ideally, the light source produces white light – of all the wavelengths in the UV
and visible range [68]. That source might be a high-pressure Hg–Xe arc lamp [69];
there are many other light source possibilities, including other kinds of lamps; and
LASERS may be used to provide specific wavelengths (not white). The white beam is
then diffracted from a grating [70], or in other, often older, instruments, refracted by
being passed through a quartz prism [71] – to allow for wavelength choice [72]. A
mechanical and geometric arrangement allows the beam to continue only as the
chosen wavelength. It passes through the sample and the blank cells to a detector.
See above. An electrical signal from the detector can then be processed to record the
spectrum. There are very many commercially available spectrometer versions, with
many different arrangements and with modern electronic controls. A simplified typical
diagram, with prism, to explain the concept is given below – See Fig. 6.14 [73, 74, 75,
76, 77, 78, 79].17

In practice, the light source may not be uniform – there may be an emission
spectrum, with various intensities; and the detector may have wavelength-depen-
dent sensitivities; so that some instrumentation might have corrections to electrical
signal leaving the detector.

As indicated, for a spectrometer, as shown here, it is assumed that the monochro-
matic light intensity, after it passes through the blank cell, is of intensity I0, same as

17 Bunsen, Kirchhoff. cover. Chapters 1 & 6.
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that would have entered the sample cell. Some of the I0 is absorbed by the sample so
that the intensity, on leaving, is I. Typically, the experimental arrangement is that the
two cells are a matched pair [80]; the blank cell contains only the transparent solvent
and the sample cell contains the sample dissolved in that solvent [81]. This is assumed
equivalent to the sample being contained in an imaginary solvent and cell of total
transparency (at the wavelength of interest).

Also, as indicated above, although ε is of theoretical importance [82] for interpret-
ing spectral intensity, it is A or T that is often displayed as the y-axis of the spectrum.
The forensic chemist can usually be content with this to determine the shape of the
spectral peaks and to, thereby, determine their wavelengths. The peak wavelengths are
used to identify the molecule [83]. The x-axis is the wavelength scale.

The above treatment assumes that the substance of interest is alone is in the sol-
vent and cell, or at least is not sharing space with other substances with which it
might react, or which are not transparent in the appropriate wavelength range; also,
usually in dilute solution. It is, therefore, necessary to ascertain purity, which can
often be done conveniently by chromatography (see below), or sometimes even by
critically examining the UV–visible or IR spectra. If such other substances are found,
it may be possible to correct for them (by arithmetically correcting A, or perhaps by a
physical correction, by adding the proper amount of the impurity to the blank cell),
or by purification (usually, by chromatography) [84].

In spectral analyses, the possibility of absorbance by impurities is an ever-
present problem that the forensic chemist must always look for and try to cope
with. Often, the problem can be coped with but, sometimes, it is so bold that
other techniques than spectral analysis should be used. A forensic spectral anal-
ysis that has not addressed potential impurity problems should not be used in
evidence.

lens

light
source

slit

blank or
sample cell

detector

recorder

y = ε or A

Fig. 6.14: UV visible spectrometer.
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6.3.4 Concentration measurements

Although UV–visible spectral analysis should usually not be relied upon for unique
molecular identification of a sample, it can be used to determine a concentration in
solution [85], if there has been a unique identification, otherwise. In contrast, it is
often inconvenient to rely on IR for such quantification.

See above for how to determine concentration – with the equations:

T= I=I0 = e−A = e− εcl

c= 2.303ðlog10I0 − log10IÞ=εl=A=εl mol=Lð Þ

The choice of wavelength, λ, at which the concentration would be measured, is
important for better accuracy. For example, to measure 1-phenylnaphthalene dis-
solved in cyclohexane [86, 87, 88], choose a wavelength that would appear to opti-
mize absorption intensity and flatness of curve, such as at λ = 289 nm in the spectrum
referred to above, (See Fig. 6.13.).

In general, such ελ, may be known from the chemical literature [89] (see above), or
better yet, if possible, from measurements made from a standard reference sample
with the same spectrometer [90] as used in the experiment that measures the sam-
ple, at nearly the same time.

The spectral cell path length = l = 1 cm is often sufficient for accurate results.
Thus, if at λ = 289 nm, A of an unknown 1-phenylnaphthalene sample is measured,
then c can be calculated. (From the spectrum referred to above, it would appear
that ελ =289nm ≈ 9,000 (L/mol cm) (expressed as for log10)).

18

The error in such measurement is influenced by the errors in determining A and l;
and by the accuracy of the literature reported ελ at the narrow range of wavelength that
is called λ, and the flatness of the spectral curve at λ. Error [91] of ±a few% is not untyp-
ical for such measurements.

An example of concentration measurement based on these concepts is found in
the earlier versions of ethanol-in-breath measuring devices used to evidence im-
paired driving. Chemical reactions that involve ethanol and potassium dichromate
result in changes in the transmission of visible light – ~ 420 nm – through the sam-
ple, which under standardized conditions can indicate concentration [92, 93].19

6.4 IR = Infrared spectroscopy

Very importantly, molecules’modes of energy involvement are related to the vibrational
energies of the various force interactions – called chemical bonds – of the atoms of the

18 extinction coefficient = absorbtivity. ε Chapters 6 & 8.
19 Concentration measurement – IR. Chapters 6 & 11.
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molecule. The vibrational energy levels fit within the electronic levels shown above; this
is related to IR spectroscopy.20,21,22

(And, see below for yet another mode of energy involvement – related to the
rotation of the molecule in space [94] – for microwave spectra.)23

6.4.1 Theory

The same theory [95], described in above for UV–visible, can be applied to IR spectros-
copy, except that the energy transitions of interest are within the vibrational levels of the
molecule’s (usually) ground electronic level; shown diagrammatically above.

Such transitions produce spectra in the infrared region, which is of particular
interest here:

~800 → ~ 100,000 nm [96].

6.4.2 To identify molecules – almost uniquely

That same theory, as described above to use UV–visible spectroscopy to identify mol-
ecules, can be applied to infrared spectroscopy, except that IR can often be used, in
practice, for unique molecular determination [97] (well, almost unique).24

In practice, over the range of interest, there are often enough sharp-appearing
IR peaks for a theory-based25 molecular structural determination. Such a determina-
tion would take into account that various modes of molecular vibration will show up
as peaks, in predictable wavelength regions, to indicate parts of a structure, and
that the presence or absence of various peaks can indicate what that structure could
and could not be.

Sometimes, if the molecule is simple enough, it is possible to uniquely assign
it a molecular structure based on IR theory alone. For larger and more complex mol-
ecules, the possibilities for subtle variations of structure (see in Chapter 4) to go
unnoticed, increase (and mirror images would always go unnoticed).

But, asmentioned in Chapter 4,most forensicmolecular identifications are not theory-
based directly, but are made using a standard reference sample or reference literature.
Thus, if there are a sufficient number of IR peaks, if the wavelengths of all them of the

20 Too much scientific technical detail here? Preface 2.1.
21 Genesis. light. EM radiation. Photon. UV. IR. Microwave. Chapters 3, 4, 6.
22 IR. Chapters 3 & 6.
23 Microwave. Chapters 2 & 6.
24 Molecular structure. Chapters 1, 3, 4.
25 Molecular identification by IR. Chapters 4 & 6.
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unknown sample match all those of the standard or the literature, exactly, if there are no
extraneous peaks, if there is no argument about the veracity of the standard or the litera-
ture, and if all instrumentations are of high enough resolution, then a unique absolute
identification will have been made (except for some subtleties such as mirror image). The
theory behind this is that even very slight changes in isotopic atomic mass – slightest of
variations of molecular structure – would cause slight, observable, IR peak wavelength
shifts.

Since, in real-life practice, unfortunately, the above qualifications may not be met
and impurities can exist, the forensic chemist should always keep aware of the possibili-
ties of mis-identification of molecular subtleties by IR. But, with care, IR is an excellently
reliable method.
For an example of an IR spectra – of molecular simplicity:

H-Br hydrogen bromide. CAS 1003510-6 [98]
See: US NIST Standard Reference Data (SRD) [99, 100, 101, 102]

And, for an IR spectrum of greater complexity, such as likely to be encountered by
the forensic chemist: Cocaine CAS 50-36-226 (See Fig. 6.15.)

See: US NIST Standard Reference Data (SRD) [103, 104, 105, 106, 107]

6.4.3 Instrumentation

Similar concepts of instrumentation, as described above for UV–visible, are applica-
ble to IR with the light source – an electrically heated element – as the first major
difference [108]. A second major difference is that the very many modern versions of
IR spectrophotometers are often non-dispersive Fourier-transform IR (FTIR) [109]
that use wavelength interference rather than diffraction grating [110, 111]. Many litera-
ture reports of IR-reference spectra are now of FTIR [112].

A third major difference between IR and UV–visible spectrophotometers is in the
sample containers. As mentioned above, UV–visible samples are contained in quartz
cells, typically of 1 cm path length. IR samples are often contained in K Br pellets

Fig. 6.15: Cocaine CAS 50–36-2.

26 Edmond Locard. Sherlock Holmes. Cocaine. Chapters 2, 3, 4, 6.
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[113] or in a mineral oil – Nujol [114, 115, 116]; both with typically shorter path lengths
(~<2 mm) [117].

To make the pellets, the IR-transparent K Br powder is thoroughly mixed with
the sample, and then pressed. Ideally, the resulting pellet appears to the human eye
as a small transparent disc. A blank pellet can also be made.

To use Nujol, the sample is thoroughly mixed with the oil so that an evenly dis-
tributed viscous suspension results. This is then sandwiched between two smooth
discs of IR-transparent NaCl [118]. A blank Nujol assembly can also be made.

6.4.4 Concentration measurements

In theory, the same method to determine concentration, as described for UV–visible
can be used for IR, although, typically, not as conveniently, for practical reasons.

For both the KBr pellet and the Nujol, the sample preparation and concentration
would be a function of sample preparation, rather than of the forensic problem; and
maintaining and monitoring the sample path length would require extra attention
or additional measurements [119], and the short path lengths, along with the sharp-
ness of the samples’ IR peaks [120], can introduce error problems.

However, reliable concentration measurements are made with an ethanol-in-
breath measuring device, for which an IR beam passes through ethanol vapour as it
moves through a length of tube [121, 122, 123].27

6.5 TLC = Thin layer chromatography

6.5.1 Theory

The several components of a mixture of chemical compounds can often be separated
and identified chromatographically. Such separation depends on each of the components
entering the mobile phase of the chromatographic system and being carried in that
phase over (or through, and in contact with) a stationary phase. The components’ dif-
fering affinities to the stationary phase allow for their separation from each other as
themobile phasemoves along because they travel at different speeds.

The mobile phase is typically a fluid flow of a gas or liquid. The stationary phase
is, typically, a solid coated with a tightly attached liquid, into which the analysed
compound dissolves, and then evolves. There are many variations.

Perhaps, the most easily recognizable example of chromatography to the non-
chemist is the spreading and separation of colours [124] from an ink drop [125] placed

27 Concentration measurement – IR. Chapters 6 & 11.
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on a paper napkin. The paper structure, sub-microscopically coated with water, is the
stationary phase; the capillary action of the water solvent of the ink is the mobile.

Paper chromatography – with a more sophisticated set-up than a napkin – can
be used for chemical analyses with commercially available papers for the purpose.

Thin layer chromatography (TLC)28,29 [126] would be the next simplest, most
convenient and most economical scientific chromatographic set-up. It is widely recog-
nized as a very good method, within its limitations. A common TLC version uses silica
or alumina spread for the stationary phase as a thin layer on a glass or polymer plate
[127].30 The mobile phase is a mixture of liquid organic solvents that are carried upward
along the plate by capillary action.

As the mixture of components of the sample being examined – spotted at the end
of the plate – are carried in solution in the mobile phase, they adsorb onto the surface
of the stationary phase with different strengths, and, therefore, redissolve into the
mobile phase at different rates. The result is that sample components travel at differ-
ent rates up the plate, so that, after a time, they have travelled different distances.

6.5.2 To identify molecules – limited

These distances – called retention distances, or retardation factors, Rf – are charac-
teristic of the components and, therefore, can be used as an aid to identify them.

But, since Rf is essentially only related to the strength of molecular attractions
(often in non-standard experimental set-ups), it is too simple a measure for reliable
unique identification of molecules, in comparison to reference materials. Since other
corroborations are usually required, TLC [128] is often used as a screen test.

6.5.3 Set-up

To accomplish a TLC separation, a solution of the sample [129] is concentrated by
evaporation and is then spotted (that is, deposited in drops) near (but not at) the
very end of the plate.

That end of the plate is then placed downward into (but not as far in as the
spot) a pool of the solvent mix that is used as the mobile phase. As the plate leans
against its container, the mobile phase moves up the plate by capillary action.
When the solvent front appears to be almost at the top of the plate, the plate is re-
moved and the solvents are allowed to evaporate [130, 131].

28 Too much scientific technical detail here? Preface 2.1.
29 TLC. Chapters 6 & 9.
30 Disclaimers, etc. Error . . ., Not legal advice . . . Commercial products, . . . Preface 2, 4.1, Chapters
1, 5, 6, 9.
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Often, the travelled components – now separated as elongated spots – can be seen
with the unaided human eye, such as for textile dyes or the components of ink. Dia-
grammatically [132] (See Fig. 6.16):

But, also often, they must be seen by a visualization process that might include a
developing/colouring material being sprayed onto the plate or by viewing the plate
under ultraviolet light to see shadows of the component spots against the luminesc-
ing background of a luminescent material mixed into the silica. And, sometimes as
luminescence, directly from the spots.

6.6 GC = Gas chromatography

6.6.1 Theory

As with TLC (above), gas chromatography [133]31,32,33 involves both a stationary
and a mobile phase for the separation of a mixture of chemical compounds. The GC-
stationary phase is often a high molar mass liquid [134] adsorbed onto inert granular
solid surfaces contained in a length of tubing. The mobile phase is usually a carrier gas
of helium or nitrogen, flowing under pressure through the liquid-coated solid grains.

Fig. 6.16: TLC.

31 Too much scientific technical detail here? Preface 2.1.
32 Gas chromatography. Chapters 6 & 8.
33 GC. Chapters 3 & 6.
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The sample mixture being examined is first vaporized (perhaps at an elevated
temperature). As its components are then carried by the gas of the mobile phase,
they dissolve into and evolve out of the stationary phase at different rates – depend-
ing on their relative solubilities. The result is that they travel through the mobile
phase at different rates so as to end their journeys at different times – called reten-
tion times, tR.

6.6.2 To identify molecules – limited

As with Rf of TLC (see above), retention time tR is characteristic of the components
and, therefore, can be used as an aid to identify them. But, also as with Rf, tR is es-
sentially only related to the strength of molecular attractions (often in non-standard
experimental set-ups), so that it is too simple a measure for reliable unique identifi-
cation [135]. Other corroborating measures are required.

Fortunately, the experimental set-up of GC often allows those other corrobora-
tions to be conveniently accomplished (below).

6.6.3 Set-up

To accomplish a GC separation, the liquid stationary phase, adsorbed onto its granu-
lated solid support, is packed into a long (ranging from a few centimetres to several
metres) narrow (a few millimetres or less) column (typically of coiled stainless steel or
glass tubing) [136]. The stationary phase typically has a dry-sand-type look. The col-
umn is then fitted into instrumentation of commercially available manufacture – there
are many variations – called a gas chromatograph – that allows the carrier gas to flow
from a heated injection port through the column to a detector, recorder, and/or a sam-
ple collector. The GC includes gas flow controls and programmable temperature con-
trols for the column. There are several different kinds of detectors to convert to an
electrical signal [137]. The sample injection is usually by a syringe. The data readout
from the recorder is called a chromatogram [138] – shown here, sketched diagrammati-
cally [139] (See Fig. 6.17):

Ideally [140], each of the peaks shown above represents a component separated
from the injected mixture. As indicated above, tR can aid in the identification of the
component.

As indicated above, tR is considered to be a reasonably good indicator. Variations of
instrumental design and conditions – length of column, nature of the packing, pressure,
temperature, carrier gas, etc. –make use of reference literature less sure for identifica-
tion. More sure identification can be achieved by injecting and comparing known ref-
erence standards that might be available. And further sure identification might be
achieved by introducing a deuterated known of a suspected component into the
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sample being analysed; this slightly altered molecule should produce a peak very
near the suspected component.

6.6.4 Quantity measurement

The vertical axis represents the strength of the detector signal so that, ideally [141],
the area under the peaks shown above is proportional to the number of molecules
detected for each peak. By comparing several peak areas and by calibration of the
GC system with injections of known quantity, it may be possible to quantify the
components of the mixture, within error ranges appropriate to the GC system. GC is
often used for quantitative determinations, in conjunction with other more qualita-
tively reliable methods.

6.7 MS = Mass spectroscopy

6.7.1 Theory

Perhaps, the earliest version of mass spectroscopy [142] was developed by Ernest
Lawrence – Manhattan Engineer District – that was used to separate 92U

235 from

92U
238 to accumulate weapon-grade uranium [143, 144, 145].34 Modern versions of

MS are now used extensively – for rather different intentions and purpose – to sepa-
rate ion fragments of organic molecules as part of the process of identifying those
molecules – and hence its importance for forensic analytical chemistry.35

detector
Signal
strength  

injection  at t = 0.

tR (seconds).

Fig. 6.17: Chromatogram.

34 92U
235 U-235 Einstein. FDR. Critical mass. Chapters 5 & 6.

35 Too much scientific technical detail here? Preface 2.1.
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For a simple version of mass spectroscopy [146], a small (often heated) sample of a single
substance, in vapour phase, is fragmented and ionized [147] by collision with electrons
of an electron beam and accelerated (now, as a number of ions) in an electric field (main-
tained at a voltage difference) through a strong magnetic field, at an angle [148]. The
ions are affected by the magnetic field so that their lines-of-flight curve according to their
mass-to-charge ratios, m/z [149, 150] – thus ending at different locations at a target;
there, detected and recorded. A mass spectrum can thus be generated for the orig-
inally introduced sample – shown here by a schematic diagram [151, 152] (See
Fig. 6.18):

The many fragments can be reviewed to try to theoretically reconstruct the starting
molecule that would be identified; perhaps, something like solving a jigsaw puzzle
with molecular structural diagrams.

See Fig. 6.19 for a simple example (not yet quite the jigsaw puzzle) – H-Br hydro-
gen bromide – CAS 10035–10-6 – 80.912 g/mol – a sketch of what a mass spectrum
would look like – approximately to scale [153, 154, 155, 156, 157].

Each vertical line represents an ionized fragment of the molecule (assume, usu-
ally z = +1). The several fragments shown in this sketched MS might be identified as
the two bromine isotopes in their natural abundances [158, 159].

For another example: tetrahydrocannabinol Δ9-THC 314.45 g/mol. CAS 1972–08-3
(See Fig. 6.20.)

See: US NIST Standard Reference Data (SRD) [160]36, [161]

Fig. 6.18:MS.

36 https://webbook.nist.gov/cgi/cbook.cgi?Spec=C1972083&Index=0&Type=Mass&Large=on
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Perhaps, in this example, two fragments could be speculated on and tentatively
confirmed as shown in Fig. 16.21:

With enough fragments (more than the two shown here) identified in this way, a
very sure determination of tetrahydrocannabinol can be achieved.

Another example: A large cocaine [162] fragment, with z = +1, might be theo-
rized as shown in Fig. 6.22 a b c [163, 164, 165, 166, 167]:

Fig. 6.20: THC CAS 1972–08-3.

243 g/mol.   

MS smaller fragment

314 g/mol.(the whole molecule minus

one electron, with z=+1) MS large fragment

Fig. 6.21: THC fragments.

Fig. 6.19: H Br MS CAS 10035–10-6.
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Electron impact typically creates many ionic fragments – for a full ion scan
MS analysis. But there are other, perhaps, described as milder, fragmentation
methods – QqQ multiple reaction monitoring MRM, and selected reaction monitoring
SRM [169, 170, 171, 172],37 that result in fewer fragments – perhaps, only two or three.
The fewer and selected fragments would be identified using an automated software
library along with other data, such as chromatograph retention times.

6.7.2 To identify molecules – almost uniquely38

From the displayed molecular mass data of the fragments and their relative abundan-
ces, a theory of molecular structural possibilities for the introduced sample can be
constructed for a full ion scan MS analysis,. The whole (or nearly whole) molecular
ion gives a good identity indicator because it essentially reveals the molar mass (or
nearly so). It may be that the data –whole molecular ion, along with many fragments,

Fig. 6.22a:MS fragment structure.

Fig. 6.22b: Fragments g/mol.

Fig. 6.22c: Sketched chart. [168]

37 GC-MS. Chapters 6 & 11.
38 Analysis – how extensive? Chapters 3 & 6.
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is sufficient to assign a molecular structure uniquely – questions of subtleties such as
chirality may have to be resolved with additional information. As indicated in Chapter
4, to assign molecular structure is to identify a substance.

MRM and SRM, resulting in fewer fragments, provide a less sure identification. But
when coupled with other data, such as chromatographic retention times, and com-
pared with data in a large library, they can provide reasonably reliable identification.

6.7.3 Instrumentation

Instrumental set-ups for a number of modern versions of MS are described by Kenkel
[173] and by Saferstein [174]. These employ the principles described above. There are
many and varied commercially available systems.

A practical problem with forensic MS identifications is the questions related to
sample purity and how to deal with a mixture of substances. A practical solution is to
use GC to purify the sample or to separate the mixture – to be fed into an MS. Instru-
mentation is now available to automatically do this [175]. If MS can be used for an al-
most unique molecular identification, then GC-MS – combining MS analysis with GC
retention time – effectively allows for a unique identification:

6.8 GC-MS = gas chromatography-mass
spectroscopy

As indicated above, MS combined with GC, when used with a large library of molec-
ular data, can provide an almost unique molecular identification. Variations of au-
tomated GC-MS instrumentation, with internal supplier-installed libraries and/or
libraries of the analytical lab, are commercially available [176, 177].39,40,41

These instruments allow a small sample into an injection port to quickly result
in graphical and tabular data. Typically, GC data is shown with retention times, tR,
with MS data shown at each tR. The tR vs detector signal strength might be shown
on a two-dimensional x,y Cartesian grid; and m/z at right angles on the third z
Cartesian dimension [178]. Often, acceptably, this is as for MRM, rather than elec-
tron impact (See Figs. 6.23 & 6.24).

Such well-automated computer-driven instrumentation can also print out the
molecular identities. But care is needed by the human chemist – not a robot – who
would be signing-off on the report – to critically evaluate the results; automated

39 Too much scientific technical detail here? Preface 2.1.
40 Mass spectroscopy. GC MS. Chapters 3 & 6.
41 GC-MS. Chapters 4 & 6.
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Fig. 6.23: GC MS sketch [179, 180, 181].

Fig. 6.24: Lunch.
[cartoon by Dr. Nick Kim, Wellington, New Zealand.] [182, 183]
“Okay – who put my lunch through the mass spectrometer . . .?”
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equipment can get it wrong. Automated systems do not replace human-reasoned
evaluations and explanations, and it is a serious error-in-principle for a court or tri-
bunal to consider otherwise.42

When properly applied and interpreted, GC-MS is amongst the best of the ana-
lytical chemical methods; and, with modern automated equipment, amongst the
most convenient.

6.9 HPLC = high-performance liquid chromatography

HPLC is in concept similar to GC (see above), except that the mobile phase is a liq-
uid, pressurized by a mechanical pump. HPLC can be used for qualitative identifica-
tion and quantitative determination [184].

6.10 Other methods (alphabetically).

The most important and commonly used scientific methods are listed above; next
below are Other methods.

6.11 Atomic absorption and emission spectroscopy

Spectral observation to identify atoms and atoms contained in molecules.
Ultraviolet and visible spectroscopy (see above), and emission spectroscopy (see

below), are described as applicable for examining molecules, although the explana-
tion above starts by explaining the oversimplified Bohr model of the simplest atom.
This explanation is also appropriate for examining the spectra of atoms [185, 186, 187,
188, 189, 190, 191].

Typically, the experimental setups to observe atomic spectra seem simpler in
concept than for molecules, and the resulting spectra are simpler in appearance.
This would generally be related to atoms being smaller and seemingly simpler in
construction than molecules. There are many variations of experimental setup.

Many of the atoms of the periodic table are solids when humans usually en-
counter them – often, spoken of as at room temperature. Thus, atomic absorption
spectroscopy is typically done at elevated temperatures – vapourized in a flame.
The atoms are excited by incoming light, from outside the flame, to a higher electronic
energy level; the incident light absorption is measured as an intensity decrease, after

42 Personnel – scientific qualification. Automated instrumentation. Chapters 5, 6, 8.
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passing through the flame. There is a system of slits and lenses. A record of this pro-
cess, on a photosensitive surface, is the AA spectrum.

Similarly, for atomic emission spectroscopy, a minute amount of an element is
introduced into the flame. At high temperatures, the atom is sent to a higher energy
level; when it falls back down to a lower level, light is emitted, and it passes through
a system of slits and lenses, to be recorded as an emission spectrum on a photosen-
sitive surface.

Atomic emission spectroscopy derives from the nineteenth-century work of Rob-
ert Wilhelm Bunsen and Gustav Robert Kirchhoff, Heidelberg [192, 193, 194, 195,
196, 197].43

These AA and emission spectra, often, may be observed for atoms even when
they are associated with other atoms as ±ion pairs. Thus, for example, salt Na+Cl-

would give its characteristic sodium yellow emitted light.
Atomic spectra may be useful to qualitatively identify metals, such as found in

bullets from a crime scene and gunshot residue [198].

6.12 Boiling and melting point determination: temperature
measurement to assist in identifying molecules

Substances exist in various phases [199]. When a solid is subjected to higher tem-
perature, it turns into a liquid – melting.44 Further increase – to boil – turns it into
a gas – vapour. Melting and boiling points are listed in chemical literature referen-
ces [200]. Melting point can be observed in a sample for a limited qualitative iden-
tification when the substance is pure. Alternatively, if the substance has been
reliably identified otherwise, melting point may be a good indicator of purity
[201].

Observation of a sample, melting in a small glass tube, can be simply done visu-
ally [202], often aided with a magnifier lens system (if not an actual microscope sys-
tem), with a slow-enough temperature increase, with an electric or other heating
arrangement.

Temperature is associated with atomic and molecular collisions and molecular
vibrations. A high enough temperature can result in overcoming the bonding – at-
traction forces – that keep a substance, solid. Temperature measurement, °C [203],
can be by visual observation of a mercury Hg thermometer in thermal contact with
the substance or an electronic display from a thermocouple device. A simple indica-
tion of the accuracy of the Hg thermometer or thermocouple can be by measuring

43 Bunsen, Kirchhoff. cover. Chapters 1 & 6.
44 Phases. Melting points. Chapters 4 & 6.
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the ambient temperature with another thermometer [204, 205]; and with a stirred
ice and water mixture at 0 °C.

Melting point data assumes a transition from solid to liquid. But complications
might arise because, for some substances, that transition does not happen – for ex-
ample, sublimation from solid to gas – often determinable from a published phase
diagram [206]. Phase changes are also related to ambient pressure. And for some,
when the temperature is too high, the substance decomposes.

Melting point use in analytical chemistry is less popular with the advent of con-
venient modern instrumentation for other methods. But, for drama: The French Con-
nection, 1971 [207, 208, 209] – opening scene.

Boiling point would not find much use in modern forensic analytical chemistry. His-
torically, water boiling point was used to determine altitude, by-way-of barometric pres-
sure measurement [210, 211]. Also, for drama:Mountains of the Moon, 1990 [212, 213].

6.13 Centrifugal force measurement

Canadian [214] law criminalizes some automatically, or semi-automatically, open-
able knives – particularly including by “. . . centrifugal force . . ..” [215, 216]45 This
should raise some issues of physics – both of theory and measurement. The author,
as legal counsel, has tried to raise such scientific evidential issues – apparently, not
too-well appreciated by Crown counsel. Typically, in the author’s limited experi-
ence, these criminal charges are of lesser importance than other charges of the
same incident and fall-in – and may fall-away – with more global plea bargaining.
For example: [217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224, 225, 226].

6.14 Carbon dioxide CO2 measurement46 [227, 228, 229, 230, 231,
232, 233, 234]

6.15 Dogs

Molecules of gases and molecules that evolve from solids and liquids can be recog-
nized in very low concentration by dogs [235, 236, 237, 238, 239, 240, 241, 242, 243,
244, 245].47 Asta helped Nick Charles solve the crime in The Thin Man, 1934 [246,
247, 248, 249, 250]. Laika warned of an earthquake in “DOG STAR.” [251] Dogs can
assist with source location and identifications of various substances by odour

45 As a kind of law practice notebook Author’s biases. Preface 1.2, Chapter 6.
46 CO2 CO O2 Chapter 2, 3, 6, 8, 10.
47 Disclaimers, etc. Error . . ., Not legal advice . . . Commercial products, . . . Preface 4, Chapters
1, 5, 6, 9.
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signatures of single kinds of molecules and mixtures. This has forensic practical use
for drugs, explosives, people, pollutants, human illness, various physical things,
etc.

Also, but not chemically related, a help-dog, assisted a complainant-witness at a
criminal trial, Dutchess County Courthouse, Poughkeepsie, New York, 2011; raising
a defence appeal issue. News reported: “. . . comforts traumatized children and aided
a teenager on the stand in a rape trial, . . .” “. . . Both prosecutors and defense lawyers
have described [Rosie, a golden retriever therapy dog] . . . as adorable . . .” “. . . Cute
as the dog was, the defense said, Rosie’s presence ‘infected the trial with such unfair-
ness’ that it constituted a violation of their client’s constitutional rights. . . .” [252]

6.16 Electron microscopy

Electron microscopy allows for observation of various materials on scales smaller
than would be allowed, with the wavelengths of light-dependent optical microscopes
[253, 254, 255, 256].

6.17 Electrophoresis: DNA analysis

Deoxyribonucleic acid48 is a large biomolecule, sometimes thought of as a kind of
“blueprint” [257, 258] for all life on Earth. It is not an actual single specific mole-
cule, but rather it is a specific kind of molecular structure. The DNA “central
dogma” and its relationship to genetic expression has been known for more than
five decades [259]. An important DNA property is that it is of two oppositely match-
ing strands that self copy. Important aspects of evolution theory involve chance DNA
changes and copying errors.

DNA works as a source for a template for the creation of other kinds of large
molecules – proteins – that have two general functions: as the structural material of
biological systems and as the substance of catalytic molecules called enzymes that
typically govern the kinetic chemical processes of biology and botany. In a sense,
enzyme activity is biological and botanical process. Enzymes function because of fit-
tings of their molecular three-dimensional shapes – where chirality is important.

DNA [260] is a long twin-polymer chain composed variously of adenine, thy-
mine, guanine and cytosine, [261] attached to a backbone of linked glucose [262]
molecules. As a simplified description, A, T, G and C [263] form a kind of alpha-
bet for the genetic code. The various sequencings of A, T, G and C, thousands of units
long, in chromosomes, serve as the “blueprint” for the cascades of interactions of these

48 DNA. Importance in forensic science. Electrophoresis. Preface 2.3, Chapter 6.
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and other molecules, eventually resulting in controlling, building and maintaining
life’s structures and functions.

The entire DNA sequence in detail – the total genome – could, in theory, tell much,
but not all, about the entity that contains it.

Technology to reveal the total genome in detail is available, but other analytical
chemical determinations that would not actually reveal that detail are easier and
cheaper to do, and these are used for DNA as a unique identifier. Thus, identifica-
tion matches can be made with crime-scene-obtained DNA – a boon for forensic law
enforcement [264, 265, 266, 267, 268, 269, 270, 271].

In recent years and continuing, the cost of knowing the entire genome has been
dropping to a personally affordable range [272, 273, 274, 275, 276, 277] so that a re-
tained bio-sample can be used to reveal much about a person – well beyond merely
as an identifier. This might allow police to know their suspects, insurers their appli-
cants, and employers their workers, better than ever before.

Such personal genomic data now raise human rights issues. Medical coverage
and employment might be denied or allowed with discrimination, and privacy in-
vaded. Data of some blood relatives – using familial DNA concepts – could become
known, because they would biologically share some data [278, 279, 280]. Issues re-
lated to familial DNA have been discussed in Canada [281]. Familial DNA is now
also used to help identify suspected criminals.

Methods of DNA identification, although far short of revealing the entire ge-
nome, are commercially available as systems that can identify with a very high
probable certainty. Typically, these involve electrophoresis, which has similarities
to TLC, but with paper or gel, with a voltage difference between its ends, and with
sample migration involving an electrical charge [282, 283].

6.18 Electron spin resonance

Electron spin resonance, also called electron paramagnetic resonance, is a spectro-
scopic method that involves matter with unpaired electrons, observed in a magnetic
field with microwave radiation, and in circumstances at which energy-level splitting is
detected [284, 285]. ESR, of minimal interest for forensic analytical chemistry, has been
used in archaeological dating studies (relating to long-ago temperature treatment of
flint items) [286, 287, 288, 289].
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6.19 Fluorescence and phosphorescence spectroscopy

6.19.1 Theory

Fluorescence is the re-emission of light by molecules, after having absorbed electro-
magnetic radiation.49 Re-emission is at longer wavelength = lower energy. With refer-
ence to the energy level diagram shown above for UV – Section 6.3.150 – fluorescence,
for an organic molecule, may be shown; over-simplified as in Fig. 6.25 [290, 291].

The transitions here are from a ground level molecule with electrons as spin paired
↑↓ here – called a singlet state – to a first above level singlet – absorption – S0→S1.
This is related to a π → π* transition, associated with the π bonding of the benzene
ring.51 Then, the re-emission is the fluorescence – S1 → S0. π* → π.

For example, for ortho-fused benzocyclooctene [293, 294] (See Fig. 6.26):
Fluorescence is defined as S1→S0, a radiative transition, with no change in spin

multiplicity and characterized by very short lifetimes ~ 1 × 10−9 second → ~ 1 × 10–8

second [295]. Fluorescence lifetime can be used as an identifying characteristic of
the molecule (historically, the lifetime was a defining characteristic).

Fig. 6.25: UV absorption and emission fluorescence energy levels [292].

49 Too much scientific technical detail here? Preface 2.1.
50 UV absorption, fluorescence and phosphorescence spectroscopy. Sections 6.3.1 & 6.19.

UV absorption spectroscopy is dealt with in Section 6.3.1. The related fluorescence and phos-
phorescence spectroscopy is dealt with in Section 6.19. Some of the cited literature references apply
for both Sections 6.3.1 & 6.19. Some of the Figs. are relevant to both Sections 6.3.1 & 6.19
51 Too much scientific technical detail here? Preface 2.1.
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Phosphorescencemay be shown diagrammatically; over-simplified:
The transition is from a ground level molecule with electrons as spin-paired

↑↓ – S0 → S1, then, to an above ground level as spin-parallel ↑↑ – called a triplet
state – S1 → T1, and, then, re-emission – phosphorescence – T1 → S0 –↑↑→ ↑↓.

Phosphorescence is defined as T1 → S0, a radiative transition, with a change of
spin multiplicity and is characterized by longer lifetimes ~ 1 × 10–4 second → > 1 sec-
ond [298]. Phosphorescence lifetime can also be used as an identifying characteristic
of the molecule (historically, it was a defining characteristic).

For example, for ortho-fused benzocyclooctene [299, 300] (See Figs. 6.27 & 6.28):

Fluorescence and phosphorescence are both more generally described as lumines-
cence. For heavier atoms and molecules, the theoretical distinctions between fluo-
rescence and phosphorescence may break down and the term luminescence would be
better used [301].
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Fig. 6.26: Fluorescence spectrum ortho-fused benzocyclooctene.

Fig. 6.27: Phosphorescence energy levels [296, 297].
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6.19.2 To identify molecules – limited

As with UV and visible spectroscopy (Section 6.3.2), the use of fluorescence and
phosphorescence spectroscopy to identify molecules is of limited use, for similar
reasons.

6.19.3 Instrumentation

Fluorescence may be measured by observing the re-emitted light as coming from
the centre of the quartz sample cell. Light of a chosen wavelength, to excite fluo-
rescence, is directed into the cell containing a solution of the molecules that are
expected to fluoresce – observed at a right angles to the direction of the exciting
light.

Because fluorescence is so sensitive to impurities, including atmospheric oxygen,
the sample cell must have been air-evacuated and sealed. This somewhat cumbersome
degassing process is not further described here. The particular problem with oxygen is
that its ground-state triplet electronic configuration causes fluorescence quenching.

ortho-fused benzocuclohexene

ortho-fused benzocucloheptene
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Fig. 6.28: Phosphorescence spectra.
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This too is not further described here. When preparing the fluorescence sample cells,
care must also be taken that the solution is dilute enough to prevent self-re-absorption
that would hide the fluorescence signal. This too is not further described here.
Fluorescence is observed and measured for several chosen exciting wavelengths. The
fluorescence spectrum is observed with instrumentation that is similar to the spectrom-
eter described above. However, the fluorescent light is scanned using the diffraction
grating or prism for each of the chosen exciting wavelengths.

As for UV–visible spectrometers, there are very many commercially available
versions of fluorescence-measuring instruments.

A simplified typical diagram to show the concept of observing fluorescence
[302, 303] (See Fig.6.29):

An example of a fluorescence spectrum is shown in Fig. 6.26, along with the related ab-
sorption spectrum. A kind of fluorescence efficiency can be measured as a quantum yield
that can be used as an identifying characteristic of the molecule [304, 305, 306]:

recorder

detector

Diffraction grating rotates to
aim various fluorescent
wavelengths at slit

I

Io y = ε or A

Fig. 6.29: Fluorescence, Phosphorescence spectrometer.
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Φf = ðquanta of light fluorescedÞ=ðquanta of light absorbedÞ

Fluorescence observation and measurement instrumentation might be modified to
observe reflected light.52

6.19.4 Application to forensic science

A frequent method to visualize, by eye, traces of substances left on a surface is to try to
observe luminescence from ultraviolet light – for those substances that luminesce. This
can include luminescence from bio-substances exuded from human skin and left as
latent fingerprints; and luminescence from other substances, used to develop latent fin-
gerprints [307, 308, 309, 310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 315, 316, 317, 318, 319].53 Although lu-
minescence may allow some identification of substance, its main use is often for
visualization by eye and for photography. Similarly, luminescence can be used to ob-
serve TLC plates, and often the luminescence material would have been added to the
thin layer so that the substance on the plate would be observed by a shadow.

6.20 Length measurement – tire skid

To estimate speed.
The length of a tire skid mark visible on a roadway can be used to calculate the

speed of the vehicle just as the skid started when the brakes were applied [320, 321,
322, 323].54,55,56

The length can be measured with the modern equivalent of a surveyor’s Gunter’s
chain, [324] and a frictional drag constantwould also bemeasured at the site [325, 326, 327]:

car speed= 15.946 ×√ð drag constantð Þ× skid distanceð ÞÞ km=hrð Þ
Modern computer monitoring and data keeping, perhaps, as part of an insurance
package would make this method obsolete.

52 Colour. Reflection spectroscopy. Chapter 3, Chapter 6.
53 Fingerprint probability. Chapters 1 & 4. Fingerprint visualization. Fluorescence & phosphores-
cence. Chapters 6 & 9. Fingerprint when. Chapters 7 & 8.
54 Too much scientific technical detail here? Preface 2.1.
55 Tire skid. Chapters 2, 3, 6.
56 As a kind of law practice notebook Author’s biases. Preface 1.2, Chapter 6.
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6.21 Metal detection

Metallic elements of the periodic table have the property to conduct electricity –
often explained by the concept of an “electron sea.” The outer electrons of these
elements are thought of as flowing free of their individual atoms. This property may
be detectable at a distance by observing interaction with an applied radiofrequency
electromagnetic signal [328]. There are very many commercially available electronic –
often hand-held – devices used as metal detectors, finding forensic use in security
and item location. A related property of metals is the response to various manifesta-
tions of magnetism – related to metals’ spin pairings, or not, of outer electrons [329].
A simplest detection device may be an ordinary compass. Or, a hand-held magnet
that can be used to distinguish between Canadian-minted silver Ag coins (before
1967) [330], and those of nickel Ni.

6.22 Microscopy – optical and photomicroscopy

Optical microscopy allows for observation to identify, match, measure and record
very small things using visible light wavelengths [331, 332, 333, 334, 335, 336, 337,
338, 339].

6.23 Microwave spectroscopy

Energy transitions between molecular rotational energy levels are in the microwave
spectral region [340, 341, 342].57,58 This EM radiation is the same as otherwise de-
scribed in this book – which is why it is mentioned here – but at wavelengths longer
than UV, visible or IR, as used for analytical chemistry. Microwave spectroscopy
does not find much use for forensic analytical chemistry. It may be a forensic topic
because of health physics concerns [343, 344, 345, 346, 347].

6.24 Neutron activation analysis

Neutron bombardment can cause a change in the atomic nucleus of atoms of a
sample and the resulting γ radiation can indicate the identity of those atoms
[348, 349, 350, 351]. A disadvantage of the method is that the neutron source would
be from a nuclear reactor, typically at a large facility. Neutron activation analysis can

57 Genesis. light. EM radiation. Photon. UV. IR. Microwave. Chapters 3, 4 & 6.
58 Microwave. Chapters 2 & 6.
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be used for qualitative identification of various materials, such as gunshot residue
and metallic poisons [352, 353, 354].

6.25 NMR = nuclear magnetic resonance

NMR involves interaction of radiofrequency radiation with energy transitions that
are related to the spin of atomic nuclei in an external magnetic field [355, 356]. It
can be used for qualitative identification of organic molecules. NMR appears to not
be commonly used for forensic applications; however, NMR-based imagining meth-
ods are widely used for medical diagnoses [357].

6.26 Photography

It may be assumed that hand-drawn representations of evidence, including for human
face identification and depictions of past events, would have had a historic role in fo-
rensic science. That role has almost entirely been taken over by photography,59,60

[358] which now has a very prominent place in forensic science (although, in-court-
drawn-artwork still appears in news reports). Photography is now essential to record a
scene being investigated and to get a better than the human eye image of an object.
And, real-time video recording of events being investigated is now routinely sought.

This has gone from mechanical devices dependent on photosensitive wet chem-
istry – labour-intensive [359] – to well-automated electronics accomplished with
minimal human labour – or sometimes, even human thought.

Photography started in the nineteenth century [360] and by the early twentieth,
mechanical cameras with photochemically producible images fixed on a physical sur-
face were widely available. A latent image on the physical surface was then developed
and fixed by wet chemical processes (with then under-appreciated chemical health
hazards). Glass plates (fragile) with photosensitive coating were early-used surfaces,
then, nitrate-based film (not fragile, but very flammable), and later, acetate (not flam-
mable “safety film”). By mid-twentieth century, most films were acetate-based
(breakage and flammability became forgotten problems). By the late twentieth and into
the twenty-first century, electronic recording, processing and storage came to replace
the physical and chemical (becoming – if not already – forgotten, by many people).

Essential photographic concepts remain from the early twentieth century and
there are very many commercially available versions of photographic cameras, with

59 Too much scientific technical detail here? Preface 2.1.
60 Photography. f/d √2. Chapters 3 & 6.
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many different arrangements. A simplified typical diagram to schematically show
some concepts [361, 362, 363, 364, 365, 366, 367, 368, 369] (See Fig. 6.30).

Light – from very many possible sources – reflected from the surfaces of a
three-dimensional [370] real object, projects onto a surface within the camera as
a two-dimensional virtual image.

The image-bearing light comes in through the front of the camera housing –
through lens, [371] aperture and shutter; then onto a photosensitive recording surface.

The aperture controls the amount of light coming into the camera – as light quan-
tity/area [372]. The control can be by way of thin metal leaves, adjusted to reduce the
circular entry area. This can be represented by focal length / diameter = f/d [373, 374].
This is often called an “f/number,” [375] “f/stop,” [376] or “f-stop” or “f stop.” “f/num-
ber” = f/d. Aperture front view [377] (See Fig. 6.31):

For each “stop” setting, the light quantity / area decreases from a maximum “f/
number” = f/d = .5. After this largest possible aperture, the subsequent smaller aper-
tures are usually designated as “f/number” = 0.7, 1.0, 1.4, 2.0, 2.8, 4.0, 5.6, 8.0,
11.0, . . . For each of these, “f/number” = previous × √2 [379]. And, each has ½ the
area of the previous to allow in half the amount of light [380].

The shutter can be open or closed to allow in the image for an amount of time, from a
small fraction of a second to many seconds. This is the exposure time, usually in fractions
of a seconds; [381] it is also a control of the amount of light coming in. The shuttermay be
of metal leaf design or otherwise, such as a kind of a fast-moving curtain (See Fig. 6.32).
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Fig. 6.30: Photo camera.
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After passing through the lens, aperture and shutter; the image then goes onto a
photosensitive recording surface (See Fig. 6.33).

The “lens speed” [382] in this system is characterized by f/d = “f stop.”
The sensitivity of the photoreceiving surface, if chemical photographic, has a

“film speed” [383]. The photography process can also be related to the chemical-in-
water-solution development process, by controlling and monitoring temperature,
concentration and process times.

The image-receiving film has a grain size; larger for faster films, but also result-
ing in poorer resolution.

To summarize, the interacting effective variations and controls of the light quan-
tity coming into the camera, as appearing on the film, are:
– Lens speed – aperture.
– Shutter speed.
– Film speed – related to grain size and resolution.
– Film processing – choice of chemicals, temperature, concentration, time.

Before ~mid-twentieth century, most photography was only of black and white. Then,
colour came to prevail.

Towards the end of the twentieth century and into the twenty-first, most of the
machinery, control, processing and record-keeping of photographic imagery became
computer electronic. Film use has disappeared, replaced by computer receptors and
memory. The extensive automation of photography means that photographers of now
can get better pictures, while getting away with being unaware of the above-described
technical matters; but the essential concepts remain.

There has long been some possibility of manipulation of photoimages. One of
the earliest and most famous was a published altered photograph of Theodor
Hertzl [384, 385, 386, 387] shown standing near Kaiser Wilhelm II on horseback,
near Jaffa, Ottoman Palestine in 1898. Hertzel, a well-known Austrian journalist,
famous for his reporting and commentary of the Dreyfus affair and founder of

Camera shutter closed open Fig. 6.32: Camera shutter.

Fig. 6.33: Image on photoreceiving surface.
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modern Zionism was interested in trying to persuade the German Emperor to
suggest to the Ottoman Sultan to allow possible Jewish settlement in that region
of the Sultan’s empire. Hertzel was actually close near-by and did meet the Kai-
ser, but not as in the altered photograph – apparently, by modern standards, not
too hard to notice as altered [388, 389, 390, 391].

But, with modern computerization, hard-to-notice fake photomanipulation be-
comes a most prominent possibility and concern. Modern photofakery is rapidly be-
coming more and more doable, with more sophisticated software becoming more
easily available [392, 393]. This raises serious concerns about verifying and control-
ling the use of photographs as reliable forensic evidence.

6.27 Radar location of things

“Radio Detection and Ranging,” better known by its WWII-era acronym RADAR, [394]
was extensively used in the defence of England, with electromagnetic radiation de-
tected as reflected back from incoming Luftwaffe [395] attackers [396]. At radio-
frequency wavelengths, electronic equipment operation is engineered in EM, rather
than in photon terminology; it is the same as otherwise described in this book –
but at much longer wavelengths than for analytical chemistry application.61

RADAR continues for many kinds of application in various legally defined and
assigned wavelength regions. RADAR can be used to ground-penetrate so that the
reflected EM radiation can be used to locate buried objects, including for archeolog-
ical study of burial sites.

6.28 Radioactivity

As indicated in Chapters 4 and 7, many atomic isotopes are radioactive and many are
not. Radioactivity, as considered here, involves processes producing [397]62,63:
– α = alpha particles
– β- = beta particles
– γ = gamma rays

These processes occur variously from elements of the periodic Table. The end result,
in the time scheme of the universe, is an isotope of lead Pb.

61 Genesis. light. EM radiation. Photon. UV. IR. Microwave. Chapters 3, 4 & 6.
62 Isotope. Radioactive. Carbon-14. Chapters 4, 6 & 7.
63 Subatomic particles. Chapters 2 & 6.
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For example, of forensic interest, are occurrences of radon gas and the subsequent
radon daughters, which are of workplace and environmental concern [398, 399, 400,
401, 402].

Another example of forensic interest and of workplace concern, historically,
was the use of radium in the painting of the glow-in-the-dark dials of watches and
instrumentation – resulting in worker – “. . . radium girls . . .” – health harm and
death [403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 408, 409, 410, 411, 412, 413, 414, 415, 416].

Also, for example, carbon-14 dating – see in Chapter 7.
Radioactivity can be measured in several different ways with very many com-

mercially available instruments – some hand-held.
Radioactive materials are also used for medical diagnosis [417] and treatment [418].

6.29 Radiofrequency tags

Much of modern equipment incorporates radiofrequency-activated devices for opera-
tion and identification. Also, radiofrequency tags are used to locate things [419]. These
devices are often very small and energized to by the radiofrequency signal that would
activate them.

6.30 Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy involves light scattering from a molecule with a change from the
incident wavelength when scattered. In forensic science, it has been used for qualita-
tive identification of paints and pigments, with the advantage that observation can be
at a distance – an inherently non-destructive method [420, 421, 422, 423, 424].

6.31 Refractive index

In empty space – vacuum – a light beam travels in a straight line at constant velocity

c= 2.997 924 58× 10+ 8 m=s

– which is also the maximum velocity possible according to relativity theory, which
also states that that the velocity of a moving object is the same as measured by all
observers, regardless of their own movements. This description is for both wave and
particle theory of the physics of light [425].

When a light beam passes from empty space into a transparent medium [426] –
such as water or glass – its velocity is reduced, with an associated change of
angle [427, 428, 429] (See Fig. 6.34):
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This is measured, at particular wavelengths, as index of refraction [430]:

=n= ðsin angle of incidenceð Þ=sin angle of refractionð ÞÞ
– a characteristic of the substance that is the medium and may be used for screen-
ing confirmation for qualitative identification, and as a purity check [431, 432].

The concept of light refraction is very important for optical-use materials of
various kinds of silica glass and quartz in the construction of scientific instrumen-
tation: prisms for spectrometers, lenses for hand-held magnifiers, lenses for tele-
scopes and microscopes, lenses for photographic cameras, etc.
The physics essentials of lenses are often described as for thin lenses and simple sche-
matic representations may be drawn as such. However, in various instrumentation and
cameras, the lens would actually be a system that is a composite of several carefully
engineered optical parts; and there are very many different arrangements that are com-
mercially available.

6.32 Reflectance & colour

6.32.1 Reflectance spectroscopy

As indicated above, fluorescence spectral observation and measurement instrumen-
tation might be modified to observe reflected light [433]. A fictionalized example
[434] in Chapter 3 suggested that the colour of a surface could be examined for fo-
rensic identification purposes. A spectrum of reflected light could be compared to re-
flected light from other surfaces, including of standards that might include reference
to colour charts [435, 436]64,65,66.

When UV–visible white light [437] – or other incident light of selected wavelengths –
is directed onto a surface, some of it would be absorbed, involving atomic and molecular
energy processes (Assuming that the surface is not a totally reflecting mirror).

Such absorption might eventually result in photochemical reactions, or be re-
emitted as fluorescence or phosphorescence, or somehow result in producing heat.

vacuum

medium
Fig. 6.34: Refractive index.

64 Too much scientific technical detail here? Preface 2.1.
65 Colour. Reflection spectroscopy. Colour. Reflection spectroscopy. Chapters 3 & 6.
66 Ink analysis. Reflection spectroscopy. Chapters 3 & 6.
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Some of the light might be Raman-scattered. But some – often much – of incident
light would be reflected. That reflective process would be directed by the shape and
texture of the surface.

Of interest here is the reflection of the source light at various wavelengths and
intensities.

For instrumental spectral observation, a simplified typical diagram to show the
concept of observing surface reflection spectra – indicated above as having similari-
ties with fluorescence spectral observation and measurement instrumentation [438]
(See Fig. 6.35):

Unlike absorption, fluorescence and phosphorescence spectra, for which the inci-
dent light beam passes through the sample and interacts with molecular orbital
electrons, this reflection spectroscopy would not be so easily-related to a theory of
the chemistry of the sample. Although, reflection would be related to surface pro-
cesses, observation, to a great extent, would be related to the light source. Reflec-
tion would be components of the light source minus what had been absorbed at the
reflection surface [439, 440]. Reflection spectroscopy can also be used to measure
thickness of thin film coatings [441].

recorder
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aim various reflected
wavelengths at slit
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Fig. 6.35: Reflectance spectrometer.
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6.32.2 Visible light colour

Instrumentation as suggested above, which might be assembled from parts of other
spectral equipment would not be commonly found or so much used in forensic sci-
ence; it might not be much better than human visual comparisons (perhaps, aided
with colour photography) to a colour chart.

For the reflected light, a distinction, in concept, must be made between instrumen-
tal spectral observation and what the human eye would see – as visualized within the
complexities of the human photobiochemical-biophysical-optical system [442].

This is the concept of human-perceived colour [443, 444, 445].
Colour may be observed as light as perceived by the human eye –

– from a producing source – for example, a light bulb, the sun, a chemical reac-
tion, such as the flame of a candle, or high-temperature-radiation from molten
glass [446];

– from combined sources;
– having been affected by a substance as it passes through it – for example, white light

entering a filter and seen coming out on the other side as green [447, 448, 449]; or
– having been affected by a substance after reflection from its surface from a light-

producing source.

What the human eye would see as related to these processes would not be the same
as instrumental-spectral observation. Photobiochemical-biophysical-psychological
systems of human colour vision observe a conglomeration of wavelengths and in-
tensities with those systems’ own specialized terminology and measurement, while
spectral instrumentation would observe a spectrum simply as wavelength versus
signal intensity. While it might often appear to be the same as at a specific wave-
length of the EM spectrum, a colour observed by the human eye is, often, rather a
complex mixture of wavelengths and intensities.

However, colour comparisons of samples and references by human eye observa-
tion when viewed side-by-side, can be accurately done and might help with forensic
identification using human observation and colour photography.

6.33 Thermoluminescence analysis

When the crystal structures of some substances, at high temperatures, are exposed to
ionizing radiation in their environments, some electrons can be energized and remain
trapped in crystal defects after cooling. If reheated at a later time, thermoluminescent
light may be emitted and measured to calculate the time interval – for archaeological
dating. The substances could include ceramics at the time of firing, or lava, or bone
material. Thermoluminescence would be of minimal use for forensic analysis – it might
be a method to identify fraudulently-claimed ancient pottery [450, 451, 452].
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6.34 Viscosity measurement

Viscosity of chemical substances [453, 454, 455] can be measured for slow laminar
flow of fluids. This includes organic chemical liquids. That viscosity is temperature-
dependent, can have forensic meaning, at least in fictional literature [456, 457].

6.35 Wet chemistry – screening tests67

As mentioned above [458], screening tests are not dealt with extensively here [459,
460, 461, 462, 463]. In analytical chemistry, these usually spot chemical reaction
tests – often done as colour tests – often, conveniently-used commercially avail-
able kits [464, 465]68 [466, 467, 468] – are usually not now used for reliable final
determination.

In fictional literature, Sherlock Holmes has been illustrated as doing such a col-
our test (he had neither GC-MS, nor commercially available kits, nor used protective
eyewear) [469]69 [470, 471].

These – now screening – tests used to be the mainstay of analytical chemistry –
sometimes called wet chemistry [472] because the colour producing chemical reac-
tions were typically in water solution – or at least, in liquid solution. Screening,
however, is still useful to the analytical chemist to avoid the more expensive analy-
ses that would have been screened out.

An example: Used by police for quick in-the-field chemical confirmation col-
our tests of heroin – perhaps, not always quite correctly as according to kit in-
structions [473, 474, 475, 476, 477, 478, 479, 480, 481, 482, 483, 484, 485, 486].

6.36 X-ray crystallography

X-ray diffraction patterns from crystal structures can be used in identification of
substances [487, 488, 489, 490, 491, 492].

67 Screening tests. Wet chemistry. Chapters 3, 4, 5, 6.
68 Disclaimers, etc. Error . . ., Not legal advice . . . Commercial products, . . . Preface 4.
69 Edmond Locard. Sherlock Holmes. Cocaine. Chapters 2, 3, 4, 6.
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3268445-8463047?_encoding = UTF8&pd_rd_i = B003VIWZ8I&pd_rd_r = 49d09250-f8bf-49d4-
b2f9-46fd671c420a&pd_rd_w =WucJv&pd_rd_wg = tygY4&pf_rd_p = f30c29c2-eb2e-4217-8f50-
c 1 7 1 1 d b 4 e a b a & p f _ r d _ r = M V G Q Z 7 J P 7 8 X H X 7 Z K H 6 T V & p s c = 1 & r e f R I D =
MVGQZ7JP78XHX7ZKH6TV

35 Napier. log10 loge. Chapters 3 & 6.
36 Jack G. Calvert and James N. Pitts, Jr., PHOTOCHEMISTRY, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York,

1966; page 21.
37 C.A. Parker, Photoluminescence of Solutions /With Applications to Photochemistry and Analytical

Chemistry, ELSEVIER, Amsterdam . . ., 1968; page 16, et seq.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nu_
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planck_constant
http://phycomp.technion.ac.il/~project-11/angstrom.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DU_spectrophotometer
https://www.mathsisfun.com/numbers/e-eulers-number.html
https://www.mathsisfun.com/algebra/logarithms.html
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38 extinction coefficient = absorbtivity. ε Chapters 6 & 8.
39 Here as loge – elsewhere often as log10. – base e – base 10.
40 ln x = logex = 2 . 302 585 093 x log10x
41 Napier. log10 loge. Chapters 3 & 6.
42 “Spectroscopy/Molecular energy levels”; Wikiversity; April 2020.

https://en.wikiversity.org/wiki/Wikiversity:Main_Page
https://en.wikiversity.org/wiki/Spectroscopy/Molecular_energy_levels
https://en.wikiversity.org/wiki/Spectroscopy/Rotational_spectroscopy
https://en.wikiversity.org/wiki/Wikiversity:Welcome

43 M.G., “A Survey of the photochemistry of the ortho-fused bebzocycloalkenes,” UNB thesis, 1972.
page 17.

44 Ortho-fused benzoclclooctene https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tetralin
45 Orthofused-benzocycloalkene. M.G., “A Survey of the photochemistry of the ortho-fused bebzo-

cycloalkenes,” UNB thesis, 1972. ProQuest Dissertations and Theses; 1972; ProQuest Disserta-
tions and Theses Global UMI Number DC54154

46 M.G., UNB, 1972, pages ii and 3. Abstract and molecular structures.
47 M.G., UNB, 1972, page 94. UV spectrum. Fluorescence spectrum.
48 M.G., UNB, 1972, pages 103 and 104. Phosphorescence spectra.
49 M.G., UNB, 1972, page 26. Quantum yield.
50 Orthofused-benzocycloalkene. M. Grossman, R. Kubela, G.P. Semeluk, and I. Unger, “Spectrofluoro-

metric Studies. XI. Some Aspects of the Photochemistry of Ortho-fused Benzocycloalkenes,” Depart-
ment of Chemistry, University of New Brunswick, Fredericton, New Brunswick; Canadian Journal of
Chemistry, 50, 3298 (1972), pages 3298→3303.

https://www.nrcresearchpress.com/doi/pdf/10.1139/v72-528
51 Ortho-fused benzoclclohexene tetrahydroanaphthalene tetralin CAS 119-64-2 132.2 g/mol

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tetralin http://encyclopedia.thefreedictionary.com/Tetralin
52 Ortho-fused benzoclclopentene indane CAS 496-11-7 118.176 g/mol.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indane
53 UV absorption, fluorescence and phosphorescence spectroscopy. Sections 6.3.1 & 6.19.

UV absorption spectroscopy is dealt with in Section 6.3.1. The related fluorescence and phos-
phorescence spectroscopy is dealt with in Section 6.19. Some of the cited literature references
apply for both Sections 6.3.1 & 6.19. Some of the Figs. are relevant to both Sections 6.3.1 & 6.19.

54 https://vdocuments.site/systematic-nomenclature-of-organic-chemistry-.html
55 https://vdocuments.site/systematic-nomenclature-of-organic-chemistry-.html
56 Orthofused-benzocycloalkene. -alkene -pentene -hexene -octene Sections 6.3.1 & 6.19. (See Fig. 6.36.)

57 See also: C. M. Humby, G. P. Semeluk and R. D. S. Stevens (1970) The Vapour Phase
U.V. Spectra of Oriho Fused Benzocycloalkenes, Spectroscopy Letters, 3:4–5, 99–114, DOI: 10.1080/
0038 7017008076300

Fig. 6.36: Benzocycloalkenes.
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58 https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/1-phenylnaphthalene
https://www.alfa.com/en/catalog/B21953/

59 1-phenylnaphthalene 204.272 g/mol. CAS 605-02-7
60 NIST UV–visible spectrum https://webbook.nist.gov/cgi/inchi?ID = C605027&Mask = 400

UV absorption spectroscopy is dealt with in Section 6.2.1. The related fluorescence and phosphores-
cence spectroscopy is dealt with in Section 6.15.1. Some of the cited literature references apply for
both Sections 6.2.1 & 6.15.1. Some of the Figs. are relevant to both Sections 6.2.1 & 6.15.1.

61 NIST Chemistry WebBook, SRD 69, National Institute of Standards and Technology, US Depart-
ment of Commerce, Gaithersburg, Maryland, 20899

https://www.nist.gov/disclaimer
https://www.nist.gov/topics/data/public-access-nist-research/copyright-fair-use-and-

licensing-statements-srd-data-and
62 DMS / UV ATLAS of Organic Compounds / Vol. II; Verlag Chemie, Weinheim, and Butterworths,

London; 1966; E1/2.
λ = 289 nm. ελ =289nm ≈ 9 000 (litres /mol cm) [log10]

63 ΔE = h υ = h c / λ = h c ῡ
ῡ = 1 / λ
ῡ = 1 / 289 nm = 1 /.000289 cm = 34,602.076 1/cm ≈ 34,600 1/cm

64 – well, almost always: the subtle mirror image difference mentioned in 4.5 would theoretically
produce an identical energy level diagrams.

65 https://microbenotes.com/uv-spectroscopy-principle-instrumentation-applications/#: ~:text =
Principle%20of%20UV%20Spectroscopy,-
Basically%2C%20spectroscopy%20is&text =When%20ultraviolet%20radiations%20are%20ab
sorbed,towards%20a%20higher%20energy%20state.&text = The%20absorption%20of%20ultra
violet%20light,the%20identification%20of%20the%20compound.

66 https://www.slideshare.net/mariomS7/uvvis-spectroscopy
67 – that is, light of a single wavelength. Real practice approximates this with a narrow band of

wavelengths. Typically, naturally observed light is polychromatic – i.e., light of many wave-
lengths, mixed together – often called white light. Monochromatic light is achieved with spec-
tral instrumentation – such as the diffraction grating mentioned here.

68 Definition as used here white light = light of all wavelengths in the region of interest – here: UV
and visible.

69 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Xenon_arc_lamp
70 https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/refract

https://www.yourdictionary.com/diffraction
https://www.ncnr.nist.gov/programs/CHRNS/pdf/Diffraction_of_Light.pdf
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/waves/Lesson-3/Reflection,-Refraction,-and-

Diffraction
71 https://www.spectroscopyonline.com/view/prisms
72 See: Hazel Rossotti, COLOUR / Why The World Isn’t Grey, Princeton University Press, Princeton,

New Jersey, 08540; 1983; ISBN 0-691-02386-7; at page 61.
https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691023861/colour

73 This diagram is to describe concept; it is schematic; it is not to scale, nor in proportion; it is not
as an engineering plan or design; none of its parts are presented here as an engineering plan or
design.

74 The white light source, shown schematically, may include parabolic & other reflectors, lenses
and slits that would help produce parallel white light rays narrowly directed towards the lens
and slit system of the spectrometer, in front of the prism. Light rays are actually refracted as
both entering and leaving the prism; shown here only as on entering.
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75 (See Fig. 6.37.)

76 The lens and slit system of the spectrometer, just before the white light enters the prism, shown
schematically, is also intended to produce parallel rays narrowly directed into the prism. In the
prism, it is refracted; various wavelengths at slightly different angles.

77 The white light source, if a high-pressure Hg–Xe electric arc lamp would have a broad emission
spectrum, that would likely be reported by the manufacturer, and could be verified by the spec-
trometer as without the sample to be examined. If of low pressure, only the Hg emission lines
would appear. Other light source systems are possible, including LASER systems.

78 See: Jack G. Calvert and James N. Pitts, Jr., PHOTOCHEMISTRY, John Wiley and Sons, Inc.,
New York, 1966; page 6; page 725.

79 C.A. Parker, Photoluminescence of Solutions / With Applications to Photochemistry and Analytical
Chemistry, ELSEVIER, Amsterdam …, 1968; page 131, et seq.
See also: Rainwater, Zim, Perlman, cited below, pages 3, 43; & Rossotti, cited below, page 23.

80 Since in real life the two cells may be less than totally transparent (and there may be light re-
flection and scattering), the fact that they are matched allows for an assumption that they are
completely transparent.

81 Since in real life the solvent may be less than totally transparent (and there may be light reflection
and scattering), the same solvent in each of the two cells allows for an assumption of complete
transparency (analogous to the matched cells). If the solvent absorbs significantly, then maintain-
ing accurate intensity measurements can, in practice, become very difficult, or impossible.

82 See Jack G. Calvert and James N. Pitts, Jr., Photochemistry, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York,
. . ., 1966, pages 170→173, particularly Eq.3–41.

83 – although the value of ε can also play a role in identification.
84 For a general reference see also Howard A. Strobel, Chemical Instrumentation / A Systematic

Approach to Instrumental Analysis, Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Inc., Reading, Massa-
chusetts and London, England, 1960; Section 6-2, Beer’s law, pages 150→155.

85 Quartz spectral cell. Chapter 6.
86 Cyclohexane. CAS 110-82-7 C6H12 84.162 g/mol chair and boat configurations (See Fig. 6.38.)

lens

light
source

slit

Fig. 6.37: Prism.

Fig. 6.38: Cyclohexane.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyclohexane#: ~:text = Cyclohexane%20is%20a%20cycloalkane
%20with,which%20it%20is%20sometimes%20used).

87 Cyclohexane. Chair and boat. CAS 110-82-7 C6H12. Chapters 4 & 6.
88 1-phenylnaphthalene Solvent = “Light petroleum b.p. 100–120°”
89 See note above for 1-phenylnaphthalene. Care should be taken to determine if the literature re-

ports ε as for loge or log10. It does not matter which, except that it must be consistent as for this
experiment.

90 – for which there need not be concern about loge or log10 (see note above), except if ε is to be
reported for use elsewhere.

91 See Howard A. Strobel, Chemical Instrumentation / A Systematic Approach to Instrumental Anal-
ysis, Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Inc., Reading, Massachusetts and London, England,
1960; Chapter 6–4, Sources of error, pages 159→167.

92 See:
– https://www.mcgill.ca/oss/article/did-you-know-history/breathalyzer-there-was-

drunkometer#: ~:text = The%20first%20stable%20breathalyzer%20for,breath%20and%
20acidified%20potassium%20permanganate

93 – Richard Saferstein, CRIMINALISTICS / An Introduction to Forensic Science, Seventh Edition,
Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, New Jersey, 07458; 2001; ISBN 0-13-013827-4; Chapter 10,
FORENSIC TOXICOLOGY, page 265 et seq.; Chapter 5, ORGANIC ANALYSIS, page 136 et seq.

94 See: Walter J. Moore, Physical Chemistry, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1962
and 1963, pages 595 and 596.

95 – still an oversimplification that is good enough to explain the concepts needed here.
96 EM radiation. Photon. UV. IR. Chapters 3, 4, 6.
97 Karen Feinstein, Guide to Spectroscopic Identification of Organic Compounds, CRC Press, Inc.,

Boca Raton, Florida, 33431; 1995; ISBN 0-8493-9448-1.
https://www.amazon.com/Guide-Spectroscopic-Identification-Organic-Compounds/dp/

0849394481
https://ulysse.univ-lorraine.fr/discovery/fulldisplay/alma991002610409705596/

98 Hydrogen Bromide H Br CAS 10035-10-6
99 https://webbook.nist.gov/cgi/cbook.cgi?ID = C10035106&Mask = 80

https://webbook.nist.gov/cgi/cbook.cgi?Spec = C10035106&Index = 0&Type = IR&Large = on
100 NIST Chemistry WebBook, SRD 69, National Institute of Standards and Technology, US De-

partment of Commerce, Gaithersburg, Maryland, 20899
https://www.nist.gov/disclaimer
https://www.nist.gov/topics/data/public-access-nist-research/copyright-fair-use-and-

licensing-statements-srd-data-and
101 https://webbook.nist.gov/cgi/cbook.cgi?ID = C10035106&Mask = 80
102 See also: Gordon M. Barrow, Introduction to Molecular Spectroscopy, McGraw-Hill Book Com-

pany, Inc., New York, . . ., 1962, FIG.7–3, page 137 – showing transition from 0 → 1 vibrational
levels, for various rotational levels of H Br gas – related to the molecular linear stretching
vibration.

103 This IR spectrum is of cocaine – non-ionized form.
104 NIST IR spectrum https://webbook.nist.gov/cgi/cbook.cgi?ID = C50362&Mask = 80

https://webbook.nist.gov/cgi/cbook.cgi?Spec = C50362&Index = 0&Type = IR&Large = on
105 NIST Chemistry WebBook, SRD 69, National Institute of Standards and Technology, US Depart-

ment of Commerce, Gaithersburg, Maryland, 20899
https://www.nist.gov/disclaimer
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https://www.nist.gov/topics/data/public-access-nist-research/copyright-fair-use-and-
licensing-statements-srd-data-and

106 See also: Terry Mills III and J. Conrad Roberson, Division of Forensic Sciences, Georgia State
Crime Laboratory, Atlanta, Instrumental Data for Drug Analysis, Second Edition, Volume 1;
Elsevier, New York, 1987, pages 524 and 525. For another example – tetrahydrocannabinol –
see Volume 3, page 2195.

107 Cocaine. CAS 53-21-4 CAS 50-36-2. Chapter 4, 6, 10.
108 See: Brian C. Smith, Fundamentals of Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy, CRC Press,

Boca Raton, Florida, . . ., 1996, pages 42 and 43.
109 For a general treatment of FTIR see Smith, Fundamentals . . .
110 Smith, pages 8 and 9.
111 https://chem.libretexts.org/Bookshelves/Physical_and_Theoretical_Chemistry_Textbook_

Maps/Supplemental_Modules_(Physical_and_Theoretical_Chemistry)/Spectroscopy/Vibratio-
nal_Spectroscopy/Infrared_Spectroscopy/How_an_FTIR_Spectrometer_Operates

112 See: Mills and Roberson. See Smith, Fundamentals . . ., Preface.
113 See Smith, Fundamentals . . ., pages 88→93.
114 See Smith, Fundamentals . . ., pages 93→97.
115 Plough Inc., CAS 8012-95-1

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nujol https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nujol
https://www.bluffton.edu/homepages/facstaff/bergerd/classes/CEM222/Handouts/nujol.

pdf
https://www.sigmaaldrich.com/catalog/search?term = Nujol&interface = All&N = 0&mode

= partialmax&lang = en&region = CA&focus = product
116 K Br. Nujol. IR. Chapters 5 & 6.
117 https://chem.libretexts.org/Bookshelves/Analytical_Chemistry/Book%3A_Physical_Methods_

in_Chemistry_and_Nano_Science_(Barron)/04%3A_Chemical_Speciation/4.02%3A_IR_Spec-
troscopy

https://www.specac.com/en/documents/user-manuals/2i-03950-2-user-care-guide-for
-7 mm-pellet-die-asse

118 – being careful that it is dry – no water H2O – so as to not dissolve and damage the Na Cl disks.
119 See Brian C. Smith, Fundamentals of Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy, CRC Press, Boca

Raton, Florida, . . ., 1996, Chapter 5, “Quantitative Analysis,” particularly pages 145→149.
120 – for comparison with the literature.
121 See, for example, for electrochemical and infrared analyses: INTOX EC/IR II BREATH TEST OP-

ERATOR INSTRUCTIONAL MANUAL, Virginia Department of Forensic Science, Breath Alcohol
Section, July 2008; Richmond, Virginia, 23219.

https://www.dfs.virginia.gov/laboratory-forensic-services/breath-alcohol/publications-and
-resources/instructionalmanualintoxecirii/

https://www.dfs.virginia.gov/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/InstructionalManualIntoxE
CIRII.pdf

122 See, . . .Manual, Virginia . . . 2008; at pages 23, 24, 25; Figures 9 and 10.
123 https://webbook.nist.gov/cgi/cbook.cgi?ID = C64175&Type = IR-SPEC&Index = 2
124 “Chromatography” is related to “colour” – see The Oxford English Dictionary / Second Edition,

Vol.III, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1989, page 185.
125 From an older-style fountain pen.
126 For a fuller treatment of TLC, see:

– John Kenkel, Analytical chemistry refresher manual, Lewis Publishers, Chelsea, Michigan,
1992, pages 215→218; and pages 214→286 concerning chromatography more generally.
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– Brian H. Kaye, Science and the Detective / Selected Reading in Forensic Science, VCH Ver-
lagsgesellschaft mbH, Weinheim, Germany, 1995, pages 114→118.

Julian Tyson, ANALYSIS / What Analytical Chemists Do, Royal Society of Chemistry Paper-
backs, Cambridge CB4 4WF; 1988, 1994; ISBN 0-85186-463-5; page 143, et seq.

127 Although they can be easily made in the lab – the silica gel or alumina coating is spread onto
the glass in water suspension and then dried in an oven – these plates are commonly pur-
chased in quantity ready to use – for example: See MANDEL SCIENTIFIC COMPANY 1985 catalogue,
Rockwood, Ontario N0B 2K0, for different kinds of plates of several manufacturers, pages
195→199. See also Kuranz – cited in Chapter 5.

128 TLC. Chapters 3 & 6.
129 Perhaps in a solvent of the mix that is to be the mobile phase.
130 The handling and evaporation of these solvent require appropriate work place health and

safety precautions – and therefore reference to the SDSs.
131 SDS. Chapters 1 & 6.
132 This diagram is sketched to show concept – it is not of a real experiment.
133 For a fuller treatment see John Kenkel, Analytical chemistry refresher manual, Lewis Publish-

ers, Chelsea, Michigan, 1992, Chapter 9 (pages 225–259).
134 Kenkel, page 235. This version of GC is also called gas liquid chromatography to indicate that

the stationary phase is a liquid.
135 This may be seen by examining retention times tabulated for various substances in Gunter

Zweig and Joseph Sherma, Eds.-in-Chief, CRC Handbook Series in Chromatography, CRC Press,
Inc., Boca Raton, Florida, 1972 – e.g., Section A, Volume I, Table GC 21, page 26.

136 Although they can be made in the lab, these columns are commonly purchased ready for use –
e.g., see MANDEL SCIENTIFIC COMPANY 1985 catalogue, Rockwood, Ontario N0B 2K0, pages 223 and
224.

137 Detector Signal strength is proportional to the quantity under the peak detected
Detector Signal strength =moles detected × k
Where k is a constant for the GC set-up, determined by independent calibration experiment.

138 See, for example: Diane L. Phillips, lan R. Tebbett, Roger L. Bertholf, “Comparison of HPLC
and GC-MS for Measurement of Cocaine and Metabolites in Human Urine,” Journal of Analyti-
cal Toxicology, Vol. 20, September 1996, pages 305→308, at page 306, Figure 2.

139 Sketched here in an idealized and simplified way (including that the peaked curves would not
actually be so exactly symmetrical).

140 The treatment here is idealized for purposes of simple explanation – in practice other factors
and complications can arise – see Kenkel – cited above in 6.5.1 – for a fuller treatment.

141 The treatment here is idealized for purposes of simple explanation – in practice other factors
and complications can arise – see Kenkel – cited above in 6.5.1 – for a fuller treatment.

142 http://aboutforensics.co.uk/mass-spectrometry/
143 Gregg Herken, Brotherhood of the Bomb / the tangled lives and loyalties of Robert Oppenheimer,

Ernest Lawrence, and Edward Teller, Henry Holt and Company, New York City, 10011; 2002;
ISBN 0-8050-6588-1; page 45.

144 Thomas Powers, HEISENBERG’S WAR / The Secret History of the German Bomb, BACK BAY
BOOKS, Little, Brown and Company, Boston, . . ., 1993; ISBN 0-316-71623-5.

145 Mention about Third Reich mass spectral possibilities. Powers, page 445.
146 The treatment here is idealized for purposes of simple explanation – in practice other factors

and complications can arise – for a fuller treatment. See:
– John Kenkel, Analytical chemistry refresher manual, Lewis Publishers, Chelsea, Michigan,

1992, Chapter 6.7, pages 162→165.
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Richard Saferstein, “Forensic Applications of Mass Spectrometry,” as Chapter 3 in Richard
Saferstein, ed., Forensic Science Handbook [Volume I], Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey, 1982; pages 92→138.

147 –that is, made into charged particles.
148 The lines of force of that magnetic field are at right angles to the ions = initial lines-of-flight.
149 This ratio is the molar mass of the fragment divided by its charge. Since these are positive

ions, z is > 0 in multiples of the unit charge of an electron e- – so that z is a small positive
integer: usually + 1 or + 2; most usually + 1. When z = + 1, the ratio is then simply the molar
mass; when z = + 2, it is half the molar mass.

150 Mike Sargent (Ed.), Guide to achieving reliable quantitative LC-MS measurements, RSC Analytical
Methods Committee, United Kingdom National Measurement System; 2013; ISBN 978-0-948926-27-3.

http://www.lgcgroup.com/our-science/national-measurement-laboratory/publications-and-
resources/good-practice-guides/guide-to-achieving-reliable-quantitative-lc-ms-mea/#.WM7I-_
WcHx8

http://www.lgcgroup.com/LGCGroup/media/PDFs/Our%20science/NMI%20landing%20page/
Publications%20and%20resources/Guides/AMC_LCMS_Guide.pdf

151 This sketched diagram is to describe general concept; not to scale; not drawn at to represent
any particular real molecule.

152 The heights are proportional to quantity.
153 Relative Intensity vm/z =mass to charge ratio
154 https://webbook.nist.gov/cgi/cbook.cgi?ID=C10035106&Mask=200#Mass-Spec

https://webbook.nist.gov/cgi/cbook.cgi?Spec=C10035106&Index=0&Type=Mass&Large=
on

155 NIST Chemistry WebBook, SRD 69, NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF STANDARDS AND TECHNOL-
OGY, US Department of Commerce, Gaithersburg, Maryland, 20899

NIST Chemistry WebBook (https://webbook.nist.gov/chemistry)
https://www.nist.gov/disclaimer
https://www.nist.gov/topics/data/public-access-nist-research/copyright-fair-use-and-

licensing-statements-srd-data-and
156 Brookhaven National Laboratory – Chart of Nuclides http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/chart/
157 – see Chart of Nuclides:

35Br
71

35Br
72

35Br
73

35Br
74

35Br
75

35Br
76

35Br
77

35Br
78

35Br
79

35Br
80

35Br
81

35Br
82

35Br
83

35Br
84

35Br
85

35Br
86

35Br
87

https://www.nndc.bnl.gov/nudat2/reCenter.jsp?z=35&n=44
158 https://education.jlab.org/itselemental/iso035.html

[. . .]
Isotopes With A Known Natural Abundance
Mass Number Natural Abundance Half-life
79 50.69% STABLE
81 49.31% STABLE

[. . .]
159 35Br

79 m = 79

1H
1 – 35Br

79 m = 80

35Br
81 m = 81

1H
1- 35Br

72 m = 82
160 https://webbook.nist.gov/cgi/cbook.cgi?ID=1972-08-3+&Units=SI

https://webbook.nist.gov/cgi/cbook.cgi?ID=C1972083&Units=SI&Mask=200#Mass-Spec
https://webbook.nist.gov/cgi/cbook.cgi?Spec=C1972083&Index=0&Type=Mass&Large=on
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161 National Institute of Standards and Technology, US Department of Commerce, Gaithersburg,
Maryland, 20899.

http://nist.gov/ http://webbook.nist.gov/
162 Cocaine CAS 50-36-2 303.36 g/mol
163 m/z =mass / charge.
164 The x-axis of the mass spectrum print-out, such as sketched here, only for one fragment,

would be calibrated as for m/z. It would be most conveniently read as for z = + 1.
165 The y-axis would indicate relative abundances of various fragments; not used in this calcula-

tion, except for the existence of the fragment. The y values shown here are contrived for conve-
nience of example.

166 (See Fig. 6.39.)

167 1 eV = 1 electron volt
= energy acquired by an electron when accelerated through 1 volt
= 1.60 x 10–19 joule
= .3824 x 10–19 calorie.

168 This is a sketch to where the m/z MS peak would look like; not an actual spectrum.
169 Sargent (Ed.), Guide . . . pages 10, 60.
170 “. . . The traditional approach to mass spectrometry involves scanning a wide mass range to

obtain a mass spectrum. However, for LC-MS applications QqQ instruments are typically oper-
ated in selected reaction monitoring (SRM) mode which is also called multiple reaction moni-
toring (MRM) by some suppliers. This involves continuously monitoring a small number of
selected transitions (i.e. mass numbers) for each analyte, typically one precursor ion to a cou-
ple of product ions. . . .”

171 This involves the separated components from the sample mixture, delivered from the GC or LC
line, being fragmented at MS entry by a method milder than electron impact, so that there only
perhaps one or two fragment ions, which are characterized by m/z. The molecules are thus
characterized by these m/z and the chromatograph retention times, and subsequently identi-
fied in a large computer-stored library. This is a reasonably good and reliable method.

172 MRM =multiple reaction monitoring. SRM = selected reaction monitoring.
173 Kenkel, cited above in 6.5.1.
174 Richard Saferstein, CRIMINALISTICS / An Introduction to Forensic Science, Seventh Edition,

Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, New Jersey, 07458; 2001; ISBN 0-13-013827-4; page 140,
et seq.

175 See John Kenkel, Analytical chemistry refresher manual, Lewis Publishers, Chelsea, Michigan,
1992, pages 165, 247 and 248.

176 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gas_chromatography%E2%80%93mass_spectrometry
https://www.innovatechlabs.com/newsroom/1841/how-to-interpret-gas-chromatography-

mass-spectrometry-results/
https://www.gmu.edu/depts/SRIF/tutorial/gcd/gc-ms2.htm

177 GC-MS. Chapters 3 & 6.

e-
(~70eV) + + + e-

+ e-
(<<70eV)

Fig. 6.39: Electron impact.
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178 Two different traditional uses of z here, not to be confused:
m/z =mass/charge
z = Cartesian third dimension.

179 Mike Sargent (Ed.), Guide to achieving reliable quantitative LC-MS measurements, RSC Analyti-
cal Methods Committee, United Kingdom National Measurement System; 2013; ISBN 978-0-
948926-27-3.

http://www.lgcgroup.com/LGCGroup/media/PDFs/Our%20science/NMI%20landing%
20page/Publications%20and%20resources/Guides/AMC_LCMS_Guide.pdf

180 Sargent (Ed.), . . ., Guide . . ., page 1.
181 Gas Chromatography-Mass Spectroscopy Background, The Shared Research Instrumentation

Facility, George Mason University, Manassas Virginia, 20110; 1998.
https://www.gmu.edu/depts/SRIF/tutorial/gcd/gc-ms2.htm http://www.gmu.edu/depts/

SRIF/
182 cartoon by Dr. Nick Kim, Wellington, New Zealand. With permission.
183 Dr. Nick Kim. copyright acknowledgement. Chapters 2 & 6.
184 See:

– John Kenkel, ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY REFRESHER MANUAL, Lewis Publishers, Chelsea,
Michigan, 1992, “HIGH PERFORMANCE LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY,” Chapter 10, page
261 et seq.

– https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-performance_liquid_chromatography

Richard Saferstein, CRIMINALISTICS / An Introduction to Forensic Science, Seventh Edition,
Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, New Jersey, 07458; 2001; ISBN 0-13-013827-4; Chapter 5,
ORGANIC ANALYSIS, High-Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC), page 127, 128.

185 Brian H. Kaye, Science and the Detective / Selected Reading in Forensic Science, VCH Verlagsge-
sellschaft mbH, Weinheim, Germany; 1995; ISBN-3-527-29252-7; Chapter 5.1, “Gunshot Resi-
dues,” at page 114.

186 Richard Saferstein, CRIMINALISTICS / An Introduction to Forensic Science, Seventh Edition, Pren-
tice Hall, Upper Saddle River, New Jersey, 07458; 2001; ISBN 0-13-013827-4; pages 150→157.

187 John Joseph Fenton, “Forensic Toxicology,” in Stuart H. James and Jon J. Nordby, editors, Fo-
rensic Science / An Introduction to Scientific and Investigative Techniques, CRC Press, Boca
Raton, 2003; ISBN 0-8493-1246-9; Chapter 4. “Atomic Absorption Spectrometry,” at pages 56
and 57. www.crcpress.com

188 John Kenkel, ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY REFRESHER MANUAL, Lewis Publishers, Chelsea,
Michigan, 1992, “Atomic Spectroscopy,” Chapter 7, pages 167→194.

189 Walter F. Rowe, “FIREARMS IDENTIFICATION,” as Chapter 8 in R. Saferstein, ed., Forensic Sci-
ence Handbook Volume II, Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1988, page 391, et seq.;
“ELEMENTAL ANALYSIS OF BULLETS AND SHOTGUN PELLETS,” at page 447.

190 http://people.whitman.edu/~dunnivfm/FAASICPMS_Ebook/Downloads/CH2_FINAL.pdf
191 https://www.philadelphia.edu.jo/academics/ajaber/uploads/CH%20%208%20and%2010%20-

Basic%20Principles%20of%20Atomic%20Absorption%20and%20Atomic%20Emission%20Spec
troscopy.pdf

192 The front cover illustration of this book, although neither of forensic nor of modern analytical
chemistry, was chosen because it gives a recognizable chemistry theme. Spectroscopy is of
great importance to the analytical chemistry essential for forensic science. This historically-
based cover art (from gettyimages ilbusca) is similar to the description in: Gustav Kirchhoff
and Robert Bunsen, “Chemical Analysis by Observation of Spectra,” Annalen der Physik und
der Chemie (Poggendorff), Vol. 110, pages 161→189, Heidelberg, 1860.
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https://www.chemteam.info/Chem-History/Kirchhoff-Bunsen-1860.html
https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=umn.31951d00326549e&view=thumb&seq=177

193 Gustav Kirchhoff & Robert Bunsen, “Chemische Analyse durch Spectralbeobachtungen” “Chemical
Analysis by Observation of Spectra,” Annalen der Physik und der Chemie (Poggendorff), Vol. 110
pages 161→189, Heidelberg, 1860.

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/andp.18601860602
194 Rainbow. Workers’ Health & Safety Legal Clinic newsletter, 2016 08. Vol.24 No.2, pages 3 & 4.

http://newsletter.workers-safety.ca.s3-website-us-east-1.amazonaws.com/#!/ 2016 08. Vol.
24 No.2 .pdf

http://s3.amazonaws.com/newsletter.workers-safety.ca/newsletters/2016%2008/2016%
2008.%20Vol.24%20%20No.2%20.pdf

195
[. . .]

By 1859, Robert Wilhelm Bunsen and Gustav Robert Kirchhoff, both of Heidelberg, had devel-
oped a spectroscope that was used to analyse light produced by atoms thermally excited in the
flame of a gas-air burner (famously named after Bunsen). By 1860 and 1861 they had discovered
two new elements Cs and Rb. Their instrument was also soon used for astronomical observa-
tions. Bunsen and Kirchhoff’s spectroscope was developed from the well-known phenomenon
that minerals put in a flame produced characteristic colours.

[. . .]
196 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_spectroscopy
197 https://www.sciencephoto.com/media/945827/view/kirchhoff-bunsen-spectroscope-19th-century
198 See W.D. Kinard and D.R. Lundy, “A Comparison of Neutron Activation Analysis and Atomic

Absorption Spectroscopy on Gunshot Residue” as Chapter 11 in Geoffrey Davies, ed., Forensic
Science, ACS Symposium Series 13, Washington, D.C., 1975; pages 976107.

199 Walter J. Moore, Physical Chemistry, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1962
and 1963, page 95, et seq.

200 Melting and boiling points are listed in chemical reference literature for confirmation, or not, of
qualitative identification and purity of substances – for example see John A. Dean, ed., Lang’s
Handbook of Chemistry, Twelfth Edition, McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, . . ., 1979,
Tables 7.3 Melting points of organic compounds and 7.4 Physical constants of organic compounds,
pages 7.48→7.393.

201 See also Frederick G. Bordwell, Organic Chemistry, The Macmillian Company, New York . . .,
1963, §1.6 Criteria for determining the purity of organic compounds, pages 16→18.

202 Bordwell, page 18.
203 https://www.mathsisfun.com/temperature-conversion.html
204 (– and by listening to a near-by cricket –more fun than actually useful.)

°C = (( (chirps /25 seconds) / 3) + 4)
205 Catherine Boeckmann, “PREDICT THE TEMPERATURE WITH CRICKET CHIRPS / LEARN TO

USE A CRICKET AS A THERMOMETER!” 24June 2019.
https://www.almanac.com/content/predict-temperature-cricket-chirps

206 Walter J. Moore, Physical Chemistry, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1962
and 1963, page 102.

207 The French Connection, 1971–melting point used to determine purity.
208 Opening scene, The French Connection, 1971, where illicit heroin purity was determined by

melting point.
209 William Friedkin, The French Connection, Gene Hackman, Fernando Rey, Roy Scheider, Tony

Lo Bianco, Marcel Bozzuffi; twentieth Century Fox, 1971.
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https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/andp.18601860602
http://newsletter.workers-safety.ca.s3-website-us-east-1.amazonaws.com/%23%21/%202016%2008.%20Vol.24%20No.2%20.pdf
http://newsletter.workers-safety.ca.s3-website-us-east-1.amazonaws.com/%23%21/%202016%2008.%20Vol.24%20No.2%20.pdf
http://s3.amazonaws.com/newsletter.workers-safety.ca/newsletters/2016%2008/2016%2008.%20Vol.24%20%20No.2%20.pdf
http://s3.amazonaws.com/newsletter.workers-safety.ca/newsletters/2016%2008/2016%2008.%20Vol.24%20%20No.2%20.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_spectroscopy
https://www.sciencephoto.com/media/945827/view/kirchhoff-bunsen-spectroscope-19th-century
https://www.mathsisfun.com/temperature-conversion.html
http://Catherine%20Boeckmann
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_French_Connection_%28film%29
http://www.bluelight.org/vb/archive/index.php/t-461789.html
http://www.chem.ucalgary.ca/courses/351/laboratory/meltingpoint.pdf

210 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atmospheric_pressure
211 http://www.csgnetwork.com/h2oboilcalc.html
212 Mountains of the Moon, Carolco Pictures, 1990, Directed by Bob Rafelson, with Patrick Bergin

and Iain Glen – about the nineteenth-century exploratory travels in Africa of Richard Burton
and John Speke, and the discovery of the source of the Nile River, and Lake Victoria; and their
conflict. In the movie, the boiling point of water is used to determine altitude.

213 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mountains_of_the_Moon_(film)
214 See also: “Gravity Knife’ Led to Thousands of Questionable Arrests. Now It’s Legal,” The New-

York Times, 31May 2019.
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/31/nyregion/ny-gravity-knife-law.html

215 Some scientific methods – of lesser general application – and with less direct involvement
with analytical chemistry – are presented (perhaps somewhat self-indulgently) because they
arose from the author’s law practice; or other interest.

216 Criminal Code RSC., 1985, c. C-46; as amended.
https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/C-46/section-84.html

[. . .]
Definitions

84 (1) In this Part,
[. . .]

prohibited weapon means
(a) a knife that has a blade that opens automatically by gravity or centrifugal force or by hand

pressure applied to a button, spring or other device in or attached to the handle of the knife, or
(b) any weapon, other than a firearm, that is prescribed to be a prohibited weapon;

[. . .]
217 Text from a disclosure request letter – while the letter itself is a good candidate for simply

being successfully ignored – a plea bargain beneficial to the accused might still result:
[. . .]

218 . . . Crown,
[. . .]

Toronto. . . .
RE: R v . . .

[. . .]
“butterfly knife – centrifugal force?

[. . .]
219 Our discussions at the judicial pre-trial, . . . July, included several issues, including one that

we agreed was of lesser importance. In that context, here is my position on that issue:
For disclosure and evidence, the Crown should provide a scientific or engineering descrip-

tion of how the “butterfly knife,” allegedly associated with my client,1 would be “ . . . a knife
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that has a blade that opens automatically by gravity or centrifugal force or by hand pressure
applied to a button, spring or other device in or attached to the handle of the knife . . . ” 2

In doing so, I would suggest that the Crown would have to explain how the “butterfly
knife” would be opened by a mechanism or process of gravitational or centrifugal force, rather
than impulse force. To do this, I would suggest that the Crown would have to present a proper
forensic report, by a properly qualified person, cross-examinable, who had studied physics or
engineering, and the relevant English language terminology.

– According to the OED3 centrifugal force is a force “ . . . with which a body moving round
a centre tends to fly off from the centre . . . ”

– According to Resnick & Halliday,4 and Tippler,5 6 centrifugal force is a pseudo or fictitious
force, from the point of view an observer in a non-inertial frame; and there is a centripetal
acceleration vector a directed towards the centre.7 8 9 10

As a general description, consider a mass m, attached to a strong massless string of radius
r, rotating about a centre point, with a tangential velocity v (See Fig. 6.40). Thus:

220

221 centrifugal force =mass × velocity2 / radius
F =m v2 / r (nt) = (kg) × (m/sec)2 / (m).
– A gravitational force11 12 would be experienced by a mass as an attraction between its cen-

tre of gravity towards that of the earth: 13

222 (See Fig. 6.41.)

223 F =m g =m × 9.81 (nt) = (kg) × (m/s2).
– An impulse force would be experienced on a moving mass of momentum = p =m v,

where there is a change in momentum.14

An impulse force would result from a mass moving along a straight line and being stopped-
15 in a short time t:

Fig. 6.40: Centrifugal force.

Fig. 6.41: m & F.
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224 (See Fig. 6.42.)

225 – Other possible forces could be those of a coil spring 16 17 18 or of an expanding gas 19 20 21 in a
piston, but these would be most unlikely to be of consideration here.

The Crown seems to have suggested that a police officer opening a knife with a flick would
be sufficient to demonstrate centrifugal force. I would not agree. And that a flick would not
necessarily be centrifugal force would be at issue before the court.

The defence position is that if the Crown is to eventually persuade the court that the “but-
terfly knife” is a “prohibited weapon,” within the meaning of the Criminal Code, it must do so
with a consideration of the actual physics and engineering meaning of the English language
words “centrifugal,” “pseudo” and “fictitious.” And it should do so with a witness who would
have done a properly documented forensic study in a quality assured environment such as for
ISO/IEC 17025: 2005.22,23

I look forward to your comments and corrections to what I have suggested above. Thank
You.

M . . . G . . .,
Barrister & Solicitor.
Toronto,
. . . July 2009.

[. . .]
⋮

226 1 From the information copied in the disclosure: “ . . . did have in . . . possession a prohibited
weapon . . . butterfly knife . . . Criminal Code.” . . .

2 Criminal Code, PART III, FIREARMS AND OTHER WEAPONS, Interpretation, Definitions,
s.84. (1)(a) “prohibited weapon.”

http://laws.justice.gc.ca/en/index.html http://laws.justice.gc.ca/en/C-46
3 The Oxford English Dictionary, 2nd edition, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1989, Vol. II, page

1038.
4 Robert Resnick and David Halliday, Physics, Part I, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York,

1966; page 121; and with reference to pages 64→71, 120.
5 Paul A. Tipler, Physics, 2nd edition, Worth Publishers, Inc., New York, 1982; pages 147 &

148; and with reference to pages 67→70.
6 Paul A. Tipler, Physics, Worth Publishers, Inc., New York, 1976; page 159, et seq.; and

with reference to page 65, et seq.
7 Resnick & Halliday, 1966, page 66.
8 Tipler, 1982, page 148.
9 a = v2 / r Tipler, 1976, page 66.

Fig. 6.42: P =mv.
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10 The convention of the physics texts is used here that lighter typeface is used for scalar
quantities – such as mass m – and heavier typeface is used for vectors – such as velocity v.
The arrow→ shows the direction of the vector.

11 Resnick & Halliday, 1966, page 93.
12 Tipler, 1976, page 144, et seq.
13 g = the acceleration of gravity, to a good approximation, on earth. ( m / sec2)
14 Resnick and Halliday, 1966, page 191, et seq. and page 212, et seq.
15 – here it is –a for deceleration. Alternatively, an impulse force could result from a mass

at rest accelerating for + a.
16 Paul A. Tipler, Physics, Worth Publishers, Inc., New York, 1976; pages 154, et seq.
17 F = k × Δ × (nt)=(nt / m) × (nt);
where k is Hooke’s law constant and )x is the spring’s stretch.
18 Resnick and Halliday, 1966, pages 138 and 151.
19 . . . P = F / A = (nRT / V)
20 Tipler, 1976, page 423, et seq.
21 Resnick and Halliday, 1966, page 572, et seq.
22 http://www.standardsstore.ca/eSpecs/index.jsp
23 http://www.standardsstore.ca/eSpecs/SearchFormAction.do?page=1&searchValue=

17025&searchKey=DOCNO&organizations=ISO
227 CO2 carbon dioxide CAS 124-38-9 O = C =O 44.01 g/mol (See Fig. 6.43).

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_dioxide
https://imgbin.com/png/c6zWV7VV/lewis-structure-carbon-dioxide-resonance-diagram-

electron-png
228 Toronto Workers’ Health & Safety Legal Clinic newsletter 2012 04. Vol.20 No.1 CO2 Filsingers

page 1.
229 Toronto Workers’ Health & Safety Legal Clinic newsletter 2012 09. Vol20 No5 CO2 Filsingers

page 6.
230 Toronto Workers’ Health & Safety Legal Clinic newsletter

2007 01. Vol.15 No.1 page 3. 2007 11. Vol.15 No.4 The BC Sullivan Mine disaster.
231 Toronto Workers’ Health & Safety Legal Clinic newsletter 2012 07. Vol20 No3 CO2

232 Toronto Workers’ Health & Safety Legal Clinic newsletter 2012 08. Vol20 No4
233 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_dioxide_sensor

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_monoxide_detector
https://www.vaisala.com/sites/default/files/documents/VIM-G-How-to-measure-CO2-

Application-Note-B211228EN.pdf
https://www.co2meter.com/
https://ohsonline.com/articles/2016/04/01/carbon-dioxide-detection-and-indoor-air-

quality-control.aspx
234 CO carbon monoxide CAS 630–08-0 28.01 g/mol (See Fig. 6.44).

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_monoxide

235 See: Giuseppe Lippi and Liam M. Heaney, “The ‘olfactory fingerprint’: can diagnostics be im-
proved by combining canine and digital noses?” Clin Chem Lab Med 2020; 58(6): 958–967;

Fig. 6.43: CO2.

Fig. 6.44: CO.
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Opinion Paper; DE GRUYTER https://www.degruyter.com/view/journals/cclm/58/6/article-
p958.xml

236 See: A. Maureen Rouhi, “Detecting Illegal Substances / Unlocking The Secrets Of Supersniffing
Dogs,” special report, C&EN, 29 September 1997, pages 24→27; also available on the World
Wide Web at http://acsinfo.acs.org/cen/ . Click on “Hot Articles from Chemical & Engineering
News.”

237 See: http://www.softcom.net/users/kareed/ – “Do Drug Dogs Trample Over Student’s Rights?”:
“This web page was originally designed to keep the public informed of the developments of a law-
suit against the Galt Joint Union High School District’s Drug-Sniffing-Dog Policy. The lawsuit has
ended and now this site is dedicated to raising awareness on the drug-dog issue and other schools’
‘anti drug’ programs that may go too far.” [the information for this footnote was found by way of
an Internet search –

http://search.yahoo.com/bin/search?p=drug±dogs .]
238 See also: DRUG DETECTION DOGS, 255 North El Cielo Road, Suite 205, Palm Springs, Califor-

nia, 92262; 800 627 2364 (NARC DOG) http://www.pe.net/~narcdog/ . http://search.yahoo.
com/bin/search?p=drug+dogs

239 Mark Derr, “With Dog Detectives, Mistakes Can Happen,” The New York Times / Science
Times, 24 December 2002, pages D1 and D4.

240 See: Patricia Marx, “Sit, Stay, Fight Cybercrime / A yellow lab named Hannah belongs to a new
group of police dogs trained to catch child pornographers by sniffing out electronics / Man’s
Best Friend / SNIFF PATROL,” The New Yorker, 11 November 2019, pages 25, 26.

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2019/11/11/sit-stay-fight-cybercrime
241 See: Adam Iscoe, “MAN’S BEST FRIEND / THE SMELL TEST,” The New Yorker, 01 March 2021,

pages 16, 17.
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2019/11/11/sit-stay-fight-cybercrime

242 Cat Warren, “Sniffing Out New (Old) Digs / Recent research highlights how the power of the
canine nose allows cadaver dogs to uncover buried remains from ancient human history,” The
New York Times, Science Times, 19 May 2020, pages D1 and D5.

243 John M. Sweeten, “Odor Measurement and Control For the Swine Industry: Recent Develop-
ments,” Journal of Environmental Health, Vol. 50, No. 5, March/April 1988, pages 282 →286.
https://www.jstor.org/stable/44541195

244 John E. Amoore, MOLECULAR BASIS OF ODOR, Charles C. Thomas, Publisher, Springfield, Illi-
nois; 1970. https://pubs.acs.org/doi/pdf/10.1021/ed048pA728.2?rand=3kr671oi

245 R. H. Wright, The Science of Smell, Basic Books, Inc., New York, 1964.
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/pdf/10.1021/ed042p693.4

246 The Thin Man, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1934, William Powell, Myrna Loy and Skippy, as Nick,
Nora Charles and Asta. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Thin_Man_(film) https://web.ar
chive.org/web/20170212221218/http://www.thethinman1934.com/thethinmanposters.html

247 The Thin Man Script [Nick Charles to Asta]
http://www.script-o-rama.com/movie_scripts/t/thin-man-script-transcript-nick.html

248 The Thin Man, TV series,1957→1959, Peter Lawford and Phyllis Kirk.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Thin_Man_(TV_series)

249 Dashiell Hammett, The Thin Man, detective novel, 1934. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_
Thin_Man

250 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skippy_(dog)
251 Arthur C. Clarke, TALES OF TEN WORLDS, “DOG STAR,” DELL, New York City, 1962, 1964;

pages 161→167.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dog_Star_(short_story)
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= “MOON DOG,” GALAXY MAGAZINE, Vol. 20, No. 4, New York City, April 1962, pages
188→194.

https://archive.org/details/Galaxy_v20n04_1962-04/page/n95/mode/1up?view=theater
252 William Glaberson, “By Helping a Girl Testify at a Rape Trial, a Dog Ignites a Legal Debate,”

The New York Times, 08 Aug. 2011.
https://www.nytimes.com/2011/08/09/nyregion/dog-helps-rape-victim-15-testify.html

253 Richard Saferstein, CRIMINALISTICS / An Introduction to Forensic Science, Seventh Edition,
Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, New Jersey, 07458; 2001; ISBN 0-13-013827-4; “The Micro-
scope,” Chapter 7, [electron microscope] pages 174→178.

254 Thomas A. Kubic and Nicholas Petraco, “Microanalysis and Examination of Trace Evedence,”
in Stuart H. James and Jon J. Nordby, editors, Forensic Science / An Introduction to Scientific
and Investigative Techniques, CRC Press, Boca Raton, 2003; ISBN 0-8493-1246-9; Chapter 14,
[electron microscope] at pages 259 and 260. www.crcpress.com

255 https://www.umassmed.edu/cemf/whatisem/#:~:text=Electron%20microscopy%20(EM)%20is
%20a,cells%2C%20organelles%20and%20macromolecular%20complexes.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/materials-science/electron-microscopy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electron_microscope

256 See John Sabo, Gary Judd and Stark Ferriss, “Examples of SEM Analyses in Forensic Evidence
Applications,” as Chapter 8 in Geoffrey Davies, ed., Forensic Science, ACS Symposium Series
13, Washington, D.C., 1975; pages 75→82.

257 – with reference, by analogy, to engineering plans printed by a now-obsolete method.
258 https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/blueprint
259 See: James D. Watson, Molecular Biology of the Gene, Second Edition, W.A. Benjamin, Inc.,

New York City 10016, 1970; [ISBN] 8053-9603-9; page 330.
260 Watson, Second Edition, pages 634 and 86.
261 Watson, Second Edition, pages 86 and 89.
262 Watson, Second Edition, pages 86 and 91.
263 Watson, Second Edition, pages 629 and 633.
264 See:
265 Susan Herrero, “Legal Issues in Forensic DNA,” in Stuart H. James and Jon J. Nordby, editors,

Forensic Science / An Introduction to Scientific and Investigative Techniques, CRC Press, Boca
Raton, 2003; ISBN 0-8493-1246-9; Chapter 32; pages 581→595. www.crcpress.com

266 “DNA Advisory Board (DAB) Guidelines,” in James and Nordby, Forensic Science . . . ; 2003;
Appendix A; pages 597→607.

267 Richard Saferstein, CRIMINALISTICS / An Introduction to Forensic Science, Seventh Edition,
Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, New Jersey, 07458; 2001; ISBN 0-13-013827-4; “DNA: A New
Forensic Science Tool”; Chapter 13, pages 353→394.

268 – deoxyribonucleic acid. See also:
– Michael L. Baird, “Analysis of Forensic DNA Samples by Single Locus VNTR Probes” as

Chapter 3 in Mark A. Farley and James J. Harrington, eds., Forensic DNA Technology, Lewis
Publishers, Inc., Chelsea, Michigan, 1991, pages 39→49.

See also:
– C&EN 20 Nov. 1989, pages 18630; special report DNA Profiling.

See also:
– Eric S. Lander, “Invited Editorial: Research on DNA Typing Catching Up with Courtroom

Application,” American Journal of Human Genetics, 48, pages 8196823, 1991;
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– Alec J. Jeffreys, Michelle Turner, and Paul Debenham, “The Efficiency of Multilocus DNA
Fingerprint Probes for Individualization and Establishment of Family Relationships, Deter-
mined from Extensive Casework,” ibid., 8246840;

– B. Budowle, A.M. Giusti, J.S. Waye, F.S. Baechtel, R.M. Fourney, Dwigth E. Adams, Law-
rence A. Presley, Harold A. Deadman and K.L. Monson, “Fixed-Bin Analysis for Statistical
Evaluation of Continuous Distributions of Allelic Data for VNTR Loci, for Use in Forensic
Comparisons,” ibid., pages 841→855.

– Bruce Budowle and Alan M. Giusti, “Fixed Bin Frequency Distributions for the VNTR Locus
D5S110 in General United States Reference Databases,” Journal of Forensic Sciences, Vol.40,
No.2, March 1995, pages236→238;

Major Nu En Huang and Bruce Budowle, “Fixed Bin Population Data for the VNTR Loci D1S7,
D2S44, D4S139, D5S110, and D17S79 in Chinese from Taiwan,” ibid., pages 287→290.

269 For example see:
– Gina Kolata, New York Times Service, “How will FBI scientists analyse [Monica] Lewin-

sky’s [blue GAP] dress? / DNA analysis can often be ‘better proof than most of us ever see’,”
The Globe and Mail, 10 Aug. 1998, page A10.

Jane Mayer, “ASK MR. SCIENCE / How would a crime laboratory test a garment [Monica Lewin-
sky’s dress] for traces of DNA?”, The New Yorker, 10 August 1998, page 27.

270 See also: M.G., “DNA data collection and Canadian labour law . . ., ” TORONTO WORKERS’
HEALTH & SAFETY LEGAL CLINIC newsletter, Vol. 18, No.3, July 2010, pages 10→13.

http://newsletter.workers-safety.ca.s3-website-us-east-1.amazonaws.com/#!/newsletters/
http://newsletter.workers-safety.ca.s3-website-us-east-1.amazonaws.com/#!/newsletters%

2F2010%2007%2F
271 – deoxyribonucleic acid. For a survey of this topic see Mark A. Farley and James J. Harrington,

eds., Forensic DNA Technology, Lewis Publishers, Inc., Chelsea, Michigan, 1991. See also C&EN
20 Nov. 1989, pages 18→30; special report DNA Profiling.

272 Nicholas Wade, “Technology Lowers Cost of Decoding a Genome to $50,000 / A $1,000 genome
might be possible in two or three years . . ., ” The New York Times, 11 August 2009, page D3.

273 “ILLUMINA OFFERS GENOME SERVIVE,” Chemical & Engineering News, 20 July 2009, page 48;
American Chemical Society, Washington, D.C.: “Illumina has launched a personal genome se-
quencing service for consumers at a price of $48,000 . . . ”

274 Celia Henry Arnaud (Senior Editor)], “CLOSING IN ON PERSONAL GENOME SEQUENCING,”
C&EN, 17 August 2009, page 38; ACS, Washington, D.C.

275 See also: “Personalized Genomics: Hope or Hype,” 2009 Michael Smith Memorial Nobel Forum,
CBC Ideas, Thursday 24 September 2009. http://www.cbc.ca/ideas/

276 See also: Steven Greenhouse, “Law Seeks to Ban Misuse of Genetic Testing / Family histories
of fatal diseases have been used against workers . . ., ” The New York Times, 16 November 2009,
page B5.

277 See also: [a commercial full-page newspaper advertisement; cited here as an example of pur-
ported availability, not an endorsement], “NEW SCREENING TEST FOR CANCER / Get your
DNA tested. / Genetic screening tests for over 100 diseases / Take control of your health at the
DNA Testing Centres of Canada,” Toronto Star, 07 February 2010, page A14.

www.dnatestingcanada.com
278 An historical example of the use of DNA identification by bio-sample of a relative is in the

probable identification of the remains of Czar Nicholas II and family. That identification was
aided by comparison with DNA data of a grandnephew of the Czar’s wife, Alexandra Feodor-
ovna, Empress of Russia. The grandnephew: Prince Philip, the Duke of Edinburgh.
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279 A.A. and K.D, THE ROMANOVS / Together in Life and Death, “page was created by A.A. and
K.D., 3/23/99, for History & Thought of Western Man, Rich East High School.”

http://www.richeast.org/htwm/ROMAN/ROMANOV.HTM
http://www.richsouth.org/ClassroomLink/History%20of%20Thought.html
http://www.richsouth.org/index.aspx

280 https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/dna-analysis-confirms-authenticity-remains-
attributed-romanovs-180969674/

281 Privacy and Access to Genetic Research Data in the Biobanking Context / Report on workshop
held at the Faculty of Law University of Toronto, Canada / March 13, 2009

http://www.law.utoronto.ca/healthlaw/docs/PrivacyWorkshopReport09_Final.pdf
http://www.law.utoronto.ca/healthlaw/

282 See John Kenkel, Analytical chemistry refresher manual, Lewis Publishers, Chelsea, Michigan,
1992, Chapter 8.7, ELECTROPHORESIS, pages 220→224.

283 Richard Saferstein, CRIMINALISTICS / An Introduction to Forensic Science, Seventh Edition,
Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, New Jersey, 07458; 2001; ISBN 0-13-013827-4; Chapter 13, at
page 372.

284 See: Peter Atkins, Concepts in Physical Chemistry, W.H. Freeman and Company, New York City
10010; 1995; pages 107→109; ISBN 0-7167-2928-8.

285 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electron_paramagnetic_resonance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unpaired_electron

286 See: Anne F. Skinner and Mark N. Rudolph, “Dating Flint Artifacts With Electron Spin Reso-
nance: Problems and Prospects,” as Chapter 4; page 37, et seq.; in Mary Virginia Orna, ed.,
Archaeological Chemistry / Organic, Inorganic Biochemical Analysis, ACS Symposium Series
625, American Chemical Society, Washington, D.C., 1996; and references cited therein.

287 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electron_spin_resonance_dating
288 https://geology.com/rocks/flint.shtml
289 ESR. Sections Chapters 6 & 7.
290 “Fluorescence and Phosphorescence,” LibreTexts, 05 June 2019 https://chem.libretexts.org/

https://chem.libretexts.org/Bookshelves/Physical_and_Theoretical_Chemistry_Textbook_
Maps/Supplemental_Modules_(Physical_and_Theoretical_Chemistry)/Spectroscopy/Electro-
nic_Spectroscopy/Fluorescence_and_Phosphorescence

291 Stephen G Schulman, Fluorescence and Phosphorescence Spectroscopy: Physicochemical Princi-
ples . . .

https://books.google.ca/books?id = j9o_DQAAQBAJ&pg = PA287&lpg = PA287&dq = Ninhy
drin + phosphorescence&source = bl&ots = Tb8OE-AKuJ&sig = ACfU3U37B-
YdXG9QdKKUHtxokCFspSXcig&hl = en&sa = X&ved = 2ahUKEwj-
naPZ1c3kAhVkUd8KHSdxDbYQ6AEwDHoECAkQAQ#v = onepage&q = Ninhydrin%20phosphor
escence&f = false

292 M.G., A Survey of the photochemistry of the ortho-fused bebzocycloalkenes, UNB thesis, 1972.
page 17.

ProQuest Dissertations and Theses; 1972; ProQuest Dissertations and Theses Global UMI
Number: DC54154

293 Orthofused-benzocycloalkene. -hexene. -pentene -alkene. Sections 6.2.1, 6.15.1
294 C.A. Parker, Photoluminescence of Solutions/With Applications to Photochemistry and Analyti-

cal Chemistry, ELSEVIER, Amsterdam . . ., 1968; page 43.
295 C.A. Parker, Photoluminescence of Solutions/With Applications to Photochemistry and Analytical

Chemistry, ELSEVIER, Amsterdam . . ., 1968; page 38.
296 M.G., A Survey of the photochemistry of the ortho-fused bebzocycloalkenes, UNB thesis, 1972.

page 29.
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297 C.A. Parker, Photoluminescence of Solutions/With Applications to Photochemistry and Analytical
Chemistry, ELSEVIER, Amsterdam . . ., 1968; page 37.

298 C.A. Parker, Photoluminescence of Solutions/With Applications to Photochemistry and Analyti-
cal Chemistry, ELSEVIER, Amsterdam . . ., 1968; page 38.

299 Orthofused-benzocycloalkene, -hexene, -pentene, -alkene Sections 6.2.1, 6.15.1
300 C.A. Parker, Photoluminescence of Solutions/With Applications to Photochemistry and Analyti-

cal Chemistry, ELSEVIER, Amsterdam . . ., 1968; page 43.
301 See also: https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/physics-and-astronomy/luminescence
302 – showing here a diffraction grating rather than a prism.
303 See: Hazel Rossotti, COLOUR/Why The World Isn’t Grey, Princeton University Press, Princeton,

New Jersey, 08540; 1983; ISBN 0-691-02386-7; at page 61.
https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691023861/colour

304 See: Isadore B. Berlman, Handbook of Fluorescence Spectra of Aromatic Molecules, Second
Edition, Elsevier Inc.; 1971; ISBN 978-0-12-092656-5.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/book/9780120926565/handbook-of-fluorescence-spectra-
of-aromatic-molecules#book-description

305 M.G., A Survey of the photochemistry of the ortho-fused bebzocycloalkenes, UNB thesis, 1972.
306 Page 26.
307 Of interest here is luminescence from exuded bio-substances, and from other substances used

to develop them; but most developers would be for visualization of colour change, or by black-
ening, to contrast with background.

308 Richard Saferstein, CRIMINALISTICS / An Introduction to Forensic Science, Seventh Edition,
Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, New Jersey, 07458; 2001; ISBN 0-13-013827-4; pages
395→420.

309 Robert E. Gaensslen and Kimberly R. Young, “Fingerprints,” in Stuart H. James and Jon J. Nordby,
editors, Forensic Science / An Introduction to Scientific and Investigative Techniques, CRC Press,
Boca Raton, 2003; ISBN 0-8493-1246-9; Chapter 15, pages 277→296. www.crcpress.com

310 Brian H. Kaye, Science and the Detective / Selected Reading in Forensic Science, VCH Ver-
lagsgesellschaft mbH, Weinheim, Germany; 1995; ISBN-3-527-29252-7; Chapter 2, “Finger-
prints,” pages 13→44.

https://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/1996/an/an996210005n/unauth#!
divAbstract

311 See Peter F. Jones, “New Applications of Photoluminescence Techniques for Forensic Science,”
in Geoffrey Davies, ed., Forensic Science, ACS Symposium Series 13, American Chemical Soci-
ety, Washington, D.C., 1975, Chapter 19, pages 1836196, and references cited therein.

312 1,2-Indanedione CAS 16214-27-0 146.15 g/mol. C9H6O2

313 (See Fig. 6.45.)

314 Joseph Sloop and Jonathan Yi, “Derivatives of 1,2-Indanedione: Synthesis and Latent Finger-
print Development Efficacy Studies,” April 2013, DOI: 10.13140/RG.2.1.3947.3768

GGC Undergraduate Research Symposium, Georgia Gwinnett College,Lawrenceville,Geor-
gia.

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/277329456_Derivatives_of_12-Indanedione_Syn
thesis_and_Latent_Fingerprint_Development_Efficacy_Studies

O

O

Fig. 6.45: CAS 16,214–27-0.
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315 J. Brent Friesen, “Forensic Chemistry: The Revelation of Latent Fingerprints,” J. Chem. Educ.
2015, 92, 3, 497→504. https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/ed400597u

316 http://www.cbdiai.org/Reagents/indane.html
https://www.fbi.gov/about-us/lab/forensic-science-communications/fsc/oct2002/kasper.

htm
http://www.bvda.com/EN/prdctinf/en_ind_1.html
http://www.bvda.com/EN/popup/inds_str.html
http://www.chemblink.com/MSDS/16214-27-0_MSDS.htm
http://www.chemblink.com/MSDS/MSDSFiles/16214-27-0_Sigma-Aldrich.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1,3-Indandione

317 See: F.C.G Souter, C. Van Netten, and R. Brands, “Morbidity in Policemen occupationally ex-
posed to fingerprint powders,” Int.J.Environ.Health Res., 1992, 2(2), pages 114→119 (abstracted
in CA Selects / Forensic Chemistry, ACS, CAS, Issue 7, 05 April 1993, page 6, 118: 108770 v, Co-
lumbus 43210-0012.

318 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ninhydrin
319 http://www.pioneerforensics.com/products-1.html

http://nebula.wsimg.com/324667d85cf9a612309bc8f15c71a84c?AccessKeyId =
5FB98090FD4236E549F3&disposition = 0&alloworigin = 1

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1,3-Indandione
320 The physics of the forces on a decelerating automobile is introduced by Robert Resnick and

David Halliday, Physics / PART I, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, . . ., 1966; pages 115
and 116 (Example 2).

321 M.G., “Puzzled by the Law?” AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY Division of Chemistry and the
Law newsletter, Volume 21, No. 1, Spring 2005, pages 16 and 17.

322 https://www.chemistryandthelaw.org/
https://images.magnetmail.net/images/clients/ACS1_D/attach/Fall_2018_NL.pdf

[ . . .]
323 In the previous Puzzled by the Law readers were invited to derive the equation:

car speed = 15.946 x (drag constant x skid distance)1/2 (km/hr)
that was said to be usable to calculate a car’s speed from its visible tire skid marks
and an experimentally found drag constant.
When the wheels lock and the skid starts – leaving a mark on the horizontal road
surface – the frictional drag of the tires on the road will cause the car to decelerate
in a straight line. The constant frictional drag force = - f = m × a = (w/g) × a
where: f = frictional drag force
m = car mass
a = acceleration (the car’s deceleration = -a)
w = car weight
g = acceleration of gravity = 9.81 metres/sec2

Therefore: the car’s deceleration = - a = - f × g/w [eq.1]3

Now, in general,
an accelerating body, here the car, may be described by: vt = vt =0 + (a x t) [eq.2]
where: vt =0 = initial velocity
vt = velocity at time t
t = time
When the wheels lock and the car starts into the skid, its velocity, which is sought to
be calculated here vt =0. The velocity when the car skids to a stop = velocity at
time t = vt = 0. Thus, 0 = vt =0 + (-a x t) [eq.3]
Combining equations [1] and [3]: vt =0 = f g t / w [eq.4]
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During the time it takes to stop, the car will have an average velocity
= 1/2 x (vt =0 + vt) = 1/2 x (vt =0 + 0) = vt =0 / 2 [eq.5]
Now, in general:
average velocity = distance (metres) / time (seconds) = length of skid / t [eq.6]
Combining equations [5] and [6]: length of skid / t = vt =0 / 2
t = 2 x length of skid / vt =0 [eq.7]
Combining equations [4] and [7]:
vt =0 = (f x g x 2 x length of skid / w)1/2

vt =0 = (f x 9.81 × 2 x length of skid / w)1/2 [eq.8]
Now, the frictional drag force results from the friction between the tires and the
road, and would be expected to be a constant, here called the drag constant = f / w
[eq.9]
This is a property between two material surfaces pressed against each other and
may be measured by separate experiment.
Thus combining equations [8] and [9]:
the velocity of the car when it started into the skid
= (2 x 9.81 x drag constant x length of skid)1/2 (metres/second) [eq.10]
= (2 x 9.81 x drag constant x length of skid) 1/2 x (60 x 60/1000) (km/hr) [eq.11]
= 15.946 ( drag constant x length of skid)1/2 (km/hr) [eq.12]4

Notes:
[ . . .]

⋮

2. See Robert Resnick and David Halliday, Physics/Part I, John Wiley and Sons, Inc.,
New York, 1966,

Chapter 16–5, page 395.
3. ibid., Chapter 6–2, page 115.
4. some general references:
– http://www.harristechnical.com/skid11.htm
– http://www.e-z.net/ ~ ts/speedch.htm
– http://www.accidentreconstruction.com/ index.html
– Randall K. Noon, “Vehicular Accident Reconstruction” in Stuart H. James and Jon

J. Nordby, editors,
Forensic Science/An Introduction to Scientific and Investigative Techniques, CRC Press,

Boca
Raton, 2003; ISBN 0-8493-1246-9; page 436, et seq. www.crcpress.com

324 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gunter%27s_chain
325 car speed = 15.946 x (drag constant x skid distance)1/2 (km/hr)

car speed = 15.946 x /((drag constant) x (skid distance)) (km/hr)
326 See also: Randall K. Noon, “Vehicular Accident Reconstruction” in Stuart H. James and Jon

J. Nordby, editors, Forensic Science/An Introduction to Scientific and Investigative Techniques,
CRC Press, Boca

Raton, 2003; ISBN 0-8493-1246-9; page 436, et seq. www.crcpress.com
327 See also:

https://www.drivesmartbc.ca/police/speed-skidmarks
http://accidentexpert.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/Skid-Article-PDF.pdf
https://goodcalculators.com/skid-speed-calculator/
https://itstillruns.com/calculate-skid-speed-5842879.html
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328 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metal_detector
https://chem.libretexts.org/Bookshelves/Physical_and_Theoretical_Chemistry_Textbook_

Maps/Supplemental_Modules_(Physical_andTheoretical_Chemistry)/Chemical_Bonding/Fun-
damentals_of_Chemical_Bonding/Metallic_Bonding

329 https://chem.libretexts.org/Courses/Saint_Marys_College_Notre_Dame_IN/CHEM_431%3A_In
organic_Chemistry_(Haas)/CHEM_431_Readings/14%3A_Magnetism/14.02%
3A_Magnetic_Properties_of_Materials

330 https://www.silverinvestingguide.com/Silver-Canadian-Coins.html
331 See:
332 Peter R. De Forest, “Foundations of Forensic Microscopy,” as Chapter 9 in Richard Saferstein,

ed., Forensic Science Handbook [Volume I], Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey,
1982; pages 416→528, and references cited therein.

333 Richard Saferstein, CRIMINALISTICS / An Introduction to Forensic Science, Seventh Edition,
Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, New Jersey, 07458; 2001; ISBN 0-13-013827-4; “THE MICRO-
SCOPE,” Chapter 7, pages 164→188.

334 Richard Saferstein, CRIMINALISTICS / An Introduction to Forensic Science, Seventh Edition,
Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, New Jersey, 07458; 2001; ISBN 0-13-013827-4; page 64,
et seq.

335 Barry D. Gaudette, “The Forensic Aspects of Textile Fiber Examination,” as Chapter 5 in Ri-
chard Saferstein, ed., Forensic Science Handbook / Volume I, Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey 07632, 1988; pages 209→272, and references cited therein.

336 Elmer T. Miller, “Forensic Glass Comparisons,” as Chapter 4 in Richard Saferstein, ed., Foren-
sic Science Handbook [Volume I], Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1982.

337 Thomas A. Kubic and Nicholas Petraco, in Stuart H. James and Jon J. Nordby, editors, Foren-
sic Science / An Introduction to Scientific and Investigative Techniques, CRC Press, Boca Raton,
2003; ISBN 0-8493-1246-9; “Microanalysis and Examination of Trace Evidence,” Chapter 14;
pages 251→275. www.crcpress.com

338 J.I. Thornton, “Forensic Paint Examination,” as Chapter 10 in R. Saferstein, ed., Forensic Sci-
ence Handbook [Volume I], Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1982, pages
547→549, and references cited therein.

339 See also re use of computer technology and mathematical algorithms to recognize microscopic
patterns: Tim Hornyak, “Forensic firm [Forensic Technology Inc., Montreal www.fti-ibis.com]
aims to be No.1 with a bullet / Police from New York to Pretoria use identification technology
to match spent ammunition with guns,” The Globe and Mail, 29 July 1999, page T4.

340 “Spectroscopy/Molecular energy levels”; Wikiversity; April 2020.
https://en.wikiversity.org/wiki/Wikiversity:Main_Page
https://en.wikiversity.org/wiki/Spectroscopy/Molecular_energy_levels
https://en.wikiversity.org/wiki/Spectroscopy/Rotational_spectroscopy
https://en.wikiversity.org/wiki/Wikiversity:Welcome

341 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microwave_spectroscopy
https://chem.libretexts.org/Bookshelves/Physical_and_Theoretical_Chemistry_Textbook_

Maps/Supplemental_Modules_(Physical_and_Theoretical_Chemistry)/Spectroscopy/Rotatio-
nal_Spectroscopy/Microwave_Rotational_Spectroscopy

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/chemistry/microwave-spectroscopy
342 See: Walter J. Moore, Physical Chemistry, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey,

1962 and 1963, pages 595 and 596.
343 Health effects of non-ionizing radiation would not be as obvious as for ionizing radiation, and

are disputed and remain controversial.
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344 Adam Entous and John Lee Anderson, HAVANA SYNDROME, The New Yorker, 19 Novem-
ber 2018, pages 34→47.

https://longform.org/posts/the-mystery-of-the-havana-syndrome
345 Wikipedia, April 2020, Havana syndrome https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Havana_syndrome
346 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moscow_Signal

https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/01/the-real-story-behind-the-havana-embassy-
mystery

347 M.E. Bitran, Ph.D., D.E. Charron, P.Eng., J.M. Nishio, M.Sc., “Microwave Emissions and Operator
Exposures from Traffic Radars used in Ontario,” Non-Ionizing Radiation Section, Radiation Pro-
tection Service, Occupational Health And Safety Branch, Ontario Ministry of Labour, Weston, On-
tario M9P 3T1; [1992].

348 See W.D. Kinard and D.R. Lundy, “A Comparison of Neutron Activation Analysis and Atomic
Absorption Spectroscopy on Gunshot Residue” as Chapter 11 in Geoffrey Davies, ed., Forensic
Science, ACS Symposium Seeries 13, Washington, D.C., 1975; pages 97→107.

349 John Joseph Fenton, “Forensic Toxicology,” in Stuart H. James and Jon J. Nordby, editors, Forensic
Science / An Introduction to Scientific and Investigative Techniques, CRC Press, Boca Raton, 2003;
ISBN 0-8493-1246-9; Chapter 4. “Neutron Activation Analysis,” at page 57. www.crcpress.com

350 Richard Saferstein, CRIMINALISTICS / An Introduction to Forensic Science, Seventh Edition, Pren-
tice Hall, Upper Saddle River, New Jersey, 07458; 2001; ISBN 0-13-013827-4; pages 157→160.

351 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gamma_ray#Gamma_ray_production
352 V.P. Guinn and R. Demiralp, “Arsenic in hair by INAA – A major recent murder case,” Journal

of Radioanalytical and Nuclear Chemistry, 1993 volume 168, pages 249→256.
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/BF02040897

353 Margaret Moffett, Associated Press, “Blanche Taylor Moore remains on death row after 25 years,”
Washington Times, 20 December 2015. “ . . . secretly slipping arsenic into food – like her home-
made banana pudding . . . ”

https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2015/dec/20/blanche-taylor-moore-remains-on-
death-row-after-25/

354 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blanche_Taylor_Moore
https://murderpedia.org/female.M/m/moore-blanche-taylor.htm

355 John Kenkel, Analytical chemistry refresher manual, Lewis Publishers, Chelsea, Michigan,
1992, “NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTROSCOPY,” Chapter 6.6, pages 155→162.

356 https://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/education/whatischemistry/landmarks/mri.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_magnetic_resonance_spectroscopy

357 J.O.S.H. Cleary, A.R. Guimarães, “Magnetic Resonance Imaging,” Pathobiology of Human Dis-
ease, 2014; ScienceDirect, Elsevier.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/nursing-and-health-professions/nuclear-magnetic-
resonance-imaging#: ~:text = Magnetic%20resonance%20imaging%20(MRI)%20is%20based%
20on%20the%20principles%20of,range%20of%20the%20electromagnetic%20spectrum.

358 See:
– Dr.H.Amsler, “Photography in the Service of Crime Detection / The Large-Format Camera –

a Tool for Police and C.I.D.,” pages 228→239, in Nikolaus Karpf, Manual of Applied Photog-
raphy . . ., 2nd ed., Verlag Grossbild-Technik, Munich, 1966.

– H.J. Walls, Forensic Science / An Introduction to Scientific Crime Detection, Second Edition,
Sweet and Maxwell, London, 1974, “Photography,” Chapter 17, pages 2196225.

– Weston and Wells, cited in the note above, Recording the Crime Scene: Field Notes, Photo-
graphs, and Sketches, Chapter 5, pages 65→77.

– Richard A. Morton, ed., Photography for the Scientist, Second edition, Academic Press, Lon-
don, . . ., 1984;
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– Alfred A. Blaker, Handbook for Scientific Photography, Second Edition, Focal Press, Boston
and London, 1989.

See also:
– Ultraviolet and Fluorescence Photography / A Kodak Technical Publication, Kodak Publica-

tion No.M-27, Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, New York, 14,650, 1968 and 1972, and
references cited therein.

– Kodak Infrared Films, Kodak Publication No. N-17, Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,
New York, 14,650, 1971 [and 1972].

Kodak Professional Black-and-White Films, Kodak Publication No. F-5, Eastman Kodak Com-
pany, Rochester, New York, 14,650, 1990. http://www.kodak.com/ http://www.kodak.com/
productInfo/productInfo.shtml

359 And nineteenth century very labour-intensive.
360 Harry Asher, Photographic Principles and Practices, Second Edition, AMPHOTO American Photo-

graphic Book Publishing Co., Garden City New York, 1968; ISBN 0-8174-0507-0; pages 37→40.
361 This sketched diagram is to describe general concept; not to scale; not as an engineering plan

or design; none of its parts are presented here as an engineering plan or design. The optical
system here is represented as a simple thin convex lens with an end of the focal length to its
vertical centre line; in reality it is often a complex composite of different kinds of lenses, with
variable focal length locations.

362 f/d √2 C.B. Neblette, PHOTOGRAPHY / ITS MATERIALS AND PROCESSES, SIXTH EDITION, 1962
(First Edition, 1927), D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., New York City, 1962; page 57, et seq.

363 f/d √2 Ralph E. Jacobson, Sidney F. Ray, Geoffrey G Attridge, The Manual of Photography,
Eighth Edition, Focal Press, Butterworth-Heinemann, Surrey GU2 5BH, 1988, 1991; ISBN 0 240
51268 5; page 49, et seq.

364 f/d √2 Harry Asher, Photographic Principles and Practices, Second Edition, AMPHOTO American
Photographic Book Publishing Co., Garden City New York, 1968; ISBN 0-8174-0507-0; at page 10.

365 https://www.dpreview.com/forums/post/53258728
366 http://www.schoolphysics.co.uk/age11-14/Light/text/Camera_/index.html
367 https://eportfolios.macaulay.cuny.edu/tenneriello15/2015/09/10/reading-response-to-every-

portrait-tells-a-lie-and-how-john-singer-sargent-made-a-scene/
368 https://expertphotography.com/how-does-a-camera-work/
369 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Camera

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_camera
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photography
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Focal_length
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/F-number

370 – sometimes two-dimensional – for example to photograph documents.
371 the lens is sketched here as a single thin lens, but is actually often/usually a lens system of

substantial complexity.
372 “ / ” here is to indicate mathematical division; ).
373 “ / ” here is to indicate mathematical division; ).
374 Sometimes f is represented as f
375 “ / ” here is not to indicate mathematical division; ).
376 “ / ” here is not to indicate mathematical division; ).
377 – sketched – not-to-scale.
378 https://expertphotography.com/how-does-a-camera-work/
379 √2 = 1.4142
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380 Neblette, page 58.
381 – sometimes: seconds, minutes, hours, or longer
382 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lens_speed
383 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Film_speed
384 Ernst Pawel, “THE LABYRINTH OF EXILE / A Life of Theodor Herzl,” Collins Harvill, London

W1, 1990; ISBN 0-00-272098-1; in photo pages, after text page 378; at text page 383.
385 https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/82/THEODOR_HERZL_WITH_GERMAN_

KAISER_WILHELM_II_IN_MIKVE_YISRAEL_IN_1898._ORIGINAL_PHOTOMONTAGE_OF_
TWO_PHOTOS_BY_DAVID_WOLFSON%2 C_DUE_TO_TECHNICAL_PROBLEM_IN_LAB_OR_
CAMERA._%D7%AA%D7%90%D7%95%D7%93%D7%95%D7%A8_%D7%94.jpg

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:THEODOR_HERZL_WITH_GERMAN_KAISER_
WILHELM_II_IN_MIKVE_YISRAEL_IN_1898._ORIGINAL_PHOTOMONTAGE_OF_TWO_PHO
TOS_BY_DAVID_WOLFSON,_DUE_TO_TECHNICAL_PROBLEM_IN_LAB_OR_CAMERA._%D7%
AA%D7%90%D7%95%D7%93%D7%95%D7%A8_%D7%94.jpg

386 https://www.amazon.ca/Labyrinth-Exile-Life-Theodor-Herzl/dp/0002720981
387 https://www.amazon.ca/Labyrinth-Exile-Life-Theodor-Herzl/dp/0374523517
388 https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/.premium-the-first-zionist-fake-news-marks-its-120th-

anniversary-1.6610695
389 Haaretz.com, online edition of Haaretz Newspaper, Israel, 30 October 2018, “The First Zionist

Fake News Marks 120th Anniversary, Starring Herzl and the Kaiser / When only the Zionist
leader’s foot appeared in a photo with Wilhelm II, it was time for a 19th-century ‘Photoshop’
effort.”

390 [ . . .]

The photomontage of Herzl and Kaiser Wilhelm II. Central Zionist Archives

The first Zionist fake news was a doctored photo meant to capture a meeting between Theo-
dor Hertzel and Kaiser Wilhelm II – which really took place.

The meeting happened 120 years ago, on October 18, 1898, near the Mikveh Israel agricul-
tural school near Jaffa. Herzl was trying to convince the Kaiser to grant a charter for the
establishment of a Jewish state.

[ . . .]
391 http://www.zionistarchives.org.il/en/datelist/Pages/ZionistDelegation.aspx
392 See:

– Cade Metz, “Spot the Deepfake. (It’s Getting Harder.),” The New York Times, [25 Novem-
ber 2019], pages B1 and B4.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/24/technology/tech-companies-deepfakes.html
https://www.brookings.edu/research/is-seeing-still-believing-the-deepfake-challenge-
to-truth-in-politics/

393 Joshua Rothman, “Dept. of Technology / Afterimage / Now that everything can be faked, how
do we know what’s real?,” The New Yorker, 12 November 2018, pages 34 →44.

See also: Kashmir Hill & Jeremy White, “It’s Getting Easier to Create The Fake Faces in
This Crowd,” The New York Times, Science Times, 24 November 2020, page D2.
See also: R v Nikolovski [1996] 3 SCR 1197 (Supreme Court of Canada, on appeal from Court of
Appeal for Ontario).
https://scc-csc.lexum.com/scc-csc/scc-csc/en/item/1457/index.do
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394 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radar
395 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luftwaffe
396 See also: Robert Harris, V2; Knopf; 2020; ISBN 9780525656715.

https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/607955/v2-by-robert-harris
397 α = alpha particle = 2He

4 ++ = helium + 2 ion.
β- = beta particle = 1e

0 – = electron.
γ = gamma ray, with energy determined by its wavelength λ. E = h c / λ = hν
t½ = half-life = loge 2 / radiation decay constant = .69315 / radiation decay constant

= time for half of the radioactive isotope to disappear by decaying into another isotope
which might have decay kinetics of its own.

398 http://www.rsc.org/periodic-table/
399 http://www.rsc.org/periodic-table/element/86/radon
400 http://10,043-92-2.msds-cas.com/
401 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isotopes_of_radon
402 Brookhaven National Laboratory – Chart of Nuclides http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/chart/
403 M.G., The Law of Occupational Health and Safety in Ontario, Second Edition, Butterworths, Tor-

onto and Vancouver, August 1994, ISBN 0-409-90414-7; APPENDIX II – radon.
404 See: M.G., “ CELA report on Radon,” TORONTO WORKERS’ HEALTH & SAFETY LEGAL CLINIC

newsletter, January 2015. Vol. 23 No.1, pages 1, 2, 3.
http://newsletter.workers-safety.ca.s3-website-us-east-1.amazonaws.com/#!/newsletters%

2 F2015%2001%2 F
405 See also: “U of T engineering students’ proposal for Ontario Building Code changes for Radon

Gas,” TORONTO WORKERS’ HEALTH & SAFETY LEGAL CLINIC newsletter, Aug. 2016. Vol. 24
No.2, pages 1, 2, 3

August 2016 – Issue: Vol. 24, No. 2
https://s3.amazonaws.com/newsletter.workers-safety.ca/newsletters/Clinic + Newsletters/

2010-present/Vol + 24%2 C + No + 2%2C + August + 2016/2016%2B08.%2BVol.24%2BNo.2.pdf
406 CAS 14,859–67-7

Radon-222

86Rn
222

t½ = 3.823 days [Xe] 4f14 5d10 6s2 6p6

407 http://www.epa.gov/radon/pubs/citguide.html
408 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radon
409 American Chemical Society – Periodic Table

http://acswebcontent.acs.org/games/pt.html
410 American Chemical Society – Periodic Table

www.acs.org/content/acs/en/education/whatischemistry/periodictable.html
411 Radium-226

88Ra
226

t½ = 1600 years
412 Helen Mann and Chris Howden, CBC radio, AS IT HAPPENS, “Radium Girls,” 30 Decem-

ber 2014 – interview of Deborah Blum. http://www.cbc.ca/player/Radio/As + It + Happens/ID/
2645368744/

413 Deborah Blum, The Poisoner’s Handbook:Murder and the Birth of Forensic Medicine in Jazz Age
New York, Penguin Press, 2010; ISBN 978-1-101-52489-3.

http://deborahblum.com/The_Poisoners_Handbook.html
http://deborahblum.com/Home_Page.html
http://www.barnesandnoble.com/sample/read/9780143118824
http://www.publishersweekly.com/978-1-4001-1550-1
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http://www.cbc.ca/player/Radio/As%2009+%2009It%2009+%2009Happens/ID/2645368744/
http://deborahblum.com/The_Poisoners_Handbook.html
http://deborahblum.com/Home_Page.html
http://www.barnesandnoble.com/sample/read/9780143118824
http://www.publishersweekly.com/978-1-4001-1550-1


414 William Yardley, “Mae Keane, 107, Whose Job Brought Radium to Her Lips / Many co-workers
in a [Connecticut] watch factory died of cancer in their 20s,” The New York Times, OBITUAR-
IES, 14 March 2014, page B10.

415 “ . . . 1920s . . . paint . . . numbers on wristwatch dials: Put the tip of the tiny brush between
your lips to shape the bristles into the finest of points. . . . Watchmakers liked it because it
glowed in the dark. Later, it became clear that it killed. . . . radium girls . . . lost their teeth
. . . jawbones . . . ”

416 www.nytimes.com
417 See, for example – regarding the medical-use isotopes, molybdemun-99 & technetium-99 m,

produced from uranium-235: M.G., “Chalk River & government inspection,” Toronto Workers’
Health & Safety Legal Clinic newsletter, 2008 04. Vol.16, No.2, pages 3 & 4.

2008 04_Vol_16_No_2_TWH_SLC newsletter_.doc
http://newsletter.workers-safety.ca.s3-website-us-east-1.amazonaws.com/#!/newsletters%

2 F2008%2 F
http://newsletter.workers-safety.ca.s3-website-us-east-1.amazonaws.com/#!/newsletters%2F
http://workers-safety.ca/

418 Historically from the late 19th & early twentieth centuries – See:
– “KELLY CLINIC CLOSES; Pioneered in Treating Cancer With X-Ray and Radium,” Special to

The New York Times, 31 December 1952 https://www.nytimes.com/1952/12/31/archives/
kelly-clinic-closes-pioneered-in-treating-cancer-with-xray-and.html

– https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radium#: ~:text = Radium%20is%20a%20chemical%20ele
ment,as%20the%20alkaline%20earth%20metals.

– https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Howard_Atwood_Kelly
– CITY OF BALTIMORE, ONE HUNDRED AND FORTIETH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE DEPART-

MENT OF HEALTH, 1954; page 261: “ . . . Industrial Exposures / The radium study at the
Kelly Clinic at 1416–18 Eutaw Place was completed after the clinic’s radium supply was
removed along with laboratory and office equipment when the building was vacated after
having been used for 50 years . . . ” http://health.baltimorecity.gov/sites/default/files/
City%20of%20Baltimore%20140th%20Annual%20Report%20of%20The%20Department%
20of%20Health.pdf

– Kelly Clinic, 1408 Eutaw Place, Baltimore, 21217 https://explore.baltimoreheritage.org/
items/show/103

– https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/gynecology_obstetrics/specialty_areas/gynecologic_
oncology/

– https://www.heinzhistorycenter.org/magazine/Radium-City.pdf

https://history.aip.org/exhibits/rutherford/sections/atop-physics-wave.html
419 https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/computer-science/radio-frequency-identification

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radio-frequency_identification
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radio-frequency_identification

420 See: Walter J. Moore, Physical Chemistry, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey,
1962 & 1963, page 602, et seq.

421 Peter Atkins, Concepts in Physical Chemistry, W.H. Freeman and Company, New York City
10,010; 1995; page 276, et seq.; ISBN 0-7167-2928-8.

422 in Stuart H. James & Jon J. Nordby, editors, Forensic Science / An Introduction to Scientific and
Investigative Techniques, CRC Press, Boca Raton, 2003; ISBN 0-8493-1246-9; at page 268, et
seq. www.crcpress.com
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423 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raman_spectroscopy
https://www.horiba.com/uk/scientific/products/raman-spectroscopy/raman-academy

/raman-tutorial/the-theory-of-raman-spectroscopy/
https://www.horiba.com/uk/scientific/products/raman-spectroscopy/applications/art-

museums/
https://analyticalscience.wiley.com/do/10.1002/sepspec.1882education/full/
https://www.mt.com/ca/en/home/applications/L1_AutoChem_Applications/Raman-

Spectroscopy.html
424 Raman spectroscopy. Paint analysis. Chapters 3 & 6.
425 See: W.H. Furry, E.M. Purcell, J.C. Street, PHYSICS for Science and Engineering Students, THE

BLAKISON COMPANY, New York, Toronto, 1952;
– Chapter 31, “GENERAL BEHAVIOR AND NATURE OF LIGHT,” pages 421→440;
– Chapter 32, “IMAGES,” pages 441→453;
– Chapter 33, “LENSES,” pages 454→466;

Chapter 34, “OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS,” pages 467→478.
426 – or from one transparent medium to another.
427 Furry, Purcell, Street, PHYSICS . . ., at page 427.
428 Clarence Rainwater, Herbert S. Zim, Raymond Perlman; Vera R. Webster, ed.; LIGHT AND

COLOR, GOLDEN PRESS SCIENCE GUIDE, GOLDEN PRESS, New York City, Western Publishing
Company, Racine, Wisconsin; 1971; Library of Congress Catalog Card Number 69–11,967; “RE-
FRACTION,” at pages 42, 43, 44.

ISBN 0-307-63540-6 https://kupdf.net/download/light-and-color-a-golden-guide
_5a1544c0e2b6f5f854f5e9c3_pdf

429 Hazel Rossotti, COLOUR / Why The World Isn’t Grey, Princeton University Press, Princeton,
New Jersey, 08540; 1983; ISBN 0-691-02386-7; Chapter 2 “WHITE LIGHT ON CLEAR GLASS,”
page 26→34.

https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691023861/colour
430 https://www.mathsisfun.com/sine-graph-exercise.html

https://www.mathsisfun.com/algebra/trig-sine-law.html
431 See Howard A. Strobel, Chemical Instrumentation / A Systematic Approach to Instrumental

Analysis, Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Inc., Reading, Massachusetts & London, Eng-
land, 1960; Chapter 9, REFRACTOMETRY, page 233→251.
See also: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Refractive_index
n = speed of light in a vacuum / speed of light in a medium.

432 Richard Saferstein, CRIMINALISTICS / An Introduction to Forensic Science, Seventh Edition,
Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, New Jersey, 07458; 2001; ISBN 0-13-013827-4; page 94,
et seq.

433 fluorescence. Reflection spectroscopy. Chapter 6.
434 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.
435 https://www.dreamideamachine.com/en/?p = 6756

https://www.britishstandardcolour.com/#: ~:text = The%20standard%20colours%20are%
20used,the%20most%20commonly%20used%20names.

https://www.astm.org/DIGITAL_LIBRARY/JOURNALS/FORENSIC/PAGES/JFS10882J.htm
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2801460-Spot-Tests-a-Color-Chart-Reference-

for-Forensic.html
https://www.nist.gov/system/files/documents/2020/03/23/ASTM_WK70035_GEO_

color190806_OSACproposed.pdf
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436 Mike Nofi, “The Forensic Analysis of Color,” EVIDENCE TECHNOLOGY MAGAZINE, Jan.-Feb.
2012. Vol. 10 No.1 Page 26, 27, 28.

http://www.evidencemagazine.com/index.php?option = com_content&task = view&id =
800&Itemid = 49

http://www.evidencemagazine.com/v10n1.htm
437 Definition as used here white light = light of all wavelengths in the region of interest – here: UV

and visible.
438 fluorescence. Reflection spectroscopy. Chapter 6.
439 See also:

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2841958/
https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/theory-of-reflectance-and-emittance-spectroscopy/re

flectance-spectroscopy/C2B71AF4535899907ED5B8175188888A
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/agricultural-and-biological-sciences/reflec

tance-spectroscopy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reflectance_difference_spectroscopy
https://www.sas.upenn.edu/~rachelmr/labspec.html

440 https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/B9780128032244000194
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/agricultural-and-biological-sciences/reflectance-

spectroscopy#:~:text=VIS
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/B9780128032244000194

441 https://www.filmetrics.com/technology
442 See: W.H. Furry, E.M. Purcell, J.C. Street, PHYSICS for Science and Engineering Students, THE BLAKI-

SON COMPANY, New York, Toronto, 1952; Chapter 37, “SPECTRA AND COLOR,” pages 510→527.
443 Clarence Rainwater, Herbert S. Zim, Raymond Perlman; Vera R. Webster, ed.; LIGHT AND

COLOR, GOLDEN PRESS SCIENCE GUIDE, GOLDEN PRESS, New York City, Western Publishing
Company, Racine, Wisconsin; 1971; Library of Congress Catalog Card Number 69-11967.

ISBN 0-307-63540-6 https://kupdf.net/download/light-and-color-a-golden-guide
_5a1544c0e2b6f5f854f5e9c3_pdf

444 Hazel Rossotti, COLOUR / Why The World Isn’t Grey, Princeton University Press, Princeton,
New Jersey, 08540; 1983; ISBN 0-691-02386-7.

https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691023861/colour
445 https://www.cbc.ca/radio/q/monday-dec-16-2019-michael-apted-ahmed-best-and-more-1.

5395191/leatrice-eiseman-on-classic-blue-the-pantone-colour-of-the-year-for-2020-1.5395384
446 See for example: Raffi Khatchadourian, “PORTFOLIO / VITAL VESSELS / / PHOTOGRAPHS BY

CHRISTOPHER PAYNE,” The New Yorker, 07 December 2020, page 48→57.
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2020/12/07/the-race-to-make-vials-for-

coronavirus-vaccines
http://www.chrispaynephoto.com/

447 Rainwater, et al., at pages 50, 110, 111.
448 Hazel Rossotti, at pages 60, 61.
449 KODAK WRATTEN FILTERS FOR SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL USE, 22nd edition; KODAK Pub-

lication No. B-3; 1965, 1962; Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, New York, 14650.
450 See:

https://www.brown.edu/Departments/Joukowsky_Institute/courses/greekpast/4929.html
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/biochemistry-genetics-and-molecular-biology/ther

moluminescence
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermoluminescence#: ~:text = Thermoluminescence%20is
%20a%20form%20of,upon%20heating%20of%20the%20material.

https://www.britannica.com/science/thermoluminescence
451 See also: Patrick T. McCutcheon, “Thermoluminescent Analysis of Burned Bone: Assessing the

Problems,” as Chapter 22, page 311→326, in Mary Virginia Orna, ed., Archaeological Chemistry /
Organic, Inorganic Biochemical Analysis, ACS Symposium Series 625, American Chemical Soci-
ety, Washington, D.C., 1996.

452 See also: Pamela S. Zuer, “Archaeological Chemistry / Physical Science helps to unravel
human history,” Chemical & Engineering News, SPECIAL REPORT, 21 February 1983, page 29.

453 Farrington Daniels, J.W. Williams, Paul Bender, Robert A. Alberty, C.D. Cornwell, Experi-
mental Physical Chemistry, Sixth Edition, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York;
1962; pages 147→157, 456.

454 Lejaren A. Hiller, Jr. & Rolfe H. Herber, Principles of Chemistry, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
Inc., New York, . . ., 1960, pages 338→344.

455 Peter Atkins, Concepts in Physical Chemistry, W.H. Freeman and Company, New York City
10010; 1995; pages 346→348; ISBN 0-7167-2928-8.

456 Alan Furst, THE POLISH OFFICER, A NOVEL, Random House, New York, 1995; pages 76, 77,
78; “The chemist and the commodity analyst.” ISBN 978-0-375-75827-0.

https://www.fantasticfiction.com/f/alan-furst/polish-officer.htm
457 In this novel, intelligence personnel of the Polish government-in-exile used viscosity data of

oil analyzed from scavenged cloth rags used by the Wehrmacht when lubricating rifles and
other equipment; to try to predict a winter offensive; too cold would require another oil grade.

458 That modern analytical chemical methods mostly involve instrumentation, rather than screening
tests and wet chemistry, is reflected in this book’s presentations.

459 J.A.Siegel, “Forensic Identification of Controlled Substances,” as Chapter 3 in R. Saferstein,
ed., Forensic Science Handbook Volume II, Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1988,
pages 87→92.

460 K. Bailey, “The value of the Duquénois Test for Cannabis – a Survey,” Journal of Forensic Sci-
ences, 1979, 24(4), pages 817→841.

461 Daniel M. Perrine, The Chemistry of Mind-Altering Drugs / History, Pharmacology, and Cultural
Context; American Chemical Society, Washington, D.C.; 1996; ISBN 0-8412-3253-9; page 347,
et seq. – at page 347 7–10.

462 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tetrahydrocannabinol
463 Duquénois-Levine, Siegel, Saferstein, page 124.
464 For example: “NIK® TEST G – COCAINE, CRACK & FREE BASE”

http://www.safariland.com/products/forensics/field-drug-tests/nik-test-g-cocaine-crack-
and-free-base-1006155.html#start=1

465 https://www.safariland.com/products/forensics/field-drug-tests/nik-drug-tests-and-kits/
http://www.safariland.com/products/forensics/field-drug-tests/nik-test-g-cocaine-crack-

and-free-base-1006155.html#start=1
https://www.safariland.com/resources_content/resource-landing-page.html
http://safariland.chemtel.net/FinishedGoods/Forensics
http://sds.chemtel.net/webclients/safariland/finished_goods/NIK%20Public%20Safety%

20-%20Test%20 G%20-%20Modified%20Scott%20Reagent%20-%20Cocaine%20Test%20Kit.
pdf

https://www.safariland.com/about-history.html
https://www.safariland.com/contact-us-new/contact-us-details.html
NIK®, Safariland, 13386 International Parkway Jacksonville, Florida, 32218.

466 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cobalt(II)_thiocyanate
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467 Cobalt(II)thiocyanate Co(SCN)2(H2O)3 cobalt thiocyanate test = Scott test. CAS 3017-60-5
468 https://www.sigmaaldrich.com/catalog/substance/cobaltiithiocyanate17510301760511?lang =

en&region = CA
469 “SHERLOCK HOLMES – The Naval Treaty – An Appeal to Holmes – By Sir Arthur Conan

Doyle”
Comic strip EPISODE 1, The Boston Globe, 05 December 1930, page 44. Illustrator = Leo

O’Mealia. [Bell Syndicate (?)]
https://www.arthur-conan-doyle.com/index.php?title = The_Naval_Treaty_(comic_-

strip_1930-1931)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adaptations_of_Sherlock_Holmes#Comic_strip

470 (The copyright provenance of this comic strip was too difficult to determine for it to be copied
here.)

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/sherlock-holmes-now-officially-copyright-
and-open-business-180,951,794/

https://www.torontopubliclibrary.ca/detail.jsp?Entt = RDM364,990&R = 364,990
http://www.sherlockian-sherlock.com/sherlock-holmes-and-chemistry.php
http://www.sherlockian-sherlock.com/
https://fourthgarrideb.com/2016/01/01/science-group-honors-sherlock-holmes-2002/

471 http://surrey-shore.freeservers.com/HolmChem.htm
472 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wet_chemistry
473 “nik® . . . TEST B – NITRIC ACID FOR: Opium Alkaloids, Heroin and Screening Other Drugs

. . . ” “PRODUCT NUMBER: 800–6072 (1,006,150).”
474 instructions 1,004,911 – REV1109
475 MSDS 01 August 2011.
476 Nitric Acid HNO3 CAS 7697–37-2
477 nik® PUBLIC SAFETY, 13,386 International Parkway, Jacksonville, Florida, 32,218. 904 485

1836 fax 904 741 5407.
478 www.forensicssource.com Home > Narcotics Identification > NIK® Drug Tests
479 “nik® . . . TEST L FOR: Heroin (Mecke Modified) . . . ” “PRODUCT NUMBER(S): 800–6081

(1,006,159)”
480 instructions 190–531
481 MSDS 01 August 2011.
482 Selenious Acid H2SeO3 CAS 7783–00-8 Sulfuric Acid H2SO4 CAS 7664–93-9
483 “nik® . . . TEST F – ACID NEUTRALIZER FOR: Neutralizing Acids contained in All NIK® Test

Packs” “PRODUCT NUMBER: 800–6076 (1,006,154)”
“Before discarding used test packs, remove clip and add one measure of acid neutralizer

from Pack F. Add slowly to prevent bubbling over. Do not reseal test pack until effervescence
has stopped completely. Reseal the test pack with the clip and discard in a tamper-free dis-
posal unit.”

484 instructions 1,004,915 – REV1009
485 MSDS 01 August 2011.
486 Soda Ash = sodium carbonate Na2CO3 CAS 497–19-8
487 See: Richard Saferstein, CRIMINALISTICS / An Introduction to Forensic Science, Seventh Edi-

tion, Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, New Jersey, 07458; 2001; ISBN 0-13-013827-4; Chap-
ter 6, pages 160, 161.

488 Thomas A. Kubic & Nicholas Pertaco, “Microanalysis and Examination of Trace Evidence,” in
Stuart H. James & Jon J. Nordby, editors, Forensic Science / An Introduction to Scientific and
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Investigative Techniques, CRC Press, Boca Raton, 2003; ISBN 0-8493-1246-9; Chapter 14, at
pages 260, 261. www.crcpress.com

489 H.L. Chen, D.W. Foreman & Kathryn A. Jakes, “X-Ray Diffractometric Analyses of Microstructure
of Mineralized Plant Fibers,” as Chapter 15, in Mary Virginia Orna, ed., Archaeological Chemistry /
Organic, Inorganic Biochemical Analysis, ACS Symposium Series 625, American Chemical Society,
Washington, D.C., 1996.

490 Farrington Daniels, J.W. Williams, Paul Bender, Robert A. Alberty, C.D. Cornwell, Experimen-
tal Physical Chemistry, Sixth Edition, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York; 1962; “Dif-
fraction,” Chapter 12, pages 288→295; page 293, “Fig. 70. X-ray powder camera.”

491 Lejaren A. Hiller, Jr. & Rolfe H. Herber, Principles of Chemistry, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
Inc., New York, . . ., 1960; page 271, et seq.

492 https://www.britannica.com/science/crystal-defect
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/X-ray_crystallography
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Chapter 7
When

[. . .]
“ . . . these two [stab] wounds . . . ” . . . [1, 2, 3, 4]

[. . .]
“ . . . the man was already dead . . . ” [5]

[. . .]
From the breast pocket . . . a gold watch . . . case . . . dented
savagely . . . hands pointed to a quarter past one.
. . . “ . . . the hour of the crime . . . ” [6]

[. . .]
[Agatha Christie,Murder on the Orient Express, 1934.] [7, ]

7.1 When – time: chemical kinetics

Time is of special concern in much of human culture [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,
17].1,2 The very concept of history is of time. So too for forensic science.

Time is a special kind of quantification for aspects of the human stories that fo-
rensic science – particularly here as analytical chemistry – can help explain. This is
related to the chemical kinetics [18, 19] of processes studied by the forensic chemist.
Chemical kinetics deals with the times taken for various quantities or concentra-
tions of reactants, intermediates and final products to be depleted and created. This
is related to the reactions in progressmentioned previously.3 [20]4

Thus, the forensic chemist might be able to use a chemical reaction as a kind of
clockwork [21, 22] or calendar to help determine the when [23] of a human story. The
face of the clock or calendar pages (to continue the metaphor) would be the quanti-
ties or concentrations of chemical substances measured as created or depleted, as
at a time t = t, advancing from a start time of t0 = 0.

However, a chemical kinetic accounting of forensic measurements can be very
complex, so that empirical methods – estimated conclusions from other experimen-
tal observations – would usually be required. The difficulty would arise not only
from the often unknown details of the complexities of the chemical reaction mecha-
nism but also from various and changing conditions of temperature, humidity, con-
centration, isolation of the sample, geometry, the container and contamination for
the samples being examined.

1 When. Chemical kinetics. Reactions in progress. Chapters 2, 4, 7.
2 Time scale. Chapters 5 & 7.
3 Chemical kinetics. Reactions in progress. Chapter 2, 4, 7.
4 Energy. Thermodynamics. Entropy. “Time’s Arrow” Chapter 4, 6, 7.
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However, a review of some of the very fundamentals of kinetic theory would be
helpful for understanding:

7.2 Fundamentals of chemical kinetic theory

Consider a hypothetical molecule AB that, at appropriate conditions, undergoes a
chemical reaction – a decomposition – to deplete the reactant AB and to create
products A and B [24]:

AB ! A+B

Assume that N molecules [25, 26, 27] of AB as a gas are alone in a closed container
at concentration and temperature high enough for the particles of that gas (the AB
molecules) to collide with one another frequently. Also assume that the container is
large enough for reaction with and at the container walls to be neglected. Also as-
sume that temperature is high enough to allow breaches of vibration energy thresh-
olds to break the A–B bond, so that the reaction proceeds. But low enough so that
the AB does not decompose or oxidize or otherwise react than as written above.
And, also assume that the reaction proceeds to near completion [28, 29], so that
eventually nearly all of AB is gone. These may not be unusual assumptions for a
theoretical model, rather than for an actual forensic problem.

In such hypothetical circumstances, this reaction’s progress over time to de-
plete AB and to subsequently create A and B may be expressed. At a particular
temperature:

− ðd½AB�=dtÞ= + ðd½A�=dtÞ= + ðd½B�=dtÞ= k× ½AB�
where the symbols mentioned in this equation are given in Tab. 7.1.

This simple differential equation [33] may be solved by exact or approximate meth-
ods; k may be determined by independent experiment. With k known, the times t it
took for AB to be depleted and for A to be created might be calculated.

Tab. 7.1: Chemical kinetic symbols.

d[ ]/dt = the calculus [] notation for the incremental time rate of change of a chemical
concentration (mol/L s [31]).

[ ] = concentration (mol/L). (For the symbolism here, the empty space within the square
brackets would contain the designation of the substance of interest – so that, for
example, [Cl-] would represent the concentration of chloride ions measured in mol/L.)

t = time (s) []
k = rate constant (/s)
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Such reactions can analogously occur with AB as solute molecules in liquid so-
lution [34], or in more complex ways for AB as a solid [35].

Decompositions, such as above, are only one of very many of kinds of chemical
reactions [36] possible, occurring in many different ways, and often involving rather
complex geometries, other reactants, catalysts [37] and multistep mechanisms. Their
kinetic expressions may likewise be complex, often with multiple rate constants
(k1, k2, k3, . . ., kn) and other factors, in complex mathematical expressions.

In practical terms, the complexities of chemical kinetics essentially mean that
forensically usable systems – with mathematical expression – for which there is a
detailed theoretical understanding would be rare. Fortunately, as indicated above,
such details of theory would typically not be necessary to know, because an empirical
(based on controlled and documented experimental experience) approach is sometimes
possible, so that only a general understanding of kinetic concepts is needed – as, for
example, when a pathologist makes a determination of time of death [38]. Unfortu-
nately, for many, if not most, other forensic problems, reliable detailed kinetic determi-
nations – neither theoretical nor empirical – would be known. Perhaps a most enticing
– and elusive – forensic problem is dating when fingerprints were laid down.5

However, there is one forensically usable system for which theoretical details
are not only well known, but are also relatively simple – presented as a further ex-
planation of theory:

7.3 Carbon-14 dating

The forensic method for which theoretical details are well known is carbon-14
dating.6,7 [39, 40, 41, 42]8 It is useful both because of ease of measurement, and
because the nuclear processes on which it is based are generally independent of the
forensic sample’s temperature, humidity, concentration and contamination.

Carbon-14 dating is usually associated with archaeology9 – rather than foren-
sics – but the concepts are essentially the same. Carbon-14 might be relevant to
help test for fraudulently claimed antiques.

Carbon-14 dating is useful for things containing organic chemical substances –
such as wood, paper, cloth of natural source, leather, and human and animal re-
mains. “Organic” here means composed of the mostly carbon and hydrogen atoms

5 Fingerprint probability. Chapters 1 & 4. Fingerprint visualization. Fluorescence & phosphores-
cence. Chapters 6 & 9. Fingerprint when. Chapters 7 & 8.
6 Too much scientific technical detail here? Preface 2.1.
7 Isotope. Radioactive. Carbon-14. Chapters 4, 6, 7.
8 Shroud of Turin. Carbon-14. Preface 2. Chapters 3 & 7.
9 Archeology. Carbon-14. Chapters 2 & 7.
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of organic chemistry; but these organics would also have been related to living
systems.

The Earth’s atmosphere is always bombarded by solar and cosmic radiation
(somewhat directed by Earth’s magnetic field). One result is a nuclear reaction in
the atmosphere:10 [43, 44, 45, 46]

0n1 + 7N14 ! 6C
14 + 1p1

Where the symbols here are defined in Tab. 7.2.

The resulting carbon-14 combines chemically with oxygen in the atmosphere to
form carbon dioxide CO2, which is chemically essentially the same as for the more
abundant – ~100% – carbon-12. CO2, with both isotopic forms, mixed, interacts
within the biosphere, so that C becomes incorporated into the biochemistry of plant
tissue, by way of respiration. And, since animals eat plants, or eat other animals
that have eaten plants, and there would also be exchanges with wastes and re-
mains, both plants and animals have carbon-14-containing tissue – as a very small
– but measurable – component of the total C.

But carbon-14 decays [49, 50]:

6C14 ! 7N14 + − 1β0

where: β = beta particle, atomic mass = 0, charge = –1. [51, 52, 53].
However, the decayed carbon-14 is always being replaced by fresh carbon-14

because living plants are always breathing, and living animals eating. Ideally, a
steady-state concentration of carbon-14 is maintained – so long as the plant or ani-
mal lives. When they die, then there is no replacement carbon-14, and the remain-
ing carbon-14 continues to decay. The carbon-14 concentration then decreases from
the steady-state concentration that there was just before death.

Tab. 7.2: Atomic symbols.

n = Neutron, atomic mass =  (g/mol), charge = .
N = Nitrogen atom, atomic mass =  (g/mol), with  protons and  neutrons – this is the

nitrogen isotope of predominant natural abundance on the Earth.
C = Carbon atom, atomic mass =  (g/mol), with  protons and  neutrons – this carbon- is

not the carbon isotope of predominant natural abundance (which is carbon-) – carbon-
abundance is rare on the Earth =  × 

−% [, 48].
p = Proton, atomic mass =  (g/mol), charge = +.

10 Fundamental particles. Chapters 4 & 7.
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Thus, kinetics for the above nuclear decay reaction can be used to determine
the time since death. Since parts of previously living things are found archeologically,
their time of death can help determine the when of a related story – of interest here,
perhaps, of a human story.

A kinetic rate expression may be written and manipulated [54]:

− ðd½C*�=dtÞ= k× ½C*�
ð
ðd½C*�=½C*�Þ= − k

ð
dt

where [C*] is the carbon-14 concentration.11

Then
t= ð1=kÞ× lnð C*½ �t=0=½C*�Þ [55]

where

C*½ �t=0 = C*½ �0 at t=0

is a reference carbon-14 constant concentration over the time of the radiation bom-
bardment of the Earth. (But [C*]0 is not really constant – see below.)

Define half life:
t½ = the time it takes for half of the starting radioactive material to disappear.
t½ = 5,730 years = carbon-14 half-life determined by independent experiment.
t½ = ln(2/1)/k = 0.6931/k = 5,730 [56, 57]
1/k = 5,730/0.6931 = 8,267.21
t = 8,267 × ln([C*]0 /[C*]) (years) [58]

Then: Knowing [C*]0 as a reference, and measuring [C*], t = time since death can be
calculated.

In practice, [C*]0 and [C*] would not be known directly, but rather as propor-
tions of the total carbon content of the samples for which the measurements would
be made: [C*]0/[C]total and [C*]/[C]total [59, 60]. An approximate sketch for carbon-14
exponential decay – for % of carbon-14 remaining – is shown in Fig. 7.1 [61].

To conveniently use carbon-14 for dating, [C*]0/[C]total should ideally be constant
over the thousands of historical years for which the method is actually used. Reality
is not so ideal – [C*]0/[C]total is not reliably constant, because the radiation flux and
magnetic field may not be constant [62]. And, measurement is affected by the massive
burning of fossil fuels since the later part of the eighteenth century (the industrial

11 But beware about C* symbolism – it has quite different definition/meaning in two unrelated
contexts:

C* = an asymmetric carbon – indicating chirality.
C* = radioactivity of an atom – here carbon.
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revolution’s burning of coal would put much older carbon into the atmosphere; and
more modern society also burns petroleum products) [63]; and because atomic bomb
testing after WWII caused additional atmospheric radiation fluxes [64].

However, for particular time periods, [C*]0/[C]total can be set by calibration
using artefacts of otherwise known human history (e.g., the binding or non-wood
source [65] pages of an old book) or of otherwise known natural history (e.g., from
identified tree rings [66]).

Although carbon-14 can be often be used to determine t with reasonable accu-
racy – perhaps within a few percent [67] – care must be taken not to confuse t with
the time ago of the related human story – they are not necessarily the same. As a
fictitious example [68]: The carbon-14 dating of an ancient queen’s wooden bowl
might actually predate Her Majesty by decades, because, perhaps, wood of interior
tree rings was used, or, perhaps, the wood – or the bowl itself – was somehow kept
in storage for decades before her cipher was engraved into it. Care must also be
taken to avoid errors that might be introduced into the measurement of t by the orig-
inal craft processes – such as inlaying the bowl with wood of other source, or treat-
ing it with oils or colourants. Errors could also arise by environmental process, over
the years, such as exposure to – and absorption of – the newer carbon of smoke.

There is ongoing controversy about the reliability of the carbon-14 dating of the
Shroud of Turin.12

Fig. 7.1: Carbon-14 decay.

12 Shroud of Turin. Carbon-14. Preface 2. Chapters 3 & 7.
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7.4 About complex systems – empirically

As mentioned in above, the complex detail of kinetic theory is fortunately not al-
ways needed for chemical forensic determinations of time, because an empirical
(based directly on documented experimental experience) approach may be possible.
Such an empirical approach would need to be based only on a general understand-
ing of kinetic concepts. Two examples:

7.4.1 Age of bread

Most everybody finds that bread tastes best just after it is baked; a day later, it may
still taste good – but not as good (hence the day-old price reduction); within several
days it becomes stale; and within several days more it may become mouldy [69]. It has
aged with a sequence that could reveal an estimate of how old it is. In food science
terms, a complex of biochemical reactions is occurring within the mixture of chemical
compounds that comprise the bread, and between those compounds and things of
the bread’s environment (such as ambient moisture, oxygen, microorganisms (per-
haps mould-causing), and photons from the sun). Also, the environment may influ-
ence these reactions in relation to catalytic factors, geometric shape, the container,
barometric pressure and temperature; and insects and scavenging animals.

In principle, it is therefore possible to speak generally of bread ageing in terms
of chemical kinetics. Such principle may be useful to the forensic scientist, even in
the absence of chemical kinetic details. By an empirical approach, a forensic scien-
tist (here best a food scientist), could experimentally produce a chart [70] of the
some of the various stages of ageing of various kinds and brands of bread, with and
without various preservatives, and under various conditions. Such a chart would
also state defined protocols for scientific replication.

7.4.2 Pathology of time of death

More complex than bread, and compelling of more intense forensic attention, are
dead human bodies. It is often possible to establish the time of death (postmortem
interval) by applying the same general principles of chemical kinetic empirical ob-
servations, so that human [71] tissue decay, temperature [72] and parasite activity
[73] may be indicators of time passage to a forensic pathologist. There is a substan-
tial literature on the complex of pathological possibilities [74].
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7.5 Examples

It may be worthwhile to try to apply, from general concept, new approaches to fo-
rensic problems. As with the examples of bread and human bodies, the details of
complex chemical kinetic mechanisms may not need to be known. For example:
– “A Microspectrophotometric Method for Dating Ballpoint Inks – A Feasibility

Study” [75];13

– “Determining the relative age of ball-point ink using a single solvent extraction
mass-independent approach” [76];

– “Ink dating – the state of the art” [77];
– “A sequential multiple approach to determining the relative age of writing inks” [78];
– “Studies on Age Estimation Using Racemization of Aspartic Acid in Cementum” [79];
– “Kinetics of Ascorbic Acid Loss and Nonenzymatic Browning in Orange Juice

Serum: Experimental Rate Constants” [80];
– “Initial Studies on Insect Succession on Carrion in Southwestern British

Columbia” [81];
– “Estimating Maggot Age from Weight Using Inverse Prediction” [82];
– “Dating Flint Artifacts with Electron Spin Resonance: Problems and Prospects”

[83, 84];
– Dating of ancient pottery by thermoluminescence [85];
– “Volume Traps – A New Retrospective Radon Monitor” [86];
– “Pollen key to discovering secret of mass grave in Magdenburg/New forensic

method helps solve mystery of 32 young victims” [87].
– Use of dental x-ray to determine child age [88].
– Changes, over time, in materials used in art works [89, 90].
– And in fictional literature too:14 As in a story [91, 92] in which police forensics

discovers a “nest of tiny spiders” in one of a pair of gloves – “Long time since a
hand was in that glove” [93].

But, some research that would look promising and worthwhile does not yield hoped-
for comprehensive results [94] – for example, the efforts to date fingerprints reported
by E.R. Menzel [95, 96, 97, 98, 99]15 Although in principle, such dating, in some con-
texts, should be possible.

13 When. Ink. Chapters 2 & 7
14 Fictional literature. Ethylene glycol. CAS 107-21-1 Preface 2.2. Chapters 4 & 7.
15 Fingerprint probability. Chapters 1 & 4. Fingerprint visualization. Fluorescence & phosphores-
cence. Chapters 6 & 9. Fingerprint when. Chapters 7 & 8.
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7.6 Chemical markers of when (other than chemical kinetics)

So far, this chapter has dealt with determining the when of the human story by as-
suming that a chemical reaction progresses after an incident has occurred, and that
the passage of time might be determined by consideration of chemical kinetics. But
there is another possibility, not of chemical kinetics, to use chemical analysis to deter-
mine time – or time ranges.16 This relies on a known history of a chemical substance
revealed by analysis – such substances might be called chemical markers of when.

As a fictitious example [100]: If a purported corporate share certificate were
found to be printed with ink that was known to have not been manufactured until
after the shares’ supposed issue date, a forensic chemist should conclude that date
is in contradiction – and a banker who allowed those shares as loan security might
cry criminal fraud.

In this example, the chemical marker was the ink. In principle, anything manu-
factured can be, or contain, such markers. In Chapter 2, mention is made of manu-
facture history in the context of determining what an item is. That history might
also be useful in determining the time range of manufacture – not before a certain
date, and perhaps less likely after a certain date range.

Although the range might cover a lengthy period – for example, anything writ-
ten with a ball point pen would likely have been done after about 1942, more proba-
bly after 1945, and more certainly not before 1939 [101] – it still might be a useful
complement to other information.

To continue the example [102], if the ink manufacture and supply records show
that the share certificate’s ink was first formulated by the maker’s chemists, during
November 1995, and was first offered for sale to the printing industry the following
month, any certificate with that ink purportedly issued before December 1995 should
cause the loan banker very serious worry. If, however, in an alternative of the exam-
ple, the records were to show that the ink was marketed between December 1932 and
April 1933, and not afterwards, then the banker should still worry, but it would be
possible for a certificate issued in 1996 to be genuine – printed from an old and until-
then-forgotten can of that ink – further investigation would be appropriate.

Analogously, an environmental contamination might be dated [103].

7.7 Other than chemical markers of when

Chemical markers of when – other than of chemical kinetics – are mentioned above.
The same concept of other markers might be considered even though not chemical.
Two examples:

16 Manufacture history when. Chapters 2 & 7.
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– In the Crippen murder case, a label found on a pyjama top, used to wrap a
buried body part, was presented as evidence in court, London, 1910, of a date
range [104, 105, 106, 107, 108].

– In a recent estate case, Ontario, evidence of fraud was accepted when expert evi-
dence showed that the font came into use too late for it to have been honestly
used for the questioned document [109, 110, 111, 112, 113].

7.8 Error

[. . .]

. . . “ . . . Clock overturned when he fell. . . . the time of the crime. . . . ”
[. . .]

. . . “But that clock, . . . always kept a quarter of an hour fast?”
[. . .]

[Agatha Christie,Murder at the Vicarage, 1930.] [114, 115]17

The indication in Chapter 2 that scientific quantification can sometimes be done
with great accuracy, but often not, includes chemical kinetics, and error consider-
ations dealt with in Chapter 8 should be applied [116, 117, 118]. That forensically
applied chemical kinetics are usually empirically based (see above), rather than
directly linked to theory, is an extra reason to take care. Also, as indicated above,
care must be taken not to confuse a chemical kinetically determined t with the
time ago of the related human story – they may be closely related – but are not
necessarily the same.

Notes

1 Introductory quotes, etc. Preface.
2 Agatha Christie,Murder on the Orient Express, 1934, Pocket Books, New York City, 1960.
3 Agatha Christie, Murder on the Orient Express, 1934, WILLIAM MORROW/Harper Collins, New

York City, 10022; 2011; ISBN 978-0-06-207349-5. https://www.fantasticfiction.com/c/agatha-chris
tie/murder-on-orient-express.htm

4 . . . Orient . . . Harper Collins . . ., PART ONE/THE FACTS, Chapter 7, “The Body,” at page 59.
5 Hercule Poirot, page 59.
6 Dr. Constantine, page 63.
7 See also Agatha Christie,Murder at the Vicarage. [Murder victim stops a clock by falling on it.]
8 When. Chapters 2, 4, 7.

17 Error. Clock fast. Agatha Christie. Chapters 7 & 8.
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9 In addition to the Agatha Christie quote above – Orient Express – and Vicarage – see also, for
example:

10 T.S. Eliot, “Time present . . ., ” quoted by Edmond Cooper, The Overman Culture, CORONET
BOOKS, Hodder Paperbacks Ltd., London, SCIENCE FICTION; 1971, 1974; ISBN 0 340 17860 4; at
page [5].

11 T. S. Eliot, Burnt Norton, 1935.
https://www.goodreads.com/quotes/716781-time-present-and-time-past-are-both-perhaps-

present-in
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Four_Quartets

12 Time dilatation of relativity theory: T = T0 /√(1 – (v/c) 2) Chapters 2 & 7.
13 Salvador Dalí, La persistència de la memòria (The Persistence of Memory ), 1931, owned by Mu-

seum of Modern Art, New York City https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Persistence_of_Memory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Museum_of_Modern_Art

https://www.dalipaintings.com/persistence-of-memory.jsp
https://www.dalipaintings.com/persistence-of-memory.jsp#prettyPhoto[image1]/0/ https://

www.moma.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Persistence_of_Memory

14 Robert Silverberg, editor, VOYAGERS IN TIME/twelve stories of science fiction, TEMPO BOOKS,
New York City, 10010, 1967, 1970. https://www.biblio.com/audio-book/voyagers-time-silver
berg-robert/d/437219064

15 “Temponautic murder” with a time machine – see Robert Silverberg, “MANY MANSIONS,” re-
published, 1986, in BEYOND THE SAFE ZONE/COLLECTED STORIES OF ROBERT SILVERBERG,
Warner Books, Inc., New York City, 10103; ISBN 0-446-30173-6; at pages 113 and 114.

16 See also:
– Roz Chast, COMIC STRIP, “A CHEERY STORY” [end of the universe maybe], The New Yorker,

07 December 2020, page 41.
– Darrin Bell [cartoon – re relativity time dilation and Trump Presidency], The New Yorker, 07

December 2020, page 27.
17 See also Carlo Rovelli, “Time Does Not Exist,” CBC Ideas, April 2021.

https://www.cbc.ca/radio/ideas https://www.cbc.ca/player/play/1888683587729
Carlo Rovelli, The Order of Time, Penguin, 2019; ISBN 9780141984964
https://www.penguin.co.uk/books/301/301539/the-order-of-time/9780141984964.html
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-04558-7
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2018/apr/24/carlo-rovelli-the-order-of-time-review

18 For a more general reference that goes beyond the very limited treatment here, see Walter J.
Moore, Physical Chemistry, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1962 and 1963,
Chapter 8 “Chemical Kinetics,” pages 253→322.

19 See also“A general chemistry Libretexts Textmap organized around the textbook/Chemistry:
The Central Science/by Brown, LeMay, Busten, Murphy, and Woodward,” 2020, 2019.

https://chem.libretexts.org/Bookshelves/General_Chemistry/Map%3A_Chemistry_-_The_
Central_Science_(Brown_et_al.)

https://libretexts.org/
“14: Chemical Kinetics”
https://chem.libretexts.org/Bookshelves/General_Chemistry/Map%3A_Chemistry_-_The_

Central_Science_(Brown_et_al.)/14%3A_Chemical_Kinetics
“14.S: Chemical Kinetics (Summary)”
https://chem.libretexts.org/Bookshelves/General_Chemistry/Map%3A_Chemistry_-_The_

Central_Science_(Brown_et_al.)/14%3A_Chemical_Kinetics/14.S%3A_Chemical_Kinetics_
(Summary)
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20 In a philosophical sense “time’s arrow” may also be related to the thermodynamic concept of
entropy.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Entropy_(arrow_of_time)
21 Measures of time used by humans rely on some physical phenomenon; many of which are engi-

neered rather better and more conveniently than set-ups to observe chemical kinetics. But when
chemical substances are the forensic evidence, that is what has to be looked at.

22 As an example of human-regarded time and a physical phenomenon, consider stars in the night
sky as moving around the North Star as on a clock face – See Edwin Danson, Drawing the Line/
How Mason and Dixon Surveyed the Most Famous Border in America, Wiley, New York City,
10158-0012; 2001; ISBN 0-471-38502-6; at page 36. https://www.amazon.ca/s?k=
9780471385028&i=stripbooks&linkCode=qs

23 Usually that when is from a time past. However, chemical kinetics can be involved in the foren-
sics of public policy decisions – as for example for estimations of the duration of human-caused
damage to the atmospheric ozone layer – see Nigel J. Bunce, Environmental Chemistry, Wuerz
Publishing Ltd., Winnipeg, 1991; Chapter 2, particularly Tab. 2.2 and Fig. 2.3.

24 For a general reference that goes beyond the very limited treatment here; see Moore, cited
above.

25 For convenience, N may be assumed for purposes here to be of the order of magnitude of Avo-
gadro’s number =N0 = 6.022 × 1023 = 1 mol; for example = 18 g of water H2O ≈18 mL.

26 Avogadro’s number. Chapters 3, 4, 7.
27 Symbol alert: The N and N0 here refer to large numbers of atoms, molecules, particles; not to be

confused with N for the nitrogen atom.
28 That is, the equilibrium constant = K = ([A] x [B])/([AB]) is very large and >1.
29 Mole. Avogadro’s number. Chapters 3, 4, 7.
30 For further information, see William K. Morrill, Calculus, D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc.,

Princeton, New Jersey, 1956, page 48.
31 Concerning moles see note above.
32 The unit of time here is seconds – others may also be convenient: min, hr, day, year, etc.
33 For further information, see William K. Morrill, Calculus, D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc.,

Princeton, New Jersey, 1956, page 465, et seq.
34 For further information on solution phase chemistry theory as analogue to gas phase, see

Moore, cited above, pages 299 and 300.
35 For example, if AB were the decomposing substance of fingerprints on glass.
36 For further information, as a general reference, beyond the very limited treatment here, see

Moore, cited in a note above, pages 257→273.
37 For further information, on catalysis, see Moore, cited above, pages 300→303.
38 See below.
39 https://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/education/whatischemistry/landmarks/radiocarbon-dat

ing.html
40 See also:

– Isaac Asimov, “The Enemy Within,” an essay published as Chapter 4 in The Relativity of
Wrong, Pinnacle Books, Windsor Publishing Corporation, New York City, 1988; reprinted
from The Magazine of Fantasy and Science Fiction, September 1986.

– Gerhart Friedlander, Joseph W. Kennedy and Julian Malcolm Miller, Nuclear and Radiochemis-
try/Second Edition, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, . . ., 1964, pages 505 and 506.

– Lejaren A. Hiller, Jr. and Rolfe H. Herber, Principles of Chemistry, McGraw-Hill Book Com-
pany, Inc., New York, . . ., 1960; Chapter 16.11 USES OF RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES/radiocar-
bon dating, pages 691, et seq.; Chapter 15.3 THE ORDER OF A CHEMICAL REACTION/first-
order reactions, pages 629 and 630.
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– Pamela S. Zuer, “Archaeological Chemistry/Physical Science helps to unravel human his-
tory,” Chemical & Engineering News, SPECIAL REPORT, 21 February 1983, pages 27→29.

– http://www.biology.arizona.edu/biomath/tutorials/applications/carbon.html#:~:text=We
%20can%20use%20our%20our,the%20decay%20of%2014C.&text=Other%20radioactive%
20isotopes%20are%20also%20used%20to%20date%20fossils.

– http://www.risci.com/ear/eara_carbon_dating.htm
– https://www.sckciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/radiometric-dating

41 See also
– Brian H. Kaye, Science and the Detective/Selected Reading in Forensic Science, VCH Verlags-

gesellschaft GmbH, Weinheim, Germany, 1995; ISBN-3-527-29252-7; pages 306 and 307, and
references cited therein.

– Alan D. Adler,“Updating Recent Studies on the Shroud of Turin,” as Chapter 17; D.A. Kouz-
netsov, A.A. Ivanov and P.R. Veletsky, “A Re-evaluation of the Radiocarbon Date of the
Shroud of Turin Based on Biofractionation of Carbon Isotopes and a Fire-Simulating Model,”
as Chapter 18.

– A.J.T. Jull, D.J. Donahue and P.E. Damon, “Factors That Affect the Apparent Radiocarbon Age
of Textiles,” as Chapter 19; in Mary Virginia Orna, ed., Archaeological Chemistry/Organic, In-
organic Biochemical Analysis, ACS Symposium Series 625, American Chemical Society, Wash-
ington, D.C., 1996; and references cited therein.

42 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radiocarbon_dating
43 submicroscopic particles: p+, electrons e-, neutrons n. Chapters 2, 4, 7.
44 Neutron. Atomic Number. Chapters 2, 4, 7.
45 6C

12

C = Carbon.
[He] 2s22p2 = electron configuration.
12 = atomic mass number
12.011 = atomic mass (g/mol).
6 = atomic number.

46 Periodic Table. Chart of Nuclides, Chapters 4 & 7.
47 Brookhaven National Laboratory – Chart of Nuclides http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/chart/
48 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon-14
49 See: Hiller and Herber, 1960; equation (16.34), at page 691.
50 For chemical kinetic observations it is always important to monitor temperature; however, not

necessary here because this is a nuclear process.
51 β is beta particle, atomic mass number is 0, charge is −1.

Often written as β− to show its minus 1 charge.
More completely written as −1β0 .

52 A beta particle is the same as an electron:
me = 9.10938215 x 10–31 kg, mp = 1.672621637 x 10–27 kg

53 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beta_particle
54 See“A general chemistry Libretexts Textmap organized around the textbook/Chemistry: The

Central Science/by Brown, LeMay, Busten, Murphy, and Woodward,” 2020, 2019.
https://chem.libretexts.org/Bookshelves/General_Chemistry/Map%3A_Chemistry_-_The_

Central_Science_(Brown_et_al.)
https://libretexts.org/
“14: Chemical Kinetics”
https://chem.libretexts.org/Bookshelves/General_Chemistry/Map%3A_Chemistry_-_The_

Central_Science_(Brown_et_al.)/14%3A_Chemical_Kinetics
“14.4: The Change of Concentration with Time (Integrated Rate Laws)”
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https://chem.libretexts.org/Bookshelves/General_Chemistry/Map%3A_Chemistry_-_The_
Central_Science_(Brown_et_al.)/14%3A_Chemical_Kinetics/14.4%3A_The_Change_of_Concen-
tration_with_Time_(Integrated_Rate_Laws)

55 See: Hiller and Herber, 1960; equation (15.12), at page 630.
56 See: Hiller and Herber, 1960; equation (16.15), at page 681.
57 See: Hiller and Herber, 1960; equation (16.16), at page 681.
58 See, in analogy: Hiller and Herber, 1960; Examples 16.6 and 16.7, at page 693.
59 [C]total = [C] + [C*] ≈ [C]
60 Also, see, in analogy: Hiller and Herber, 1960; wherein Examples 16.6 and 16.7, at page 693,

ancient and modern C-14 concentrations are taken as proportional to the measured rates of β-

appearing from the C-14 disintegrations ((disintegrations & (minute × gram of carbon)). The an-
cient would be from the sample being examined; the modern from a reference standard; to date
the ancient. The modern would be assumed = the concentration when the sample would have
been a part of something live.

61 See also
http://www.biology.arizona.edu/biomath/tutorials/applications/carbon.html
https://esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/infodata/isotopes/decay.html
https://study.com/academy/lesson/what-is-carbon-dating-definition-lesson-quiz.html
https://www.khanacademy.org/science/biology/chemistry–of-life/elements-and-atoms/a/

atomic-number-atomic-mass-and-isotopes-article
https://courses.lumenlearning.com/collegealgebra2017/chapter/putting-it-together-expo

nential-and-logarithmic-equations-and-models/
62 This would not be the major problem.
63 This would be the major problem.
64 Niraj Chokshi, “How Art-Forgery Slueths Learned to Love the Bomb/The period of nuclear test-

ing gave at least a temporary boost to radiocarbon dating,” The New York Times, SCIENCE, 11
July 2019, page D4.

65 Wood pulp source might be inappropriate because it might contain varying tree ring woods.
66 Dendrochronology – see Pamela S. Zuer, “Archaelogical Chemistry/Physical Science helps to unravel

human history,” Chemical and Engineering News, SPECIAL REPORT, 21 February 1983, pages 28 and 29.
67 But not without possibilities of controversy – see D.A. Kouznetsov, et al.; and A.J.T. Jull, et al.;

cited above.
68 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
69 See

– Karel Kulp and James Vetter, “Effect of Aging on Freshness of White Pan Bread,” as Chapter
1 in George Charalambous, ed., Handbook of Food and Beverage Stability/Chemical, Bio-
chemical, Microbiological, and Nutritional Aspects, Academic Press, Inc., Orlando, . . .,
1986, pages 1→31, and references cited therein;

– Ann-Charlotte Eliasson and Kåre Larsson, Cereals in Breadmaking/A Molecular Colloidal Ap-
proach, Marcel Dekker, Inc., New York, . . ., 1993, Chapter 7, IV, “Staling,” pages 3496362,
and references cited therein.

– “Bread Staling,” LALLEMAND BAKING UPDATE, VOLUME 3, NUMBER 9, Practical technol-
ogy from Lallemand Inc., Montréal, Québec H1W 2N8, 2018. See, in particular, “MEASUR-
ING BREAD STALING,” at page [2].

https://lallemandbaking.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/3_9STALING.pdf
https://www.lallemandbaking.com/en/global/

70 See “Bread Staling,” LALLEMAND . . ., “MEASURING BREAD STALING,” at page [2].
71 Analogous observations might also be applied to animals and plants.
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72 See Niels Lynnerup, “A Computer Program for the Estimation of Time of Death,” Journal of Fo-
rensic Sciences, July 1993, pages 816–820; and follow-up letters to the editor, May 1994, pages
601 and 602.

73 See
– Tarek I. Tantaiwi and Bernard Greenberg, “The Effect of Killing and Preservative Solutions

on Estimates of Maggot Age in Forensic Cases,” Journal of Forensic Sciences, May 1993,
pages 7026707.

– Gail S. Anderson and Serah L. Van Laerhoven, “Initial Studies on Insect Succession on Car-
rion in Southwestern British Columbia,” Journal of Forensic Sciences 41(4), July 1996, pages
617–625.

Jeffrey D. Wells and Lynne R. LaMotte, “Estimating Maggot Age from Weight Using Inverse
Prediction,” Journal of Forensic Sciences 40(4), July 1995, pages 585→590.

74 See, for example,
– notes above, and –
– Marc S. Micozzi, Postmortem Changes in Human and Animal Remains: a systematic approach,

Charles C Thomas, Publisher, Springfield, Illinois 62794–9265, 1991; ISBN 0398057478 (reviewed
by William M. Bass, Journal of Forensic Sciences, January 1993, pages 225 and 226). (University
of Toronto – Robarts Library CC 75 .7 M53 1991.)

– http://www.library.utoronto.ca/index.html http://www.library.utoronto.ca/resources/
utcat.html

– Arpad A. Vass, William M. Bass, Jeffery D. Wolt, John E. Foss and John T. Ammons, “Time
Since Death Determinations of Human Cadavers Using Soil Solution,” Journal of Forensic Scien-
ces, Vol.37, No.5, September 1992, pages 1236→1253.

– F.O. Raasch, Jr., J.I. Hirvonen and C.J. Stahl, “Timing of Injury in Human Thermal Burns,” Jour-
nal of Forensic Sciences, Vol.19, No.4, October 1974, pages 723→729.

– F.O. Raasch, Jr., J.I. Hirvonen and C.J. Stahl, “Timing of Injury in Human Thermal Burns,”
Journal of Forensic Sciences, Vol.19, No.4, October 1974, pages 723→729.

– David Montgomery, “LEARNING FROM DEATH/A place where all flesh is weak/University of
Tennessee facility dedicated to the study of decaying corpses,” The Toronto Star, Saturday,
24 July 1999, page K2.

75 Valery N. Aginsky, Journal of Forensic Sciences, 40(3), May 1995, pages 475→477.
https://www.astm.org/DIGITAL_LIBRARY/JOURNALS/FORENSIC/PAGES/JFS13808J.htm

76 R.L. Brunelle and H. Lee, Journal of Forensic Sciences, Vol.34, No.5, 1989, pages 1166→1182
(cited in Ellen Rohde, Annette C. McManus, Carla Vogt, William R. Heineman, “Separation and
Comparison of Fountain Pen Inks by Capillary Zone Electrophoresis,” Journal of Forensic Scien-
ces, Vol.42, No. 6, November 1997, page 1004.).

77 https://www.astm.org/DIGITAL_LIBRARY/JOURNALS/FORENSIC/PAGES/JFS12751J.htm
R.L. Brunelle, Journal of Forensic Sciences, Vol.37, No.1, 1992, pages 113→124 (cited in Ellen

Rohde, Annette C. McManus, Carla Vogt, William R. Heineman, “Separation and Comparison of
Fountain Pen Inks by Capillary Zone Electrophoresis,” Journal of Forensic Sciences, Vol.42, No.
6, November 1997, page 1004.).

https://www.astm.org/DIGITAL_LIBRARY/JOURNALS/FORENSIC/PAGES/JFS13218J.htm
78 https://www.astm.org/DIGITAL_LIBRARY/JOURNALS/FORENSIC/PAGES/JFS14252J.htm

R.L. Brunelle, The International Journal of Forensic Document Examiners, Vol.1, No.2, 1995,
pages 94–98 (cited in Ellen Rohde, Annette C. McManus, Carla Vogt, William R. Heineman
“Separation and Comparison of Fountain Pen Inks by Capillary Zone Electrophoresis,” Journal
of Forensic Sciences, Vol.42, No. 6, Nov. 1997, page 1004.).

79 Susumu Ohtani, Journal of Forensic Sciences, 40(5), September 1995, pages 805→807.
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80 J.R. Johnson R.J. Braddock and C.S. Chen, Journal of Food Science, 60(3), 1995, pages 502→505.
81 Gail S. Anderson and Serah L. Van Laerhoven, Journal of Forensic Sciences 41(4), July 1996,

pages 6176625.
82 Jeffrey D. Wells and Lynne R. LaMotte, Journal of Forensic Sciences 40(4), July 1995, pages 5856590.
83 See Anne F. Skinner and Mark N. Rudolph, “Dating Flint Artifacts with Electron Spin Reso-

nance: Problems and Prospects,” as Chapter 4; page 37, et seq.; in Mary Virginia Orna, ed., Ar-
chaeological Chemistry/Organic, Inorganic Biochemical Analysis, ACS Symposium Series 625,
American Chemical Society, Washington, D.C., 1996; and references cited therein.

84 ESR. Chapters 6 & 7.
85 See Pamela S. Zuer, “Archaelogical Chemistry/Physical Science helps to unravel human his-

tory,” Chemical and Engineering News, SPECIAL REPORT, 21 February 1983, page 29.
https://pubs.acs.org/toc/cenear/61/8
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/pdf/10.1021/cen-v061n008.p003
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/cen-v061n008.p026
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/pdf/10.1021/cen-v061n008.p026

86 S. Oberstedt and H. Vanmarche, Health Physics, 70(2), pages 2226226, February 1996.
https://journals.lww.com/health-physics/Abstract/1996/02000/Volume_Traps___A_New_

Retrospective_Radon_Monitor.10.aspx
87 Discover, [reprinted in] The Globe and Mail, SCIENCE, 01 March 1999, page A8. The method re-

ported here would allow for determination as to the time of year – for example, summer – of
death, rather than the postmortem interval.

88 “679: Save the Girl,” This American Life, July 2019. https://www.thisamericanlife.org/679/
transcript

89 Sophie Haigney, “Time Robs ‘The Scream’ of its color/experts study how notable paintings lose
pigment,” The New York Times, Arts, 19 February 2020, pages C1 and C2.

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/07/arts/design/the-scream-edvard-munch-science.html
90 Art analysis. Colour change. Chapters 3 & 7.
91 Ian McEwan, NUTSHELL, VINTAGE CANADA, 2016, 2017; ISBN 978-0-345-81241-4.

http://www.ianmcewan.com/books/nutshell.html http://www.ianmcewan.com/
92 Wherein the murderers use an ethylene glycol-antifreeze [McEwan, NUTSHELL . . ., pages 49,

50] – poisoned smoothie [pages 93→99] to try to fake their victim’s death as suicide. Among
several mental distress indicating items planted at the death scene were also a pair of the de-
ceased’s gloves that he would have worn to conceal his psoriasis. And a cup and antifreeze bot-
tle that he would have used. The gloves would account for no fingerprints on the cup and bottle
[pages 100, 101.]; he would have removed the gloves before losing consciousness. But police
forensics discovers the spiders [pages 181, 182].

93 McEwan, NUTSHELL . . ., pages 181, 182.
94 For example, if biofluid remains were the decomposing substance of fingerprints on glass, it

might be worthwhile to try to estimate t. But, on other surfaces and environments, more
difficult.

95 See:
– E.R. Menzel, Journal of Forensic Sciences, letter to the editor, Vol.37, No.5, September 1992,

pages 1212 and 1213. This relied on a change of laser-induced fluorescence emission wave-
length for fresh→ old prints (~550 nm – greenish yellow→ ~ 580 nm – orange).

– https://www.astm.org/DIGITAL_LIBRARY/JOURNALS/FORENSIC/PAGES/JFS13307J.htm
https://books.google.ca/books?id = 5HbVBgAAQBAJ&pg = PA206&lpg = PA206&dq =Menzel,
+ Journal + of + Forensic + Sciences,+++Vol.37, + No.5&source = bl&ots = 2r03UYs2Rw&sig =
ACfU3U3SofyKGB00DVmPTGbAKR6l9ZhDEQ&hl = en&sa = X&ved = 2ahUKEwimjqX4l-
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96 – Ronny Merkel, New Solutions for an Old Challenge: Chances and Limitations of Optical, Non . . .
[1983] https://books.google.ca/books?id = 5HbVBgAAQBAJ&pg = PA206&lpg = PA206&dq =
Menzel, + Journal + of + Forensic + Sciences,+++Vol.37, + No.5&source = bl&ots =
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97 See also:
– Y.S. Dikshitulu, L. Prasad, J.N. Pal and C.V.N. Rao, “Aging Studies on Fingerprint Residues

Using Thin-Layer and High Performance Chromatography,” Forensic Science International,
Vol.31,1986, pages 261→266. https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/3,744,217/ https://www.sci
encedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/0379073886901659?via%3Dihub

– Clay E. Allred, Tao Lin, and E. Roland Menzel “Lipid-Specific Latent Fingerprint Detection:
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997; and references cited therein.

98 – Kasey Wertheim, “Fingerprint age determination: Is there any hope?” Journal of Forensic
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99 – See also: K.M. Beesley, S. Damaskinos, A.E. Dixon, “Fingerprint Imaging with a Confocal
Scanning Laser Macroscope,” Journal of Forensic Sciences Volume:40 Issue: January 1995,
pages:10→17 NCJ Number: 153,150 https://www.ncjrs.gov/index.html

100 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
101 See R.L. Brunelle in R. Saferstein, ed., Forensic Science Handbook [Volume I], Prentice-Hall,

Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:1982, Chapter 14, “Questioned Document Examination,”
pages 709→711, 716 and 717, and references cited therein.

102 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
103 See: Robert D. Morrison, “Forensic Techniques for Establishing the Origin and Timing of a

Contaminant Release,” as Chapter 10 in Carl Meyer, ed., EXPERT WITNESSING/EXPLAINING
AND UNDERSTANDING SCIENCE, CRC Press LLC, Boca Raton, Florida, 33431, 1999; ISBN 0-
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104 Dr. Hawley Harvey Crippen was convicted, London, 1910, of murdering his wife Cora, by poison-
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105 hyoscine CAS 51-34-3 C17 H21 N O4 303.35 g/mol (See Fig. 7.2).

106 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hyoscine
https://www.sigmaaldrich.com/catalog/search?term = 51-34-3&interface = CAS%20No.&N

= 0&mode = partialmax&lang = en&region = CA&focus = product
https://www.drugbank.ca/drugs/DB00747
https://chem.nlm.nih.gov/chemidplus/rn/51-34-3

107 Crippen murder case. Hyoscine. CAS 51-34-3 Chapters 2 & 7.
108 https://www.shutterstock.com/editorial/image-editorial/historical-collection-162-7665061ow

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hawley_Harvey_Crippen
109 Aidan Macnab, “Font expert exposes phony trust documents,” Canadian Lawyer Magazine, 17

January 2019.
110 Thomas Phinney/The Font Detective https://thefontdetective.com/
111 AIH CBC, 16 January 2019. https://www.cbc.ca/radio/aih
112 Aidan Macnab, “Font expert exposes phony trust documents,” Canadian Lawyer Magazine, 17

January 2019.
113 Font. Chapter 1 & 7.
114 Agatha Christie, Murder at the Vicarage/A MISS MARPLE MYSTERY, 1930, SIGNET, New York

City, 10014; 2000; ISBN 0-451-20115-9; pages 38→41, at pages 39 and 40. (Murder victim stops
a clock by falling on it.)

115 Agatha Christie, Orient Express, 1934. Vicarage, 1930. Chapters 2, 7, 8.
116 When. Chemical kinetics. Reactions in progress. Chapters 2, 4, 7.
117 When. Systematic error. Chapters 7 & 8.
118 Measurement. Error. Chapters 2, 3, 7, 8.

Fig. 7.2: Hyoscine CAS 51–34-3.
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Chapter 8
Error

All analytical measurements are wrong: it’s just a question of how large the errors are, and
whether they are acceptable [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6].1

Lab errors may void Ontario drug convictions [Toronto, 2001] . . . [7]2 [8, 9]

[. . .]
. . . The fibre evidence was contaminated within the Centre of Forensic Sciences. The timing and
precise origin of the contamination cannot now be determined. However, it remains possible that
this contamination tainted Ms. N . . . ’s earliest findings. No inferences can safely be drawn from
any alleged fibre similarities, given the existence of this in-house contamination.

[. . .]
[Report of the [Ontario]Kaufman Commission on Proceedings Involving Guy Paul Morin, [1997]] [10, 11]

[. . .]
In March 1990, during the preparation for Guy Paul Morin’s second trial, Crown attorney Susan
MacLean learned that Sergeant M . . . had two notebooks for the Jessop investigation, containing
a number of divergent entries for the same events. Following an investigation by the Ontario Pro-
vincial Police, Sergeant M . . . was charged with perjury and attempting to obstruct justice in con-
nection, inter alia [12], with his evidence at the first trial relating to his notebook(s) and in
relation to his evidence that a cigarette butt tendered as an exhibit at the first trial was the one
found at the body site. The charges were judicially stayed in 1991 for reasons relating to Sergeant
M . . . ’s health. The Commissioner ruled, after receiving independent medical evidence, that Ser-
geant M . . . would not be compelled to testify at the Inquiry [13, 14, 15].

[. . .]
Four months after Ms. S . . . was released from prison . . . the result of the hearing was over-
turned. The drug test was faulty . . . [16]

8.1 Error – qualitative and quantitative

Analytical chemistry3 includes both qualitative and quantitative evaluations [17].
Both can have error – the uncertainty mentioned previously.4,5

The first introductory quote above would appear to be for quantitative measure-
ments for geological analyses. A more general recasting might be appropriate for
forensic analytical chemistry:

1 Error. Sampling. Sampling plan. Chapters 3, 4, 8.
2 Fraud. Griffiths Report, 2001. QA failure. Gemma Ramlal, 2001. Annie Doukhan, 2012. Preface 4.3,
Chapters 8, 9, 10.
3 Analytical chemistry. Expanded definition – more detail, and example. Preface 2, Chapters 1, 2, 3,
5. 8.
4 Measurement. Error. Chapter 2, 3, 7, 8.
5 Analytical chemistry. Error. Chapters 2 & 8.

https://doi.org/10.1515/9783110718812-008
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– Analytical chemistry comes with doubt:
– Qualitative determinations have at least a slight potential to be wrong as to what

the examined substance is [18, 19, 20], with the question as to what extent this
should be tolerated.6,7

– Quantitative measurements are, in a strict sense, inaccurate as to how much
there is of whatever that substance is qualitatively accepted to be, with the ques-
tion of how much, and what kinds of, numerical error should be tolerated.

– Sample selection can be problematic.8

– Forensic analytical chemistry sometimes (not too often) is confronted with argu-
ments, requirements and prohibitions that are other than of science.9

– An error statement –which is an estimation of what the errors and error possibilities
are or could be, a discussion of the contributing factors, and what it all is thought to
mean for the results – is essential to any analytical chemical report.10,11

– However, analytical chemistry can, with care, provide reasonably reliable
and explainable data and conclusions – useful to help explain the forensic-
related human story [21].

Also, within this, it is important to discriminate between a reasonable treatment of un-
certainty that strives for reliable data and conclusions, and animosity to science – such
as for creationism, climate change denial [22], and anti-vaccine advocacy [23].12,13

This chapter deals with error, first, in the context of the kinds possible – the next
several sections; and then how to try to limit and cope with error possibilities – the
remaining Sections.

8.2 Kinds of error – Systematic errors – bias

Systematic errors – sometimes called bias [24, 25, 26, 27, 28] – alter the quantita-
tive measurement from being correct in a repeatable way due to some aspect of the
measuring system. Often this would be sufficiently known to be prevented, or to be
corrected by formula – perhaps adjusted for by automated instrumentation.

6 Qualitative ≈what it is. Quantitative ≈ how much is there.
7 Qualitative. Quantitative. Error. Chapters 2 & 8.
8 Error. Sampling. Sampling plan. Chapters 3, 4, 8.
9 Legal/scientific truth. Chapters 1, 8, 11.
10 Qualitative. Quantitative. Error. Chapters 2 & 8.
11 Error report. Chapters 8 & 9.
12 Creationism. Climate change denial. Antivaccine. Chapters 1, 2, 8.
13 Science – good, bad & junk. Preface 4, Chapters 1, 2, 8, 10, 11.
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Perhaps a simplest example: A clock set as for 15 min ahead,14 [29] – correctable
by simple formula:

correct time h, minð Þ= time shown− 15min

– or more simply, by comparison and resetting to https://time.gov/.
Another simplest example – of common relevance to analytical chemistry: A

mass [30] determination of a single item with an un-zeroed balance or scale, so that
it is always off by a constant amount. This particular bias should be routinely no-
ticed and prevented because the first step before using any balance or scale is to
check the calibration, and to ensure a zero setting at zero. If however, the error is
made and discovered later – the simple formula [31]:

correctmass=uncorrectedmass+ c kgð Þ
where c can be either a positive or negative constant number [32].

Unfortunately, some systematic errors may be not so simple and obvious. For
example: a gas chromatographic analysis15 of a mixture for which some of its com-
ponents react with the column packing could introduce a bias for both quantitative
and qualitative determinations [33, 34].

8.3 Kinds of error – Statistical errors –random

Statistical16 – also called random [35, 36] – errors alter quantitative measurements
in ways that are not repeated (except by chance) for any particular measurement.
These random fluctuations – scatter – that occur for any set of quantitative measure-
ments can be dealt with by statistical methods that address the extent of the fluctu-
ations, along with decision-making as to the limits of fluctuation that would be
tolerated.

The fluctuations may result from both the making of the measurements, and
from what is being measured.17

Again, as a simplest example: repeated mass measurements of the same item
would yield variations that reflect the accuracy of the instrumentation. This would be
dealt with by the mathematics of a Gaussian [37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47]
distribution [48], also known as a normal distribution or a bell curve [49, 50].18

As a fictitious example [51] – five mass determinations repeated of that same single
item (See Tab. 8.1.):

14 Error. Clock fast. Agatha Christie. Chapters 7 & 8.
15 Gas chromatography. Chapters 6 & 8.
16 Too much scientific technical detail here? Preface 2.1.
17 Measurement. Error. Chapters 2, 3, 8.
18 Gaussian distribution. Chapters 8 & 11.
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can be characterized by amean: [53, 54]

�x= ððΣxnÞ=nÞ= ð25.0157=5Þ= 5.0031

And, deviations from the mean ( x – x ̅) can be used to calculate a standard devi-
ation [55]:

s=√ððΣðx− �xÞ2Þ= n− 1ð ÞÞ=√ð4.2× 10− 7= 5− 1ð ÞÞ= ± .00032 [56, 57, 58]

For such measurements, there is, in concept, a single true mass value that remains
unchanged – the constant mass of the single item. The scatter results from the mea-
suring process. The mathematical treatment tries to give a reliable number by a de-
fined method that may be used for the measurement.

However, for many kinds of measurements, there may be many different true
values for each of what is being measured, so that the scatter results from both mea-
suring process and from actual variation in what is being measured. This might be
regarded as a different kind of error. For example: a tabulation of heights and
masses of a population of people [59] – each individual person may have been mea-
sured accurately [60], but everyone would be at least a little different, so that there
would be an error range when considering the whole group. The analysis would
then provide numbers that could be used to study the group.

As a fictitious example [61], suppose, for a particular organic [62] solvent, used
in the paint industry, in-blood concentration ([ ] mg/mL) [63] measurements are made
for a random samplingof factory workers.19 These might be important for a policy
evaluation for occupational health and safety law [64]. Or for government inspec-
tional enforcement. Or for union advocacy. Or for insurance coverage denial. Each
worker surveyed would show a different number – because of scatter from the:
– measuring method,
– different exposures in the factory [65], and
– different personal metabolisms.

Tab. 8.1:Mass measurement [52].

x = . g 

. 

.  n =  = the number of measurements
. 

. 

. = Σ

19 Error. Sampling. Sampling plan. Chapters 3, 4, 8.
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The resulting data [66] can be tabulated [67] – including for known control sam-
ples – and arranged to be analysed within a Gaussian distribution [68, 69, 70, 71, 72]
(See Tab. 8.2):

From Tab. 8.2, [76] amean and a standard deviation can be calculated:
x̅ = 89.5/14 = 6.392857 [77, 78, 79]
s = √/(24.42/13) = ±1.371
And the frequency of occurrence of conveniently chosen concentration ranges

can be arranged graphically in Fig. 8.1 [80]:

Tab. 8.2:Worker# and [ ] (mg/mL)known control sample#1 known control
sample#2 [73, 74, 75].

Worker # = In-blood concentration=
[ ] (mg/mL) =

x – x̅ (x – x̅)

 . −. .

 . . .

 . −. .

 . . .

Known control sample# .

 . −. .

 . −. .

 . . .

 . −. .

 . . .

 . −. .

 . −. .

Known control sample# .

 . . .

 . −. .

 . . .

Σ = . Σ = .
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Such a histogram [81] can then be idealized to a Gaussian distribution [82],
also known as a normal distribution or a bell curve (See Fig. 8.2):

A Gaussian distribution (Fig. 8.2) is appropriate for so many kinds of measurement
that it is used as a part of a common method for experimental data statistics. Its x-
axis can be recalibrated in terms of standard normal deviate [83, 84] (Tab. 8.3) num-
bers (Fig. 8.3):

approximate scale.

(x,y) > 0.

0

4 5 6 7 8 +x =[ ] mg/ml.

3

4

+y =frequency of solvent measurement occurrence (for regions of x)

2

Fig. 8.1: Histogram.

.3

.2

.1

y = frequency.

+x = [ ] mg/ml.

Fig. 8.2: Gaussian distribution.
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Tab. 8.3: snd & known control sample#1 and known control sample#2 [85].

Worker # = In-blood concentration =
[](mg/mL) = x =

x - x̅ = (x - x ̅) = (x - x̅) /. =
snd =

 . −. . −.

 . . . .

 . −. . −.

 . . . .

Known control sample # . .

 . −. . –.

 . −. . −.

 . . . .

 . −. . −.

 . . . .

 . −. . −.

 . −. . −.

Known control sample # . −.

 . . . .

 . −. . −.

 . . . .

Newmean as snd. = (. – .)/.) = 

.3

.2

.1

x = snd

y > 0

approximate scale

-1-2 +1 +20

-1.96 +1.96

95%

Fig. 8.3: Gaussian distribution snd.
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The location of a particular data point can be related to the probability of find-
ing such a value within the distribution. A 95% confidence interval is included
within 1.96 snd units [86] on either side of the y-axis. The choice of 95% is some-
what arbitrary – for many analytical purposes it satisfies most people:

When such a choice is made, it signifies the range of fluctuation that would be
tolerated without a further critical evaluation of the data point. It may also be used
for a quantitative critical tracking of further incoming data. To continue the exam-
ple [87]: suppose the above data are charted, and then the next – the 15th measure-
ment – is made and also charted in Tab. 8.4 [88].

The enlarged chart – as worker # versus snd – would clearly indicate that this 15th
measurement should be examined for error possibilities, and perhaps rejected as a
data point. Although it is possible that it is correct [89], it would likely be associated
with a non-statistical error (e.g., a blunder – in instrument calibration) or an anom-
aly (e.g., that worker had been using the organic solvent as a substance of abuse
[90]; or that worker had been the sole-all-day occupant of a small and unventi-
lated chemicals storage room).

Taylor describes the use of various forms of control charts [91], which differ Fig. 8.4
in that his are concerned with the tracking of control samples introduced to monitor
the measuring system [92].

The above statistical treatment is appropriate for quantitative measurements. But
quite often a forensic determination is qualitative only. To alternatively continue the
above example [93], an insurer might be interested only in the answer to the question:
Is there any solvent in blood present? Or analogously, a criminal law judge might be
interested only in the answer to the question: Is there any cocaine in the seized sample?

The yes or no answer to these questions is not statistically determined in the
manner indicated above, although statistical methods of control may well be appro-
priate to assure that the answer is correct, particularly in a large busy lab. See
below.

The above kinds of statistical considerations of error would usually not be en-
countered directly in specific forensic science evaluations. But it is important to re-
alize that they would help provide a theoretical underpinning for many analytical
chemical results. Sometimes statistical analysis might arise when considering an ev-

Tab. 8.4: snd 15th.

Worker # = In-blood concentration = [ ] (mg/mL) = x = x - x̅ = (x - x̅) = (x- x̅)/. =
snd =

 . . . .
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idential concept before a court. For example: When the evidence of a DRE20,21 in an
impaired-by-drug Criminal Code case would cite medical-type observations as not
normal, an obvious next question from defence counsel should be about what is
normal. The obvious answer should include reference to scientific literature of ran-
dom studies evaluated with Gaussian mathematics. However, in Canadian criminal
courts this would not likely happen;22 but the concepts are still important.

snd = +4

snd = +2

snd = +1

snd = 0

snd = -1

5
10 15 Worker number

= data for worker # =data for known sample approximate scale

Fig. 8.4: Control chart.

20 Gaussian distribution. Chapters 8 & 11.
21 DRE. Statistical. Chapters 8 & 11.
22 Re criticism of Health Canada, Judges, et al. Preface 4.1, 4.3, Chapters 1, 10, 11.
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8.4 If theory is wrong or method insufficient

8.4.1 If theory is wrong

In the considerations, so far, for both systematic and statistical kinds of errors, it has
been assumed that the scientific theoretical basis of the measurement is correct. But
if the theory is wrong, the results will be wrong, or useless, no matter how good the
measurements otherwise [94]. For example: If in the ink analysis23 example, the docu-
ment had been written with a fountain pen containing ink of inorganic components
in water as the solvent [95], then TLC with organic solvents would not be expected to
lead to the most meaningful results.

It is common in science that theory is wrong, and the progress of science is
often related to correction and refinement of such theories [96]. A wrong theory in a
forensic investigation may not be a complete disaster; it might possibly be treatable
as a kind of bias [97] and be subject to correction. But the forensic scientist should
always be on the lookout for wrong theory problems.

8.4.2 If method is insufficient

It may be that the theory is correct enough for forensic use, but that the method for
applying it – including the instrumentation – is insufficient for the purpose. This
requires making sure that the method and the instrumentation are valid for the pur-
pose, either by the preparatory work of forensic lab itself, or by supporting litera-
ture. Such validation should be part of the lab’s usual process.24

Examples of insufficiency might be found when commercially available instrumen-
tation is not critically appraised before use [98].

8.5 Graphical representation

8.5.1 Cartesian

Statistical data error is discussed above; now to consider how such data, along with
the error, might be graphically represented: [99]25

First, about graphical representation more generally. Often it is convenient to
display scientific results as a tabulation of numerical values. And, further conve-
nient to plot some of those values on a Cartesian grid (Fig. 8.5) [100, 101, 102]

23 Variations of Ink analytical chemistry – as examples – Gedankenexperiment – continue through-
out this book. Preface 2.3 & 2.2.
24 Method validation. Chapters 5, 8, 11.
25 Too much scientific technical detail here? Preface 2.1.
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– as an x,y plot [103] – that might result in a straight or curved line.

Often that resulting line can be found to have meaning, simply by visual inspection.
For example [104]: a dose/response curve (Fig. 8.6) [105]26 – with a gradient of in-
creasing severity [106] between no effect and death that might be relevant to the

response

fatal

none
dose (mg / kg of test animal body mass)

Fig. 8.6: Dose/response [107, 108].
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Fig. 8.5: Cartesian grid.

26 Dose/response Chapters 1 & 8.
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acute toxicology of workplace chemical exposures, and might have a relevance in
labour law litigation.

Often, that resulting line can be found to have meaning – as related to a mathe-
matically supported theory – with arguments that the plotted line would “prove”
the theory and allow for further data to be calculated. But also, sometimes, this
seeking of a mathematically supported theory would fail.

Graphical representation considered as for general concept:

8.5.2 Straight line: y =m × x + b

When observed data are to be tested against a theory with thought of mathematical
expression, it is often convenient to look for algebraic rearrangement into a straight-
line equation on the x,y grid, in the general form: y =m× x + b (Fig. 8.7) – shown here
for a specific example [109] as for y = 0.5 × x + 5 [110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115]27:

5

b = 5

Φ=26.6º

5

10

15

+y

x=0

y=0

10 15 20

+X

∆x=7

m=.5 ∆ y=3.5

Fig. 8.7: y =m× x + b.

27 Too much scientific technical detail here? Preface 2.1.
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where x and y are values measured on the abscissa (horizontal) and ordinate
(vertical) right-angled axes, m is the slope of the line = Δy/Δx = rise/run = tan ϕ
(where ϕ is the angle with the x axis) and b is the intercept with the y axis.

8.5.3 Error representation

Although often not stated, data that are plotted carry error.28 This may be indicated
in the data tabulation, and carried on into the graphical representation (Fig. 8.8) –
shown as an “error rectangle” – or better, ellipse [116, 117, 118, 119].

A fictitious example, sketched, is illustrated in Fig. 8.9a & Fig. 8.9b: [120].

error rectangle ellipse Fig. 8.8: Error rectangle ellipse.

5

5

10

15

+y

x=0

y=0
10 15 20

+X

Fig. 8.9(a): Error shown on Cartesian grid.

28 Too much scientific technical detail here? Preface 2.1.
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It may be sufficient to draw conclusions from a graphical representation by visual
inspection – often obvious. But sometimes not, and even when obvious, formal math-
ematical method can be used. Thus, for straight-line plots – as above – least squares
[121, 122] methods are often used to find a best fit for the data points. But care must be
taken to be aware of outlier points, that if not deleted from the calculations (but not
deleted from the record), would distort the conclusion. And further care must neces-
sarily be stated for deletion decision-making.

Rod Pierce, Math is Fun, gives a formula for the slope for the “. . . the line of
best fit for N points . . .” : [123]

m= ðNΣ xyð Þ− ΣxΣyÞ = NΣ x2
� �

− ðΣxÞ2

8.5.4 Further about graphical representation

The above treatments of graphical representations are for analyses related to straight-
line geometry; the simplest and easiest to read and interpret. But other graphical ge-
ometries and related mathematics might be used; some graphical representation can
continue to defy explanation; and some may convince the researchers that they got it
wrong somewhere. There is also three-dimensional x, y, z mathematics.

Similar to the indication above, for statistical errors, these issues of graphical
representations would usually not be encountered directly in specific forensic sci-
ence evaluations. But again, it is important to realize that they can provide a theo-
retical underpinning for some analytical chemical results.

It should also be noted that some graphics may be so intuitively obvious as to
be persuasive without showing the mathematics. For example: The patient data on
the benefit of medical practitioner handwashing presented by Ignaz Semmelweis
(Fig. 8.10) [124, 125, 126, 127].

Some pictorial representations may similarly be intuitively obvious, without math-
ematical analysis. For example: The carpentry and wood grain matches in the Lind-
bergh kidnapping case, 1932 [128, 129].

Fig. 8.9(b): y = .5 × x + 5 x,y table.
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8.6 Blunder

Even if the systematic, statistical and theoretical error possibilities are all under con-
trol, errors of blunder [131] can also happen. Possibilities abound, such as: [130, 132]
– sample mix-up so that the wrong sample is analysed;
– the correct sample is compared against the wrong reference standard;
– the wrong method is applied; wrong instrumentation is used;
– the correct sample is routed to the wrong scientist who performs analyses irrele-

vant to the case at hand;
– the sample experiences the wrong handling conditions (e.g., stored in an oven

rather than a refrigerator, or is accidentally spilled on the floor);
– there is a labelling failure (the “time-sensitive – do it now” sticker falls off and is

mistakenly reattached to the next container whose “incubate for 3 weeks” sticker
also fell off);

– there is a paperwork mix-up so that the correct work on the correct sample is
reported for some other unrelated sample;

– one or the other, or both, the sample and the paperwork is lost;
– there are typographical/transcription errors in the final report (either originating

there, or in prior paperwork). Often such simple errors are obvious and can be cor-
rected and passed over with amusement, [133, 134, 135, 136] but sometimes not.

Any of these kinds of blunders can render the forensic work wrong and useless; or
worse. How embarrassing! In a legal context can implicate or exonerate the wrong
person. How tragic!

8.7 Ethical issues

How forensic evidence, including of experts, is brought before courts and tribunals was
discussed in Chapter 1. There are not only error possibilities, but also ethical issues29:

8.7.1 Ethics

As indicated in Chapter 5, a hallmark of a professional is to be held to act within
proper ethical and professional bounds [137, 138]. This may be defined and taught
by professional organizations [139]. For some professions, their ethics are given an au-
thority of law, [140] which may to some extent be a trade-off for the state having
granted a licencing regime that amounts to a monopoly [141] for commercial practice.

29 Ethics. Lawyers. Experts. Etc. Preface intro. quote. Chapters 1, 5, 8, 9.
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A theory behind these ethical regimes is that the professional’s special knowl-
edge and skill must be accompanied by a concept of public service and responsi-
bility, which is linked to a professional obligation to always strive towards truth,
and to otherwise try to be accountable to do a good job. Generally, for a forensic
chemist, doing a good job includes producing and reporting reliably credible ana-
lytical results, in a proper way. It also includes proper accountability – especially
when something goes wrong.

In the author’s opinion, the ethical obligation of this theory should transcend
contrary requirements of personal livelihood, employers, and sometimes of the com-
munity and the law – with the result that, if need be, the professional must speak
out, and/or resign position. In workplace cultures of the real work-a-day world this
can be a tall order, particularly when there is a high unemployment economy that
sometimes happens [142]. It may therefore be understandable if an operating person
shirks this ethical standard for fear of retribution; it is also, in some sense forgivable
[143]. But, in such circumstances, there should not be a self-deception of functioning
as an ethical professional. However, such a charitable approach should not be so
readily applied to leadership personnel.

Fortunately, most practices of personal livelihood, employers, the community
and the law are well allied with professional ethics, so that the negative possibilities
referred to above should be rare. But it is the possibility that gives definition to the
concept of ethical obligation.

Another aspect of ethics requires realistic reporting by the forensic scientist, to
all concerned, of the true capabilities and limitations of a method, and not to exag-
gerate to anyone’s advantage. Although the scientist should be well aware of a
method’s capabilities, investigators, and the citizen (by self, or through legal coun-
sel) whose case is at issue, may not; ethics requires that they should have ready ac-
cess to the scientist’s report.30

A forensic scientist should not be part of an exaggeration by others. For exam-
ple, [144] if a factory inspector employs a forensic scientist (an occupational hygien-
ist) to monitor CO2,

31 and then tells a worried worker that scientific air quality
measurements prove there is no health hazard, that scientist is ethically bound to
correct this, and should complain that the method is being seriously and wrongly
overstated. This should be reported upward in the forensic agency’s chain of au-
thority, although it might be career limiting or damaging. This should also be of eth-
ical concern to the factory inspectorate.

Ethical concerns about science-based subterfuge also extend to criminal investi-
gations. If, in the ink example, [145, 146]32 a police officer tries to get the accused to

30 Proper scientific report. Chapters 5, 8, 9, 11.
31 CO2 CO Chapters 2, 3, 6, 8.
32 Ink analytical chemistry as examples.

Preface 2, Chapters 1, 2, 3, 8, 9.
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panic into a confession by claiming that they can “prove the accused was there then
because of scientific dating of fingerprints on the counter top where forgery was done,”
the forensic scientist, when/if learning of this, should complain that there is as yet no
such method.33,34 [147] Even if the accused were actually guilty, and even if the “confes-
sion” would be an important economy in the constabulary’s “fight against crime,” the
scientist should not compromise on ethics; and if otherwise, thinking that “fighting
crime” is paramount, then there should not be claim to be an ethical scientist.

Another example of ethical concern is the use of “lie-detector” tests [148, 149].
These require the subject to submit to an interrogative session that most lawyers
would often advise against, simply on the basis that those with legal problems should
only communicate with those of authority through counsel. This is of particular con-
cern for criminal investigations where even truthful statements can be used against
accused, who might even be innocent. Of further ethical concern is any representa-
tion to accused of these tests as an error-free method of vindication.

Some other aspects of ethical issues:

8.7.2 Ethics and economy

Not surprisingly, better, more reliable, forensic work may be done if greater profes-
sional resources are expended, at greater cost; and conversely, less reliable if done
on-the-cheap. This raises two ethical questions35:
Do cases involving more important

– people
– issues

rate better, more costly, work?

The answer to the first question should be an obvious no [150, 151]. Actual practice
frequently might not reflect this.

The answer to the second question is more difficult. Surely, there are gradients
of importance in real-world decision-making: For example an ink investigation for a
commercial forgery case is trivial relative to a murder investigation. Everyone whose
case would be under forensic study is surely entitled to a high standard of investi-
gation, even at considerable expense to the state. But also, the investigation of a
murder should take extra care, at extra cost, because of the extra seriousness.
Phrased another way: the forgery case deserves no less than proper care and

33 Police trickery allowed. Chapter 8.
34 Fingerprint probability. Chapters 1 & 4.

Fingerprint visualization. Fluorescence & phosphorescence. Chapters 6 & 9.
Fingerprint when. Chapters 7 & 8.

35 Ethics. Lawyers. Experts. Etc. Preface 2.3, Chapters 1, 5, 8, 9.
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expense, but the murder investigation deserves more; this is not such a satisfying
answer. However, a forensic scientist who would do sloppy work in the forgery
case, thinking it unimportant, commits an ethical transgression, notwithstanding
that the lab results would turn out to be correct, and the accused would be found
guilty anyhow [152].

An additional ethical concern here should be that the forensic scientist remains
as blind as practicable to other reports of the case, public discussion and the accu-
sed’s identity.

8.7.3 Ethical issues – forensic personnel

Even if all the error possibilities discussed above are under control, there are still
possibilities that ethical issues could interfere with the reporting of correct forensic
results.36

Thus, if the forensic scientist learns that the case being worked on involves
someone or thing with a relationship, this must be reported as a potential conflict of
interest, so that any of the parties (including the scientist) who wish to argue a rea-
sonable apprehension of bias can do so [153].

Such conflict might include if the subject of the case is: a family member, friend,
enemy, or business rival; or is a business or other property in which there is a financial
interest (e.g., if the scientist is a shareholder in the ink manufacturing or sales company).

These conflicts and reasonable apprehensions that occasionally do arise may be
unavoidable surprises, and there is no ethical stigma for declaring them when dis-
covered and withdrawing, if appropriate. Withdrawal is not always necessary. A
typical conflict and reasonable apprehension would arise when the judge comes into
the courtroom to start a criminal trial and notices that the accused used to be a cli-
ent when the judge used to be defence counsel before appointment to the bench
[154]. Sometimes the Crown and the new defence counsel will voice no objection,
and sometimes otherwise. However, to be aware of a conflict and to not report it is
ethically wrong.

While such ethical issues are not scientific errors, they have been dealt with
here because if discovered too late they can, like errors, prevent forensic work from
being used at law.37

36 Ethics. Lawyers. Experts. Etc. Preface 2.3, Chapters 1, 5, 8, 9.
37 Ethical. Chapters 1, 5, 8.
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8.7.4 Ethical behaviour of the state

Another ethical issue involves the behaviour of the state –when its criminal law enforce-
ment activities involve intentionally misleading the citizenry [155]. In some circumstan-
ces, Canadian law clearly allows, if not encourages, such subterfuge [156, 157, 158]38

The question here is not the use of subterfuge-source data at law – it can some-
times legally be used in Canada – but rather whether or not the forensic scientist should
want to be in the employ of the state – and part of the process –when it does so.

More broadly, the question is whether or not the citizenry should have confi-
dence in the scientific declaration of state agencies. For example, the author has
argued that Health Canada – Canada’s national health agency – has a tainted health-
science credibility throughout the entirety of its systems because of its involvement in
criminal law enforcement.39

A corollary policy issue, that goes beyond forensic science ethics, is perhaps more
important: If law enforcement personnel are allowed and encouraged to do subter-
fuge, then it becomes an effective part of their job description. If there then can
develop a culture of deceit – where does it stop? [159].

8.8 Fraud

[160]
[. . .]

7 Their feet run to evil, and they make haste to shed innocent blood; their thoughts are thoughts
of iniquity, desolation and destruction are in their paths.

[161, 162] [Isaiah] [163, 164, 165, 166]
[. . .]

In consideration of indications above, there are, regrettably, issues that do involve ethi-
cal wrongs.40,41 Most regrettable of the various forms of scientific misconduct [167, 168,
169] is fraud. This is not unknown among scientists – forensic [170, 171, 172,
173, 174, 175] and otherwise [176, 177, 178, 179, 180, 181, 182, 183, 184, 185, 186, 187].
And, lawyers’ various misconducts [188, 189, 190, 191, 192]. Nor is it unknown amongst
other participants – for example, Colonel Hubert Henry – of the Dreyfus Affair [193].

There is also the recent – and ongoing – story of Theranos [194, 195].
And, the bomb detector ADE 651 that was fraudulently fake [196, 197].

38 Police trickery allowed. Chapter 8.
39 re criticism of Health Canada, Judges, et al. Preface 4.1, 4.3, Chapters 10 & 11.
40 Ethics. Lawyers. Experts. Etc. Preface intro. quote. Preface 2.3, Chapters 1, 5, 8, 9.
41 Fraud. Griffiths Report, 2001. QA failure. Gemma Ramlal, 2001. Annie Doukhan, 2012. Preface
4.3, Chapters 8, 9, 10.
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And, Annie Dookhan, Massachusetts Drug Lab [198].
And, in fictional literature, the “Infraredioscope,” 1953 [199].42

Because one of the main attributes of any profession is reputation for credibility
and integrity, the dishonesty of even a small minority is very, very serious, and very,
very damaging.

8.9 Near-fraud

The fraud discussed just above would involve such actions as the actual wilful faking or
altering of data [200, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205] or reports, either directly or indirectly, and
cover-up therefor. But, there is also the acquiescence others that might be described as-
near-fraud (although in some sense still fraud, albeit it of a lesser nature). This would
include not reporting upward in the chain of authority when actual fraud is observed. It
may also include – if there is intention to mislead – taking a wilfully cavalier or neglect-
ful approach to the formalisms of science, its financing, [206] and its record keeping.

Near-fraud might also include – again with intention to mislead – being unre-
sponsive or intentionally unclear, or unfairly demanding of bureaucratic precision,
[207] to forestall legitimate requests of information [208, 209, 210]. Near-fraud might
also include scientific negligence and sloppiness. For lawyers it might include what is
called sharp practice.

Both fraud and near-fraud are characterized by some degree of wilfulness. Near-
fraud, less serious in a moral sense, but still involving correctable behaviour.

8.10 How to try to limit and cope with error

8.10.1 Error control

It should first be noted that although careful work, including good organization and
documentation, do facilitate good error control, they do not guarantee error-free
work. It is always possible to miss something; that is why formal error control meth-
ods are so important. Good error control for quantitative measurements is always in
the context of required-to-be-explained statistical uncertainty. This applies to forensic
analytical chemistry measurements, as well as to theoretical studies [211].

It should also be noted that good error control does not remedy incorrect data
to give it worthwhile meaning [212]. The analyst should, with avoidance in mind, be
aware of the danger of quod volimus credimus libenter [213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218].

Good error control may be strived for by considering, with avoidance in mind:

42 Fictional literature. Christie. Poe. Preface 2.2, Chapters 5 & 8.
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8.11 Quality assurance

8.11.1 Introduction

As indicated in Chapter 5, modern commercial, industrial and laboratory practices
should have a strong focus on producing quality products and services, and for assur-
ing consumers of that quality.43 Not only to look at the technology of the products
and services, but also the organizational functions that produce them [219, 220].

Thus, a forensic lab must have a consistently applied and well-documented
quality assurance programme, without which results reported by that lab should
not be seen as worth much, and should be looked at with scepticism, by judges and
paying contracting clients, including taxpayers when government is involved.

This chapter part deals with quality assurance in the context of formalized
processes.

The service of a forensic lab is the provision of a report (see Chapter 9)44 of forensic
results and conclusions that is reliably accurate; and well-explained in writing, to the
contracting client, and to whomever else is entitled to the report. For a forensic lab that
whomever else would be the various other parties,45 and since many legal processes
are essentially public,46 the forensic report may become a public document.

8.11.2 ISO 9002. ISO/IEC 17025:2005

The International Organization for Standardization [221] publishes its 9000 series
of standards for quality assurance [222]. ISO 9002, also published by the Canadian
Standards Association as CAN/CSA-ISO 9002-94, [223] deals, in general terms, with
the organizational structure and functions of a quality assurance programme.

ISO/IEC 17025:2005, [224, 225] applies specifically for laboratories that do testing.
ISO/IEC 17025:2005 and ISO 9002 are used here to show what a quality standard

looks like, and what should go into a quality assurance regime. They are chosen here
for convenience because they are so widely known. There is nothing especially magi-
cal about their particular wording – their essential features are found elsewhere [226]
– what is important is the content [227]. Generally, some important concepts:
– Defined and documented quality policy – by management with executive re-

sponsibility and authority
– Functions of quality-directed personnel are defined and documented

43 Accreditation. QA ISO. ANAB. Chapters 5, 8, 10 11.
44 QA. Quality assurance. Report. Chapters 8 & 9.
45 Advocacy. Preface 4.1, Chapter 1, 8.
46 Public. Preface 4, Chapters 5 & 8.
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– Management with executive responsibility and authority regularly reviews the
quality system

– There must be a quality manual
– Documented procedures
– Definition and documentation for quality planning
– Requirements of work to be done for clients adequately defined and documented,

and for the forensic lab capable of delivery
– Procedures to control documents and data; and to be documented
– Control of sample identification, movement and processing
– Documented procedures for validation, inspection and testing47

– Results of analytical chemistry work inspected and tested
– Documented procedures for what to do when the inspection and testing reveal

problems with the analytical chemistry work; and for prevention
– Documented procedures for the records related to all of this; and such record

keeping is to be done
– Internal and external quality audits
– Documented procedures for personnel training and qualification, and accreditation
– Statistical techniques for controlling the quality processes; and documented

Generally, the above is reflected in the ISO/IEC 17025:2005 headings [228].48 Gener-
ally, it would be similar to other ISO standards, such as ISO 9002. Such provisions
would try to assure quality work by careful consideration of the processes that are
accessible by comprehensive documentation and document control – to allow for
scrutiny and correction. Much of this would seem intuitive by a science team dedi-
cated to trying to do good work, and while stating so may seem repetitive and te-
dious, it is also important to state it formally.

Considerations of ISO/IEC 17025:2005 and ISO 9002, etc., lead to some other
matters that should also be dealt with.

8.11.3 Public

Public scrutiny should be regarded as a potential method of error control.49 How-
ever, this should be viewed in contrast to some needs for confidentiality, and there
should be a reasonable approach to government secrecy – see in Chapter 5.

As indicated in Chapter 5, the forensic report may sometimes become a public
document. Depending on the nature of the case, not only this report, but also other
aspects of the forensic process may become public. ISO/IEC 17025:2005 and ISO

47 Method validation. Chapters 5, 8, 11.
48 Method validation. Chapters 5, 8, 11.
49 Public. Preface 4, Chapters 5 & 8.
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9002 do not appear to deal with this; their background assumptions would appear
to be that the report and supporting information are the private business of the con-
tracting parties – the forensic lab and its client – and that the lab and its personnel
would hold all confidential at the pleasure of the client. The client may do anything
it likes [229] with the report and supporting information – from publishing it by
paid advertisement in The New York Times or posting it on the Internet, to trying to
hide it forever.

But, since, as mentioned in Chapter 5, many government and legal processes
are or should be essentially public, it may happen that others than the forensic lab
and its client may be able to have access. While many litigants may wish otherwise,
this is an important feature of the justice systems of Canada, the United Kingdom
and the United States [230, 231].

Another cause for the forensic report and supporting information to become pub-
lic, as a matter of public policy, is because of state treasure in the process – either
directly as a part of the government structure, or indirectly as government-sponsored
work, or even more indirectly where even a small amount of government money is in
a larger project of mostly non-government money. In the United States, the involve-
ment of federal government money has additional qui tam possibilities.50

Public access to such reports and information may come quite easily and rou-
tinely – by:
– publication as public documents,
– releases to the media, including Internet,
– publication in scientific journals,
– grants of patents of invention,
– parliamentary statements, and
– replies to citizens’ enquiries – either by direct process; or under freedom of in-

formation legislation.51

But when it is sometimes not so easy, [232] it is reasonable and responsibly demo-
cratic for the citizen to speculate that “Something is rotten . . ., ” [233] and to inves-
tigate and raise a fuss – by:
– freedom of information process,
– litigation – as for disclosure to be provided to defence counsel,
– criticism in the media.
– political process.

However, when the controlling authorities do not want to disclose, the eventual dis-
closure, if it comes at all, would likely not be timely.

50 US Qui tam. Chapters 1, 8, 9.
51 Freedom of info. legislation. Chapters 5, 8, 10.
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8.11.4 Peer review

Peer review is an important part of the scientific process. It is usually the critical
scrutiny by other scientists, knowledgeable in the field, that is required before pub-
lication in a scientific journal, [234, 235] or other publications, or the granting of re-
search funds. It is typically a formalized process; sometimes uncomfortable to those
being reviewed. While editors and granters would both have the final say for pub-
lishing or granting, and the author may reply, the process of referee comment is es-
sential. However it can be time-consuming – and sometimes exasperating – and
sometimes perhaps with ugly scenes.

Essentially, peer review is another opinion in a hopefully organized way. The
concept is consistent with ISO 9002’s quality audits.52

While peer review would mostly be associated with science publications and re-
search grants, it may also find a place in the approval process for forensic reports –
most particularly reports that are non-routine.

8.11.5 Audits and scrutiny

Audits and scrutiny, internally, and done by an external agency, can be important
to a lab’s credibility [236]53. These may be covered by effective inclusion in other
error control methods. But they can also be done in addition, and independently

8.11.6 Accreditation

Also consistent with ISO quality audits, is the accreditation process for analytical
labs [237, 238, 239, 240, 241, 242, 243, 244, 245, 246, 247]54. In this process, an exter-
nal agency [248] scrutinizes the lab and its personnel and subsequently accredits or
certifies that lab, or not. Such accreditation is according to the terms and criteria of
the accrediting agency, and care should be taken not to confuse the terms of one
accreditation with another. For example, ISO 9000 series registration is not the
same as accreditation of a lab for specific forensic analytical purposes.

There can also be accreditation processes of lab personnel.55

52 Audit. Chapter 8.
53 Audit. Chapter 8.
54 Accreditation. QA ISO. ANAB. Chapters 5, 8, 10, 11.
55 Personnel – scientific qualification. Automated instrumentation. Chapters 5, 6, 8.
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8.11.7 Document trail

One of the most essential aspects of any quality assurance programme is its docu-
mentation – see above, and in Chapter 5.56 While that documentation does not
guarantee quality, nor is it absolutely tamper-proof evidence, the absence of even
part of it, or defects, clearly raises questions of credibility. Any inadequately ex-
plained break in the document trail – or even a break in its transparency – should
be addressed.

8.11.8 Method validation

As indicated above, an important quality aspect is the assurance that the analytical
chemistry method, and the related instrumental systems actually work – that they
can be relied on to produce correct results.57,58 If there is some flaw to stand in the
way, then the method is not valid and should not be used. Perhaps the method might
be good enough to give approximations, but if so, that limitation must be stated.

Part of any quality assurance regime is a checking of the method. This should
be by formal processes, documentation of which forms part of the record of the
analysis. Method validation failure is a serious reason to not accept the analytical
results, as is a failure to show the documentation.

8.12 Replication and multiple-blind check samples

The ideal concept of blind determinations is associated with law-related process.
Ancient and subsequent imagery of Justitia survives – with blindfold, scales and
sword [249, 250, 251, 252, 253, 254].59 By analogy, then, forensic analyses should be
with the analysts being as blind as practicable to the related human story.

Applying this further: Blind replication of lab analyses and multiple-blind
check samples can be important to avoid some kinds of error. These are based on
the idea that such errors would be more likely caught if the same work is done again
(perhaps several times) as remotely as practicable from the first time. These analyses-
again would be for actual samples analyses and for created check samples.

56 Lab core documents. SOP. Scientific literature. Chapters 3, 5, 8.
57 Method validation. Chapters 5 & 8.
58 Validation. DRE. Chapters 8 & 11.
59 Justitia. Preface 4.1, Chapters 5 & 8.
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Thus, for the forensic ink analysis used60 as examples in previous chapters, the
results from the procedure set out in Chapter 3, would have added reliability if two
separate TLC plates were used. And more reliability still, if those second TLC proce-
dures were done by a second chemist, blind to the work of the original chemist.
And, even more reliability still could be achieved by having the second experiments
done yet again by another chemist in another lab. And so on.

How far the so on should go becomes not as much a question of science, but
rather a question of administrative feasibility as to time, cost and how much of the
sample is left; and is ultimately a question of judicial interpretation as to necessity;
and maybe judicial patience.

For a single case of only moderate importance, [255] such as the ink example,
with well-documented lab work, in a reputable lab, by a reputable chemist, one
set of experiments is arguably enough (and many chemists would routinely have
done more than one spotting on the TLC plates, anyhow). It might well be reason-
able for a judge to tell defence counsel that the once-only TLC work would stand,
unless the defence itself arranges for additional work, or has acceptable specific
reasons otherwise [256].

An extended kind of replication is for the forensic process to be repeated inde-
pendently at several other labs [257]. In the ink example, this would not be too prac-
ticable because the destructive testing61 method used by the first lab might also be
used by subsequent labs; the sample would go to being used-up.

However, for some processes, replication might be replaced by of some kind of
proficiency monitoring. As for labs that do large volumes of routine analyses.

As a fictitious example: [258] Suppose a region economically depends on its
paint industry to such an extent that to assure quality its government inspectors
take dozens of samples daily from producers, wholesalers and retailers. At the end
of each day, these samples are delivered to a government forensic chemistry lab
(totalling more than 15,000 samples last year). For those samples not meeting the
criteria set out in the legislated regulations, a Certificate of Failure to Meet Stan-
dard is forwarded to the Crown Attorney for prosecution for an absolute liability
offence [259].

Thus, a team of chemists at the government lab continually does analyses on
very many samples. It is dreary routine work, and no chemist can remember which
sample was done by whom, or when – there are so many – it seems to go on forever.
Therefore, the evaluation and legal process relies absolutely on the documentation.

60 Variations of Ink analytical chemistry – as examples – Gedankenexperiment – continue
throughout this book. Preface 2.3 & 2.2.
61 Destructive and non-destructive testing. Chapters 3, 5, 8.
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The reasonable question arises: For such a volume of routine work, with scant
possibility of personal recollection, what are the chances of error – that something
sometimes goes wrong – for example: a sample mix-up blunder (see above)?

In the author’s view, the answer is: not zero; any claim to the contrary, in the real
world, where absolute perfection is elusive, is absurd; perhaps in a fantasized alter-
native universe, but not here. Readers should examine this statement in the context
of their own experiences with large institutions and their bureaucracies. Who has
never heard of such an error – in analogy: at school, at work, with a public utility,
with a government agency, [260] in news reports [261, 262, 263] with a large retailer,
with professionals who serve the public, or as typos [264] in a reputably published
book? [265]

Rather, for such a high-volume lab situation, a statistical gauge [266] should be
used, to try to obtain a reasonable assessment of what the error rate is, so that it can
be reasonably coped-with. This may be called proficiency monitoring.

Such a statistical gauge could be a system of multiple-blind check sampling, by
which known samples are prepared external to the group doing the analyses. These
would then be distributed as though they were real, and the analytical results subse-
quently compared to the preparation records. Such a procedure might be regarded as
a kind-of statistical substitute for replicate analyses.

Multiple-blind here means that although the group of analysts – the chemists –
would know there would be checking, they would not know of – be blind to – some
various aspects of the checking procedure. This would include as blind to some or all of:
– Which samples are for checks? [267]
– What would be in any check sample?
– How frequently check sampling is done?
– For how many check samples?
– How the check samples get into the analysis stream?
– What supervisory personnel, at what levels, administer the check sampling?
– To what extent supervisory personnel are blind to the details of the checking

processes?
– Who gets to see the results of the check sampling, and when?
– Who determines the failure that the check sampling would be seeking; and the

consequences?

Single-blind lab analyses here would mean that the analysts would know which sam-
ples are for checks, etc., but would not know what is in them. (The term double-blind is
often used for pharmaceutical trials for when neither the medical researchers nor the
patients know, until revealed later, whether it is an active drug or placebo; not the situ-
ation here although similar in general concept, with similar terminology.)

To continue this example, [268] if, in due-course, the statistical report were to
reveal an error rate of 5% (that is, the analysis is quantitatively off beyond ± defined
limits, or is qualitatively wrong), then everyone involved should have serious
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concern about the lab’s credibility, including industry owners, judges, insurance
carriers and taxpayers, or others who are paying for the work. Product liability law-
yers may start taking an interest.

But an error rate of, to alternatively extend the example, [269] 0.05% is not so easy
to decide about. Perhaps a judge would allow the lab’s work as credible, provided that
there would be an adequate ISO 9002-type document trail (see above) for defence coun-
sel and others to scrutinize. In the absence of the document trail, it is the author’s view
that no work of the lab should be accepted as credible; and likewise if there is nomulti-
ple-blind statistical gauge of error, or replicate analysis.

It should be noted that single-blind check sampling is not sufficient to gauge
the error rate.62 Although single-blind sampling scrutinizes the proficiency of the
chemist under certain conditions, it is not adequate to scrutinize the lab’s in-process
performance.

Generally, the use of replication and multiple-blind check samples is a realistic
way to reduce the chance for error.

8.13 Some general advice

For some kinds of errors discussed above – systematic, wrong theory, blunder,
and ethical issues, there is little effective advice other than to take care, to follow
the quality assurance procedures – including SOPs and documentation referred to
in Chapter 5 – and to do replicate analyses and multiple blind check samples referred
to in this chapter, when possible. And not to be arrogant that errors cannot happen,
but rather to be prepared to discuss probabilities.

Fraud and near-fraud (see above) are more difficult to deal with because both in-
volve some elements of dishonesty/uncooperativeness on the part of someone who
might well be trying to cover-up. A sometimes effective method to discover fraud and
near-fraud is to look for irregularities in the document trail (see in Chapter 5), that
might have been overlooked in a cover-up attempt, or be beyond its reach.

Perhaps a most newsworthy exposure of fraud and near-fraud is because of
whistle-blowers, particularly in the United States under strengthened Civil War–era
bounty hunter – qui tam – legislation.63 Whistle blowers would often be disgruntled
former employees, or soon-to-be former employees.

Statistical error (see above) can be dealt with by clearly defined decision-mak-
ing as to the tolerable limits of fluctuation, and by control chart tracking.

62 Error. Sampling. Sampling plan. Chapters 3, 4, 8.
63 US Qui tam. Chapters 1, 8, 9.
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8.14 Critical appraisal – nullius in verba

As written above the service of a forensic lab is the provision of a report (Chapter 9) of
reliably accurate results and conclusions –well explained in writing [270]64 [271, 272].

Perhaps, a good indicator of quality processes with good error control is the
appearance of that report. If the report is concisely written to convey meaning,
presenting and interpreting the relevant data in a meaningful way, with conve-
nient reference to other supporting and explanatory literature, and with an error
discussion, then it is likely reliable. These criteria are not absolutely sure tests
for reliability; but any of these criteria failure would be a good indicator of
unreliability.

The above is consistent with the concept that an understandable meaningful re-
port would allow for a meaningful critical appraisal – so that the reader can apply
the concepts, as stated in Preface 4, that science is nullius in verba, and that ipse
dixit is not good enough.

The above is also consistent with the concept implied by the Yiddish expression
séchel [273] – that what is presented is to be thought about and seems to make

good sense [274, 275].
And, also consistent with the concept expressed by the fictional Prince Kinnall,

quoted in Chapter 9.65

Another indicator of forensic quality processes are the responses of the report’s
providers when asked reasonable questions that are reasonably answerable. Non-
answers are perhaps suggestive of unreliability, as is arrogance or an anger re-
sponse for asking [276].

Notes

1 Introductory quotes, etc. Preface.
2 “All analytical measurements are wrong: it’s just a question of how large the errors are, and

whether they are acceptable.” M. Thompson, Analytical quality control in theory and practice, Pro-
ceedings of the 3rd International Symposium on the Harmonization of Quality Assurance Systems
in Analytical Chemistry, 19–20 Apr., 1989, Washington, DC (ISO/REMCO 184): 183–189 (1989) —
as quoted by W.M. Johnson in “Quality Control and Quality Assurance” — Chapter 8 in C. Riddle,
ed., Analysis of Geological Materials, Marcel Decker, Inc., New York City, 1993, page 343.

3 (University of Toronto Library Catalogue
http://search.library.utoronto.ca/details?3222369&uuid=cafac584-0da3-4769-b967-

2d9f4401e598
ISBN 0772970343 (set), 0772970351 (v. 1), 077297036X (v. 2).)

64 Nullius in verba. Preface 4.1, Chapters 2, 5, 8.
65 Prince Kinnall. Chapters 8 & 9.
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Lab errors may void Ontario drug convictions [Toronto, 2001]
Botched paperwork at a federal lab may void thousands of drug convictions in Ontario.
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ing time, may be off the hook because of bungled paperwork at a federal drug lab.
The problem involves thousands of drug analysis certificates that Health Canada says might
be not be accurate.
The certificates are issued in every case where suspected illegal drugs are found. They are
used by courts to identify and determine the purity of various drugs.
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28 Bias. Chapter 8.
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35 See John Keenan Taylor, Quality Assurance of Chemical Measurements, Lewis Publishers, Inc.,

1987; page 7.
36 Farrington Daniels, J.W. Williams, Paul Bender, Robert A. Alberty, C.D. Cornwell, Experimental

Physical Chemistry, Sixth Edition, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York; 1962; Chapter 18,
“Treatment of Experimental Data,” page 393, et seq.

37 See: Betty R. Kirkwood, ESSENTIALS OF Medical Statistics, Blackwell Scientific Publications,
Oxford, OX2 0EL; 1988; ISBN 0-632-01052-5; pages 10 and 11; page 21, et seq.
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42 e = 2.71828... = natural or Napierian log base. See William K. Morrill, Calculus, D. Van Nostrand

Company, Inc., Princeton, N.J. ..., 1956, page 125 et seq.
43 Generally expressed: y = (1/ (√(2Π)))e-x²/2

y = (1/ (√(2Π)))exp (-x2/2)
44 Carl Friedrich Gauss http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Normal_distribution
45 Jane Muir, “Carl Friedrich Gauss, 1777–1885,” in OF MEN AND NUMBERS/THE STORY OF

GREAT MATHEMATICIANS, DOVER PUBLICATIONS, INC., New York, pages 157→183, 1996;
ISBN-13: 978-0-486-28,973-1; ISBN-10: 0–486-28,973-7.
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47 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Normal_distribution https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Observational_error
48 For purposes here: y = (1/(s (/(2Π))))exp [-(x - x ̅)2/2s2]

See John Keenan Taylor, Statistical Techniques for Data Analysis, Lewis Publishers, Inc.,
CRC Press, Inc., Boca Raton, Florida, 33421; 1990; ISBN 0-87371-250-1; 1990; pages 25 and 26.

In the treatment here x ̅ is used to approximate μ used by Taylor, and s is used to approxi-
mate his σ.

Applying the data of the fictitious example here:
y = (.29) exp [-(x - x̅)2/3.74]

49 It, kind of, looks like a bell.
50 Not to be confused with Richard J. Herrnstein and Charles Murray, The Bell Curve / Intelligence

and Class Structure in American Life; Free Press, 1994; ISBN 0-02-914673-9. Nor with Charles
Murray, Human Diversity: The Biology of Gender, Race, and Class, Twelve/Hatchette Book
Group, New York City, 10104. January 2020. Neither recommended here.

https://www.amazon.com/Charles-Murray/e/B000AP5UJQ
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51 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
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52 Σ =math symbol sigma for a summation of a list of numbers.
https://www.mathsisfun.com/algebra/sigma-notation.html
https://www.mathsisfun.com/definitions/letter-s.html

53 Mean =
x̅ = (Σ x)/ n Kirkwood, page 12.
x̅ = μ Kirkwood, page 22.

54 x̅ “. . . spoken ‘x bar’. . .,” Kirkwood, page 12.
55 standard deviation =

s = √(( Σ( x – x ̅)2) / (n – 1)) Kirkwood, page 14.
s = σ Kirkwood, page 22.

56 √ =math symbol for square root of a number.
https://www.mathsisfun.com/definitions/square-root.html
https://www.mathsisfun.com/definitions/letter-s.html

57 (See Tab. 8.5.)

58 = √( (.00000042)/(5–1))
= √( (.00000042)/(4))
= √( 0.000000105)
= ±.00032

59 See, for example, Kirkwood, page 8, et seq., for haemoglobin measure; and page 21 et seq., for
heights.

60 For purposes here “accurate” should be taken to mean as sufficiently so that no one is arguing
about it. It is not intended to mean here as absolutely accurate, or that absolute accuracy can
actually be surely known.

61 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
62 “Organic” here means a hydrocarbon composed mostly of C and H atoms, often with some

other atoms. This is a chemical science definition and is not a now popularly used meaning for
natural and safe. Many, if not most organics by the chemical science meaning would not be
safe in the popular meaning; and many would not be natural.

63 [ ] is used to indicate a concentration – [Cx Hy] – here an organic solvent in blood. Thus, for
worker #1 tabulated below – [Cx Hy] = 5.6 milligrams of the organic solvent per millilitre of
blood (which, by volume, is mostly water).

64 Such as in Ontario for lead in blood – R.R.O. 1990 Reg. 843 – under the Occupational Health
and Safety Act, R.S.O. 1990 c. O.1. See M.G., The Law of Occupational Health and Safety in On-
tario, 2nd ed., Butterworths, Toronto, 1994, Appendix II.

65 But some of these differences would not be random and should be tabulated in appropriate
groupings, as best they are known. For example, different measurements for different work lo-
cations and exposure patterns in the factory (e.g. a sprayer vs a clerk in the front office vs a

Tab. 8.5: Standard deviation.

x = x̅ = (x – x̅) = (x – x̅) =

. – . =  

. – . = −. .
. – . = . .
. – . = . .
. – . = −. .

Σ = . .
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welder working on sprayed items) are not fully attributable to random scatter and are therefore
not appropriate for a purely statistical treatment together. It would be a complicating factor
that these may not all be known.

66 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
67 These data are concocted for illustrative purposes here; and in real life, a much larger sampling

would be appropriate.
68 See: Betty R. Kirkwood, ESSENTIALS OF Medical Statistics, Blackwell Scientific Publications,

Oxford, OX2 0EL; 1988; ISBN 0-632-01052-5; Chapters 2, 3 and 4, page 5, et seq.
69 See also: Julian Tyson, ANALYSIS / What Analytical Chemists Do, Royal Society of Chemistry

Paperbacks, Cambridge CB4 4WF; 1988, 1994; ISBN 0-85186-463-5; pages 117→133.
70 See also: Robert L. Peesok, Kenneth Chapman, Wade W. Ponder, et al., CHEMICAL TECHNOL-

OGY HANDBOOK/Guidebook for Industrial Chemical Technologists and Technicians, American
Chemical Society, Washington, D.C.; 1975, 1980; ISBN 0-8412-0578-7; pages 122→125.

71 Assuming – for purposes of the example here – to illustrate statistical treatment – that most of
the measured differences are from random scatter, and that the measuring method is very
accurate.

72 Gaussian distribution
https://www.mathsisfun.com/data/standard-normal-distribution.html
https://www.mathsisfun.com/definitions/letter-s.html

73 Both the known control samples #1 and #2 are prepared to monitor the measuring instrumenta-
tion, and are not from the worker blood samples.

74 Since both of the known control samples #1 and #2 are set here for concentration = 6.390 mg/ml
– their variation is entirely due to scatter in the measuring method. The results of 6.40 and 6.38
suggest an error of the measurement system of ± ~ .01/6.390 ≈ ±.2%.

75 Control samples #1 and #2 not included to calculate Σ = 89.5 and Σ = 24.42.
76 Not including the known control samples.
77 With the advent of modern calculators, it is most convenient to carry more decimal places than

needed through the calculations, and to defer round-off decision-making for the extent of signifi-
cant figures in the decimal string until the conclusion. The extra decimal places do not necessarily
mean extra precision. See John Keenan Taylor, Quality Assurance of Chemical Measurements,
Lewis Publishers, Inc., 1987; page 10.

78 For purposes of this fictitious example a two decimal place round-off is used.
79 https://brownmath.com/swt/symbol.htm

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Normal_distribution
https://www.statlect.com/probability-distributions/normal-distribution

80 https://www.mathsisfun.com/data/standard-normal-distribution.html
81 See also: Larry J. Goldstein and David L Schneider, Finite Mathematics and Its Applications,

Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 07632; 1980; ISBN 0-13-317263-5; at page 271,
et seq.

82 Gaussian distribution – See notes above.
83 standard normal deviate =

snd = (x – x̅)/s
snd = ( x – μ)/σ
snd = z Kirkwood, pages 22 and 23.

84 Such a recalibration results in themeanmoving to x ̅ = 0._
85 Since both of the known control samples #1 and #2 are set here for concentration = 6.390 mg/ml

– their variation is entirely due to scatter in the measuring method. The results of 6.40 and 6.38
suggest an error of the measurement system of ± ~ .01/6.390. ≈ ±.2%.
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86 Kirkwood, 25 and 26. See also John Keenan Taylor, Statistical Techniques for Data Analysis,
Lewis Publishers, Inc., 1990, page 66→75.

87 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
88 For convenience here, this new 15th measurement is charted without calculating a new mean

(which would be = x ̅ = 6.82), and therefore without recalculating the table above. In real life,
beyond this example, such a recalculation should be done.

89 Fictitiously, within the context of this Gedankenexperiment.
90 For such substance abuse, the measurement would be anomalous only if the abuse were rare;

such widespread abuse might increase the mean, but not necessarily the scatter. As an alterna-
tive example, if the survey were intended to monitor a suspected substance abusing popula-
tion, a non-abusing but occupationally caused surveyee might present the anomaly.

91 See:
– John Keenan Taylor, Quality Assurance of Chemical Measurements, Lewis Publishers, Inc.,

1987; Chapter 14, “Control Charts,” pages 129→146.
– John Keenan Taylor, Statistical Techniques for Data Analysis, Lewis Publishers, Inc., 1990,

pages 151→154.
– W.M. Johnson in “Quality Control and Quality Assurance” as Chapter 8 in C. Riddle, ed.,

Analysis of Geological Materials, Marcel Decker, Inc., New York City, 1993, pages 351→356.
92 For a general reference see also Howard A. Strobel, Chemical Instrumentation / A Systematic Ap-

proach to Instrumental Analysis, Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Inc., Reading, Massa-
chusetts and London, England, 1960; Chapter 2, ERRORS OF MEASUREMENT, pages 14→34.

93 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
94 “. . . No Matter How Carefully Incorrect Data Are Analysed The Results Are Meaningless . . .”

John Keenan Taylor, Statistical Techniques for Data Analysis, Lewis Publishers, Inc.,
1990, page 20.

95 For example: See Ellen Rohde, Annette C. McManus, Carla Vogt, William R. Heineman “Separa-
tion and Comparison of Fountain Pen Inks by Capillary Zone Electrophoresis,” Journal Of Foren-
sic Sciences, Vol.42, No. 6, November 1997, page 1004.

https://www.astm.org/DIGITAL_LIBRARY/JOURNALS/FORENSIC/PAGES/JFS14252J.htm
96 Naphthalene. Double bond? CAS 91-20-3. Chapters 4 & 8.
97 Bias. Chapter 8.
98 Poppy. Too sensitive. Chapters 3 & 8.
99 https://www.mathsisfun.com/data/graphs-index.html
100 https://www.eduplace.com/math/mthexp/g5/visual/pdf/vs_g5_37.pdf

https://mathinsight.org/cartesian_coordinates https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cartesian_coor
dinate_ system

101 Cartesian Grid. Chapter 3, 6, 8.
102 https://www.mathsisfun.com/data/cartesian-coordinates.html
103 Also x, y, z for three dimensions (Fig. 8.11):

Fig. 8.11: X,y,z.
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104 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
105 See: Michael A. Kamrin, Toxicology/A Primer on Toxicology Principles and Applications/•In-

door and Outdoor Air/•Drinking Water/•Food/•Workplace Environment, Lewis Publishers,
Inc., Chelsea, Michigan, 48118; 1988; ISBN 0-87371-133-5; Chapter 2, “Chemical Individual-
ity and Toxicology,” 2.5 “Dose–response,” page 12, et seq., page 13, Figure 2.3.

106 The concept of severity of response remains numerically undefined here – not needed for the
limited purpose of this illustration.

107 Hypothetically sketched here.
108 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
109 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
110 y =mx + b See William K. Morrill, Calculus, D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., Princeton, N.J. ...,

1956, APPENDIX, page 496.
111 See: Rod Pierce,Math Is Fun, “Equation of a Straight Line,” November 2019.

y =m x + b https://www.mathsisfun.com/equation_of_line.html
https://www.mathsisfun.com/ https://www.mathsisfun.com/aboutmathsisfun.html
https://www.mathsisfun.com/equation_of_line.html

112 See also: Larry J. Goldstein and David L Schneider, FINITE MATHEMATICS AND ITS APPLICA-
TIONS, PRENTICE-HALL, INC., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 07632; 1980; ISBN 0-13-317263-5;
at page 27, et seq.

113 See also: https://www.nku.edu/ ~whitsonma/Bio150LSite/Lab%202%20Water/Spectrophotome-
tryII.html

114 See for example: “LEAST SQUARES: FITTING A CURVE TO DATA POINTS,” at page 3.1, equa-
tions (1) and (2) – wherein for a physics experiment an oscillating mass M hung on a spring of
mass m has a period =

T = 2π[(M +m)/k]1/2. When rearranged as T2 = (4π2/k) M + (4π2/k) m, it is in the general form
of the straight line equation y =m x + b. (Equation symbols somewhat changed here to avoid
confusion.) Actual data do plot as on a straight line – as illustrated on page 3–2.

http://physics.ucsc.edu/~drip/133/ch3.pdf
https://scott.physics.ucsc.edu/
http://physics.ucsc.edu/~drip/133/

115 See also: Harry F. Meiners, Walter Eppenstein, Kenneth H. Moore, John P. Nickol, Analytical
Laboratory Physics/Second Edition, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York; J.W. Ed-
wards, Publisher, Inc., Ann Arbor, Michigan; 1956; Chapter III, “Graphing – Tabular Differen-
ces,” pages 45→64; at page 54. Library of Congress Catalog Card Number 59–15 190.

https://www.amazon.com/Analytical-Laboratory-Physics-Harry-Meiners/dp/B001ESMLWC
116 See: Harry F. Meiners, Walter Eppenstein, Kenneth H. Moore, John P. Nickol, Analytical Labo-

ratory Physics/Second Edition, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York; J.W. Edwards,
Publisher, Inc., Ann Arbor, Michigan; 1956; Chapter III, “Graphing – Tabular Differences,”
pages 45→64; at page 50. Library of Congress Catalog Card Number 59–15 190. https://www.
amazon.com/Analytical-Laboratory-Physics-Harry-Meiners/dp/B001ESMLWC

117 See also: John Keenan Taylor, Quality Assurance of Chemical Measurements, Lewis Publishers,
Inc., an imprint of CRC Press, Inc., Boca Raton, Florida, 33431; 1987; ISBN 0-87371-097-5; Chap-
ter 10, “Principles of Calibration,” at page 102.

118 See also: UNSW Sydney, NSW, 2052, Australia, School of Physics, “Errors and Error Estima-
tion/First Year Physics Laboratory Manual” [2021].

https://www.animations.physics.unsw.edu.au/sf/toolkits/Errors_and_Error_Estimation.pdf
https://www.physics.unsw.edu.au/

119 https://www.mathsisfun.com/measure/error-measurement.html
120 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
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121 – Rod Pierce, “Least Squares Regression,”Math Is Fun, 2019.
http://www.mathsisfun.com/data/least-squares-regression.html https://www.mathsisfun.
com/ https://www.mathsisfun.com/citation.php

– https://faculty.elgin.edu/dkernler/statistics/ch04/4-2.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Least_squares https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ordinary_least_
squares

122 http://www.storyofmathematics.com/19th_gauss.html https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carl_Frie-
drich_ Gauss

123 Rod Pierce, “Least Squares Regression,”Math Is Fun, 2019.
124 See, for example – “Semmelweis Reflex”: Nahlah Ayed, CBC, Ideas, “The dirt on handwash-

ing: the tragic death behind a life-saving act,” May 2020, “Even with impeccable data, [Ignaz
Semmelweis] the ‘saviour of mothers’ was shunned.”

https://www.cbc.ca/radio/ideas
https://www.cbc.ca/radio/ideas/the-dirt-on-handwashing-the-tragic-death-behind-a-life-

saving-act-1.5587319
125 https://u.osu.edu/korzen.1/2016/11/26/the-semmelweis-reflex-or-semmelweis-effect-is-a-meta-

phor-for-the-reflex-like-tendency-to-reject-new-evidence-or-new-knowledge-because-it-contra-
dicts-established-norms-beliefs-or-paradigms/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semmelweis_reflex https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ignaz_Semmel
weis

126 https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Ignaz_Semmelweis
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Ignaz_Semmelweis#/media/File:Monthly_-

mortality_rates_1841-1849.png
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Monthly_mortality_rates_1841-1849.png

127 Semmelweis. Handwashing. Counting measurement. Preface 4.1, Chapters 3 & 8.
128 Richard Saferstein, Criminalistics/An Introduction to Forensic Science, Seventh Edition, Pren-

tice Hall, Upper Saddle River, New Jersey, 07458; 2001; ISBN 0-13-013827-4.
129 Saferstein, Criminalistics. . ., 2001; pages 181→188.
130 Blunder. Chapter 8.
131 See John Keenan Taylor, Quality Assurance of Chemical Measurements, Lewis Publishers, Inc.,

1987, page 9.
132 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
133 Niraj Chokshi, “A Tiny Typo Repeated 46 Million Times Is Circulating in Australia,” The New York

Times, BUSINESS, 11 March 2019, page B4. “. . . new $50 dollar bills . . . spelling error . . .”
134 Engraved in stone, years ago, around the main hall, Union Station, Toronto, near the ceiling,

are the Canadian cities historically served by the railway systems. Including “SAULT ST.
MARIE” – likely better spelled “Sault Ste. Marie.”

135 https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/b5/Typo_in_the_carvings_at_Union_-
Station.jpg

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Typo_in_the_carvings_at_Union_Station.jpg
http://torontothenandnow.blogspot.com/2011/03/21-union-station-then-and-now.html

136 Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sault_Ste._Marie,_Ontario
137 See:

– Oliver C. Schroeder, Jr., “Ethical and Moral Dimensions in Forensic Science,” as Chapter 3,
pages 27→48, in Geoffrey Davies, Editor, Forensic Science, Second Edition, ACS Symposium
Series, Volume 13, American Chemical Society; 1986; ISBN 0-8412-0918-9.
https://books.google.ca/books/about/Forensic_Science.html?
id=5MXyAAAAMAAJ&source=kp_book_description&redir_esc=y
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138 Brent Ostrum, 1aSCa2 “A Canadian perspective on forensic science versus pseudoscience,” ICA
2013 Montreal Montreal, Canada 2–7 June 2013 Speech Communication Session 1aSCa: Distin-
guishing Between Science and Pseudoscience in Forensic Acoustics I. https://asa.scitation.
org/doi/pdf/10.1121/1.4800649

139 See:
– Patricia Hunter and George Atkinson, “The Science Ethics Forum at the University of Water-

loo,” Canadian Chemical News, June 1995, pages 13 and 14;
– “The Chemical Institute of Canada Code of Ethics / Code d’Éthique...,” Canadian Chemical

News, June 1995, page 14;
– Martin P.J. Kratz, “Ethics, Law and Moonlighting,” Canadian Chemical News, June 1995,

pages 15 and 16.
– Deborah Illman, “Courses Address Ethical Research Practices In The Chemical Sciences /

#Chemistry Departments at Iowa and Maryland offer courses on scientific fraud; at Tennessee,
casebook spurs ethics discussion,” EDUCATION, Chemical and Engineering News, 24 October
1994, pages 38 and 39.

– “SYMPOSIUM: ETHICAL CONFLICTS IN THE FORENSIC SCIENCES,” Journal of Forensic Sciences, Vol.34,
No.3, May 1989: Joseph L. Peterson, “Introduction,” pages 717 and 718;

– Douglas M. Lucas, “The Ethical Responsibilities of the Forensic Scientist: Exploring the
Limits,” pages 719→729;

– Paul C. Giannelli, “Evidentary and Procedural Rules Governing Expert Testimony,” pages
730→748;

– Joseph L. Peterson and John E. Murdock, “Forensic Science Ethics: Developing an Inte-
grated System of Support and Enforcement.” pages 749→762;

– Mark S. Frankel, “Ethics and the Forensic Sciences: Professional Autonomy in the Criminal
Justice System,” pages 7636771;

– Michael J. Saks, “Prevalence and Impact of Ethical Problems in Forensic Science,” pages
772→793.

– Special Communication: Papers Delivered at the Plenary Session of the 49th Annual Meet-
ing, American Academy of Forensic Sciences, New York NY on Ethics in Forensic Science,
Journal of Forensic Sciences, Vol.42, No.6, November 1997:

– Robert Weinstock, “Ethical Practice in the Forensic Sciences An Introduction,” page 1189;
Richard Rosner, “Foundations of Ethical Practice in the Forensic Sciences,” page 1191;

– Jon J. Nordby, “A Member of the Roy Rogers Riders Club Is Expected to Follow the Rules
Faithfully” page 1195;

– F. M. Kamm, “Physician-Assisted Suicide and the Doctrine of Double Effect,” page 1198;
Ruth Macklin, “Ethics and Value Bias in the Forensic Sciences,” page 1203;

– Don Harper Mills, “Comments from the Perspective of the AAFS Ethics Committee Chair-
man,” page 1207.

140 For example: for practice in Ontario under the Medicine Act, 1991, SO 1991c.30; and the Regu-
lated Health Professions Act, 1991, SO 1991c.18, as am. Concerning ethics, see ...Professions
Act, Schedule 2, s.3(1)#2, #3, #5, and s.51(c). https://www.gov.on.ca/MBS/english/publica
tions/statregs/contents.html

141 For example, ... Professions Act..., s.27.
142 See Michael Heylin, Chemical and Engineering News, pages 10→16; and Madeline Jacobs, edi-

tor= s page, page 3.
143 See: Giacomo Puccini, LA FANCIULLA DEL WEST (THE GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST), 1910.

https://www.metopera.org/season/2018-19-season/la-fanciulla-del-west/
https://jhiblog.org/2018/12/17/variations-on-a-theme-by-puccini-theologizing-la-fanciulla-

del-west/
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https://archive.org/stream/lafanciulladelwe00pucc/lafanciulladelwe00pucc_djvu.txt
Minnie:
Ciò vuol dire, ragazzi, che non v’è, al mondo, peccatore cui non s’apra una via di reden-

zione. Sappia ognuno di voi chiudere in se questa suprema verità d’amore.
Which is to say, boys, that there is no sinner in the world for whom a path to redemption is

not open. May each of you learn how to hold this supreme truth of love within you.
Apparently inspired from Biblical Psalms Chapter 51
https://www.biblestudytools.com/psalms/51.html
https://www.mechon-mamre.org/p/pt/pt2651.htm

144 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
145 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
146 Variations of this example – Gedankenexperiment – continue throughout this book.
147 When. Chapters 2, 4, 7, 8.
148 See:

– John J. Furedy, Professor of Psychology, University of Toronto, “The detection of lies,” let-
ter to the editor, The Globe and Mail, 4 September 1996, page A11;

– Russell Wodell, British Columbia Civil Liberties Association, “Test only measures stress,”
letter to the editor, The Globe and Mail, 31 August 1996, page D7;

– Jane Gadd, “Lie-detector tests seen as inaccurate” The Globe and Mail, 11 September 1996,
page A6.

– Harry Hollien, Laura Geison and James W. Hicks, Jr., “Voice Stress Evaluators and Lie De-
tection,” Journal of Forensic Sciences, Vol.32, No.2, March 1987, pages 4056418;

– Frank Horvath, “Detecting Deception: The Promise and the Reality of Voice Stress Analy-
sis,” Ibid., Vol.27, No.2, April 1982, pages 340–351.

– Peter Hermann, “City Police buy high-tech device to help detect lies,” Baltimore Sun, 14
July 1995, page 1A; and Jeff Stein, “If the truth be known, polygraphs not reliable / Law-
abiding citizens are wrongly being denied federal jobs,” ibid., 05 October 1997, page 5M
(Baltimore Sun Archive – http://www.sunspot.net/archive/search/ – as of 07 March 1998).

149 Malcolm Gladwell, “Annals of Psychology/The Naked Face/Can you read people = s thoughts
just by looking at them?,” The New Yorker, 05 August 2002, pages 38→49. But see also: Julian
Bleecker, New York City, The mail/“deceptive faces,” The New Yorker, 2 September 2002, page
9; and ibid., Thomas Strong, San Francisco.

150 “Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms [being Schedule B, Part I of the Canada Act 1982,
including the Constitution Act, 1982 (1982 c. 11 (United Kingdom)] ... [s.]15(1) Every individual
is equal before and under the law and has the right to the equal protection and equal benefit
of the law without discrimination...”

151 “In Congress, July 4, 1776. A Declaration [of Independence] By the Representatives of the
United States of America, In General Congress assembled ... We hold these Truths to be self-
evident, that all Men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain
unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness ...”

152 Although still vigorously protesting innocence; and firing the lawyer for even suggesting
otherwise.

153 Tara Parker-Pope and Anahad O’Connor, “Researcher in Meat Study Had Ties to Trade Group,”
The New York Times, 05 October 2019, page A19.

154 In the author’s experience as defence counsel, there was once a client – as accused, in custody
– who had not only been previously represented by the judge, when that judge was a defence
lawyer, but also prosecuted by that same judge when that judge had even more previously
been a Crown counsel. In the courtroom, the accused and the judge exchanged courteous
greetings – but the matter had to go to another judge.
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155 Analogous to criminal law enforcement issues is the ethical behaviour of agents of the state for
foreign policy purposes. For example, The Gulf of Tonkin Resolution was presented to Con-
gress on 5 August 1964, by then President Lyndon Johnson, in response to two allegedly unpro-
voked attacks, on 2 and 4 August, by North Vietnamese torpedo boats, on two ships of the US
Navy. Approved by overwhelming majorities in both houses of Congress, the Resolution be-
came a basis for subsequent escalation of the Vietnam War. The issue of the correctness of the
evidence presented to Congress has been raised. In 1995, Vietnam’s military commander dur-
ing the war acknowledged the first attack on a US naval ship, but denied the second. See:
“Gulf of Tonkin Resolution,” Encyclopædia Britannica. HTTPS:////WWW.BRITANNICA.COM/EVENT/
GULF-OF-TONKIN-INCIDENT https://www.britannica.com

156 R v Liew, Supreme Court of Canada, 1999. https://scc-csc.lexum.com/scc-csc/scc-csc/en/item/
1731/index.do

157 See also: Timothy Appleby, “Under interrogation/How far can the police go with questioning
suspects and witnesses? Two murder charges dropped this week put the spotlight on investiga-
tors’ tactics” The Globe and Mail, Friday, 12 November 1999:

TORONTO . . .
[. . .]

Years ago, when . . . was a member of the homicide squad, he had a murder suspect in
his sights who he was sure – really sure – was guilty. But the man wouldn’t crack.

. . . Go fetch the shoes you were wearing . . . Our crime lab has got some new
fangled laser thing they want to use [emphasis added]. . . .

On getting home, the man scurried inside . . . did exactly what . . . had hoped he
would do. He crept out and tossed his shoes into a nearby dumpster. Pounced on by wait-
ing police . . . swiftly confessed.

There was, of course, no laser. The story was an out-and-out ruse – a wholly legiti-
mate device in the complexities of police interrogations [emphasis added]. Nothing any-
where prevents law enforcers from deceiving a suspect to obtain information.

‘. . .we can use trickery,’ said Detective . . .

[. . .]

At the same time, however, two court cases this week illustrate some of the boundaries in
a police interrogation.

. . . the Crown dropped a murder charge in what was almost certainly a drug-related
execution. Among other things, it emerged that the prosecution’s star witness had initially
exonerated the accused, but then incriminated him after learning from investigators that
a $25,000 reward in the killing had been raised to $50,000.

[. . .]

158 See: R v Oickle – Kirk Makin, JUSTICE REPORTER, “Deceptive police tactics justified, top court says /
Inflated importance of failed polygraph test to get confession from suspected arsonist,” The Globe
and Mail, Saturday, 30 September 2000, page A23.http://www.theglobeandmail.com/ – Her Maj-
esty The Queen Appellant v Richard Floyd Oickle Respondent and The Attorney General for Ontario
and the Criminal Lawyers’ Association (Ontario) Interveners, 2000 SCC 38. File No.: 26535. 29 Sep-
tember 2000.https://scc-csc.lexum.com/scc-csc/scc-csc/en/item/1801/index.do

159 See Kirk Makin, Justice Reporter, “Appeal court handcuffs defence bar / Police witnesses can no
longer be confronted with previous judicial findings that they lied,” The Globe and Mail, Wednes-
day 17 Nov. 1999, page A8. https://www.theglobeandmail.com/.
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160 Introductory quotes. Preface.
161 Isaiah Chapter 59
162 A Hebrew – English Bible According to the Masoretic Text and the JPS 1917 Editionhttps://

www.mechon-mamre.org/p/pt/pt1059.htm
163 Also:
164 Proverbs Chapter 1
165 [. . .]

16 For their feet run to evil, and they make haste to shed blood.
[. . .]

166 A Hebrew – English Bible According to the Masoretic Text and the JPS 1917 Edition
https://www.mechon-mamre.org/p/pt/pt2801.htm

167 See Bette Hileman, “White House defines scientific misconduct,” C&EN, 25 October 1999, page
12 http://pubs.acs.org/cgi-bin/cenmaster.cgi?back, and reference cited therein – US Federal
Register, 64, 55722 (1999).

See also: [Code of Federal Regulations][Title 45, Volume 3, Parts 500 to 1199][Revised as of
October 1, 1998]From the U.S. Government Printing Office via GPO Access[CITE: 45CFR689]
[Pages 229–233] TITLE 45 – PUBLIC WELFARE CHAPTER VI – NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDA-
TION PART 689 – MISCONDUCT IN SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING.http://www.access.gpo.gov/
nara/cfr/cfr-retrieve.html#page1

168 See also:
– Patricia Meisol, “Scientists clash in battle over honesty in research / . . .,” Baltimore Sun,

25 July 1991, pages 1A and 12A.
– Brian Sullam, “Scientist files lawsuit against colleague, Sun,” Baltimore Sun, 25 July 1991,

page 12A.
169 https://www.baltimoresun.com/news/bs-xpm-1991-07-25-1991206043-story.html
170 See:

– James E. Starrs, “Mountebanks among Forensic Scientists,” as Chapter 1 in Richard Safe-
rstein, ed., Forensic Science Handbook, Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1988,
pages 1→37.

– Jean Pagel, Associated Press, Lubbock, Texas, “ ‘Made-to-order’ autopsies return to haunt
Texas doctor / Investigations have revealed that a pathologist fabricated or tampered with evi-
dence for prosecutors. In the ensuing uproar, a dozen convicts on death row have appealed,
and one’s conviction has been overturned.” The Globe and Mail, 10 June 1995, page A13.

– ASSOCIATED PRESS, “Fraud taints 5 major leukemia studies / Junior researcher admits fabri-
cating test results,” Baltimore Sun, 30 October 1996, page 8A.

171 Samuel Spencer, “Where Is Annie Dookhan Now? Chemist from ‘How to Fix a Drug Scandal’
Didn’t Serve Her Whole Prison Sentence,” Newsweek, Culture, 01 APRIL 2020.

https://www.newsweek.com/how-fix-drug-scandal-netflix-annie-dookhan-now-2020-
prison-free-1495521

172 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Annie_Dookhan
173 Fraud. Annie Doukhan, 2012. Gemma Ramlal, 2001. Chapter 8 & 9.
174 Michael Gold, “A Fake Psychologist Treated Troubled Children for Years, Prosecutors Say,”

The New York Times, 30 September 2019, page A18.
175 Jacques Gallant, “Expert’s prior cases could draw scrutiny / Psychologist who misrepresented

credentials gave evidence in child protection hearings,” Toronto Star, Star Investigation, 01
August 2019, pages A1 and A8.

176 http://www.abebooks.co.uk/book-search/title/bre-x/
177 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Instrument_43-101
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178 http://web.cim.org/standards/documents/Block484_Doc111.pdf
179 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ben_Johnson_(sprinter)
180 Charles Dubin, Royal Commission to Inquire into the Use of Drugs and Banned Practices In-

tended to Increase Athletic Performance (1988).
181 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Dubin
182 See:

– Kenneth Chang, “On Scientific Fakery and the Systems to Catch It / At Bell Labs, Lots of Blame
Goes Around,” The New York Times / Science Times, 15 October 2002, pages D1 and D4.

– George Johnson, “At Lawrence Berkeley, Physicists Say Colleague Took Them for a Ride,”
pages D1 and D4.

183 Bre-X. Chapters 8 & 9.
184 Editorial, “What Happens When Scientists Cheat,” The New York Times, 1 June 2015, page A16.
185 Bethany Halford, Andrea L. Widener, “MISCONDUCT / Harvard chemist Charles Lieber charged

with fraud / Feds allege that he failed to disclose Chinese funding to US agencies and his univer-
sity,” C&EN, VOLUME 98, ISSUE 5, 28 January 2020. https://cen.acs.org/topics/research-integrity.
html#misconduct

2 CFR § 180.800 https://www.govinfo.gov/app/details/CFR-2008-title2-vol1/CFR-2008-title2-
vol1-sec180-800

186 See also: Helena Champion, “Data fabrication,” letter to the editor, C&EN, 1 March 2021, page 3.
187 See also: National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, Reproducibility and Rep-

licability in Science, The National Academies Press, Washington, DC; 2019; 978-0-309-48,616-3.
https://www.nap.edu/catalog/25,303/reproducibility-and-replicability-in-science

188 Philip Slayton, “Lawyers Gone Bad / Money, Sex, and Madness in Canada’s Legal Profession,”
Penguin Canada, Toronto M4P 2Y3; 2007, 2008; ISBN 978-0-14-305610-2.

https://www.bookwire.com/book/USA/Lawyers-Gone-Bad-9780143056102-Slayton-Philip-
13042672

189 Slayton, “Lawyers Gone Bad . . ., 2007, 2008; re Harry Kopyto, page 290, et seq.; page 327.
190 Law Society of Ontario v Harry Kopyto, 2020 ONSC 35, COURT FILE NO.: CV-19-617826, 20 Dec.

2019, 07 Jan. 2020, Justice Edward P. Belobaba; “Application for Permanent Injunction under
section 26.3 of the Law Society Act.”

191 [. . .] [pages 16 and 17]
Disposition
[78] The Law Society of Ontario’s application for a permanent injunction prohibiting Mr.
Kopyto from contravening s. 26.1 of the Act, and in particular:
i. prohibiting Mr. Kopyto, and any business or business entity that he controls, from prac-

ticing law or providing legal services in Ontario, contrary to s. 26.1(1) of the Act, and
ii. prohibiting Mr. Kopyto from holding himself out as, or representing himself to be, a per-

son who can practice law or provide legal services in Ontario, contrary to s. 26.1(2) of the
Act is granted.

[. . .]
192 https://globalnews.ca/news/6433275/judge-permanently-retires-harry-kopyto/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harry_Kopyto
193 Captain Alfred Dreyfus. bordereau, petit bleu. Colonel Hubert Henry. Preface 2.3, Chapters 1, 8.
194 Theranos. Elizabeth Holmes.

– CBC aih Theranos https://www.cbc.ca/player/play/1239137347658
– John Carreyrou, The Wall Street Journal, October 2015.
– John Carreyrou, “How One Company Scammed Silicon Valley. And How It Got Caught,” The

New York Times 21 May 2018. ISSN 0362-4331 – Erin Griffith & Erin Woo, “Schemer or Naïf?
Theranos Chief Is Going to Trial / Elizabeth Holmes, the blood-testing start-up founder who
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lured billionaires and dignitaries, has much to answer for and some predictable defenses,”
The New York Times, Business, 31 August 2021, pages B1 & B4.

195 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theranos
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Carreyrou
https://www.cbc.ca/news/business/theranos-elizabeth-holmes-fraud-1.4575955
https://www.cbc.ca/radio/asithappens/as-it-happens-monday-full-episode-1.4671937/new-

book-documents-the-rise-and-fall-of-silicon-valley-wunderkind-elizabeth-holmes-1.4671941
https://www.esquire.com/entertainment/tv/a26810723/elizabeth-holmes-now/
https://www.gatesnotes.com/Books/Bad-Blood

196 Caroline Hawley, World Affairs Correspondent, “The story of the fake bomb detectors,” BBC,
October 2014.

https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-29459896
197 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ADE_651

https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2015/06/fake-bomb-detectors-iraq
https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/iraq/2016-08-05/iraq-and-big-swindle

198 See also: Andrea Widener and Carmen Drahl, Washington, DC, “FORCING CHANGE IN FOREN-
SIC SCIENCE / SCANDALS IN LABS across the country illustrate the need to reform the disci-
pline, but change has been slow in coming,” C&EN, 92(19), 12 May 2014, pages 10→14.

https://cen.acs.org/articles/92/i19/Forcing-Change-Forensic-Science.html
199 Bertrand Russell, Satan in the Suburbs and Other Stories, Simon and Schuster, New York, 1953.

“Infraredioscope . . .”
https://www.amazon.com/Satan-Suburbs-Stories-Bertrand-Russell/dp/1852900024
https://books.google.ca/books/about/Satan_in_the_suburbs.html?id=yD9JAAAAMAAJ&re

dir_esc=y
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/1101287.Satan_in_the_Suburbs_and_Other_Sto

ries
https://www.amazon.com/Satan-Suburbs-Bertrand-Russell/dp/0851246281
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bertrand_Russell
https://library.mcmaster.ca/archives/r/russell.200.htm

200 Such dishonesty of measurement was apparently known in biblical times –
201 Leviticus. Deuteronomy. Chapters 6 & 8.
202 As perhaps happened with certain mine samples: “A so-called fabulous gold find in Mali that

sparked a spectacular runup in the shares of Timbuktu Gold Corp. went bust yesterday when
officials disclosed its assays are bogus and were probably faked.” See:

Allan Robinson, Mining Reporter, “Timbuktu reveals assays are bogus / Mali gold samples
suggest tampering,” The Globe and Mail, 11 June 1996, pages B1 and B6.

203 Paul Waldie and Allan Robinson, “Timbuktu tampering preceded test / Samples altered before
reaching lab,” The Globe and Mail, 12 June 1996, pages B1 and B5.

204 John Saunders and Paul Waldie, “Fool’s Gold / FICTIONAL FIND / Oliver Reese’s Calgary-based
mining firm, Timbuktu, capitalized on a market mad with fear of missing out on the next great
bonanza with one of the oldest tricks in the book.” The Globe and Mail, 15 June 1996, pages B1
and B5.

205
– Michael Grange and Karen Howlett, “VSE probes runup in Borneo Gold share prices / Halts

trading after stock soars on surface sample assessment,” The Globe and Mail, 19 September
1996, page B3.

Allan Robinson, “Mineral analysts group urges lab accreditation / Investors stung by in-
competent testing,” The Globe and Mail, 19 September 1996, page B3.
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206 Or perhaps the less serious “...inappropriate accounting procedures...,” see “Lawrence Liver-
more Lab, government settle on audit results,” Chemical and Engineering News, government
concentrates, 28 October 1996, page 21: “The University of California will pay $2 million to
settle claims stemming from inappropriate accounting procedures at Lawrence Livermore Na-
tional Laboratory. ...”

207 Amongst lawyers, taking “... advantage of ... slips, irregularities or mistakes ... not going to
the merits...” of the issues is called “sharp practice,” – which “[t]he lawyer should avoid” –
see Professional Conduct Handbook, The Law Society of Upper Canada, Toronto, 1983, Rule 16
(page 44), Commentary 4, and footnote 5.

208 For example: See Paul Koring and Jeff Sallot, “Top brass fostered secrecy, probe told / Papers
renamed, colonel testifies / Access law scorned by senior officials, inquiry told,” The Globe
and Mail, 30 August 1996, pages A1 and A4.

209 See:
David Folkenflik, “Academic career unravels / # Misconduct: Young scientist leaves [Johns]

Hopkins after he is found to have misrepresented findings in an effort to win a [US] federal
grant.” Baltimore Sun, 24 July 1996, pages 1A, 6A and 7A;
– and response by Walter Ehrlich, professor emeritus, Johns Hopkins School of Hygiene and

Public Health, “Falsified data hurts honest scientists,” letter to the editor, Baltimore Sun,
07 August 1996, page 18A.

See also:
– Donn Devine, letter to the editor, Chemical and Engineering News, 26 August 1996, pages 4

and 95.
– Rebecca Rawls, “NEWS OF THE WEEK / Imanishi-Kari Cleared / [US Department of] H[ealth]

and H[uman] S[ervices] panel rejects misconduct charges,” C&EN, 01 July 1996, pages 6
and 7;

– Daniel J. Kevles, “ANNALS OF SCIENCE / The Assault on David Baltimore / Congress and the
media hailed the case of a whistle-blower ...,” The New Yorker, 27 May 1996, pages 95→109;

– Pamela Zurer, “SCIENCE INSIGHTS / In scientific misconduct cases, justice isn’t always blind,”
C&EN, 24 June 1996, page 31.

– Brian H. Kaye, Science and the Detective / Selected Reading in Forensic Science, VCH Ver-
lagsgesellschaft GmbH, Weinheim, Germany; 1995; ISBN-3-527-29252-7; pages 326→332, and
references cited therein.

210 Brian H. Kaye, Science and the Detective / Selected Reading in Forensic Science, VCH Verlagsge-
sellschaft GmbH, Weinheim, Germany; 1995; ISBN-3-527-29252-7.

https://books.google.ca/books?id=kNyPkc2ADTsC&pg=PR4&lpg=PR4&dq=ISBN-3-527-
29252-7&source=bl&ots=w_ZILdlgpS&sig=ACfU3U2VXDlNAjHLYno36nd3SslrbBGSoA&hl=en&-
sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwimg7SJ3o3pAhXic98KHbV3CMgQ6AEwAXoECA8QAQ#v=onepage&-
q=ISBN-3-527-29252-7&f=false

https://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/1996/an/an996210005n/unauth#!
divAbstract

211 See: CBC Radio, Ideas, November 2019, “Psychologists confront impossible finding, triggering
a revolution in the field” “. . . study proved the ability to sense the future is real, inspiring
fundamental research changes” “Replication crisis” https://www.cbc.ca/radio/ideas/psychol-
ogists-confront-impossible-finding-triggering-a-revolution-in-the-field-1.5344467

212 See: John Keenan Taylor, Statistical Techniques for Data Analysis, Lewis Publishers, Inc., 1990,
page 20.

213 Quod volimus credimus libenter ≈ believe what we want to believe.
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214 Quod volimus credimus libenter =we always believe what we want to believe. Robert Harris,
Archangel, Berkley

Publishing, New York City, 1998; Arrow, 2009; ISBN-10: 0099527936, ISBN-13: 978-0099527930.
https://www.amazon.ca/Archangel-Robert-Harris/dp/0099527936
https://www.goodreads.com/quotes/377660-quod-volimus-credimus-libenter-we-always-be-

lieve-what-we-want
215 Robert Harris, Archangel, Arrow Books, The Random House Group Limited, London SW1V 2SA;

1999; ISBN 0-09-28241-0; at page 48: “ . . . ‘Quod volimus credimus libenter’ . . . ‘we always
believe what we want to believe’ . . .”

216 https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Julius_Caesar: Julius Caesar, Commentarii de Bello Gallico [=Com-
mentaries on the Gallic War], Book I, Ch. 14, translated by W.A. McDevitte and W.S. Bohn: “Fere
libenter homines id quod volunt credunt”= In most cases men willingly believe what they wish.

217 Latin. Preface 4.1.
218 Introductory quotes, etc. Preface.
219 See:

– Brian Rothery, ISO 9000, Second Edition, Gower Press, 1993.
– Ronald J. Cottman, A Guidebook to ISO 9000 and ANSI/ASQC Q90, American Society for

Quality Control, Quality Press, 611 East Wisconsin Avenue Milwaukee 53202, 1993.
– Dwayne D. Mathers, Robert T. Marshall, Pierre F. Callibot and Malcolm J. Phipps, The ISO

9000 Essentials,Canadian Standards Association, 1994.
– John Keenan Taylor, Quality Assurance of Chemical Measurements, Lewis Publishers, Inc.,

1987.
220 See “Preventing Fatal Medical Errors,” The New York Times, EDITORIAL, 01 December 1999,

page A30.
221 ISO Central Secretariat address: International Organization for Standardization (ISO), 1, rue de

Varembé, Case postale 56, CH-1211 Genève 20, Switzerland; 41 22 749 01 11; fax 41 22 733 34 30;
central@iso.ch . ISO Online: http://www.iso.ch/index.html .

222 See Rothery; Cottman; Mathers, et al. – cited above.
223 CAN/CSA- ISO 9002-94 (ISO 9002:1994), Quality systems – Model for quality assurance in pro-

duction, installation and servicing, 2nd ed. 1994-07-01 (cancelling and replacing 1st ed. – ISO
9002:1987); CSA, 178 Rexdale Boulevard, Rexdale (Toronto), Ontario M9W 1R3; (416)-747-
4000. According to introductory information included with this CSA printing, the CSA is a
major participant in ISO affairs, and in regard to the ISO 9000 family of Standards.

224 ISO/IEC 17025:2005 International Organization for Standardization, Geneva, Switzerland.
http://www.iso.org/iso/home/store/catalogue_tc/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber = 39883

225 ISO/IEC 17025:2005 revised by ISO/IEC 17025:2017 General requirements for the competence of
testing and calibration laboratories. https://www.iso.org/standard/66912.html

226 See:
– GOOD LABORATORY PRACTICE FOR NONCLINICAL LABORATORY STUDIES (Food, Drug, and Cosmetic

Act), 21 US Code of Federal Regulations ‘ 58 (as of 01 April1995 (consolidated from the Fed-
eral Register));

– GOOD LABORATORY PRACTICE STANDARDS (Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act) 40 CFR ‘
160, Federal Register, 17 August 1989 ( reprinted in Good Laboratory Practice Standards,
ACS, Washington, D.C., 1992; Appendix A, pages 433→444);

– NATIONAL VOLUNTARY LABORATORY ACCREDITATION PROGRAM PROCEDURES, 15 CFR ‘ 7 (as of 01 Jan-
uary 1992 (consolidated from the Federal Register)).

– ISO/IEC Guide 25: 1990, distributed by the Standards Council of Canada, 45 O’Connor, Suite
1200, Ottawa K1P 6N7, (613)-238-3222. This Guide, which is particularly directed to quality
systems in laboratories, is published by the ISO, Genève – see note above
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– Stuart H. James and Jon J. Nordby, editors, Forensic Science / An Introduction to Scientific
and Investigative Techniques, “DNA Advisory Board (DAB) Guidelines,” CRC Press, Boca
Raton, 2003; ISBN 0-8493-1246-9; Appendix A, page 597, et seq.

227 – Selectively summarized here.
228 –Clause headings selected from ISO/IEC 17025:2005 contents pages:

clause
4 Management requirements
4.1 Organization
4.2 Management system
4.3 Document control
4.3.2 Document approval and issue
4.3.3 Document changes
4.4 Review of requests, tenders and contracts
4.5 Subcontracting of tests and calibrations
4.6 Purchasing services and supplies
4.7 Service to the customer
4.8 Complaints
4.9 Control of nonconforming testing and/or calibration work
4.10 Improvement
4.11 Corrective action
4.11.2 Cause analysis
4.11.3 Selection and implementation of corrective actions
4.11.4 Monitoring of corrective actions
4.11.5 Additional audits
4.12 Preventive action
4.13 Control of records
4.13.2 Technical records
4.14 Internal audits
4.15 Management reviews
5 Technical requirements
5.2 Personnel
5.3 Accommodation and environmental conditions
5.4 Test and calibration methods and method validation
5.4.6 Estimation of uncertainty of measurement
5.4.7 Control of data
5.5 Equipment
5.6 Measurement traceability
5.6.2 Specific requirements
5.6.3 Reference standards and reference materials
5.7 Sampling
5.8 Handling of test and calibration items
5.9 Assuring the quality of test and calibration results
5.10 Reporting the results
5.10.2 Test reports and calibration certificates
5.10.3 Test reports
5.10.4 Calibration certificates
5.10.5 Opinions and interpretations
5.10.6 Testing and calibration results obtained from subcontractors
5.10.7 Electronic transmission of results
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5.10.8 Format of reports and certificates
5.10.9 Amendments to test reports and calibration certificates

229 Subject to its own contractual and legal commitments otherwise.
230 Sixth Amendment, US Constitution.
231 Public process. Preface 4.1. Chapter 5, 8, 10.
232 Health Canada. Preface 4.3. Chapters 8 & 10.
233 “Something is rotten in the state of Denmark,” – to borrow a phrase from William Shakespeare

– Hamlet, Act I, Scene 5.
234 See: Peter J. Stang, “Peer Review at the Journal of the American Chemical Society,” J. Am. Chem.

Soc. 2017, 139, 46, 16,431→16,432. https://pubs.acs.org/doi/full/10.1021/jacs.7b11541
235 See: J. Am. Chem. Soc. 114 (1) (1992) page 8A; and Can. J. Chem. 71 (1) 1993 page (viii).
236 See: J Hurst, K Nickel, LH Hilborne, “Are Physicians’ Office Laboratory Results of Comparable

Quality to Those Produced in Other Laboratory Settings?,” Journal of the American Medical Associ-
ation, 1998; 279(6):468–471. doi:10.1001/jama.279.6.468. https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/
fullarticle/187,234

Reported by ASSOCIATED PRESS, “Study finds test errors more likely at doctor’s offices / 91% ac-
curacy, compared with 97% at hospitals, labs,” Baltimore Sun, 11 February 1998, page 4A.

237 ANSI National Accreditation Board / ANAB; Cary, North Carolina, 27518. SCOPE OF ACCREDI-
TATION TO ISO/IEC 17025:2017, FORENSIC TESTING, Certificate Number: FT-0124, Valid to 31
May 2023

http://search.anab.org/public/organization_files/Centre-of-Forensic-Sciences-Toronto-
Cert-and-Scope-File-04-18-2019_1555609155.pdf

238 ANSI National Accreditation Board / ANAB; Cary, North Carolina, 27518. SCOPE OF ACCREDI-
TATION TO ISO/IEC 17025:2017, FORENSIC TESTING, Certificate Number: FT-0124, Valid to 31
May 2023.

http://search.anab.org/public/organization_files/Centre-of-Forensic-Sciences-Toronto-
Cert-and-Scope-File-04-18-2019_1555609155.pdf

239 [previously] ANAB=ANSI-ASQ National Accreditation Board, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 53203. http:
//www.anab.org/forensic-accreditation (previously: ASCLD/LAB=American Society of Crime Lab-
oratory Directors/Laboratory Accreditation Board, Garner, North Carolina, 27529. http://www.asc
ld-lab.org/accredited-laboratory-index/)

240 ANAB=ANSI-ASQ National Accreditation Board. http://www.anab.org/about-anab/definitions
ANSI = American National Standards Institute.
ASQ=American Society for Quality.

241 http://search.anab.org/public/organization_files/Centre-of-Forensic-Sciences-Toronto-Cert-
and-Scope-File-04-18-2019_1555609155.pdf

242 ISO/IEC 17025:2017 General requirements for the competence of testing and calibration
laboratories.

243 ISO/IEC 17025:2017 revises and replaces ISO/IEC 17025:2005.
244 International Organization for Standardization, Geneva, Switzerland. http://www.iso.org

ISO/IEC17025:2005 http://www.iso.org/iso/home/store/catalogue_tc/catalogue_detail.htm?
csnumber = 39883

ISO/IEC 17025:2017 https://www.iso.org/standard/66912.html
245 International Organization for Standardization, Geneva, Switzerland. http://www.iso.org

ISO/IEC 17025:2005 http://www.iso.org/iso/home/store/catalogue_tc/catalogue_detail.htm?
csnumber = 39883

246 ANSI National Accreditation Board / ANAB; Cary, North Carolina, 27518. SCOPE OF ACCREDITA-
TION TO ISO/IEC 17025:2017, FORENSIC TESTING, Certificate Number: FT-0124, Valid to 31 May
2023.
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http://search.anab.org/public/organization_files/Centre-of-Forensic-Sciences-Toronto-Cert-
and-Scope-File-04-18-2019_1555609155.pdf

247 Previous SCOPE of ACCREDITATION ALI-087-T http://www.ascld-lab.org/cert/ALI-087-T.pdf
http://search.anab.org/public/organization_files/Centre-of-Forensic-Sciences-Toronto-

Cert-and-Scope-File-04-20-2017_1492714555.pdf
248 See:

– accreditation in Canada to ISO/IEC Guide 25 – the Standards Council of Canada
– Kenneth J. Mintz, “Accreditation of a Testing Laboratory,” Canadian Chemical News, May

1995, pages 37→39.
– Louisa Newbury, SOCIETY NEWS / PRESIDENT = S MESSAGE, Canadian Society of Forensic Science

Journal, Vol.28, No.3, September 1995, page 229
– Glenn R. Carroll, PRESIDENT= S MESSAGE, Canadian Society of Forensic Science Journal, Vol.29,

No.1, March 1996, page 34.
Allan Robinson, “Mineral analysts group urges lab accreditation / Investors stung by incom-
petent testing,” The Globe and Mail, 19 September 1996, page B3.

249 Lady Justice – from Roman goddess Justitia – with scales, blindfold and sword – as in arms of
Ilshofen, Baden-Württemberg.

250 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lady_Justice#/media/File:DEU_Ilshofen_COA.svg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lady_Justice#:~:text=Since%20the%2016th%20century%2C

%20Lady,%2C%20power%2C%20or%20other%20status.
https://www.heraldry-wiki.com/heraldrywiki/index.php?title=Ilshofen
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:DEU_Ilshofen_COA.svg
https://www.heraldry-wiki.com/heraldrywiki/wiki/Ilshofen

251 Justitia – at Vancouver, with scales and blindfold, but with a scroll instead of her usual sword.
“Scales of Justice, Vancouver Law Courts. The blindfolded Lady Justice symbolizes the impar-
tial manner in which our laws are administered: blind to all considerations but the facts”

https://www.canada.ca/en/immigration-refugees-citizenship/corporate/publications-man-
uals/discover-canada/read-online/justice-system-images.html

252 http://www.inquiriesjournal.com/articles/896/the-visual-rhetoric-of-lady-justice-understand-
ing-jurisprudence-through-metonymic-tokens

253 https://www.nvbar.org/about-us/our-mission/ https://www.elevatedtitle.com/utah/utah-state-bar/
254 https://mdean.tripod.com/justice.html
255 –the individual litigants may continue to vigorously disagree as to their cases’ importance.
256 –for example, if the lab accreditation had expired.
257 For example: for the Carbon-14 analysis of the Shroud of Turin. Preface 2, Chapters 3 & 7.
258 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
259 Absolute liability offence. Chapters 1 & 8.
260 Ivan Penn, “Steps taken to combat inmate release errors / Officials upgrading case review pol-

icies, computer tracking,” Baltimore Sun, 24 November 1997, pages 1B and 6B: “In response to
concerns about mistaken release of four Maryland inmates, prison officials say they have es-
tablished new policies ...” https://www.sunspot.net

261 Mark Quinn, “2nd story of babies switched at birth – same year, same Come By Chance [New-
foundland] hospital / Muriel and Cecil Stringer were handed the wrong baby boy in 1962 – but
noticed the mix-up almost immediately,” CBC News, 17 February 2020. https://www.cbc.ca/
news/canada/newfoundland-labrador/hodge-s-cove-wrong-baby-1.5459421

262 Mark Quinn, “By Chance: Switched at birth, they were brought together again by coincidence /
2 lives took a wrong turn early on. Some 50 years later, the N.L. men are struggling with the
fallout,” CBC News, 11 December 2019. https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/newfoundland-lab-
rador/switched-at-birth-newfoundland-1.5366043
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https://www.heraldry-wiki.com/heraldrywiki/index.php?title%3DIlshofen
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:DEU_Ilshofen_COA.svg
https://www.heraldry-wiki.com/heraldrywiki/wiki/Ilshofen
https://www.sunspot.net


263 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Babies_switched_at_birth
264 –hopefully not too many here.
265 See “Completely off the Track an afterword by David Garnett,” 1992, 1998.

http://www.infinityplus.co.uk/stories/offtrack.htm 2021.
266 This was referred to in 8.3 with respect to yes or no analyses.
267 However, see the caution given by John Keenan Taylor, Quality Assurance of Chemical Meas-

urements, Lewis Publishers, Inc., 1987, page 146.
268 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
269 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
270 Nullius in verba ≈We don’t take anybody’s word for it.
271 http://royalsociety.org/ “The Royal Society’s motto ‘Nullius in verba’ roughly translates as

‘take nobody’s word for it’. It is an expression of the determination of Fellows to withstand the
domination of authority and to verify all statements by an appeal to facts determined by
experiment.”

272 Edward Neville da Costa Andrade, Sir Isaac Newton / His Life and Work, DOUBLEDAY AN-
CHOR, Garden City, New York; SCIENCE STUDIES SERIES, S42; reprinted from Macmillan Com-
pany, New York, and W. Collins Sons and Co, Ltd., London, first published 1954; page 60.

273 https://en.wiktionary.org/w/index.php?title=%D7%A9%D7%82%D7%9B%D7%9C&oldid =
46239729

274 See also: “. . . if something doesn’t make sense, it doesn’t make sense. . . .”
275 Mark Carney, Lecture 2: “From Credit Crisis to Resilience,” December 2020, BBC Radio 4. Also,

CBC Ideas. “THE REITH LECTURES 2020: HOW WE GET WHAT WE VALUE Reith Lecturer: Dr.
Mark Carney, former Governor of the Bank of England Lecture 2: From Credit Crisis to Resil-
ience TX: 09.12.2020 at 9am, BBC Radio 4”

“. . .Bob Hurst . . . then one of the partners at Goldman Sachs. Bob’s rule was if something
doesn’t make sense, it doesn’t make sense. . . . and it doesn’t make sense, ask the person to
repeat the rationale, and if that response still doesn’t make sense, you should run . . .”

https://downloads.bbc.co.uk/radio4/reith2020/Reith_2020_Lecture_2_transcript.pdf
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m000q3sp
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/43GjCh72bxWVSqSB84ZDJw0/reith-lectures-

2020-how-we-get-what-we-value
276 See also: William Shakespeare, Hamlet, Act 3, Scene 2; ~ 1601; Queen Gertrude: “The lady doth

protest too much, methinks.”
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/protest-too-much
https://literarydevices.net/lady-doth-protest-too-much/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_lady_doth_protest_too_much,_methinks
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0271530920300264
https://interestingliterature.com/2020/11/methinks-the-lady-doth-protest-too-much-mean-

ing-origin/
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Chapter 9
Report

[. . .]

The White Rabbit put on his spectacles. “Where shall I begin, please your Majesty?” he asked.
“Begin at the beginning,” the King said, very gravely, “and go on till you come to the end:

then stop.”
[. . .] [Alice at a court of justice.] [2]

[. . .]

Meanwhile in my office at the Port Judiciary I struggled to do the job my bondfather had given me.
Each day a formidable stack of reports and memoranda reached my desk; each day I tried to de-
cide which must go before the High Justice and which were to be ignored. At first, naturally, I had
no grounds for judgment. Sevgord helped me, though, as did several of the senior officials . . .

Most of the material submitted for the guidance of the High Justice was nonsense. I learned
swiftly to detect that sort by a quick scanning, often by looking at a single page. The style in
which it was written told me much: I found that a man who cannot phrase his thoughts cleanly on
paper probably has no thoughts worth notice. The style is the man. If the prose is heavy-footed
and sluggish, so too, in all likelihood, is the mind of its author, and then what are his insights into
the operations of the Port Judiciary worth? . . .

[. . .]

[Fictional Prince Kinnall, as private secretary to the High Justice of the Port Judiciary.] [3, 4,
5, 6, 7]1 [8]

Доверяй́, но проверяй́
[Russian proverb = Trust, but verify – quoted by President Ronald Reagan to General Sec-

retary Mikhail Gorbachev.] [9, 10, 11]

9.1 Report

The forensic scientist’s report [1]2,3 is a very important component of both science and
law. It is the explained end-product of the scientific work done in a legal context.

That report is the professional written statement of findings and conclusions, and
speaks both for the scientist and for the scientist’s employer [12]. It should contain, or
refer to, all that is relevant to expressing the theory and conclusions of the science – as
far as the scientist could know – including doubts and wonderings about unknowns.

The forensic science report would be used by prosecutors, police, defence law-
yers, judges, and others, to help try to construct the theory of the human story of
what happened. And maybe used by historians, long afterwards.

1 Prince Kinnall. Chapters 8 & 9.
2 Proper scientific report. CD&S Act. Health Canada. Preface 4.3, Chapters 5, 8, 9, 10, 11.
3 Forensic report. Chapters 5, 9.
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The report should be as comprehensive as possible, be clear, cite all relevant doc-
umentation and state its limitations. It should deal with scientific matters in a proper
scientific way. It should clearly indicate its authorship, its authorship responsibility
and contact data. It should also identify the key participants in the forensic work.

The report should provide its readers not only with a clear idea of the issues to
be addressed, but also ample information for a reader’s critical appraisal that might
suggest other conclusions to be argued about.

The report would be a formal written narrative with sufficient explanation so
that a responsible reader, with some knowledge of science, but not necessarily
closely familiar with the detailed science theory and facts, could gain a decent un-
derstanding of what is going on. That reader should be expected to have at least a
high school–level appreciation of science and mathematics, and should not profess
an animosity to science and mathematics.

The report must also be appropriate for an expert reader who would be closely
familiar with the detailed science of concern.

A forensic science report would look like any proper science report4 – generally –
as to content and organization. Although there are many possible formats, all science
reports would be organized to explain what is being studied, in such a way that a criti-
cal reader or reviewer can know what challenging questions to ask, and could have
those questions addressed.

A forensic science report should address, and neither hide, obscure nor obfus-
cate inconvenient relevancies, if such exist.

But, if it is in the midst of a public controversy, the report’s authors should tread care-
fully – for example: In a report on the health physics of a particular nuclear power pro-
posal, the report’s authors should stick to just that. That report should not be seen as for
advocacy – those are the roles of the public policy advocates and their adversaries. The
report should not have a commercial advertising kind of tone; the reporting agency’s web-
site should not give the appearance of an advertising platform, or of brand promotion.

The concepts of science report writing are well known. Examples abound – in-
cluding from the American Chemical Society, [13, 14] from the US Code of Federal
Regulations for the EPA, [15] for high schools,[ 16] etc., [17, 18, 19, 20].

As a further example: A text book experiment to measure enthalpy of combus-
tion with a bomb calorimeter: [21, 22, 23]

And, further examples: As indicated in quality assurance standard ISO/IEC
17025:2005, including clauses 5.10.1, 5.10.2, 5.10.5 [24].

And, more further examples: reports as for cases that would appear be-
fore the Ontario Court – FIRE INVESTIGATION REPORT, and CFS REPORT.5

4 Proper scientific report. CD&S Act. Polemic. Health Canada. Preface 4, Chapters 9 & 10.
5 Fire Marshall. CFS. Chapters 9 & 10.
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But not from Health Canada,6 under the CD&S Act, nor from the Criminal Code
DRE.7,8

Individual report writers and their science-related agencies and corporate enti-
ties should be expected to be science report–literate. Documented scientific report-
ing goes back at least more than three centuries to Principia.9

As a science report, a forensic science report would include several necessary
parts. Those parts would each be reasonably well-complete explanations, either by
their own narrative, or by way of reference to reasonably readily well-available
other documents. Descriptions of those parts follow in this chapter.

A forensic science report with missing parts should be accepted only provision-
ally, if at all, until it would become complete. But, report parts, by way of reference,
if reasonably and readily available, should not be considered as missing.

However, reports for many purposes may be ok as in abbreviated or summarized
format, so long as a fully proper scientific report exists somewhere and is reasonably read-
ily available. For example: Most medical patients, and their physicians, are satisfied with
lab results (often analytical chemistry) as brief data printout, because there is sufficient
confidence in the lab’s, and the physician’s professionalism, in the physician’s explana-
tion and in the government’s regulatory supervision. But, not always is such confidence
warranted – for example: “Motherisk” laboratory at Toronto Hospital for Sick Children.10

And, again, in a medical context, there may be questions of confidence with
data security [25].

As another example: It may be reasonably speculated that investors interested in
Bre-X [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32] gold Au mining assays (also analytical chemistry) should
have (now in retrospect of the exposed fraud) insisted on proper scientific reports [33].11

Some reports that are in the administrative context of an issuing agency – perhaps
set out in law – would not necessarily qualify as a proper scientific report. Those
agency-directed reports would be used for whatever the agency’s bureaucracy – or the
law – requires, but are not necessarily reflective of proper science. For example: Health
Canada’s Certificates of Analyst, as applicable at law, should not be confused with
properly reported science.12,13,14

Science and conclusions that would be conveyed by a forensic report that is
not as a proper scientific report should not be seen as scientifically acceptable,

6 Health Canada DAS Certificate of Analyst. Chapters 9 & 10.
7 DRE. Chapters 9 & 11.
8 re criticism of Health Canada, Judges, et al. Preface 4.1, 4.2, Chapters 10 & 11.
9 Newton. Haley. Principia. Chapters 9, 10, 11.
10 “Motherisk” Chapter 9 [see also other notes.].
11 Sample selection. Chapters 3, 5, 9.
12 Health Canada DAS Certificate of Analyst. Chapters 9 & 10.
13 Polemic. Health Canada. Preface 4, Chapters 10 & 11.
14 re criticism of Health Canada, Judges, et al. Preface 4.1, 4.3, Chapters 10 & 11.
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for that reason alone. A forensic report not in writing (as print-on-paper or as
permanent electronic record) should not be seen as scientifically acceptable, for
that reason alone. A mere presentation of recorded data is not an acceptable sci-
entific report; it must come with reporting explanation and formalism.

That Canadian courts and legal process are entitled at law to proceed without a
proper scientific report, and often do, is a matter for public policy debate. For exam-
ple: Health Canada’s Certificates of Analyst – see above.

Sometimes, there are publicly revealed tragic happenings that would/should have
involved considerations of analytical chemistry, and for which there are government
enquiries. And, for which journalists take notice. Within the resulting government-
published enquiries there would/should have been presented and discussed issues of
proper scientific reports, references to them, and mention of at least some science con-
cepts. Examples:15,16

Tab. 9.1: Tragic public happening enquiries.

Enquiry Comment []

– Grange
Royal
Commission.

 re Susan
Nelles.

An innocent nurse was accused of
murder-by-poisoning babies.
Eventually exonerated. For an issue
where analytical chemistry would
seem to be important, scant
mention is made.

[, 36, 37, 38

– Griffiths
Report.

 re Gemma
Ramlal.

A government chemist was
involved with serious quality
assurance failure. For an issue
where analytical chemistry and QA
would seem to be of fundamental
and paramount importance, there
was essentially no mention. Later
comparison with a Massachusetts
case, , is appropriate.

, 40, 41, 42, 43,
44, 45, 46, 47, 48,
49, 50, 51, 52, 53,
54]17

15 Government enquiries: Preface 4, Chapters 8 & 9.
–Grange re Susan Nelles, 1984;
–Griffiths, re Gemma Ramlal, Health Canada, 2001;
–Goudge re Dr. Smith, Hospital for Sick Children, 2008;
–Lang re “Motherisk,” Dr. Koren Hospital for Sick Children, 2015;
–Gillese re Ontario Long-Term Care Homes murders, 2019.

16 Proper scientific report. CD&S Act. Health Canada. Preface 4.3, Chapters 5, 8, 9, 10, 11.
17 Fraud. Griffiths Report, 2001. QA failure. Gemma Ramlal, 2001. Annie Doukhan, 2012. Preface
4.3, Chapters 8, 9, 10.
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After a proper scientific report would be issued, requests for relevant explana-
tions are always in order, and the report’s writer and/or the issuing agency should
always be willing to further explain, or argue about it; although within the chain of
authority, and sequence, of the legal process. In this, it should be remembered that
good science requires good faith explanation [78].

Often a forensic report is presented to a court or tribunal by way of expert19

testimony. While the oral testimony of an expert witness is often appropriate and
helpful for a court or tribunal, and required; if that expert refers to a specific ex-
amination or observations, done by or on behalf of that expert, a written report
would also be necessary. Without the written report, the expert’s testimony should
not be seen as acceptable, for that reason alone.

Some of the above description may seem somewhat too fussy, redundant, tedious.
But, it is very important.

Tab. 9.1 (continued)

– Goudge
Inquiry.

 re Dr. Smith. An MD, acting in pathology,
apparently made serious errors
amid a disorganized administrative
process. Apparently, no one of
senior authority within the Ministry
of the Attorney General actively
intervened.

[, 56, 57, 58]

– Lang report.  re “Motherisk,”
Dr. Koren.

An MD, in charge of a hospital
clinic uses questionable tests and
conclusions, with legal
consequences for patients.
Concepts of analytical chemistry
and QA appear to be well-dealt-
with in this report.

[, 60, 61, 62, 63,
64, 65, 66, 67, 68,
69, 70, 71, 72,
73]18

– Gillese
report.

 re Long-Term
Care Homes
murders.

A nurse is convicted of a series of
murders for which there is little
specific direct physical evidence,
other than to confirm the deaths,
with an opportunity to murder.
Essentially, conviction was based
on her confession. There is no
mention of analytical chemistry.

[, 75, 76, 77]

18 “Motherisk” Chapter 9 [see also other notes].
19 Expert. Chapters 1 & 9.
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Descriptions of each of the report parts that must appear – by way of direct nar-
rative or reference – for purposes of a forensic analytical chemistry proper scientific
report as contemplated in this book:

9.2 Title, . . .

The report must declare at its beginning – or, if not at the actual beginning, refer-
enced from the beginning, or otherwise obviously displayed: [79]
– A meaningful title.
– The author(s).
– Their government agency or corporate entity; the supporting or financing agency

or entity.
– The key participants in the forensic work.
– An effective date of report issue; and indications as to when the work reported

on was actually done.
– Various identifying code, classification, and cataloguing numbers.
– If acronyms are used – defined.
– An indication (often obvious) that the report is of a prepared form or is de novo

[80].

Also:
– The report should be signed by its authors, and others of answerable responsible

authority, involved in its work.20 In this regard, those in responsible authority
must be clearly defined and identified; a nebulous team with no one clearly des-
ignated to meaningfully respond to enquiries or criticism does not satisfy this.
The person of responsibility would typically be the analytical chemist who did
or directed the work and authored the report.

Some comment is appropriate about the mechanics and meaning of a signature:
A personally handwritten name, initials or mark – to affirm as true the document
being signed [81, 82, 83]. Although sometimes of great historical significance,
[84, 85, 86, 87] document signing is often as routine business, but still of signifi-
cance in its own context.

The signature would be inscribed nearby words to indicate: The place, juris-
diction, date and time of signing; and that it’s original or an official copy. Impli-
edly, if not explicitly, it would be for the entire document, including boilerplate
[88]. As a practical matter, typically, if the document is type-set (black), the ink

20 Signed report. Chapter 9.
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signature would be in colour (blue). The signature might be witnessed and at-
tested to with another’s signature; sometimes in affidavit form, sworn under
oath.

For a forensic report, the signature would mean that the signer, having the au-
thority to sign, had examined the report, mindful of its meaning, including at the
moment just before signing. The subsequent signing – just after – would represent
personal approval, attestation, affirmation, responsibility, commitment, etc. This
symbolic formality – of a human hand, directed by a mindful human brain – is
quite important; casual, pro forma, meaningless signing should not happen; nor
for purposes here should there be signing-in-blank, nor other-than-actual dating.
Signing must not be delegated to a robot [89].

In more ordinary every-day language, the signing process described above
would be to assure that someone of responsible authority was actually “mind-
ing the store” [90].

In our modern electronic document era there are equivalent alternatives to
signing by a brain-directed human hand using a physical pen exuding chemical-
substance ink [91]. Such equivalents must include that the electronic signing be
of analogous criteria as above.

The above – perhaps too fussy and idealized – commentary would often be
of little remarkable necessity. But then there are facsimile signatures – with neither
explanations nor indications on the document or obviously elsewhere of the crite-
ria above. If the forensic report is with a facsimile signature, it should be evaluated
and proven with the same criteria as above: caused to be by a human hand, di-
rected by a mindful human brain, and taking-on responsibilities.

If the facsimile signature is otherwise – perhaps somehow found to be auto-
matically applied, electronically, with the computer production of the report –
the report should not have been issued. This is a problem to be addressed when
computer systems are involved in the forensics process [92].

Sometimes, Canadian law bypasses these concepts.21,22

For example [93] for the forensic ink analysis used23 as examples in previ-
ous chapters, and being followed through in this chapter: Title:

21 Health Canada DAS Certificate of Analyst. CD&S Act s. 51. Chapters 9 & 10.
22 re criticism of Health Canada, Judges, and others Preface 4.1, 4.2, Chapters 10 & 11.
23 Variations of Ink analytical chemistry – as examples – Gedankenexperiment – continue through-
out this book. Preface 2.3 & 2.2.
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FORENSIC REPORT for Police File [][][][][][].
DETERMINATION OF INK ON A DOCUMENT & IN A PEN.

This report issued [][] [][][][] 202[], [][]:[][] []m. EST [94].
For forensic science work done

[][] [][][][] 202[]→ [][] [][][][] 202[], [][]:[][] []m. EST.
Authorizing signature: ___________________________

(as at the issue date above, as for this entire report. Σpages=[][].)
(The signer self-declares to be a person of answerable responsible authority.)
[][][][][] [][][][][], Analytical Chemist. Employee id # = [][][][][].
Personnel involved as key participants in this forensic work:

✔ Analytical chemist signing above.
□ & others: __________________________________________________________

Forensic Service Agency,
Ministry of the Solicitor General.
[][][][] [][][][][][][][], [95]
[][][][][][][][][], [][][][][][][], [][][][][][]. [][][] [][][] [96]
This lab’s file number for this work = [][][][][][][].

9.3 Abstract

An abstract is a very brief summary near the beginning of the report. It is usual in
science; in published law reports it is analogous to a “head note.”

For example, for the forensic ink analysis used24 as examples in previous chap-
ters, and being followed through in this chapter [97]:

Abstract: From items provided by police, TLC and IR analyses were done for ink and ink-writ-
ing, with comparison for light blue ball point pen ink to standard reference materials. It was
concluded that all three (ink, writing and reference) are the same. Statistical data also indi-
cates that the ink is not usually found.

9.4 Contents outline

A contents outline, somewhere near the beginning of the report, allows for a conve-
nience of reading – with emphasis indicated for where most readers would likely be
most interested. For example: Selected from the paragraph headings of this chapter –
for the forensic ink analysis used as examples in previous chapters, and being fol-
lowed through in this chapter [98]:

24 Variations of Ink analytical chemistry – as examples – Gedankenexperiment – continue through-
out this book. Preface 2.3 & 2.2.
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Contents outline:
– Problem to be addressed
– Re Theory of the human story being investigated
– Science theory
– Items for analysis
– Equipment and reagents
– Analysis
– Error statement
– SOPs, etc.
– Conclusion
– Quality assurance
– Environmental and workplace health and safety
– Legal and disclaimer
– Control of distribution
– Data archival
– Finance
– Language

9.5 Problem to be addressed: blind?

The problem to be addressed should be very briefly stated. It involves the human
story that is being sought for which forensic science is being applied. It is usually
and mostly not a treatment of the scientific issues. And, importantly, the forensic
scientist should try to be blind, as best as practicable, to the human story, to relieve
apprehension of bias.

For example for the forensic ink analysis used25 as examples in previous chap-
ters, and being followed through in this chapter [99]:

Problem to be addressed: An ink-writing – alleged as a forgery, and a pen containing ink, were
analyzed as to identify the ink as from the pen, or not; and to determine the popularity of that
pen and ink in the region of the alleged offence.

The forensic analytical chemist, although having knowledge that an alleged forgery was being
investigated, in a criminal or civil law process, had no other involvement in that investigation;
nor contact with police personnel other than to receive the physical evidence; nor contact with
Crown office personnel other than to receive notice of a trial date for testimony.

25 Variations of Ink analytical chemistry – as examples – Gedankenexperiment – continue through-
out this book. Preface 2.3 & 2.2.
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9.6 Re Theory of the human story being investigated

The human story being investigated is often very interesting. But that story – aside
from how it might inform about the scientific problem – essentially should not be of
concern to the forensic scientist. And, as just indicated, the forensic scientist should
try to be blind, as best as practicable, to it, to relieve apprehension of bias.

For example for the forensic ink analysis used as examples in previous chap-
ters, and being followed through in this chapter [100]:

Re Theory of the human story being investigated: Personnel at this lab, although aware that a
criminal or civil legal issue (more likely criminal) is being investigated, do not have detailed
knowledge of the allegations of incident; nor express any opinion therefor. Nor have any
known contact with anyone connected with the incident, other than police & Crown office per-
sonnel as noted above in “Problem to be addressed.”

9.7 Science theory

The theoretical scientific basis for the forensic work reported – and hence for the con-
clusion –must be stated. It would usually be concisely summarized in the report, with
references as found in chemical literature – textbooks or journal articles, or govern-
ment or corporate scientific reports, or in US Patents. Or, the theory might be found by
reference to the examining lab’s own SOPs that would refer to the scientific literature.

For the fictitious example being followed through in this chapter [101]:

Science theory: The conclusions are based on analysis by TLC,26 with comparisons to reference
standards, and the US International Ink Library,27 as reported by [][][][][] & [][][][][], “[][][][][][][]
[][],” [][][][][][][][][], Vol.[][][], No.[][], pages [][][]→[][][], [][] [][][][] 19[][]; [102] and as presented
in this lab’s SOP[][][]. Some IR spectra were also observed for conformation. Assumptions were
made to estimate the occurrence probability of the pen of interest in the geographical region,
based on industry-provided sales data.

9.8 Items for analysis

The source, handling, storage and otherwise care of the items being analysed must
be stated [103]. This would include registry within the lab’s numbering/catalogu-
ing/recording systems, and would refer to police systems. Reference would also be
made to the lab notebook.28 Photographs would also be included.

26 TLC. Chapters 6 & 9.
27 Ink reference standards. US International Ink Library. ATF. Chapters 2, 3, 4, 9.
28 Lab notebook. Chapters 5 & 9.
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For the fictitious example being followed through in this chapter [104]:

Items for analysis:
– 1 single sheet of paper [].[][] x [].[][] cm2 with light blue writing apparently from a ball

point pen.
– 1 ball point pen. Markings on the pen: [][][][][][][][][][][] [pen company] [][][][][] [= prod-

uct identification numbers] engineering standards reference = [][][][][] [105]

(Item identification numbers: [][][], [][][].)
(See photos as figs. [][][], [][][] – below)
(Lab notebook ref.: pages [][][], et seq.)

9.9 Equipment and reagents

Much of the equipment and chemicals used would be more or less routine for most
chemistry labs. Only those specific for the analysis reported need be mentioned.

For the fictitious example being followed through in this chapter [106]:

Equipment and reagents: Surgical-type clean sharp scalpels were used to scrape from the ink
lines.

Commercially prepared TLC plates, of [][][][][][][] [lab supply company], catalogue number [][][]
[[], were used.

TLC solvents of [][][][][][][] [chemical supply company], catalogue numbers [][][][], [][][][[], [][][]
[[], were used. Production and lot numbers: [][][][], [][][][[]. All were of “spectral grade.” None
contained any preservatives that would be of concern for this analysis. All were used as sup-
plied without further treatment.

The IR instrument used was of [][][][][][][] [instrument manufacturing company], catalogue
number [][][][]; modified in this lab as described in SOP [][][].

K Br pellets were pressed as set out in SOP [][][].

Refer to SOPs [][][], [][][], [][][] for more details.

9.10 Analysis

The analysis that led to the conclusion would be concisely described in the report,
so that others would be able to critically appraise what was done, and repeat it, not-
withstanding that such repetition would usually not be necessary.
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For the fictitious example being followed through in this chapter [107]:

Analysis: The items for analysis were photographed – see figs. [][] – of the ink-writing on the
paper, and from the pen.

The pen and ink appeared to be of a standard ball point type – see figs.: [][] – as confirmed
by the analysis here.

The analysis of the ink taken from the paper followed SOP no.[][][] – TLC (using SOP no.
[][][] – solvent mix [][][]); and whole ink IR (using SOP nos. [][[] & [][][]). TLC plate photos and
IR spectra are shown as figs. [][].

The analysis of the ink taken form the pen was the same as just above.

All inks from the items for analysis were found to be identical – by both TLC and IR; to each-
other, and to US International Ink Library, Reference Standard Sample: [][][] – light blue. No
matches were found with any other ink as reported in the US International Ink Library.

These findings were consistent with data from the pen manufacturing company identified
from markings on the pen.

The data described above are set-out as tables [][], [][], [][].

Ink industry production and sales statistics, bank-industry-published (ref. [][]), for various inks
are also presented as table [][]. These statistical data indicate that the light blue ink is rarely
found in the region.

Care was taken to preserve other-than ink evidence – such as handwriting, fingerprints (on
paper & pen), and pen ball microscopic markings. Before starting any ink work, close-up colour
photographs and photomicrographs were made to best preserve such evidence (as indicated in
the conclusion), should further work be required. The fingerprint photography used a laser light
source (λ=[][][] nm) to try to activate a fluorescence response range (λ=[][][]→[][][] nm) (also as in-
dicated in the conclusion). That no fingerprint images were observed by this process does not
exclude fingerprint possibilities that might be revealed by other process not attempted in this lab.
(Lab notebook ref.: page [][][], et seq.)

9.11 Error statement

As indicated in Chapter 8,29 consideration of error in scientific evaluations is impor-
tant. This should be reflected in the forensic report.

For the fictitious example being followed through in this chapter [108]:

Error statement: As appropriate for this work, the chemical analyses were all of a qualitative nature,
without numerically precise determination of ink component quantities. The validity of the analyses
methods for use here is supported by reports in the scientific literature – cited in SOP no.[][][].

The ink and bank industry-published statistical data are only indirectly related to pen use
quantities, so that the probability of light blue ink use should be regarded as only an approxi-
mate estimate.

29 Error report. Chapters 8 & 9.
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9.12 SOPs, etc.

Full copies of all SOPs,30 and as appropriate other of the lab’s core documents, re-
ferred to in the report must be readily available, either as appended to the report, or
as separately available, perhaps in an SOP manual, or other of the lab’s manuals.
Although much of this would be of little interest to the report’s readers, it should be
available to whomever would want to refer to it, for whatever reason. This should
be regarded as routine. SOP and document unavailability or secrecy, without expla-
nation, should be seen as detracting from the credibility of the report.

For the fictitious example being followed through in this chapter [109]:31

SOPs: The full texts of all SOPs referred to in this report are either as Appendix [] to this report, or
are downloadable from the lab’s public-access website www.[][][][][][][]. None of these SOPs con-
tain sensitive state or personal information; all are public documents, with routine copyright re-
quirements. All of the lab work reported herein conformed to these SOPs, without variation.

9.13 Conclusion

If not the most important part of the report, the conclusion would likely be the most
attractive to readers who would want to know what happened. (Some of those readers
might be hard-pressed, anyhow, to thread through what might to them be the tedious
technical detail of the report’s other parts.)

The report-interested would include: Crown and defence counsel, and law en-
forcement, insurance investigators, et al. The forensic report does not necessarily
say what happened for the theory of the human story, but it offers to help determine
how that story might have happened, or not.

Crown and defence counsel would use the forensic conclusion in pursuing their
arguments, or dropping them, or looking elsewhere still seeking to understand
unknowns. Defence counsel, after seeing the report, and sharing it with client, might
want to more carefully explain the advantages of a plea bargain; or alternatively, the
wonders and risks of a contested trial. Crown counsel, after seeing the report, might
want to drop the case; or alternatively confidently proceed to trial.

A report example, from US Senate hearings, 1989, stating conclusions:32

[. . .]

Q11 through Q13 – Three handwritten letters bearing questioned ink entries
RESULTS OF EXAMINATION:

30 Core documents. SOPs. Chapters 5 & 9.
31 Variations of Ink analytical chemistry – as examples – Gedankenexperiment – continue through-
out this book. Preface 2.3 & 2.2.
32 US Senate Hastings Impeachment hearings, 1989. Chapters 5 & 9.
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Chemical and physical examinations were performed on the questioned ink entries appearing
on exhibits Q11 through Q13 and the results were compared with each other and with those
from inks in our standard ink library.

One class of ink prepared all the black non-ball point ink entries. Representative samples
of this ink taken from each of Exhibits Q11 through Q13 contained characteristics which
matched those of standard inks available prior to 1981. The blue ball point ink entry (“him”)
on the back of Exhibit Q12 matched a standard ink available prior to 1981. Hence no conclusion
can be made regarding the date or dates of preparation of Exhibits Q11 through Q13 [110].33

[. . .]

For the fictitious example being followed through in this chapter [111]:

Conclusion: The ink of the writing on the questioned document, and the ink in the pen, are the
same, and are identified as a light blue ink of [][][][][][] [ink manufacturing company], catalogue
number [][][][][]; [][] [][][] 19[][], lot [][][][]. And further identified as an ink in the US International
Ink Library – reference identification [][][][][] –with no other US International Ink Library find.

From published sales data (see attached table [][]), it may be inferred that this light blue
ink is rather rarely found in the region – having an occurrence probability expectation of <½%
(but this number would have only an approximate and tenuous relationship to actual occur-
rence probability expectation and should be regarded with care).34

The pen was of [][][][][][] [pen manufacturing company], catalogue number [][][][][]; assem-
bled containing the here-identified ink, [][] [][][] 20[][], lot [][][][].

No forensic conclusions are drawn here concerning any other factor – most particularly
concerning handwriting, fingerprints and pen ball microscopic markings. However, before
starting any other work at this lab, close-up colour photographs and photomicrographs were
made to best preserve such evidence (see photos of fig. [][]), should further work be required.

No forensic ink indications were sought as to when the document was made, although
ink and pen manufacture historical data (see attached table [][]), might be suggested as for lim-
iting not-before date ranges.

The fingerprint photography (of paper and pen) was done to help avoid damaging possible
fingerprint evidence while analysing ink samples. That photography used laser and other light
sources to try to activate fluorescence response, at λs noted above; according to the methods of E.
Roland Menzel, [112, 113] and Keith Beesly, Savvas Damaskinos and A.E. Dixon [114].35 No treat-
ment was done to the items for analysis to try to enhance fingerprint observation. As indicated
above, that no fingerprint images were observed by this process does not exclude fingerprint
possibilities that might be revealed by other process not attempted in this lab.

It should be noted in regard to forensics other than for ink, that this lab does not perform
such further work. Only the ink analysis as described above was done.

33 Ink reference standards. Chapters 2 & 9.
34 Occurrence probability – ink example. Find expectation. Chapters 2, 4, 9.
35 Fingerprint visualization. Fluorescence & phosphorescence. Chapters 6, 7, 9.
Fingerprint probability. Chapters 1 & 4. Fingerprint visualization. Fluorescence & phosphorescence.
Chapters 6 & 9. Fingerprint when. Chapters 7 & 8.
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9.14 Quality assurance

For the fictitious example being followed through in this chapter [115]36:

QA: The formal Quality Assurance system in place for this report, and for the work done for
this report, is described in SOP [][][][], et seq. This lab’s quarter-yearly QA evaluation reports
are public documents available at www.[][][][][][].

9.15 Environmental and workplace health and safety

For the fictitious example being followed through in this chapter [116]37:

Environmental and workplace health and safety: Environmental and workplace health and
safety practices of this lab, in-place for this report, and for the work done for this report, are
described in SOP [][][], et seq. and SOP [][][], et seq.; which include applicable requirements of
law, and management/trade union collective agreements, as indicated in those SOPs. There is
no related litigation going on; nor grievance proceedings.

9.16 Legal and disclaimer

[. . .]
the large print giveth
and the small print taketh away
[117, 118, 119, 120, 121]

[. . .]

Legal and disclaimer concepts may apply to forensic science reports. But first, some
general commentary:

Books, [122, 123]38 other publications, legal documents, [124, 125, 126] etc. [127, 128]
often contain various legal disclaimers that would appear to try to limit the re-
sponsibility and liability of the writer/publisher/issuer; and would make various
declarations of claimed fact, intent and legal rights, etc.; including government sci-
ence publications [129, 130, 131]. There may be legitimate purpose to this, in that it
would avoid misleading readers and users of the publication [132].39 But, also it
can obfuscate, and be used as a less-than-legitimate excuse or ruse to avoid or
evade responsibility and liability. Sometimes, similarly, in another context – as

36 QA. Quality assurance. Report. Chapters 8 & 9.
37 Regularory law. Environmental & workplace health & safety. Chapter 1, 5, 9, 11.
38 Disclaimers, etc. Error [. . .], Not legal advice [. . .] Commercial products, [. . .] Preface 2, 4.1,
Chapters 1, 5, 6, 9.
39 Ethics. Lawyers. Experts. Etc. Preface. Chapters 1, 5, 8, 9.
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for agreeing to website terms and conditions – the reader might be given what
might appear to be a choice, but in view of a vastly superior bureaucratic advan-
tage – perhaps including massive and complex contract wording – is not really
fairly so [133].

Scientific instrument manufacturers may also have their own legal and dis-
claimer. For example, [SCIEX]: “For Research Use Only. Not for use in Diagnostic
Procedures” [134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140]. The consequences of a forensic lab
violating this are not indicated. This would appear to have a relevance for measure-
ments made in an impaired by drug case [141].

Sometimes declarations and disclaimers might be placed by a publisher, on
legal advice, beyond the wishes or concerns of the writer, perhaps added in a final
stage without the prior knowledge of the writer. Some may see this as just legal boil-
erplate [142] that does not too much matter – no need to worry – which might be
true unless/until – hopefully rarely – someone of authority thinks it does matter –
and then the legal advisors might take over, to the chagrin of others.

Applying these concepts to forensic science reports: Care needs to be taken
that the declarations and disclaimers do not negate, or muddle, what is being re-
ported. For example, [143] “E&OE” [144] (usual for Canadian lottery tickets; [145] un-
heard of for a forensic report) [146] at the end of a report finding a criminalized
molecule, with a prison term possibility, would raise questions of what the report is
actually saying, and who is to finally determine the correctness, or not, of the find-
ing. Such a forensic report, with “E&OE” un-explained, should not be used for crim-
inal court purposes.

For the fictitious example being followed through in this chapter [147]:

Legal: This report is, at its time of issue, according to its context, the final determination of this
agency’s investigation, results & conclusions; functus officio, [148] unless otherwise court-or-
dered, for example as when an author of the report is testifying in court. Otherwise, revisitation
by this agency of anything within this report would be as investigation de novo, [149] and must
be by formal written request, stating reasons, and indicating budgetary allowance.

© 202[] Ministry of the Solicitor General. Licence gratis, [150] for all purposes of legal pro-
cess. Confidential to the litigants until legal processes, and appeal periods would be com-
pleted. Then, unless otherwise labelled, and when anonymized as to the people referred-to
within it, this report may be considered as a public document.

9.17 Control of distribution: public document? Confidential?
Freedom of information

Often, best practice might be similar to the example [151] being followed through in
this chapter [152]:

Distribution: As originally signed,[153] this report first goes to Crown counsel (by-way-of the
police agency that delivered the items investigated to this lab), to convey copies to other
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litigants, and then to the court or tribunal, if and when appropriate. This report is confidential,
depending on court orders; until litigation and appeal periods would be completed; and after-
wards as a public document when anonymized as to the people referred-to within it.

9.18 Data archival

As indicated in Chapter 5, the scientific data should be retained – in its raw forms
and, as appropriate, at its various stages of processing, even though much of those
might not eventually appear in the report, or perhaps anywhere else. Those data
should be referenced in the report as archived and accessible.40

For the fictitious example being followed through in this chapter [154]:

Data archival: The scientific data upon which this report is based, including data not actually
appearing herein, has been archived and is available as data archival ref. [][][][], to be retained
there until [][] [][][][][] 20[][].

(Lab notebook ref.: page [][][], et seq.)

9.19 Finance. US Qui tam

The financing of the report’s issuing agency, and more specifically of how the report
came to be, should be stated.41 This may be very brief, but should be sufficient to allow
critics to be able to otherwise access relevant financial statements, contracts with sup-
porting external agencies, and with participating contractors. This should include
government contract reference numbers, if they exist. Critics should be entitled to be
legitimately interested in considering various legal processes, including US Qui tam.

For the fictitious example being followed through in this chapter [155]:

Financial: This report is produced by the Forensic Service Agency, Ministry of the Solicitor
General, from 20[][] budgetary provision [][][][][][]. No other funding is involved. All forensic
work was done at government facilities, by regular government employees – of civil service
designation; no private contractors were involved.

9.20 Clarity and quality of writing

As indicated above, in this chapter, a forensic science report should give a clear
idea of the issues addressed, concisely written, with clear and ample referencing.
Clarity and quality of writing takes practice that sometimes is not taught well enough
along with the rest of a science and engineering education; but is very important.

40 Data archive. Chapters 5 & 9.
41 US Qui tam. Chapters 1, 8, 9.
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Perhaps, the quote of the fictional Prince Kinnall,42 is worthwhile for some guidance.
Perhaps, the popular science writings43 of Isaac Asimov [156] and George Gamow
[157, 158] are worthwhile to try to emulate.

9.21 Language

turn the box around
[Pierre Trudeau, 1979(?), to a heckler complaining about French on his cereal box.] [159]

Generally, the report would be in English in most of Canada’s provincial jurisdic-
tions, in French in Québec, and both languages federally and New Brunswick. Other
local practices might provide for various languages, either routinely, or on request. In
modern Canada this usually seems to be no longer contentious [160].

For the example being followed through in this chapter [161]:
Language: Disponibles en français.

Traducción al español disponible.

Verfügbar in Deutsch und Englisch

9.22 Format & Short form

9.22.1 Format

Any number of formats and styles for forensic reports may be appropriate – depend-
ing on the standards and practices of the issuing agencies and their writers. What is
important is that, in principle, the elements of the above discussions are addressed.

9.22.2 Short form

For some forensic work, where very many reports would be routinely issued for very
many of the same kind of analyses, a short form [162] format, relying on overall ref-
erence documents, might be appropriate, so long as those references, and other,
documents, are easily and readily available; and so long as the essential criteria
of this chapter, as indicated above, are met by the references.

42 Prince Kinnall. Chapters 8 & 9.
43 Asimov. Gamow. Preface 4, Chapter 9.
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For the example[163] for the drug analysis referred to in Chapter 5 [164] (See
Fig. 9.1):44

Fig. 9.1: Forensic report short form [167, 168 , 169 , 170].

44 Report – Short Form. Chapters 5 & 9.
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The New American Library, New York City, 1960 & 1962; from .Adventures., “Alice’s Evidence”,
Chapter XII, page 111.

3 Robert Silverberg, A Time of Changes, Warner Books, Inc., New York City, 10103; 1971; ISBN 0-
446-34061-8 (an enlarged version from Galaxy Science Fiction, Universal Publishing and Distribu-
tion Corporation, 1971).
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24025805
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13 Anne M. Coghill and Lorin R. Garson, Editors, The ACS Style Guide / Effective Communication of
Scientific Information, Third Edition; American Chemical Society, Washington, DC; Oxford Uni-
versity Press, New York City, 10016; 2006; Chapter 2, “Scientific Papers,” “Standard Format for
Reporting Original Research,” page 19, et seq.

14 “Preparing a Research Report,” ACS Committee on Professional Training, American Chemical
Society, Washington, DC; August 2015.

https://www.acs.org/content/dam/acsorg/about/governance/committees/training/acsap
proved/degreeprogram/preparing-a-research-report.pdf.

15 40 US CFR §160.185 EPA PESTICIDE PROGRAMS – GOOD LABORATORY PRACTICE STANDARDS
– Reporting of study results. https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/40/160.185.

16 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3528086/
https://science-fair.org/students-parents/writing-abstracts/sample-sr-high/
https://www.thoughtco.com/how-to-write-a-lab-report-606052
https://panchbhaya.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/7/0/13701351/grade_9-10_formal_lab_report_
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17 Dr. Rami El Hayek, Analytical Chemistry Lab (CH 313),UMass. Boston, CH 313, Spring 2012.
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19 https://www.elsevier.com/connect/11-steps-to-structuring-a-science-paper-editors-will-take-
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20 See also: John Keenan Taylor, Quality Assurance of Chemical Measurements, Lewis Publishers,

Inc., CRC Press; Boca Raton, Florida, 33431; 1987; ISBN 087371-097-5; Chapter 22, “Reporting
Analytical Data,” pages 197→207; at “REPORT FORMAT,” pages 205, 206, 207.

21 Farrington Daniels, J.W. Williams, Paul Bender, Robert A. Alberty, C.D. Cornwell, Experimental
Physical Chemistry, Sixth Edition, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York; 1962.

22 Daniels, et al.; Chapter 2, “Thermochemistry,” page 15, et seq.: Using an experiment to measure
enthalpy of combustion with a bomb calorimeter as an example description of a lab process.

23 R.S. Jessup, Precise Measurement of Heat of Combustion with a Bomb Calorimeter, US Depart-
ment of Commerce, National Bureau of Standards, Monograph 7, 26 February 1960; Superinten-
dent of Documents, US Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D.C.; 25c. https://nvlpubs.
nist.gov/nistpubs/Legacy/MONO/nbsmonograph7.pdf.

24 General requirements for the competence of testing and calibration laboratories
ISO/IEC 17025:2005(E)

[. . .] [page 20]

5.10 Reporting the results

5.10.1 General
The results of each test, calibration, or series of tests or calibrations carried out by the labora-
tory shall be reported accurately, clearly, unambiguously and objectively, and in accordance
with any specific instructions in the test or calibration methods.

The results shall be reported, usually in a test report or a calibration certificate (see Note
1), and shall include all the information requested by the customer and necessary for the inter-
pretation of the test or calibration results and all information required by the method used.
This information is normally that required by 5.10.2, and 5.10.3 or 5.10.4.

In the case of tests or calibrations performed for internal customers, or in the case of a
written agreement with the customer, the results may be reported in a simplified way. Any in-
formation listed in 5.10.2 to 5.10.4 which is not reported to the customer shall be readily avail-
able in the laboratory which carried out the tests and/or calibrations.

[. . .]
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5.10.2 Test reports and calibration certificates
Each test report or calibration certificate shall include at least the following information, un-
less the laboratory has valid reasons for not doing so:
a) a title (e.g., “Test Report” or “Calibration Certificate”);
b) the name and address of the laboratory, and the location where the tests and/or calibrations

were carried out, if different from the address of the laboratory;
c) unique identification of the test report or calibration certificate (such as the serial number),

and on each page an identification in order to ensure that the page is recognized as a part of
the test report or calibration certificate, and a clear identification of the end of the test report
or calibration certificate;

d) the name and address of the customer;
e) identification of the method used;
f) a description of, the condition of, and unambiguous identification of the item(s) tested or

calibrated;
g) the date of receipt of the test or calibration item(s) where this is critical to the validity and

application of the results, and the date(s) of performance of the test or calibration;
h) reference to the sampling plan and procedures used by the laboratory or other bodies where

these are relevant to the validity or application of the results;
i) the test or calibration results with, where appropriate, the units of measurement;
j) the name(s), function(s) and signature(s) or equivalent identification of person(s) authoriz-
ing the test report or calibration certificate;

k) where relevant, a statement to the effect that the results relate only to the items tested or
calibrated.

[. . .] [page 22]

5.10.5 Opinions and interpretations
When opinions and interpretations are included, the laboratory shall document the basis upon
which the opinions and interpretations have been made. Opinions and interpretations shall be
clearly marked as such in a test report.

[. . .]
25 LifeLabs. Chapters 5 & 9.
26 Bre-X, the gold mining fraud – not Brexit, the EU leaving – which sounds almost the same, but

is not.
27 See: Douglas Goold and Andrew Willis, The Bre-X Fraud, McClelland and Stewart, 1998; ISBN

10:0771033346 & ISBN 13: 9780771033346.
https://www.abebooks.com/book-search/isbn/0771033346/.

28 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bre-X.
29 Peter Brieger, “Red Flags Missed at BRE-X / Felderhoff Cleared / Geologist not the only one

fooled by Indonesian gold mine hoax, says judge,” Financial Post, 01 August 2007, page FP1,
FP3.

30 Charles Lewis, “De Guzman Story Has Shades of Cooper / ‘Vanishing’ Standard,” Financial
Post, 01 August 2007, page FP3.

31 Diane Francis, Comment, “Bre-x fiasco shows flaw in Canadian law,” Financial Post, 01 August
2007, page FP3.

32 Bre-X. Chapters 8 & 9.
33 As to sample selection and preparation – which included fraud – before the samples went for

actual chemical analysis. See: Goold and Willis at page 254, et seq.
34 This synoptic commentary is opined by M.G.
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35 Grange Royal Commission – re Susan Nelles:.
36 The Honourable Mr. Justice Samuel G. M. Grange, Supreme Court of Ontario, Commissioner; Re-

port of the Royal Commission of Inquiry into Certain Deaths at the Hospital for Sick Children and
Related Matters, Ontario Ministry of the Attorney General; Toronto, 1984; ISBN 0-7743-9968-6.

https://archive.org/details/reportofsickkids00onta.
37 Gavin Hamilton, M.D. The Nurses are Innocent – The Digoxin Poisoning Fallacy. Dundurn Press,

2011. ISBN 978-1459700574. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:BookSources/978-
1459700574.

38 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Susan_Nelles.
39 Griffiths Report, 2001 – re Gemma Ramlal:.
40 CBC News · Posted: Jun 24, 2001 10:38 PM ET | Last Updated: June 24, 2001

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/lab-errors-may-void-ontario-drug-convictions-1.283147

Lab errors may void Ontario drug convictions
Botched paperwork at a federal lab may void thousands of drug convictions in Ontario.

Anyone convicted of a drug offence in Ontario during the past 12 years, even those now
serving time, may be off the hook because of bungled paperwork at a federal drug lab.

The problem involves thousands of drug analysis certificates that Health Canada says
might be not be accurate.

The certificates are issued in every case where suspected illegal drugs are found. They are
used by courts to identify and determine the purity of various drugs.

“The chances are very good that if you just get in touch with a lawyer any lawyer that you
will be out of jail very quickly,” said Alan Gold of the Criminal Lawyers Association.

The analyst at the centre of the controversy is Gemma Ramlal, who resigned from her Health
Canada lab job two months ago. She now works at a grocery store. She denies any wrongdoing.

“I want to know how it took my supervisors so many years to figure out my work was
wrong,” Ramlal said.

Dann Michols, assistant deputy minister at Health Canada, told CBC TV: “We trust . the
professionalism and training of the individuals to follow these procedures and only in this one
case have we been disappointed.”

Ramlal had been doing the work for 12 years. Earlier this year, she went on vacation and
another analyst took over and discovered some things were wrong with the certificates.

A review of Ramlal’s work discovered substances misidentified, data entry errors, wrong
dates and instances when Health Canada procedures were not followed. The discovery casts
doubt on some 16,000 certificates issued over the past 12 years.

41 www.hc-sc.gc.ca/english/archives/releases/2001/2001_40e.htm.
42 Drug Analysis Service, within Health Canada. http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/dhp-mps/substancon

trol/analys-drugs-drogues/index_e.html.
43 “Report to the Attorney General of Canada: Advice and Recommendations Respecting Certain

Certificates of Analyst Issued by Health Canada,” by the Honourable W. David Griffiths, Q.C.,
May 23, 2001. http://www.canada.justice.gc.ca/en/news/nr/2001/doc_26438.html.

44 Health Canada / News Release / 2001–40 April 19, 2001.
“Announcement concerning the Toronto Drug Analysis Service Laboratory” http://www.hc-

sc.gc.ca/ahc-asc/media/nr-cp/2001/2001_40_e.html.
45 The Globe and Mail, National News / National Report, 28 September 1998, page A6.
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46 Drug evidence questioned

VANCOUVER. The overdose death of an employee of the [Health Canada] federal drug-
testing lab has cast doubt on 20 years of drug convictions, lawyers say.
The federal Justice Department is reviewing drug cases where Henry Sadowski handled
the evidence, after the lab chemist died in May, 1997, of a drug overdose. Tests showed
Mr. Sadowski, 51, had snorted a lethal mixture of cocaine and heroin, called a speedball.
An autopsy revealed he had been using the drugs for some time.
Now lawyers who defend people on drug charges are wondering whether Mr. Sadowski
fudged his reports. “How do we know what he analyzed and what he put up his nose?”
defence lawyer Ken Young said. CP

47 https://www.worldcat.org/title/report-to-the-attorney-general-of-canada-advice-and-recommen
dations-respecting-certain-certificates-of-analyst-issued-by-health-canada/oclc/48790343?re
ferer=di&ht=edition.

48 https://web.archive.org/web/20020111071110/http:/www.canada.justice.gc.ca/en/news/nr/
2001/doc_26436.html

RELEASE OF REPORT TO THE ATTORNEY GENERAL OF CANADA CONCERNING CERTIFI-
CATES OF ANALYST ISSUED BY HEALTH CANADA
OTTAWA, June 7, 2001 – Today, the Honourable Anne McLellan, Minister of Justice and Attor-
ney General of Canada, released a report by the Honourable W. David Griffiths containing ad-
vice and recommendations respecting certain Certificates of Analyst issued by Health Canada.
The Department of Justice is moving to implement the recommendations in this report.

Health Canada recently identified concerns with some of the Certificates of Analyst issued
by one analyst in the Toronto Drug Analysis Service Laboratory. Certificates of Analyst are
used to prove the nature of substances in drug prosecutions.

From the time that the problem was identified, no further certificates were issued by this
analyst. Prosecutors were instructed not to use certificates issued by this analyst in ongoing
cases. On April 19, 2001, officials from the Department of Justice and Health Canada issued a
media release and held a technical briefing in Toronto to ensure that those who might be af-
fected could be made aware of the issue.

At that time, the Honourable Mr. Griffiths, a retired judge of the Ontario Court of Appeal,
was asked to provide advice and recommendations to the Attorney General of Canada on the
steps to be taken to deal fairly and expeditiously with those who may be affected. In preparing
his report, Mr. Griffiths consulted with members of the defence bar and prosecutors. Prominent
criminal lawyer Mark J. Sandler assisted Mr. Griffiths with his report.

Health Canada retained the services of Dr. Joel Mayer, Deputy Director of Scientific Affairs
at the Ontario Centre for Forensic Sciences. Dr. Mayer was asked to verify the methodology
used by Health Canada to identify questionable certificates and will also advise Health Canada
on changes and improvements to its Drug Analysis quality assurance systems.

Dr. Mayer’s report will be made public shortly.
Health Canada reviewed the work of the analyst and determined that there were problems

with 192 certificates regarding the nature of the substance and 13 certificates regarding the pu-
rity of the substance. Dr. Mayer found the methodology used by Health Canada to review the
work of the analyst acceptable. The Griffiths report makes recommendations with respect to
those and other certificates issued by the analyst.
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In keeping with the recommendations made by Mr. Griffiths, the Department of Justice
Canada will notify each accused found guilty of an offence to which one of the identified certif-
icates relates. Further steps would be taken if a request for relief is made.

For those who have been found guilty of an offence where the case involved a certificate
issued by the analyst, the Griffiths report sets out a range of possible remedies that may be avail-
able depending on the circumstances of the case. These include: an extension of time in which
to file an appeal; an appeal to set aside a conviction and enter an acquittal or a stay of proceed-
ings or order a new trial; a direction from the Minister of Justice for a new trial or appellate hear-
ing under s.690 of the Criminal Code; a pardon, repayment of any fine paid or release from
custody, where appropriate.

With respect to cases currently before the courts, the Department of Justice has been iden-
tifying those cases involving certificates issued by the analyst in question, making disclosure
to the defence, and taking steps to deal with such cases based on the individual circumstances.
Mr. Griffiths has approved the steps undertaken by the Department of Justice in ongoing cases.

All persons who have been found guilty of an offence pertaining to an illicit drug between
June 1, 1988 and May 31, 2001, and who wish to determine whether their Certificate of Analyst
is one of those in question, should access the following web site: www.hc-sc.gc.ca/expo. This
site lists the numbers of all certificates prepared by this analyst. Individuals without Internet
access can contact the Department of Justice by phone (416) 973–0957 or by facsimile (416)
973–8253.

A copy of the report by Mr. Griffiths can be found on the Department of Justice website at
canada.justice.gc.ca/en/news/nr/2001/doc_26438.html.The Department of Justice is moving to
implement the recommendations in this report and remains committed to taking all necessary
steps to ensure that public confidence in the integrity of the justice system is maintained.

[. . .]
49 “Report to the Attorney General of Canada: Advice and Recommendations Respecting Certain Cer-

tificates of Analyst Issued by Health Canada by the Honourable W. David Griffiths, Q.C.”; 23 May
2001.

https://web.archive.org/web/20020220112655/http:/canada.justice.gc.ca/en/news/nr/2001/
doc_26438.html

[. . .]

OVERVIEW
Most drug prosecutions involve, as a substantive component, proof of analysis and identifica-
tion of a substance forming the subject matter of the Crown’s allegations. To establish this ele-
ment, the Crown generally tenders a Certificate of Analyst which states that a designated
analyst has examined the substance and found it to contain a controlled substance. A sample
copy of such certificate is attached as “Appendix A”. Analysts who prepare these certificates
are designated by the Minister of Health and are employed in various Health Canada Drug
Analysis laboratories. Recently, Health Canada identified concerns with some of the certifi-
cates issued by one analyst in the Toronto Drug Analysis Service laboratory. This analyst was
employed by Health Canada since June 1982, and was working for the Drug Analysis Service
laboratory since June 1988. After March 8, 2001, when the concerns were identified, no further
certificates were issued by this analyst.

An internal review by Health Canada of the certificates issued by this analyst and any
available supporting documentation was recently completed. As I shall point out later in this
report, this review process has identified a number of problematic certificates.

As well, Dr. Joel Mayer, Deputy Director, Scientific Affairs at the Ontario Centre of Foren-
sic Sciences has been retained by Health Canada to review the methodologies used by Health
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Canada to assess the work of the individual in the Toronto laboratory, analyze the processes
used by Health Canada to review the work of all other analysts in the Toronto and all other
laboratories across Canada, advise Health Canada on changes and improvements that must be
made to its Drug Analysis operations and quality assurances systems and oversee the imple-
mentation of the plan to prepare the Drug Analysis Laboratories to seek and obtain accredita-
tion from international bodies.1 I am advised that, while Dr. Mayer has not completed his
entire work for Health Canada, he has reviewed and favourably passed upon the criteria used
by Health Canada in evaluating the acceptability or unacceptability of certificates issued by
the subject analyst.

[. . .]

FOOTNOTES
1 Government of Canada News Release dated April 19, 2001.

[. . .]
50 A report by Dr. Mayer to “. . .be made public shortly . . .” – from 7 June 2001 – has not been

found in researching for this book.
51 See also: https://criminallawyers.ca/

– Alan Gold, CLA Letter, FOR THE DEFENCE, Criminal Lawyers Association Newsletter, Toronto,

Vol. 22, No. 2, March / April 2001; pages 19→ 21.

– M.G., “Cheating on Drug Tests / Health Canada’s involvement in the war on drugs has

tainted the credibility of purported science everywhere in its systems. This is serious and

long term damage.,” Letter to the Editor, FOR THE DEFENCE, Criminal Lawyers Association

Newsletter, Toronto, Vol. 22, No. 3, May/June 2001; pages 14 & 15.
52 [slightly edited]

Earlier in May
we posted information regarding Federal Drug Agent Gemma Ramlal. This agent has been sus-
pended for improper work practices.

Alan Gold, Frank Addario and Leslie Pringle met with Justice Griffiths and others to discuss
this issue. Justice Griffiths has been retained by the Justice Department to investigate this issue
with stakeholders and make recommendations.

Here is the letter written from CLA following this meeting.

The Honourable Mr. Justice P. Griffiths
Dear Justice Griffiths;
The Criminal Lawyers Association is pleased to offer its assistance and advice concerning this
unprecedented situation in the criminal justice system. By way of summary of, and addenda to
the comments made at our meeting this past Tuesday, we offer the following.

We reiterate the general observation that how the criminal justice system responds is itself
important as a matter of principle. At issue is a state employee, hired and supervised by the state,
for whose malfeasance the state must accept full responsibility. The state’s laboratory facilities,
including staffing, are a crucial component of the criminal justice system. If one of the employees
becomes ‘tainted’, the system must demonstrate in no uncertain terms that it accepts full responsi-
bility and will completely and exhaustively rectify the wrong-doing. This appears to be the first
time such a situation has arisen; consequently it is especially vital to set a definitive precedent that
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will send a message to state institutions as to how seriously such an episode is to be viewed.
We also restate the fundamental premise that this analyst’s certificates are now to be

viewed as blank pieces of paper. They cannot be seen as having any valid content whatsoever.
In on-going cases, the state will simply have to carry on the case, if it can, by means of another,
untainted analyst.

In closed cases, the situation must be viewed as one where a “hole” or “gap” in the Crown’s
proof has now materialized. It is important that “begging the question” not occur by any assump-
tion, express or hidden, that the substance in any case is in fact an illicit drug based upon the
conduct of the defence or accused. In any case involving this analyst, at least prima facie there is
no proof of the illicit drug. It follows that:
1. In any extant appeal case the Crown must agree the gap exists so that prima facie the appeal
must be allowed, and the argument must then be over whether a) the now-absent certificate
matters, or the proviso can be applied, or b) whether an acquittal or merely a new trial is the
appropriate remedy;

2. In any unappealled past case, concluded outside the appeal period, it should be turned into
an extant appeal by the Crown’s agreement to an extension of time to appeal. Thereafter the
matter comes within 1.

3. It should be irrelevant whether the accused’s plea was not guilty or guilty at trial, so long as
this analyst’s certificate was part of the trial record, or the accused can show the analyst’s cer-
tificate was part of their case.

A guilty plea in our view does not affect the applicable approach because a nature of the sub-
stance in a drug case is an essential element of the offence and it is rare in our caselaw for a
drug to be proved by circumstantial evidence without any certificate. Even in guilty pleas
judges rely on the certificate in accepting the accused’s guilty plea. The fact that the nature of
a drug is almost inevitably proved by certificate evidence is a reflection of the trust and respect
that the laboratory services were held by all involved in the criminal justice system, as well as
defence counsel’s appropriate standard of behaviour, encouraged by judges and prosecutors,
not to waste time litigating such issues. When the trust turns out to have been betrayed, it is
completely indefensible to use defence counsel’s cooperation to try to minimize the effect of
the certificates turning “blank”. Fairness and logic dictate that we simply now do not know
what the substance was. It should not matter whether the plea was guilty or not guilty.
4. Steps should be taken to bring the situation to the attention of any person who may have
been affected by this analyst’s certificates as follows:

a. all current cases should have full disclosure made, and a promise of Department of jus-
tice cooperation;
b. all possible efforts to identify accused and past cases involving this analyst should be
carried out, and any accused so located should be treated as in a.
c. the entire situation should be publicized as widely as possible so that any person that
may be able affected is made aware of the situation. A contact person should be set up so
that anyone making inquiries could be given whatever assistance is possible to ascertain
if the analyst was involved in their case.
d. any person able to show that the analyst was involved in their case should then be as-
sisted to obtain an appellate remedy as in 2. above.

5. As indicated, regarding cases that have concluded at the trial level, whether last week, last
year, or a decade ago, we regard the appellate remedy as the most convenient and appropriate.
Once completed (at the trial level) cases have reached the point where this analyst is identified
as involved, an extension of time should be consented to by the Department of Justice and an
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appeal launched, either in the Court of Appeal or the Summary Conviction Appeal Court.

6. Once an appeal is launched then the Department of Justice can consider its response. It
seems to us the possibilities break down into several categories.

a. consent to admission of fresh evidence of certificate invalidity and consent to acquittal
being entered;
b. consent to admission of fresh evidence of certificate invalidity and consent to new trial
being ordered (whether or not the accused chooses to go further and seek an acquittal on
appeal)
c. contested appeals where the Crown opposes fresh evidence only on the basis it would not
make any difference because of Crown’s responding fresh evidence of new, independent
analysis or examination of available material allows acceptance of this analyst’s results, or
based upon trial record conviction was inevitable and proviso should be applied.

For reasons we stated, we would urge the Crown to be generous, rather than niggardly in its
approach to these cases, and allow acquittals to go in all but the clearest cases where the pub-
lic interest is definite in requiring a new trial or opposition to a successful appeal.

For category b. cases, we submit the Crown should only take this position where it is clear
there is a reasonable prospect of conviction on the same theory as at the first trial. In other
words, we would be against new trial sought on the basis that a “trafficking in marihuana”
case could be retried as a “trafficking in a substance held out to be marihuana”. That is an
unfair second bite for the Crown and an unfair second trial for an accused who is in no way at
fault for this analyst’s malfeasance.

For category c. cases, we submit the Crown should only try to finalize the matter in the
appeal court in the clearest of cases. A post-facto assessment of the tainted analyst’s work
claiming confirmation is inherently suspect, and would require substantial evidentiary proce-
dures at the appeal level. Even an independent confirmatory analysis, given the circumstan-
ces, could reasonably be viewed as warranting testing by the defence at trial. We urge that the
trial forum would be more appropriate for exploration of such matters and so the Crown should
not in general rely on these factors in seeking to defeat an appeal, though there would be a
basis for proceeding with a new trial.

Finally, we reiterate our position that all costs, including transcripts of past cases, occa-
sioned by this forensic disaster, should be borne by the federal government. We are especially
concerned that the Ontario Legal Aid plan not become charged with the expense occasioned as
that would be an unfair and undeserved charge on an already tightly stretched budget.

Thank you for the opportunity to express our views. The Criminal Lawyers Association
wishes you well in carrying out your challenging and highly important mandate and assures
you of our continuing cooperation.
Yours truly,
Alan D. Gold

53 [slightly edited] [re Griffiths Report, etc.]

Letters to the Editor

Cheating on Drug Tests
About 10 years ago, I defended a client in Toronto, charged with possession of cocaine. Result-
ing from a subpoena I had sought, the Health Canada Analyst who did purported analytical
chemistry for that case testified at trial. Despite my efforts, the judge found my client guilty.

The Analyst who testified was Gemma Ramlal.
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I mostly agree with Alan Gold’s letter, for the CLA, copied in For The Defence.1 But unfor-
tunately, the Health Canada lab did not maintain my “. . .trust and respect. . .”2 As a chemist,
from before becoming a lawyer, the word pair that would be increasingly appropriate would be
“shocked and appalled.” And, after a few years of my professional encounters with the federal
government’s purported forensics, no longer shocked.

There may be some implication that Ms. Ramlal should take most of the blame. She
should not. Whatever she may have done, or not, she was a very minor player.

What she was allegedly involved in should hardly have been possible in a modem analyti-
cal chemistry lab, with a proper quality assurance programme. The quality assurance failure of
the purported analytical chemistry of Health Canada’s unaccredited, secrecy shrouded, foren-
sic labs, invited, if not made inevitable, whatever Ms. Ramlal is accused of.

The major responsibility is with the lab supervisors, and the federal Ministers of the
Crown on whose watches it happened. Ms. Ramlal is apparently a convenient fall guy in a very
serious system failure.

The government position3 would minimize the damage – that this was a

Health Canada’s involvement in the war on drugs has tainted the credibility of pur-
ported science everywhere in its systems. This is serious and long term damage.
specific one-person problem at a specific site that will be attended to. . . .4 Whatever Ms.
Ramlal is alleged to have done would likely be only a small part of major and general quality
assurance failure. And, such failure in the forensics system taints the credibility of purported
science everywhere in Health Canada’s systems.5

A recent survey in The Economist6 opines that justice in the USA has been a major victim,
as collateral damage,7 in the war on drugs. I argue that in Canada there is another major vic-
tim: the scientific credibility of the national health ministry.

This raises the question of why Health Canada is purporting to do analytical chemistry in
the war on drugs in the first place. The US FDA is not so involved.

This ethical curiosity for Health Canada has been government policy for years.8 In my
opinion, a health agency has no business being involved, even remotely, in criminal law en-
forcement that includes police subterfuge; and subterfuge in criminal law enforcement is also
lawful government policy in Canada.9

As criminal defence lawyers, we naturally, and properly, address the issues surrounding
Ms. Ramlal in a criminal law context, for our clients. But, we must also recognize when these
issues have broader implications. I argue here that the issues of quality assurance failure in a
national health ministry, and that ministry’s ethical mis-direction, are actually of competing
importance with the criminal law issues, if not more important.

A national health ministry with tainted scientific credibility is a national disaster. Why risk rely-
ing on any of its purported scientific pronouncements? Canadians would be well advised the seek
their answers to health science questions elsewhere – the US FDAwould be a good place to start.

In another context, the importance of credible behaviour by health agencies was exempli-
fied by President Clinton, when apologizing to the Tuskegee victims.10 That tragedy of decep-
tion continued for decades as a tragedy of failure of trust in professional health providers.11

For a health agency, everything it is accountable for must be governed by health agency stand-
ards – even non-health lab activities. Otherwise, its credibility everywhere in its systems – including
its health activities – suffers. Health Canada’s involvement in the war on drugs has tainted the cred-
ibility of purported science everywhere in its systems. This is serious and long term damage.

M. Grossman,
Barrister & Solicitor
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Notes
1. Vol. 22, No. 2, March / April 2001; pages 19–21.
2. letter page 20; middle column, top.
3.www.hcsc.gc.ca/english/archives/releases/2001/2001_40e.htm
4. to borrow a phrase: – John Wayne. BIG JAKE, 1971. http://www.reelclassics.com/Gallery/
quotes.htm
5. I have argued this before, elsewhere: M. Grossman, “Some Recent Canadian Judicial Deci-
sions Relevant to Forensic Chemistry,” presented at a Chemistry and the Law session, Ameri-
can Chemical Society national meeting, Anaheim, California, 22 March 1999.
6. Volume 360, Number 8232, 28 July-03 August 2001, between pages 48 & 49: “A survey of
illegal drugs,” 28 July 2001, sixteen pages;
7. “Collateral damage,” survey pages 12 & 13. http://www.economist.com/surveys/
8. MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING Between the DEPARTMENT OF NATIONAL HEALTH
& WELFARE . and the ROYAL CANADIAN MOUNTED POLICE . CONCERNING THE PROVI SION
OF AN ANALYSIS SERVICE OF SEIZED DRUGS AND DRUG PARAPHERNALIA, Ottawa, 18 Feb-
ruary 1985 & 05 November 1984, five pages.
9. In R v Oickle, paragraph 65, quoting Rothman v. The Queen [1981] 1 S.C.R. 640, it is clear that
the Supreme Court of Canada allows, within limits, police trickery and deceit against citizens,
in criminal investigations. http://www.lexum.umontreaLca/csc-scc/en/pub/2000/vol2/
10. See Alison Mitchell, Washington, 16 May 1997, “Survivors of Tuskegee Study Get Apology
From Clinton”, The New York Times, 17 May 1997, page 9.
11. Ibid.; and see Lynda Richardson, “An Old Experiment’s Legacy: Distrust of AIDS Treat-
ment”, The New York Times, 21 April, 1997, pages A1 & A9.

54 See also: M.G., “What’s Up with Canadian Science?,” C&EN, letter, Vol. 92, Issue 2, 13 January
2014.

https://cen.acs.org/articles/92/i2/s-Canadian-Science.html.
55 Goudge Inquiry – Dr. Smith.
56 Inquiry into Pediatric Forensic Pathology in Ontario, 2007–2008.
57 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Randal_Smith.
58 “Public register provides no explanations,” Toronto Star, 28 February 2015, pages A25.
59 See: Rachel Mendleson, Toronto Star, [many reports re Motherisk]

http://www.thestar.com/authors.mendleson_rachel.html .
60 http://motherisk.org/ http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Motherisk.
61 R v Broomfield, 2014 ONCA 725. 21 October 2014. DOCKET: C52434.

http://www.canlii.org/en/on/onca/doc/2014/2014onca725/2014onca725.html?searchUrl
Hash=AAAAAQAJbW90aGVyaXNrAAAAAAE.

62 Rachel Mendleson, “Lawyers push for answers on drug test / Some refuse to allow clients to
agree to hair analysis until concerns about lab addressed,” Toronto Star, 18 November 2014,
pages A1 & A18.

63 Rachel Mendleson, Toronto Star.
http://www.thestar.com/authors.mendleson_rachel.html [30 November 2014.]
– Ontario’s child advocate praises probe of drug hair tests
28 November 2014
– Ontario launches review of hair drug tests performed at Sick Kids
28 November 2014
– Health Minister Eric Hoskins punts to attorney general on use of Motherisk hair tests
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http://www.economist.com/surveys/
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24 November 2014
– Expert concedes limits to Motherisk’s hair test for drugs
21 November 2014
– Sick Kids breaks silence about cocaine hair tests
20 November 2014– Reliability of hair drug tests up for debate
18 November 2014
–Motherisk concerns a ‘wake-up call’ for family lawyers
18 November 2014– Trio of ministries defend Motherisk amid mounting concerns
13 November 2014
– Sick Kids says it will not review Motherisk hair analysis
11 November 2014
– Sick Kids defends reliability of tests amid calls for review
08 November 2014
– Sick Kids quiet amid growing concerns about hair tests
06 November 2014
– Lawyer seeks ‘reassurance’ on Motherisk drug tests
05 November 2014.

64 Rachel Mendleson, “Patrol Targets Sick Kids Hair Tests / Provinces launches review of contro-
versial Motherisk lab program after Star stories,” Toronto Star, 28 Nov. 2014, pages A1 & A19.

65 Rachel Mendleson, “Motherisk review could affect cases across country / Child protection agen-
cies in other provinces have relied on drug tests now under review,” Toronto Star, 12 March
2015, pages A1 & A4.

66 Rachel Mendleson, “Hair tests halted at controversial Sick Kids lab / Lawyer whose case
sparked Star probe calls decision to suspend Motherisk program ‘ a relief’ / Hospital lab stand-
ards not as strict as forensic lab,” Toronto Star, 06 March 2015, pages A1 & A14.

67 The Honourable Susan E. Lang, Independent Reviewer, Report of the Motherisk Hair Analysis
Independent Review, Ontario Ministry of the Attorney General, 2015; ISBN 978-1-4606-7157-3
(PDF); ISBN 978-1-4606-7156-6 (HTM). https://www.attorneygeneral.jus.gov.on.ca/english/
about/pubs/lang/.

68 André Picard, “Motherisk Report / Sick Kids in need of some serious self-reflection,” The Globe
and Mail, 12 January 2016, page A11.

http://www.theglobeandmail.com/globe-debate/after-motherisk-report-sick-kids-needs-
some-serious-self-reflection/article28117696/

The Honourable Susan E. Lang, Independent Reviewer, Report of the Motherisk Hair Analy-
sis Independent Review, Ontario Ministry of the Attorney General, 2015; ISBN 978-1-4606-7157-3
(PDF); ISBN 978-1-4606-7156-6 (HTM).

https://www.attorneygeneral.jus.gov.on.ca/english/about/pubs/lang/.
69 Eric S. Lander, “Fix the Flaws in Forensic Science / We are often dazzled by scientific ‘evi-

dence.’We shouldn’t be,” The New York Times, 21 April 2015, page A23.
70 “Motherisk” laboratory at Toronto Hospital for Sick Children:.
71 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Motherisk https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gideon_Koren https://

www.attorneygeneral.jus.gov.on.ca/english/about/pubs/lang/ http://motherisk.org/.
72 The Honourable Susan E. Lang, Independent Reviewer, Report of the Motherisk Hair Analysis

Independent Review, Ontario Ministry of the Attorney General, 2015; ISBN 978-1-4606-7157-3
(PDF); ISBN 978-1-4606-7156-6 (HTM).

https://www.attorneygeneral.jus.gov.on.ca/english/about/pubs/lang/.
73 The Honourable Judith C. Beaman, Commissioner, Harmful Impacts: The Reliance on Hair Test-

ing in Child Protection Report of the Motherisk Commission, February 2018.
https://www.attorneygeneral.jus.gov.on.ca/english/about/pubs/motherisk/.
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74 The Honourable Eileen E. Gillese, Commissioner, Public Inquiry into the Safety and Security of
Residents in the Long-Term Care Homes System REPORT, Queen’s Printer for Ontario, Toronto,
31 July 2019. ISBN 978-1-4868-3585-0 (PDF); ISBN 978-1-4868-3581-2 (Print)

Volume 1 – Executive Summary and Consolidated Recommendations
Volume 2 – A Systemic Inquiry into the Offences
Volume 3 – A Strategy for Safety
Volume 4 – The Inquiry Process.

75 Volume 2 – A Systemic Inquiry into the Offences.
76 https://longtermcareinquiry.ca/en/final-report/.
77 Sandro Contenta, “Province vows ‘immediate action’ to make nursing homes safer after report

into how Elizabeth Wettlaufer’s killing spree went undetected / ‘Your pain, loss and grief are
not in vain’,” Toronto Star, 1 August 2019, pages A1 & A9.

78 Good faith explanation. Chapters 2 & 9.
79 Or, if not at the actual beginning, referenced from the beginning, or otherwise obviously

displayed.
80 Latin de novo = from the beginning. https://www.dictionary.com/browse/de-novo.
81 There are various definitions, descriptions, uses, practices and meanings of the concept of a

signature. The description here represents the author’s observation and interpretation of gener-
ally commonly used practice.

82 See: Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat, “Government of Canada Guidance on Using Elec-
tronic Signatures,” July 2019, August 2020, February 2021.

https://www.canada.ca/en/government/system/digital-government/online-security-pri
vacy/government-canada-guidance-using-electronic-signatures.html#toc1

[. . .]

Whether a signature is paper-based or electronic, the fundamental purpose of the signature is
the same. A signature links a person to a document (or transaction) and typically provides evi-
dence of that person’s intent to approve or to be legally bound by its contents. The primary
function of a signature is to provide evidence of the signatory’s:

– identity

– intent to sign

– agreement to be bound by the contents of the document

The requirement for a signature can be:

– imposed by an act of Parliament

– imposed by policy

– a customary practice

[. . .]
83 See also:
84 See: Erin Schaff and Carl Hulse, “Insider’s View of a Long Day / Drama and debate outside the

hearing room doors as the House considers impeachment,” The New York Times, 14 Dec. 2019,
pages A12 & A13.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/12/us/politics/house-impeachment-vote.html.
85 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Signature

https://legalbeagle.com/6283095-reference-dba-name-contract.html
https://www.lawdepot.ca/law-library/faq/legal-faq/#.YB8GmOhKjmY
https://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/signature
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For example: US H. RES. “(Original Signature of Member)” – The New York Times, 11 Dec.
2019, page A15.

86 At page A13, bottom right: “After Democrats reviewed the proposed articles of impeachment
one last time on Tuesday morning, Mr. Nadler officially signed off on them.”.

87 House Judiciary Committee Chairman Jerrold Nadler (D-N.Y.) signs the articles of im-
peachment in his office on Capitol Hill on Tuesday, Dec. 10, 2019. (Erin Schaff/The New
York Times)
EDS.: TWENTY-THIRD IN A SERIES OF 36 PHOTOS DEPICTING BEHIND THE SCENES OF THE IM-
PEACHMENT PROCESS – House Judiciary Committee Chairman Jerrold Nadler (D-N.Y.) signs the
articles of impeachment in his office on Capitol Hill on Tuesday, Dec. 10, 2019. Members of the
House granted The New York Times rare access to photograph their impeachment prepara-
tions. [. . .]

[. . .]

https://archive.reduxpictures.com/id/15301231
https://archive.reduxpictures.com/?13460328111681950240&EVENT = POPUP&WINDOW =
WGWIN45cd89ea58235bed37bd25609b0ae612&AJXUID = 0.26063455046159967&MEDIA
NUMBER = 15301231&MEDIAITEMS = 918cafe446553dbe6413770617f5001a078b41cf&OMG =
1c301d4bf9b8&PAGING_SCOPE_4 = 161&MEDIAGROUP_SCOPE = 1.

88 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boilerplate_text.
89 See also: Gabriella Kindert, Ph.D., “What can we learn from the massive growth of AntFinancial

(Alipay)?,” 01 April 2019 https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/what-can-learn-from-massive-
growth-antfinancial-alipay-kindert

[$ lending – 3 -1- 0 = ] “[. . .]3 min for credit assessment, 1 sec for disbursement, and 0
human interaction.”

“The Sunday Magazine with Piya Chattopadhyay,” CBC, 28 March 2021. https://www.cbc.
ca/listen/live-radio/1-57-sunday-edition.

90 https://www.yourdictionary.com/mind-the-store
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/mind-the-store
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/mind%20the%20store.

91 For example: The AUTHOR CONTRACT for this book with DE GRUYTER, Berlin, 23 July 2020,
was by-way of DocuSign. No paper; no pen; no ink. https://www.docusign.ca/.

92 Notes. Signature. electronic. Chapters 5, 9
93 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
94 [][] [][][][] 202[], [][]:[][] []m. EST.

day month year hour minute am. or pm. time zone.
95 Municipal address: [][][][] [][][][][][][][],
96 [][][][][][][][][], [][][][][][][], [][][][][][]. [][][] [][][]

Geopolitical data: City or local jurisdiction. Province or State. Dominion, Kingdom or Repub-
lic. Postal code or ZIP. (ZIP = Zone Improvement Plan; USA postal code, 1963. https://en.wikipe
dia.org/wiki/ZIP_Code)

97 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
98 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
99 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
100 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
101 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
102 [][][][][] & [][][][][], “[][][][][][][][][],” [][][][][][][][], Vol.[][][], No.[][], pages [][][]→[][][], [][] [][][] 19[][].

= authors article title journal date.
103 Polymer envelopes. Chapters 3, 5, 9.
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104 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
105 ASTM. Crayola label. Chapters 1, 5, 9.
106 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
107 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
108 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
109 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
110 “prepared” – typo?? Should have been some version of “compared” ??.
111 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
112 E R Menzel, “Recent advances in photoluminescence detection of fingerprints,” Scientific World

Journal, 2001 Oct 2;1:498–509. doi: 10.1100/tsw.2001.76. https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
12805842/.

113 Menzel, Fingerprint Detection with Lasers, Second Edition, CRC Press, Mar. 3, 1999 -
https://books.google.ca/books?id = 2vGT9KI6QT8C&source = gbs_navlinks_s.

114 K.M. Beesley, S. Damaskinos, A.E. Dixon, “Fingerprint Imaging with a Confocal Scanning Laser
Macroscope,”

Journal of Forensic Sciences Volume:40 Issue: January 1995, pages:10→17 NCJ Number: 153,150
https://www.ncjrs.gov/index.html.

115 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
116 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
117 Introductory quotes, etc. Preface.
118 Tom Waits, Benjamin Heyward Allen, Elijah Abbott Jones, Used Songs [album], 1973–1980,

“Step Right Up.” http://www.metrolyrics.com/step-right-up-lyrics-tom-waits.html.
119 Several sources:

https://www.barrypopik.com/index.php/new_york_city/entry/the_large_print_giveth_
and_the_small_print_taketh_away#: ~:text = %22The%20large%20print%20giveth%20and,
line%20in%20a%201976%20song.

120 Job, 1:21, Bible, King James Version: “The Lord giveth and the Lord taketh away.”
https://www.kjvsayings.com/phrase/the-lord-giveth-and-the-lord-taketh-away&.

121 Job Chapter 1
21 And he said; naked came I out of my mother’s womb, and naked shall I return thither;

the LORD gave, and the LORD hath taken away; blessed be the name of the LORD.
https://www.mechon-mamre.org/p/pt/pt2701.htm.

122 Typically, published books variously declare and restrict re –

– copyright,

– copying re-sale, etc. in other binding or cover,

– fictional characters not resembling actual people,

– declaration of authorship,

– recycling from wood grown in sustainable forests,

– if purchased without a cover the book is stolen,

– cataloguing, ISBN,

– manufactured in USA,

– etc.

each likely important to someone; often not the book’s reader.
123 See reverse of the title page in this book too..
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124 [. . .]
2018 Mortgage Statement

Summary of transactions from
January 1, 2018 to December 31, 2018

[. . .]
E&OE

[. . .]

125 E&OE = Errors and Omissions Excepted.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Errors_and_omissions_excepted https://dictionary.cam

bridge.org/dictionary/english/e-oe.
126 See notes below:
127 Food wrappers, dry cleaner tickets, websites, [. . .].
128 Legal disclaimer. MD. Chapters 9 & 11.
129 GUIDE TO THE DRUGS DIRECTORATE LABORATORY ACTIVTIES QUALITY ASSURANCE PRO-

GRAM; Minister of National Health & Welfare Canada, Minister of Supply & Services Canada;
February 1991; Catalogue No. H42-2/26-1990; ISBN 0-662-57250-5.

130 [inside front cover page – reverse:]
This report was prepared by the Drugs Directorate, Health Protection Branch, Department
of National Health and Welfare, for the guidance of work in its own laboratories. The
views and recommendations contained herein are those of the author(s) and do not neces-
sarily constitute endorsement by the Department.

131 Health Canada Guide. Chapters 5 & 9.
132 E&OE. Chapter 9.
133 See Dilbert, 2011: Scott Adams, Dilbert, February 2011. https://dilbert.com/ https://dilbert.

com/contact https://dilbert.com/strip/2011-02-23 https://dilbert.com/strip/2011-02-24 https://
dilbert.com/strip/2011-02-25

[. . .]
134 QTRAP® 4500 LC-MS/MS System

[. . .]
The SCIEX clinical diagnostic portfolio is For In Vitro Diagnostic Use. Rx Only. Product(s) not
available in all countries. For information on availability, please contact your local sales repre-
sentative or refer to https://sciex.com/diagnostics. All other products are For Research Use
Only. Not for use in Diagnostic Procedures.

Trademarks and/or registered trademarks mentioned herein, including associated logos,
are the property of AB Sciex Pte. Ltd. or their respective owners in the United States and/or
certain other countries.

© 2020 DH Tech. Dev. Pte. Ltd.
[. . .]

135 https://sciex.com/products/mass-spectrometers/qtrap-systems/qtrap-4500-system.
136 SCIEX 3200 QTRAP® System

https://sciex.com/products/mass-spectrometers/qtrap-systems/qtrap-3200-system
https://sciex.com/search-results?term=3200.

137 SCIEX, Framingham, Massachusetts, 01701.
https://sciex.com/products/mass-spectrometers/qtrap-systems/qtrap-5500-system.

138 SCIEX, Framingham, Massachusetts, 01701.
https://sciex.com/products/mass-spectrometers/qtrap-systems/qtrap-5500-system.
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139 https://sciex.com/products/mass-spectrometers/qtrap-systems/qtrap-5500-system

AB Sciex is doing business as SCIEX. © 2010–2017 AB Sciex. The trademarks mentioned herein
are the property of the AB Sciex Pte. Ltd. or their respective owners. AB SCIEX™ is being used
under license. Beckman Coulter® is being used under license. For research use only. Not for
use in diagnostic procedures

140 US Food and Drug Administration, Silver Spring, Maryland, 20,993.
https://www.fda.gov/medicaldevices/deviceregulationandguidance/overview/classifyyour

device/ucm051512.htm
http://legcounsel.house.gov/Comps/FDA_CMD.pdf.

141 Arguably, a forensic lab analysing for drugs in blood drawn by medical personnel for an im-
paired by drug case would be doing a kind of medical diagnosis; and forensic labs would usu-
ally not be doing research, within the meaning of how SCIEX instrumentation would usually
be used. If instrumentation with such a requirement would be used, that should be stated in
the forensic report, along with an explanation of what it means for the forensic study, and the
consequences.

142 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boilerplate_text.
143 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
144 See note above.
145 https://www.olg.ca/content/dam/olg/web/product/instants/product/chrome-2154/Chrome_

2154_Actuals.pdf
https://www.olg.ca/en/instants/play-the-bigger-spin-3148/how-to-play.html
https://www.olg.ca/en/instants/play-wild-side-2239.html.

146 E&OE never seen by the author in a forensic report.
147 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
148 functus officio. Chapters 1 & 9.
149 Latin – de novo = from new; from the beginning; anew; starting from the beginning.
150 Middle English, Latin – gratis =without monetary charge; free; no payment required. Here =

no copyright restriction, except as indicated.
151 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
152 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
153 Signed report. Chapter 9.
154 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
155 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
156 Notwithstanding his humorous suggestion, in his own biographical synopsis, Asimov’s Bio-

graphical Encyclopedia of Science and Technology / Second Revised Edition, Doubleday & Com-
pany, Inc., Garden City, New York, 1982; ISBN 0-385-17771-2: ABOUT THE AUTHOR, Isaac
Asimov; at page 900: “[. . .]autobiography – the self-indulgent product of a man who cheer-
fully admits that nothing much has ever happened to him, but insists he can hide that fact by
clever writing. [. . .]”.

157 George Gamow, One Two Three [. . .] Infinity / Facts and Speculations of Science, Bantam
Books, New York City, 10016, April 1967; copyright 1947, 1961 by the author; page 142, et seq.

158 George Gamow, Thirty Years that Shook Physics / The Story of Quantum Theory, Anchor Books,
Doubleday & Company, Inc., Garden City, New York, 1966; pages 13, 14, 15.
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https://www.fda.gov/medicaldevices/deviceregulationandguidance/overview/classifyyourdevice/ucm051512.htm
http://legcounsel.house.gov/Comps/FDA_CMD.pdf
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boilerplate_text
https://www.olg.ca/content/dam/olg/web/product/instants/product/chrome-2154/Chrome_2154_Actuals.pdf
https://www.olg.ca/content/dam/olg/web/product/instants/product/chrome-2154/Chrome_2154_Actuals.pdf
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159 Jane Koustas, Robert Lepage on the Toronto Stage: Language, Identity, Nation, McGill-Queen’s
Press, 2016; ISBN 978-0-7735-4674-5; Notes / INTRODUCTION

8 Indeed, some may recall Pierre Trudeau‘s quip during a campaign in British Columbia. When a
heckler complained that he was tired of seeing French on his cereal box every morning, Trudeau
advised him to “turn the box around,” suggesting yet another way of redeploying the box!

https://books.google.ca/books?id=0UVyDAAAQBAJ&pg=PA153&lpg=PA153&dq=trudeau+turn
+the+cereal+box+around&source=bl&ots=NeEUrGZg7w&sig=ACfU3U1IoYx96s88xdMekCgQ_
27xquB9-Q&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjmtM6lqsHpAhUZK80KHR39DZIQ6AEwAXoECAo
QAQ#v=onepage&q=trudeau%20turn%20the%20cereal%20box%20around&f=false

https://archive.macleans.ca/article/1979/12/3/rip-a-flaming-failure-fuelled-by-a-cereal-
box.

160 https://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/new-bilingualism-taking-hold-in-canada/
article4650408/

https://nationalpost.com/opinion/conrad-black-pierre-trudeau-was-a-dilettante-but-a-suc-
cessful-one

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Official_bilingualism_in_Canada
https://www.amazon.ca/Oh-Canada-Quebec-Requiem-Divided/dp/0140168176.

161 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
162 The Adventures of Buckaroo Banzai Across The 8th Dimension; 1984; W.D. Richter, Director;

with Peter Weller, Ellen Barkin, John Lithgow, Jeff Goldblum, Christopher Lloyd, et al.; Sher-
wood Productions and Twentieth Century Fox; USA. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Ad-
ventures_of_Buckaroo_Banzai_Across_the_8th_Dimension

http://img.stanleylieber.com/src/14530/img/1346293164.png
“[. . .] DECLARATION OF WAR: The Short Form [. . .] Date _____ Time of Day______ Name

of Enemy ________”.
163 Gedankenexperiment. Preface 2.2.
164 Readers are cautioned that this is a creation of the author, for illustration purposes, that has

not been reality or lab-tested. Some of it might be regarded as too fanciful.
165 [][] [][][][] 202[], [][]:[][] []m. EST.

day month year hour minute am. or pm. time zone.
166 Municipal address: [][][][] [][][][][][][][],
167 [][][][][][][][][], [][][][][][][], [][][][][][]. [][][] [][][]

Geopolitical data: City or local jurisdiction. Province or State. Dominion, Kingdom or Re-
public. Postal code or ZIP.

168 Tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) CAS 1972-08-3. Chapters 5 & 9.
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Chapter 10
Essay – biased opinion – polemic. Canada
Controlled Drugs & Substances Act – ipse dixit

This Chapter addresses some forensic issues of the War on Drugs [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].1,2,3,4

. . .
It is [US] constitutional black letter law. To obtain a criminal conviction, the prosecution must prove
every element of the offense, by proof beyond a reasonable doubt. The Constitution [Sixth Amend-
ment] entitles a defendant to confront and cross-examine all witnesses against him. Yet, for the past
thirty years, state legislatures have quietly approved laws that cheat the Constitution. These laws fly,
undetected, beneath the constitutional radar, violating fundamental constitutional rights.

. . . these . . . [are characterized] as forensic ipse dixit statutes, because the bare assertion of an
uncrossexamined state witness becomes, ipse dixit, an adjudicated fact. . . . The forensic ipse
dixit statutes deprive defendants of the right to confrontation and relieve the government of its bur-
den of proof. . . . also discourage vigorous defense advocacy, promote carelessness and fraud in
crime laboratories, and increase the likelihood of wrongful convictions and sentences. . . .

. . .
[Pamela R. Metzger, Tulane University, 2006.] [6, 7, 8, 9]5,6,7

. . .
Confrontation is designed to weed out not only the fraudulent analyst, but the incompetent

one as well. Serious deficiencies have been found in the forensic evidence used in criminal trials.
One commentator asserts that “[t]he legal community now concedes, with varying degrees of ur-
gency, that our system produces erroneous convictions based on discredited forensics.” Metzger
. . . One study of cases in which exonerating evidence resulted in the overturning of criminal con-
victions concluded that invalid forensic testimony contributed to the convictions in 60% of the
cases. Garrett & Neufeld . . .

. . .
[Justice Antonin Scalia,Melendez-Diaz v Massachusetts, US Supreme Court, 2009.] [10]8

. . .
“When I use a word,” Humpty Dumpty said, in a rather scornful tone, “it means just what I chose
it to mean – neither more nor less.”

1 Polemic. Health Canada. Preface 4, Chapters 9 & 10.
2 Author’s biases. Preface 1.2, 4.1, 4.3, Chapters 10 & 11.
3 Legislative process – policy making. Preface 4.3, Chapters 1, 10, 11.
4 Ontario Court proceedings, May and June 2018. Chapter 10, Chapter 10 Appendix.
5 Melendez-Diaz. Justice Scalia. US Constitution confrontation clause. ipse dixit. Tulane professor
Metzger. Chapters 10 & 11.
6 Criminal law proof. Regulatory/administrative law. Chapters 1, 10, 11.
7 Criminal law proof beyond a reasonable doubt, strictly considered. Chapters 1, 10, 11.
8 Melendez-Diaz. Justice Scalia. US Constitution confrontation clause. ipse dixit. Tulane professor
Metzger. Chapters 10 & 11.
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“The question is,” said Alice, “whether you can make words mean so many different things.”
“The question is,” said Humpty Dumpty, “which is to be the master – that’s all.”
“. . .They’ve a temper, some of them -- particularly verbs: they’re the proudest – adjectives

you can do anything with, but not verbs – however I can manage the whole lot of them! Impene-
trability! That’s what I say!” (See Fig. 10.1.)

. . .

[Alice and Humpty Dumpty.] [15].9

. . .
Where, in proceedings under subsection (1), a court concludes that evidence was obtained in a
manner that infringed or denied any rights or freedoms guaranteed by this Charter, the evidence
shall be excluded if it is established that, having regard to all the circumstances, the admission of
it in the proceedings would bring the administration of justice into disrepute.

. . .
[Canadian Charter s.24(2).] [16].

10.1 War on drugs

In the United States, the criminal law war on drugs of abuse and recreation continues,
even as politics and policies to which it is related – from the Nixon, Rockefeller and

Fig. 10.1: Alice and Humpty Dumpty [11,12,13,14].

9 Alice and Humpty Dumpty. Chapter 10.
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Reagan eras – are, in a bipartisan way, more recently, somewhat going towards an ap-
parent decline. There seemed to have been a belated realization [17, 18, 19] that a health
care treatment approach might be better. Both the decriminalization of marijuana in a
few states (federal prohibition remaining) and the opioid crisis have affected attitudes.

Similarly in Canada. But, notwithstanding the recent decriminalization of mari-
juana in Canada, and a serious opioid crisis too, Canada retains, in policy and prac-
tice, criminalized molecular offences [20, 21]. Perhaps it is now pursued somewhat
more mildly, and there are drug treatment courts, and supervised injection sites;
but criminal law enforcement, court judgement and imprisonment still continue
[22]. For example, it remains a crime to possess cocaine [23, 24] and, worse, to trade
in it [25]. Police stings can still result in convictions.

The criminal law of concern for this polemic is the Canada federal Controlled Drugs
& Substances Act [26, 27], its relevant case law and government practice.

But there is an aspect of Canadian government policy, beyond the law as it now
is, that should be considered. It is in that obscure corner – the law of evidence and
forensic analytical chemistry – for argument here.10

Lawyers’ defences should include evaluating the analytical chemistry of the
government’s lab process. This does not happen (“. . . What, never? / No, never! /
What, never? / Well, hardly ever! . . .”); [28] the law severely discourages it.

Even accepting, for the sake of argument, that the war on drugs is wise – that it
should be enforced and prosecuted vigorously, and harshly for deterrence, and for
moral purpose – it should not be done, as Canada does, with bad and unethical sci-
ence. Nor should it be done without protections to which US accused are Sixth
Amendment-entitled – the right to confront your accuser, including the chemist
who says it is a drug [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35].11

Mostly of concern in this polemic is the defective way that the scientifically pur-
ported proof of criminally forbidden substance is reported by the government to the
accused, and presented in the law courts. So defective, that it would be better de-
scribed as not reported under legally provided guise. A proper scientific report is not
available, and might not even exist.12

10.2 Quest for a proper scientific report

The importance of a proper scientific report is presented in Chapter 9 [36].13

10 Evidence. Section 1.5, Chapter 10.
11 Melendez-Diaz. Justice Scalia. US Constitution confrontation clause. ipse dixit. Tulane professor
Metzger. Chapters 10 & 11.
12 Some science controversy remains. Preface 4, Chapters 1, 2, 10, 11.
13 Proper scientific report. CD&S Act. Polemic. Health Canada. Preface 4, Chapters 9 & 10.
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That a proper scientific report, related to enforcement of the CD&S Act, is
not available, and maybe never has been, is the central issue of this polemic,
and is the essential reason to opine that the government of Canada, in this re-
gard, does bad science.14 This is mostly a matter of policy rather than law.

That a proper scientific report cannot be found by defence counsel and writer of
this polemic requires explanation as to how it was sought.

The Certificate of Analyst, produced by Health Canada – the national health
agency – and presented by federal Crown counsel to the court as proof of substance,
is not a proper scientific report. It could and should be, but it is not – apparently by
government intention.

The CD&S Act has been used as Canada’s criminal law war on drugs instrument [37].
CD&S Act s.51 [38 39]15 alters the normal law of evidence [40],16 so that the Crown’s
mere presentation of a Certificate of Analyst [41, 42]17 is sufficient to support conviction.
No explanation of science is required, and it is government practice and apparent pol-
icy to not provide it.

CD&S Act s.51 relieves judges in Canadian courts of some jurisdiction in matters of
fact and law, in favour of government-appointed Analysts; and Parliament intended it
so. It is also apparent federal government policy to remove quality-of-science issues
from CD&S Act considerations. The CD&S Act [43] and regulations [44] effectively allow
that whatever the Analyst might know of analytical chemistry, or do, need not be
revealed.

It should be noticed that nothing that would be kept secret by way of CD&S Act
s.51 would involve either national security or trade secret concerns. Nor would any
documentation be expected to be other than routine activity of a modern analytical
chemistry laboratory.

Non-disclosure of science, and science-based procedure, by the Canadian gov-
ernment, and non-explanation are achieved by:
– The Certificate of Analyst does not describe the analytical chemistry beyond de-

claring the result.18 Neither CAS numbers, nor molecular structural diagrams,
ever appear on any Certificate.

– The Crown sometimes does not respond to requests.
– There is never revelation of a proper scientific report, and no indication that

such a report would exist (in contrast with a FIRE INVESTIGATION REPORT [45]

14 Science – good, bad and junk. Preface 4, Chapters 1, 2, 5, 8, 10.
15 Drug law. Chapters 1 & 10.
16 Identification of molecules. CD&S Act. Chapters 4 & 10.
17 Health Canada DAS Certificate of Analyst. CD&S Act s. 51. Chapters 9 & 10.
18 Health Canada DAS Certificate of Analyst. Chapters 9 & 10.
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and a CFS REPORT, [46]19,20 both routinely disclosed in other kinds of cases). It
is a reasonable speculation that it does not exist.

– There is sometimes no revelation of forensic data or documents, after being re-
quested. However, occasionally, there would be some, which although some-
what helpful (for guessing), does not tell a full-enough, or sufficiently coherent,
story to be a proper scientific report.

– Legislation [47] is used in a way that effectively denies access, encouraging
opaqueness. Notwithstanding its public statement, [48] Health Canada seems to
be a pioneer in opaqueness [49, 50, 51].21

– The federal freedom-of-information regime [52] is not designed for such disclosure.
FOI sometimes may be used to obfuscate, and for the government to hide behind
FOI as a ruse [53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61].22

The quest for a proper scientific report, by pursuing each of these non-disclosure
achievements, is an adventure – with obstacles more difficult than in the Pet Shop [62]
or Cheese Shop [63]. Invoking the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms [64, 65, 66]
invites further adventure:
– A Charter s.7 “security of the person” [67, 68] application would be problematic

because of the very nature of Charter litigation. Purported citizens’ rights can be
in convoluted language, with escape clauses that hinder enforcement. Humpty
Dumpty might well be consulted.23 There also appears to be government and
court reluctance to allow the Charter for positive rights advancement. And, Char-
ter litigation is expensive and protracted – it is neither for the poor nor for those
in a hurry, and people detained pre-trial in jail without bail tend to be both poor
and in a hurry to be somewhere else.

The quest for a proper scientific report should not be such an adventure, effectively
blocked by law apparently intended to block.

[. . .]

. . . Before the blind, do not put a stumbling block . . .
[. . .]

[Leviticus Chapter 19 [69, 70, 71, 72] ארָקְִּיַו ]

19 Health Canada DAS Certificate of Analyst. Chapters 9 & 10.
20 Fire Marshall. CFS. Chapters 9 & 10.
21 Transparency. Opaqueness. Chapters 2, 5, 10.
22 Freedom of info. legislation. Chapters 5, 8, 10.
23 Alice and Humpty Dumpty. Chapter 10.
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10.3 Bad science – ipse dixit

Parliament and the government have something of a tradition with bad science [73,
74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79]24,25,26,27,28 – perhaps pioneered with the Health Canada Drug
Analysis Service under the CD&S Act. With CD&S Act s.51, DAS need not reveal its
analytical chemistry, and apparent federal government policy is to not reveal it in a
meaningful and coherent way. Nor does the government seem to care.29 CD&S Act
Certificates of Analyst, science unexplained, and ISO out of compliance30,31 are the
essential evidence for conviction and imprisonment. Even the guilty deserve better.

Tulane University law professor Pamela R. Metzger32 in “Cheating the Constitu-
tion,” [80] develops an analysis of “forensic ipse dixit statutes” – in her opinion Sixth
Amendment [81] unconstitutional. (Her paper is referred to by Justice Antonin Scalia
in Melendez-Diaz v Massachusetts [82].33) Canadian CD&S Act s.51 is ipse dixit, [83, 84]
without Sixth Amendment remedy.

Included with the bad science tradition was a serious quality assurance failure
that came to public attention some years ago34 – within in the chemical analyses of a
DAS Analyst. While that Analyst apparently then ceased government employment,
there were apparently no publicly reported serious consequences for senior offi-
cials on whose watches it happened. The resulting Griffiths report inadequately
addressed QA. Comparison with a similar adventure, years later, in the Common-
wealth of Massachusetts is appropriate – the chemist there eventually served
prison time, and the lab was shut down. With the secrecy-enabling CD&S Act s.51
still operative, the same conditions that lead to Griffiths remain today.

A CD&S Act-accused person, in modern Canada, remains in jeopardy of impris-
onment because of defective lab process, with a reasonable apprehension of at least
some defect somewhere:

24 Author’s biases. Preface 1.2, Preface 2, Preface 4.1, Preface 4.3.
25 Science – good, bad and junk. Preface 4, Chapters 1, 2, 5, 8, 10, 11.
26 re criticism of Health Canada, Judges, et al. Preface 4.1, 4.3, Chapters 10 & 11.
27 DAS and bad science Preface 4.1, Chapters 10 & 11.
28 Science – good, bad and junk. Preface 4, Chapters 1, 2, 8, 10, 11.
29 Health Canada. DAS. Ethics. Preface 4.3, Chapters 5 & 10.
30 Alert: But see Catch-22 – below.
31 DAS. Catch-22. Chapters 10 & 11.
32 DAS. Catch-22. Chapters 10 & 11.
33 Melendez-Diaz. Justice Scalia. US Constitution confrontation clause. ipse dixit. Tulane professor
Metzger. Chapters 10 & 11.
34 Fraud. Griffiths Report, 2001. QA failure. Gemma Ramlal, 2001. Annie Doukhan, 2012. Preface
4.3, Chapters 8, 9, 10.
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There are anecdotal reports of serious forensic lab flaws fromOntario, [85, 86, 87, 88]
British Columbia, [89, 90] and Massachusetts; [91, 92, 93] in addition to commen-
tary [94] and cited references, [95, 96] in Melendez-Diaz v Massachusetts, [97] with
the opinion of Justice Antonin Scalia [98] for the US Supreme Court [99, 100, 101,
102, 103, 104, 105, 106].

Justice Scalia refers [107] to Pamela R. Metzger, “Cheating the Constitution.”35 Al-
though not specifically mentioned by Justice Scalia, Tulane University law professor
Metzger [108] developed an analysis of “forensic ipse dixit statutes” – in her opinion
Sixth Amendment-unconstitutional [109] in the United States.36 CD&S Act s.51, as Cana-
dian forensic ipse dixit legislation, without Sixth Amendment remedy, should be uncon-
stitutional too – although for different reasons in the context of Canadian law.

An example of the related “principles of fundamental justice,”of Canadian Char-
ter s.7, may be found inMelendez-Diaz v Massachusetts,37 reaffirmed and extended in
Bullcoming v New Mexico, [110, 111] wherein the US Supreme Court interprets the Sixth
(and Fourteenth) Amendment – “[i]n all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall
enjoy the right . . . to be confronted with the witnesses against him” [112] – to include
the government analytical chemist. Thus, an accused has, in effect, a right to reports,
data and explanation by the analytical chemist who determined the molecule of con-
cern. That right might be achieved by Sixth Amendment confrontation in the United
States; there is apparently no Canadian equivalent.

To be scientifically accepted, a scientific declaration is published so that it that
can be questioned, corrected and improved on, or maybe abandoned.38 This has
been usual practice for at least the more than three centuries since the publication
of Principia, by Isaac Newton, encouraged by Edmond Halley [113].39 The Parliament
of Canada seems to have missed this when enacting CD&S Act s.51.

CD&S Act s.51 allows the Canadian federal state to “prove” drugs, merely on the
signature of a shrouded government appointee, by way of a Health Canada Certifi-
cate of Analyst, without explaining the forensic analytical chemistry. This is bad sci-
ence – of a policy that is anti-science – because science (like democracy) requires
explanation to be presented for argument by everyone.40

35 Melendez-Diaz. Justice Scalia. US Constitution confrontation clause. ipse dixit. Tulane professor
Metzger. Chapters 10 & 11.
36 Melendez-Diaz. Justice Scalia. US Constitution confrontation clause. ipse dixit. Tulane professor
Metzger. Chapters 10 & 11.
37 Melendez-Diaz. Justice Scalia. US Constitution confrontation clause. ipse dixit. Tulane professor
Metzger. Chapters 10 & 11.
38 Science. DRE. Chapters 2 & 10.
39 Newton. Haley. Principia. Chapters 9, 10, 11.
40 Explanation. Preface 4.1, Chapter 10.
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That the Certificate might usually turn out to be correct does not fix the prob-
lem. It is not a proper scientific report; it does not explain what was done (although
further data that is sometimes provided can be helpful for guessing).

The absence of explanation is of itself the bad science. The Canadian gov-
ernment should not do bad science, and Parliament should not allow and encour-
age it. That people are sent to prison on this basis makes it worse.

The normal law of evidence is short-circuited by CD&S Act s.51. CD&S Act s.51
should be repealed.41

Such repeal might be expensive, but, by analogy, comment by Justice Scalia, in
Melendez-Diaz, is instructive: “The [US Constitution] confrontation clause may make
the prosecution of criminals more burdensome, but that is equally true of the right to
trial by jury and the privilege against self-incrimination.”

10.4 ISO out of compliance? & Catch-22

10.4.1 ISO out of compliance?

Every Certificate of Analyst issued by Health Canada would appear as obviously out
of compliance,42 as a “test report,” with its lab’s accreditation, [114, 115, 116, 117, 118] as
according to ISO/IEC 17025:2005 [119] Clause 5.10.2 e – “identification of the method
used” [120, 121] is missing.

And, would be further out of compliance in that neither Health Canada, nor the
federal Crown office as its CD&S Act gatekeeper, are willing to engage in science-
based conversation to explain – as would appear required by Clause 5.10.1 [122].

That the Standards Council of Canada – the “national accreditation body” [123] –
would not agree with these assessments is a further problem that should be exam-
ined. It is a rather serious problem because engineering and laboratory standards
credibility is so important to the national economy.

10.4.2 Catch-22

However, in regard to the Certificates, as apparently ISO out of compliance, there is
effectively a Catch-22 = CAN-P-1578, Section 5.10.1 [124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129].43

In relation to Ontario Court proceedings, May and June 2018, [130, 131]44 federal
Crown counsel [132] informed that [133, 134, 135, 136, 137] “Canadian Procedural

41 Evidence. Chapters 1 & 10.
42 Alert: But see below.
43 DAS. Catch-22. Chapters 10 & 11.
44 Ontario Court proceedings, May and June 2018. Chapter 10, Chapter 10 Appendix.
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Document CAN-P-1578 . . . Section 5.10.1 . . . states: ‘Certificates of Analyst are legal
documents. As such, information contained in these reports is directed by the appro-
priate laws of the land.’ . . . supersedes any requirement which may arise under
ISO/IEC 17025 to provide information beyond that statutorily required by the CDSA,
namely, the Certificates.”

CAN-P-1578 [138] “is one of several [documents] issued by the Standards Council
of Canada to define the policies, plans, and procedures established by the Council
to help achieve its mandate.” [139] As the accrediting agency, SCC would appear to
have some authority to supersede ISO/IEC 17025. But the CD&S Act s.51(1) as the
“laws of the land” does not require secrecy. It allows secrecy. It is a government
policy that invokes s.51 that imposes the secrecy.

The government could reveal a proper scientific report, or “test report,” if it
wanted to; it does not. A reasonable speculation is that no such report exists. Why
else would the government strive so hard to keep secret such a routine document?

Is government policy of secrecy for a proper scientific report, or “test report,”
“laws of the land”? Apparently yes. Catch-22.

Resulting from Ontario Court proceedings, May and June 2018,45 the presiding
Justice [140] agreed entirely [141, 142] with the federal Crown [143]. The Justice effec-
tively found that adequate science was done, and was sufficiently reported to the
court. The Certificates of Analyst that would later be considered by the court would be
safe from challenge; unassailable evidence of a criminally forbidden molecule.

Neither a proper scientific report, nor a “test report,” was ever revealed. Effec-
tively, the Justice, May and June 2018, [144] created case law that the government
policy of secrecy is of “laws of the land.” Catch-22. Other courts may later differ, but
that is how it is now.

As indicated above, [145] the central issue of this polemic, and the essential rea-
son to opine that the government of Canada does bad science, is that a proper scien-
tific report is not available. And that this is mostly a matter of policy rather than
law. These issues might be argued in court again, but the public political forum
[146] is the most important – Parliament should repeal CD&S Act s.51.

10.5 Unethical science

The unethical science mentioned above is from the mere fact of Health Canada’s in-
volvement in the criminalized war on drugs [147].

The CD&S Act is essentially of the criminal law, rather than of health law. Quite
simply, a national health agency should not be involved in criminal law enforcement
with police subterfuge – stings – even indirectly, and even in a remote and obscure

45 Ontario Court proceedings, May and June 2018. Chapter 10, Chapter 10 Appendix.
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corner of its systems. To do so is a serious ethical wrong that taints everything else it
might stand for. The Supreme Court of Canada allows, [148] if not encourages, stings;
but that should be the work of a police agency, not a health agency. By analogy, the US
FDA and DEA are separate agencies.

Health Canada should be removed from involvement in the criminal law war on
drugs.46

Another ethical issue: Neither Health Canada, nor its DAS, explains the science
it purportedly does. Opined here as a general proposition: State treasure should be
allotted neither to any state agency, nor to any private entity, that does not, when
asked, willingly explain the purported science being financed; except for very good
reason – not found within the war on drugs.47

Health Canada should, when asked, always willingly explain its purported
science.48

10.6 Lawyers, judges and parliamentarians

In a Canada that claims world-class status as a modern industrial nation, it should
not be too much to ask that lawyers and judges who would be involved in a process
that sends people to prison for criminalized molecular offences have some idea about
molecular science. So too for the parliamentarians who enacted the legislation.49

They should have at least a high school–level appreciation of science and math-
ematics. Experience in Ontario Court suggests they do not. A result of CD&S Act s.51
is that a shrouded government appointee can effectively make decisions of law and
fact to which most everyone involved, including the trial judge, is oblivious. How-
ever, the severest criticism here is for defence lawyers who should pursue these
matters more vigorously.

10.7 Recommendations. Repeal CD&S Act s.51 because it is anti-
science. Do not allow Catch-22

Parliament is constitutionally entitled to enable bad and unethical science, and
the government is lawfully entitled to follow its lead.50,51,52 Both do so. The courts

46 re criticism of Health Canada, Judges, et al. Preface 4.1, 4.3, Chapters 10 & 11.
47 Health Canada. DAS. Ethics . Preface 4.3, Chapters 5 & 10.
48 re criticism of Health Canada, Judges, et al. Preface 4.1, 4.3, Chapters 10 & 11.
49 re criticism of Health Canada, Judges, et al. Preface 4.1, 4.3, Chapters 10 & 11.
50 Author’s biases. Preface 1.2, Preface 2, Preface 4.1, Preface 4.2.
51 re criticism of Health Canada, Judges, et al. Preface 4.1, 4.3, Chapters 10 & 11.
52 DAS. Catch-22. Chapters 10 & 11.
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are entitled allow this to go on; and to shy-away from understanding the science.
They do both.53

Perhaps the most serious policy problem is that Canadian legislators, judges,
prosecutors and defence lawyers – and the government itself [149, 150, 151] – seem
content that inadequately considered science comes into law, and is accepted on
authority, without apparent care for understanding – for concepts that would re-
quire high school–level appreciation of science and mathematics. Maybe they are
simply ignorant – science is too-alien a culture, or genuinely anti-science, or chem-
know-phobic, [152] or do not care.

Public regard for science is important public policy; Canadian legislators, judges,
prosecutors and defence lawyers – and the government itself – should try to do bet-
ter. Even for the guilty, criminal conviction and jail should at least come with the
courtesy of the judge having some clue of the science.

Both law and practice should be changed:
– CD&S Act s.51 should be repealed. Because it is anti-science, because it effec-

tively prevents providing a proper scientific report to give explanation. And be-
cause it unfairly distorts the law of evidence.54

– As already opined above:55 Health Canada should, when asked, always willingly
explain its purported science.

– Health Canada should be removed from criminal law involvement.
– The Standards Council of Canada accreditation of the Health Canada DRUG

ANALYSIS SERVICE – TORONTO LABORATORY should be re-examined by an
external engineering or analytical chemistry consultant. Perhaps overseeing
ISO standards for Canadian agencies should be redirected from SCC to ANAB,
Cary, North Carolina. (Ontario CFS is accredited to ANAB, that binds CFS to
ISO/IEC 17025:2017, with a published SCOPE OF ACCREDIATION.)56

– ISO/IEC 17025 should not be used with a Catch-22.
– Law education should include some science.
– There should be generous federal government financing for local school boards

to allow judges, parliamentarians and Crown & defence counsel, to attend high
school science and math courses.57

53 re criticism of Health Canada, Judges, et al. Preface 4.1, 4.3, Chapters 10 & 11.
54 Evidence. Chapters 1 & 10.
55 Health Canada. DAS. Ethics. Preface 4.3, Chapters 5 & 10.
56 Accreditation. QA ISO. ANAB. Chapters 5, 8, 10, 11.
57 Daubert. Judicial unfamiliarity with science. Preface 4.1, Chapters 1 & 10.
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Appendix: A law case

[. . .]
. . . the production of a [Controlled Drugs & Substances Act, s.51(1)] certificate in and of

itself establishes the scientific underpinnings of the conclusions set out therein. . . .
[From the judicial Ruling copied below.] [153]

[. . .]

In this chapter, [154] a critical appraisal is made of a case, Toronto, Old City Hall,
May and June 2018, that effectively determines how a particular scientific process is
regarded at Canadian law. That Ruling [155] states the law – at least for the time-
being – maybe a very long time, if not forever. Although the ruling is from a lower
court, it is comprehensive [156]58 [157].

Parliament’s and the government’s intentions are interpreted by courts so as
to make the law. But that is not the same as good science policy [158]. The Ruling:
[159, 160]

ONTARIO COURT OF JUSTICE
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN

v
□□□□□□□

BEFORE THE HONOURABLE JUSTICE S.R. CLARK
on 01 June 2018, at TORONTO, Ontario [161]

M. Lockner, Counsel for the Crown.

[Presentation for the Federal Crown by Roger Flaim, Senior Counsel, Department of
Justice Canada, Ontario Regional Office, Toronto M5H 1T1; as counsel for Health
Canada.]

M. Grossman, Counsel for□□□□□□□

FRIDAY, 01 JUNE 2018
R U L I N G
CLARK, J. (Orally):

The defendants □□□□□□□ and □□□□□□□ are charged with a number of drug
related offences on or about □□□□□ □□, 2017. I believe there are companion pro-
vincial charges as well. The trial is scheduled to commence on □□□□□ □□, 2018.
Three weeks have been set aside for this matter.

Counsel for□□□□□□□, Mr. Grossman, has brought a pre-trial motion, originally
dated October 16th, 2017, seeking a ruling in the form of a Charter-based declaration

58 Ontario Court proceedings, May and June 2018. Chapter 10, Chapter 10 Appendix.
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that the certificate of analyst not be allowed as sufficient, by itself, evidence of criminal
molecular presence in a police-seized item, and that the Crown provide a proper scien-
tific report that tells a sufficiently coherent story of the analytical chemistry, or to in-
form the court that such a report does not exist.

There are other motions as well set out in the defence factum dated April 25th,
2018, that are not the subject of today’s proceedings, such as an application seeking
to cross-examine the analyst. This may well be entertained and dealt with on a sep-
arate and subsequent date.

More simply put, the defence seeks disclosure of some further evidentiary or
scientific basis for the certificates of analyst prepared by Health Canada’s Drug
Analysis Service, . . . dated May 1st, 2017, which provide or confirm that samples
provided by the Toronto Police Service to the DAS were analyzed and found to con-
tain cannabis. Counsel for the co-accused and the provincial Crown attorney’s office
have been properly served with this application. Counsel for the co-accused has
chosen not to participate in these proceedings. Mr. Lockner, the provincial Crown,
is present to at least accept this ruling today. The following is the defence position
on this motion as this court understands it.

The defence essentially acknowledges that s. 51 of the Controlled Drugs and Sub-
stances Act, . . ., provides a rebuttable presumption that the certificate of analysis upon
presentation to the court is sufficient to support the conviction and that no explanation
of science is required. That it is the government practice and policy not to have to pro-
vide same. However, there are situations where there should be a full or sufficiently
coherent story or report or records relating to the analysis of the substances and a posi-
tion on the analytical chemistry. The legislation effectively denies access to this in the
view of the defence. The defence, therefore, seeks an order requiring the Crown and
Health Canada to provide an analytical chemistry of the government’s lab process pur-
suant to s. 7 of the Charter of Rights, relating to the security of the person, and to be
able to determine if there have been any defective lab processes. The defence argues,
essentially, that any bona fide and properly functioning lab would have this documen-
tation, and that it would be readily available, and that it is not out of the ordinary to
expect same. The defence counsel has requested this and received it on other occasions
the court has been told. Defence further submits that this should be routinely provided,
and in its absence, unexplained science is bad science. The defence therefore has a
right to a proper scientific report or data and an explanation by the analyst who has
determined the molecules of concern. If not, the certificate of analysis should not be
allowed or admitted as sufficient, by itself, evidence. Furthermore, on a s. 24(2) Charter
analysis, the manner of obtaining the evidence and denial of the Charter right to pro-
duction by non-disclosure of reports or data or any explanation should result in the
certificate of analysis being inadmissible in the trial.

In essence the defence challenges the accuracy of the certificate of analysis,
which may possibly contain substances misidentified or data entry errors or wrong
dates, or that certain Health Canada procedures were not followed. All of this is
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being sought pursuant to what the defence submits is the Crown Stinchcombe dis-
closure obligation as first party records. What this should include, therefore, is be
copies of test reports, or identification of methods used, copies of related data re-
cords of the analyses of the police seized samples, copies of the related standard
operating procedures or SOP and a review worksheet.

The . . . [Public] Prosecution Service of Canada, ( . . . Federal Crown) opposes
the application, substantially, on two grounds. First, s. 51(1) of the CDSA, does not
require production of same. The defence has received the certificates as part of the
Crown’s Stinchcombe disclosure obligations and has been advised of its intention to
rely on same at trial. They will presumably be then admitted into evidence pursuant
to s. 51, which provides a certificate or report prepared by an analyst under s. 45(2),
is admissible in evidence in any prosecution for an offence under this act or any
other act of Parliament, and in the absence of evidence to the contrary is proof of
statements set out in the certificate or report, without proof of the signature or offi-
cial character of the person appearing to have signed it. Notwithstanding this ex-
press statutory authority, the defence now applies, without any evidentiary basis
according to the prosecution, for an order for further disclosure to allow for, as they
claim, evaluation and decisions about further proceedings.

The Crown contends, however, that speculation about the outcome of evaluation
or the possibility of further proceedings does not amount to evidence to the contrary
required by the CDSA. Therefore, to order such production would be to effectively nul-
lify s. 51(1). The Crown submits further that if the defence position is that no evidence
is required or needed to obtain disclosure regarding the science that underlies the cer-
tificates, the defence ought to be challenging the constitutionality of the CDSA, itself.

The second position advanced in response to the defence application is that in
any event, any application for disclosure by the defence, can or must only be done
through a third party records application, as this is not part of the Crown’s Stinch-
combe disclosure obligations. This should be properly the subject of what is more
commonly referred to as an O’Connor application, in which case the defence is re-
quired to serve and file the appropriate materials on Health Canada. The court
made an endorsement in this matter on May 7, 2018, to the effect that Health Can-
ada should be served with this particular application, resulting in this ruling today.

On May 29th, 2018, Mr. Flaim, appeared as counsel for the Attorney General of
Canada, representing Health Canada as the third party record holder when this mo-
tion was argued. Bound, written materials, titled, Response of the Attorney General
of Canada on Behalf of Health Canada, have been filed for the court’s consideration.
It should be noted that Mr. Flaim is in attendance in court today. It should also be
noted that on a strictly voluntary and without prejudice basis, given that the trial is
imminent, commencing . . . [][], Mr. Flaim, has taken a pragmatic approach in an
effort to stave off any delay in the trial proceedings by disclosing the notes created
by the analyst in this case setting out the scientific tests conducted, underscoring
that this is, in the court’s language, a “one-off” situation.
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In the analysis of this issue the court will deal with the two issues in reverse
order. The first issue, is whether the records sought are subject to Stinchcombe or
O’Connor, that is, first party or third party records. This is a third party records mat-
ter for the following reasons. In the context of disclosures from Health Canada’s . . .
DAS, a determination of this distinction is critical. This court has been advised that
to date, this rather novel issue has not been considered by any other courts in On-
tario. It has, however, been recently decided in the British Columbia Supreme Court,
in the case of R. v. Koumoutsidis, 2017 BCSC 2129. Paragraph 18, provides as follows:

In this case, the records are held by Health Canada. The records sought are clearly held and
maintained outside of the control of the investigative agency involved, [namely, in that case the
Surrey RCMP]. On the hearing of this application counsel for the accused appeared to acknowl-
edge this position. Thus, the records are third party records and the O’Connor rules apply.

This court substantially agrees with the written submissions set out by counsel, Mr.
Flaim, in the response materials. Thus, a proper application of the principles that
distinguish first party disclosure, or Stinchcombe, from third party disclosure, O’Con-
nor, clearly establishes that records held by the DAS are held by a third party and
thus, their disclosure is subject to the O’Connor regime. An O’Connor application im-
poses a significant, but not onerous burden on an applicant to establish that the re-
cords sought are likely relevant. This common law standard has been amended by
the requirement of s. 51(1) of the CDSA for an evidentiary basis on which disclosure
should be ordered. Moreover, in contrast to an application for further Stinchcombe
disclosure, an O’Connor application must be served on the third party record holder,
in this case, Health Canada. This requirement grants Health Canada standing to ad-
vance important policy issues expressed in the CDSA that should or would inform
any decision to order further disclosure. As confirmed by the Ontario Court of Appeal
in the case of R. v. Jackson, 2015, ONCA, 832, at paragraph 80 and 82:

For the purposes of first party [. . .] disclosure, the term “the Crown” refers to the prosecuting
Crown only, not to all Crown entities, [such as departments and agencies of the Federal
government].

[. . .] Stinchcombe disclosure [. . .] extends only to material relating to the accused’s, [or
the defendant’s case] in the possession or control of the prosecuting Crown entity. This mate-
rial is commonly described as the “fruits of the investigation”, that is to say, material gathered
during the investigation of the offence [for] which [an] accused is charged.

The documents the defence seeks, those setting out some scientific basis for the cer-
tificates are not in the possession or control of the prosecuting Crown entity. They
are not “fruits of the investigation”, insofar as they were not gathered during the
investigation of the offence with which the defendant is charged. Indeed, s. 45(2) of
the CDSA only authorizes the analyst to produce a certificate or a report, each of
which are in a prescribed form and do not encompass or contemplate working notes
made in the preparation of either document. The “fruits of the investigation” that
have been gathered and are in the possession and control of the Federal Crown
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are limited to the certificates. These have been disclosed pursuant to Stinchcombe.
Any documentation held exclusively by the DAS is thus, only available by way of
the O’Connor application. There is no merit to the defence assertion, therefore,
that accreditation standards, such as those promulgated by the International Or-
ganization for Standardization or ISO, that apply to DAS laboratories mean that
police or the Federal Crown have obvious and complete access rights to the infor-
mation sought by the defence. The DAS is accredited by the Standards Council of
Canada and must meet both the requirements of ISO/IEC 17025 regarding general
requirements for the competence of testing and calibration as asserted by the de-
fence, and at the same time these certificates were produced the requirements of
Canadian procedural document certificates were produced. The requirements of
Canadian procedural document or CAN-P-1578, regarding guidelines for the ac-
creditation of forensic testing laboratories, and in particular Appendix 6, dealing
with drug chemistry, which is an amplification of the ISO standard, s. 5.10.1 of this
standard provides that:

[As Read] Certificates of Analyst are legal documents, as such, information contained in these
reports is directed by the appropriate laws of the land.

This qualification supersedes any requirement which may arise under ISO/IEC 17025,
to provide information beyond that statutorily required by the CDSA, namely, the
certificates.

The requirement for applicants or defendants to bring an O’Connor application
is consistent with two critical features that govern the work of the DAS to the CDSA.
First, the need to meet a threshold of likely relevance, as opposed to mere rele-
vance. This is consistent with the requirement in s. 51(1), for an evidentiary basis
that justifies going behind or beyond the certificates. The requirement of s. 51(1)
amends the common law requirement for likely relevance, insofar as it must be
founded on an evidentiary basis. In any event, in both cases more is required than a
demonstration of bare relevance that would apply to Stinchcombe disclosure. Sec-
ond, one of the objectives of the CDSA is to create a management scheme that per-
mits proof of the results of the analysis of seized substances, without the necessity
of requiring Health Canada to take steps beyond what is required by the CDSA in
every case where an accused or counsel makes a document request. There is also a
logical or practical reason for this position.

The Crown, Mr. Flaim, has submitted to the court that there are two further
underpinnings. One, relates to efficiency. From paragraph 38 of the Koumoutsidis
case, it is stated that, “[Every] year, Health Canada receives approximately 120,000
drug samples for analysis.” This would equate to approximately 450 such requests
per juridical day. The second underpinning relates to affordability.

In support of this, Justice Ramsay, in the case of R. v. Buffone and Kompon, June
1st, 2017, decision of the Superior Court of Justice in Welland, Ontario, at pg. 2, line
10, stated:
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[As Read] The purpose of s. 51 of the CDSA is to allow the Federal government to prove drug
offences with an affordable number of analysts which would not be possible if they were liable
to be compelled to testify in any and every case at the request of the accused.

Mr. Flaim submits, therefore, that it is a science lab and should not have to account
for its work by going to court. This significant policy concern is reflected in s. 5.10.1 of
the CAN-P-1578, which amends what information must otherwise be provided to
those under applicable accreditation standards. Moreover, this policy concern has
long been recognized by the courts, albeit in the context of considering whether leave
should be granted to cross-examine DAS analysts. Mr. Flaim has cited in his written
materials, which this court also endorses, various passages from the case of R. v. How-
den, [1997] O.J. No. 4727, at Tab F of the respondents record, at paragraphs 8–10:

[As Read] It is apparent from the authorities that evidence to the contrary must be evidence
which calls into question the correctness of the very analysis which is being tendered by the
Crown.

The defence in certain cases may wish to retain their own defence expert. Another
example is if the defence suspects or knows that the substance might not test be-
cause it was either some form of cutting agent such as baking powder. This might
provide an evidentiary basis or informational basis at least on which to bring such
an application. In conclusion, this court rules that disclosure from DAS is subject to
the third party O’Connor disclosure regime.

Turning to issue two, whether this motion meets the requirements of any such
O’Connor application, the procedure for same has been summarized in the case of
R. v. McNeil, [2009] 1 SCR 66, 2009 SCC 3, at paragraph 27, as follows:
1) The accused first obtains a subpoena duces tecum identifying the documents

sought and serves it on the third party record holder.
2) The accused then brings an application, served on the Crown and the third

party record holder, supported by appropriate affidavit evidence, showing that
the records sought are likely to be relevant in his or her trial.

3) The judge addresses any questions of privilege, and if no privilege is a bar re-
lease, proceeds to determine whether production should be compelled in accor-
dance with the two-stage test established in O’Connor.

4) At the first stage, the judge rules on whether the documents are likely relevant
based on the applicable test. If so, the judge proceeds to the second stage to
resolve whether, and to what extent, production should be ordered to the ac-
cused in order to protect any privacy rights or privileges that may exist in the
documents.

The present application complies with none of the foregoing requirements. It does
not contain a subpoena by which specific documents or classes of documents are
identified. It is unsupported by any affidavit evidence on which the statutory re-
quirement for evidence to the contrary might be satisfied, that is, evidence of an
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issue with the certificate. Even if the court were to dispense with the need for an
application record that meets the formal requirements of an O’Connor application,
the court must not overlook the lack of evidentiary basis for the disclosure sought in
this case. Under the first stage of the O’Connor regime, the applicant has the onus of
satisfying the court that the third party records are likely relevant to the proceed-
ings. In O’Connor, the court set out at paragraph 140, as paraphrased, that this must
be accompanied by affidavit evidence which establishes to the court’s satisfaction
that the information sought is likely to be relevant. Likewise, in the same case, at
paragraph 20, again paraphrased, the accused must bring a formal written applica-
tion supported by affidavit, setting out the specific grounds for production. Simi-
larly, in the McNeil case at paragraph 28, also paraphrased, one of the important
considerations is that the applicant must, therefore, justify to the court the use of
state power to compel their production. It is important for the effective administra-
tion of justice that criminal trials remain focused on the issues to be tried, and that
scarce judicial resources not be squandered on what has been referred to as, “fish-
ing expeditions” for irrelevant evidence. The likely relevance threshold reflects this
gatekeeper function. In McNeil, at paragraph 29, also paraphrased, is that courts
should screen these applications in an effort to prevent the defence from engaging
in either speculative, fanciful, disruptive, unmeritorious, obstructive and time con-
suming requests for production. The importance of preventing unnecessary applica-
tions for production from consuming scarce judicial resources cannot be overstated.
In this case, the defence adduces no credible grounds for the likely relevance of the
records sought. Rather, the defence advances two fundamentally flawed proposi-
tions according to the Crown.

First, the defence states that there is no evidence before the court of science in-
volvement. The CDSA states otherwise. Pursuant to ss. 44 and 45, the minister dele-
gates individuals with scientific qualifications to act as analysts and those analysts
carry out analyses or examinations at DAS laboratories which operate according to
the previously referenced accreditation standards applicable to drug chemistry. Pur-
suant to s. 51(1) of the Act, a certificate or report prepared is admissible in evidence
for the proof of the statements set out therein. Accordingly, the production of a cer-
tificate in and of itself establishes the scientific underpinnings of the conclusions
set out therein. Second, the defence alleges that production is required for evalua-
tion and decisions about further proceedings. This is tantamount to an admission
by counsel that the request for documents is premised on purely speculative grounds.
The defence speculates that the evaluation of documents supporting the certificate
may yield some unspecified information of some unspecified value in relation to
some unspecified issue that may or may not inform some unspecified further pro-
ceedings. This falls short of establishing relevance, much less likely relevance. It
is, in the words of Mr. Flaim, and indeed, supported by the court, “a prototypical
or proverbial fishing expedition.” The Crown points out that in Koumoutsidis, the
court overlooked the threshold that applicants must meet in establishing likely
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relevance before ordering the disclosure of the notes created by an analyst during
analysis of a sample submitted by police. In Koumoutsidis, the court noted, at
para. 34, that it would be very difficult for the defence to verify the accuracy or
determine the nature of the analysis carried out because of the limited disclosure
the defence receives in a drug prosecution. In the present case this court is not
unsympathetic to the position of the defence. It might be referred to, without sim-
plifying matters too much, as a “chicken or egg” type of argument. One could ask,
rhetorically, how does one know what to challenge unless given the necessary in-
formation through disclosure? This position, however, undermines the express
statutory presumption that Parliament has imposed in s. 51(1). The Crown submits,
therefore, that to no[t] follow this provision would effectively allow an applicant
to dispense with the requirement to articulate a credible basis of likely relevance.
This is not a precedent that should be followed in Ontario. This court agrees.

In conclusion, this court rules that the certificates provided under the authority
of the CDSA are documents in the possession or control of a third party and are thus
subject to disclosure based only a properly constituted O’Connor application. This
requires an evidentiary basis on which the court may order disclosure. In the result,
this defence application, as presently constituted is dismissed, without prejudice to
the defence to bring a further third party records application.

Thank you very much for you attendance today. As I say, if I had more time, I
think my ruling could have been much more concise and tighter for lack of a better
expression but I hope that that is of some assistance to the parties moving forward.
Thank you.
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6 Pamela R. Metzger, Tulane University, 2006.
7 Pamela R. Metzger, “Cheating the Constitution,” Vanderbilt Law Review, 59 Vand. L. Rev. 475

(2006).
http://federalevidence.com/pdf/2008/01-Miscell/Metzger-59-Vand.-L.-Rev.-475-(2006).pdf
https://scholarship.law.vanderbilt.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1589&context=vlr.

8 Metzger, at page 476.
9 Professor Pamela R. Metzger copyright acknowledgement. Chapter 10.
10 Justice Scalia,Melendez-Diaz, page 13.
11 Lewis Carroll, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass, Signet Classics,

The New American Library, New York City, 1960 and 1962.
12 Carroll, . . . -Glass . . ., “Humpty Dumpty”, Chapter VI, at page 183.
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13 https://www.alice-in-wonderland.net/resources/pictures/tweedledum-tweedledee/
https://www.alice-in-wonderland.net/resources/pictures/through-the-looking-glass/
https://www.alice-in-wonderland.net/resources/faq/#copyright.

14 re Humpty Dumpty – US courts – see also: Cheryl Hogue, “Court Castigation / Fairy Tales and
Judicial Opinions,” Vol. 86, Issue 18, at page 36, 5 May 2008.

https://cen.acs.org/articles/86/i18/Court-Castigation.html
New York v EPA, US Court of Appeals, DC Circuit, 2006 443F.3D 880 (D.C. CIR. 2006) https://

casetext.com/case/new-york-v-epa
TVA v Hill, 1978. https://casetext.com/case/tennessee-valley-authority-v-hill#p173
https://earthjustice.org/news/press/2007/supreme-court-puts-final-nail-in-coffin-in-admin

istration-plan-to-gut-key-clean-air-safeguard
https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-2006-mar-18-na-epa18-story.html
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-environment-court/top-court-wont-hear-power-

plant-pollution-rule-idUSWBT00690120070430
https://thehill.com/blogs/congress-blog/energy-environment/275921-the-road-from-massa

chusetts-v-epa-through-the-looking
https://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/06pdf/05-1120.pdf
http://www.law.harvard.edu/faculty/freeman/vermeule.freeman.paper.pdf.

15 . . . Carroll, . . . -Glass . . ., “Humpty Dumpty”, Chapter VI, page 186.
16 Canadian Charter s.24(2) See note below.
17 See: Wm. F. Buckley Jr., Ethan A. Nadelmann, Kurt Schmoke, Joseph D. McNamara, Robert W.

Sweet, Thomas Szasz and Steven B. Duke, “The War on Drugs Is Lost,” National Review, 12 Feb-
ruary 1996, pages 34–48 http://www.nationalreview.com/12feb96/drug.html www.nationalre
view.com.

18 A. Robert Kaufman, “Attack the profit, not the fact, of drugs,” OPINION-COMMENTARY, The Balti-
more Sun, 10 December 1996, page 21A. www.sunspot.net.

19 But see: Rod J. Rosenstein (Deputy Attorney General of the United States), “Fight Drug Abuse,
Don’t Subsidize It / Americans struggling with addiction need treatment and reduced access to
deadly drugs. They do not need a taxpayer-sponsored haven to shoot up,” The New York Times,
Opinion, [OP-ED], 27 August 2018. https://www.nytimes.com/2018/08/27/opinion/opioids-her
oin-injection-sites.html.

20 See: CBC, As It Happens, “Why this former Harper adviser [=Benjamin Perrin] had a change of
heart about supervised injection sites,” 27 January 2020.

https://www.cbc.ca/radio/asithappens/why-this-former-harper-adviser-had-a-change-of-
heart-about-supervised-injection-sites-1.5442142.

21 Statutes. Regulations. Criminalized molecular offences. Chapters 1 & 10.
22 –now with COVID-19 Pandemic complications.
23 Cocaine. CAS 53-21-4 CAS 50-36-2. Chapters 4, 6, 10.
24 Edmond Locard. Sherlock Holmes. Cocaine. Chapters 2, 3, 4, 6, 10.
25 CD&S Act SC 1996, c. 19. s.5 Schedule I, item 2. http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/C-38.8/

index.html.
26 –and regulations thereunder.
27 Cited below.
28 To borrow from Gilbert and Sullivan, H.M.S. Pinafore, 1878; “My Gallant Crew / I Am the Cap-

tain of the Pinafore.” https://genius.com/Gilbert-and-sullivan-my-gallant-crew-i-am-the-cap
tain-of-the-pinafore-annotated

https://casetext.com/analysis/what-never-no-never-what-never-well-hardly-ever-the-su
preme-court-rule-23f-and-gilbert-sullivan.
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https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-environment-court/top-court-wont-hear-power-plant-pollution-rule-idUSWBT00690120070430
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-environment-court/top-court-wont-hear-power-plant-pollution-rule-idUSWBT00690120070430
https://thehill.com/blogs/congress-blog/energy-environment/275921-the-road-from-massachusetts-v-epa-through-the-looking
https://thehill.com/blogs/congress-blog/energy-environment/275921-the-road-from-massachusetts-v-epa-through-the-looking
https://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/06pdf/05-1120.pdf
http://www.law.harvard.edu/faculty/freeman/vermeule.freeman.paper.pdf
http://www.nationalreview.com/12feb96/drug.html
http://www.nationalreview.com
http://www.nationalreview.com
http://www.sunspot.net
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/08/27/opinion/opioids-heroin-injection-sites.html
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29 “. . . [i]n all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right . . . to be confronted with
the witnesses against him . . .”.

30 Melendez-Diaz v Massachusetts, reaffirmed and extended by Bullcoming v New Mexico – in the
US Supreme Court.

31 Melendez-Diaz v Massachusetts, 2009. https://www.law.cornell.edu/supct/html/07-591.ZS.html
https://www.law.cornell.edu/supct/pdf/07-591P.ZS

http://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/08pdf/07-591.pdf http://www.supremecourt.gov/.
32 Bullcoming v New Mexico, 2011. https://www.law.cornell.edu/supct/html/9-10876.ZS.html

https://www.law.cornell.edu/supct/pdf/9-10876P.ZS
http://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/10pdf/09-10876.pdf http://www.supremecourt.

gov/.
33 Adam Liptak, “Supreme Court Ruling Accepts No Substitutes in Crime Lab Testimony,” The

New York Times, 24 June 2011, page A16.
34 CD&S Act s.51(2) does not meet such a confrontation concept. CD&S Act s.51(2) is more or less

useless.
35 US Sixth Amendment. Chapter 10.
36 Some of this is reworked from court pleading documents from the author’s law practice.
37 CD&S Act replaces and continues from the previous Narcotics Control Act – which for purposes

here is effectively the same. http://www.cfdp.ca/drug.htm.
38 Controlled Drugs and Substances Act SC 1996, c.19.

http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/C-38.8/index.html
http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/C-38.8/index.html
http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/C-38.8/page-9.html#h-19.

39 CD&S Act s. 51.
. . .

Designation of analysts
44 The Minister may designate, in accordance with the regulations made pursuant to par-
agraph 55(1)(o), any person as an analyst for the purposes of this Act and the regulations.

Analysis
45(1) A peace officer, inspector or prescribed person may submit to an analyst for analysis
or examination any substance or sample of it taken by the peace officer, inspector or pre-
scribed person.

Report
. . .

(2) An analyst who has made an analysis or examination under subsection (1) may pre-
pare a certificate or report stating that the analyst has analysed or examined a substance
or a sample thereof and setting out the results of the analysis or examination.

Certificate of analyst
51(1) Subject to this section, a certificate or report prepared by an analyst under subsec-
tion 45(2) is admissible in evidence in any prosecution for an offence under this Act or the
regulations or any other Act of Parliament and, in the absence of evidence to the contrary,
is proof of the statements set out in the certificate or report, without proof of the signature
or official character of the person appearing to have signed it.
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Attendance of analyst
(2) The party against whom a certificate or report of an analyst is produced under subsec-
tion (1) may, with leave of the court, require the attendance of the analyst for the purpose
of cross-examination.

. . .
40 R v □□□□□□□, 2017, Ontario Court, Justice Kearney, Brampton L6W 4T1, 02 February 2017

(copied in full below), at paragraph [7]:

. . .

[7] Parliament has provided an evidentiary shortcut that enables the Crown to put before the
court expert opinion evidence as to the nature of the substance analyzed.

. . .

41 For example: English language text from a Health Canada DAS Certificate of Analyst used for a
CD&S Act case:

42 Health Canada – Drug Analysis Service No.-N°□□□□□□□

2301 Midland Avenue
Toronto Ontario M1P4R7
Certificate of Analyst
I□□□□□□□ being a person on the staff of the Department of Health dulydesignated as an

Analyst under the Controlled Drugs andSubstances Act, and also duly designated as an Analyst
under theFood and Drugs Act, do hereby certify:

1. That at the Health Canada laboratory in Toronto in the province of Ontario on the□□ day
of□□□□□ 2009 there was delivered by Depository box from Toronto Police Service
a sealed and unopened package which bore the following identification marks, initials or
numbers:□□□□ □□□□

2. That I did take possession of the sealed and unopened package on the □□ day of
□□□□□ 2009.

3. That I did open the said package and did remove therefrom a sample for analysis.
4. That I duly analysed and examined the said sample

and I found it to contain a controlled substance within the meaning of the Controlled
Drugs and Substances Act, to wit:
Methamphetamine (N, ɑ-dimethylbenzeneethanamine)

5. That this certificate is true to the best of my knowledge and skill.
Dated at Toronto, Ontario
This□□ day of□□□□□ 2009
□□□□

revision: DAS-SAD 03-2009a Analyst – Department of Health
43 CD&S Act s. 44. http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/C-38.8/page-9.html#h-19.
44 Qualifications for Designations as Analysts Regulations SOR/98-594

http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/regulations/SOR-98-594/page-1.html#h-1
http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/C-38.8/index.html.

45 Ontario Office of the Fire Marshall.
https://www.mcscs.jus.gov.on.ca/english/FireMarshal/OFMLanding/OFM_main.html.
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46 Ontario Ministry of Community Safety and Correctional Services, Centre of Forensic Sciences,
Toronto M3M 0B1.

47 CD&S Act s.51.
48 Opaque here, notwithstanding the government’s transparency claims otherwise:

http://hc-sc.gc.ca/home-accueil/rto-tor/index-eng.php
http://hc-sc.gc.ca/home-accueil/alt_formats/pdf/rto-tor/2015-18-fap-cpa-eng.pdf

[. . .]
About Health Canada
Regulatory transparency and openness
The Government of Canada is making more data and information available to Canadians
than ever before. Canadians are also being offered more opportunities to participate in
discussions on government policies and priorities.
As a regulator, Health Canada plays an important role in protecting the health and safety of
Canadians and is committed to greater transparency and openness to further strengthen trust
in our regulatory decisions.

[. . .]

49 See also: Steve Chapman, “[Canada] Controlled Drugs and Substances Act / Definitions and in-
terpretations,” Isomer Design, Toronto M5B 2R3; 02 December 2015, January 2021: [e-mail ex-
changes with Health Canada – extracts].

http://isomerdesign.com/Cdsa/
http://isomerdesign.com/Cdsa/definitions.php
http://isomerdesign.com/Home/index.php
https://rocketreach.co/isomer-design-profile_b5cd7f63f42e0b04
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4./.

50 See also: M.G., SOME RECENT CANADIAN JUDICIAL DECISIONS RELEVANT TO FORENSIC CHEM-
ISTRY, presented at a Chemistry and the Law session, 217th American Chemical Society National
Meeting, Anaheim, California, 22 March 1999. (CHAL: http://membership.acs.org/C/CHAL/ . ACS:
www.acs.org . Chemical & Engineering News, 01 March 1999, page 94. http://pubs.acs.org/cen .).

51 See also: M.G., “POLICY / What’s Up with Canadian Science?,” letter to the Editor, C&EN, Vol-
ume 92, Issue 2, 13 January 2014.

https://cen.acs.org/articles/92/i2/s-Canadian-Science.html
https://cen.acs.org/articles/91/i43/Acrimony-Canadian-Science.html.

52 Access to Information Act RSC 1985 c. A-1 as amended.
http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/A-1/ http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/A-1/page-

1.html.
53 M.G., “[R v Filsinger’s Organic Foods] – Ministry of Labour inspections – Clinic’s Freedom of In-

formation request –” Toronto Workers’ Health & Safety Legal Clinic newsletter, August 2012,
Vol. 20 No.4, Pages 1→4. http://workers-safety.ca/features/newsletters/ http://workers-safety.
ca/index.html.

54 At page 4:

Some comment on the FOI process.

The analysis and commentary above is in the context of problems with using FOI-source data,
and some explanation is appropriate.
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Many FOI-data-seekers are simply looking for copies of some of their government-held per-
sonal data. Much of this is quite routine and practical, and confidentiality requirements quite
acceptable. Others are looking for specific uncontroversial historical data; this too may not be
much of a problem, if the data still exists. And, others are looking for data for purposes of
some legal process. These FOI-data-seekers would typically know what documents they are
looking for, and when-from.

However, FOI-data such as for our Clinic’s request about Filsinger’s is in a different category.
We are not actually that much interested in released documents. Rather we seek answers to
reasonably relevant questions in a public policy conversation. For example: How many Raven
tanks were in use at Filsinger’s at the time of the tragedy? [1] . . . These are questions from citi-
zens who may be publicly criticizing government policy. In a free and democratic society,[2] . . .

official persons of the Crown should make reasonable efforts to try to give answers. The reality
of modern Canada is that they sometimes don’t. And they sometimes obfuscate, and sometimes
hide behind FOI as a ruse.

But FOI personnel are not in the business of answering questions. They are in the business of
providing document copies, or declining to provide them for statutory reasons. They would not
normally be expected to delve into what the documents might mean in a public policy conver-
sation.

In this context, FOI-released documents are requested by citizens to search for answers that
the documents might reveal, or might imply. But for citizens to use the FOI process, it helps to
know which documents to request. But if they knew that – if government officials simply an-
swered reasonably relevant questions – citizen activists wouldn’t need FOI. The result is that
to get actual answers the citizens may have to go on fishing expeditions – and perhaps play
Monty Python’s Pet Shop[3] . . . or Cheese Shop[4] . . . with government officials – often for un-
known documents, and then hope those documents would reveal answers. The results are
often unsatisfactory.

So, for the worker tragedy at Filsinger’s, our Clinic made our FOI request; we got what we got;
and we have to try to make the best of it. In this context, the analysis and commentary above,
hopefully, makes a reasonable contribution to the public conversation on workplace health
and safety. So, perhaps that secret MOL “ . . . hygienist report . . . ”[5] . . . would reveal some-
thing interesting, but we will have to make do without it.

MOL=OntarioMinistry of Labour.
FOI=Ontario Freedom of Information Act.

55 . . . [1]See above at page 2.
56 . . . [2]to borrow a phrase – Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms C being Schedule B, Part I

of the Canada Act 1982, including the Constitution Act, 1982 (1982 c. 11 (United Kingdom), s. 1.
http://laws.justice.gc.ca/en/charter/.

57 . . . [3]Monty Python http://www.montypython.net/scripts/petshop.php.
58 . . . [4]Monty Python http://www.montypython.net/scripts/cheese.php.
59 . . . [5]See in this newsletter, mid-July, Vol.20, No.3, page 4.∎.
60 Obfuscation. Preface 4. Chapter 10.
61 Health Canada Preface 4.3, Chapters 8 & 10.
62 Monty Python http://www.montypython.net/scripts/petshop.php.
63 Monty Python http://www.montypython.net/scripts/cheese.php.
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64 Constitution Act, 1982, SCHEDULE B, PART I, CANADIAN CHARTER OF RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS..
65 Constitution Act, 1867 (originally called The British North America Act, 1867; [United Kingdom]

30 and 31 Victoria, c. 3.). http://www.solon.org/Constitutions/Canada/English/
http://www.solon.org/Constitutions/Canada/English/ca_1867.html.

66 CANADIAN CHARTER OF RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/Const/
page-15.html.

67 “7. Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of the person and the right not to be de-
prived thereof except in accordance with the principles of fundamental justice.”.

68 Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/Const/page-15.
html

[. . .]

Enforcement of guaranteed rights and freedoms

24. (1) Anyone whose rights or freedoms, as guaranteed by this Charter, have been in-
fringed or denied may apply to a court of competent jurisdiction to obtain such remedy as
the court considers appropriate and just in the circumstances.

Exclusion of evidence bringing administration of justice into disrepute

(2) Where, in proceedings under subsection (1), a court concludes that evidence was ob-
tained in a manner that infringed or denied any rights or freedoms guaranteed by this
Charter, the evidence shall be excluded if it is established that, having regard to all the
circumstances, the admission of it in the proceedings would bring the administration of
justice into disrepute.

[. . .]

69 “. . . נפְלְִו

ֵ

ּועִי

ֵ

ּתתִאֹל,ר

ֵ

לֹׁשכְמִן . . .” “. . . Before the blind, do not put a stumbling block . . .”.
70 Leviticus Chapter 19 ארָקְִּיַו

ּלקַתְ-אֹלדי

ֵ

חל

ֵ

ר

ֵ

נפְלְִוׁ–ש

ֵ

ּועִי

ֵ

ּתתִאֹל,ר

ֵ

רָיְו;לֹׁשכְמִן

ֵ

ּמתָא

ֵ

א

ֱ

א,ךָיהֶֹל

ֲ

הָוהְייִנ .
14 Thou shalt not curse the deaf, nor put a stumbling-block before the blind, but thou shalt

fear thy God: I am the LORD.
71 A Hebrew – English Bible According to the Masoretic Text and the JPS 1917 Edition

https://www.mechon-mamre.org/p/pt/pt0319.htm https://www.mechon-mamre.org/p/pt/
pt0.htm.

72 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stumbling_block#:~:text=Bible%20use-,Hebrew%20Bible,(Levit-
icus%2019%3A14).

https://bible.oremus.org/?passage=Leviticus%2019:14&version=nrsv.
73 Some of this is reworked from: R v . . ., APPLICATION, Toronto, . . . 2017.
74 ipse dixit ≈ he himself said it – an assertion without proof.
75 http://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/Ipse+Dixit = “. . . [Latin, He himself said it.] An

unsupported statement that rests solely on the authority of the individual who makes it . . .”.
76 Latin. Preface 4.1.
77 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ipse_dixit =“. . . Ipse dixit (Latin for ‘he himself said it’) is an as-

sertion without proof; or a dogmatic expression of opinion . . . The fallacy of defending a prop-
osition by baldly asserting that it is ‘just how it is’ distorts the argument by opting out of it
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entirely: the claimant declares an issue to be intrinsic, and not changeable . . . Cicero (106–43
BC) . . . De Natura Deorum . . .”.

78 Pamela R. Metzger, “Cheating the Constitution,” Vanderbilt Law Review, 59 Vand. L. Rev. 475
(2006).

http://federalevidence.com/pdf/2008/01-Miscell/Metzger-59-Vand.-L.-Rev.-475-(2006).pdf.
79 Pamela R. Metzger, Robert A. Ainsworth Professor in the Courts, Tulane University Law School,

New Orleans, Louisiana, 70,118.
80 Pamela R. Metzger, “Cheating the Constitution,” Vanderbilt Law Review, 59 Vand. L. Rev. 475

(2006).
http://federalevidence.com/pdf/2008/01-Miscell/Metzger-59-Vand.-L.-Rev.-475-(2006).pdf
https://litigation-essentials.lexisnexis.com/webcd/app?action=DocumentDisplay&crawlid=

1&doctype=cite&docid=59+Vand.+L.+Rev.+475&srctype=smi&srcid=3B15&key=
a3451eb0837c27980952c88f2a612b09.

81 http://www.archives.gov/index.html
http://www.archives.gov/exhibits/charters/constitution.html.

82 Melendez-Diaz v Massachusetts, US Supreme Court, 2009; at page 13, last paragraph.
https://www.law.cornell.edu/supct/html/07-591.ZS.html https://www.law.cornell.edu/

supct/pdf/07-591P.ZS http://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/08pdf/07-591.pdf http://www.
supremecourt.gov/.

83 http://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/Ipse+Dixit = “. . . [Latin, He himself said it.] An
unsupported statement that rests solely on the authority of the individual who makes it . . .”.

84 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ipse_dixit= “. . . Ipse dixit (Latin for ‘he himself said it’) is an
assertion without proof; or a dogmatic expression of opinion . . . The fallacy of defending a
proposition by baldly asserting that it is ‘just how it is’ distorts the argument by opting out of it
entirely: the claimant declares an issue to be intrinsic, and not changeable . . . Cicero (106–43
BC) . . . De Natura Deorum. . .”.

85 “Report to the Attorney General of Canada: Advice and Recommendations Respecting Certain
Certificates of Analyst Issued by Health Canada,” by the Honourable W. David Griffiths, Q.C.,
May 23, 2001.

86 2001 http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/lab-errors-may-void-ontario-drug-convictions-1.283147.
87 CBCnews | Canada

Lab errors may void Ontario drug convictions

CBC News Posted: Jun 24, 2001 10:38 PM ET | Last Updated: Jun 24, 2001 10:38 PM ET

Anyone convicted of a drug offence in Ontario during the past 12 years, even those now
serving time, may be off the hook because of bungled paperwork at a federal drug lab.

. . . thousands of drug analysis certificates . . . .

[. . .]

88 There are also examples, in other contexts, of problematic results from insufficiently scrutinized
analytical chemistry. See for example: Rachel Mendleson, Toronto Star [many reports re Motherisk]
http://www.thestar.com/authors.mendleson_rachel.html . Or, if gold mining is to be scrutinized by
government financial regulators: Douglas Goold and Andrew Willis, The Bre-X Fraud, McClelland
and Stewart, 1998; ISBN 10: 0771033346 & ISBN 13: 9780771033346.

89 The Globe and Mail, National News / National Report, 28 September 1998, page A6.
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90 Drug evidence questioned

VANCOUVER. The overdose death of an employee of the [Health Canada] federal drug-
testing lab has cast doubt on 20 years of drug convictions, lawyers say.

The federal Justice Department is reviewing drug cases where Henry Sadowski handled
the evidence, after the lab chemist died in May, 1997, of a drug overdose. Tests showed
Mr. Sadowski, 51, had snorted a lethal mixture of cocaine and heroin, called a speedball.

An autopsy revealed he had been using the drugs for some time.

Now lawyers who defend people on drug charges are wondering whether Mr. Sadowski
fudged his reports. “How do we know what he analyzed and what he put up his nose?”
defence lawyer Ken Young said. CP

91 Carmen Drahl, “DOOKHAN NAMED ‘SOLE BAD ACTOR’ / FORENSIC SCIENCE: Inspector general
faults management neglect for Massachusetts crime lab scandal,” Chemical and Engineering
News, 92(10), American Chemical Society, Washington, DC 20,036, 10 March 2014, page 6.

92 See also: Andrea Widener and Carmen Drahl, Washington, DC, “FORCING CHANGE IN FOREN-
SIC SCIENCE / SCANDALS IN LABS across the country illustrate the need to reform the disci-
pline, but change has been slow in coming,” C&EN, 92(19), 12 May 2014, pages 10→14. https://
cen.acs.org/articles/92/i19/Forcing-Change-Forensic-Science.html

. . .

Pinpointing Red Flags In Massachusetts Drug Lab Scandal

Disgraced forensic chemist . . . was sentenced to prison more than five months ago. Yet
her saga continues to roil both her home state . . . and the forensics community, provid-
ing a very public example of the need for reform in forensic science.

. . . fabricated drug test data and lied under oath. . . . cases involving more than 40,000
individuals . . . Massachusetts has set aside $30 million to review.

. . . report . . . Inspector General . . . revealed a rash of management failures at the . . .
now-shuttered drug lab . . . failed to provide proper chemistry training, and they ignored
the concerns . . .

. . .

93 Jess Bidgood, “Massachusetts Justices Clear Way for New Trials in Cases Chemist May Have
Tainted,” The New York Times, 19 May 2015, page A11.

94 Melendez-Diaz v Massachusetts Pages 13→15. https://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/08pdf/
07-591.pdf.

95 Pamela R. Metzger, “Cheating the Constitution,” Vanderbilt Law Review, 59 Vand. L. Rev. 475
(2006).

http://federalevidence.com/pdf/2008/01-Miscell/Metzger-59-Vand.-L.-Rev.-475-(2006).pdf
http://www.law.tulane.edu/tlsfaculty/profiles.aspx?id=450&vpubcat=Articles
https://litigation-essentials.lexisnexis.com/webcd/app?action=DocumentDisplay&crawlid=
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1&doctype=cite&docid=59+Vand.+L.+Rev.+475&srctype=smi&srcid=3B15&key=
a3451eb0837c27980952c88f2a612b09.

96 Brandon L. Garrett and Peter J. Neufeld, “Invalid Forensic Science Testimony and Wrongful
Convictions,” Virginia Law Review, Volume 95 March 2009 Number 1. http://www.law.virginia.
edu/pdf/faculty/hein/garrett/95va_l_rev1_2009.pdf

http://www.law.virginia.edu/pdf/faculty/garrett/falseconfess/appendix_.pdf
https://content.law.virginia.edu/faculty/profile/blg2n/1165630.

97 Melendez-Diaz v Massachusetts, US Supreme Court, 2009. https://www.law.cornell.edu/supct/
html/07-591.ZS.html

https://www.law.cornell.edu/supct/pdf/07-591P.ZS http://www.supremecourt.gov/opin
ions/08pdf/07-591.pdf

http://www.supremecourt.gov/.
98 Pages 1→23.
99 Melendez-Diaz v Massachusetts, No. 07–591.
100 –see Adam Liptak, “ Justices Rule Crime Analysts Must Testify on Lab Results,” The New York

Times, 26 June 2009, pages A1 and A16. See also Linda Greenhouse, “. . . Crime Lab Reports,”
The New York Times, 18 March 2008, page A19.

101 http://www.supremecourtus.gov/ http://www.supremecourtus.gov/opinions/08slipopinion.
html

http://www.supremecourtus.gov/opinions/08pdf/07-591.pdf.
. . .

102 The Sixth Amendment to the United States Constitution,[* **] made applicable to the States
via the Fourteenth Amendment, . . . provides that “[i]n all criminal prosecutions, the accused
shall enjoy the right . . . to be confronted with the witnesses against him.” In Crawford, after
reviewing the Clause’s historical underpinnings, we held that it guarantees a defendant’s right
to confront those “who ‘bear testimony’” against him.[***]

. . .

In short, under our decision in Crawford the analysts’ affidavits were testimonial statements,
and the analysts were “witnesses” for purposes of the Sixth Amendment. Absent a showing
that the analysts were unavailable to testify at trial and that petitioner had a prior opportunity
to cross-examine them, petitioner was entitled to “‘be confronted with’” the analysts at trial.
. . . [****]

. . .

103 * http://www.archives.gov/ http://www.archives.gov/exhibit_hall/index.html http://
www.archives.gov/exhibits/charters/.

104 ** https://www.archives.gov/founding-docs/constitution.
105 ***Melendez-Diaz at page 3.
106 ****Melendez-Diaz at page 5.
107 At page 13, last paragraph.
108 Pamela R. Metzger, then Professor, Tulane University Law School, New Orleans, Louisiana,

70,118; now Professor, Dedman School of Law, and Director of the Deason Family Criminal
Justice Reform Center, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas, 75,275.

109 http://www.archives.gov/index.html http://www.archives.gov/exhibits/charters/constitution.
html.
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110 Bullcoming v New Mexico, 2011. https://www.law.cornell.edu/supct/html/9-10876.ZS.html
https://www.law.cornell.edu/supct/pdf/9-10876P.ZS http://www.supremecourt.gov/opin

ions/10pdf/09-10876.pdf http://www.supremecourt.gov/.
111 Adam Liptak, “Supreme Court Ruling Accepts No Substitutes In Crime Lab Testimony,” The

New York Times, 24 June 2011, page A16.
112 http://www.archives.gov/index.html http://www.archives.gov/exhibits/charters/constitution.

html.
113 Sir Isaac Newton, Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica (Mathematical Principles of

Natural Philosophy), Royal Society, London, 1687. See Edward Neville da Costa Andrade, Sir
Isaac Newton / His Life and Work, DOUBLEDAY ANCHOR, Garden City, New York; SCIENCE
STUDIES SERIES, S42; reprinted from Macmillan Company, New York, and W. Collins Sons and
Co, Ltd., London, first published 1954; page 70, et seq.

114 Regarding ISO/IEC 17025:2005, Clauses 5.10.1 and 5.10.2 e – that require that there be a “test
report” that includes “. . . identification of the method used.” That “test report” is not pro-
vided to Defence counsel, and perhaps it does not exist. Defence counsel, as “. . . members of
the legal profession; Canadian justice system . . .,” are “CLIENTS SERVED,” according to the
DAS Lab’s SCOPE OF ACCREDITATION, and thereby a “customer” in ISO Clause 5.10.1.

115 DAS – Toronto Laboratory, Standards Council of Canada Accredited Laboratory No.607, Tor-
onto M1P 4R7

http://scc.ca/.
116 Text of SCOPE OF ACCREDIATION:.
117 SCOPE OF ACCREDITATION

Health Canada
DRUG ANALYSIS SERVICE – TORONTO LABORATORY
2301 Midland Ave.
Scarborough, ON
M1P 4R7

Accredited Laboratory No. 607
(Conforms with requirements of ISO/IEC 17025:2005, RG-FORENSIC)
CONTACT: V. Bell
TEL: (416) 973-1553
FAX: (416) 954-5923
EMAIL: das.manager.toronto@hc-sc.gc.ca
CLIENTS SERVED: Police officers, both RCMP and Municipal, in Ontario and other provinces,
as well as members of other enforcement agencies; members of the legal profession; Canadian
justice system
FIELDS OF TESTING: Forensic
FORENSICS DISCIPLINE(S): Forensic Drug Chemistry
PROGRAM SPECIALTY AREA: Forensic
INITIAL ACCREDITATION: 2006-08-29
MOST RECENT REACCREDITATION: 2018-11-04
ACCREDITATION VALID TO: 2022-08-29
SCC Group Accreditation:
This laboratory is a part of a Group Accreditation with the following facilities in accordance
with SCC’s policy on Group Accreditation documented in the Accreditation Services
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Accreditation
Program Overview.
– 15858 SANTÉ CANADA, SERVICE D’ANALYSE DES DROGUES – LABORATOIRE DE
MONTRÉAL, 1001, rue Saint-Laurent ouest, Longueuil, QC, J4K 1C7, Accredited Laboratory
No. 709
– 15885 Health Canada, DRUG ANALYSIS SERVICE, 3155 Willingdon Green, Burnaby, BC,
V5G 4P2, Accredited Laboratory No. 716
FORENSICS
Forensic Drug Chemistry
Description of Activities:
The Drug Analysis Service, Toronto Laboratory, carries out the following examinations / analy-
ses:
Identification and quantification of controlled and non-controlled drugs, according to the Con-
trolled Drugs and Substances Act and the Food and Drugs Act, and other related substances in
or on powders, pharmaceuticals, plant materials and miscellaneous exhibits.
Techniques for which laboratory is accredited:
a. Gas chromatography
b. High performance liquid chromatography
c. Infra-red spectrometry
d. Macroscopic examination
e. Mass spectrometry
f. Micro-chemical tests
g. Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy
h. Optical microscopy
i. Sample preparation, extraction, separation and general chemical and physical tests
j. Thin layer chromatography

Notes:
RG-FORENSIC: SCC Requirements and Guidance for the Accreditation for Forensic Test-
ing Laboratories
ISO/IEC 17025:2005: General Requirements for the Competence of Testing and Calibra-
tion Laboratories
Elias Rafoul, Vice President
Accreditation Services
Date: 2020-08-18

. . .

Number of Forensic Techniques: 10
SCC 1003-15/747
Partner File #0
Partner: SCC

118 https://www.scc.ca/en/accreditation/laboratories/health-canada-drug-analysis-service-tor
onto-laboratory

https://www.scc.ca/en/system/files/client-scopes/ASB_SOA_15747_Scope_v4_2020-08-13.
pdf.

119 ISO/IEC 17025:2005, “General requirements for the competence of testing and calibration labo-
ratories,” International Organization for Standardization, Genève 20, Switzerland. www.iso.
org.

120 . . .
5.10.2 Test reports and calibration certificates
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Each test report or calibration certificate shall include at least the following information, un-
less the laboratory has valid reasons for not doing so:

. . .
e) identification of the method used;

. . .
121 International Organization for Standardization, Geneva, Switzerland. http://www.iso.org

ISO/IEC 17025:2005 http://www.iso.org/iso/home/store/catalogue_tc/catalogue_detail.
htm?csnumber=39883.

. . .
122 5.10 Reporting the results

5.10.1 General

The results of each test, calibration, or series of tests or calibrations carried out by the
laboratory shall be reported accurately, clearly, unambiguously and objectively, and in
accordance with any specific instructions in the test or calibration methods.

. . .

The results shall be reported, usually in a test report or a calibration certificate . . ., and
shall include all the information requested by the customer and necessary for the inter-
pretation of the test or calibration results and all information required by the method
used. This information is normally that required by 5.10.2, and 5.10.3 or 5.10.4.

. . .

123 Standards Council of Canada, Ottawa. K1P 6L5 http://www.scc.ca/en/accreditation
http://www.scc.ca/en/accreditation/laboratories http://www.scc.ca/en/forensic
http://palcan.scc.ca/SpecsSearch/GLSearchForm.do http://www.scc.ca/en.

124 Catch-22. An exception to a rule or arrangement that the would-be-beneficiaries are informed
of later-on, so that they do not actually benefit. The disappointed would-be-beneficiaries are
not entitled to explanation.

125 Joseph Heller, CATCH-22, Dell Publishing Co., Inc., New York City, 10017; 1955, 1961; New Dell
Edition, 1985; ISBN 0-440-11120-X.

126 Joseph Heller, CATCH-22, Chapter 39, page 416:

[. . .]

“They don’t have to show us Catch-22,” . . .
“The law says they don’t have to.”
“What law . . .?”
“Catch-22.”

[. . .]

127 https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/catch-22
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catch-22_(logic) https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Catch-22.

128 Catch-22, Paramount Pictures, 1970. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catch-22_(film).
129 https://www.scc.ca/en/system/files/publications/ASB_RG_Forensic-Laboratories_v1_2017-07-

17.pdf.
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130 R v □□□□□□□, Ontario Court proceedings, Old City Hall, Toronto; 29 May 2018 (argument);
01 June (judgment).

131 Ontario Court proceedings, May and June 2018. Chapter 10, Chapter 10 Appendix.
132 For the case then being litigated, counsel for Health Canada, acting for Health Canada, was

effectively also acting for the federal Crown.
133 Response of the Attorney General of Canada on Behalf of Health Canada, 23 May 2018; for

Court proceedings, Toronto, 29 May 2018 (argument); 01 June (judgment).
134 Paragraphs 17 and 18, pages 8 and 9.
135 [. . .]

17. There is no merit to the Applicant’s assertion that accreditation standards (such as those promul-
gated by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO)) that apply to DAS laboratories
mean that police or PPSC “have obvious and complete access rights” to the information sought by
the Applicant.10 The DAS is accredited by the Standards Council of Canada and must meet both the
requirements of ISO/IEC 17025 (General Requirements for the Competence of Testing and Calibration,
as asserted by the Applicant), and, at the time these Certificates were produced, the requirements of
Canadian Procedural Document CAN-P-1578 (Guidelines for the Accreditation of Forensic Testing Lab-
oratories, and in particular Appendix 6 thereof, “Drug Chemistry”), which is an amplification of
the ISO standard.11 Section 5.10.1 of this latter standard states:

Certificates of Analyst are legal documents. As such, information contained in these reports is
directed by the appropriate laws of the land.12

18. This qualification supersedes any requirement which may arise under ISO/IEC 17025 to pro-
vide information beyond that statutorily required by the CDSA, namely, the Certificates.

[. . .]
11 As stated in, for example, Health Canada Internal Audit: Audit of Regional Laboratory Activities
(July 2016), available at https://www.canada.ca/en/healthcanada/corporate/transparency/cor
porate-management-reporting/internalaudits/2016/audit-regional-laboratory-activities-
july2016.html Note: CAN-P-1578 has since been replaced by the Standard Council of Canada’s
Requirements and Guidance for the Accreditation for Forensic Testing Laboratories (July 17,
2017) although, for the purposes of this application, the relevant sections remain materially
unchanged.

12 Standards Council of Canada’s Guidelines for the Accreditation of Forensic Testing Laborato-
ries, CAN-P-1578, Appendix 6, “Drug Chemistry”, Respondent’s Record, Tab E, section 5.10.1,
available at:
https://www.scc.ca/sites/default/files/migrated_files/DLFE-433.pdf

[. . .]
136 Government of Canada

Home → Departments and agencies →Health Canada → Health Canada’s transparency →
Health Canada’s corporate management reporting →Health Canada internal audits→ 2016

Final Report: Audit of Regional Laboratory Activities – July 2016
https://www.canada.ca/en/health-canada/corporate/transparency/corporate-manage

ment-reporting/internal-audits/2016/audit-regional-laboratory-activities-july-2016.html

Accreditation Services SCC Requirements and Guidance for the Accreditation for Forensic
Testing Laboratories 2017–07-17
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https://www.scc.ca/en/system/files/publications/ASB_RG_Forensic-Laboratories_v1_
2017-07-17.pdf
Guidelines for the Accreditation of Forensic Testing Laboratories CAN-P-1578 May 2009
Program Speciality Area – Forensic Testing Laboratories (PSA-FT)
http://www.jtc1sc34.org/en/c/document_library/get_file08cd.pdf
SCC Requirements and Guidance for the Accreditation for Forensic Testing Laboratories
This document replaces CAN-P-1578.
https://www.scc.ca/en/about-scc/publications/scc-requirements-and-guidance-for-ac
creditation-for-forensic-testing-laboratories
Accreditation Services SCC Requirements and Guidance for the Accreditation for Forensic
Testing Laboratories 2017–07-17
ASB_RG_Forensic-Laboratories_v1_2017-07-17.pdf
Accreditation Services SCC Requirements and Guidance for the Accreditation for Forensic
Testing Laboratories 2017–07-17
https://www.scc.ca/en/system/files/publications/ASB_RG_Forensic-Laboratories_v1_
2017-07-17.pdf

137 https://www.scc.ca/en.
138 Guidelines for the Accreditation of Forensic Testing Laboratories CAN-P-1578 May 2009 Pro-

gram Speciality Area – Forensic Testing Laboratories (PSA-FT)
http://www.jtc1sc34.org/en/c/document_library/get_file08cd.pdf
page 91.

5.10 Reporting the results
5.10.1 Certificates of Analyst are legal documents. As such, information contained in these
reports is directed by the appropriate laws of the land.
5.10.2 Where feasible, court testimony of Analysts shall be monitored on an annual basis.

139 CAN-P-1578, May 2009, FORWARD.
140 Judges of the Ontario Court are referred to as “Justice.”.
141 Defence arguments not accepted by the Judge: Ruling by The Honourable Justice S.R. Clark, 01

June 2018, Old City Hall, Toronto, Ontario Court Of Justice, Her Majesty The Queen v M . . . ;
Court File No. 17–15,007,031.

142 Text copied as Chapter 10 Appendix.
143 For the case then being litigated, counsel for Health Canada, acting for Health Canada, was

effectively also acting for the federal Crown.
144 See note above.
145 Section 10.2.
146 Public process. Preface 4.1, Chapters 5, 8, 10.
147 RCMP mou. Chapters 5 & 10.
148 Rothman v The Queen [1981] 1 SCR 640 at page 697.

http://scc-csc.lexum.com/scc-csc/scc-csc/en/item/2514/index.do.
149 But apparently not including the former Governor General herself – on other science issues –

although there were criticisms concerning issues of vice-regal protocol.
150 https://www.nationalobserver.com/2017/11/06/opinion/science-v-religion-and-new-governor-

general-under-fire
https://www.nationalobserver.com/2017/11/04/news/payette-takes-climate-change-deni

ers-and-horoscopes-science-conference
https://torontosun.com/opinion/editorials/editorial-julie-payette-speech-oversteps-her-role
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https://www.nationalobserver.com/2017/11/06/opinion/science-v-religion-and-new-governor-general-under-fire
https://www.nationalobserver.com/2017/11/04/news/payette-takes-climate-change-deniers-and-horoscopes-science-conference
https://www.nationalobserver.com/2017/11/04/news/payette-takes-climate-change-deniers-and-horoscopes-science-conference
https://torontosun.com/opinion/editorials/editorial-julie-payette-speech-oversteps-her-role


https://www.cbc.ca/news/opinion/governor-general-speech-julie-payette-climate-change-1.
4384481

https://www.gg.ca/en https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Governor_General_of_Canada.
151 Governor General. Chapters 2, 10, 11.
152 chem-know-phobia = a fear of a knowledge of chemistry.
153 [From the judicial ruling copied here, 3rd from last paragraph, 2nd and 3rd sentences.].
154 CD&S Act – ipse dixit. Chapter 10, Chapter 10 Appendix.
155 Canadian and Ontario criminal law cases may be titled as HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN verses

[accused defendant], abbreviated as R v []. R = Regina =Queen. Sometimes phrased as Her Maj-
esty The Queen in right of Canada, or as Her Majesty The Queen in right of Ontario. In other
eras: R = Rex = King.

156 Forensic Chemistry. Chapter 10. Appendix. A law case. Notes:
157 Introductory quotes, etc. Preface.
158 re criticism of Health Canada, Judges, et al. Preface 4.1, 4.3, Chapters 10 & 11.
159 Copied here with minor editorial adjustments as to format, etc.; for academic and public dis-

cussion purposes. This copy is not for official Ontario court purposes. Official copies must
be obtained from the official court reporter, or otherwise as according to accepted court prac-
tice (which can be confusing); fees may apply.

160 The copyright claim here is for the commentary and arrangement only, and does not include
the ruling itself.

161 Court File No. 17-15007031.
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Chapter 11
Essay – biased opinion – polemic. Canada Criminal
Code – driving impaired by drug – science?

Quod volimus credimus libenter [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]

11.1 Forensic question

The Canada Criminal Code criminalizes1,2,3 [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20,
21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32] drug-impaired driving.4 This is as distinct
from regulatory law.5 For purposes here, this may be rephrased: «Driving while ability
to drive is impaired to any degree by a drug» is a crime.

The forensic question to be addressed, in the Canadian criminal law context, with
its proof beyond a reasonable doubt test, strictly considered:6,7 «How to determine
ability to drive is impaired to any degree by a drug»? [33, 34]8,9,10,11

1 Criminal Code, as newly amended s.320.14(1) https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/C-46/page-
69.html#h-121308

[. . .]

Operation while impaired
320.14 (1) Everyone commits an offence who
(a) operates a conveyance while the person’s ability to operate it is impaired to any degree

by alcohol or a drug or by a combination of alcohol and a drug;
[. . .]

2 Toxicology. Driving impaired. Chapters 1 & 11.
3 Chart – legislation. Preface 4.3, Chapter 11.
4 Alert: “impairment” is to be tediously defined and argued about in this polemic.
5 Regularory law. Environmental & workplace health & safety. Chapters 1, 5, 9, 11.
6 Criminal law proof. Regulatory/administrative law proof. Chapters 1, 10, 11.
7 Criminal law proof beyond a reasonable doubt, strictly considered. Chapters 1, 10, 11.
8 Drug-impaired driving. A court pleading. DRE Preface 4.3, Chapter 11, Chapter 11, Appendix.
9 Author’s biases. Preface 1.2, 4.1, 4.3, Chapters 10 & 11.
10 Polemic. Health Canada. Preface 4, Chapters 9, 10.
11 Legislative process – policy making. Preface 4.3, Chapters 1, 10, 11.
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Within the framework of the DRE regime – the law process, procedure and
judgement discussed here,12,13,14,15,16 no other question or issue need be considered
in detail for this polemic.

11.2 Newly enforced law

11.2.1 – pre-pandemic

Although drug-impaired driving legislation has been in place for several years, law
enforcement and prosecution in Ontario seem more newly popular – expected to in-
crease now that recreational marijuana is legalized – to and remain until automa-
tion of motor vehicle operation. And, there is a new and an important Supreme
Court of Canada case law.

When police investigate – at a routine road or street stop, or for bad driving, or
at a crash scene – the possibility of impairment is a top agenda item – and should
be. Until recently the impairment was typically regarded as ethanolic, [35] but im-
pairment was usually not sought to be proven at law; rather a machine-measured
amount of over 8017 [36] was criminalized by definition, so that the rather more diffi-
cult judgement of impaired need not be addressed. While this procedure is well ac-
cepted, for ethanol-impaired driving,18 albeit with some dissent, and with complexities
of heavy-duty litigation; [37] for drug-impaired it is not.

Procedures for drug-impaired driving impose a newer and more controversial
regime, and this is what this polemic is about.19 The simplicity of finding criminal
guilt by something machine-measured does not apply. For this, Parliament is legally
and constitutionally entitled to criminalize highway traffic safety, notwithstanding
that a federal-provincial regulatory approach might be more sensible, effective, and
life-saving, and less damaging to the concept of mens rea [38] – and less expensive.

Parliament is also entitled to distort the law of evidence, for ease of conviction,
facilitated with bad science20 to be applied to determine criminality; and the Supreme
Court of Canada is entitled to allow this. Both Parliament and the Court have done so.

12 The process of law, procedure and judgement discussed here is referred to as the DRE process.
And, depending on the context, DRE may also refer to the police officer who would conduct parts of
the process.
13 DRE. Preface 4.3, Chapter 11.
14 DRE = Drug Recognition Expert.
15 DRE Criminal Code provisions, etc. Chapter 11, Appendix.
16 Criminal Code ethanol in blood. SOP. Chapter 5 & 11.
17 Over-80 ≥80 mg ethanol /100 ml in blood. Chapter 11.
18 Criminal Code ethanol in blood. SOP. Chapters 5 & 11.
19 Some science controversy remains. Preface 4, Chapters 1, 10, 11.
20 Science – good, bad & junk. Preface 4, Chapters 1, 2, 8, 10, 11.
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11.2.2 – now-pandemic

The “Red Death” had long devastated the country. No pestilence had ever been so fatal, or so
hideous. . . . [39] [Edgar Allan Poe, 1842.] [40]

(This polemic was researched pre-COVID-19 pandemic, so that arguments here do not
address a rather changed world, wherein the face-to-face, up-front person-to-person,
examinations should not be happening otherwise than in a strictly disciplined actual
health sciences context. What this holds for future DRE law enforcement, and prose-
cutions, is not speculated here.)

11.3 Science literature

From a forensic science perspective, the answer to «How to determine ability to drive
is impaired to any degree by a drug» should include some reference, within the
course of the legal process, that is sufficiently relevant to science literature.21

This is problematic for Canadian criminal law.
To be sure, impaired driving is a very serious public safety issue – calling for

prompt and definitive police action, and follow-up, whenever and wherever no-
ticed. For regulatory law purposes – to determine, restrict and forbid drug-impaired
drivers – in addition to obvious and intuitive observations – there is ample scientific
[41] and reliable popular literature. But while this should lead to prompt regulatory
law action, science-based support is apparently not well available to satisfy the
criminal law test of proof beyond a reasonable doubt, strictly considered.22,23

Arguably, criminal law proof beyond a reasonable doubt, strictly considered, is
intended as a difficult barrier – to be extra careful to protect the innocent, and se-
cure their freedom. While it may have practical regulatory aspects, «criminal law» is
essentially a moral-based construct. A crime is a serious intentional transgression
against society and its morals.

Significant here: The «criminal law test» of «proof beyond a reasonable doubt,
strictly considered». Beyond strong indicators. Not the balance of probabilities of civil
litigation.

Science literature–reported support of the DRE process is not found to satisfy
the criminal law test. Or, if it does, it remains unrevealed by Crown prosecution
counsel. Although there are science references within the DRE process24 – cited in a
US NHTSA Manual [42] – that should be reliably considered as for real negative

21 Impairment & science literature. Chapters 5 & 11.
22 Criminal law proof. Regulatory/administrative law proof. Chapters 1, 10, 11.
23 Criminal law proof beyond a reasonable doubt, strictly considered. Chapters 1, 10, 11.
24 DRE. Preface 4.3, Chapter 11.
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effects of drugs on human performance – this is not the same as proof beyond a
reasonable doubt, at criminal law, of «ability to drive is impaired to any degree by a
drug». Negative effects, measured and interpreted scientifically, may be well on the
way to convince a judge to convict of crime – but not yet – some more is needed.

That needed more:

11.4 How to determine «ability to drive» and «impairment»?

How to scientifically determine «ability to drive» and «impairment»? The needed
more would require assuming definitions [43] of what «ability to drive» is, and what
«impaired» means, and how they would be measured. This is a difficult problem in
toxicology.25

This problem is apparently not addressed in statute, regulation or case law; nor
in the DRE literature [44, 45]. This problem, not only elusive to frame as a question,
is even more elusive to answer. An answer would have to include the prior-agreed-
to definitions and assumptions.

Although indications of human impairment are often obvious, actual measurable
determination is difficult.26 It is difficult even with ethanol, [46, 47, 48, 49, 50] for
which judgement about impairment is accepted – consistent with cultural historical ex-
perience. That would appear to be why breath measuring technology [51, 52] and
over-80 [53, 54]27 legislation [55, 56, 57, 58, 59] were invented. The technical meas-
urements are held to be sufficient on their own, at law, without the judge having to
decide on «ability to drive» and «impairment».

But with drugs of abuse and recreation it is so much more difficult to decide.
Analytical chemistry may easily be able to determine the presence of drugs, in
blood, but not so easily in target organs. Observed altered body appearance and
performance and sloppy behaviour can indicate likely impairment – but with prob-
lematic amounts of doubt.

There is no scientifically reliable measure for impairment found within the course
of the legal process because impairment is not well-enough defined; and such defini-
tion would have to include prior unimpaired performance measures – perhaps with a
motor vehicle driving virtual simulator [60, 61, 62]. There is apparently no adequate
reference to the science literature – found within the legislation, case law, or DRE lit-
erature for the measurement of impairment in this context.

25 Toxicology. Hazard communication. Chapters 1 & 11.
26 Toxicology. Chapters 1 & 11.
27 Over-80∃80 mg ethanol /100 ml in blood. Chapter 11.
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Sometimes doubt about impairment can be minimized, within the court’s other
evidence processes – by stark observations, and admissions of fact of the accused.
But often not. It is a judgement call for the judge, and that is what the judge is for.
However, in many cases the problematic amounts of doubt remain; and, again, that
is what this polemic is about.

By this polemic, impairment is not, by the DRE process,28 sufficiently well
enough scientifically measured – see below.

11.5 Bad science

The DRE process is bad science.29 That bad science is the determination of «ability
to drive is impaired to any degree by a drug» – a crime – by police officers who are
government-appointed for the purpose of pronouncing opinions without explana-
tion supported by sufficient scientific literature, using methods beyond the bounds
of science practice, and who do not have the education and years of supervised clin-
ical practice of real health science professionals (such as MDs & RNs).

The DRE evaluation, as a kind of analytical chemistry and health science clini-
cal diagnosis, is also bad science simply because of – and if only – the severely hin-
dered opportunity for scrutiny. Quite simply, science should be seen as badly-done
unless there is a formal proper scientific report,30 and the opportunity for scientific
conversation with explanation.31 This is not the DRE process.

Notwithstanding the more than three centuries after publication of Principia, by
Isaac Newton, encouraged by Edmond Halley, [63]32 the Parliament of Canada, the
Governor-in-Council and the Supreme Court are entitled in law and constitution to
ignore usual scientific practice of reporting and explanation. And do so ignore.

28 DRE. Scientific measurement. Preface 4.3, Chapter 11.
29 Science – good, bad & junk. Preface 4, Chapters 1, 2, 5, 8, 10, 11.
30 Proper scientific report. CD&S Act. Health Canada. Preface 4.3, Chapters 5, 8, 9, 10, 11.
31 Science – good, bad & junk. Preface 4, Chapters 1, 2, 5, 8, 10, 11.
32 Newton. Haley. Principia. Chapters 9, 10, 11.
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11.6 DRE opinion

The Supreme Court of Canada, 2018, in R v Bingley,33, [64] unfortunately gives the
DRE process legal credibility, so that DRE decisions support the criminal conviction
and imprisonment of citizens without sufficient scientific reporting, or otherwise
scientific, clinical and courtroom controls.34,35,36

The criminal law proof is sought in court for impaired by drug by Crown coun-
sel – in two stages:
– First, the opinion of a Criminal Code–created “Drug Recognition Expert,” a police

officer accredited by the INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION of CHIEFS OF POLICE, [65]
is taken to be a presenter of reliable science by operation of law. Actual expertise
need not be shown to the court.

That this “Expert” [sic erat scriptum] [66, 67] might or not actually be knowl-
edgeable would remain unrevealed.

The DRE [sic] has the special status in court of an expert witness – entitled
to give opinion evidence. That opinion establishes drug impairment [68, 69, 70].

The accused person will have been subjected to personal performance tests,
and examinations, as set out in a regulation [71] under the Criminal Code.37 (But
not a vehicle driving simulator.) The DRE opinion would lead to demanding a
urine or blood sample.

– Second, an opinion is given by an actual scientist from the Ontario Centre of Fo-
rensic Sciences, based on CFS-done analytical chemistry of the urine or blood.
Work by CFS appears as well done, and with professional integrity that impor-
tantly includes a willingness to engage in scientific conversation, including dis-
cussing disagreements with some of its conclusions. The work of CFS is not
challenged here.

However, once the presence of drug is CFS- confirmed, it is largely the DRE opinion
from DRE observations that prevails. And that leads to the central question of this
polemic: How to determine «ability to drive is impaired to any degree by a drug»? In
court, this is essentially done by the DRE; and not CFS; and effectively not by the
Judge, after hearing from the DRE.

But, in reality, toxicology can be difficult.

33 R v Bingley. Chapter 11, Chapter 11, Appendix.
34 DRE = Drug Recognition Expert.
35 This process of law, procedure and judgement discussed here is referred to as the DRE process.
And, depending on the context, DRE may also refer to the police officer who would conduct parts of
the process.
36 DRE. Preface 4.3, Chapter 11.
37 DRE Criminal Code provisions, etc. Chapter 11, Appendix.
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Analytical chemistry to determine blood system drug is not too difficult – with
modern automated GC- or LC-MS.38 In contrast, the interpretation of how to define
and interpret «impaired» is exceptionally difficult and problematic. This is a prob-
lem in toxicology.

In a Canadian legal context, the answer to «How to determine ability to drive is
impaired to any degree by a drug»? – as a policy matter – is dictated by Parliament
(statute = Criminal Code), the Governor-in-Council (regulation under statute), [72]
and the Supreme Court of Canada (Bingley). They are entitled by law and constitu-
tion to be science-avoidant, if not science-ignorant; and possibly anti-science; and
they effectively direct Judges to accept the DRE opinion as legal truth.39

11.7 Result of the DRE opinion

The Criminal Code, its regulation, and Supreme Court of Canada decision in R v
Bingley, when read together,40 allow the DRE opinion its special legal status. That
opinion can support conviction and imprisonment of a citizen.

The DRE report and testimony has its complexities, but it is essentially the sin-
gle phrase in the written report and testimony: [73] “opinion that [accused] is im-
paired by drug and not fit to drive” – that effectively requires the court to find
criminal guilt [74, 75].

With the Bingley-determined special status as expert [sic] by operation of law,
without actual meaningful qualification (as otherwise should be usual for expert
witnesses),41 Defence counsel may be reduced to asking about scraps of data, of un-
certain meaning, that in an other-than-law-court context would seem foolish.

Bingley allows the DRE as expert [sic] not only to conduct the tests, but also
for the interpretation of the results, [76] notwithstanding that the scientific meanings
are missing in the legislation. Bingley also effectively recognizes that Parliament [77]
and the Governor-in-Council [78] are entitled to legislate, notwithstanding that they
might get the science wrong, and that Bingley enforcement of even wrong science is
law in Canada. That the DRE process is bad science has been argued above.42

38 GC-MS. Chapters 6 & 11.
39 Legal/scientific truth. Chapters 1, 8, 11.
40 DRE Criminal Code provisions, etc. Chapter 11, Appendix.
41 DRE. Expert witness. Chapters 1, 11.
42 Science – good, bad & junk. Preface 4, Chapters 1, 2, 8, 10, 11.
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11.8 Criticisms of the DRE process43,44

The arguments here, while in the context of law, are essentially of policy-directed
issues. As argued in this polemic,45 impairment cannot be adequately scientifically
measured by the DRE process – and, in principle, the DRE report should not be
scientifically relied on because –
– For each of the tests and examinations set out in the Criminal Code regulation, [79]

and for the apparent DRE practice of combining the results for a concluding
opinion, adequate supporting references to the health sciences literature are
missing – for the Canadian criminal law test of proof beyond a reasonable doubt,
strictly considered. In a forensic science context this is a very serious failing. Par-
liament, the government and the Supreme Court seem oblivious to this.46

– Canada Criminal Code s.320.12 (d)47 is inadequate for scientific method validation.48

– «Impairment», however defined, cannot be reliably measured, within the DRE
process, because there are scant prior basis measurements – as for comparison
with (at least one of):
– The accused in the known absence of drugs.
– Published scientific studies as to what is normal.
– At least some medical history (more adequate than known from the DRE

process).
– «Ability to drive» is not measured by the DRE; neither before nor after. This

would require some kind of simulator machinery [80].
– The DRE training and literature do not adequately address that the test and ex-

amination results are difficult to interpret because observations and measure-
ments of humans can have a broad range of non-drug possibilities. There are
scant DRE statistical discussions; and none of Gaussian (normal (bell curve)) or
other distributions.49,50

– How, at law, to interpret the results meanings of the tests and examinations
listed in the Criminal Code regulation, [81] is missing. That interpretation role is
simply given to the DRE.

– The DRE police officers who act as expert [sic] do so devoid of the education and
years of supervised clinical practice of real health science professionals.

43 Author’s biases. Preface 1.2, 4.1, 4.3, Chapters 10 & 11.
44 re criticism of Health Canada, Judges, et al. Preface 4.1, 4.3, Chapters 10 & 11.
45 DRE. Scientific measurement. Preface 4.3, Chapter 11.
46 re criticism of Health Canada, Judges, et al. Preface 4.1, 4.3, Chapters 10 & 11.
47 Validation. DRE Chapters 8 & 11.
48 Method validation. Chapters 5, 8, 11.
49 Gaussian distribution. Chapters 8 & 11.
50 DRE. Statistical. Chapters 8 & 11.
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– The validation of the DRE method, as apparently implied in the IACP DRE Interna-
tional Standards, [82, 83, 84] with a specific literature reference, [85, 86] appears
as problematic [87, 88, 89, 90, 91].

– The DRE process is not externally scrutinized with a quality assurance regime.
In contrast, CFS is accredited to ANAB for ISO/IEC 17025:2017.51

– The invasion of the federal Criminal Code into the regimes of the provincial
health sciences professions presents a problem. What the DRE does to the accused
looks something like a health examination that should not be done except with
Ontario-legislated licensure [92, 93]. And, generally, only a licensed Medical
Doctor is entitled to diagnose [94, 95, 96, 97, 98].

– The DRE process presents something of a public health risk; even before the
COVID-19 Pandemic. (For example, if the DRE does not use the medical equip-
ment – such as the blood pressure cuff – in a proper hygienic way.)

– The DRE training and literature do not appear to sufficiently qualify the DRE to
distinguish human illness from drug impairment.

– The DRE, as a police officer, investigating a person known to be charged with a
crime, is not a neutral observer. There is a reasonable apprehension of inherent
built-in bias. Quod volimus credimus libenter [99, 100]. Someone else should do the
evaluation, with bias-control protocols, and as multi-blind as practicable.

– The DRE observations and measurements are made by only one person – in only
one session – by a process that is inherently difficult to repeat.

– The IACP DRE “12-step” [101, 102, 103, 104, 105] mentioned frequently in Bingley
should be scientifically explained; along with its provenance, in more detail than
“Nothing in or about the DRE protocol is new or novel. The DRE protocol is a com-
pilation of tests that physicians have used for decades to identify and assess alco-
hol- and/or drug-induced impairment” [106].

– The DRE process of performance tests, and even the few invasive health history
questions, as a criminal law adventure, is insulting to the dignity of innocent
citizens. And, even the guilty deserve better.

11.9 Parliament and government, and bad science – a tradition

[. . .]
It is recognized and declared that . . . an evaluation conducted by an evaluating officer [=DRE] is
a reliable method of determining whether a person’s ability to operate a conveyance is impaired
by a drug or by a combination of alcohol and a drug.

[Canada Criminal Code s.320.12 (d)] [107]52

[. . .]

51 Accreditation. QA ISO. ANAB. Chapters 5, 8, 10, 11.
52 Validation. DRE. Chapters 8 & 11.
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As opined in Chapter 10, Parliament and the government have something of a tradition
with bad science. Professor Metzger’s analysis of “forensic ipse dixit statutes” should
also be considered as for the Criminal Code drug-impaired driving provisions.53,54

The DRE process is likely not junk science;55 the personal performance and
health science-appearing examinations are likely able to give some – if also prob-
lematic – indications of a drug-impaired condition. But without science-based ex-
planation, and scrutiny by cross-examination, it is reasonable to speculate about
junk; Bingley encourages that speculation.

11.10 Most-serious policy issues

The policy issues above are in the context of the question posed at the beginning of
this polemic: «How to determine ability to drive is impaired to any degree by a
drug»?

– Without adequate reference to the scientific literature, and observations and
measurements done properly scientifically, there is not a satisfactorily scientific
answer for this question in the Canadian criminal law process.

– But, perhaps the most serious policy problem is that Canadian legislators, judges,
prosecutors, and defence lawyers – and the government itself [108, 109, 110] – seem
content that inadequately considered science can come into law, and be ac-
cepted on authority, without apparent care for understanding – for concepts
that would require high school level appreciation of science and mathematics.56

Public regard for science is important public policy; Canadian legislators, judges,
prosecutors and defence lawyers – and the government itself – should try to do
better. Even for the guilty, criminal conviction and jail should at least come with
the courtesy of the judge having some clue of the science.

– Impaired driving, surely a public safety menace, is obviously malum in se [111, 112,
113]. But if Parliament and the Governor-in-Council are intent on making it malum
prohibitum, at criminal law, then they should do so with science-compatible legis-
lation. But the science issues for impaired by drug would be so difficult that, for
most situations provincial regulatory law – rather than federal criminal – would
be so much better, and would avoid many of the problems argued about above.

53 re criticism of Health Canada, Judges, et al. Preface 4.1, 4.3, Chapters 10 & 11.
54 DAS & bad science Preface 4.1, Chapters 10 & 11.
55 Science – good, bad & junk. Preface 4, Chapters 1, 2, 5, 8, 10, 11.
56 re criticism of Health Canada, Judges, et al. Preface 4.1, 4.3, Chapters 10 & 11.
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Appendix: [114] A court pleading [115]

[. . .]
“Mine is a long and a sad tale!” said the Mouse, turning to Alice, and sighing.
“It is a long tail, certainly,” said Alice, looking down with wonder at the Mouse’s tail;

“but why do you call it sad?” And she kept on puzzling about it while the Mouse was speaking,
so that her idea of the tale was something like this (See Fig.11.1): –

[Alice, the Dodo, Mouse, et al. – a long and sad tale]

[. . .]

In this chapter,57 argument is offered critical of the DRE process. Copied below,
anonymized and slightly edited is the text of an example of an actual Defence-offered
court pleading [123, 124, 125]. The Crown responded by bringing an APPLICATION
[126] seeking Summary Dismissal, which the presiding judge accepted; [127, 128]
what Defence was seeking was effectively found to not be worthy of consideration.

Fig. 11.1: Appendix a long and sad tale [116, 117, 118, 119, 120,
121, 122].

57 Drug-impaired driving. A court pleading. DRE. Preface 4.3, Chapter 11, Appendix.
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58 R v Bingley Chapters 1, 11, Appendix.
59 DRE Criminal Code provisions, etc. Chapter 11, Appendix.
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– when read together, allow the DRE[. . .] opinion[. . .] special legal status in a pro-
cess that would give the appearance of health science observation and decision making.

But nowhere within these legislative provisions and case law, nor in related pub-
lished DRE literature,[. . .] is found reference to verified scientific validation of the tests
and procedures that would be relied on. Nor health science meanings of the tests and
procedures. Nor personnel of actual health science expertise or licensure.
The science is either actually absent, or unrevealed in such a way that the court
should regard it as absent.

These absences of scientific validation, meaning, expertise and licensure expose
the accused citizen to a Charter s.7 “security of the person” [. . .] situation, because
that citizen (the APPLICANT) is in jeopardy of imprisonment from an evaluation pro-
cess with a reasonable apprehension of significant defect.

Judgment in Bingley “ . . . That Parliament has established the reliability of the 12-
step[. . .] [130] drug evaluation by statute[. . .] . . . [131]”[. . .] [132] should not survive a
Charter s.7 analysis, because Bingley appears unaware that actual scientific valida-
tion, meaning, expertise and licensure are absent; and Bingley is not Charter reliant.
The cross-examination suggested by Bingley[. . .] [133] would allow questioning about
data scraps of limited and uncertain meaning without challenge to the very basis of
the DRE process.
The problems of wrong scientific determinations, in a different context, are argued
by US Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia[. . .] [134] in Melendez-Diaz v Massachu-
setts. [. . .] [135] Although Melendez-Diaz addresses issues not before the court here,
and Ontario is not a Sixth[. . .] (and Fourteenth) Amendment jurisdiction, Justice
Scalia’s commentary,[. . .] and cited references,[. . .] are persuasive when trying to
apply Charter s.7 to Canadian legislation that exposes the accused to unverified
science performed by personnel without actual scientific expertise and experience.
Such exposure “ . . . would bring the administration of justice into disrepute . . ., ”
within the meaning of Charter s.24.[. . .] [136]

Tab. 11.1: Appendix DRE legislation chart.

Old New

– Criminal Code s. ()(a) ≈ s. .()
– Criminal Code s. () ≈ s. .()(a) and (c)
– Criminal Code s. (.) ≈ s. .()
– Criminal Code s. (.)(a) ≈ s. .()
– Criminal Code s. .() ≈ s. .
– Criminal Code s. .
– Criminal Code s. .
– SOR/- (but not SOR/- here because of  hour limit . . . )
– R v Bingley [. . .] [ ]
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In this argument it should be noted that the Criminal Code-created “Drug Recogni-
tion Expert” has status merely by operation of the legislation, and that the DRE is not
actually a presenter of reliable health science. Similarly, accreditation[. . .] by the IN-
TERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION of CHIEFS OF POLICE[. . .] has no health science status.

Further, it should be noted that the IACP statement,[. . .] [137] in its International
Standards,[. . .] [138] that “DRE training has been validated through both laboratory
and field studies conducted by Johns Hopkins University . . ., ” is inconsistent
with Bigelow, et al., [. . .] [139] Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, 1985, who ap-
parently conclude[. . .] otherwise. Nor does Heishman, et al., . . . [140, 141] 1996,
appear to fulfill the IACP claim.[. . .]

Further, while the DRE PARTICIPANT’S MANUAL,[. . .] does refer to three of the
tests as having “ . . . been scientifically validated . . ., ” for alcohol, [. . .] no actual
health science literature is cited, for either alcohol[. . .] or drugs.

There is another science-related problem with the DRE procedure that should
draw Charter attention – in relation to a reasonable expectation, for natural justice,
that the tests and procedures of SOR/2008-196 should be administered by a neutral
observer, within an externally scrutinized quality assurance regime.

But, the DRE, as a police officer, investigating a citizen known to be charged
with the crime of driving impaired, is not a neutral observer. There is a reasonable
apprehension of inherent built-in bias – a reasonable apprehension for Quod volimus
credimus libenter. [. . .] Someone else should be doing the evaluation, with stated bias-
control protocols.

And, in contrast with the Ontario CFS,[. . .] which is accredited to ANAB, with a
published SCOPE OF ACCREDIATION,[. . .] that binds CFS to ISO/IEC 17025:2017,[. . .]

the DRE process is not QA externally scrutinized.
In R v , 2017, Old City Hall, Her Honour Justice C. A. Nelson, in view of Bing-

ley, did not allow Defence questions about scientific basis[. . .] in cross-examination of
the DRE. Charter issues were not raised in that case. In R v , 2018, Old City Hall,
Her Honour Justice M. Greene, with Charter issues raised, would not allow Defence
questions about scientific basis, because of the lack of evidence brought by Defence,
but would have allowed re-opening[. . .] the issue with a proper evidentiary foundation.

Also, in R v , Her Honour, giving judgment orally, would allow Defence to
ask questions about scientific basis in cross-examination of the DRE in relation to
weight, but this is not repeated in her written Reasons for judgment. Her Honour,
orally, did not elaborate, but such cross-examination of the DRE[. . .] in relation to
weight would appear to reasonably extend what is allowed by Bingley.[. . .] [142] As it
actually turned out in , no questions were asked, because Crown counsel
eventually did not call the DRE to give any evidence.

In the case before this court – R v – defence seeks to establish that the
DRE process is without scientific basis by calling evidence from the DRE himself,
and from the CFS scientist. This would be as evidence-in-chief on this motion,[. . .]

and as cross-examination at the hearing part of the trial.[. . .]
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It is anticipated that the lack of DRE scientific basis would be sufficient to per-
suade of Charter s.7 violation; and alternatively that the DRE expertise, existent
only by operation of legislation, is mostly actually a vacancy and should be afforded
negligible evidential weight.

Within the Supreme Court of Canada’s judgment in Bingley, there is an espe-
cially difficult interpretation issue. Although frequent reference is made to the “12-
step,” as a central feature of the DRE process, actually finding its provenance[. . .] is
problematic. The “12-step” is not mentioned in the legislation. The “12-step” ap-
pears in the DRE literature only once[. . .] – with neither explanation nor reference.
The “12-step” does not appear as disclosed in this case.

Where “12-step” is found is on a printed card[. . .] provided by a police DRE –
disclosed in another and unrelated case. [. . .] It is also found, in another version, on
the IACP[. . .] website. [. . .] Neither version has verified reference to scientific valida-
tion or literature.

While the “12-step” has similarities to the text of the regulation, they are not
congruent. Correlating what is in the regulation with the “12-step” is difficult; as is
knowing which “12-step” version should be regarded as primary.
Defence here argues that if the “12-step” featured in Bingley is to have meaning in
the case before this court, it should be unambiguously identified in the legislation,
and its provenance declared.

«To summarize»: Charter s.7 should be interpreted to require that a citizen
charged with the crime of driving impaired by drug not be placed in jeopardy by a
process that gives the appearance of health science observation and decision making,
but is devoid of scientific validation, meaning, expertise, licensure, neutrality and ex-
ternal QA scrutiny. And, aside from the Charter, there should be sufficient weight of
valid scientific evidence before a finding of guilt.

7. FACTUAL BASIS FOR THE APPLICATION.
– The APPLICANT is charged with a Criminal Code offence = Drive impaired by

drug.
– SOR/2008-196 tests and procedures were conducted and reported.
– An evaluating police officer[. . .] reported an opinion[. . .] of impaired by drug.
– Analytical chemistry was reported and interpreted by CFS. [. . .]

8. LEGISLATION, MATERIALS, CASE LAW, EVIDENCE TO BE RELIED ON IN THE AP-
PLICATION.

– Criminal Code.
– SOR/2008-196.
– SOR/2008-196 tests and procedures report.
– Charter s.7 & s.24; and related case law.
– CFS report.
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– R v Bingley.60

– Melendez-Diaz v Massachusetts.
– US Constitution, Sixth Amendment.
– Oral testimony – anticipated – of the CFS scientist[. . .] – about the scientific

meaning of “impaired,” and how it would be defined and measured.
– Oral testimony – anticipated – of the DRE police officer[. . .] – about the scien-

tific bases of the DRE process – including:
– the meaning of “impaired” and how it would be defined and measured as

referred to and interpreted in the scientific literature;
– scientific validation – or not – of the DRE process;
– the meaning of “ . . . the DRE range.” in respect to scientifically published

studies for Gaussian distributions of large randomly chosen populations; [. . .]

and
– the provenance of the “12-step.”

9. REMEDY SOUGHT – ALTERNATIVELY, if necessary, as appropriate –
– Defence seeks a Charter-based declaration that the results of the SOR/2008-

196 tests and procedures not be allowed as evidence before this court, nor
the report thereof, because of no scientific basis of the DRE process.

– Defence seeks a declaration that the results of the SOR/2008-196 tests and
procedures, and the report thereof, be regarded as of negligible evidential
weight before this court, because of no scientific basis of the DRE process.

– Defence seeks a Charter-based judicial ruling that, at the trial hearing,□ ,
the DRE may be cross-examined on the science bases of the DRE process, so that
the court can determine its scientific validity, if any.

– Defence seeks a Bingley-based judicial ruling that, at the trial hearing, □
, the DRE may be cross-examined on the science bases of the DRE pro-

cess, so that the court can determine the weight that testimony should be
given.

– Defence seeks a judicial ruling that, at the trial hearing, , the DRE may
be cross-examined on the “12-step,” so that the court can determine, its prove-
nance – scientific and otherwise, which version is primary, and how it would
be related to the regulation and Bingley.

Toronto,
2019.

Counsel for the APPLICANT.

60 R v Bingley Chapters 1 & 11, Chapter 11, Appendix.
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Notes

1 Quod volimus credimus libenter ≈ believe what we want to believe.
2 Quod volimus credimus libenter =we always believe what we want to believe. Robert Harris, Arch-

angel, Berkley Publishing, New York City, 1998; Arrow, 2009; ISBN-10: 0099527936, ISBN-13:
978-0099527930.

https://www.amazon.ca/Archangel-Robert-Harris/dp/0099527936
https://www.goodreads.com/quotes/377660-quod-volimus-credimus-libenter-we-always-

believe-what-we-want
3 Robert Harris, Archangel, Arrow Books, The Random House Group Limited, London SW1V 2SA;

1999; ISBN 0-09-28241-0; at page 48: “. . . ‘Quod volimus credimus libenter’ . . . ‘we always be-
lieve what we want to believe’. . .”

4 https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Julius_Caesar: Julius Caesar, Commentarii de Bello Gallico [=Com-
mentaries on the Gallic War], Book I, Ch. 14, translated by W.A. McDevitte and W.S. Bohn: “Fere
libenter homines id quod volunt credunt” = In most cases men willingly believe what they wish.

5 Latin. Preface 4.1.
6 Introductory quotes, etc. Preface.
7 Chart – legislation. Preface 4.3, Chapter 11. (See Tab, 11.2.)
8 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Impaired_driving_in_Canada
9

«DRE legislation chart». (up-dated here to March 2020.)
Canadian legislation & case law for prosecution & judgment of driving impaired by drug –
– when read together, allow the DRE opinion special legal status in a process that would give
the appearance of health science observation and decision making.

10 This chart was compiled by the author as up-dated to March 2020:
11 The Criminal Code amended so that:

s.253(1)(a), et seq.→ s.320.11, et seq. – coming into force as of 21 June 2018.
12 Criminal Code (R.S.C., 1985, c. C-46, as am.) – old [as of before 21 June 2018.] –

https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/C-46/page-56.html#docCont https://laws-lois.jus
tice.gc.ca/eng/annualstatutes/2018_21/page-1.html#h-2

[. . .]
253 [Repealed, 2018, c. 21, s. 14]
253.1 [Repealed, 2018, c. 21, s. 14]
254 [Repealed, 2018, c. 21, s. 14]

Tab. 11.2: DRE legislation chart.

Old New

– Criminal Code s. ()(a) ≈ s. .()
– Criminal Code s. () ≈ s. .()(a)&(c)
– Criminal Code s. (.) ≈ s. .()
– Criminal Code s. (.)(a) ≈ s. .()
– Criminal Code s. .() ≈ s. .
– Criminal Code s. .
– Criminal Code s. .
– SOR/- (see also SOR/–.)
– R v Bingley
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https://www.amazon.ca/Archangel-Robert-Harris/dp/0099527936
https://www.goodreads.com/quotes/377660-quod-volimus-credimus-libenter-we-always-believe-what-we-want
https://www.goodreads.com/quotes/377660-quod-volimus-credimus-libenter-we-always-believe-what-we-want
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Julius_Caesar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Impaired_driving_in_Canada
https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/C-46/page-56.html%23docCont
https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/annualstatutes/2018_21/page-1.html%23h-2
https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/annualstatutes/2018_21/page-1.html%23h-2


254.01 [Repealed, 2018, c. 21, s. 14]
254.1 [Repealed, 2018, c. 21, s. 14]
255 [Repealed, 2018, c. 21, s. 14]
255.1 [Repealed, 2018, c. 21, s. 14]

[. . .]
– new –
[320.11, et seq. – came into force as of 21 June 2018.] https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/

acts/C-46/page-69.html#docCont
13 Criminal Code (RSC, 1985, c. C-46, as am.) – new [as of 21 June 2018.] –

https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/C-46/page-70.html#h-121277
https://www.justice.gc.ca/eng/cj-jp/sidl-rlcfa/ http://gazette.gc.ca/rp-pr/p2/2018/2018-07-

11/html/sor-dors148-eng.html
[. . .]

– 320.11 – PART VIII.1 – Offences Relating to Conveyances
– 320.11 -Interpretation
– 320.12 -Recognition and Declaration
– 320.13 -Offences and Punishment
– 320.27 -Investigative Matters
– 320.31 -Evidentiary Matters
– 320.36 -General Provisions

14 Criminal Code as newly amended s.320.14(1) https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/C-46/
page-69.html#h-121308

15 [. . .]
Operation while impaired
320.14 (1) Everyone commits an offence who
(a) operates a conveyance while the person’s ability to operate it is impaired to any degree

by alcohol or a drug or by a combination of alcohol and a drug;
(c) subject to subsection (6), has, within two hours after ceasing to operate a conveyance, a

blood drug concentration that is equal to or exceeds the blood drug concentration for the drug
that is prescribed by regulation; or

[. . .]
16 blood Drug Concentration Regulations: SOR/2018-148 http://gazette.gc.ca/rp-pr/p2/2018/2018-

07-11/html/sor-dors148-eng.html (See Tab. 11.2.)
[. . .]

Blood Alcohol Concentration and Blood Drug Concentration
Summary offence
1 For the purpose of paragraph 253(3)(b) of the Criminal Code, the prescribed blood drug

concentration for tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) is 2 ng of THC per mL of blood.
Hybrid offence – drugs
2 For the purpose of paragraph 253(3)(a) of the Criminal Code, the prescribed blood drug con-

centration for each drug set out in column 1 of the table to this section is set out in column 2 (See
Tab. 11.3).

[. . .]

17 Criminal Code as newly amended s.320.27 (1) (a) & (c)
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[. . .]

18 [. . .]
Investigative Matters
Testing for presence of alcohol or drug
320.27 (1) If a peace officer has reasonable grounds to suspect that a person has alcohol or a

drug in their body and that the person has, within the preceding three hours, operated a con-
veyance, the peace officer may, by demand, require the person to comply with the requirements
of either or both of paragraphs (a) and (b) in the case of alcohol or with the requirements of
either or both of paragraphs (a) and (c) in the case of a drug:

(a) to immediately perform the physical coordination tests prescribed by regulation and to
accompany the peace officer for that purpose;

(b) to immediately provide the samples of breath that, in the peace officer’s opinion, are
necessary to enable a proper analysis to be made by means of an approved screening device
and to accompany the peace officer for that purpose;

(c) to immediately provide the samples of a bodily substance that, in the peace officer’s
opinion, are necessary to enable a proper analysis to be made by means of approved drug
screening equipment and to accompany the peace officer for that purpose.

[. . .]
19 Criminal Code as newly amended s.320.28 (2)
20 [320.28]

[. . .]
Evaluation and samples of blood – drugs
(2) If a peace officer has reasonable grounds to believe that a person has operated a convey-

ance while the person’s ability to operate it was impaired to any degree by a drug or by a com-
bination of alcohol and a drug, or has committed an offence under paragraph 320.14(1)(c) or (d)
or subsection 320.14(4), the peace officer may, by demand, made as soon as practicable, require
the person to comply with the requirements of either or both of paragraphs (a) and (b):

(a) to submit, as soon as practicable, to an evaluation conducted by an evaluating officer to
determine whether the person’s ability to operate a conveyance is impaired by a drug or by a
combination of alcohol and a drug, and to accompany the peace officer for that purpose; or

(b) to provide, as soon as practicable, the samples of blood that, in the opinion of the quali-
fied medical practitioner or qualified technician taking the samples, are necessary to enable a

Tab. 11.3: Any detectable level.
[. . .]

Item Column 

Drug
Column 

Concentration

 Tetrahydrocannabinol (THC)  ng/mL of blood
 Lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD) Any detectable level
 Psilocybin Any detectable level
 Psilocin Any detectable level
 Phencyclidine (PCP) Any detectable level
 -Monoacetylmorphine Any detectable level
 Ketamine Any detectable level
 Cocaine Any detectable level
 Gamma hydroxybutyrate (GHB) mg/L of blood
 Methamphetamine Any detectable level
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proper analysis to be made to determine the person’s blood drug concentration, or the person’s
blood drug concentration and blood alcohol concentration, as the case may be, and to accom-
pany the peace officer for that purpose.

[. . .]
21 Criminal Code as newly amended s.320.28 (4)
22 [320.28]

[. . .]
Samples of bodily substances
(4) If, on completion of the evaluation, the evaluating officer has reasonable grounds to be-

lieve that one or more of the types of drugs set out in subsection (5) – or that a combination of
alcohol and one or more of those types of drugs – is impairing the person’s ability to operate a
conveyance, the evaluating officer shall identify the type or types of drugs in question and may,
by demand made as soon as practicable, require the person to provide, as soon as practicable,

(a) a sample of oral fluid or urine that, in the evaluating officer’s opinion, is necessary to
enable a proper analysis to be made to ascertain the presence in the person’s body of one or
more of the types of drugs set out in subsection (5); or

(b) the samples of blood that, in the opinion of the qualified medical practitioner or qualified
technician taking the samples, are necessary to enable a proper analysis to be made to ascertain
the presence in the person’s body of one or more of the types of drugs set out in subsection (5) or to
determine the person’s blood drug concentration for one or more of those types of drugs.

[. . .]
23 Criminal Code as newly amended s.320.38. https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/C-46/page-

73.html#docCont
24 [. . .]

Regulations
320.38 The Governor in Council may make regulations
(a) prescribing the qualifications required for a peace officer to act as an evaluating officer

and respecting the training of evaluating officers;
(b) prescribing the blood drug concentration for a drug for the purpose of paragraph 320.14(1)(c);
(c) prescribing a blood alcohol concentration and a blood drug concentration for a drug for the

purposes of paragraph 320.14(1)(d);
(d) prescribing the blood drug concentration for a drug for the purpose of subsection 320.14(4);
(e) prescribing the physical coordination tests to be conducted under paragraph 320.27(1)(a); and
(f) prescribing the tests to be conducted and procedures to be followed during an evaluation

under paragraph 320.28(2)(a) and the forms to be used in recording the results of the evaluation.
[. . .]

25 Criminal Code as newly amended s.320.11
26 [. . .]

PART VIII.1
Offences Relating to Conveyances
Interpretation
Definitions
320.11 The following definitions apply in this Part
conveyance means a motor vehicle, a vessel, an aircraft or railway equipment. (moyen de trans-

port)
evaluating officer means a peace officer who has the qualifications prescribed by regulation

that are required in order to act as an evaluating officer. (agent évaluateur)
[. . .]

27 Criminal Code as newly amended s.320.12
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28 [. . .]
Recognition and Declaration

Recognition and declaration
320.12 It is recognized and declared that
(a) operating a conveyance is a privilege that is subject to certain limits in the interests of

public safety that include licensing, the observance of rules and sobriety;
(b) the protection of society is well served by deterring persons from operating conveyances

dangerously or while their ability to operate them is impaired by alcohol or a drug, because
that conduct poses a threat to the life, health and safety of Canadians;

(c) the analysis of a sample of a person’s breath by means of an approved instrument produ-
ces reliable and accurate readings of blood alcohol concentration; and

(d) an evaluation conducted by an evaluating officer is a reliable method of determining
whether a person’s ability to operate a conveyance is impaired by a drug or by a combination of
alcohol and a drug.

[. . .]
29 Criminal Code regulation SOR/2008-196 http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/regulations/SOR-

2008-196/page-1.html#s-3
30 Evaluation of Impaired Operation (Drugs and Alcohol) Regulations

SOR/2008-196
CRIMINAL CODE
Registration 2008–06-11
Evaluation of Impaired Operation (Drugs and Alcohol) Regulations
P.C. 2008–1033 2008-06-11
Her Excellency the Governor General in Council, on the recommendation of the Minister of

Justice, pursuant to section 254.1 of the Criminal Code, hereby makes the annexed Evaluation of
Impaired Operation (Drugs and Alcohol) Regulations.

Qualification Required of Evaluating Officer
1 An evaluating officer must be a certified drug recognition expert accredited by the Interna-

tional Association of Chiefs of Police.
Physical Coordination Tests
2 The physical coordination tests to be conducted under paragraph 254(2)(a) of the Criminal

Code are the following standard field sobriety tests:
(a) the horizontal gaze nystagmus test;
(b) the walk-and-turn test; and
(c) the one-leg stand test.
Evaluation Tests and Procedures
3 The tests to be conducted and the procedures to be followed during an evaluation under

subsection 254(3.1) of the Criminal Code are
(a) a preliminary examination, which consists of measuring the pulse and determining that

the pupils are the same size and that the eyes track an object equally;
(b) eye examinations, which consist of

(i) the horizontal gaze nystagmus test,
(ii) the vertical gaze nystagmus test, and
(iii) the lack-of-convergence test;

(c) divided-attention tests, which consist of
(i) the Romberg balance test,
(ii) the walk-and-turn test referred to in paragraph 2(b),
(iii) the one-leg stand test referred to in paragraph 2(c), and
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(iv) the finger-to-nose test, which includes the test subject tilting the head back and
touching the tip of their index finger to the tip of their nose in a specified manner while keeping
their eyes closed;

(d) an examination, which consists of measuring the blood pressure, temperature and
pulse;

(e) an examination of pupil sizes under light levels of ambient light, near total darkness
and direct light and an examination of the nasal and oral cavities;

(f) an examination, which consists of checking the muscle tone and pulse; and
(g) a visual examination of the arms, neck and, if exposed, the legs for evidence of injection

sites.
Coming into Force
4 These Regulations come into force on July 2, 2008.

31 R v Bingley =Her Majesty The Queen v Bingley 2017 SCC 12 Supreme Court of Canada, 23 Feb. 2017.
https://scc-csc.lexum.com/scc-csc/scc-csc/en/item/16417/index.do?r=AAAAAQAHYmluZ2xleQE

32 (see also SOR/2018-148.)
33 Drug-impaired driving. Chapter 11.
34 Criminal Code, as newly amended s.320.14(1) https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/C-46/

page-69.html#h-121308
[. . .]

Operation while impaired
320.14 (1) Everyone commits an offence who
(a) operates a conveyance while the person’s ability to operate it is impaired to any degree

by alcohol or a drug or by a combination of alcohol and a drug;
[. . .]

35 For whatever reason, the Canada Criminal Code uses “alcohol” a chemically general term,
rather than “ethanol,” which specifically refers to the intoxicating substance intended for
legal application.

36 Over-80 ≥80 mg ethanol /100 ml in blood. Chapter 11.
37 See: Joseph F. Kenkel, Impaired Driving in Canada, 5th Edition, LexisNexis Canada

https://store.lexisnexis.ca/en/categories/shop-by-jurisdiction/federal-13/impaired-driving-
in-canada-5th-edition-skusku-cad-01005/details

38 mens rea. Chapters 1 & 11.
39 The Works of Edgar Allan Poe, THE MASQUE OF THE RED DEATH

https://etc.usf.edu/lit2go/147/the-works-of-edgar-allan-poe/5383/the-masque-of-the-red-
death/

https://etc.usf.edu/lit2go/147/the-works-of-edgar-allan-poe/
40 See also: Mary Shelley, The Last Man, 1826.

https://mary-shelley.fandom.com/wiki/The_Last_Man_(1826)https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/The_Last_Man

41 References cited in: NHTSA, Participant Manual / Drug Recognition Expert Course, Revised:10/
2015.

www.nhtsa.gov
https://www.nhtsa.gov/sites/nhtsa.dot.gov/files/documents/dre_7-day_participant_man

ual-tag.pdf https://www.nhtsa.gov/search?keywords=participant+manual
42 References cited in: NHTSA, Participant Manual / Drug Recognition Expert Course, Revised:10/

2015. www.nhtsa.gov https://www.nhtsa.gov/sites/nhtsa.dot.gov/files/documents/dre_7-day
_participant_manual-tag.pdf https://www.nhtsa.gov/search?keywords=participant+manual

43 – and perhaps some of those definitions would be somewhat arbitrary.
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44 NHTSA, Participant Manual / Drug Recognition Expert Course, Revised:10/2015. www.nhtsa.gov
https://www.nhtsa.gov/sites/nhtsa.dot.gov/files/documents/dre_7-day_participant_manual-
tag.pdf https://www.nhtsa.gov/search?keywords=participant+manual

45 The DEC Program Technical Advisory Panel of the IACP Highway Safety Committee, The Inter-
national Standards of the Drug Evaluation and Classification Program, Revised October 2017.
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/all/i-j/International%20Standards%20of%20the%
20DECP%20October%202017.pdf

46 M.G., The Law of Occupational Health and Safety in Ontario, Second Edition, Butterworths, Tor-
onto and Vancouver, August 1994, ISBN 0-409-90414-7; Chapter 10.3.f.

47 Toronto Workers Health & Safety Legal Clinic newsletter, 2010 10. Vol.18 No.4. pages 5 & 6.
48 Stacey Cowley & Jessica Silver-Greenberg, “Paying Dearly for a Defective Breath Test / A Linch-

pin of the Criminal Justice System Is Often Unreliable,” The New York Times, 04 November 2019,
pages A1, A14, A15, A16.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/03/business/drunk-driving-breathalyzer.html “These Ma-
chines Can Put You in Jail. Don’t Trust Them. / Alcohol breath tests, a linchpin of the criminal
justice system, are often unreliable, a Times investigation found.”

49 Ethanol. CH3-CH2-OH CAS 64-17-5 46.07 g/mol (See Fig. 11.2.)

https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/Ethanol
50 Ethanol. CH3-CH2-OH CAS 64-17-5. Chapters 1, 4, 11.
51 Such as listed in Canada Approved Breath Analysis Instruments Order, SI/85-201 – see in note

below.
52 Concentration measurement – IR. Chapters 6 & 11.
53 Measured as∃80 mg ethanol/100 mL in blood.
54 80 mg/100 mL = .8 g/L

.8 g/L/46.07 g/mol = 0.0173648795311 . . . mol/L.
55 Criminal Code as newly amended s.320.14(1) https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/C-46/

page-69.html#h-121308
[. . .]

Operation while impaired
320.14 (1) Everyone commits an offence who
(a) operates a conveyance while the person’s ability to operate it is impaired to any degree

by alcohol or a drug or by a combination of alcohol and a drug; [or]
(b) subject to subsection (5), has, within two hours after ceasing to operate a conveyance, a

blood alcohol concentration that is equal to or exceeds 80 mg of alcohol in 100 mL of blood;
[. . .]

56 Approved Breath Analysis Instruments Order SI/85-201 Criminal Code
https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/regulations/SI-85-201/page-1.html
Approved Breath Analysis Instruments Order
SI/85-201
CRIMINAL CODE
Short Title
1 This Order may be cited as the Approved Breath Analysis Instruments Order.

Fig. 11.2: Ethanol. CAS 64–17-5.
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Approved Instruments
2 The following instruments, each being an instrument of a kind that is designed to receive

and make an analysis of a sample of the breath of a person in order to measure the concentra-
tion of alcohol in the blood of that person, are hereby approved as suitable for the purposes of
section 258 of the Criminal Code:

(a) to (c) [Repealed, SOR/2012-237, s. 1]
(d) to (g) [Repealed, SOR/2013-107, s. 1]
(h) Intoxilyzer® 5000 C;
(i) [Repealed, SOR/2012-237, s. 1]
(j) [Repealed, SOR/2013-107, s. 1]
(k) BAC Datamaster C;
(l) Alco-Sensor IV-RBT IV;
(m) [Repealed, SOR/2013-107, s. 1]
(n) Alco-Sensor IV/RBT IV-K;
(o) Alcotest 7110 MKIII Dual C;
(p) Intoxilyzer® 8000 C;
(q) DataMaster DMT-C;
(r) Intox EC/IR II; and
(s) Intoxilyzer® 9000.

57 Approved Screening Devices Order SI/85-200 Criminal Code
https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/regulations/SI-85-200/page-1.html

58 Approved Drug Screening Equipment Order SOR/2018-179 Criminal Code
https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/regulations/SOR-2018-179/page-1.html

59 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Impaired_driving_in_Canada
60 https://www.nhtsa.gov/research-data/driver-simulation
61 https://www.ckas.com.au/driver_training_simulators_43.html?gclid=EAIaIQobChMIvMW-

vcGB7gIVdOW1Ch3QFADeEAAYASAAEgK5vvD_BwE
62 The Sunday Edition, “Michael Enright piloted a Boeing 777 and landed it in Lake Ontario,” CBC

Radio · 14 December 2018.
https://www.cbc.ca/radio/thesundayedition/the-sunday-edition-december-16-2018-1.

4928642/michael-enright-piloted-a-boeing-777-and-landed-it-in-lake-ontario-1.4928645
63 Sir Isaac Newton, Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica (Mathematical Principles of

Natural Philosophy), Royal Society, London, 1687. See Edward Neville da Costa Andrade, Sir
Isaac Newton / His Life and Work, DOUBLEDAY ANCHOR, Garden City, New York; SCIENCE
STUDIES SERIES, S42; reprinted from Macmillan Company, New York, & W. Collins Sons & Co,
Ltd., London, first published 1954; page 70, et seq.

64 Her Majesty The Queen v Bingley 2017 SCC 12 Supreme Court of Canada, 23 February 2017.
https://scc-csc.lexum.com/scc-csc/scc-csc/en/item/16417/index.do?r=AAAAAQAHYmluZ2xleQE

65 IACP = INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION of CHIEFS OF POLICE, 44 Canal Center Plaza, Suite
200, Alexandria, Virginia, 22,314. http://www.theiacp.org/ http://www.theiacp.org/Drug-
Recognition-Expert-Section

https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/all/i-j/International%20Standards%20of%
20the%20DECP%20October%202017.pdf

66 sic erat scriptum = thus it had been written. Used here in an ironic-critical sense to imply that
the government-created “expert” would be lacking in actual expertise.

https://etymologyotd.com/2017/10/02/sic-short-for-sic-erat-scriptum-latin-for-thus-it-had-
been-written-read-more/
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sic https://www.theguardian.com/notesandqueries/query/
0,5753,-23558,00.html https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/sic#Etymology_1 http://mymemory.trans
lated.net/en/Latin/English/sic-erat-scriptum

67 DRE = Drug Recognition Expert = a designation of a police officer by operation of law. See in
R v Bingley, at paragraphs [20] and [21]:

[. . .]
[20]The DRE, literally, is a “drug recognition expert”, certified as such for the purposes of

the scheme. It is undisputed that the DRE receives special training in how to administer the
12-step drug recognition evaluation and in what inferences may be drawn from the factual
data he or she notes. It is for this limited purpose that a DRE can assist the court by offering
expert opinion evidence.

[21]While a DRE’s evaluation certainly has an investigative purpose, their application of
the 12-step drug recognition evaluation and determination of impairment is relevant evidence
and can assist the trier of fact. The DRE’s opinion is based on his or her specialized training
and experience in conducting the evaluation. By reason of this training and experience, all
DREs undoubtedly possess expertise on determining drug impairment that is outside the ex-
perience and knowledge of the trier of fact.

[. . .]
68 – and the category of drug.
69 DRUGS THAT IMPAIR DRIVING / PARTICIPANT’S MANUAL, [US DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPOR-

TATION, Transportation Safety Institute, National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, Feb-
ruary 2006], HS178A R2/06.; “SESSION VI / DRUG CATEGORIES AND THEIR OBSERVABLE
EFFECTS.”

http://www.wsp.wa.gov/breathtest/docs/webdms/DRE_Forms/Manuals/drugs/Participant
%20Manual%20(Drugs)%20-%20February%202,006.pdf

70 DWI Detection and Standardized Field Sobriety Testing / March 2013 Edition / Guide, Interna-
tional Association of Chiefs of Police & US National Highway Traffic Safety Administration; “C.
Drug Categories and Their Observable Effects / Seven Categories of ‘Drugs;’ ” HS 178 R5/13,
page 11 of 29.https://oag.dc.gov/sites/default/files/dc/sites/oag/publication/attachments/
2013%20NHTSA%20SFST%20participant%20Manual.pdf

71 Criminal Code regulation SOR/2008-196 http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/regulations/SOR-
2008-196/page-1.html#s-3

72 In the Canadian system, Parliament (= Commons, Senate & Monarch (represented by the Gover-
nor General)) enact statutes. The Governor-in-council – effectively the cabinet – brings regula-
tions into effect. Both statutes and regulations (to specifically implement parts of the statutes)
are considered as legislation. The use of the term legislation should be considered here in this
context.

73 – effectively, in these or similar words:
74 DC # , Traffic Services, Toronto Police.
75 9. DRE Opinion

[. . .]

In the opinion of DC , the evaluating DRE Officer, at the time of the evaluation, sub-
ject’s ability to operate a motor vehicle was impaired by a combination of drugs from Cannabis
and Central Nervous System Depressants categories.

[. . .]
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76 Bingley paragraphs [20] & [21]:
[. . .]

[20]The DRE, literally, is a “drug recognition expert”, certified as such for the purposes of
the scheme. It is undisputed that the DRE receives special training in how to administer the 12-
step drug recognition evaluation and in what inferences may be drawn from the factual data he
or she notes. It is for this limited purpose that a DRE can assist the court by offering expert
opinion evidence.

[21]While a DRE’s evaluation certainly has an investigative purpose, their application of the
12-step drug recognition evaluation and determination of impairment is relevant evidence and
can assist the trier of fact. The DRE’s opinion is based on his or her specialized training and
experience in conducting the evaluation. By reason of this training and experience, all DREs
undoubtedly possess expertise on determining drug impairment that is outside the experience
and knowledge of the trier of fact.

[. . .]
77 Criminal Code RSC 1985 c.C-46, as am., s.254(3.4)(a) http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/C-

46/page-57.html#docCont
78 Criminal Code regulation SOR/2008-196 http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/regulations/SOR-

2008-196/page-1.html#s-3
79 Criminal Code regulation SOR/2008-196.
80 ( – or a road test – not recommended in these circumstances.)
81 Criminal Code regulation SOR/2008-196 – cited & quoted in a note below.
82 The DEC Program Technical Advisory Panel of the IACP Highway Safety Committee, The Inter-

national Standards of the Drug Evaluation and Classification Program, Revised October 2016.
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/all/i-j/International%20Standards%20of%

20the%20DECP%20October%202017.pdf
83 IACP = INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION of CHIEFS OF POLICE, 44 Canal Center Plaza, Suite

200, Alexandria, Virginia, 22314. http://www.theiacp.org/ http://www.theiacp.org/Drug-
Recognition-Expert-Sectionhttp://www.theiacp.org/Portals/0/documents/DRE/International%
20DEC%20Program%20Standards%20October%202016.pdf

84 NHTSA, Participant Manual / Drug Recognition Expert Course, Revised:10/2015. www.nhtsa.gov
https://www.nhtsa.gov/sites/nhtsa.dot.gov/files/documents/dre_7-day_participant_manual-
tag.pdf https://www.nhtsa.gov/search?keywords=participant+manual

85 International Standards at page 4.
86 Bigelow, et al.
87 The apparently implied validation of the DRE method appears defective. According to the IACP

DRE International Standards:
. . . Initially developed by the Los Angeles, California, Police Department, DRE training has
been validated through both laboratory and field studies conducted by Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity.

[. . .]
But, Bigelow, et al., Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, Baltimore, 1985, apparently conclude
otherwise.

Nor do Heishman, et al., Baltimore, 1995, satisfy this.
88 George E. Bigelow, Warren E. Bickel, John D. Roache, Ira A. Liebson, Pat Nowowieski, “Identi-

fying Types of Drug Intoxication: Laboratory Evaluation of a Subject-Examination Procedure,”
Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, Baltimore, US DOT HS 806 753, May 1985.

http://www.decp.us/DREpdfs.htm http://www.decp.us/pdfs/Bigelow_1985_DRE_valida
tion_study.pdf

89 Bigelow, et al. at page 16:
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90 CONCLUSIONS
This laboratory simulation study does not represent a direct test of the validity of these or

related behavioral examination procedures for detecting and identifying drug intoxication in
field situations. It does, however, provide valuable scientific information concerning the poten-
tial accuracy and utility of such procedures.

91 [. . .]
Stephen J. Heishman, Edward G. Singleton, & Dennis J. Crouch, “Laboratory Validation

Study of Drug Evaluation and Classification Program: Ethanol, Cocaine, and Marijuana,” Jour-
nal of Analytical Toxicology, Vol. 20, October 1996; pages 468→483. [1995 SOFT meeting,
Baltimore.]

92 Ontario Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991
[. . .]

PROHIBITIONS
Controlled acts restricted
27. (1) No person shall perform a controlled act set out in subsection (2) in the course of

providing health care services to an individual unless,
(a) the person is a member authorized by a health profession Act to perform the controlled act;

or
(b) the performance of the controlled act has been delegated to the person by a member de-

scribed in clause (a).
Controlled acts

(2) A “controlled act” is any one of the following done with respect to an individual:
1. Communicating to the individual or his or her personal representative a diagnosis identifying

a disease or disorder as the cause of symptoms of the individual in circumstances in which it is
reasonably foreseeable that the individual or his or her personal representative will rely on the di-
agnosis.

[. . .]
Offences
40. (1) Every person who contravenes subsection 27(1) . . . is guilty of an offence . . .

[. . .]
https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/91r18

93 OntarioMedicine Act, 1991
[. . .]

Scope of practice
3.The practice of medicine is the assessment of the physical or mental condition of an indi-

vidual and the diagnosis, treatment and prevention of any disease, disorder or dysfunction.
Authorized acts
4.In the course of engaging in the practice of medicine, a member is authorized, subject to

the terms, conditions and limitations imposed on his or her certificate of registration, to per-
form the following:

1. Communicating a diagnosis identifying a disease or disorder as the cause of a person’s
symptoms.

[. . .]
⋮ https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/91m30

94 And, when an MD would be involved, as sometimes happens, to sign-off for the taking of a
blood sample – lawfully demanded by the DRE – there would be an apparent potential ethical
conflict of interest. This would arise because the MD would have been ministering to the ac-
cused in a hospital emergency room as a patient. That same MD should not then act effectively
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in the service of law enforcement with regard to that patient. If police need a sign-off for the
blood taking, they should hire their own MD.

95 English text from CFS form, 2015:
96 Ontario Centre of Forensic Sciences . . . Certificate of a Qualified Medical Practitioner (S.258(1)

(h)(i) and (ii))
[. . .]

I _____________a person duly qualified by provincial law to practice medicine in the Prov-
ince of Ontario and being therefore a qualified medical practitioner as defined in subsec-
tion 254(1) of the Criminal Code.

DO HEREBY CERTIFY:
[. . .]

9 THAT I caused samples of blood to be taken under my direction by a qualified techni-
cian (blood samples) as defined in subsection 254(1) from a person identified to me as
________________

9 THAT, before the said samples were taken and at the times the said samples were taken,
I was of the opinion that the taking of blood samples from the said person would not en-
danger the life or the health of the said person;

[. . .]

Dated . . . __________ at . . . _________ . . . Ontario ___________________

[. . .]
CFS 6038 (06/03)

97 From a medical report of an MD, 2015: “ . . . The police approached me and asked for me to
sign a form stating that the they could get blood from . . . They stated that . . . had consented
. . . I asked . . . about this . . . [understood & consented] . . . I . . . [signed] the form] .”

98 Legal disclaimer. MD. Chapters 9 & 11.
99 Quod volimus credimus libenter =we always believe what we want to believe. Robert Harris,

Archangel, Berkley Publishing, New York City, 1998; Arrow, 2009; ISBN-10: 0099527936, ISBN-
13: 978–0099527930.

https://www.amazon.ca/Archangel-Robert-Harris/dp/0099527936
https://www.goodreads.com/quotes/377660-quod-volimus-credimus-libenter-we-always-

believe-what-we-want
100 https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Julius_Caesar: Julius Caesar, Commentarii de Bello Gallico [=Com-

mentaries on the Gallic War], Book I, Ch. 14, translated by W.A. McDevitte and W.S. Bohn: “Fere
libenter homines id quod volunt credunt”= In most cases men willingly believe what they wish.

101 [Toronto Police DRE – from a law case case.] [Not to scale here.] (See Fig. 11.3.)
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102 (That printed card, also doubling as a “PUPILOMETER” is without US FDA cfr reference, nor with
manufacture specifications, as a medical device.)

103 IACP = INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION of CHIEFS OF POLICE, 44 Canal Center Plaza, Suite
200, Alexandria, Virginia, 22314. http://www.theiacp.org/ http://www.theiacp.org/Drug-
Recognition-Expert-Section

104 [IACP 12 STEP; February 2021, & previous] https://www.theiacp.org/12-step-process
105 [. . .]

12 Step Process

The DRE protocol is a standardized and systematic method of examining a Driving Under the
Influence of Drugs (DUID) suspect to determine the following: (1) whether or not the suspect is
impaired; if so, (2) whether the impairment relates to drugs or a medical condition; and if
drugs, (3) what category or combination of categories of drugs are the likely cause of the im-
pairment. The process is systematic because it is based on a complete set of observable signs
and symptoms that are known to be reliable indicators of drug impairment.

Fig. 11.3: Pupilometer.
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The DRE evaluation is standardized because it is conducted the same way, by every
drug recognition expert, for every suspect whenever possible.

The 12-Step DRE Protocol

The DREs utilize a 12-step process to assess DUID suspects:

1. Breath Alcohol Test
The arresting officer reviews the subject’s breath alcohol concentration (BrAC) test results
and determines if the subject’s apparent impairment is consistent with the subject’s BrAC.
If the impairment is not explained by the BrAC, the officer requests a DRE evaluation.

2. Interview of the Arresting Officer
The DRE begins the investigation by reviewing the BrAC test results and discussing the cir-
cumstances of the arrest with the arresting officer. The DRE asks about the subject’s behav-
ior, appearance, and driving.

3. Preliminary Examination and First Pulse
The DRE conducts a preliminary examination, in large part, to ascertain whether the sub-
ject may be suffering from an injury or other condition unrelated to drugs. Accordingly,
the DRE asks the subject a series of standard questions relating to the subject’s health
and recent ingestion of food, alcohol, and drugs, including prescribed medications. The
DRE observes the subject’s attitude, coordination, speech, breath and face. The DRE also
determines if the subject’s pupils are of equal size and if the subject’s eyes can follow a
moving stimulus and track equally. The DRE also looks for horizontal gaze nystagmus
(HGN) and takes the subject’s pulse for the first of three times. If the DRE believes that the
subject may be suffering from a significant medical condition, the DRE will seek medical
assistance immediately. If the DRE believes that the subject’s condition is drug-related,
the evaluation continues.

4. Eye Examination
The DRE examines the subject for HGN, vertical gaze Nystagmus (VGN), and a lack of con-
vergence.

5. Divided Attention Psychophysical Tests
The DRE administers four psychophysical tests: the Modified Romberg Balance, the Walk
and Turn, the One Leg Stand, and the Finger to Nose test.

6. Vital Signs and Second Pulse
The DRE takes the subject’s blood pressure, temperature, and pulse.

7. Dark Room Examinations
The DRE estimates the subject’s pupil sizes under three different lighting conditions with a
measuring device called a pupilometer. The device will assist the DRE in determining
whether the subject’s pupils are dilated, constricted, or normal.

8. Examination for Muscle Tone
The DRE examines the subject’s skeletal muscle tone. Certain categories of drugs may
cause the muscles to become rigid. Other categories may cause the muscles to become very
loose and flaccid.

9. Check for Injection Sites and Third Pulse
The DRE examines the subject for injection sites, which may indicate recent use of certain
types of drugs. The DRE also takes the subject’s pulse for the third and final time.
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10. Subject’s Statements and Other Observations
The DRE typically reads Miranda, if not done so previously, and asks the subject a series of
questions regarding the subject’s drug use.

11. Analysis and Opinions of the Evaluator
Based on the totality of the evaluation, the DRE forms an opinion as to whether or not the sub-
ject is impaired. If the DRE determines that the subject is impaired, the DRE will indicate what
category or categories of drugs may have contributed to the subject’s impairment.

12. Toxicological Examination
The toxicological examination is a chemical test or tests that provide additional scientific,
admissible evidence to support the DRE’s opinion.
Nothing in or about the DRE protocol is new or novel. The DRE protocol is a compilation of

tests that physicians have used for decades to identify and assess alcohol- and/or drug-
induced impairment.

[. . .]

106 [IACP 12 STEP; February 2021, & previous] https://www.theiacp.org/12-step-process [at last
paragraph]

107 Canada Criminal Code s.320.12 (d) – See in notes above.
108 – but apparently not including the Governor General (as she then was) herself – on other sci-

ence issues – although there were criticisms concerning issues of vice-regal protocol.
109 https://www.nationalobserver.com/2017/11/06/opinion/science-v-religion-and-new-governor-

general-under-fire
https://www.nationalobserver.com/2017/11/04/news/payette-takes-climate-change-

deniers-and-horoscopes-science-conference
https://torontosun.com/opinion/editorials/editorial-julie-payette-speech-oversteps-her-role
https://www.cbc.ca/news/opinion/governor-general-speech-julie-payette-climate-change-1.

4384481
https://www.gg.ca/en https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Governor_General_of_Canada

110 Governor General. Chapters 2, 10, 11.
111 Latin. Preface 4.1.
112 Malum in se =wrong of itself; naturally wrong.

Malum prohibitum =wrong because it’s prohibited by law.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malum_in_se https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malum_

prohibitum
113 See: Joel Coen, True Grit, Paramount Pictures, 2010; Jeff Bridges, Hailee Steinfeld, Matt Damon,

Josh Brolin. https://www.scripts.com/script/true_grit_22307 Script pdf page 32: [Mattie Ross ex-
plains this concept to US Marshal Rooster Cogburn.]

114 FORENSIC CHEMISTRY. Chapter 11, Appendix. A court pleading. – Notes
115 Introductory quotes. Preface.
116 Alice, the Dodo, Mouse, et al., . . . in Lewis Carroll, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland and

Through the Looking-Glass, Signet Classics, The New American Library, New York City, 1960 &
1962; from . . .Wonderland . . ., “A Caucus-Race and a Long Tale,” Chapter III, page 35.

117 https://www.alice-in-wonderland.net/resources/pictures/alices-adventures-in-wonderland/
118 [typeset as a mouse tail.]
119 – “Fury said to a mouse, That he met in the house, ‘Let us both go to law: I will prosecute you.–

Come, I’ll take no denial; We must have a trial: For really this morning I’ve nothing to do.’ Said the
mouse to the cur, ‘Such a trial, dear sir, With no jury or judge, would be wasting our breath’ ‘I’ll be
judge, I’ll be jury,’ Said cunning old Fury; ‘I’ll try the whole cause, and condemn you to death’.”
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120 [perhaps similar to a damped trigonometric function.] y = e-x cos(2πx)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Damped_sine_wave#:~:text=A%20damped%20sine%

20wave%20is,than%20it%20is%20being%20supplied.https://www.graphpad.com/guides/
prism/8/curve-fitting/reg_damped_sine_wave.htmhttps://calculushowto.com/damped-sine-
wave/

https://www.mathsisfun.com/physics/spring.html
121 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Mouse%27s_Tale http://bootless.net/mouse.html
122 https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/32/Alice_in_Wonderland_Ch.3.jpg

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/32/Alice_in_Wonderland_Ch.3.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Mouse%27s_Tale

123 This text copy of a Defence APPLICATION has been anonymized and otherwise edited – the
format has been simplified and that APPLICATION’s endnotes have been removed (and place-
indicated as [. . .]). Endnotes, footnotes, and pagination, appearing in this Appendix are as for
this book and not as appeared in the original of the APPLICATION to the ONTARIO COURT OF
JUSTICE. (A table of legislation appearing in the original of the APPLICATION appears in this
text copy as a Figure.)

124 APPLICATION [Form 1, Rule 2.1, Criminal Rules . . ., modified by counsel], ONTARIO COURT
OF JUSTICE, Toronto M3J 2V5; BETWEEN: Her Majesty The Queen – and – ■■■■■■■ = APPLI-
CANT; re Charter s.7 – SOR/2008-196; ■■ ■■■■■ 2019; next court date = ■■ ■■■■■ 2020.

125 Canadian & Ontario criminal law cases may be titled as HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN verses [ac-
cused defendant], abbreviated as R v []. R = Regina =Queen. Sometimes phrased as Her Maj-
esty The Queen in right of Canada, or as Her Majesty The Queen in right of Ontario. In other
eras: R = Rex = King.

126 ■■ ■■■■■ 2019.
127 ■■ ■■■■■ 2019.
128 The trial proceeded to start, ■■ ■■■■■ 2020.
129 R v Bingley 2017 SCC 12 Supreme Court of Canada, 23 February 2017.

h t tps : / / s c c - c s c . l exum.com/scc - c s c / s c c - c s c /en / i t em/16417 / index .do? r=
AAAAAQAHYmluZ2xleQE

130 [“12-step” not explicitly mentioned in the regulation, but apparently that is what the regula-
tion procedure is called, as in Bingley.]

131 [Perhaps better described as by the Governor-in-Council by regulation, as authorized by statute.]
132 Bingley

[. . .]
[32] That Parliament has established the reliability of the 12-step drug evaluation by statute

does not hinder the trier of fact’s ability to critically assess a DRE’s conclusion of impairment
or an accused person’s right to test that evidence. Cross-examination of the DRE may under-
mine his or her conclusion. Evidence of bias may raise doubt about the officer’s conclusion.
The officer may fail to conduct the drug recognition evaluation in accordance with his or her
training. A DRE may draw questionable inferences from his or her observations. Bodily sample
evidence obtained under s. 254(3.4) may refute the DRE’s assessment, as may evidence of by-
standers or other experts. It will always be for the trier of fact to determine what weight to give
a DRE’s opinion. Any weight given to a DRE’s evidence will necessarily respect the scope of the
DRE’s expertise and the fact that it is not conclusive of impairment.

[. . .]
133 Bingley at paragraph [32].
134 Melendez-Diaz v Massachusetts, pages 1→23.
135 Melendez-Diaz v Massachusetts, US Supreme Court, 2009. https://www.law.cornell.edu/supct/

html/07-591.ZS.html
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https://www.law.cornell.edu/supct/pdf/07-591P.ZS http://www.supremecourt.gov/opin
ions/08pdf/07-591.pdf

http://www.supremecourt.gov/
136 CANADIAN CHARTER OF RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/Const/

page-15.html
[. . .]

Enforcement of guaranteed rights and freedoms

24. (1) Anyone whose rights or freedoms, as guaranteed by this Charter, have been infringed or
denied may apply to a court of competent jurisdiction to obtain such remedy as the court con-
siders appropriate and just in the circumstances.

Exclusion of evidence bringing administration of justice into disrepute

(2) Where, in proceedings under subsection (1), a court concludes that evidence was obtained
in a manner that infringed or denied any rights or freedoms guaranteed by this Charter, the
evidence shall be excluded if it is established that, having regard to all the circumstances, the
admission of it in the proceedings would bring the administration of justice into disrepute.

[. . .]
137 International Standards, at page 4.

[. . .]
Since 1984, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) has supported the

Drug Evaluation and Classification (DEC) Program, often referred to as the Drug Recognition
Expert (DRE) Training Program. Initially developed by the Los Angeles, California, Police De-
partment, DRE training has been validated through both laboratory and field studies con-
ducted by Johns Hopkins University.

[. . .]
138 The DEC Program Technical Advisory Panel of the IACP Highway Safety Committee, The Inter-

national Standards of the Drug Evaluation and Classification Program, Revised October 2017.
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/all/i-j/International%20Standards%20of%

20the%20DECP%20October%202017.pdf
139 George E. Bigelow, Warren E. Bickel, John D. Roache, Ira A. Liebson, Pat Nowowieski, “Identi-

fying Types of Drug Intoxication: Laboratory Evaluation of a Subject-Examination Procedure,”
Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, Baltimore, US DOT HS 806 753, May 1985. http://www.
decp.us/DREpdfs.htm http://www.decp.us/pdfs/Bigelow_1985_DRE_validation_study.pdf

140 Stephen J. Heishman, Edward G. Singleton & Dennis J. Crouch, “Laboratory Validation Study
of Drug Evaluation and Classification Program: Ethanol, Cocaine and Marijauna,” Journal of
Analytical Toxicology, Vol.20, Oct. 1996, pages 468→483.

141
– Stephen J. Heishman, Addiction Research Center, National Institute on Drug Abuse, Baltimore.
– Edward G. Singleton, Department of Psychiatry & Behavioral Sciences, Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity School of Medicine, Baltimore; & Department of Psychology, Morgan State Univer-
sity, Baltimore.

– Dennis J. Crouch, Center for Human Toxicology, University of Utah, Salt Lake City.
142 Bingley at paragraph [32].
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